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Letter from Ampère to his son, from September 1820:6

Depuis que j’ai entendu parler pour la première fois de la belle découverte de M. Oersted,
professeur à Copenhague, sur l’action des courants galvaniques sur l’aiguille aimantée, j’y ai
pensé continuellement, je n’ai fait qu’écrire une grande théorie sur ces phénomènes et tous
ceux dejà connus de l’aimant, et tenter des expériences indiquées par cette théorie, qui toutes
on réussi et m’ont fait connaitre autant de faits nouveaux.

Tricker:7

At the beginning of the year 1820 nothing was known of the magnetic action of an electric
current. By 1826 the theory for steady currents had been completely worked out. Since then,
though newer methods may have made the handling of the mathematical apparatus simpler
and more concise, nothing fundamental has been changed.

[...]

In the theory of gravitation, Newton was already provided with a knowledge of a range of the
phenomena, mainly through the medium of Kepler’s laws. Ampère had to discover the laws
as well as provide the theory, and thus do the work of Tycho Brahe, Kepler and Newton rolled
into one.

Maxwell:8

The experimental investigation by which Ampère established the laws of the mechanical action
between electric currents is one of the most brilliant achievements in science. The whole, theory
and experiment, seems as if it had leaped, full grown and full armed, from the brain of the
‘Newton of electricity.’ It is perfect in form, and unassailable in accuracy, and it is summed up
in a formula from which all the phenomena may be deduced, and which must always remain
the cardinal formula of electro-dynamics.

Whittaker:9

[Ampère] published his collected results in one of the most celebrated memoirs in the history
of natural philosophy.

Williams10 comparing Ampère’s main work11 with Newton’s masterpiece of 1687, Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy:12

Having established a noumenal foundation for electrodynamic phenomena, Ampère’s next
steps were to discover the relationship between the phenomena and to devise a theory from
which these relationships could be mathematically deduced. This double task was undertaken
in the years 1821-1825, and his success was reported in his greatest work, the Mémoire sur la
théorie mathématique des phénomènes électrodynamique, uniquement déduite de l’expérience
(1827). In this work, the Principia of electrodynamics, Ampère first described the laws of
action of electric currents, which he had discovered from four extremely ingenious experiments.

6[Ampe] and [Lau36a, pp. 562].
7[Tri65, pp. vii and 36].
8[Max54, Volume 2, Article 528, p. 175].
9[Whi73, p. 83].

10[Wil81, p. 145]
11[Amp26f] and [Amp23c].
12[New34], [New90], [New99], [New08a] and [New10].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 André-Marie Ampère

Figure 1.1: Portrait of Ampère (1775-1836) near the time of his marriage in 1799 when he was 24
years old, [Hof96, p. 12].

Some of the main aspects of Ampère’s life and his electrodynamics can be found in the works
of Launay (1925), Tricker (1962 and 1965), Poudensan (1964), O’Rahilly (1965), Williams (1981,
1983 and 1989), Blondel (1982), Graneau and Graneau (1993, 1994 and 1996), Hofmann (1982
and 1996), Bueno and Assis (1998 and 2001), Darrigol (2000) and Steinle (2003 and 2005).1 His
correspondence has already been published.2 His manuscripts are available in 40 boxes or cartons
at the Archives of the Academy of Sciences of Paris.3 There are several files or chemises in these
boxes and they are quoted by the box and file numbers. They are available online at the excellent
homepage on Ampère and the history of electricity.4 Ampère’s autobiography written in 1824 has
been published recently5 and the manuscript is kept at the Academy of Sciences of Paris.6

André-Marie Ampère was born in Lyon, France, on 20 January, 1775. He died on 10 June,

1[Lau25], [Tri62], [Pou64], [O’R65], [Tri65], [Wil81], [Blo82], [Hof82], [Wil83], [Wil89a], [Wil89b], [GG93], [Gra94],
[GG96], [Hof96], [BA98a], [Dar00], [BA01], [Ste03] and [Ste05].

2[Lau36b], [Lau36a] and [Lau43].
3[Blo78].
4[Ampa].
5[Amp82].
6[Ampc, carton 22, chemise 314].

5
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1836, during an inspection tour in Marseille, when he was 61 years old. He worked in many areas
of knowledge including physics, mathematics, chemistry, language and philosophy. In this book
we will concentrate on his work on electrodynamics which he developed between 1820 and 1826.
According to Williams:7

By 1820 Ampère had achieved a certain reputation as both a mathematician and a somewhat
heterodox chemist. Had he died before September of that year, he would be a minor figure in
the history of science. It was the discovery of electromagnetism in the spring of 1820 which
opened up a whole new world to Ampère and gave him the opportunity to show the full power
of his method of discovery.

Figure 1.2: André-Marie Ampère, [Amp90].

1.2 The Forces of Gravitation, Electrostatics and Magnetism

Figure 1.3: Life periods of some of the main scientists discussed in this book.

Until the beginning of the XIXth century there were some separated branches of physics like
gravitation, electrostatics and magnetism. They were described by central forces which varied as
the inverse square of the distance r between the interacting bodies.

7[Wil81, p. 143].
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In 1687 Isaac Newton (1642-1727) published his masterpiece, Mathematical Principles of Nat-
ural Philosophy.8 In this work he presented his famous law of universal gravitation. The force of
gravitation is proportional to the product of the masses m and m′ of the two interacting bodies,
being always attractive. It varies as the inverse square of the distance r between two point bodies.
Mathematically the force is then proportional to:

mm′

r2
. (1.1)

Augustin Coulomb (1738-1806) obtained in 1785 the law of force between two bodies electrified
with charges q and q′ separated by a distance r which was large compared with the diameters
of the bodies. He presented his results in two papers of 1785, published in 1788.9 He called
these electrified bodies by different names, namely, “electrical masses,” “electrified molecules,” or
“densities of electric fluids.”10

In the case of bodies electrified with charges of the same sign, Coulomb expressed himself as
follows:11

Fundamental Law of Electricity

The repulsive force between two small spheres charged with the same sort of electricity is in
the inverse ratio of the squares of the distances between the centers of the two spheres.

For bodies electrified with charges of opposite signs, Coulomb concluded that:12

We have thus come, by a method absolutely different from the first, to a similar result; we
may therefore conclude that the mutual attraction of the electric fluid which is called positive
on the electric fluid which is ordinarily called negative is in the inverse ratio of the square of
the distances; just as we have found in our first memoir, that the mutual action of the electric
fluid of the same sort is in the inverse ratio of the square of the distances.

Up to now Coulomb mentioned only how the electric force varied with the distance between
the electrified bodies. It was only in the final section of his second memoir, when he recapitulated
the major propositions that resulted from his researches, that he mentioned that this force was
proportional to the product between the charges:13

Recapitulation of the subjects contained in this Memoir

From the foregoing researches, it follows that:

1. The electric action, whether repulsive or attractive, of the two electrified spheres, and
therefore of two electrified molecules, is in the ratio compounded of the densities of the electric
fluid of the two electrified molecules and inversely as the square of the distances; [...]

Gillmor pointed out correctly that Coulomb did not specifically prove that the electric force law
was proportional to the product of the charges.14 Coulomb simply supposed this proportionality
in qq′, although he did not consider it important to demonstrate this result experimentally.

Let us suppose two electrified particles or point bodies at rest relative to one another, separated
by a distance r and electrified with charges q and q′. This force will be attractive for charges of
opposite signs and repulsive for charges of the same sign. Ampère used to consider an attractive
force as positive and a repulsive force as negative. With this supposition, the electrostatic force
between these electrified bodies is proportional to:

−qq
′

r2
. (1.2)

8[New34], [New90], [New99], [New08a] and [New10].
9[Cou85a], [Cou85b], [Pot84] and [Cou35a].

10[Gil71b] and [Gil71a, pp. 190-192].
11[Cou85a, p. 572], [Pot84, p. 110] and [Cou35a].
12[Cou85b, p. 572], [Pot84, p. 123] and [Cou35a].
13[Cou85b, p. 611], [Pot84, p. 146] and [Gil71a, pp. 190-191].
14[Gil71b] and [Gil71a, pp. 190-192].
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This force is very similar to Newton’s law of gravitation, equation (1.1). Both force laws are
directed along the straight line connecting the bodies, they follow the law of action and reaction,
and vary as the inverse square of the distance between the bodies. Moreover, the electric force is
proportional to the product of the two charges, while the gravitational force is proportional to the
product of the two gravitational masses. It seems that Coulomb arrived at his force law more by
analogy with Newton’s law of gravitation than by his doubtful few measurements with the torsion
balance.15

In order to describe the magnetic interaction between magnets, or the magnetic interaction
between a magnet and the Earth, Coulomb proposed in 1785 an expression describing the force
between magnetic poles considered as concentrated on particles or material points.16 Coulomb
called the intensities of these poles as “magnetic densities of the fluids.”17 Nowadays these poles
are called North pole of the magnet and South pole of the magnet, with the North pole being
considered positive, by convention.

Coulomb expressed himself in the following words:18

The magnetic fluid acts by attraction or repulsion in a ratio compounded directly of the density
of the fluid and inversely of the square of the distance of its molecules.

The first part of this proposition does not need to be proved; let us pass to the second. [...]

Let p and p′ be the intensities of two magnetic poles (magnetic pole-strengths) separated by
a distance r. The force will be attractive for poles of opposite type and repulsive for poles of
the same type. We can represent the North pole as positive and the South pole as negative. We
can also consider an attractive force as positive and a repulsive force as negative. We can then
represent the magnetic force between two poles as being proportional to:

−pp
′

r2
. (1.3)

Gillmor also pointed out correctly that Coulomb did not deduce experimentally that the force
between two magnetic poles was proportional to the product of the pole-strengths.19 Coulomb
only implied that this force was proportional to the product pp′, although he did not perform
experiments to test this statement. According with his words just quoted, he did not consider it
necessary to prove experimentally this aspect of the law. This statement of Coulomb does not
seem correct to us. It would be necessary to verify experimentally this essential aspect of the force
between two magnetic poles, before one could reach the conclusion that this was a law of nature.
The same happens with the electric force being proportional to the product of the two charges.

1.3 Ørsted’s Experiment and Its Impact on Ampère

It was known for a long time that a horizontal magnetic needle, like a compass needle, which is
free to rotate around a vertical axis connected to its center will orient itself relative to the ground.
After being released from rest in an arbitrary orientation relative to the geographic North-South
meridian of the Earth, it will normally acquire another orientation. This new orientation is called
the local magnetic meridian, being an imaginary great circle line connecting the so-called magnetic
South and North poles of the Earth. The magnetic South pole of the Earth is close to its geographic
North pole, while the magnetic North pole of the Earth is close to its geographic South pole. In
the XVIII and early XIXth centuries it was supposed that a magnetic needle was composed of a
North pole and a South pole of equal magnitudes located at the extremities of a thin needle and
separated by its length. In order to understand the orientation of a magnetic needle due to the
magnetic influence of the Earth, it was usually supposed that the North pole of a magnetic needle

15[Hee92].
16[Cou85b], [Pot84] and [Cou35b].
17[Gil71b] and [Gil71a, pp. 190-192].
18[Cou85b, p. 593], [Pot84, p. 130] and [Cou35b, p. 417].
19[Gil71b] and [Gil71a, pp. 190-192].
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was attracted by the magnetic South pole of the Earth, close to its geographic North pole, while
the South pole of a magnetic needle was attracted by the magnetic North pole of the Earth, close
to its South pole.

There was a great turning point for electric researches in 1800 when Alessandro Volta (1745-
1827) published a work describing his invention of the electric pile or battery.20 With this instru-
ment and with the improved devices following Volta’s discovery, the scientists had at their disposal,
for the first time, a reliable source of small voltage and constant electric current. Volta’s invention
created a revolution in technology and also in the experimental and theoretical study of electricity
in motion.

Hans Christian Ørsted (1777-1851),21 figure 1.4, was a Danish physicist and chemist who worked
with the pile. In 1820 he observed the deflection of a magnetic needle from the magnetic meridian
when there was a constant electric current flowing in a long wire which was close to the needle.23

Ørsted discovery marks the beginning of electromagnetism, that is, of the systematic study of the
relation between electric and magnetic phenomena.

Figure 1.4: H. C. Ørsted.

Ørsted expressed some of his discoveries as follows:24

The opposite ends of the galvanic battery were joined by a metallic wire, which, for shortness
sake, we shall call the uniting conductor, or the uniting wire. To the effect which takes place
in this conductor and in the surrounding space, we shall give the name of the conflict of
electricity.

Let the straight part of this wire be placed horizontally above the magnetic needle, properly
suspended, and parallel to it. If necessary, the uniting wire is bent so as to assume a proper
position for the experiment. Things being in this state, the needle will be moved, and the end
of it next the negative side of the battery will go westward.

If the distance of the uniting wire does not exceed three-quarters of an inch from the needle,
the declination of the needle makes an angle of about 45o. If the distance is increased, the
angle diminishes proportionally. The declination likewise varies with the power of the battery.

[...]

If the uniting wire be placed in a horizontal plane under the magnetic needle, all the effects
are the same as when it is above the needle, only they are in an opposite direction; for the
pole of the magnetic needle next the negative end of the battery declines to the east.

That these facts may be more easily retained, we may use this formula—the pole above which
the negative electricity enters is turned to the west; under which, to the east.

20[Vol00a], [Vol00b], [Vol64] and [MA08].
21The Danish name of Ørsted is Hans Christian Ørsted.22 His Latinized name received several forms like Örsted,

OErsted, Oersted or OErstedt. In this book we will utilize the Ørsted format, except when quoting original sources
which utilized other formats of his name.

23[Oer20], [Oer65], [Fra81], [Ørs86], [Ørs98b], [Ørs98a] and [WB05]. Recently we reproduced Ørsted’s original
experiment with simple materials, [CA07c].

24[Oer20, pp. 274-275], [Oer65, pp. [114-115] and [Ørs86, pp. 116-120].
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This experiment is illustrated in figure 1.5.

i =  0 i 0≠
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Figure 1.5: Representation of Ørsted’s experiment with the horizontal wire above the magnetic
needle. In (a) and (b) the needle points along the magnetic meridian while there is no electric
current in the wire. In (c) there is a constant current flowing from the South towards the North.
The needle is deviated from the magnetic meridian, with its North pole going westward.

When the horizontal wire is located below the needle, opposite phenomena take place. In this
case the North pole of the needle goes eastward, as represented in figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6: Representation of Ørsted’s experiment with the horizontal wire below the magnetic
needle. In (a) and (b) the needle points along the magnetic meridian while there is no electric
current in the wire. In (c) there is a constant current flowing from the South towards the North.
The needle is deviated from the magnetic meridian, with its North pole going eastward.

Ørsted did not publish his work in any scientific journal. He wrote it in Latin, with four
pages, sending it as a brochure to several scientists on 21 July, 1820. It caused a sensation, being
translated and published in several scientific journals. Arago (1786-1853) described Ørsted’s work
to the Academy of Sciences in Paris on 4 September, 1820. Due to the generalized disbelief, he
repeated this experiment to the members of the Academy on 11 September, 1820.

One of the reasons for this incredulity was due to the fact that Ørsted’s experiment seemed
to go against the ideas of symmetry of that time. Consider the situation of figure 1.5 (a) and (b)
when there is no current in the wire. The horizontal wire and the magnetic needle define a vertical
plane. There is nothing which seems to privilege one side of this vertical plane relative to the other
side. However, Ørsted’s experiment indicated that, when there was a constant electric current
flowing in the wire, from the South towards the North, the North pole of the needle remained
inclined westward relative to the vertical plane. That is, in the new equilibrium configuration of
the needle its North pole pointed between the Earth’s North and West directions. The angle of
deviation of the axis of the needle relative to the magnetic meridian was shown to depend on the
power of the battery and on the distance between the straight wire and the center of the needle.
When this distance was 3/4 of an inch, Ørsted observed a deviation of 45o. There seemed to be a
symmetry breaking in this experiment. It would be more natural to expect that the North pole of
the needle were attracted or repelled by the current carrying wire, remaining in the vertical plane.
This deviation of the North pole of the needle towards one of the sides of the vertical plane was
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totally unexpected. This new effect attracted the attention of many scientists.

Ampère believed in the existence of the effect described by Oersted since he first heard of it,
as we can conclude from the letter he sent to his son.25 He also saw Arago’s repetition of Ørsted’s
experiment made at the Academy of Sciences of Paris. He soon began to work intensely on this
new subject. He interpreted Ørsted’s experiment and all magnetic phenomena already known for
a long time as being due to an interaction between current elements. To this end it was necessary
to suppose the existence of electric currents inside the Earth and inside the normal magnets.
According to Ampère, these electric currents would be the responsible for the so-called magnetic
properties of these bodies. All these phenomena would be then due to a single principle, namely, the
force between current carrying conductors. With this new hypothesis, Ampère expected to explain
and unify not only the magnetic phenomena known for a long time, as the interaction between two
magnets or the interaction between the Earth and a magnetic needle, but also the phenomenon
discovered by Ørsted of a torque produced by a current carrying wire and acting upon a magnetic
needle. Moreover, from this hypothesis Ampère was able to predict a new phenomenon, not yet
observed by anyone before him. This new phenomenon was the interaction between two current
carrying wires. He soon performed experiments showing the existence of this new interaction.

In 1822 Ampère arrived at his final mathematical expression describing the interaction between
two current carrying elements.26 With this expression he could explain the magnetic phenomena,
Ørsted’s discovery and all of his own experiments describing the torque and force which he observed
between current carrying wires. In November 1826 he published his main work on this subject:
Theory of Electrodynamic Phenomena, Uniquely Deduced from Experiments.27 It will be called
here simply the Théorie. This work was also published in 1827 by the Academy of Sciences of
Paris.28 In all of our quotations of this work we will indicate the pages of the editions published
in 1826 and 1827. The pagination of the 1827 edition coincides with that of the reprinted edition
which took place in 1990.29 English and Portuguese translations are available.30 In Appendix VIII
we include a complete and commented English translation of the Théorie.

In our book we will first present the meaning of the terms appearing on Ampère’s force between
current elements. We will then analyze in detail the path followed by Ampère in order to arrive
at his mathematical expression. We will quote his papers published from 1820 onwards. We
will also quote the Collection of electrodynamic observations, containing several articles, notes,
extracts from letters or from papers in scientific journals, relative to the mutual action between two
electric currents, to the existing action between an electric current and a magnet or the terrestrial
globe, and to the mutual action between two magnets.31 This work will be called here simply the
Recueil. This Collection was published in 1822. Next year Ampère republished the work. All of
our quotations will be taken from this work of 1823.32 It includes a work of Savary which was read
at the Academy of Sciences of Paris on April 18, 1823,33 and a letter from Ampère to Faraday,
dated 18 April, 1823,34 which does not appear in the Table of Contents printed at the end of this
work. On the cover of the Recueil published in 1823 the publication date is erroneously given as
1822.

It should be mentioned here that some papers by Ampère were printed without the author’s
name. Some of these papers were written in the third person. However, it is known that these
works were written by Ampère due to the fact that there are some of his manuscripts with the
exact content of these works. Although written in the third person, the calligraphy is Ampère’s.
There are also some of his unpublished manuscripts written in the third person, like chemise 156

25[Ampe] and [Lau36a, pp. 562].
26[Amp22p], [Amp22y] and [Amp85p].
27Théorie des phénomènes électro-dynamiques, uniquement déduite de l’expérience, [Amp26f].
28[Amp23c].
29[Amp90].
30[Amp65b], [Cha09], [AC11] and [Amp12].
31Recueil d’observations électro-dynamiques, contenant divers mémoires, notices, extraits de lettres ou d’ouvrages

périodiques sur les sciences, relatifs à l’action mutuelle de deux courans électriques, à celle qui existe entre un
courant électrique et un aimant ou le globe terrestre, et à celle de deux aimans l’un sur l’autre.

32[Amp22w].
33[Sav22].
34[Amp22m].
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of carton 8.35

1.4 The Introduction of the Words Electromagnetism, Electro-
magnetic, Eletrodynamic and Electrostatics

In order to characterize his discovery of an interaction between a current carrying wire and a
magnetic needle, Ørsted created two new words, namely, electromagnetic and electromagnetism.
These expressions appeared for the first time in the titles of the articles which he published in 1820
and 1821, New electro-magnetic experiments and Observations on electro-magnetism.36

In 1820 Ampère discovered a new phenomenon, namely, the attractions and repulsions be-
tween current carrying conductors. In order to distinguish this new set of phenomena from the
electromagnetic phenomena discovered by Ørsted, Ampère created two new expressions, namely,
electrostatic and electrodynamic phenomena. Electrostatics should include the attractions and re-
pulsions between electrified bodies which were at rest relative to one another. Electrodynamics,
on the other hand, should include the attractions and repulsions between current carrying wires:37

The word electromagnetic, given to the phenomena produced by the conducting wire of Volta’s
pile, could only describe these phenomena conveniently at the time in which there were known
only those phenomena discovered by M. OErsted between an electric current and a magnet. I
believe that I should utilize the denomination electrodynamic, in order to combine in a single
word all those phenomena and, especially, to designate those phenomena which I discovered
between two voltaic conductors. This name expresses the characteristic property of these phe-
nomena, namely, to be produced by electricity in motion; while the attractions and repulsions
known for a long time are the electrostatic phenomena produced by the unequal distribution
of electricity at rest in the bodies in which these phenomena are observed.

In other publications Ampère made similar statements.38 In particular, he mentioned that in
electrodynamic phenomena the presence of a magnet is not necessary:39

Ever since I discovered the mutual action between two voltaic conductors, which evidently
has the same nature as the action of a conductor upon a magnetized bar, and which acts

without the assistance of any magnet, the name of electromagnetic action, which I utilize
here only to conform myself to the common use, would no longer be convenient to designate
this kind of action. I think that it should be [known] under the name of electrodynamic action.

In this book we will utilize the following nomenclature:

• Electrostatic phenomena: Forces and torques between electrified bodies which are at rest
relative to one another.

• Magnetic phenomena: Forces and torques between magnets, together with the torques ex-
erted by the Earth on magnets (orientation of compass and dip needles).

• Electromagnetic phenomena: Forces and torques between a current carrying conductor and
a magnet, together with the forces and torques exerted by the Earth on current carrying
conductors.

• Electrodynamic phenomena: Forces and torques between current carrying conductors.

35[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 156].
36[Ørs98c, p. 421], [Ørs98f, p. 426], [GG90a, p. 920] and [GG91, p. 116].
37[Amp22e, p. 60].
38[Amp22j, p. 62], [Amp22k, p. 200], [Amp22f, p. 237], [Amp85e, p. 239], [Amp85d, p. 192], [Blo82, p. 78] and

[Ben89].
39[Amp22k, note on p. 200] and [Amp85e, note on p. 239], our emphasis in boldface.



Chapter 2

Ampère’s Force and the Meaning
of Its Terms

2.1 Ampère’s Force between Current Elements

In 1822 Ampère obtained his final expression for the force acting between two current elements ids
and i′ds′ separated by a distance r, namely:1

ii′dsds′

rn
(sinα sinβ cos γ + k cosα cosβ) . (2.1)

In the Théorie of 1826 this force appeared as follows:2

ii′dsds′

rn
(sin θ sin θ′ cosω + k cos θ cos θ′) , (2.2)

and

ii′dsds′

rn
(cos ε+ h cos θ cos θ′) . (2.3)

In these equations the letters n, k and h represented constants. Their values were obtained by
Ampère and are given by, respectively:3

n = 2 , (2.4)

k = −1

2
, (2.5)

and

h = k − 1 = −3

2
. (2.6)

Ampère’s force between current elements has a much more complex structure than the gravita-
tional, electric and magnetic forces expressed by equations (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). In the following
Sections we will discuss the meanings of the angles α, β and γ (or θ, θ′ and ω, respectively),
together with the meaning of the angle ε. In his works Ampère did not explain the reasons for
utilizing different letters to represent the same angle, like the use of the letters α and θ representing
the same angle.

1[Amp22p, pp. 412 and 420].
2[Amp26f, p. 32], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 204] and [Amp65b, p. 176].
3[Amp22p], [Amp26f, pp. 32, 50, 55 and 202] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 204, 232, 237 and 374].

13
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2.1.1 Ampère’s Force in Vector Notation and in the International Sys-
tem of Units

Let f represent the force acting between interacting bodies. It is possible to write equations (1.1)
up to (1.3) in terms of equalities utilizing dimensionless constants of proportionality. We then
obtain the gravitational, electric and magnetic forces as follows, respectively:

f =
mm′

r2
, (2.7)

f = −qq
′

r2
, (2.8)

and

f = −pp
′

r2
. (2.9)

In the International System of Units and in vector notation equations (2.7) up to (2.9) can be
written as follows:

~FM ′ on M = −GMM ′ r̂

r2
= − ~FM on M ′ , (2.10)

~FQ′ on Q =
QQ′

4πε0

r̂

r2
= − ~FQ on Q′ , (2.11)

and

~FP ′ on P =
µ0

4π
PP ′ r̂

r2
= − ~FP on P ′ . (2.12)

In these equations the forces ~F are expressed in newtons (N), the magnitudesM andM ′ repre-
sent the masses of the interacting bodies expressed in kilograms (kg), G = 6.67× 10−11 Nm2/kg2

is the constant of universal gravitation, the magnitudes Q and Q′ represent the charges of the elec-
trified bodies expressed in coulombs (C), ε0 = 8.85 × 10−12 A2s2N−1m−2 is an electric constant
called vacuum permittivity or permittivity of free space, the magnitudes P and P ′ represent the
magnetic poles of a magnet expressed in amperes-metre (Am), while µ0 ≡ 4π × 10−7 kgmA−2s−2

is a magnetic constant called vacuum permeability or permeability of free space. The distance
between the two point particles which are interacting with one another is represented by r, while
r̂ represents the unit vector pointing from M ′ to M , from Q′ to Q, or from P ′ to P , respectively.

A comparison of equations (2.8) and (2.11) representing the force between two electrified bodies
shows that the system of units with a dimensionless constant of proportionality can be expressed
in the International System of Units by performing the following substitution:

qq′ ⇔ QQ′

4πε0
. (2.13)

Likewise, a comparison of equations (2.9) and (2.12) representing the force between two mag-
netized bodies shows that the system of units with a dimensionless constant of proportionality can
be expressed in the International System of Units by performing the following substitution:

pp′ ⇔ µ0

4π
PP ′ . (2.14)

Let d2f represent the force between two current elements. Equation (2.3) expressed in terms
of an equality utilizing a dimensionless constant of proportionality can be written as follows:

d2f =
ii′dsds′

rn
(cos ε+ h cos θ cos θ′) . (2.15)
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Likewise, in modern vector notation and in the International System of Units, Ampère’s force
d2 ~FA

I′ds′ on Ids, exerted by the current element I ′d~s ′ on the current element Id~s, is given by:4

d2 ~FA
I′ds′ on Ids = −µ0

4π
II ′

r̂

r2
[2(d~s · d~s ′)− 3(r̂ · d~s)(r̂ · d~s ′)] = −d2 ~FA

Ids on I′ds′ . (2.16)

In this equation r is the distance between the centers of these two current elements, I ≥ 0 and
I ′ ≥ 0 represent the current intensities in the International System of Units, that is, expressed
in amperes (A), the magnitudes d~s and d~s ′ represent the infinitesimal lengths of the two current
elements, pointing along the sense of the currents I and I ′ in each current element, while r̂ is
the vector of unit magnitude pointing from the center of d~s ′ towards the center of d~s. Ampère’s
force between current elements is a central force, pointing along the straight line connecting both
current elements. It satisfies Newton’s action and reaction law in the strong form. That is, the
force exerted by I ′d~s ′ on Id~s is not only equal and opposite to the force exerted by I ′d~s ′ on Id~s,
but is also along the straight line connecting these two current elements.

As will be discussed in this book, we have the following relations:

d~s · d~s ′ = dsds′ cos ε , (2.17)

r̂ · d~s = ds cos θ , (2.18)

and

r̂ · d~s ′ = ds′ cos θ′ . (2.19)

Applying equations (2.17) up to (2.19) into equation (2.16) yields:

d2 ~FA
I′ds′ on Ids = −µ0

4π

II ′dsds′

r2
(2 cos ε− 3 cos θ cos θ′) r̂ = −d2 ~FA

Ids on I′ds′ . (2.20)

We can compare equation (2.20) with equation (2.15) utilizing equation (2.6). We conclude
that all results obtained by Ampère for the force between current elements, for the force exerted
by a closed circuit acting on a current element of another circuit, and also for the force between
two closed circuits, can be expressed in the International System of Units utilizing the following
substitution:

ii′ ⇔ µ0

2π
II ′ . (2.21)

In this equation (2.21) the intensities of the currents i and i′ are expressed in the system of units
introduced by Ampère (called nowadays the electrodynamic system of units), while the intensities
of the currents I and I ′ are expressed in the International System of Units, that is, in amperes
(A).

2.1.2 Maxwell’s Appraisal of Ampère’s Force between Current Elements

James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), figure 2.1, was one of the main scientists of the XIXth century.
Maxwell’s admiration for Ampère’s work and for his force between current elements has been

expressed in the following words:5

The experimental investigation by which Ampere established the law of the mechanical action
between electric currents is one of the most brilliant achievements in science. The whole,
theory and experiment, seems as if it had leaped, full grown and full armed, from the brain
of the ‘Newton of Electricity’. It is perfect in form, and unassailable in accuracy, and it is
summed up in a formula from which all the phenomena may be deduced, and which must
always remain the cardinal formula of electro-dynamics.

4[Ass92, Chapter 3], [Ass94, Chapter 4], [Ass95, Chapter 3], [Ass98, Section 11.2], [BA98a, Section 5.1], [Ass99a,
Section 11.2], [Ass99b, p. 151], [BA01, Section 5.1], [AH07, Section 1.4], [AH09, Section 1.4], [AH13, Section 1.4],
[Ass13, Section 2.8] and [Ass14, Section 2.8].

5[Max54, vol. 2, article 528, p. 175].
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Figure 2.1: J. C. Maxwell.

Before showing the path followed by Ampère to arrive at this expression, we will present the
meaning of the main components of his force between current elements. This discussion will be
helpful in understanding his approach and his explanation of the magnetic phenomena based only
on the interaction between electric currents.

2.2 Ampère’s Conception of an Electric Current

Ampère’s excitement with Ørsted’s new discovery and his full commitment to investigate this
subject are extremely well described in a letter he wrote to his son between 19 and 25 September,
1820:6

[...] I regret for not sending this letter three days ago [...], but all my time has been taken
up by an important circumstance in my life. Ever since I heard for the first time about
M. Oersted discovery, professor at Copenhagen, about the action of galvanic currents on the
magnetized needle, I have been thinking continuously on this subject, and the only thing I have
been doing is to write a great theory about this phenomenon and about all those phenomena
already known about the magnet, and to perform experiments suggested by this theory, all of
which have been successful and made me know several new facts.

This is an important letter in several aspects. In the first place, it shows Ampère’s full commit-
ment with this subject since he became aware of Ørsted’s discovery. In the second place, it indicates
his initial desire to present a new theory about the magnetic and electromagnetic phenomena. As
will be seen in this book, this theory is based on the interaction between electric currents. In
the third place, the letter indicates that the expression utilized initially by Ampère in order to
describe what happens in a wire, by connecting it to the terminals of a voltaic battery, is “galvanic
current”, as was common at that time. He utilized this expression in other publications.7 Ørsted
had created a new name, “electric conflict”.8 A third expression which was utilized sometimes was
“voltaic current”. Ampère himself utilized the word “voltaic” in his first published paper about
electrodynamics, when comparing the usual electrostatic attractions and repulsions with the new
attractions and repulsions which he had discovered between conductors carrying steady currents:9

6[Ampe], [Lau36a, pp. 561-562], [BWa] and [BWb].
7[Amp20a, p. 238] and [Amp20b, p. 1].
8[Oer20], [Oer65] and [Ørs86], [Mar86], [Fra81, pp. 28-30: Why “Conflictus”], [BC93] and [BC01].
9[Amp20d, pp. 61-62] and [CA07d, p. 93].
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Let us consider now to what [aspect] is due the difference of these two kinds of phenomena
completely distinct, of which one consists in the tension and in the attractions or repulsions
which have been known for a long time, and the other phenomenon consists in the decompo-
sition of water and in a great number of other substances, in the changes of direction of the
[magnetized] needle, and in a kind of attractions and repulsions totally different from the or-
dinary electric attractions and repulsions; which I believe has been first recognized by myself,
and which I designated voltaic attractions and repulsions, in order to distinguish them from
these last [ordinary electric attractions and repulsions].

In an errata appearing on page 223 of the Annales de Chimie et de Physique of 1820 we read
that the word “voltaic” in the expression attractions et répulsions voltäıques should be replaced by
the expression des courans électriques, “of the electric currents.” The expression “voltaic current”
still appeared in the Théorie.10

From 1820 onwards Ampère began to utilize systematically the expression “electric current”
instead of “galvanic current” in almost all of his publications about electrodynamics:11

[...] the galvanic current, a denomination which I believe should be changed to that of electric
current, [...]

He was not the first to utilize the expression “electric current”, as it already appeared, for
instance, in Volta’s paper of 1800 in which he described his invention of the electric pile:12

All this shows that, if the contact of the metals with each other in some points only be sufficient
(as they are excellent conductors) to give a free passage to a moderately strong current of
electricity, the case is not the same with liquids, or bodies impregnated with moisture, which
are conductors much less perfect; and which, consequently, have need of more ample contact
with metallic conductors, and still more with each other, in order that the electric fluid may
easily pass, and that it may not be too much retarded in its course; especially when it is moved
with very little force, as in the present case.

[...] One might be surprised that in this circle the electric current having a free passage through
an uninterrupted mass of water, [...]

Probably Volta utilized the expression “electric current” in order to oppose the concept of
“animal electricity” which was being advocated by Galvani (1737-1798). According to Volta, the
phenomena observed in Galvani’s experiments and with his own electric pile were similar to the
discharge of Leyden flashes (except for being permanent and almost constant in time, instead of
being short lived). The Leyden flasks accumulated electricity generated by friction. In his chemise
156 Ampère admitted that the expression “electric current” had already been utilized by other
researchers:13

The pile itself acts in these experiments as any other part of the voltaic circuit [that is,
it deflects a magnetic needle as in Ørsted’s original experiment] with this single difference,
namely, that the disposition [or motion] of electricity which happens in the conductor from
the zinc pole [positive pole] to the copper pole [negative pole] exists on the contrary in the
interior of the pile from the copper pole to the zinc pole; this disposition was called by Ampère
as the electric current, in agreement with the usage of other physicists, but without attempting
to pronounce himself, by adopting this expression, on the mode of action of the electricity upon
the voltaic circuit. Being the sense of the electric current so defined [...]

In his first paper on electrodynamics, Ampère expressed his conception of an electric current.14

He first distinguished the phenomena due to an “electric tension”, from those due to an “electric
current”. In the first category, related to electric tensions, he included the usual phenomena

10[Amp26f, pp. 27 and 172], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 199 and 344] and [Amp65b, p. 172].
11[Amp20g, p. 197] and [CA09b, p. 133].
12[Vol00a, pp. 408-409 and 415], [Vol00b, p. 293 and 299], [Vol64, pp. 115 and 120] and [MA08, pp. 124 and

129], our emphasis.
13[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 156].
14[CA09a].
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of electrostatics, which take place when the positive and negative charges are separated by an
insulator (like the electrified bodies attracting light bodies or the attraction between oppositely
charged bodies, with these bodies separated by air or by another insulating medium). The discovery
of insulators and conductors of electricity is due to Stephen Gray (1666-1736), being published in
1731.15 The hypothesis about the existence of two kinds of electricity, nowadays called positive and
negative charges, is due to Du Fay (1698-1739) in 1733.16 A detailed discussion of the experimental
and historical foundations of electricity, with many quotations from the works of Gray and Du Fay,
and a reproduction of some of their main experiments with simple and cheap materials, can be
found in our books published between 2010 and 2012.17

In the second category, related to electric currents, Ampère included the phenomena which
take place when we connect bodies oppositely electrified through a conducting medium (chemical
decomposition of substances, deflection of a magnetic needle from the magnetic meridian when
the needle is close to a current carrying wire, attractions and repulsions between current carrying
wires, etc.) He then said:18

But when the two bodies, or two systems of bodies, between which the electromotive action
takes place are in contact via conducting bodies between which the electromotive action is
not equal and opposite to the first so as to maintain the state of electric equilibrium and
hence the tensions, these tensions vanish, or at least become very small, and characteristic
phenomena occur. Since the arrangement of the bodies between which the electromotive
action takes place is otherwise the same, the action doubtless continues, and since the mutual
attraction of the two electricities, as measured by the difference between the electric tensions
which has become zero, or else is considerably diminished, can no longer balance this action,
it is generally accepted that it continues to carry the two electricities in two senses as before;
a double current thus results, the one positive electricity and the other negative electricity,
moving in opposite senses from the points where the electromotive action takes place to meet
again in the part of the circuit opposite these points.

In Ampère’s model of electric current there would be two fluxes of electric charges at any point
inside the wire, a flux of positive charges and a flux of negative charges, moving relative to the
wire with opposite velocities, figure 2.2 (a).

Figure 2.2: (a) According to Ampère, in a current carrying wire there should be positive and
negative charges moving in opposite directions relative to the wire. (b) Modern conception of
current in a metal wire with the positive ions at rest relative to the wire, while only the negative
electrons move relative to the wire.

2.3 Relation between the Sense of the Current and the Mo-

tion of the Charges Inside the Wire

Ampère believed that in each point of a current carrying wire there were positive and negative
charges moving in opposite senses relative to the wire. But when referring to the sense of the

15[Gra].
16[DF33, pp. 464-465], [DF, pp. 263-264], [RR57, p. 586], [Hei99, p. 257], [BWe] and [BWf].
17[Ass10b], [Ass10c], [Ass11b] and [BAC12].
18[Amp20d, p. 63], [Amp65a, p. 141] and [CA07d, p. 94].
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electric current or to the direction of the electric current, he defined that he would be referring
only to the motion of the positive charges:19

For the sake of simplicity I shall call this state of the electricity in a series of electromotive
and conducting bodies electric current; and since I shall continually have to speak of the two
opposite senses in which the two electricities move, I shall invariably imply positive electricity
by the words sense of the electric current to avoid unnecessary repetition; [...]

Ampère’s meaning of the sense of the electric current is represented in figure 2.2 (a). At
that time the electrons were not yet known. Nowadays we describe the current in metal wires as
being due only to the motion of the conduction electrons relative to the wire, while the positive
ions remain fixed in the metal lattice, 2.2 (b). In any event, even with this modification in our
conception of the microscopic structure of the current, the convention for the direction of an
electric current utilized for the first time by Ampère is still adopted nowadays. According to both
conceptions related to the microscopic nature of an electric current, namely, Ampère’s conception
and the modern one, the sense of the electric current is assumed to be opposite to the direction of
the motion of the negative charges relative to the wire, as represented in figures 2.2 (a) and (b).

Ampère established the following rule in order to find the sense or direction of the electric
current:20

The ordinary electrometer indicates the presence of tension and the intensity of this tension;
there used to be no instrument for making known the presence of electric current in a battery
or conductor and which would indicate its energy and direction. Such an instrument does
exist today; it is sufficient to place the battery, or some portion of the conductor, roughly in
the horizontal position in the direction of the magnetic meridian, and to place an apparatus
similar to a compass (the only difference being the use to which it is put) on the battery
or well above or below the portion of conductor: as long as the circuit is interrupted, the
magnetized needle remains in its ordinary position; but it deviates away from it as soon as the
current is established, and more so the greater its energy, and the direction can be told if the
observer imagines himself to be placed in the direction of the current so that the current flows
upwards from his feet to his head when facing the needle, for it is constantly to his left that
the action of the current deflects the extremity which is pointing to the north, what I call the
austral pole of the magnetized needle because it is the pole which is homologous to the south
pole of the earth. This is what I express more concisely in saying that the austral pole of the
magnet is carried to the left of the current acting on the needle. To distinguish this device
from the ordinary electrometer, I think that it ought to be given the name galvanometer and
it is appropriate to use it in all experiments on electric currents, as one habitually uses an
electrometer with electric machines, so as to see at each instant if the current is there and find
out its energy.

The word “galvanometer” was created by Ampère in this paper of 1820. But he did not create
any instrument which would indicate quantitatively the intensity of the electric current utilizing the
deflection of a magnetic needle. The first galvanometers were only built by Nobili (1784-1835) in
1825-1830, following Ampère’s suggestion, and by Pouillet (1790-1868) in 1837, utilizing a tangent
compass.21 Ampère created also the expression “galvanoscope”.22 The instrument just described
in the last quotation, which Ampère called galvanometer, should be called galvanoscope, as it
indicates only qualitatively the direction and the intensity of the electric current, although it was
not appropriate for a quantitative measurement of its intensity.

This imaginary observer mentioned by Ampère, placed along the wire and looking at the mag-
netic needle, with the current entering through his feet and leaving through his head, has been
called bonhomme d’Ampère.23 In this book it will be called “Ampère’s observer”, as Ampère
himself utilized the word observer.24

19[Amp20d, p. 64], [Amp65a, p. 141] and [CA07d, pp. 94-95].
20[Amp20d, pp. 66-67], [Amp65a, p. 143] and [CA07d, p. 96].
21[Whi34], [Blo82, p. 73] and [LA98].
22[Amp20a, p. 240] and [Amp20b, p. 3].
23[Pou64, p. 23], [Kas77, p. 144], [Blo82, p. 74] and [Blo04].
24[Amp20d, pp. 66-67], [Amp65a, p. 143] and [CA07d, p. 96].
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In order to understand Ampère’s rule we should remember Ørsted’s experiment. When the
magnetic needle was under the wire, as in figure 1.5, the North pole of the needle moved westward
when the current flowed from South to North. When the needle was over the wire, as in figure
1.6, the North pole of the needle moved eastward. Ørsted introduced the following rule in order to
know the direction of the deflection of the needle: “The pole above which the negative electricity
enters is turned to the west; under which, to the east”.25 Ampère, on the other hand, introduced
his imaginary observer placed between the wire and the needle, looking at the needle, with the
current coming from his feet towards his head. In figure 2.3 (a), we have this observer below the
wire and above the needle, while in case (b) the observer is below the needle and above the wire.
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Figure 2.3: Representation of Ampère’s observer in Ørsted’s experiment. In both cases the observer
is located between the current carrying wire and the magnetic needle. In case (a) the needle is
located below the wire, analogous to figure 1.5, while in case (b) the needle is above the wire, as
in figure 1.6. When there is no current in the wire, the needle points in the North-South direction
along the magnetic meridian. When the current flows in the wire from the South towards the
North, then the North pole of the needle moves towards the left side of the observer in both cases.

When there is no current in the wire, the needle remains along the magnetic meridian due to
the magnetic influence of the Earth. The North pole of the needle points along the magnetic South
pole of the Earth, close to the geographic North pole of the Earth. When the current flows in the
wire from South to North (or from the feet of Ampère’s observer towards his head), the needle is
deflected from its initial orientation. In both cases the North pole of the needle is deviated towards
the left side of Ampère’s observer. This is the mnemonic rule which he will adopt in all his works.

This observer appeared in chemise 156,26 figure 2.4. Maybe this was the first time in which he
utilized this representation.

Our figure 2.5 helps to understand Ampère’s drawing. The horizontal magnetic needle of a
compass can turn freely around a vertical axis passing through the center of the needle. When it
is released at rest in an arbitrary orientation relative to the ground, the magnetic properties of the
Earth orientate the needle. After reaching equilibrium, the North pole of the needle (or its austral
pole, if we utilize Ampère’s denomination) will point towards the magnetic South of the Earth,
which is close to its geographic North pole, figure 2.5.

Ørsted’s experiment indicated that the orientation of the magnetic needle is influenced by a
nearby current carrying wire. Beginning with this fact, Ampère supposed that the usual orientation
of a compass due to the magnetic influence of the Earth might be due to electric currents flowing
inside the Earth and around its surface. In order to explain this usual orientation of the needle,
Ampère concluded that the supposed currents over the Earth’s surface should be flowing from East
to West along the terrestrial Equator. If this were the case, an observer lying on his back and
looking at a compass needle above him would see, in equilibrium, the North pole of the needle
pointing towards his left arm, that is, towards the geographic North pole of the Earth. In this
position of the observer and the needle, the supposed terrestrial currents would be going from his
feet towards his head, figure 2.5.

25[Oer20, p. 275], [Oer65, p. 115] and [Ørs86, p. 120].
26[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 156].
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Figure 2.4: Ampère’s representation of his observer.
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Figure 2.5: In equilibrium, the North pole of a compass will point approximately towards the
geographic North pole of the Earth. Ampère’s observer lying on his back and looking at the
magnetic needle above it.

Ampère’s rule is the forerunner of the right-hand rule and of the screw rule which are utilized
nowadays in most textbooks of electromagnetism in order to indicate the direction of the magnetic
field created by a current carrying conductor. Ampère utilized his rule in order to establish the
sense of the currents which he supposed to exist inside the Earth and inside permanent magnets.

2.4 Different Meanings of the Expressions “Sense of the
Current” or “Direction of the Current”

We saw in Section 2.3 that Ampère established a clear convention for the sense or direction of
an electric current based on the sense of the motion of the positive charges which he supposed
were flowing relative to the wire. Despite this convention, he utilized the expressions “sense of the
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current” or “direction of the current” with four distinct meanings, the same happening with other
scientists of his age up to modern days. The adopted meaning depended on the context in which
it was utilized. We can illustrate these four different meanings with figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: A constant current flowing through a resistive wire connected to a chemical battery.

There is a constant current flowing through a metal wire connected to the positive and negative
terminals of a battery. Points A and I are inside the wire, while point J is inside the battery.
The arrows indicate the sense of the current or the direction of the positive charges which Ampère
supposed were moving relative to the conductors. That is, the back or origin of each arrow indicates
the position of a supposed positive charge at a certain time t0, while the head or tip of the arrow
indicates the position of the same charge a little later, at a time t0 + ∆t. A figure like this,
but without the external objects, appeared in a work of Ampère and J. Babinet (1794-1872), with
arrows only at points J and F , figure 2.7.27 The positive pole of the battery is indicated in Ampère
and Babinet’s work by the symbol Z of zinc, while the negative pole is indicated by the symbol C
of copper.

Figure 2.7: Experiment with which Ampère concluded that the current flows in closed circuits.
That is, it flows not only along the metal wire, but also inside piles and batteries.

The most common meaning of the expression “sense of the electric current”, or “direction of the
motion of the positive electricity”, utilized by Ampère, was referred implicitly to external bodies

27[AB22a, p. 4, figure 1] and [AB22b, p. 169, figure 1].
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like the tree and the Sun of figure 2.6. We can say, for instance, that the currents in points I, J ,
A and B flow in the same sense, as they go from the tree towards the Sun, while the currents in
points D, E, F and G flow in the opposite direction, from the Sun towards the tree. With this
interpretation, the currents in points C and H would be orthogonal to the currents in points I,
J , A, B, D, E, F and G. The current in point C would go from the house to the horse, while in
point H it would be flowing in the opposite direction, that is, from the horse towards the house.
Ampère utilized this meaning when he said, for instance, that a current element in point A repels
a current element in point E due to the fact that these currents were flowing in opposite directions
in the case of figure 2.6. An example of this utilization of the expression sense of a current can be
seen in his first published paper:28

I observed that by passing current through both parts at the same time, they were mutually
attracted when both currents were in the same direction, and that they were repelled when
the currents were in opposite directions.

Ampère also utilized another meaning for the expression “sense of the current”. This new
meaning was also connected to the motion of the supposed positive charges in a closed circuit.
Ampère distinguished, in particular, two directions of the electric current, namely: (I) The positive
charge going from the positive terminal towards the negative terminal of the battery, and (II) the
positive charge going from the negative terminal towards the positive terminal of the battery.

One of the first important experiments of Ampère, performed in the beginning of September
1820, was to establish the sense of the current not only in the metal conductor connected to the
terminals of a voltaic pile, but also inside the pile:29

The first use to which I put this device was to check that the current which exists in the
voltaic battery, from the negative extremity to the positive extremity, had the same influence
on the magnetized needle as the current in a conductor which flows, on the contrary, from the
positive extremity to the negative one.

It is desirable to have for this two magnetized needles, one placed on the battery and the other
above or below the conductor; it is seen that the austral pole of each needle is carried to the
left of the current near to which it is placed. Thus, when the second [needle] is above the
conductor, it is carried to the side opposite to that towards which the needle on the battery
tends, since the currents have opposite directions in these two portions of the circuit. The
two needles are, on the contrary, carried to the same side, remaining roughly parallel to each
other, when one is above the battery and the other below the conductor.30 As soon as the
circuit is interrupted, they immediately revert, in both cases, to their ordinary orientation.

Ampère’s experiment is illustrated in figure 2.8.31 There are three compass needles (A, B and
D) placed above the horizontal circuit, while needle C is below the circuit. Needle A is above a
trough battery (indicated by the + and − symbols), needles B and D are above the wire connected
to the terminals of the battery, while needle C is below the wire. When there is no current flowing
in the circuit, the four needles point along the magnetic meridian. When there is a constant current
i flowing in the circuit, all four needles are deviated from their equilibrium configurations. The
North pole of needles A, B and C are deviated eastward, while the North pole of needle D is
deviated westward. By supposing four observers of Ampère located between the circuit and the
needles, looking at the needles with the current penetrating their feet and leaving through their
heads, the North poles of all four needles will be deviated to the left sides of these observers, as
pointed out by Ampère.

In the case of figure 2.6, for instance, according to this new interpretation the currents in points
A, B, ... and I would be flowing in the same direction, from the positive terminal towards the

28[Amp20d, pp. 69-70], [Amp65a, pp. 144-145] and [CA07d, p. 97].
29[Amp20d, pp. 67-68], [Amp65a, pp. 143-144] and [CA07d, p. 96].
30[Note by Ampère:] For this experiment to leave no doubt as to the action of the current in the battery, it is

convenient to use a trough battery with zinc and copper plates soldered together over the entire interface, and not
just simply over a branch of metal which can rightly be regarded as a portion of conductor.

31See [BB].
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Figure 2.8: (a) Open circuit. The four compass needles point along the magnetic meridian, that
is, along the North-South direction. (b) Constant current i flowing through the closed circuit.
The compass needles are deviated not only when they are above or below the wire, but also when
located above the battery.

negative terminal of the battery, while the current in point J , inside the battery, would be flowing
in the opposite direction, from the negative terminal towards the positive terminal.

This was a very important experiment performed by Ampère. In order to understand it, it
should be kept in mind that he was utilizing a trough battery, pile à auges, presented in figure 2.9.
These batteries were a development of Volta’s pile, being due to William Cruickshank in July and
September 1800.32 Volta’s original batteries were vertical and quickly dried, while Cruickshank’s
batteries were horizontal. These were powerful batteries in which the copper and zinc plates of
the same size were soldered to one another. These bimetallic plates were placed vertically in a
horizontal wooden vessel, covered with an insulating resin, with the spaces between the plates
filled with a diluted solution of sulfuric acid.33 The cross section of one of these batteries might
have been, for instance, 20 cm by 20 cm, while the length might be 30 or 60 cm. It was then
simple to place a small compass or magnetized needle above this battery in order to observe its
deflection from the magnetic meridian when a constant current was flowing in the battery. With
this experiment Ampère obtained the sense of the current not only in the external wire connecting
the poles of the battery, but also inside the battery. This experiment showed that in the conductor
the current flows from the positive terminal of the battery towards its negative terminal, while
inside the battery it flows from the negative terminal towards the positive terminal.

Figure 2.9: Trough battery.

Ampère’s experiment showed for the first time that the current flows in a closed circuit in an
ordinary circuit in which the terminals of a chemical battery are connected by a metal wire.

This was not a trivial conclusion. Suppose the battery were replaced by a charged capacitor
composed of two parallel plates separated by a small distance d. We now connect the internal

32[Nei96].
33[Mey72, pp. 41-42, Evolution of the battery and discoveries with electric currents] and [WB05].
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faces of these plates with a conductor A of large resistance, while the external faces are connected
by another conductor B of large resistance. In this case the currents i and i′ in conductors A
and B, respectively, will flow from the positive plate towards the negative plate, as indicated in
figure 2.10. The magnitudes of the currents i and i′ may be equal or different from one another,
depending on the values of the total resistances of conductors A and B. This means that in the
internal conductor A of this example, the current flows in the opposite sense of the current in the
interior of the chemical battery of Ampère’s experiment, as can be seen comparing figures 2.7 and
2.10.

+
+

+
+

A

B

i

i’

Figure 2.10: Currents i and i′ flowing from the positive to the negative plates of a capacitor along
the internal and external resistive conductors A and B.

Ampère’s experiments showed that in the interior of a battery the current flows from the
negative pole towards the positive pole. From this fact it can then be concluded that there are
forces of non electrostatic origin acting inside the battery.34

The third meaning utilized by Ampère to the words “sense” or “direction” was connected to the
fact that the current flows in a closed circuit.35 We can say, for instance, that all currents flowing
clockwise are flowing in the same sense, while those anti-clockwise were flowing in the opposite
sense. With this interpretation the current in all points of figure 2.6 flow in the same sense, that
is, from the tree to the house, then to the Sun, to the horse and from there to the tree. Ampère
utilized this meaning of the word when referring to the continuous circular motion of an extremity
of a segment of a current carrying wire which was moving around a pole of a magnet, or when
referring to the continuous circular motion of the pole of a magnet around a current carrying wire.
These phenomena will be discussed in Section 7.1. They had been discovered by Michael Faraday
(1791-1867), figure 2.11.

Ampère, in particular, expressed himself as follows:36

If one supposes the wire fixed and the magnet mobile, the same reasoning proves that the
magnet should always rotate in the same sense around the wire, provided the electric current
does not form a closed circuit of invariable shape.

He also utilized this meaning when referring to the possible circular motion of an arc of a circle
around the axis of this circle,37 or to the motion of a circular arc ABC around the axis of this
circle:38 “The arc is seen to turn in the sense CBA”. As regards specifically the sense of the electric
current, Ampère utilized this meaning of the word when discussing the attraction or repulsion of
two circular current loops located in the same plane. The force would be attractive or repulsive
depending on the direction of the currents:39

34[VF80].
35[Amp22s, pp. 64-66], [Amp22k, pp. 203-205] or [Amp85e, pp. 241-243].
36[Amp26c, pp. 434-435].
37[Amp26f, p. 24], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 196] and [Amp65b, pp. 169-170].
38[Amp26f, p. 48] and [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 220].
39[Amp85o, p. 223].
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Figure 2.11: M. Faraday.

As a matter of fact, it is easy to see, according to the laws of the mutual action between two
electric currents, as the laws which I established, that the circular currents which turn in the
same sense tend to repel one another and to change continuously their directions when they
are in a single plane [...]

The fourth meaning of the expressions “sense of the current” and “direction of the current” is
related to the fact that the current is approaching or moving away from a point, from a straight
line or from a plane. Let us think of the point J of figure 2.6 as a fixed point inside the battery.
We can say that the current in points A and B are in the same direction, moving away from J ,
while the current in point I would be in the opposite direction, moving towards J . In this example
the current located exactly at the points J and F would not be moving instantaneously towards
point J nor away from this point. We can also think in a straight line connecting two fixed points
like J and F , one inside the battery and the other inside the wire, or we can think of a vertical
plane perpendicular to the circuit and passing through points J and F . In this case the currents
in points A, B and G would be flowing in the same direction, moving away from the straight
line JF , while the currents in points I, D and E would be flowing in opposite direction, that is,
towards the straight line JF . In this case the currents in points J , C, F and H would not be
moving towards the straight line JF nor away from this line. Ampère utilized this meaning of the
expression “direction of a current” when referring to a principle of symmetry in order to establish
if the force between two current elements in a specific configuration was a force of attraction, of
repulsion or if there were no forces at all between them. Here is an example of how Ampère utilized
this meaning for this expression:40

Considering then two small portions of electric currents, one portion in the plane and the
other portion directed perpendicularly to this plane, it was easy for me to realize that, in the
first place, when this last portion was above or below the plane, the two senses in which this
portion can be traveled by the electric current are different from one another by the following
circumstance that, in one case, this current moves towards the plane and, in the other case,
it moves away from the plane; [...]

2.5 The Direction of the Force and Its Algebraic Sign

In his entire electrodynamic researches Ampère always assumed that the force between two current
elements was always along the straight line connecting their centers, following the principle of action
and reaction. In a paper of 1820, for instance, he said the following:41

40[Amp22q, p. 210] and [Amp85m, p. 247].
41[Hof87, p. 326, n. 47], [Hof96, pp. 253, 386 and 397] and [Amp20e, pp. 546 and 549].
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M. Ampère’s goal in this work is to show that all facts relative to the mutual action between two
magnets, relative to the mutual action between a voltaic conductor and a magnet, discovered
by M. OErstedt, and relative to the mutual action between two conductors which he was the
first to observe, can be deduced from a single cause, namely, a force sometimes attractive and
sometimes repulsive between the infinitely small portions of what he called electric currents,
acting always along the straight line connecting their centers; this being the only direction in
which the author thinks that an attractive or repulsive force can be exerted, no matter its
nature. [...] But, as noted by M. Ampère in his work, his explanation of the action of voltaic
conductors upon magnets has a double advantage, [...] To admit only attractive and repulsive
forces between two points along the straight line connecting these two points.

A similar statement can be found in chemise 162, first published by Joubert in 1885.42

In Ampère’s time the vector notation had not yet been developed. This notation appeared in
complete form only in the middle of the XIXth century.43 In order to characterize an attractive
force, Ampère considered it as positive, while a repulsive force was considered as negative. His
first attempts to obtain a mathematical expression describing the interaction between two current
elements can be found on chemise 158 of box 8 of his manuscripts.44 Blondel believes that this
undated manuscript was probably written in the second half of October, 1820. However, it was
not published at this time and was not communicated to the members of the Academy of Sciences
of Paris. Its first partial publication appeared only in Appendix III of Blondel’s paper.45 In this
manuscript Ampère mentioned that “a repulsion should be considered as a negative attraction”.
Similar statements were published in his Théorie:46

[...] we shall take the sign + when the two currents, flowing in the same direction, attract,
and the sign − in the other case.

Similarly:47

[...] this is what expresses the − sign found in front of the general expression [...] of this force,
according to the common use in which the attractions are considered as positive forces and
the repulsions are considered as negative forces.

2.6 The Current Intensity and the Size of the Current Ele-
ment

As we have seen in equations (2.2) and (2.3), in the Théorie Ampère presented his force between
two current elements as being proportional to the product between ids and i′ds′. These magnitudes
were clearly defined as follows:48

I will now explain how to deduce rigorously from these cases of equilibrium the formula by
which I represent the mutual action of two elements of voltaic current, showing that it is the
only force which, acting along the straight line joining their midpoints, can agree with the facts
of the experiment. First of all, it is evident that the mutual action of two elements of electric
current is proportional to their length; for, assuming them to be divided into infinitesimal equal
parts along their lengths, all the attractions and repulsions of these parts can be regarded as
directed along one and the same straight line, so that they necessarily add up. This action
must also be proportional to the intensities of the two currents. To express the intensity of
a current as a number, suppose that another arbitrary current is chosen for comparison, that
two equal elements are taken from each current, and that the ratio is required of the actions
which they exert at the same distance on a similar element of any other current if it is parallel

42[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162] and [Amp85j, pp. 134-135].
43[Cro85].
44[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 158].
45[Blo78].
46[Amp26f, p. 28], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 200] and [Amp65b, p. 173].
47[Amp26f, pp. 130-131] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 302-303].
48[Amp26f, pp. 27-28], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 199-200] and [Amp65b, pp. 172-173].
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to them, or if its direction is perpendicular to the straight lines which join its midpoint with
the midpoints of two other elements. This ratio will be the measure of the intensity of one
current, assuming that the other is unity.

Let us put i and i′ for the ratios of the intensities of two given currents to the intensity of
the reference current taken as unity, and put ds and ds′ for the lengths of the elements which
are considered in each of them; their mutual action, when they are perpendicular to the line
joining their midpoints, parallel to each other and situated a unit distance apart, is expressed
by ii′dsds′; we shall take the sign + when the two currents, flowing in the same direction,
attract, and the sign − in the other case.

If it is desired to relate the action of the two elements to gravity, the weight of a unit volume
of suitable matter could be taken for the unit of force. But then the current taken as unity
would no longer be arbitrary; it would have to be such that the attraction between two of its
elements ds and ds′, situated as we have just said, could support a weight which would bear
the same relation to the unit of weight as dsds′ bears to 1. Once this current were determined,
the product ii′dsds′ would denote the ratio of the attraction of two elements of arbitrary
intensity, still in the same situation, to the weight which would have been selected as the unit
of force.

Ampère seems to have been the first scientist to express in words the idea that a current in a
wire is proportional to the amount of electric charge passing through the cross section of the wire in
unit time.49 Nowadays it is common to express this relation by i = dq/dt, in which i represents the
current intensity, while dq represents the infinitesimal amount of charge passing through the cross
section of the wire in the infinitesimal time interval dt. Ampère also believed that the current
intensity should be proportional to the product between the amount of electric charge and the
velocity with which this charge flowed relative to the wire. Let ds represent an infinitesimal length
along the direction of the current in a wire. Nowadays it is common to replace ids by qv where v
represents the velocity of the charge q relative to the wire. In a manuscript related to a talk he
gave to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 4 December, 1820, Ampère said the following:50

g and h depend only on the [amount of] electricity flowing [through the cross section of the
conductor] in equal times, the quantity compensating the velocity. It is [proportional to] the
quantity of motion, provided the path is completely free, that is, provided the conductor is
sufficiently thick.

In his first published paper he said the following:51

The currents of which I am speaking accelerate until the electromotive force is balanced by the
inertia of the electric fluids and the resistance they experience by the imperfections of even the
best conductors, whereupon they continue indefinitely at a constant speed so long as this force
conserves the same intensity; but they cease instantly whenever the circuit is interrupted.

Ampère was not always so clear in his statements. Initially he represented the current element
ids by the symbol g and the current element i′ds′ by the symbol h. In particular, in his first
manuscripts and verbal statements he made a misleading confusion of current element length and
current intensity. For instance, in one of his early publications he expressed himself as follows:52

In order to have a clear idea of this law [of force between current elements], one must imagine
in space a line representing in magnitude and in direction the resultant of two forces which
are similarly represented by two other lines, and suppose, in the directions of these three lines,
three infinitely small portions of electric currents, the intensities of which are proportional to
their lengths. The law at issue consists in the fact that the small portion of electric current
directed along the resultant exerts, on another current or on a magnet, an attractive or re-
pulsive action equal to what would result, in the same direction, from the combination of the
two portions of current directed along the components.

49[Blo82, pp. 92 and 157] and [Ben89, p. 459].
50[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162].
51[Amp20d, p. 64], [Amp65a, p. 141] and [CA07d, p. 94].
52[Amp20g, p. 174], [Hof96, pp. 249-253] and [CA09b, p. 122], our emphasis.
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It would be difficult for someone to understand what Ampère meant by “the intensities of
electric currents proportional to their lengths”. Gillet de Laumont (1747-1834) tried to clarify
statements like this. In a paper published in 1820, in which he made a summary of Ampère’s
researches, he substituted this expression by the following:53

When we wish to have a clear idea of the law expressed by M. Ampère in his work, one must
imagine in space a line representing, in magnitude and in direction, the resultant of two forces
which are similarly represented by two other lines, and suppose, in the directions of these
three lines, three electric currents of which the attractive or repulsive forces are proportional
to their lengths.

That is, Laumont clarified that the forces between two current elements are proportional to
their lengths, instead of stating that the intensities of the electric currents were proportional to
their lengths. In 1823 Ampère utilized a statement similar to Laumont’s. Ampère replaced the
expression “the intensities of electric currents proportional to their lengths” by the statement that
the “attractive or repulsive forces are proportional to their lengths”.54

The first substitution of the symbols g and h by ids and i′ds′, respectively, happened for the
first time in 1822 in Ampère’s fundamental paper in which he obtained the final value of his force
between two current elements:55

[...] the intensities of the action of two small portions of conductors which I called g and h in
the note of the Journal de Physique will be represented here, as their lengths are ds and ds′,
by ids and i′ds′, [...].

In the Théorie,56 Ampère had “put i and i′ for the ratios of the intensities of two given currents
to the intensity of the reference current taken as unity”. We believe there are two possibilities for
his choice of the symbol i to represent the intensity of the electric current. The first possibility
is that this symbol is the first letter of the word “intensity”. The second possibility is that in his
first publications he called the intensities of two current carrying wires by the symbols g and h,
although still confusing the intensities of the currents in each element with their lengths. As the
next letter of the alphabet after g and h is the letter i, Ampère may have chosen this letter for
alphabetical reasons in order to represent the current intensity, while representing its infinitesimal
length by ds. In any event, no matter his reasons for choosing the letter i to represent the intensity
of a current, this convention is still adopted in all textbooks dealing with electromagnetism.

Moreover, it should be remarked that not only for Ampère, but also in modern textbooks, the
magnitude i is always positive or zero, but never negative. This convention is not true for electric
charges and for magnetic poles, which can assume positive or negative values. Ampère believed in
a double current with positive and negative charges moving relative to the wire. As we said before,
nowadays we assume that in metal wires only the negative conduction electrons move relative to
the wire, while the positive ions remain fixed in the lattice. Despite this modern knowledge, we
still adopt the convention that i ≥ 0 and i′ ≥ 0.

2.7 The Distance between the Two Current Elements

In all his works Ampère represented the distance between two infinitesimal current elements ids
and i′ds′ by r. However, these current elements are not point like, having infinitesimal lengths ds
and ds′. Therefore, it was necessary to specify what he meant by the distance between them. In
the Théorie this distance was specified as follows:57

Suppose we now consider two elements placed arbitrarily; their mutual action will depend on
their lengths, on the intensities of the currents of which they are part, and on their relative
position. This position can be determined by the length r of a straight line joining their
midpoints, [...].

53[Lau20] and [Hof96, p. 253].
54[Amp22q, pp. 212-213] and [Amp85m, pp. 248-249].
55[Amp22p, p. 412].
56[Amp26f, pp. 27-28], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 199-200] and [Amp65b, p. 173].
57[Amp26f, p. 28], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 200] and [Amp65b, p. 173].
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Analogous statements can be found in his earlier works.

2.8 The Angles Appearing in Ampère’s Force

An important aspect to be emphasized here is that, for Ampère, the magnitudes i, i′, ds, ds′ and
r which appeared in his force between current elements, equations (2.1) up to (2.3), were always
positive. Therefore, only the angular components of this expression can transform a positive force
into a negative force, that is, transform an attractive force into a repulsive force.

The main difference between Ampère’s force and the other interactions known in his time (grav-
itational, electrostatic and magnetic forces) was exactly in the angular dependence of Ampère’s
expression. Ampère’s force given by equations (2.1) up to (2.3) is much more complex than equa-
tions (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). The distinction between Ampère’s force and the other forces known in
his time can be illustrated with a simple example in which two current elements ids and i′ds′ are
interacting with one another separated by a fixed distance r. By changing only the spatial orien-
tation of the two current elements it is possible to transform a positive force into a negative force.
Nothing of this kind happens in the gravitational force between two bodies, in the electrostatic
force between two electrified bodies, nor in the force between two magnetic poles.

In this Section we consider in detail the meaning of each one of the angles appearing in Ampère’s
force. Although this is a crucial portion of Ampère’s work, it has received little attention in the
literature. Moreover, although Ampère wrote a lot about these angles, we did not locate in his
published papers any figure illustrating explicitly these angles.

2.8.1 The Angle between Two Current Elements

In the Théorie Ampère represented the angle between the two interacting current elements by ε:58

This formula is simplified by introducing ε for the angle between the two elements in place of
ω; [...]

Ampère presented for the first time a formula for the force between two current elements in a
meeting of the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 4 December, 1820. He wrote a paper describing
what he had read at this meeting which was only published by Joubert in 1885. In this work
Ampère considered the interaction between two small current carrying line segments and called59

“h the angle of the direction of the two lines”. This last symbol h is different from the symbol h
appearing in equation (2.3). He seldom utilized the letter h to represent the angle between two
current elements. Usually he utilized the symbol ε to represent this angle. For this reason we will
also utilize in this Section this symbol to represent this angle.

There are several possibilities to conceive the angle between two current elements. Let us
consider two current elements of lengths ds and ds′ directed along the senses of the two currents i
and i′ with their centers separated by a distance r. In order to understand the angle between these
two elements we will superpose them in such a way that their centers coincide with one another. In
this case they form a single plane which we will consider as being the plane of the paper in figure
2.12. There are two angles connecting the elements, ε1 and ε2 = π − ε1, figure 2.12 (a). Ampère
always considered the angles obtained from the directions of the two elements. In the Théorie, for
instance, he specified the angles θ and θ′ as follows:60

Suppose we now consider two elements placed arbitrarily; their mutual action will depend on
their lengths, on the intensities of the currents of which they are part, and on their relative
position. This position can be determined by the length r of a straight line joining their
midpoints, the angles θ and θ′ between a continuation of this line and the directions of the two
elements in the same direction as their respective currents, and finally by the angle ω between
the planes drawn through each of these directions and the straight line joining the midpoints
of the elements.

58[Amp26f, p. 32], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 204] and [Amp65b, p. 176].
59[Amp85j, p. 134].
60[Amp26f, p. 28], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 200] and [Amp65b, p. 173], our emphasis.
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As he always considered the angles obtained from the directions of the two elements, we can
be sure that what he understood by the angle ε between the two elements should be considered as
the angle ε1 of figure 2.12 (a) and not the angle ε2.

Figure 2.12: There are several ways of defining the angle between two current elements of directed
lengths ds and ds′.

But there is also two possibilities to consider the angle between two elements in the same
directions as their respective currents, as represented in figure 2.12 (b). In this figure we have
angles ε1 and ε3 between the two elements in the same directions as their respective currents,
such that ε3 = 2π − ε1. Ampère’s oldest manuscript dealing with the force between current
elements is from October 1820, being partially published by Blondel. In this paper he mentioned
the following:61

When the two currents are directed along the two lines which do not meet, instead of being
directed along parallel lines, whether in the same sense or in opposite senses, but in which
their directions make an angle, there will be attraction when, by considering these lines in the
same sense as the currents flowing in them, the angle which they form is acute; however, this
attraction is always smaller than the attraction taking place when the currents are parallel
and directed in the same sense, and this attraction always decreases as this angle increases,
up to point in which this attraction goes to zero when the two currents flow in orthogonal
directions. When the same angle is obtuse, the attraction is transformed into a repulsion; this
repulsion [...] reaches its maximum value when this angle is equal to two right angles, that is,
when the two currents are directed in opposite senses along two parallel lines.

Therefore, according to Ampère the angle between the directions of the two currents has a
value between 0 rad and π rad. We can then conclude from this manuscript that he considered
the angle between the two elements of figure 2.12 to be the angle ε1 of figure 2.12 (b), and not the
angle ε3.

However, a third doubt still remains. Should we consider oriented angles? For instance, we
might consider positive a clockwise angle and negative an anti-clockwise angle. In this case the
angle ε4 of figure 2.12 (c) going from ds to ds′ would be positive, while the angle ε5 = −ε4 going
from ds′ to ds would be negative. But Ampère never mentioned oriented angles, nor negative
angles. We can then conclude that according to Ampère’s point of view the angle going from ds to
ds′ would be equal to the angle going from ds′ to ds. For this reason we will not utilize oriented
angles in our figures related to Ampère’s electrodynamics, although Hofmann represented some of
Ampère’s angles as being oriented.62 Hofmann did not justify his utilization of oriented angles.
However, as he did not obtain any consequence or conclusion from this choice, it seems that choice
of oriented angles was casual and of no relevance.

We can then finally conclude that the angle ε between two elements of lengths ds and ds′,
with these elements oriented along the directions of the currents flowing in them, is like the angle
represented in figure 2.13, with this angle taking its value between the following limits: 0 rad ≤ ε ≤
π rad. These general properties will also be valid for the other angles α, β and γ (or θ, θ′ and ω).
That is, each one of these angles has a value between 0 rad and π rad. Moreover, each one of these
angles is not oriented, being always positive no matter if it is drawn clockwise or anti-clockwise.

61[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 158] and [Blo78].
62[Hof87] and [Hof96, p. 241, figure 5].
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Figure 2.13: The angle ε between two oriented current elements ds and ds′, as considered by
Ampère.

2.8.2 The Angle between the Planes Drawn through Each Element and
the Straight Line Joining the Midpoints of the Elements

Although each current element of Ampère had an infinitesimal length, it was oriented along the
direction of the current flowing through it and it was possible to think of the straight line passing
through this element. Therefore, the straight line joining the midpoints of two elements forms a
plane with the straight line passing through each element. In Ampère’s force there also appears
the angle between the planes drawn through each element and the straight line joining their
midpoints. In this case there is no ambiguity, provided we consider the smaller angle between
two semi-planes. Each semi-plane was formed by the positive sense of the corresponding current
element and the straight line connecting the two elements. The only aspect to take notice of here
is the nomenclature utilized by Ampère. In his works of 1820 to 1822 this angle was represented by
the symbol γ. However, in the Théorie he adopted the letter ω to represent the same angle. This
angle is illustrated in figure 2.14. It is not oriented and has its value limited by 0 rad ≤ γ ≤ π rad.

γ

ds

ds’

ωor

Figure 2.14: The angle between the planes drawn through each element and the straight line joining
their midpoints.

2.8.3 The Angles between the Elements and the Straight Line Joining
Their Midpoints

The angles requiring greater attention are those between each current element and the straight
line connecting their midpoints.

In the Théorie Ampère introduced as follows the angles between the current elements and the
straight line connecting their centers:63

Suppose we now consider two elements placed arbitrarily; their mutual action will depend on
their lengths, on the intensities of the currents of which they are part, and on their relative
position. This position can be determined by the length r of a straight line joining their
midpoints, the angles θ and θ′ between a continuation of this line and the directions of the two
elements in the same direction as their respective currents, and finally by the angle ω between

63[Amp26f, p. 28], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 200] and [Amp65b, p. 173], our emphasis.
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the planes drawn through each of these directions and the straight line joining the midpoints
of the elements.

According to this definition, there are two ways of representing the angles θ and θ′, figure 2.15.
That is, if we consider the continuation of the line going from ds′ to ds, we have θ1 and θ′1. On the
other hand, by considering the continuation of the line going from ds to ds′, we have θ2 and θ′2.

Figure 2.15: The angles between the current elements and the straight line connecting their mid-
points.

From figure 2.15 we obtain that θ2 = π − θ1 and θ′2 = π − θ′1. Therefore:

cos θ2 = − cos θ1 , (2.22)

sin θ2 = sin θ1 , (2.23)

cos θ′2 = − cos θ′1 , (2.24)

and

sin θ′2 = sin θ′1 . (2.25)

In Ampère’s force, equation (2.2), we have the products sin θ sin θ′ and cos θ cos θ′. From equa-
tions (2.22) up to (2.25) we obtain that cos θ2 cos θ

′
2 = cos θ1 cos θ

′
1 and sin θ2 sin θ

′
2 = sin θ1 sin θ

′
1.

Therefore, we can consider θ1 and θ′1 as the angles between the elements and the straight line
connecting them. These angles can also be considered as θ2 and θ′2. In both cases we will have the
same force between the two current elements.

Ampère utilized the symbols θ and θ′ in order to represent the angles between the two elements
and the straight line connecting them only in the Théorie. In his earlier works he represented these
angles by α and β.64 In 1823, on the other hand, he represented65 these angles by two symbols,
namely, α and a curled beta.66

In conclusion, Ampère’s three angles α, β and γ (or θ, θ′ and ω) should be understood as the
angles represented in figure 2.16. As happened with the angle ε between the two current elements,
the following relations are also valid for these three angles: 0 rad ≤ α ≤ π rad, 0 rad ≤ β ≤ π rad
and 0 rad ≤ γ ≤ π rad (or 0 rad ≤ θ ≤ π rad, 0 rad ≤ θ′ ≤ π rad and 0 rad ≤ ω ≤ π rad).

A figure like this one appears in Hofmann’s PhD dissertation,67 and in Darrigol’s book.68

An illustration like figure 2.16 representing these three angles does not appear in some of the

64[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 158], [Amp22p] and [Amp85j]. This last work was presented by Ampère to the
Academy of Sciences of Paris in December, 1820, being first published by Joubert in 1885.

65[Amp22q, p. 229] and [Amp85m, p. 262].
66 That is:

67[Hof82, p. 264, figure 2].
68[Dar00, p. 9, figure 1.3].
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Figure 2.16: Let r be the distance between the midpoints of the current elements of lengths ds and
ds′. (a) Representation of the angles α, β and γ according to Ampère’s specifications. Analogous
representation of the angles θ, θ′ and ω.

main works discussing Ampère’s electrodynamics, namely, Maxwell,69 Whittaker,70 Tricker71 and
Williams.72

There are some works which represented these angles θ and θ′ (or α and β) as being the angles
between the current elements and the finite segment connecting their midpoints. As examples we
can quote Tricker,73 figure 2.17; Blondel,74 figure 2.18; and Hofmann,75 figure 2.19.

Figure 2.17: Representation of the angles θ, θ′ and ω according to Tricker.

Figure 2.18: Representation of the angles α, β and γ according to Blondel.

Ampère had specified that these angles θ and θ′ should be considered between the directions
of the two elements in the same direction as their respective currents and a continuation of the

69[Max54, vol. 2, Chapter II: “Ampère’s investigation of the mutual action of electric currents”, articles 502-527,
pp. 158-174].

70[Whi73].
71[Tri65].
72[Wil81], [Wil83] and [Wil89a].
73[Tri62].
74[Blo82, p. 84, figure 22].
75[Hof87] and [Hof96, p. 241, figure 5].
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Figure 2.19: Representation of the angles α, β and γ according to Hofmann.

line joining their midpoints. These authors, on the other hand, considered these angles between
the directions of the two elements and the finite straight segment between their midpoints. They
represented, in particular, the angles α or θ as being the angle θ2 of figure 2.15. Likewise, they
represented the angles β or θ′ as being the angle θ′1 of figure 2.15. With this representation, the
angular portion of Ampère’s force given by equation (2.2) would assume the following form (by
utilizing equations (2.22) up to (2.25)):

sin θ sin θ′ cosω + k cos θ cos θ′ = sin θ2 sin θ
′
1 cosω + k cos θ2 cos θ

′
1

= sin θ1 sin θ
′
1 cosω − k cos θ1 cos θ

′
1 6= sin θ1 sin θ

′
1 cosω + k cos θ1 cos θ

′
1 . (2.26)

Equation (2.26) shows that the representations of the angles θ and θ′ (or α and β) made in
these specific works by Tricker, Blondel and Hofmann do not lead to Ampère’s own force between
current elements. Therefore, these representations do not agree with Ampère’s own point of view.

Probably the reason why these authors arrived at this false representation of Ampère’s angles
is related to Ampère’s own initial lack of clarity. In his first manuscripts of 1820, for instance, he
said the following:76

[...] I had also announced that this value [of the force between two current elements] should
depend on the respective orientation of two small portions of current which are being con-
sidered. This orientation, in the general case, is determined by three angles, being the first
two angles those which their directions [of the currents] make with the line connecting their
midpoints, the third [angle] being the angle between the two planes passing through this last
line and by the two small portions of electric current.

Representing by r the distance between them [that is, between the midpoints of the two current
elements], representing by g and h the intensities of their currents, representing by dx and dz
their lengths, and representing finally by α and β the angles which they make with the line
joining their centers, and representing by γ the angle between the two planes, [...]

In December of 1820 he expressed himself as follows, considering the length of each current
element as being a “small line in space”:77

[...] I will only indicate here how I obtained the mathematical expression of the action between
two currents or, rather, the way in which appear in this expression the angles determining, in
general, the respective orientation of two small lines in space. [...] The angles referred here
are, in general, three in number. Let α be the angle formed by one of these lines with that
line joining the center [of the first element] to the center of the other [small line or current
element], let β be the corresponding angle relative to this last [small line or current element],

76[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 158].
77[Amp85j, pp. 133-134].
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and let γ be the angle formed by the two planes passing through each of these small lines and
by the line joining their centers.

By statements like these, one easily gets the impression that Ampère was referring the angles θ
and θ′ (or α and β) as being the angles of each current element with the line segment connecting
their centers. It was only in 1822 that he clearly specified that these angles, called α and β in
this paper, should be considered between each current element and the same continuation of the
straight line connecting their midpoints. The following quotation should be considered in relation
to figure 2.20:78

[...] let ρ be a function of the three angles determining the relative orientation of two infinitely
small portions of electric currents, being proportional to the force they exert on one another at
a specific distance when this orientation is modified, and if these three angles are represented
by α, β and γ; with α and β being the angles which the directions of these two small portions
form with the straight line joining their centers, and γ being the mutual inclination of the
planes of these two angles [...]. Let Mm = ds and M ′m′ = ds′ represent two infinitely small
portions of these conductors, and let their directions be determined by the two tangents MT
and M ′T ′: if r represents the distance MM ′, [...] and if we consider the angles α and β in such
a way as to have their openings towards the same side, as I supposed when calculating the
value of ρ, the angle α being considered, for instance between the direction MT of Mm and
the continuation MK of M ′M , [then] the angle β should be considered between the direction
M ′T ′ of M ′m′ and the line M ′M , [...].

Our figure 2.20 is a reproduction of figure 14 of Ampère’s original paper showing the letters K,
M , m, T , M ′, m′ and T ′.

Figure 2.20: Ampère’s original figure 14 of [Amp22p].

Figure 2.21 presents a simplified version of figure 2.20. It includes the main elements of Ampère’s
original figure and also the angles α and β according to his specifications. From figure 2.21 we can
see that Ampère’s angles α and β coincide with the angles θ1 and θ′1 of figure 2.15.

In 1823 Ampère presented similar specifications on how to consider the angle between each
current element and the same continuation of the line connecting their midpoints.79 In this paper
these angles were represented by α and by a curled beta.80 This work of 1823 will be discussed

78[Amp22p, pp. 406 and 408], [Amp22y, pp. 303-305] and [Amp85p, pp. 277-279].
79[Amp22q, pp. 229-232] and [Amp85m, pp. 262-265].
80See the footnote 66 of our page 33.
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Figure 2.21: Representation of the angles α and β according to Ampère’s own specifications.

in Subsection 4.2.1, figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14. These specifications were also presented by
Ampère in his Théorie, this time representing these angles by θ and θ′.81

Beyond these specifications expressed in words, we were also able to find one of his draw-
ings, unfortunately not yet published, in which he represented the angles θ and θ′, figure 2.22.82

Ampère’s drawing is analogous to our figure 2.16 (b).

Figure 2.22: Ampère’s drawing representing the angles θ and θ′.

Figure 2.23 presents Ampère’s drawing representing the angles α and β.83 This manuscript has
not yet been published. Once more we can see that he understood these angles as having their
openings to the same side.

Figure 2.23: Ampère’s drawing representing the angles α and β. This figure is analogous to our
figure 2.16 (a).

In conclusion, figure 2.16 presents the correct representation of Ampère’s angles α, β and γ (or

81[Amp26f, p. 28], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 200] and [Amp65b, p. 173].
82[Ampc, carton 9, chemise 173].
83[Ampc, carton 11, chemise 206ter].
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θ, θ′ and ω) according to Ampère’s own specifications. These specifications appeared in his most
important works from 1822 onwards.

It should be mentioned here that in Blondel and Wolff’s recent works, they also utilized this
representation of Ampère’s angles.84

84[BWd] and [BWc].
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We now discuss some of the main experiments, ideas and theoretical assumptions made by Ampère
leading him to the final value of his force between current elements. The motivation for this
analysis is a statement by Maxwell. This statement refers to Ampère’s deduction of his force law
as presented in his masterpiece of 1826, the Théorie, based only on four cases of equilibrium:1

The method of Ampère, however, though cast into an inductive form, does not allow us to
trace the formation of the ideas which guided it. We can scarcely believe that Ampère really
discovered the law of action by means of the experiments which he describes. We are led to
suspect, what, indeed, he tells us himself2, that he discovered the law by some process which
he has not shewn us, and that when he had afterwards built up a perfect demonstration he
removed all traces of the scaffolding by which he had raised it.

We will discuss the process followed by Ampère utilizing what he mentioned his earlier papers,
correspondence and manuscripts.

1[Max54, vol. 2, article 528, pp. 175-176].
2[Note by Maxwell:] Théorie des phénomènes Électrodynamiques, p. 9.
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Chapter 3

Ampère’s Initial Experiments

3.1 Ampère’s Interpretation of Ørsted’s Experiment

In Section 1.3 we described Ørsted’s observations of the deflection of a magnetic needle from its
original orientation along the magnetic meridian due to the influence of a nearby current carrying
wire. In order to interpret this experiment, Ampère had a very original, rich and fruitful idea
which guided him to several new experiments and to a whole new set of phenomena which no one
had observed before him. His main ideas were to suppose that all magnetic and electromagnetic
phenomena were only due to interactions between current carrying conductors, together with the
assumption of the existence of electric currents in the Earth and also in magnets. This insight
opened his mind for a whole set of new possibilities which might be tested and explored from
several points of view, namely, experimental, conceptual and mathematical. He then looked for
phenomena showing directly forces and torques between current carrying conductors. He also
began to look for a mathematical expression which might explain all these phenomena. In the end
he was extremely successful in his endeavors.

Here are some of his words related to this topic:1

This action that M. OErsted discovered led me to look for the interaction of two electric
currents, the action of the Earth on a current, and how the electricity might produce all
phenomena presented by the magnets, looking for a distribution [of electric currents inside each
magnet] similar to that of a conductor of electric current, with closed curves perpendicular
to the axis of each magnet. These points of view, most of which have only recently been
confirmed by experiment, were communicated to the Académie in its session of 18 September
1820.

Another quotation of the same work:2

I will only say that after having deduced only the first general result from the note of M.
OErsted, I deduced from it the explanation of the magnetic phenomena, based upon the
existence of electric currents in the globe of the Earth and in magnets.

The following statement is clearly revealing:3

When first I wanted to find the causes of the new phenomena discovered by M. OErsted, I re-
flected that since the order in which two facts are discovered in no way affects any conclusions
which can be drawn from the analogies they present, it might, before we knew that a magne-
tized needle points constantly from South to North, have first been known that a magnetized
needle has the property of being influenced by an electric current into a position perpendicular
to the current, in such a way that the austral pole of the magnet is carried to the left of the
current, and it could then have subsequently been discovered that the extremity of the needle

1[Amp20g, p. 196], [Amp65a, p. 152] and [CA09b, p. 132].
2[Amp20g, pp. 200-201] and [CA09b, p. 134].
3[Amp20g, pp. 202-203], [Amp65a, p. 152] and [CA09b, pp. 135-136].
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which is carried to the left of the current points constantly towards the North: would not the
simplest idea, and the one which would immediately occur to anyone who wanted to explain
the constant direction from South to North, be to postulate an electric current in the Earth in
a direction such that the North would be to the left of a man who, lying on its surface facing
the needle, received this current in the direction from his feet to his head, and to draw the
conclusion that it takes place from East to West in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic
meridian?

This was a radically new interpretation not only of Ørsted’s experiment, but also of all mag-
netic phenomena related to the known attractions and repulsions between two magnets, or the
orientation of the compass needle by the magnetic influence of the Earth. This insight led Ampère
to a whole new research program. In particular, he predicted the interaction between current
carrying conductors which no one had observed before him. Ampère was also the first scientist to
observe this phenomenon. Moreover, he predicted the interaction between the Earth and a current
carrying conductor. Once more he was also the first to observe this fact. Moreover, he was led
to look for spatial distributions of electric currents which might mimic or reproduce the known
interactions between magnets. That is, he tried to simulate the behavior of magnets utilizing only
current carrying conductors. He also tried to simulate terrestrial magnetism and the phenomena
associated with it utilizing only electric currents flowing in wires. He tried to reproduce the inter-
action of a magnet with the Earth utilizing current carrying conductors. He also tried to simulate
Ørsted’s experiment (orientation of a magnetic needle by a current carrying wire) utilizing only
current carrying wires. This new conception led Ampère to look for a mathematical expression de-
scribing the interaction between current carrying conductors with which he could not only explain
quantitatively all these phenomena, but also predict new ones. All these aspects of his research
did follow naturally from his new theoretical conception which was shown to be extremely fruitful
and productive. Amazingly Ampère was able to accomplish all this immense research program in
the time interval of six short years.

Although his interpretation may seem obvious, natural, simple or reasonable to us, it was
rejected by the main scientists working on this subject in his times, like Ørsted, Biot, Savart and
Faraday. His points of view were also rejected by later researchers, like Grassmann. Moreover,
several key aspects of Ampère’s interpretation are against the electromagnetic theory of the present
time based on the concept of a magnetic field. All of these aspects will be discussed at length in
Parts IV and V of the present book, called Controversies.

As mentioned by Bertrand in 1874:4

The laws discovered by Ampère have remained in science as a solid and uncontested basis
which support with confidence even those who tried to replace them with other [laws]. It is,
in effect, by the complete agreement of the proposed principles with those of Ampère, in every
case where verification is feasible, that we thought possible to justify the new theories.

3.2 Orientation of a Magnetic Needle by a Current Carrying

Wire

Magnetism presents two general phenomena which Ampère called attractive and repulsive action
and directive action.5 The first phenomenon is the usual attraction and repulsion between two
magnets. As an example, consider two magnetized bars aligned along their lengths. Let us suppose
that their poles are aligned in the sequence N , S, N ′ and S′, as in figure 3.1. When the two bars
are released from rest relative to the ground in this orientation, they will attract one another,
decreasing the distance between their opposite poles S and N ′. If they were initially aligned with
their poles in the sequence N , S, S′ and N ′, then they would repel one another after being released
from rest relative to the ground.

In the directive action, on the other hand, a magnetized needle suffers a torque due to the
influence of terrestrial magnetism or due to the influence of other magnets. The magnetized needle

4[Ber74, p. 297].
5[Amp20g, p. 197], [CA09b, p. 132], [Amp20a, p. 238] and [Amp20b, p. 1].
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N S N’ S’

Figure 3.1: Attraction of two magnetized bars.

will tend to turn around its center due to this directive action, acquiring a fixed orientation relative
to the ground. Consider that we have a horizontal compass and release it in an arbitrary orientation
relative to the ground, being free to turn around a vertical axis passing through its center. We
observe that normally it will not remain in this initial orientation, but will stop at another very
specific orientation due to the influence of terrestrial magnetism. In this equilibrium orientation,
the vertical plane passing through the needle will also pass through the terrestrial North and South
magnetic poles. These poles are located along the terrestrial magnetic axis. This magnetic axis
does not coincide with the axis of the diurnal rotation of the Earth relative to the frame of fixed
stars. The intersection of this last axis with the surface of the Earth defines its geographic North
and South poles. The meridian or line of longitude is an arc of a circle on the surface of the Earth
passing through its geographic poles. The intersection of the magnetic axis of the Earth with
its surface defines the magnetic poles of the Earth. The magnetic meridian is an arc of a circle
on the surface of the Earth passing through its magnetic poles. The magnetic South pole of the
Earth is located close to its geographic North pole, while the magnetic North pole of the Earth
is located close to its geographic South pole. After reaching equilibrium, the magnetized needle
will be parallel to the local magnetic meridian. The angle between this magnetic meridian and the
geographic meridian is called magnetic declination.

Suppose that the first magnetic needle reaches equilibrium, aligned along the magnetic merid-
ian. Now suppose that we place a second magnetic needle in the vertical plane passing through the
first needle. Consider also that this second needle is free to turn around a horizontal axis passing
through its center. After reaching equilibrium, it will acquire a specific orientation relative to the
ground, being inclined relative to the horizontal plane. The angle between this horizontal plane
and the direction of this second needle is called magnetic inclination. This second magnetic needle
is usually called dip needle or inclination compass.

We now present Ampère’s initial experiments. The several devices which will be quoted in
this book were not constructed directly by Ampère. They were built by the instrument maker
Hippolyte Pixii (1808-1835). He was a French engineer who died at the early age of 27. Ampère
paid for these instruments from his own pocket. As he always had monetary problems, many times
he was in debt with Pixii.6

Arago reported on Ørsted’s discovery to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 4 September,
1820. One week later he repeated Ørsted’s demonstration for the members of the Academy. In
the meeting of 18th of September, 1820, Ampère presented a very important new result. He had
created a new instrument, which he called astatic magnetic needle.7 The meaning of the word
astatic, as utilized by Ampère, is that of neutral or indifferent equilibrium. That is, an astatic
needle is a magnetized needle which remains in equilibrium, no matter its initial orientation relative
to the ground. It is not affected by terrestrial magnetism. The astatic needle can be considered
as a third compass (compared to the two compasses mentioned in the previous paragraphs) which
can rotate freely around an axis passing through its center, with this rotation axis being parallel
to a nearby dip needle. Suppose we consider a horizontal line passing through the center of this
astatic needle. Suppose that initially this horizontal line makes an arbitrary angle ξ with the axis
of the astatic needle. We will then observe that the astatic needle will remain at rest relative to
the ground, no matter the value of this angle ξ.

6[Blo82, pp. 103, 131, 145 and 165].
7[Amp20g, p. 198], [CA09b, p. 133], [Amp20a, p. 239] and [Amp20b, p. 2].
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Ampère’s device can be seen in figure 3.2.8

Figure 3.2: Ampère’s astatic compass.

His words describing this astatic needle:9

By placing the [rotation] axis of the astatic needle parallel to the resultants of the actions of
the [terrestrial] globe, the needle will only be able to move in the plane perpendicular to these
resultants. In this way the action of the globe will be destroyed and the needle will remain
indifferent in all its orientations, that is, it will be completely astatic.

Figure 3.3 (a) presents the graduated disc of this instrument. The compass 1 of figure 3.3 (b)
represents a normal horizontal magnetic needle which, in equilibrium, points along the local North-
South direction. The dip compass 2 in this figure is located in a vertical plane above needle 1. In
equilibrium its axis indicates the local inclination angle of the Earth. Ampère’s astatic compass
is the needle AB of figure 3.3 (a). It can turn freely around the rotation axis CD of this figure.
This rotation axis CD is parallel to a dip needle like that of figure 3.3 (b). It can be placed in
any orientation along the arc LMN . Although it is free to turn, it will remain in equilibrium no
matter its orientation, provided it is only under the magnetic influence of the Earth.

8[Amp20g, figure 8] and [CA09b].
9[Amp20a, p. 239] and [Amp20b, p. 2].
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In modern terms it is possible to say that an astatic needle can turn freely around an axis
which is parallel to the local magnetic field of the Earth. As it suffers no magnetic torque from
the Earth, it remains in equilibrium no matter its initial orientation relative to the ground.

Figure 3.3: (a) Ampère’s astatic needle. (b) The magnetic needle 1 can turn freely around a
vertical axis. In equilibrium it will point along the North-South direction. The magnetic needle 2
is vertically above needle 1 in equilibrium. Needle 2 can turn freely around a horizontal axis which
is orthogonal to the local magnetic meridian. In equilibrium needle 2 will be inclined relative to
the horizontal plane, indicating the local inclination or dip angle. The rotation axis CD of the
astatic needle of figure 3.3 (a) is parallel to the dip needle 2.

Ørsted’s experiment showed that a current carrying wire also has a directive action, just like
the Earth, as it affects the orientation of a magnetic needle placed near it. In Section 1.3 it was
discussed how Ørsted obtained a deflection of the needle relative to the magnetic meridian. The
value of this deflection decreased with the increase of the distance between the needle’s center and
the wire. He obtained a deflection of 45o with a distance of 3/4th of an inch. Ørsted thought that
this deflection was only due to the action of the current carrying wire. Ampère, on the other hand,
believed that this deflection angle was due to the combined influences of the Earth and current
carrying wire upon the needle. To avoid the directive influence due to terrestrial magnetism, he
repeated Ørsted’s experiment utilizing now his astatic needle. At the French Academy’s meeting
of September 18, 1820, he reported the results of his experiment as follows:10

Then, when a galvanic current is close [to an astatic needle], its directive action will be the
only one affecting the needle, and experiment shows that the needle always becomes exactly
perpendicular to the direction of the current.

Ampère was the first scientist to show that a magnetized needle becomes perpendicular to a
long and straight current carrying wire, provided only the wire is exerting a torque upon the needle.

Ampère’s rule to determine the deviation direction of a magnetic needle is to suppose an
imaginary person along the wire, between the wire and the magnetized needle. The wire is at his
back and the observer looks at the needle. Initially we can suppose the axis of the needle being
parallel to this observer. When current flows in the wire, from the feet towards the head of this
observer, he will observe the austral or North pole of the needle moving to his left side. The
equilibrium configuration of figures 1.5 and 1.6 with the needle below or above the wire indicates
these deflections, although in Ørsted’s experiments there was also the magnetic influence of the
Earth exerted on the needle.

10[Amp20a, p. 239] and [Amp20b, p. 2].
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3.3 Attraction and Repulsion between a Magnetic Needle

and a Current Carrying Wire

In the meeting of the Academy of Sciences of Paris which took place on 18 September, 1820,
Ampère showed that a current carrying straight wire also has the attractive and repulsive action
when interacting with a small magnetic needle. To this end he suspended the needle vertically
by one of its poles, as if he was building a pendulum. He placed a horizontal straight wire
perpendicular to this needle, in such a way that the wire and the center of the needle were in the
same horizontal plane, with a small distance between them. He then observed an attraction of the
needle towards the wire when there was a constant current flowing in one sense in the wire and a
repulsion when the current flowed in the opposite sense. This attraction and repulsion was a new
fact. Ørsted had not observed these net forces on the needle, as he only saw the wire deflecting the
natural orientation of the needle. That is, Ørsted’s observed in his experiment the wire exerting a
torque on the magnetic needle. His experimental arrangement was not appropriate to indicate an
attraction or repulsion of the needle. Ampère’s original arrangement is presented in figure 3.4.11

Figure 3.4: A vertical magnetic needle MN can be attracted or repelled by a long horizontal wire
KL when there is a constant current in the wire.

Figure 3.5 (a) presents a simplified version of this experiment with the North pole of the needle
suspended above its South pole, seen sideways. Figure 3.5 (b) presents this experiment seen from
above. The letter F indicates the force exerted by the current carrying wire on the needle. By
reversing only the sense of the current, or the polarity of the needle, the force becomes attractive.
By reversing simultaneously the polarity of the needle and the sense of the current, the force
remains repulsive.

3.4 Discovery of the Closed Currents

At the meetings of the French Academy which took place on 18 and 25 September, 1820, Ampère
described another very important experiment which we mentioned on Sections 2.3 and 2.4. He

11[Amp20g, figure 9] and [CA09b].
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Figure 3.5: (a) Simplified representation of figure 3.4, seen sideways. (b) The experiment seen
from above. The letter F represents the force exerted by the horizontal wire on the vertical needle.

utilized his galvanoscope.12 This experiment was also described in his first published paper dealing
with electrodynamics.13 With this experiment Ampère concluded that in Volta’s original experi-
ment in which the terminals of a battery were connected to a conducting wire, the electric current
flowed in a closed circuit. That is, it flows not only along the metal wire, but also inside the battery.
In order to reach this conclusion, he placed his galvanoscope not only above or below the wire, as
Ørsted had done, but also above the trough battery. When a current was flowing in this circuit,
he observed the deflection of the magnetized needle of his galvanoscope placed above the battery.
This fact indicated that the current was also flowing inside the battery. He could also ascertain
the sense of the current inside the battery by the direction of the deflection of the magnetic needle.
He concluded that the current followed a closed path flowing always in the same sense (clockwise,
for instance) along the whole circuit composed of the battery and connecting metal wire.14

Although this conclusion may seem trivial to us nowadays, this was a new experimental dis-
covery at that time. Jean-Baptist Biot (1774-1862), for instance, one of the main researchers of
electromagnetism in Ampère’s time, had rejected explicitly in 1816 the possibility that an electric
current might flow inside the battery.15 In his first paper on electrodynamics Ampère did not
present a figure describing this experiment. However, such a representation was included in the
work of Babinet and Ampère. In this representation we can see the trough battery, figure 2.7.16

We illustrated Ampère’s experiment with figure 2.8.

3.5 Reproducing the Attraction and Repulsion between Two

Magnets

In the letter to his son, written in September 1820, quoted in Section 2.2, Ampère mentioned that
his initial motivation was to explain Ørsted’s new discovery and the magnetic phenomena already
known for a long time beginning from a single principle. In particular, he supposed the existence
of electric currents inside the Earth and inside magnets. He then interpreted Ørsted’s experiment
as being due to a direct interaction between the current flowing in the conductor and the supposed
currents existing inside the magnet. In order to test his hypothesis of the existence of electric
currents in the Earth and in magnets, Ampère tried to reproduce the magnetic phenomena already
known utilizing only electric circuits.

Consider two magnetic bars aligned along their parallel axes with their poles in the sequence
NSN ′S′. They were long known to attract one another, as indicated in figure 3.1. If they were
aligned with their poles in the sequence NSS′N ′ they would repel one another.

Ampère tried to replicate this behavior utilizing only current carrying wires. To this end he
simulated a bar magnet utilizing an electric circuit with the current describing a planar spiral, as
in figure 3.6.

12See Section 2.3 on our page 19.
13[Amp20d], [Amp65a] and [CA07d].
14[Blo82, pp. 72-75], [WB05] and [BB].
15[GG90a, p. 920].
16[AB22a, p. 4, figure 1] and [AB22b, p. 169, figure 1].
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Figure 3.6: Wire coiled in a planar spiral.

The plane of this spiral should be considered orthogonal to the magnetic axis of the magnetized
bar it was replacing. He then suspended this spiral in a vertical plane, like a pendulum, with its
horizontal axis aligned with the North-South axis of another horizontal magnetized bar. When
there was a constant current flowing through the spiral, he observed an attraction between the
spiral and the bar magnet. By reversing only the sense of the current, or the pole of the magnet
which was closest to the spiral, the attraction was changed into a repulsion. By reversing both, the
sense of the current and the closest pole of the magnet, their attraction remained. He described
this experiment as follows:17

Now, if electric currents are the cause of the directive action of the Earth, then electric
currents could also cause the action of one magnet on another magnet. It therefore follows
that a magnet could be regarded as an assembly of electric currents in planes perpendicular to
its axis, their direction being such that the austral pole of the magnet, pointing North, is to
the right of these currents since it is always to the left of a current placed outside the magnet,
and which faces it in a parallel direction, or rather that these currents establish themselves
first in the magnet along the shortest closed curves, whether from left to right, or from right
to left, and the line perpendicular to the planes of these currents then becomes the axis of
the magnet and its extremities make the two poles. Thus, at each pole the electric currents
of which the magnet is composed are directed along closed concentric curves. I simulated this
arrangement as much as possible by bending a conducting wire in a spiral. This spiral was
made from brass wire terminating in two straight portions enclosed in two glass tubes18 so as
to eliminate contact and attach them to the two extremities of the battery.

Depending on the direction of the current, such a spiral is greatly attracted or repelled by
the pole of a magnet which is presented with its axis perpendicular to the plane of the spiral,
according as the current of the spiral and of the pole of the magnet flow in the same or opposite
directions.

Ampère’s experiment can be illustrated by figure 3.7. Ørsted had observed the directive action
of the current carrying wire acting on the magnetic needle. Ampère, on the other hand, observed
the attractive and repulsive actions of a bar magnetic acting on a conducting wire bent in a spiral.

Ampère’s important experiment with spirals can be easily repeated with simple materials.19

3.6 Interaction between Current Carrying Wires

3.6.1 Interaction between Spirals

Ampère performed then a new experiment which opened a whole new area of research. This
time, he replaced the magnetized bar of figure 3.7 by a second spiral. He had then two spirals
in parallel vertical planes, with their centers at the same height above the ground and with both
spirals sharing the same axis. When a constant electric current was flowing in both spirals, he

17[Amp20g, pp. 207-208], [Amp65a, pp. 152-153] and [CA09b, pp. 137-138].
18[Note by Ampère:] I have since changed this arrangement as I shall show later.
19[SCCA07] and [ASCC07].
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Figure 3.7: Attraction between a current carrying wire bent in a spiral and a magnetized bar. The
remainder of the closed circuit connecting the extremities of the wire to the battery is not shown.
The wire connecting the spiral to the upper support is an insulator.

observed their attractions or repulsions, depending on the senses of the currents in both spirals, as
represented in figure 3.8.20

Figure 3.8: Ampère’s first observation of attraction and repulsion between two current carrying
conductors. Spiral A remains fixed in the laboratory, while spiral B is mobile in such a way that
it can move towards spiral A or away from it.

With this experiment he was able to reproduce the attraction and repulsion between two aligned
magnetized bars, as in figure 3.1, utilizing two parallel spirals, as in figure 3.9.

20[Amp20g, figure 11], [Amp65a, figure 47, p. 153] and [CA09b, figure 11, p. 138].
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Figure 3.9: Attraction between two current carrying spirals.

Ampère described this observation as follows:21

In replacing the magnet by another spiral with its current in the same direction, the same
attractions and repulsions occur. It is in this way that I discovered that two electric currents
attract each other when they flow in the same direction and repel each other in the other case.

This is one of the most important experiments ever performed in the history of physics. It
showed for the first time the attraction and repulsion between current carrying wires. This exper-
iment created a whole new area of knowledge, namely, the interaction between electric currents.
The magnetic properties of the Earth and other magnets were not relevant here. Later on Ampère
called this new branch of science electrodynamics,22 as described in Section 1.4. The experimental
origin of this new science was this interaction between current carrying spirals. Moreover, it was
exactly this experiment which suggested to Ampère that two parallel electric currents should at-
tract each other when they flowed in the same sense and should repel each other when they flowed
in opposite senses. These spiral experiments were presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris
on 25 September, 1820, being published in the same year.23

It might be thought that this important experimental discovery made by Ampère was a nec-
essary consequence of Ørsted’s experiment. However, Arago showed that this was not the case.
After all, a magnet exerts forces upon a piece of soft iron but two pieces of soft iron are without
effect upon each other.24 Arago expressed himself as follows:25

The infallible way of reducing to silence this passionate opposition, to undermine their ob-
jections, would be to quote an example of two bodies which, separately, act on a third body
but which, on the other hand, do not exert any action on one another. A friend of Ampère
[namely, Arago himself] observed that magnetism offers a phenomenon of this kind. He said
the following to the complacent antagonists of the great geometer: “Here we have two soft iron
keys. Each one of them attracts this compass. If you do not prove that, when presented to one
another, these keys attract or repel one another, then it will be false the point of departure of
all your objections.”

This counter example presented by Arago was expressed by Ampère in the following words:26

When M. Oersted discovered the action which a conductor exerts on a magnet, it really ought
to have been suspected that there could be interaction between two conductors; but this was
in no way a necessary corollary of the discovery of this famous physicist. A bar of soft iron acts
on a magnetized needle, but there is no interaction between two bars of soft iron. Inasmuch as

21[Amp20g, p. 208], [Amp65a, pp. 153-154] and [CA09b, p. 138].
22[Amp22e, p. 60], [Amp22k, note on p. 200], [Amp85e, note on p. 239], [Amp22f, note on p. 237] and [Amp85d,

note on p. 192].
23[Amp20g], [Amp65a, pp. 146-154] and [CA09b].
24[Whi73, p. 84] and [Tri65, p. 23].
25[Ara54a, pp. 59-60].
26[Amp26f, pp. 113-114], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 285-286] and [Amp65b, pp. 195-196].
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it was only known that a conductor deflects a magnetic needle, could it have been concluded
that electric current imparts to wire the property to be influenced by a needle in the same way
as soft iron is so influenced without requiring interaction between two conductors when they
are beyond the influence of a magnetized body? Only experiments could decide the question; I
performed these in the month of September 1820, and the mutual action of voltaic conductors
was demonstrated.

3.6.2 Interaction between Two Parallel Straight Wires

On 2 October, 1820, Ampère presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris his first published
work on this subject.27 On 9 October he showed the Academy an experiment in which two long
parallel and straight wires attracted one another when the currents in both wires flowed in the
same sense, repelling one another when they flowed in opposite senses, figure 3.10 (a).

Figure 3.10: (a) Ampère’s demonstration that parallel straight wires carrying currents in the same
sense attract one another, repelling when the currents flowed in opposite senses. Conductor AB is
fixed in the laboratory, while the mobile conductor CD can turn around the horizontal axis EF ,
moving towards AB or away from it. The straight segments AB and CD are initially in the same
horizontal plane, with the axis EF vertically above CD. (b) Our representation of this experiment,
indicating the current senses.

Conductor AB is fixed in the laboratory, while the conductor ECDF can turn around the
horizontal axis EF , with the portion CD moving towards AB or away from it. Initially the
straight segments AB and CD are located in the same horizontal plane. When the current flows
from A to B and from C to D, the segment CD is attracted towards AB. By inverting the sense
of the current in only one of these conductors, CD is then repelled by AB. On the other hand,
by reversing the sense of the current in both conductors, the segment CD is once again attracted
towards AB.

This experiment is one of the most famous demonstrations ever performed by Ampère, for
several reasons. In the first place, this was the only figure appearing in his first published paper.28

In the second place, it shows an interaction which Ampère considered fundamental, namely, the
attraction and repulsion between rectilinear parallel current carrying conductors. In the third
place, this phenomenon is the basis of the so called current balance or Ampère balance. These
balances, found in most didactic physics laboratories, are utilized to determined the intensities of
electric currents. The current to be measured is passed in series through two pieces of wire, one
of which is attached to one arm of a sensitive balance. The electrodynamic force between the two
coils is measured by the amount of weight needed on the other arm of the balance to keep it in
equilibrium.

27[Amp20d], [Amp65a, pp. 140-146] and [CA07d].
28[Amp20d].
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Ampère’s works describing his experiment:29

But the differences which I have just mentioned are not the only ones which distinguish these
two states of electricity. I discovered other more remarkable differences by disposing, in parallel
directions, two straight parts of two conductors connected to the extremities of two voltaic
batteries. One straight part was fixed, but the other, suspended from points and made highly
mobile by a counter-weight, free to move parallel towards it or away from it.30 I observed
that by passing an electric current through both parts at the same time, they were mutually
attracted when both currents were in the same sense, and that they repelled one another when
the currents were in opposite directions.

3.7 Reproduction of the Directive Action of the Earth upon
a Compass

As seen in Section 3.5, with two current carrying spiral wires Ampère could reproduce the attractive
and repulsive action between two aligned magnetized bars, figures 3.1 and 3.9.

Ampère tried now to reproduce the Earth’s directive action upon a compass. It was known for
centuries that a compass is aligned along the Earth’s magnetic meridian. It was already known for
a long time that a magnetized bar can also orient a magnetic needle. Ampère tried to reproduce
the behavior of the compass in these experiments working only with a current carrying wire. He
tried to simulate the compass by a conducting helix coiled around a glass tube supported in the
middle over a very thin rigid point, like the vertical needle over which a compass can turn freely
in the horizontal plane.31

This current carrying helix was oriented by a nearby bar magnet. In this way he succeed in
reproducing the directive action between two bar magnets. This experiment happened at the end of
September or beginning of October, 1820. However, the Earth did not orient this current carrying
helix. He expected to see this helix oriented along the local magnetic meridian, but this effect
did not take place. He suspected this lack of orientation might be due to the friction between the
vertical pivot needle and the center of the glass tube at their point of contact. He then switched
to a more mobile suspension shown in figure 3.11 (a).32

The helix was coiled around two hollow insulating glass tubes, ACD and BEF . A vertical
wire HF entered the tube FEB in F , leaving at point B. It was then coiled into a helix around
both glass tubes along BECA, entering the tube in A, leaving at point D, going down along DG.
The helix coiled around both glass tubes could turn around the vertical axis HG. Ampère could
also observe the orientation of this helix by approaching one of its extremities with a bar magnet.
However, he was unsuccessful in orienting it by the Earth’s magnetism, despite the extremely small
friction of this apparatus. This anomaly was against his expectations and he was initially at loss
to explain it.

On 17 October, 1820, Ampère showed to Biot and Gay-Lussac (1778-1850) a simplified version
of the instrument shown in figure 3.12.33

This instrument is similar to that presented in figure 3.10, but now with the two straight
conductors making an adjustable angle with one another. Conductor SR is fixed in the laboratory.
Its inclination relative to the vertical direction can be arbitrarily adjusted. Its distance to the

29[Amp20d, p. 69], [Amp65a, pp. 144-145] and [CA07d, p. 97], our words in the footnote.
30In Ampère’s figure 1, our figure 3.10 (a), the fixed straight part is represented by AB. The mobile wire is

represented by XCDY . The counter-weight is represented by V H. The mobile portion can turn around the
horizontal axis XY . With the counter-weight it is possible to adjust the distance between the rotation axis XY
and the center of gravity of the mobile system (composed of the counter-weight plus the mobile portion XCDY ).
By decreasing this distance, the sensitivity of the balance is increased. This means that the mobile system will be
deflected from the vertical plane by a greater angle when it is under the action of a horizontal force exerted by the
fixed portion. This force can be attractive or repulsive.

31[Amp20g, p. 172] and [CA09b, p. 121].
32[Amp20g, figure 3] and [CA09b].
33[Amp20g, figure 6], [Amp65a, figure 45, p. 149] and [CA09b, figure 6].
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Figure 3.11: (a) Ampère’s helix. (b) Our reproduction of this figure indicating the current sense
in this experiment.

Figure 3.12: Instrument utilized to show the interaction between two conductors having variable
orientations. Conductor SR is fixed in the laboratory, having an angular inclination which can
be adjusted relative to the vertical direction. Conductor BC is mobile around the vertical axis
passing through point D in such a way that it can move towards SR or away from it.

conductor BC can also be adjusted at will. Conductor BC is mobile around the vertical axis
passing through point D. Ampère described this instrument as follows:34

I asked to be constructed, for these experiments, an instrument which I showed on 17 October
[1820], to MM. Biot and Gay-Lussac, and which only differs from the apparatus represented
in figure 1 [our figure 3.10] in the fact that the fixed conductor of this last one was replaced

34[Amp20g, p. 182] and [CA09b, p. 126].
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by a conductor connected to a circle which turned around a horizontal axis perpendicular to
the direction of the mobile conductor, by means of a return pulley [poulie de renvoi], and
graduated in such a way that we could see over the limb the angle formed by the directions of
the two currents, in the different positions which could be done successively to the conductor
carried by the graduated circle.

Ampère’s intention to build such a complex instrument seems to have been to make a series of
detailed measurements of the force and torque on the mobile conductor as a function of its distance
and inclination to the fixed conductor. But apparently these measurements were never made. In
any event, it was with this instrument that Ampère observed for the first time, completely by
chance, without having anticipated this effect, the directive action of the Earth upon a mobile
conductor carrying a steady current.35

What Ampère observed was the deflection of the mobile conductor BC around the vertical axis
passing through point D when there was a current in this conductor. This deflection took place
even when there was no current in the mobile conductor SR. He concluded that this torque on
the mobile conductor was due to the Earth’s electromagnetic action.

Ampère then realized that his failure in obtaining an orientation of the helix coil of figure 3.11
(a) by the Earth was not due to friction. This lack of motion was due to the small diameter of his
coiled helices around the glass tube. He concluded that by increasing the diameter of the helices,
he might increase the terrestrial torque acting on them, up to a point in which this effect might
be visible and reproducible. He succeeded in showing this effect experimentally, proving that the
torque upon a current carrying loop did in fact increase with a larger diameter of the loop. Later
on he built a large circular loop, almost closed, with 20 cm radius, which was freely suspended
in a vertical plane by two vertical wires connected to the upper extremities of the loop. This
circular loop could turn freely around a vertical axis passing through its center. When current
flowed in this loop, it was oriented by terrestrial magnetism. In equilibrium the vertical plane of
the loop remained orthogonal to the vertical plane passing through the local magnetic meridian,
as represented in Ampère’s figure 3.13.36

Figure 3.13: Current carrying circular loop which is oriented by terrestrial magnetism. The circular
loop can turn freely around the vertical axis passing through its center.

That is, with the instrument of figure 3.13 Ampère succeeded in simulating with a current
carrying loop the behavior of an ordinary magnetic compass which is oriented along the local ter-
restrial magnetic meridian. In equilibrium the plane of Ampère’s circular loop becomes orthogonal
to the direction indicated by an ordinary horizontal compass needle.

35[Amp20g, pp. 172-173 and 182-183] and [CA09b, pp. 121-122 and 126].
36[Amp20g, figure 7], [Amp65a, figure 46, p. 151] and [CA09b, figure 7].
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Ampère then proceeded in order to simulate the behavior of a dip needle utilizing only current
carrying conductors. He was also successful in this endeavors. The instrument showing this effect
appeared as figure 5 of the second part of his first published paper on electrodynamics,37 reproduced
here as our figure 3.14 (a).38

Figure 3.14: (a) Rectangular current carrying loop which is oriented by terrestrial magnetism,
in analogy with a dip needle. (b) Our figure indicating the sense of the electric current in this
experiment.

There is a rectangular loop of sides BC = 30 cm and CD = 60 cm. This rectangular loop
can turn freely around the horizontal axis GH or QS. The battery should be connected to the
cups U and T . Supposing that the positive terminal of the battery is connected at cup U , the
electric current will follow the path USABCDEFGQ, leaving at cup T which is connected to
the negative terminal of the battery. Suppose the rectangular loop ABCDEF is initially at rest
in a horizontal plane. By passing a constant current in this loop, it becomes inclined relative to
the horizontal plane due to its interaction with terrestrial magnetism. In its new orientation of
equilibrium, the plane of the rectangular loop becomes orthogonal to the axis of a dip magnetic
needle. That is, the ABCDEF plane becomes parallel to the equatorial plane of a dip needle.
With this experiment Ampère reproduced electrodynamically the behavior of a dip needle utilizing
only a current carrying rectangular loop of large area.

We could not locate any modern author discussing this important experiment made by Ampère.
The reason for this lack of attention of modern authors may be related to the fact that although
this experiment is discussed in Ampère’s paper, this specific figure is not mentioned explicitly in
his article. Poudensan,39 for instance, published in 1964 a summary of the two parts of Ampère’s
paper of 1820.40 He reproduced Ampère’s first four figures, skipped Ampère’s original fifth figure,
replacing it by Ampère’s original sixth figure, but renumbering is as figure 5, without warning
his readers about this fact.41 The same also happened with a reproduction of Ampère’s first
paper published in 1921.42 Ampère and Babinet’s book is one of the rare works discussing this
experiment.43

Ampère presented these results at the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 30 October, 1820.

37[Amp20g] and [CA09b].
38[Amp20g, figure 5] and [CA09b, figure 5].
39[Amp64].
40[Amp20d] and [Amp65a, pp. 140-146], [Amp20g] and [Amp65a, pp. 146-154], [CA07d] and [CA09b].
41[Amp64, p. 39].
42[Amp21].
43[AB22b, p. 188] and [AB22a, p. 23].
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With these electromagnetic experiments he could reproduce the main magnetic phenomena al-
ready known for a long time, replacing now the magnetic needle by appropriate current carrying
conductors.

3.8 Ørsted’s Electrodynamic Experiment

Ampère was also successful in reproducing Ørsted’s experiment utilizing only current carrying
conductors. That is, he replaced the magnetic needle of Ørsted’s original experiment by a current
carrying wire which was oriented by another long straight wire carrying a steady current. This
experiment performed by Ampère will be called here Ørsted’s electrodynamic experiment. It was
presented in the second part of his first published paper, figure 3.15.44

Figure 3.15: Ampère reproduced Ørsted’s original experiment utilizing now only current carrying
conductors. In Ampère’s original figure 2 of his paper, [Amp20g], the letters G and H along the
central vertical axis do not appear. As these letters were mentioned by Ampère in his paper,
they were included here in order to facilitate the comprehension of this experiment. A figure with
these letters as they are shown here appeared in [Amp64, p. 36]. Conductor AB is fixed in the
laboratory, while conductor MN is mobile. It can turn freely around the vertical axis ZHGP .

Ampère’s own description of his experiment:45

The electric current, arriving in this instrument by the support CA (figure 2 [our figure 3.15]),
follows initially the conductor AB, returning by the support BDE. From this support, by
the small steel goblet F , where I placed a globule of mercury, and inside which turned the
steel pivot of the glass axis GH , the current communicated itself to the copper joint I and
to the conductor KLMNOPQ, the extremity Q of which plunged into the mercury which
was placed in communication with the other extremity of the battery. Being everything so
arranged, it is clear that, in the situation in which this conductor is represented and in which
I initially placed it, supporting it against the appendix T of the first conductor, the current of
the part MN flowed in opposite sense as regards the current of AB, whereas when one made
[the current] describe a semi-circumference KLMNOPQ, the two currents flowed in the same
sense.

Then the effect I expected was produced. At the moment in which the circuit was closed, the
mobile portion of the instrument turned by the mutual action between this portion and the

44[Amp20g, figure 2] and [CA09b, figure 2].
45[Amp20g, p. 171] and [CA09b, p. 121].
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fixed conductor AB, until the situation in which the currents, which were initially in contrary
senses, remained in such a configuration in which they were parallel and [flowed] along the
same sense. The acquired speed made the circuit go beyond this last position; but it returned
to it, went a little beyond it, and finished at rest after a few oscillations.

The mobile conductor KLMNOPQ could turn around the vertical axis GH . The horizontal
fixed conductor AB and the horizontal upper segment MN of the mobile conductor were always
orthogonal to the vertical axis connecting the centers of these two conductors. The angle between
the upper conductor MN and the fixed conductor AB could be changed by the torque exerted on
the mobile conductor. We will represent by the symbol δ the angle between the vertical planes
passing through each one of these conductors, namely, AB and MN , such that 0 rad ≤ δ ≤ π rad,
figure 3.16.

di
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i

Figure 3.16: This drawing presents figure 3.15 as seen from above. The horizontal conductor AB
is fixed in the laboratory, while the mobile horizontal conductor MN can turn around the vertical
axis passing through point H .

When both currents flow in the same sense as, for instance, to the right in figure 3.16, with AB
superimposed over the segment MN , we have δ = 0 rad. When MN is orthogonal to AB we have
δ = π/2 rad. Moreover, δ = π rad when both currents flow in opposite senses as, for instance, with
the current flowing to the right in AB and to the left in MN , with AB superimposed over the
segmentMN . With this electrodynamic experiment Ampère observed that the final orientation of
equilibrium is the position in which δ = 0 rad, no matter the initial value of the angle δ with which
the loop KLMNOPQ is released from rest. That is, the torque exerted by AB on the mobile loop
always tends to decrease the angle δ.

Figure 3.17 presents qualitatively the torque acting on the mobile conductor as a function of
the angle δ taking into account the results of this electrodynamic experiment represented in figure
3.15. This experiment is somehow analogous to that experiment represented in figure 3.12. The
difference between them is that in the experiment of figure 3.15 Ampère was observing the torque
between the interacting circuits, while in the experiment of figure 3.12 he was observing the net
force acting on them.

tmax

Torque

p0

2
p d (rad)

Figure 3.17: Qualitative behavior of the torque acting on the mobile circuit MN as a function of
the angle δ in the experiment of figure 3.15.

According to figure 3.17, there is zero torque for δ = 0 rad and for δ = π rad. The maximum
torque happens at the angle δ = π/2 rad. When δ = 0 rad, there is stable equilibrium. On
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the other hand, when δ = π rad, there is unstable equilibrium. In this figure we are utilizing the
convention that a positive torque tends to decrease the angle δ between the conductors, in the same
way that a positive force tends to decrease the distance r between the current carrying conductors.

This experiment had a great importance in the formulation of the mathematical expression
describing Ampère’s force between two current elements. Let us consider two current elements in
the same plane with both currents flowing towards a certain point V , as figure 3.18 (a), or away
from this point, as in figure 3.18 (b). In order to explain the origin of the torque on the mobile
conductor of Ørsted’s electrodynamic experiment, Ampère concluded that the current elements of
situations (a) and (b) of figure 3.18 should attract one another. With this assumption he could
explain how the torque on the mobile conductor in this experiment might make the angle δ go to
zero. Ampère’s explanation was based on an attraction between segments NH and AH of figure
3.16, together with another attraction between segments HB and HM .

i’ds’

ids

δ

i’ds’

ids

(a) (b)

V V δ

Figure 3.18: (a) Current elements ids and i′ds′ in the same plane directed towards a certain point
V . (b) Current elements in the same plane directed away from point V . According to Ampère,
the current elements ids and i′ds′ in cases (a) and (b) were attracting one another.

Let us now consider the situation in which one of the currents was flowing towards point V
while the other current was flowing away from V , as in cases (a) and (b) of figure 3.19. In order
to explain Ørsted’s electrodynamic experiment Ampère concluded that these current elements ids
and i′ds′ should repel one another in both cases. With this assumption there would be a repulsion
between segments NH and BH of figure 3.16, together with another repulsion between segments
AH and HM . He could then explain the torque on the mobile conductor in such a way as to make
the angle δ go to zero.
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Figure 3.19: Electric currents in the same plane. One of them flows towards a certain point V ,
while the other flows away from it. According to Ampère, a repulsion should take place between
the current elements ids and i′ds′ in both situations, (a) and (b).

3.9 Ørsted’s Inverse Experiment

In his original experiment, which he sent to several scientists in July 1820, Ørsted had modified
the natural orientation of a magnetic needle due to the influence of a nearby long straight wire
carrying a steady current.46 Two months later, he published another work in which he described

46[Oer20], [Oer65] and [Ørs86].
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his observations of the inverse phenomenon. He supposed Newton’s law of action and reaction to
be valid for the interaction between a magnet and a current carrying wire. In this specific case, if a
current carrying wire generates a torque on a magnetized needle, then the magnet should generate
an opposite torque on the wire. He then predicted that a magnet fixed in the laboratory might
produce a rotation, relative to the laboratory, of a loop carrying a steady current. He performed the
experiment and observed the expected effect.47 A battery was connected to the current carrying
wire. This battery was called a “galvanic element” by Ørsted. The system composed of the battery
and current carrying wire was suspended by a vertical string in such a way that it could turn around
this string. A powerful magnet was placed close to the system. His prediction of what should take
place has been expressed as follows:48

As a body cannot put another in motion without being moved itself, provided it is moveable,
it is easy to foresee that the galvanic element must acquire some motion from the magnet.

His conclusions after performing this experiment:49

If, instead of a moveable needle, one of the poles of a powerful magnet is presented to one of
the extremities ff [of a brass wire connected to the galvanic element in such a way that a
constant current flowed in this wire], the galvanic apparatus will be put in motion and will
rotate around the extended axis of the wire ab [that is, around the vertical axis along which
it was suspended] according to the nature of the pole.

That is, if the North pole of the magnet was presented to a specific region of the closed circuit
composed of the battery and current carrying wire, the system would turn clockwise around the
vertical axis. If the South pole of the magnet was presented to the same region of the closed circuit,
an anti-clockwise rotation would take place.

Ampère also did succeed in obtaining this inverse effect. As described in the second part of his
first paper on electrodynamics of 1820, he utilized the instrument illustrated in figure 3.15:50

By replacing the fixed conductor AB by a magnetized bar situated horizontally in a direction
perpendicular to that of this conductor, and in such a way that the currents of this magnet
flow in the same sense as the electric current established at first in the fixed conductor, one
then passes the current only through the mobile conductor, and one observes that this one
turns by the action of the magnet precisely as it would turn in the experiment in which the
current had been established in the two conductors, and in which there was no magnetized
bar. It was with the goal to attach this bar, that I connected to this apparatus the support
XY , terminated in Y by the box Z open in both ends where one fixes the magnet in the
position which I have just explained by means of the pressure screw V .

3.10 Summary of Ampère’s Initial Experiments

Ampère succeeded in obtaining several new phenomena which no one had observed before him:

1. Forces of attraction and repulsion between a rectilinear wire carrying a steady current and a
magnet.

2. Attraction and repulsion between planar spirals carrying steady currents.

3. Attraction and repulsion between straight conductors carrying steady currents.

4. Torque exerted by a current carrying loop and acting on another current carrying loop.

5. Torque exerted by the Earth on a current carrying loop.

47[Ørs98c, p. 423].
48[Ørs98c, p. 423].
49[Ørs98c, p. 423].
50[Amp20g, pp. 216-217] and [CA09b, p. 141].
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6. He discovered that the electric current also flows inside the battery. He also obtained the
sense of this current. These were important results in order to establish the concept of a
closed circuit or the concept of a current following a closed path.

7. He reproduced electrodynamically the torques and forces acting between interacting magnets.
To this end he replaced the magnets by planar spirals or by helices coiled around glass tubes.

8. He reproduced the directive action of the Earth, that is, the orientation of a magnetic needle
along the magnetic meridian due to the magnetic influence of the Earth. To this end he
replaced the compass needle by a large circular loop carrying a steady current.

9. He reproduced Ørsted’s original experiment electrodynamically. To this end he replaced
Ørsted’s magnetic needle by a mobile loop carrying a steady current.

Items (2), (3) and (4), in particular, created a whole new research area, namely, the interaction
between conductors carrying steady currents. Since the beginnings of his researches, Ampère had
two clear goals in mind. The first goal was to obtain a mathematical expression with which he
might explain quantitatively the interaction between current carrying conductors. The second goal
was to explain quantitatively all magnetic phenomena already known for a long time (orientation
of a compass by the Earth, attractions and repulsions between magnets), together with the new
electromagnetic phenomena discovered by Ørsted and himself (torques and forces between a magnet
and a current carrying wire, orientation of a current loop by the Earth). In order to reach this
second goal he assumed the existence of electric currents inside the Earth and inside permanent
magnets. He would then need to obtain how these supposed currents were flowing inside the Earth
and in magnets. In this book we will follow the path he followed successfully.



Chapter 4

Initial Formulations of the Force
between Current Elements

4.1 First Trial

Since the beginning of his researches on the force between two conductors carrying steady cur-
rents, Ampère assumed some principles or hypothesis, namely: (A) The force between two finite
conductors could be obtained by the integration over each circuit of a supposed infinitesimal force
between two current elements. (B) This infinitesimal force was assumed to act along the straight
line connecting the centers of these current elements. (C) This force should comply with Newton’s
action and reaction law. (D) He also initially assumed, in analogy with the other known forces of
gravitation, electrostatics and magnetostatics, that this force should vary with the inverse square
of the distance between the current elements. (E) He supposed that this force should be propor-
tional to the product of the intensities of both current elements and also to the product of their
infinitesimal lengths, although initially he was not yet clear about the distinction between current
intensity and the length of the current element.

In Section 3.6 it was seen that with the instrument presented in figure 3.10 (a) Ampère showed,
in September 1820, that two rectilinear and parallel conductors attracted one another when the
current was flowing in the same sense in both wires. When the currents flowed in opposite senses
the wires repelled one another. He utilized this experimental fact as another extremely important
principle in order to arrive at the force between two current elements.

In October 1820 the instrument of figure 3.12 was built. With this apparatus he could analyze
the interaction between straight wires which were inclined relative to one another. There is a
fixed conductor SR with an adjustable angle relative to the vertical. The vertical conductor BC
can turn around a vertical axis passing through point D, moving towards SR or away from it.
Conductors SR and BC were always orthogonal to the straight line connecting the centers of these
two conductors. The angle between the conductor SR and the vertical could be changed at will.
Let δ be the angle between the plane formed by each one of these conductors, SR and BC, with
the straight line connecting their centers, such that 0 rad ≤ δ ≤ π rad, figure 4.1.

The configuration of this experiment is analogous to figures 3.15 and 3.16. This time, however,
an attraction or repulsion is observed between the conductors, instead of their mutual torques. The
fixed conductor SR of figures 3.12 and 4.1 plays the same role as the fixed conductor AB of figures
3.15 and 3.16, while the mobile conductor BC plays the same role as the mobile conductorMN . In
the situation of figures 3.12 and 4.1 the angle δ coincides with the angle ε between conductors SR
and BC. When the currents in both conductors flow in the same sense as, for instance, vertically
upwards, we have δ = 0 rad. When SR is horizontal and BC vertical we have δ = π/2 rad. On
the other hand, δ = π rad when both currents flow in opposite senses as, for instance, vertically
upwards in BC and vertically downwards in SR.

With a qualitative experiment in which he collected no numerical data, Ampère observed that
conductor BC was attracted with maximal intensity when δ = 0 rad, there was smaller attraction
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Figure 4.1: This illustration presents the experiment of figure 3.12 as seen along the straight line
connecting the centers of conductors SR and BC. Conductor SR is fixed in the laboratory, while
conductor BC is mobile, so that it can move towards SR or away from it.

when 0 rad < δ < π/2 rad, null force when δ = π/2 rad, repulsion when π/2 rad < δ < π rad and
a repulsion with maximal intensity when δ = π rad. Figure 4.2 presents the qualitative behavior
of this force acting on the mobile conductor as a function of the angle δ. We are here assuming
that a positive force is attractive, while a negative force is repulsive.
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Figure 4.2: Qualitative behavior of the force acting on the mobile conductor BC as a function of
the angle δ in the experiment of figure 3.12.

The experiments of figures 3.12 and 3.15 showed qualitative results illustrated in figures 4.2 and
3.17. However, these qualitative results are not conclusive for several reasons. In the first place,
Ampère did not present precise quantitative measurements of the torque and force intensities, only
their qualitative behaviors. Moreover, the actions observed on the mobile conductor BC were
due not only to the fixed conductor SR, but also to the remaining portions of both circuits, and
also due to the magnetic action of the Earth. Another difficulty in these experiments is that, at
the time of Ampère, it was still difficult to keep a battery maintaining an electric current with
constant intensity, as the energy of the batteries did decrease quickly with the passage of time.
The inevitable sources of friction always present in these experiments should also be mentioned.
Ampère did not estimate the order of magnitude of these frictional forces. He did not compare
as well the magnitude of the forces of friction with the magnitude of the electrodynamic forces
between the conductors.

In any event, in chemise 158, written around the second week of October, 1820, he began to
outline an expression for the force between two current elements utilizing these qualitative results.
Figure 4.3 illustrates one page of this manuscript.1

This chemise 158 is the oldest document in which Ampère discussed mathematical details of
his force between current elements. It is worthwhile to quote some of the main portions of this
manuscript:2

1[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 158].
2[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 158], [Blo78] and [Hof96, pp. 240-244].
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Figure 4.3: Ampère’s chemise 158 showing his first algebraic formulation of the force between two
current elements.

Before occupying myself with the mutual action between an electric current and a magnet, I
will add the following observations relative to what I already said related to the action between
two currents.

When the two currents are directed along two lines which do not meet, instead of being
directed along parallel lines [and flowing] in the same sense or in opposite senses, in such a
way that their directions form an angle, there is attraction when, by considering these lines
directed in the senses of the currents flowing in them, the angle formed by them is acute;
but this attraction is always smaller than the attraction taking place when the currents are
parallel and directed in the same sense, and this attraction always decreases when this angle
increases, up to the point in which this attraction goes to zero when both currents flow through
rectangular directions [that is, perpendicular to one another and perpendicular to the straight
line connecting their centers].

When this angle is obtuse, the attraction is transformed into a repulsion; this repulsion [...]
[reaches] its maximum value when this angle is equal to two right angles, that is, when both
currents are directed in contrary senses along two parallel straight lines.
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As the repulsion should be considered a negative attraction, this experiment shows that the
attraction diminishes with the cosine of the angle between the two currents, going then to
zero [when this angle is a right angle] and changes sign together with it. Therefore, when the
intensity and length of both currents remain constant, just like the shortest distance between
their directions [remains constant], this action should be expressed as a function of odd degree
in the cosine of this angle.

I suppose here that this shortest distance passes always by the midpoints of the two currents, in
such a way that only the angle between the directions of these currents may change, considering
[constant] all other magnitudes on which their mutual action may depend.

Furthermore, this function of the cosine of the angle between the directions of the two electric
currents can have a simple form only when one considers infinitely small portions of these
currents. It is probable that in that case it reduces to the first power of this cosine; at least
this is the first supposition that is suitable to test in the comparison of a hypothesis about the
law of attractions and repulsions with the results of experience. It is necessary to include in
what has already been said the decrease of the attractions and repulsions when the distance
increases, in the inverse square ratio of this distance, in conformity to what is observed for
all genres of action more or less analogous to this one. Moreover, when the line connecting
the center of the two portions of current, supposed infinitely small, is not perpendicular to
their directions, the mutual action between them should still depend on the angles which these
directions form with the straight line of which we have been talking about. In this last case,
moreover, it seems that the cosine of the angle formed by the directions of the two currents
when the line connecting their centers is perpendicular to them should be replaced by the
cosine of the angle formed by the two planes formed by this line and by the directions of the
two currents. When the two currents are in the same plane, this cosine is always equal to one,
as this angle is always zero.

It was upon these general considerations that I had constructed an expression for the attraction
of two infinitely small currents which was, in truth, only a hypothesis, but the simplest one
that could be adopted and, consequently, the one that should be tried first.

I attempted to conclude from it the effects that would have to result, both for linear elec-
tric currents of finite extension, and for circular currents like those I have shown to exist in
cylindrical magnets, and for the currents which take place in copper wires bent into helices,
because of the various experiments that I had performed on the latter kind of currents.

I proposed to compare the results of these calculations with experiments in which one could
measure the intensity of the action of two linear conductors of finite length, the angle between
which could be varied at will, because it is impossible to experiment with infinitely small
currents, and also when a magnet is employed, [in this case,] no matter how small is the
magnet, the action is even more complicated, as it acts on currents forming closed curves
determined by the cross sections of the magnet considered perpendicular to the line connecting
its poles.

For these measurements, I had an apparatus constructed which I showed to Biot and Gay-
Lussac last October 17th [1820]; I procured myself another one to observe the action between
two currents bent into helices.

The experiments I tried with these two instruments caused me to discover two new facts3 which
complicated the results of them and consequently forced me to suspend the verifications of the
results of my calculations that I had proposed to make with the aid of these apparatuses.

It was with this instrument that I observed for the first time the action exerted by the terrestrial
globe on electric currents, [an action] which I had tried in vain to produce with instruments
less appropriate to the success of this experiment, due to the fact that the net force of this
action only tried to move the mobile portion of the instrument by a very short arm of the
lever.

[...] I had also announced that this value [of the force between two current elements] should
depend on the respective orientation of the two small portions of current which were being
taken into account. This orientation, in the most general case, is determined by three angles;

3These “new facts” will be discussed in Subsection 4.2.1.
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the first two angles are those which the directions [of the currents] make with the line con-
necting their midpoints, and the third angle is the angle formed by the two planes passing
through this last line and by the two small portions of electric current.

Representing by r the distance between them [that is, between the two small portions of
current], by g and h the intensities of their currents, by dx and by dz their lengths and, finally,
by α and β the angles they make with the line connecting their centers, and by γ the angle
between the two planes, it will be easy, after the preceding considerations and observing that
an infinitely small portion exerts an action necessarily proportional to the length — for, by
dividing it in an arbitrary number of equal parts, its action is the sum of the actions of all these
parts, which are necessarily equal to one another —, to conclude then that the expression we
are looking for has the form

ghF (α, β, γ)

r2
, (4.1)

so that it is only necessary to deduce from the law quoted in the beginning of this memoir,
what should be the function of the angles for which this law should be satisfied.

Several important aspects should be highlighted in this text. In the first place, equation (4.1)
represents Ampère’s oldest mathematical expression describing the force between two current ele-
ments. Initially Ampère considered two currents flowing through finite straight wires which did not
meet and for which the straight line connecting their centers was perpendicular to their directions.
Based on his experiments and utilizing a principle of mathematical simplicity, he concluded that
the force between two currents of finite lengths should be proportional to the cosine of the angle
between the straight lines in which they were flowing. This cosine can be represented by cos ε.
In this example the angle ε is equal to the angle γ between two planes, each one formed by the
line connecting the midpoints of the two finite straight lines with the directions of the currents.
When the straight line segment connecting the centers of the two current elements was no longer
perpendicular to their directions, Ampère mentioned that the expression cos ε should be replaced
by cos γ, although he did not justify this conclusion. He expressed the infinitesimal lengths of
the two current elements by dx and dz. This notation reveals his intention to integrate the force
between current elements in order to obtain the force between two segments of finite length.

By considering rigorously this situation, any sum of terms of the form cosm γ, in which m was
an odd number, would be in agreement with the findings of this qualitative experiment. He utilized
an argument of simplicity in order to keep only the first power of cos γ in his force expression. This
argument may be questioned, although it seems reasonable to begin with the simplest hypothesis.

Although this chemise 158 was not published in Ampère’s time, in another published paper of
1820 he said the following:4

[...] moreover, in the expression [describing the force between two rectilinear currents] it
should appear an odd power of the cosine of the angle between their directions, because the
attractions is transformed into a repulsion when this cosine changes sign. It is probable that
this function is only the first power of this cosine, this being at least the simplest function,
that function which should be tried in the first place.

As described in Section 2.5, Ampère always assumed, since the beginnings of his researches,
that the attractive and repulsive forces between two current elements should be along the straight
line connecting their midpoints. Moreover, here we can observe that he also assumed that this force
should vary as the inverse square of the distance between the elements. From the experiments he
performed with the instrument of figure 3.12 and supposing the simplest law satisfying the results
of these experiments, he was then led to assume that when the straight conductors were orthogonal
to the line connecting their centers the force between them should be proportional to:

gh cosγ

r2
, (4.2)

in which gh indicated both, the current intensities and the sizes of the current elements.

4[Amp20a, p. 248] and [Amp20b, p. 11].
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It was still necessary to determine the dependence of the force on the angles α and β when
the current elements were not orthogonal to one another. These are the angles between the two
elements and the straight line connecting them, as represented in figure 2.16 (a). Blondel, Hofmann
and Darrigol suggested that Ampère around this time arrived at the following expression:5

sinα sinβ cos γ

r2
. (4.3)

Figure 4.4 illustrates how he concluded that the force should be proportional to cos γ. We are
considering here current elements, instead of working with finite straight segments. The element
ds is located in the plane of the paper, being orthogonal to the straight line connecting its center
to the center of element ds′, with α = π/2 rad. Element ds′ is also orthogonal to the straight line
connecting its center to the midpoint of element ds, with β = π/2 rad. The plane formed by ds
with the straight line connecting the elements makes an angle γ with the plane formed by ds′ with
the straight line connecting the elements.

Figure 4.4: The element ds is located in the plane of the paper, being orthogonal to the straight
line connecting its midpoint to the center of element ds′, with α = π/2 rad. Element ds′ is also
orthogonal to the straight line connecting its midpoint to the center of element ds, making an
angle β = π/2 rad with this line connecting both elements. The angle γ is the angle between the
planes formed by the direction of each element with the line connecting their midpoints.

Ampère initially considered two parallel current elements attracting one another with currents
flowing in the same sense, with the force having its greatest intensity, with the direction of both
current elements being orthogonal to the line connecting their centers, that is, with γ = 0 rad.
In his mind he increased this angle γ. When 0 rad < γ < π/2 rad, both current elements still
attracted one another, but with an intensity smaller than the maximal intensity which took place
for γ = 0 rad. When γ = π/2 rad their mutual force vanished. In his mind he increased the
angle γ even more. When π/2 rad < γ < π rad, the elements repelled one another. Ampère
increased the angle γ even more, reaching the situation in which both elements were once again
parallel to one another, but now with currents flowing in opposite senses, with γ = π rad. In
this configuration their repulsion had maximal intensity. Ampère then supposed that the simplest
function which should be adopted in order to represent this attractive and repulsive behavior
should be proportional to cos γ.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the reasoning presented by Blondel, Hofmann and Darrigol in order to
conclude that the force between two current elements should be proportional to sinα sinβ, as
represented by equation (4.3).6 We are considering the angles α, β and γ as represented by figure
2.16 (a).

We have two current elements of lengths ds and ds′ located in the same plane. They make
angles α and β with the same continuation of the straight line connecting their centers, r being the
constant distance between their midpoints. Once more we will begin with the same initial state of
figure 4.4, namely, with α = β = π/2 rad and γ = 0 rad. In this configuration both elements are
parallel to one another, they are orthogonal to the line connecting their centers, and both currents

5[Blo82, p. 84], [Hof82, p. 266], [Hof96, pp. 240-241] and [Dar00, p. 9].
6[Blo82, p. 84], [Hof82, p. 266], [Hof96, pp. 240-241] and [Dar00, p. 9].
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Figure 4.5: Interaction between two current elements located in the same plane. In configurations
A and B we have γ = 0 rad, in C the angle γ is undefined, while in configurations D and E we
have γ = π rad.

flow in the same sense. They attract one another with maximal intensity. The final configuration
will also be the same as that of figure 4.4, namely with α = β = π/2 rad and γ = π rad. In
this final configuration they are once more parallel to one another, they are orthogonal to the line
connecting their center, but now the currents flow in opposite directions. They repel one another
with maximal intensity. As we go from the initial configuration to the final configuration we will
keep α = π/2 rad = constant, with both elements being constantly in the same plane. From
configurations A to C of figure 4.5 the angle β will go from β = π/2 rad to β = 0 rad. From C to
E the angle β goes from β = 0 rad to β = π/2 rad. In configurations A and B we have γ = 0 rad,
in C the angle γ is undefined, while in configurations D and E we have γ = π rad.

Elements ds and ds′ attract one another with maximal intensity in configuration A of figure
4.5, with α = β = π/2 rad and γ = 0 rad. They repel one another with maximal intensity in
configuration E, with α = β = π/2 rad and γ = π rad. It would be natural to expect attraction
in configuration B, although with a smaller intensity than the attraction of configuration A. In B
we have α = π/2 rad, 0 rad < β < π/2 rad and γ = 0 rad. In configuration C there should be no
attraction nor repulsion. In this case we have α = π/2 rad, β = 0 rad and γ does not exist or is
undefined. In configuration D a repulsion should take place, although with a smaller intensity than
the repulsion of configuration E. In configuration D we have α = π/2 rad, 0 rad < β < π/2 rad
and γ = π rad. In configuration E we have α = β = π/2 rad and γ = π rad.

As we have seen, Ampère utilized an argument of mathematical simplicity in order to conclude
that the force between two current elements should be proportional to cos γ. Utilizing the same
argument it might then be concluded that the simplest mathematical expression representing the
force in this thought experiment should be proportional to sinβ. The same conclusion might be
reached by rotating ds′ clockwise around an axis passing through its center and orthogonal to the
plane of the paper, from configuration A up to configuration E.

Supposing now element ds′ fixed in the laboratory, while element ds rotates clockwise or anti-
clockwise around an axis passing through its center and orthogonal to the plane of the paper, we
would then conclude that the force between the two current elements should be also proportional
to sinα. By following this procedure it might then be possible to arrive at equation (4.3) indicating
that the force between two current elements should be proportional to sinα sinβ cos γ, as discussed
by Blondel, Hofmann and Darrigol.

We were unable to locate any manuscript by Ampère in which he presented a reasoning like
this one. However, two facts indicate that this possible route outlined by Blondel, Hofmann and
Darrigol is very reasonable. As will be seen later on in Section 4.2, Ampère’s first published
expression of his force law between two current elements had the following format:7

gh

r2

(
sinα sinβ cos γ +

n

m
cosα cosβ

)
. (4.4)

7[Amp20f].
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This equation is analogous to equation (2.1). In his paper of 1820 he mentioned that the
second term in equation (4.4) should be much smaller than the first term, he even suggested
that the second term might be exactly null. He maintained this idea until 1822, when he finally
concluded that n/m = k = −1/2, concluding that both terms of equations (2.1) and (4.4) should
have the same order of magnitude. This fact indicates that his initial belief was that the force
between two current elements should really be given by an expression like equation (4.3).

There is also a second fact suggesting the feasibility of the path indicated by Blondel, Hofmann
and Darrigol. There is section of a joint work by Ampère and his friend Babinet, edited in 1822,
containing a similar reasoning. This section was written by Babinet, who had written the major
part of this work in July 1821.8 Babinet did not present the mathematical reasoning leading to the
force between two current elements being proportional to sinα sinβ. He also did not mention that
the function cos γ was responsible for making the attraction in configurations A and B of figure 4.5
be transformed into the repulsion of configurations D and E of this figure. In any event, Babinet
presented a figure similar to our figure 4.5. In discussing qualitatively his figure, he mentioned that
the attraction between the two current elements should decrease when the angle between element
ds′ with the line connecting it to element ds was smaller or bigger than π/2 rad. He also mentioned
that this attraction should go to zero when the element ds′ was along the straight line connecting
the elements ds and ds′. Moreover, he concluded that the attraction should be transformed into a
repulsion when the currents in both elements were in opposite senses as regards the straight line
connecting their centers.

4.2 Ampère’s First Publication with an Expression for the

Force between Two Current Elements

4.2.1 The Addition Law

In chemise 158 quoted in Section 4.1, Ampère mentioned that he gave up trying a quantitative
verification of his force law between current elements utilizing the instrument of figure 3.12. He
abandoned this route due to two “new facts” which complicated the results he expected to achieve.
As mentioned in Section 3.7, he had not obtained the expected orientation of the helix of figure
3.11 (a) due to the influence of terrestrial magnetism. The first time he obtained this terrestrial
orientation of a current carrying wire took place, quite unexpectedly, with the apparatus of figure
3.12.

This observed orientation of a current carrying wire due to the action of the Earth was the
first “new fact” mentioned in chemise 158. Ampère then understood the reason why he had failed
to observe this orientation with the helix of figure 3.11 (a). It was due to the fact that he was
utilizing helices with very small cross sections:9

[...] But as regards the directive force of the Earth, the apparatus [of our figure 3.11 (a)] was
not mobile enough, and this force acted by a very short lever arm to produce the desired effect.

By increasing the arm of the lever,10 or the area of the loop, he was able to obtain in a
reproducible way the orientation of a magnet due to terrestrial magnetism. This time he replaced
the magnetic compass by a current carrying circular loop with a large radius, of the order of 20
cm, figure 3.13.

The second “new fact” which he discovered had a crucial importance in all his researches leading
to the final expression of his force between current elements. Two bar magnets, aligned along their
axes, attract and repel one another according to the orientation of their poles, as indicated in
figure 3.1. Ampère was able to reproduce this phenomenon electrodynamically by utilizing two
planar spirals placed in front of one another in parallel vertical planes, as in figures 3.8 and 3.9.

8[AB22a, Sections 14 to 17, pp. 17-21] and [AB22b, Sections 14 to 17, pp. 182-186].
9[Amp20g, pp. 172-173] and [CA09b, pp. 121-122].

10For a detailed discussion of the law of the lever and about the center of gravity of bodies, see [Ass08], [Ass10a]
and [Ass11a].
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There is another situation in which two bar magnets are easily seen to attract and repel one
another, namely, when they are placed side by side. If the poles of the same kind point towards
the same side, the bars repel one another, as in figure 4.6 in which both North poles are at the
right extremities. If the poles of the same kind point to opposite sides, the bars will attract one
another.

Figure 4.6: Two bar magnets repelling one another.

Ampère tried to replicate this situation electrodynamically. To this end he coiled two helices
with a metal wire. He then put these two helices side by side in an instrument like that of figure 3.10
(a). We were unable to locate any figure or drawing in which Ampère described this instrument.
In any event, by his descriptions we can represent it, following Blondel, by figure 4.7.11

Figure 4.7: Interaction between two helices.

Helices AB and CD are located in the same horizontal plane. Helix AB is fixed in the labo-
ratory, while the circuit ECDF containing the helix CD can turn around the horizontal axis EF
placed vertically above the helix CD, in such a way that CD can move towards AB or away from
it. With this configuration of the instrument and with the currents flowing along the directions
indicated in figure 4.7, Ampère expected to reproduce electrodynamically the repulsion between
two bar magnets as indicated in figure 4.6. However, by performing the experiment in October
1820, he observed the helix CD being attracted by the helix AB, instead of being repelled by it!

This was the second “new fact” mentioned previously in Section 4.1. Ampère was totally
surprised, as the result of this experiment was totally against his expectations.

The helix of figure 3.11 (a) did behave in his experiments like an ordinary bar magnet. On
the other hand, the helices AB and CD of figure 4.7 did not behave like ordinary bar magnets.
Ampère tried to figure out the reason for their different behavior. He concluded that this anomaly
was related to the different way in which these helices were coiled. The helix of figure 3.11 (a) and
(b) was axially compensated. There was no such axial compensation in the helices AB and CD
of figure 4.7. Initially Ampère had erroneously neglected the longitudinal contributions of these
helices AB and CD. In his initial helices, like the helix of figure 3.11 (a) and (b), the current
flowed not only in the helix coiled around the glass tube (for instance, from left to right), but
also returned along the axis of the tube (for instance, from right to left). The longitudinal action
of the current flowing in the helix around the glass tube was compensated by the return current

11[Blo82, p. 87].
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flowing through the axis of the tube. There was no such longitudinal compensation in the helix
AB and CD of figure 4.7. His first helices had been coiled totally by chance like those of figure
3.11 (a) and (b), only to facilitate their rotation around the vertical axis, without knowing about
the longitudinal compensation of their currents.

We can understand his initial expectation related to the helices of figure 4.7 by considering
figure 4.8 (a).

=
(a)

i

(b)

i

i

i

i

i

Figure 4.8: (a) Ampère expected initially that each one of these helices were equivalent to a cylinder
in which the currents were flowing only along the azimuthal direction ϕ. (b) Cross sections of two
side by side cylinders carrying azimuthal currents. The currents which are closer to one another
flow in opposite senses. According to Ampère’s expectations, these two helices should repel one
another.

The currents flow in the same sense in two parallel helices. Looking at the helices along their
axes, there are two clockwise or anti-clockwise currents, as in figure 4.8 (b). Parallel wires carrying
currents in the same sense attract one another, while they will repel one another if the currents
were flowing in opposite senses. As these forces decrease their intensities by increasing the distance
between the wires, Ampère expected a repulsion between the helices of figure 4.8.

After observing that these helices unexpectedly attracted one another, he concluded that he
could no longer neglect the longitudinal component of the current which was flowing in each helix.
Each helix of figure 4.7 should in reality be considered as the sum of a rectilinear current flowing
through the axis of the helix, together with a purely circular current like the azimuthal current
flowing over the surface of a cylinder, as represented in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: A helix which is not axially compensated is equivalent to a rectilinear current along
the axis of the helix, together with a purely azimuthal current flowing circularly over the surface
of a cylindrical shell along the ϕ direction.

The interaction of the helices AB and CD of figure 4.7 should be then considered as a four
fold interaction, namely: (I) The rectilinear component of AB interacting with the rectilinear
component of CD; (II) the rectilinear component of AB interacting with the azimuthal current of
CD; (III) the azimuthal current of AB interacting with the rectilinear current of CD; and (IV) the
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azimuthal current of AB interacting with the azimuthal current of CD. Straight wires carrying
currents in the same sense attract one another. Likewise, two circular coils in the same plane
carrying anti-clockwise currents like those of figure 4.8 (b) repel one another. A repulsion will also
take place between two parallel finite cylinders carrying anti-clockwise currents over their surfaces.
The magnitude of each one of these four fold interaction will depend on the distance between the
rectilinear components, on the radii of the cylinders and on the distance between their centers.
In Ampère’s specific experiment described in figure 4.7, the attraction between the longitudinal
components of the currents flowing in his helices was greater than the repulsion between the
azimuthal components of the currents flowing over the surfaces of the cylindrical shells. The net
attraction between his two helices was due to their small radii. This attraction was totally against
his initial expectations.

He expressed his ideas at this time as follows, our emphasis:12

When the conducting wire which forms the helix is made to return along this axis, by enclosing
it inside a glass tube placed inside this helix in order to insulate it from the coils composing it,
the current of this rectilinear portion of the conducting wire would be in contrary sense to the
current which would correspond to the portion of the helix’s action taking place parallel to its
axis, it will repel what this [equivalent rectilinear portion of the helix’s current] would attract,
and it will attract what it would repel. Therefore, this last action would be destroyed by the
action of the rectilinear portion of the conductor, and from the joint actions of this rectilinear
portion of the conductor with the helix, there would remain only the action of the transverse
circular currents, [an action] perfectly similar to the action of a magnet. This assembly did
take place in the instrument represented in figure 3 [our figure 3.11 (a)], although I had not
planned its advantages, and for this reason this instrument presented exactly the effects of a
magnet, while the helices for which the rectilinear portion of conductor did not return inside
the axis presented, on the contrary, the effects of a rectilinear conductor equal to the axis
of these helices. As the radius of the cylindrical surfaces over which the helix was located
were very small in the helices which I utilized, it was the very effects along the longitudinal
sense which were more relevant, and this phenomenon astonished me before I could discover
its cause.

Therefore, in order to cancel the longitudinal action exerted by the helices of figure 4.7, it is
necessary to compensate axially these helices, with the current returning along the axis of the helices
after being coiled around the cylindrical surface, as was the case with the axially compensated helix
of figure 3.11 (a) and (b). Figure 4.10 indicates the equivalence between the helix of figure 3.11 and
a cylinder with the current flowing only azimuthally around its surface, without axial component.

Figure 4.10: An axially compensated helix is equivalent to a purely circular or azimuthal current
flowing over the surface of a cylinder, without a longitudinal or axial component.

The discovery of this new fact led Ampère to a very important law or principle which has
received several names: “Law of sinuous currents”,13 “law of geometric addition of the current
elements”,14 “principle of the vector addition of the current elements”,15 and “addition law”.16 In
this book we will call this new discovery addition law. This law states that the force exerted by

12[Amp20g, pp. 175-176] and [CA09b, p. 123].
13[Jou85, p. 134, n. 1].
14[Blo82, p. 86].
15[Blo82, p. 88].
16[Blo82, pp. 88-96] and [Hof96, pp. 246-250].
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a current element ids on another current element i′ds′ is equal to the sum of the forces exerted
on the element of length ds′ by the element of length ds decomposed in two or three directions,
provided there is the same current intensity i flowing in each one of these components. Ampère
referred to this fact as a “law” or “principle”. He presented it to the Academy of Sciences of Paris
on 6 November, 1820:17

This law consists in the following, if one considers an infinitely [small] portion of electric
current, and if one considers in the same point in space other infinitely small portions of
electric currents which are, relative to the first portion, in intensity and in direction, the same
as are the components of a force in magnitude and in direction relative to this force, then the
combination of these portions of electric currents, corresponding to the component forces, will
exert, in every case, precisely the same action corresponding to the resultant of these portions.

The addition law was also presented as follows:18

Afterwards I required an instrument to be built similar to that of figure 1,19 in which the fixed
conductor and the mobile conductor were replaced by brass helices surrounding glass tubes,
but whose prolongations, instead of returning inside these tubes, were placed in communication
with the two extremities of the battery, as the straight conductors of figure 1.20 It was by
utilizing this instrument that I discovered a new fact which initially did not seem to agree
with the other phenomena which I had until then observed in the mutual action between two
electric currents, or between a current and a magnet. Later on I recognized that this new
fact did not contradict the set of these phenomena. But in order to explain it, it is necessary
to admit as a general law of the mutual action between electric currents, a principle which
I verified up to now only as regards the currents of metal wires bent into helix, but which I
believe to be generally valid, as regards infinitely small portions of electric current, which one
conceives as composing every current of finite length, whether [the electric current] follows a
straight line or a curve.

In order to have a clear idea of this law, it is necessary to conceive in space a line representing
in magnitude and in direction the resultant of two forces, which are similarly represented
by two other lines, and suppose, in the directions of these three lines, three infinitely small
portions of electric currents, the intensities of which are proportional to their lengths. The
law at issue consists in the fact that the small portion of electric current, directed along the
resultant, exerts, in any direction, upon another current or upon a magnet, an attractive or
repulsive action equal to what would result, in the same direction, from the combination of
the two portions of current directed along the components.

At this time Ampère was still unclear, stating that the current intensities were proportional to
their lengths. Laumont and Ampère himself later on replaced this statement by saying that the
attractive and repulsive forces were proportional to the lengths of the elements, as we discussed in
Section 2.6. Leaving aside this aspect of the paper, Ampère’s presentation of the addition law in
this work is reasonably clear. We can understand what he had in mind by saying that each current
element should be decomposed in two other lines, by observing a figure he presented in 1823 in
the Recueil,21 our figure 4.11. At the upper right corner of the original figure there appeared by a
typographical error the letter F , while the correct letter should be D. We included this letter D
in our figure. In this figure the plane ABDC is orthogonal to the plane ABFE.

In figure 4.12 we present the angles α = π/2 rad, β = π/2 rad and γ superimposed to figure
4.11. In order to illustrate the angle γ in figure 4.12 (b), we joined the centers of the two current
elements and placed these elements in the plane of the paper. The configuration of figures 4.11
and 4.12 is analogous to that of figure 4.4.

In figures 4.11 and 4.12, the points A and B represent the centers of the two current elements.
Ampère illustrated only half of each element. The segments AG and BH are orthogonal to the

17[Amp20f].
18[Amp20g, pp. 173-174] and [CA09b, p. 122].
19[N. T.] See our figure 3.10 (a).
20[N. T.] Ampère’s helices arranged in an instrument similar to that of his figure 1 may be represented by our

figure 4.7.
21[Amp22q, figure 21] and [Amp85m, p. 263, figure 7].
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Figure 4.11: Ampère’s figure with which it is possible to illustrate the addition law in the particular
case of the interaction between the current elements AG and BH which are orthogonal to the
straight line AB connecting their midpoints. The plane BACF (D) is orthogonal to the plane
BAEF .
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Figure 4.12: Here we included the angles α, β and γ in the configuration of figure 4.11. (a) We
have GAB = α = π/2 rad and HBX = β = π/2 rad. The point X is along the continuation of
the straight line AB. (b) Superposition of AG and BH , with point A coinciding with point B,
indicating the angle GAH = γ with AG and BH in the plane of the paper.

straight line segment AB connecting the centers of both elements. Initially Ampère considered two
planes, ACDB and AEFB, orthogonal to one another. He decomposed the segment AG into two
portions, AM and MG. Likewise, the segment BH was decomposed into two portions, BP and
PH . Ampère had a figure like this in his head when he mentioned that “it is necessary to conceive
in space a line [AG] representing in magnitude and in direction the resultant of two forces, which
are similarly represented by two other lines [AM and MG]”. He utilized the addition law in order
to replace the interaction between AG and BH by the sum of four other interactions, namely,
between AM and BP , between AM and PH , between MG and BP , together with the interaction
between MG and PH .

The configuration shown in figures 4.11 and 4.12 represents only the particular case in which
α = β = π/2 rad. Ampère considered also the general case of figure 4.13.22

In figure 4.14 we present the angles α, β and γ superimposed on figure 4.13, following Ampère’s
specifications.

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 present the general case in which the elements AG and BH are no longer
perpendicular to the straight line AB connecting the centers of the two current elements. In this
case Ampère considered two planes ACDB and AEFQ, each one formed by the direction of one
current element with the straight line connecting the centers of both elements. These two planes
make an angle γ with one another. Ampère decomposed AG into two portions, AM and MG.
The segment BH , on the other hand, was decomposed into BP and PH . He utilized once more
the addition law in order to replace the interaction between AG and BH by the sum of four

22[Amp22q, figure 22] and [Amp85m, p. 265, figure 8].
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Figure 4.13: Ampère’s figure illustrating the addition law in the general case. The planes ABDC
and AQFE make an angle γ between them.

Figure 4.14: Angles α, β and γ superimposed on figure 4.13, with GAB = α, HBQ = β and
DBP = γ.

interactions between the decompositions of each one of these current elements.

4.2.2 Theorem of the Non Existence of Interaction between Orthogonal
Current Elements

In order to arrive at his first published version of the interaction between two current elements,
Ampère utilized also a new principle or theorem, namely, he supposed there were no attractions
or repulsions between two current elements which were orthogonal to one another.23 In particular,
Ampère considered that there were no interactions between the current elements of lengths ds and
ds′ when they were orientated as in figure 4.15 (a), (b) and (c). In this figure ds′ is orthogonal to
the straight line connecting the centers of the two elements, such that β = π/2 rad. Moreover, the
midpoint of ds′ is located in the plane formed by ds with the straight line connecting the centers
of the two elements. The plane in which ds is located has been considered to be the plane of the
paper in this drawing. In figure 4.15 (a), we have α = π/2 rad, γ = π/2 rad, the segment ds is
orthogonal to ds′, with ds being also orthogonal to the straight line connecting the midpoint of
both current elements. In figure 4.15 (b) we have α = π rad, the angle γ is undefined or does not
exist, while ds is directed along the straight line connecting the centers of both elements. In figure
4.15 (c), on the other hand, we have 0 rad < α < π rad and γ = π/2 rad.

In chemise 162 and in the published summary of his presentation to the Academy of Sciences
of Paris which took place on 4 December, 1820, he expressed himself as follows:24

Beyond the previously announced law [that is, beyond the addition law], M. Ampère admits
as a necessary result of all the circumstances which present the effects of the action [between

23[Amp20f], [Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162], [Blo82, pp. 92-94] and [Hof96, p. 251].
24[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162] and [Amp20f, pp. 226-227].
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Figure 4.15: Ampère considered that the electrodynamic force between the current elements of
lengths ds and ds′ vanishes in these three configurations. The element ds′ is orthogonal to the
plane of the paper, with its center in this plane. The element ds, on the other hand, is located in
the plane of the paper.

two current elements of lengths ds and ds′] that one wishes to express analytically, that [this
action] vanishes in all cases in which one of the two small portions of electric current [as ds of
our figure 4.15] is located in the plane passing through the center of the other perpendicularly
to its direction [that is, when the plane in which ds is located passes through the center of ds′

and cuts it at a right angle]. For the rest, this [lack of action] will no longer take place, as can
be obtained from the obtained expression itself, if the length of this last portion of electric
current is no longer infinitely small.

In this first work Ampère did not justify this theorem of the non existence of interaction between
orthogonal current elements. However, in Subsection 4.2.4, we will see how he justified it in another
work.

In this work of 1820 Ampère said that this supposition was a “necessary result”.25 In the
Théorie he said that this supposition was a “theorem”.26 In this book it will be referred as the
“theorem of the non existence of interaction between orthogonal current elements”.

4.2.3 The Article of December 1820

In this Subsection we present how Ampère first presented the law of interaction between two current
elements utilizing the addition law and the theorem of the non existence of interaction between
orthogonal current elements.27 The magnitudes g and h were called the “intensities” of the two
electric currents. It was not yet clear if he was referring to what later would be represented as the
current intensities i and i′, or the lengths ds and ds′ of the two elements, or their products ids
and i′ds′. Initially we consider the configuration in which the two current elements are orthogonal
to the straight line connecting them, as in figures 4.11 and 4.12. The angle ĜAE was called ζ by
Ampère, while the angle ĤBF was called η. Utilizing the addition law, Ampère represented the
two components of AG, namely, AM andMG, as g sin ζ and g cos ζ. Likewise, the two components
of BH , namely, BP and PH , were represented as h sin η and h cos η. He movedMG to AN , while
PH was moved to BQ, so that all components of the elements had the same center. He justified
this decision due to the small values of these displacements compared with the distance between the
elements. In this way he needed to consider four interactions between the components. There were
two interactions between orthogonal elements, namely, between AM and BQ, and also between
AN and BP . Utilizing the theorem of the non existence of interaction between orthogonal elements
discussed in Subsection 4.2.2, he concluded that these two interactions vanished, figure 4.15 (a).
There were also two interactions between parallel elements, namely, between AM and BP , and
also between AN and BQ. The sum of these two last interactions was represented as follows:

gh (cos ζ cos η + sin ζ sin η)

r2
=
gh cos(ζ − η)

r2
=
gh cos γ

r2
. (4.5)

In this equation γ = ζ − η represents the angle between the planes formed by each element with
the straight line connecting them.

This result is extremely interesting. In Section 4.1 we saw that Ampère had concluded that
the force between two elements should be proportional to cos γ by analyzing the experiment of

25[Amp20f, pp. 226-228].
26[Amp26f, p. 30], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 202] and [Amp65b, p. 174].
27[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162] and [Amp20f].
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figure 3.12 between rectilinear conductors of finite length and utilizing, moreover, a principle of
mathematical simplicity which was extremely subjective. He was now obtaining the same result by
considering directly the addition law for current elements, together with a very specific principle,
namely, the non interaction between two elements which were orthogonal to one another and which
were also orthogonal to the line connecting them. Figure 4.2 represents qualitatively the force
observed in the experiment of figure 3.12. This experimental observation was compatible with any
odd power of the function cos γ, being also compatible with any sum of these odd powers. However,
by utilizing his addition law, Ampère was now obtaining only the first power of cos γ. Therefore,
he no longer needed to utilize the principle of mathematical simplicity in order to eliminate higher
powers of cos γ in his force law. It was now only necessary to utilize the addition law. He arrived
at the addition law by considering the different behaviors shown by his two kinds of helix, namely,
the axially compensated helix of figure 3.11 (a), and the helix of figure 4.7 which had no such axial
compensation. Ampère emphasized this fact in his paper:28

Such is in the first case the value of the action which is being looked for, it is attractive when
γ < π/2, it vanishes with the cosine of γ when γ = π/2, as it should happen according to
what was stated before, and it changes to a repulsion when γ > π/2, as cos γ is negative,
in agreement with the experiment. At last, when γ = π, the exerted action is expressed by
−gh/r2, that is, a repulsion with the same magnitude as the attraction which takes place when
γ = 0. Every odd power of cos γ, if it were utilized instead of cos γ, would also lead to these
last results, but would not be in agreement with the [addition] law presented in the memoir
read to the Académie des Sciences in the meeting of 6 November [1820], while the previous
formula [which depends only on the first power of cos γ], is a necessary consequence of this
law.

In the next step Ampère considered the general case represented by figures 4.13 and 4.14.
The angle GAN was called α, the angle HBQ was called β, while the angle between the planes
ACDB and AEFQ was called γ. In this general case he replaced each current element by two
components, one component along the straight line connecting the midpoints of both elements, and
the other component orthogonal to this straight line. Therefore the element AG was decomposed
into AM = AG sinα and MG = AG cosα. The component MG was displaced to AN . The
element BH was likewise decomposed into BP = BH sinβ and PH = BH cosβ. The component
PH was displaced to BQ. The current intensities were represented by g and h. Therefore, these
four components were expressed by Ampère as g sinα, g cosα, h sinβ and h cosβ, respectively.
By the theorem of the non existence of interaction between orthogonal elements presented in
Subsection 4.2.2, figure 4.15 (b), Ampère concluded that there was no interaction between AN
and BP . Likewise, there was no interaction between AM and BQ. The interaction between AM
and BP had already been considered by Ampère. Let γ be the angle between the planes ACDB
and AEFQ. The interaction between AM and BP can then be written as:

(g sinα)(h sinβ) cos γ

r2
=
gh sinα sinβ cos γ

r2
. (4.6)

The interaction between the collinear elements AN and BQ should still be taken into account.
Ampère said that the action between these collinear elements might be expressed as:29

a part represented by the n/m fraction of the part which the same small portions of current
would exert in the most favorable situation for their mutual action, that is, when they are
parallel to one another and perpendicular to the line connecting their centers.

Therefore, the interaction between the collinear components AN and BQ could be written as:

n

m

(g cosα)(h cos β)

r2
. (4.7)

The total force between elements AG and BH was then written as:

28[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162] and [Amp20f].
29[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162] and [Amp20f].
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gh

r2

(
sinα sinβ cos γ +

n

m
cosα cosβ

)
. (4.8)

Initially Ampère supposed that there should be no action between two collinear elements,
without explaining the reasons for this belief:30

I will also suppose that the attractive or repulsive action between two current portions infinitely
small vanishes in another circumstance, namely, when they are along the same straight line.

This configuration is represented, for instance, by the current elements A and B of figure 2.6.
Ampère did not present any justification for this conclusion. In any event, he kept his belief that
the value of n/m of equation (4.8) should be exactly zero, or that k = 0 in equations (2.1) and
(2.2), up to the middle of the year 1822, when he first concluded that n/m = k = −1/2, as will be
fully discussed in Section 7.5.

Ampère had also assumed the lack of interaction when the elements were orthogonal to one
another and also orthogonal to the straight line connecting them, as discussed in Subsection 4.2.2.
In Subsection 4.2.4 we will see that he justified this lack of interaction between orthogonal elements
by the principle of symmetry.

When he published this law, he did not explicitly write n/m = 0, leaving the value of n/m
generic as in equation (4.8).31 He said that this was the most general law compatible with the
addition law. However, he also expressed his beliefs as regards the magnitude of this component
of his force law:32

If one wants to assume that n = m, then it will be found that the factor gh/r2 will be equal to
the cosine of the angle formed by the directions of the two small portions of current, in such a
way that the action would be null even for two currents of finite length when their directions
formed a right angle, a result against the experiment; which shows evidently that n is much
smaller than m, and it seems unlikely that n is not absolutely null. [...] However, M. Ampère
thinks that, without inconvenience, this formula might be reduced to

gh sinα sin β cos γ

r2
.

He had presented this formula with this format to several scholars before reading his memoir
to the Académie.

From this statement we can see that he firmly believed at this time that n/m = 0, or at least
n/m≪ 1, which implied a lack of interaction between collinear elements. What made him hesitate
in stating clearly that n/m = 0 was an experiment performed by Gay-Lussac (1778-1850) and
Thénard (1777-1857). They had a powerful battery with a wire connected to the positive wire and
another wire connected to the negative terminal. By bringing the free extremities of these two
wires together, an electric spark was produced, allowing a current to flow in this closed circuit.
They observed that, at the moment of this spark, just before the contact between the extremities
of both wires, there was a strong attraction between them. Apparently Gay-Lussac and Thénard
never published the result of this experiment, although it was quoted many times by Ampère.33

For two collinear elements with currents flowing in the same sense, we have α = β = 0 rad (or
α = β = π rad), while the angle γ is not defined. If the attraction observed by Gay-Lussac
and Thénard were due to a direct interaction between current elements, not being due to other
causes (like an electrostatic attraction between the opposite charges located at the extremities
of the wires, for instance), then equation (4.8) would indicate that n/m > 0. Ampère found
an alternative explanation for this experiment, attributing the observed attraction to the vacuum
created between the free extremities of the wires due to the current flow.34 In chemise 189, Ampère
stated:35

30[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162].
31[Amp20f, p. 229].
32[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162] and [Amp20f, p. 229].
33[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 162], [Ampc, carton 10, chemise 189] and [Amp20f].
34[Blo82, p. 94], [Hof82, pp. 294-295, 300 and 361] and [Hof96, pp. 237, 261-263 and 303].
35[Ampc, carton 10, chemise 189].
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As I had not [yet] found this explanation [based on the vacuum effect] for Gay-Lussac and
Thénard’s experment, I postponed for 15 days the publication of my first paper in which I
utilized only the term sinα sin β cos γ, and stated hesitantly that the other term [for the action
between current elements] were null at the 4th December meeting of the Académie.

Ampère published his reflections about this experiment in the summary of his presentation to
the Academy of Sciences of Paris which took place on 4 December, 1820. He asked himself if there
was any action between collinear elements, answering as follows:36

M. Ampère does not believe [in this possible action between two collinear elements], due to
a series of phenomena, especially after he realized that an observation by MM. Gay-Lussac
and Thénard, which seemed to indicate an action of this kind between the extremities of two
conducting wires of the great battery of the École Polytechnique, when the current seems to
have been established before there was a real contact between them, can be explained by the
atmospheric pressure, due to a vacuum formed by the current from one [extremity of the wire]
to the other [extremity of the other wire], [...]

In conclusion, Ampère presented publicly his force in the form of equation (4.8). But he also
simultaneously expressed his points of view according to which the second term of this equation
should be exactly null, or at least should have a much smaller magnitude than the first term.
Therefore, at this time he believed the force law between two current elements should take the
form of equation (4.6). He began to work with this last equation from then onwards, integrating
it in order to explain known experiments and in order to make new predictions. He utilized this
simplified formula in a series of memoirs read to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 11 and 26
December, 1820, as well as in 8 and 15 January, 1821.37 Although he did not publish the contents
of these memoirs, the manuscripts of what he read are still extant in the archives of the Academy
of Sciences of Paris.

4.2.4 The Principle of Symmetry

We now discuss how Ampère justified the lack of interaction between the elements in the config-
urations of figures 4.15 (a), (b) and (c) of Subsection 4.2.2. He utilized a powerful principle of
symmetry, expressed as follows in the Recueil of 1823:38

The first general fact which I deduced from my experiments on the mutual action between two
voltaic conductors was that, if two portions of voltaic conductors [each one of them having an
arbitrary orientation in space] act on one another, and if the sense of the electric current in one
of them be reversed, without making any changes in their respective orientations, the action
which existed between them, if attractive, was transformed into an equal repulsive action and,
if the action was repulsive, [was transformed] into an attraction of equal intensity. I applied
this result, confirmed by all experiments which I had made with electric currents of finite
length, to two infinitely small portions of these currents, which I could not submit immediately
to the experience. From this application I obtained this conclusion, that the mutual action
between two infinitely small portions of conducting wires vanishes necessarily whenever there
is not, in their respective orientations, any circumstance which might distinguish from one
another the two senses according to which the electric current might flow in one of these
two small portions; because in this case, by reversing the sense of this current, the action,
if it existed, should remain the same; attractive if it was attractive, and repulsive if it was
repulsive, while, on the contrary, according to the general fact which I just mentioned, the
attraction is transformed into a repulsion, and the repulsion [is transformed] into attraction.
Therefore, only when the respective orientations of two small portions of conducting wires
present circumstances allowing the distinction, in each one of these portions, between the
two senses according to which the electric current may flow in them alternatively, will it be
possible that an attractive or repulsive action between them be exerted according to the sense,
determined by the circumstances, which is given to the electric current.

36[Amp20f, p. 229].
37[Amp21b].
38[Amp22q, pp. 208-211] and [Amp85m, pp. 245-247].
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Considering then two small portions of electric current, with one portion in one plane and
the other portion directed perpendicularly to this plane, it was easy for me to realize in the
first place that, when this last portion is above or below the plane, the two senses according
to which it can be traversed by the electric current are distinct from one another by this
circumstance, namely, that in one case this current is moving towards the plane, and in the
other case is moving away from it. Consequently, there is nothing against the existence of an
action, be it attractive or repulsive, between the two small portions which are being considered,
provided the sense of the current which is located on the plane can also be determined by
circumstances which depend on the respective configuration of these two small portions, as I
will soon consider. In the second place [it was easy for me to realize] that if, on the contrary,
the center of the infinitely small portion perpendicular to the plane were located on this plane,
being everything equal on both sides of this plane, there is no longer any difference between
the two senses according to which the electric current can traverse this portion which might
depend of its situation as regards the other [portion] which is on the plane, and the two
portions of conducting wires can no longer exert any action on one another; a result which can
be enunciated generally as follows: The attractive or repulsive action between two infinitely
small portions of electric currents vanishes necessarily when their relative configuration in
space is such that, by passing by the center of one of these portions a plane perpendicular to
its direction, the straight line representing the direction of the other portion is totally in this
plane.

In this quotation Ampère utilized the expression “sense or direction of the electric current”
with the fourth meaning described in Section 2.4. With this principle of symmetry he concluded
that there is no force between the two current elements of lengths ds and ds′ shown in figure 4.15
not only in cases (a) and (b), but also in case (c).

This principle of symmetry, together with the addition law, justifies the deduction presented in
Subsection 4.2.3 of the interaction between two current elements in the format of equation (4.8).

4.3 Cases of Equilibrium

4.3.1 Methods to Obtain the Force between Infinitesimal Elements

One of Ampère’s main contributions to experimental science was his creation of what he called
“cases of equilibrium” and all the theoretical consequences he obtained from these experiments.39

These cases of equilibrium were also called “null method”40 and “null experiments”.41 The instru-
ments which he utilized in these experiments have been called “equilibrium apparatus”.42

Ampère’s goal was to determine the force between two current elements. In 1822 he mentioned
the existence of two methods in order to arrive at a mathematical expression of this force.43 The
first method is based on a direct measurement of the force and torque exerted between current
carrying conductors of finite length, as measured at different distances and with different orien-
tations of the circuits. After these experiments, an initial hypothesis or guess is made specifying
how the force should be between current elements. This infinitesimal interaction is then integrated
along both finite circuits in order to see if it agrees with the values obtained experimentally for
the force and torque between finite conductors. If there is an agreement, fine. When there is
disagreement, the initial hypothesis should be modified until there is agreement between the inte-
grated calculation and the experimental data. This is one of the usual procedures utilized in order
to obtain an expression for the force in different physical conditions and in different branches of
physics (electrostatics, magnetism etc.). It was utilized, for instance, by Biot in his electromagnetic
researches.

He then presented the second method which might be utilized in order to obtain the infinitesimal
force between two current elements:44

39[Amp26f, pp. 13-27], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 185-199] and [Amp65b, pp. 160-173].
40[Max54, vol. 2, article 503, p. 159], [Blo82, pp. 101 and 127], [Dar00, p. 11] and [Blo04].
41[Tri65, index on p. 217].
42[Hof96, pp. 252-261 and 293-302].
43[Amp22p].
44[Amp22p, p. 400].
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However, there is another way of obtaining the same goal more directly. It was the procedure
I have utilized since then and which conducted me to the desired results. It consists in
observing, experimentally, that the mobile portions of conductors remain, in certain cases,
exactly in equilibrium between equal forces, or between equal torques, whatever, moreover,
the shape of the mobile part, and to look for, directly, with the help of the calculus, what
should be the value of the mutual action between two infinitely small portions [of current
carrying conductors], in order to obtain an equilibrium which is effectively independent of the
shape of the mobile part.

In the first method there is a direct measurement of forces on a mobile circuit at different
distances to other circuits, or a direct measurement of torques on a mobile circuit at several ori-
entations relative to other circuits. In the second method, on the other hand, forces and torques
are not measured. Instead of these measurements, the mobile circuit is placed between two or
more circuits which are fixed in the laboratory, exerting forces or torques on the mobile circuit.
Appropriate symmetrical conditions are then found in which the mobile circuit remains in equilib-
rium, at rest relative to the laboratory, due to the opposite actions exerted by the fixed circuits.
Although the mobile circuit is free to move relative to the laboratory, it remains in equilibrium
due to opposite forces and opposite torques acting on it. Once more it is necessary for an initial
hypothesis suggesting a specific formula for the force between two current elements. This force is
then integrated along the fixed and mobile conductors. One then tries to find if the integrated
expression yields zero net force and zero net torque acting on the mobile conductor under the
specific configurations in which it was observed to remain stationary.

This method can only work if the central conductor is observed to move when it is under
a small electrodynamic force different from zero. That is, the lack of motion in the equilibrium
configuration should not be due to friction. The mobility of the circuit can be guaranteed observing
its motion or rotation when under the action of only one fixed circuit acting upon it, in which case
there is no equilibrium configuration. Another way in which the mobility of the test circuit can be
guaranteed is to observe its motion or rotation when there is no longer a symmetrical configuration
(for instance, by deforming one of the fixed circuits, or by moving one of the fixed circuits away
from its symmetrical configuration).

Ampère utilized two of these cases of equilibrium in order to present a more general justification
for the addition law, for his supposition about the non existence of interaction between orthogonal
elements and for his principle of symmetry which had been discussed in Subsections 4.2.1, 4.2.2
and 4.2.4, respectively. With other cases of equilibrium he obtained finally the value k = −1/2 in
his force law, equations (2.1) and (2.2). He utilized in three of his most famous cases of equilibrium
a special kind of rectangular current loop which was indifferent to terrestrial magnetism. This so
called astatic coil did not respond to the actions of the Earth and was not orientated by terrestrial
magnetism. This coil is presented in the next Subsection.

4.3.2 Astatic Coils

The astatic coils are mobile current carrying loops which are indifferent to terrestrial magnetism.
Ampère first described them in 1820.45 As discussed in Section 3.7, it was with the simplified
version of the instrument of figure 3.12 that Ampère first observed unexpectedly the Earth affecting
a current carrying conductor. He then asked to be made a vertical circular current loop of 20 cm
diameter which might rotate freely around a vertical axis passing through its center, figure 3.13.
This circular loop was orientated by terrestrial magnetism. In particular, he observed that, after
being released in an arbitrary orientation relative to the ground:46

[...] the plane of the conductor rotates and remains at rest in a vertical plane perpendicular
to the magnetic meridian, in such a way that the electric current, in the lower portion of the
conductor, is directed from East to West, or from the right to the left of an observer looking
at the magnetic North.

45[Amp20g], [Amp65a, pp. 146-154] and [CA09b].
46[Amp21c, p. 91], emphasis by Ampère.
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He then predicted that he might join two of these coils side by side, with the same size and area,
one coil with a current flowing clockwise and the other coil with a current of the same intensity
flowing anti-clockwise, in such a way that the whole system would not rotate due to terrestrial
magnetism, although it was free to rotate around a common vertical axis passing through their
centers. He confirmed this prediction utilizing the rectangular coil shown in figure 4.16 (a).47

Figure 4.16: (a) Astatic coil indifferent to terrestrial magnetism. This vertical coil can rotate
around the vertical symmetry axis passing through x and y. (b) Our representation of the sense
of the current along this astatic coil. It flows clockwise in bcdef and anti-clockwise in b′c′d′e′f ′.

This vertical coil can rotate around the vertical axis xy. The current flows, for instance, in the
sense xbcdefb′c′d′e′f ′y, that is, clockwise in bcdef and anti-clockwise in b′c′d′e′f ′. When there
was a constant current flowing through this coil, Ampère observed that it remained motionless,
no matter the initial orientation of the vertical plane of the coil relative to the magnetic meridian.
His astatic needle discussed in Section 3.2 was a compass which remained at rest no matter its
initial inclination relative to the vertical or horizontal directions. As the coil of figure 4.16 was
indifferent to terrestrial magnetism, Ampère said that it became, analogously, astatic.48 That is,
the Earth exerts no net magnetic torque on this coil as a whole, no matter the orientation of its
vertical plane relative to the magnetic meridian. In this book we will call them astatic coils. In the
paper in which he first presented a mobile astatic coil, he said explicitly that its possible motion
had no influence of the Earth:49

Therefore this last mobile conductor [i.e., the astatic coil] turns by the action of the fixed
conductor without the influence of the Earth, as there is a compensation between the actions
exerted by the Earth upon the two equal and opposite halves of the mobile conductor.

4.3.3 Case of Equilibrium of the Sinuous Wire

Ampère utilized a case of equilibrium in order to justify his addition law with more solid and con-
vincing experimental basis. Until December 1820 the addition law was based only on the behavior
of axially compensated and non compensated helices. On 26 December, 1820, he described to the

47[Amp20g, figure 10], [CA09b, figure 10] and [Amp21c, figure 9].
48[Amp22w, pp. 89-90].
49[Amp20g, p. 188] and [CA09b, p. 128].
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Academy of Sciences of Paris an instrument in which a small magnetized needle was suspended
horizontally by a vertical thread passing through its center.50 This vertical thread was at equal
distances to two vertical conductors of the same length. A constant current flowed upwards in one
conductor, while in the other conductor flowed downwards a current of the same intensity. In order
to prove his addition law, Ampère said that the current might flow downwards along a straight
line, or along a wire crooked in many small sinuosities, without altering the zero net torque on
the magnetic needle. Instead of two conductors equally distant to the magnetic needle, he might
utilize a single hollow cylindrical support with a current flowing vertically upwards by the center
of the support and another current of the same intensity flowing downwards in a crooked path
with small sinuosities around the first current. He said that also in this case there would be no net
torque acting on the magnetized needle due to this up and down current.

This was his first example of a case of equilibrium. At that moment he did not attach a great
importance to this apparatus. Although this instrument was mentioned in some of his publications,
it had not yet been built on 26 December, 1820.51 Another analogous apparatus was built later,
although the exact date is not known. The most famous representation of this instrument is that
presented by Ampère in his Recueil of 1823,52 our figure 4.17.

This experiment will be called the case of equilibrium of the sinuous wire. In 1823 Ampère was
totally aware of the importance of these cases of equilibrium. In this instrument the same constant
current flows upwards by two vertical conductors fixed in the laboratory, a straight conductor QP
and a sinuous or zigzag conductor SR. These two wires are located at equal distances to the
vertical portion GH of an astatic coil GCDHG. The magnetized needle described in the previous
paragraphs was replaced in this apparatus by an astatic coil analogous to that of figure 4.16. This
astatic coil is indifferent to terrestrial magnetism. However, this coil is free to rotate around the
vertical axis FI due to the joint influences of the vertical conductors QP and SR. The main
portion of this astatic coil is the vertical portion GH , in which flows downwards the same current
which had flown upwards in QP and in SR. This portion GH is then repelled by SR and by QP .
Figure 4.18 (a) presents a schematic representation of this experiment indicating the senses of the
currents.

Figure 4.18 (b) presents this instrument as seen from above, with the directions of the currents
and the most important letters. The astatic coil GCDHG can turn around the vertical axis passing
through point F . The current flows sinuously upwards by conductor S, while flowing vertically
upwards by conductor Q.

Ampère observed zero torque acting on the rectangular astatic coil GCDHG when portion GH
was at equal distances to conductors SR and QP , with a current of the same intensity flowing in
all these conductors. This was the experimental observation which justified more completely his
addition law. His words in the Recueil:53

[Electrical] connections are established in such a way that the current flowing in the two halves
of the circuit [SR and QP ] exert actions on the mobile conductor which tend to destroy one
another. As these two halves of the circuit differ only in the fact that a rectilinear part of one
half corresponds to a part of the other half, curved and surrounded as we just mentioned, it is
evident that, in the case in which the sinuosities and contours of this last half made its action
bigger or smaller than the action of the rectilinear part of the other half of the circuit, the
mobile conductor would be deflected by a force equal to the difference of these two actions.
However, if the law stated above [that is, the addition law] is exact, then this [mobile] conductor
remains in the position in which it was placed before establishing the [electrical] connections,
[namely,] in equilibrium between two equal forces. By observing that this [equilibrium] takes
place, the experiment demonstrates the exactitude of this law.

Chronologically this was the first case of equilibrium obtained by Ampère utilizing current
carrying conductors.54 In the Théorie, on the other hand, this case of equilibrium appeared in the

50[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 164], [Amp21b] and [Hof96, pp. 254-256].
51[Amp20c] and [Amp21b].
52[Amp22w, pp. 89 and 216].
53[Amp22w, p. 90].
54[Amp20c, p. 555].
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Figure 4.17: Case of equilibrium of the sinuous wire. The fixed sinuous wire is SR, while the
fixed vertical wire is QP . The astatic coil ABCDEFGHIM can turn freely around a vertical axis
passing through FI, in such a way that the mobile vertical portion GH can move towards SR or
away from it.

second place.55

4.3.4 Case of Equilibrium of Anti-Parallel Currents

We now discuss the first case of equilibrium discussed in the Théorie.56 It was first presented
by Ampère in the Recueil57, our figure 4.19. It will be called case of equilibrium of anti-parallel
currents.

As was seen in Subsections 4.2.1 up to 4.2.4, in order to arrive at his first published formula for
the interaction between two current elements, equation (4.8), Ampère utilized not only his addition
law, but also the principle of symmetry in order to eliminate the interactions between orthogonal
current elements. He based this principle of symmetry on something even more fundamental,
namely, the supposition that the force between two current elements changes from attractive to

55[Amp26f, p. 16 and figure 2], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 188 and figure 2] and [Amp65b, p. 164 and figure 49].
56[Amp26f, p. 14 and figure 1], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 186 and figure 1] and [Amp65b, p. 162 and figure 48].
57[Amp22y, p. 301] and [Amp85p, p. 275].
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Figure 4.18: (a) Schematic representation of the direction of the current in the experiment of figure
4.17. (b) Case of equilibrium of the sinuous wire seen from above.

Figure 4.19: Case of equilibrium of anti-parallel currents.

repulsive, or vice-versa, having the same intensity, when the sense of the current is reversed in only
one of both elements. He discussed this topic in the Recueil of 1823:58

The first general fact which I deduced from my experiments on the mutual action between two
voltaic conductors is that, whenever two portions of voltaic currents [with each one of them
arbitrarily orientated in space] act on one another, and if the sense of the electric current in

58[Amp22q, pp. 208-211] and [Amp85m, pp. 245-247].
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one of them is reversed, without making any change in their respective orientations, then the
action which was being exerted between them, if it was attractive, is transformed into an equal
repulsive action and, if the action was repulsive, [is transformed] into an attraction of equal
intensity. I applied this result, which was confirmed by all experiments which I had made with
electric currents of finite length, [...]

Despite this generic statement, it was only in the Recueil itself that Ampère presented a specific
case of equilibrium in order to justify this fundamental supposition. Once more he utilized the
astatic vertical coil represented in figure 4.16. A rectilinear horizontal conductor AB was placed
below this astatic coil, figure 4.19. In principle this conductor AB might exert a torque on the
astatic coil. However, Ampère did not observe any net torque on the astatic coil, no matter the
angle between the conductor AB and the vertical plane of the astatic needle. This lack of a net
torque on the astatic needle was his experimental proof of the principle of symmetry discussed in
Subsection 4.2.4. Ampère’s words:59

Therefore, it is by the observation of cases of equilibrium which are independent on the form
of the conductors that it is convenient to determine the value of the force which is being looked
for. I already recognized three of these [cases of equilibrium]. The first one consists in the
equality of the absolute values of the attraction and repulsion which is produced when the
same current flows alternately, in two opposite senses, in a fixed conductor, the orientation
and the distance to the body on which it acts remaining constants. This equality results from
the simple observation that two equal portions of one and the same conductor wire which is
covered in silk to prevent communication, [that is, to prevent electrical contact,] well twisted
together to form round each other two equal helices, in which the same electric current flows,
one current in one sense and the other current in the opposite sense, exert no action on either
a moving conductor or a magnet. This [equality of the absolute values] can also be established
by the help of the mobile conductor which is illustrated in plate I, figure 9 of the Annales de
Chimie et de Physique, volume XVIII,60 [see figure 4.16,] relating to the description of the
electrodynamic apparatus of mine which is represented here (figure 1 [our figure 4.19]).

To this end, a horizontal straight conductor AB, doubled several times over, is placed slightly
below the lower part dee′d′ of this [mobile] conductor, in an arbitrary orientation, such that its
midpoint in length and in thickness is in the vertical line through the point x about which the
mobile conductor turns freely. It is seen that this [mobile] conductor stays in the orientation
where it is placed, which proves that there is equilibrium between actions exerted [that is,
between the torques exerted] by the fixed conductor on the two equal and opposite portions
of the voltaic circuit bcde and b′c′d′e′, which differ only in that the current flows towards the
fixed conductor AB in the one [portion], and away from it in the other [portion], whatever
the angle between the fixed conductor [AB] and the [vertical] plane of the mobile conductor.
Now, considering first the two actions exerted between each portion of the voltaic circuit and
the half of the conductor AB which is the nearest, and then the two actions between each
of the two portions and the half of the conductor which is the furthest away, it will be seen
without difficulty:

1. That the equilibrium under consideration can not occur at all angles except in so far as
there is equilibrium separately between the first two actions and the last two.

2. That if one of the first two [actions] is attractive because current flows in the same
direction along the sides of the acute angle formed by the portions of the conductors, the
other [action] will be repulsive because the same current flows in opposite senses along
the two sides of the equal and opposite angle at the vertex.

So that, initially, for there to be equilibrium between these actions, this attraction and this
repulsion, which tend to make the mobile conductor turn, the one in one sense, and the other in
the opposite sense, must be equal to one another; then, the last two actions, the one attractive
and the other repulsive, between the sides of the two obtuse and opposite angles at the vertex
and the supplements of those about which we have just been speaking, must also be equal to
each other. Needless to say, these actions [that is, these torques] are really sums of products

59[Amp22y, pp. 300-302] and [Amp85p, pp. 275-276].
60[Amp21c, plate I, figure 9, pp. 88-89].
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of forces which act on each infinitesimal portion of the mobile conductor, multiplied by their
distance to the vertical about which this conductor is free to turn; however, the corresponding
infinitesimal portions of the two arms bcde and b′c′d′e′ always being equal at equal distances
from the vertical about which they turn, the equality of the torques makes it necessary for the
forces to be equal.

It is worth while to discuss in detail this experiment, not only because it was the first experi-
ment discussed in Ampère’s Théorie, but also because it belongs to the four cases of equilibrium
appearing in his masterpiece and which were utilized in order to deduce the complete expression
of his force between two current elements.

Ampère did not explain what he meant by “a horizontal straight conductor AB, doubled
several times over” (un conducteur rectiligne horizontal plusieurs fois redoublé AB). The meaning
of this expression can be found in the first didactic textbook on electrodynamics published in
1823 by Demonferrand (1795-1844), a disciple of Ampère. When discussing a similar experiment,
Demonferrand said that:61

[...] the current dj is doubled several times over to increase its intensity.

As Ampère’s force is proportional to the current intensity flowing in the wire, by making a coil
with N turns, the torque and force exerted by this coil on another conductor will be increased
approximately N times, provided the internal resistance of this coil can be neglected in comparison
with the total resistance of the electrical circuit to which it is connected. Therefore, the horizontal
straight conductor AB of figure 4.19, doubled several times over, can be represented as the upper
portion of the rectangular coil of figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20: A rectangular coil with N turns, with a current intensity i′ flowing in each turn. Point
O is the midpoint of the upper portion AB.

The case of equilibrium of anti-parallel currents can then be represented as in figure 4.21. In
this case the astatic coil with current i is located in a vertical plane, being free to turn around
its vertical axis passing through the points x and y. The projection of the vertical axis meets the
upper horizontal portion AB of the rectangular coil at its midpoint O. In this figure, separate
batteries feed independent currents i′ and i in the lower rectangular coil and in the upper astatic
coil, respectively, in order to represent the most generic configuration. However, in most of his
experiments, Ampère utilized a single battery in order to generate the same current flowing through
all his conductors.

Figure 4.22 presents only the horizontal components which are closer to one another, namely,
portions de and d′e′ of the astatic coil with current i, together with the portion AB of the rectan-
gular coil which is fixed in the laboratory. A fixed coil with N turns, with a current i′ flowing in
each turn, is equivalent to a single turn coil AB with center O carrying a current Ni′.

61“[...] le courant dj est redoublé plusieurs fois pour augmenter son intensité, [Dem23, p. 15].
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Figure 4.21: Rectangular coil below an astatic coil. The rectangular coil is fixed in the laboratory,
while the mobile astatic coil can turn freely around its vertical axis of symmetry.

Figure 4.22: Upper view of figure 4.21 indicating only the lower portions d′e′ and de of the astatic
coil, together with the upper horizontal portion AB of the rectangular coil below the astatic coil.

Ampère’s experiment showed that the mobile astatic coil remained in equilibrium, at rest
relative to the ground, no matter the angle δ between the fixed horizontal conductor AB and the
vertical plane of the astatic coil d′e′ed, figure 4.22.

Johann Salomo Christoph Schweigger (1779-1857) in 1820 utilized this idea of increasing the
effect generated by a single current carrying wire when acting on a magnetic needle by making
N turns of the conductor.62 This instrument has been called “multiplier”. Ampère arrived inde-
pendently at the same idea, as he mentioned in a letter to G. de la Rive from March 25, 1821.
He created an instrument in order “to increase the force of the currents”, in which “the same
conducting wire passes 120 times between two stands always in the same direction, with the goal
to exert a stronger action in this proportion”.63 Figure 4.23 presents one of these instruments
created by Ampère.64

In this instrument a metal wire makes 30 turns around three wooden stands PQ, P ′Q′ and
pq. The current beginning, for instance, at cup Q′, makes several turns in the three stands P ′pP ,

62[Sch21], [Jou85, p. 13] and [Blo82, pp. 50 and 104].
63[Lau36a, pp. 567-569].
64[Amp21c, plate 2, figure 12].
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Figure 4.23: Ampère’s multiplier.

getting out at cup Q. Ampère’s statements when describing this instrument:65

When M. Ampère utilized this conductor, he could not have been aware of M. Schweigger
ingenious instruments; he [Ampère] had an idea similar to that of this skilled physicist, al-
though he was not able to obtain the several applications made by M. Schweigger about the
properties which he recognized on a conducting wire returning in this way around itself.

We now reproduce the main portions of Ampère’s long text quoted after figure 4.19. We include
new figures in order to illustrate what he wanted to say. We also include our comments. This text
has been reproduced almost verbatim in his Théorie published in 1826. The only thing he could
observe in this experiment of the case of equilibrium of anti-parallel currents was the possible
rotation of the astatic coil around its vertical axis passing through points x and y after being
released from rest, due to the torque exerted by the lower rectangular coil fixed in the laboratory.
He observed no torque acting on the astatic coil, although it was free to turn around its vertical
axis of symmetry. This experiment was not adapted in order to observe a net force acting on
the astatic coil, as only a net torque might be observed. Therefore, whenever Ampère mentioned
the “action” exerted by the fixed conductor AB acting on the astatic coil, he was referring to
the “torque” acting on it. However, sometimes he utilized the expressions “attractive action” and
“repulsive action”, referring to the possible attractive and repulsive “forces” acting on the portions
of the astatic coil. When discussing Ampère’s text, we will clearly distinguish force and torque in
order to clarify his reasonings.

Here are the relevant portions of Ampère’s text,66 together with our clarifications:

To this end, a horizontal straight conductor AB, doubled several times over, [that is, the upper
portion of a rectangular vertical N turn coil,] is placed slightly below the [horizontal] lower
part dee′d′ of this [mobile] conductor, in an arbitrary orientation, such that its midpoint [O]
in length and in thickness is in the vertical line through the point x [and y] about which the
mobile [astatic] conductor turns freely. It is seen that this [mobile astatic] conductor stays
in the orientation where it is placed, which proves that there is equilibrium between actions
exerted [that is, between the torques exerted] by the fixed conductor [AB] on the two equal
and opposite portions of the voltaic circuit bcde and b′c′d′e′, which differ only in that the
current flows towards the fixed conductor AB in the one [portion], and away from it in the

65[Amp21c, note on pp. 95-96].
66[Amp22y, pp. 301-302] and [Amp85p, pp. 275-276].
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other [portion], whatever the angle [δ] between the fixed conductor [AB] and the [vertical]
plane of the mobile [astatic] conductor.

Ampère considered the astatic coil, composed of the circuits bcde and b′c′d′e′ of figure 4.19, as
being a single rigid conductor c′cdd′c′ which could turn freely around its vertical axis of symmetry
passing through points x and y. The “two equal and opposite portions of the voltaic circuit bcde
and b′c′d′e′” to which he was referring to in this quotation were the upper portion, composed of
parts bc and b′c′, in which the current was flowing away from the fixed conductor AB according to
figure 4.21, and the lower portion, composed of parts de and d′e′, in which the current was flowing
towards the fixed conductor AB. The astatic coil has two other portions, namely, the central axis,
composed of parts ef and e′f ′, in which the current was flowing away from the fixed conductor AB,
and the vertical lateral portion, composed of parts cd and c′d′, in which the current was flowing
towards the fixed conductor AB. It is not necessary to take into account the action on the central
axis because, no matter the net force exerted by AB on this central axis, this supposed net force
will not exert any torque no the astatic coil, as the arm of the lever of this torque has zero length.

In the sequence of his analysis, Ampère considered only one of the portions of the astatic coil.
The considered portion might be the upper portion, composed of parts bc and b′c′, the lower
portion, composed of parts de and d′e′, or the lateral portion, composed of parts cd and c′d′. We
will illustrate his reasoning considering only the lower portion, although his statements could also
be applied to the upper or lateral portions. Here are the relevant portions of Ampère’s text,67

together with our clarifications:

Now, considering first the two actions [torques] exerted between each [lower] portion of the
voltaic circuit and the half of the [fixed] conductor AB which is the nearest, and then the two
actions [torques] between each of the two [lower] portions and the half of the [fixed] conductor
[AB] which is the furthest away, it will be seen without difficulty:

1. That the equilibrium under consideration can not occur at all angles except in so far as
there is equilibrium separately between the first two actions [torques] and the last two
[torques].

2. That if one of the first two [forces] is attractive because current flows in the same direction
along the sides of the acute angle formed by the portions of the conductors, [that is, with
the two currents flowing towards the center O of the fixed conductor AB, or flowing away
from this center,] the other [force] will be repulsive because the same current flows in
opposite senses along the two sides of the equal and opposite angle at the vertex, [that is,
with one of the currents flowing towards the center O of the fixed conductor AB, while
the other current is flowing away from it].

So that, initially, for there to be equilibrium between these actions [torques], this attraction
and this repulsion, which tend to make the mobile conductor turn, the one in one sense, and
the other in the opposite sense, [that is, the attractive force tending to make the astatic coil
turn in one direction and the repulsive force tending to make the astatic coil turn in the
opposite direction,] must be equal to one another; then, the last two actions [forces], the one
attractive and the other repulsive, between the sides of the two obtuse and opposite angles
at the vertex and the supplements of those about which we have just been speaking,68 must
also be equal to each other. Needless to say, these actions [that is, these torques] are really
sums of products of forces which act on each infinitesimal portion of the mobile conductor,
multiplied by their distance to the vertical about which this conductor is free to turn; however,
the corresponding infinitesimal portions of the two arms bcde and b′c′d′e′ always being equal
at equal distances from the vertical about which they turn, the equality of the torques makes
it necessary for the forces to be equal.

Figures 4.24 and 4.25 illustrate what Ampère wanted to say. The attractive force exerted by
the half part AO of the fixed conductor, acting on the lower part d′e′ of the astatic coil which is
closer to AO, is represented by ~F1. The repulsive force exerted by OB on de is represented by ~F2.

67[Amp22y, pp. 301-302] and [Amp85p, pp. 275-276].
68Two angles are supplementary if they add up to 180o or π rad.
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Force ~F1 is attractive due to the fact that both currents flow towards point O. Force ~F2, on the
other hand, is repulsive, because one of the currents flows towards O, while the other current flows
away from O, as can be seen in figures 3.18 and 3.19. Ampère concluded that these two forces
should be equal in magnitude and direction, namely, ~F1 = ~F2. According to Ampère, only with
this equality could they generate equal and opposite torques on the lower portion d′e′ed of the
astatic coil. That is, the torque generated by the force ~F1 tends to turn the astatic coil clockwise
around the vertical passing through point O, while the torque generated by the force ~F2 tends to
turn the astatic coil anti-clockwise.

Figure 4.24: (a) ~F1 represents the attractive force exerted by the half AO of the fixed conductor

acting on the lower portion d′e′ of the astatic coil which is closer to AO. (b) ~F2 represents the
repulsive force exerted by OB acting on de.

Figure 4.25 represents the remaining forces exerted by the fixed conductor AB acting on the
lower portion d′e′ed of the astatic coil. The repulsive force exerted by the half OB of the fixed
conductor acting on the farthest portion d′e′ of the astatic coil is represented by ~F3, while the
attractive force exerted by AO and acting on the portion de is represented by ~F4. Force ~F3 is
repulsive because one of the currents flows towards point O while the other current flows away
from this point. Force ~F4, on the other hand, is attractive because both currents flow towards
point O, see figures 3.18 and 3.19. Ampère concluded that these two forces should have the same
magnitude and direction, that is, ~F3 = ~F4. Only with this force equality could they generate equal
and opposite torques on the lower portion d′e′ed of the astatic coil. That is, the torque generated
by force ~F3 tends to turn the astatic coil clockwise around the vertical passing through point O,
while the torque generated by force force ~F4 tends to turn the astatic coil anti-clockwise.

A similar analysis can be made as regards the forces and torques exerted by the fixed conductor
AB acting on the upper portion c′b′bc of the astatic coil. Analogously, a similar analysis can be
made as regards the forces and torques exerted by the fixed conductor AB acting on the lateral
portions cd and c′d′ of the astatic coil.

The experimental result is that the astatic coil remains in equilibrium no matter the angle δ
between the vertical plane passing through the fixed conductor AB and the vertical plane of the
astatic coil. This lack of a net torque acting on the mobile astatic coil in this configuration can only
be explained by the fact that the force between two current elements changes from attractive to
repulsive, or from repulsive to attractive, maintaining the same intensity, whenever only one of these
currents reverses its sense. For this reason we have called this experiment the case of equilibrium
of anti-parallel currents. The anti-parallel currents in the case of figure 4.24, for instance, would be
d′e′ and de. That is, parallel and collinear currents flowing in opposite senses, one current flowing
from left to right towards point O, while the other current flows from right to left towards point O.
The anti-parallel currents in this figure might also be AO and OB. That is, parallel and collinear
currents, one of them flowing towards the rotation axis, while the other current flows away from
this axis.

By turning figure 4.24 (a) clockwise by an angle of π rad around the vertical axis passing
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Figure 4.25: (a) ~F3 represents the repulsive force exerted by the half OB of the fixed conductor

acting on the farthest lower portion d′e′ of the astatic coil. (b) ~F4 represents the attractive force
exerted by AO acting on de.

through point O, we arrive at the configuration of figure 4.26. This configuration is analogous to
the configuration 4.24 (b) with OA instead of OB and with e′d′ instead of ed. However, in figure
4.26 the current in the fixed conductor flows from point A towards point O. There is now an
attractive force ~F1 on the mobile portion e′d′ of the astatic coil pointing towards OA, instead of
the repulsive force ~F2 of figure 4.24 (b).

Figure 4.26: Configuration of figure 4.24 (a), after rotating the whole system clockwise by π rad
around the vertical axis passing through point O.

By changing the sense of the current only in the fixed conductor OA of figure 4.26, so that it
now flows from O to A instead of flowing from A to O, the attractive force ~F1 which was acting
on the mobile portion ed of the astatic coil is transformed into a repulsive force having the same
intensity as force ~F1. We then arrive exactly at the configuration of figure 4.24 (b).

Ampère could then justify his addition law and his principle of symmetry utilizing the case of
equilibrium of the sinuous current together with the case of equilibrium of anti-parallel currents. In
this way he could conclude that equation (4.8) was the only expression compatible with the exper-
imental behavior of nature. From this time onwards he needed only to determine experimentally
the value of the constant which he represented by n/m or, equivalently, by k.
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Chapter 5

Ampère’s Conception of
Magnetism

5.1 Magnetism being due to Macroscopic Electric Currents
Flowing in Magnets and in the Earth

The nomenclature utilized in this book has been presented in Section 1.4:

• Electrostatic phenomena: Forces and torques between electrified bodies which are at rest
relative to one another.

• Magnetic phenomena: Forces and torques between magnets, together with the torques ex-
erted by the Earth on magnets (orientation of compass and dip needles).

• Electromagnetic phenomena: Forces and torques between a current carrying conductor and
a magnet, together with the forces and torques exerted by the Earth on current carrying
conductors.

• Electrodynamic phenomena: Forces and torques between current carrying conductors.

The words magnet, magnetic and magnetism come from a region called Magnesia, where the
ancient Greeks found the naturally occurring magnetic mineral magnetite, an iron oxide which
had the property of attracting small pieces of iron.1 The word electromagnetism was introduced
by Ørsted, while the expressions electrostatic and electrodynamic were introduced by Ampère, as
discussed in Section 1.4.

In Section 2.3 and in Chapter 3 we presented Ampère’s initial reactions to Ørsted’s experiment.
He supposed that the magnetic and electromagnetic effects might be due purely to interactions
between current carrying conductors. That is, Ampère believed these phenomena resulted from
electrodynamic interactions. In order to test experimentally this hypothesis, he tried to reproduce
electrodynamically the magnetic and electromagnetic phenomena, that is, utilizing current carry-
ing conductors replacing the magnets and the Earth. To this end he had to find the distribution
of the supposed electric circuits inside the Earth and also inside magnets.2 In order to test the-
oretically this hypothesis, he tried to find a mathematical expression for the force between two
current elements which, after being integrated, might reproduce the known formulas describing
the magnetic and electromagnetic interactions.

Initially he supposed macroscopic currents flowing in the Earth, as discussed in Section 2.3,
figures 2.4 and 2.5. Although he was not very specific about these hypothetic terrestrial electric
currents, it is possible that he had in mind something as represented in figure 5.1. That is, these
electric currents should describe circles centered along the North-South magnetic axis of the Earth,
with all of these currents flowing in planes orthogonal to this axis.

1[Ass10b, p. 23].
2[CA07a].
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(a) (b)
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Figure 5.1: Possible representation of the supposed terrestrial electric currents according to
Ampère. (a) Currents over the surface of the Earth. (b) Concentric currents inside the Earth
along its magnetic equatorial plane, with the North pole above the paper and the South pole
below the paper.

As regards the distribution of the supposed electric currents inside a magnet, Ampère was
very specific, as discussed in Section 3.5. It is relevant to reproduce once more his words of 1820
illustrating what current distribution he had in mind3

Now, if electric currents are the cause of the directive action of the Earth, then electric currents
could also cause the action of one magnet on another magnet. It therefore follows that a magnet
could be regarded as an assembly of electric currents in planes perpendicular to its axis, their
direction being such that the austral pole of the magnet, pointing North, is to the right of
these currents since it is always to the left of a current placed outside the magnet, and which
faces it in a parallel direction, or rather that these currents establish themselves first in the
magnet along the shortest closed curves, whether from left to right, or from right to left, and
the line perpendicular to the planes of these currents then becomes the axis of the magnet
and its extremities make the two poles. Thus, at each pole the electric currents of which the
magnet is composed are directed along closed concentric curves.

Figure 5.2 presents a representation of the currents for a cylindrical magnet, following Ampère’s
prescription. In figure 5.2 (a) Ampère’s observer is lying on his back with the currents flowing from
his feet towards his head. The North pole of this magnet is at the right of this observer. Figure
5.2 (b) presents a cross section of this magnet, where the North pole is above the paper and the
South pole is below it. According to Ampère’s initial conception, the electric currents should form
macroscopic circles centered along the North-South axis of the magnet.

Figure 5.2: Electric currents flowing on the surface and inside a cylindrical magnet, according to
Ampère’s initial conception of magnetism.

The fact that these supposed electric currents should flow in circles around the axis of cylindrical
magnets has been explicitly mentioned by Ampère in another portion of this paper:4

From M. Biot’s splendid experiment, currents which are in one and the same plane perpen-
dicular to the axis of a magnet, must be regarded as having the same intensity, since it results
from the experiment where he compared the effects produced by the action of the Earth on
two similarly magnetized bars of the same size and shape, of which one was hollow and the
other solid, that the motive force is proportional to the mass and that in consequence the

3[Amp20g, pp. 207-208], [Amp65a, pp. 152-153] and [CA09b, pp. 137-138], our emphasis.
4[Amp20g, p. 179], [Amp65a, p. 147] and [CA09b, pp. 124-125].
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causes to which it is due act with the same intensity on all particles of one and the same
cross-section perpendicular to the axis, the intensity varying from section to section according
as these sections are close to or far from the poles. When the magnet is a solid of rotation
about the line joining its two poles, all the currents of one and the same section must be
circles; [...]

Figure 5.3 presents Ampère’s initial conceptions about the macroscopic currents in a rectangular
magnet. Figure 5.3 (a) shows Ampère’s original figure.5 Figure 5.3 (b) is our redrawing of this
figure.
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Figure 5.3: Electric currents flowing in a rectangular magnet according to Ampère’s initial con-
ception.

5.2 Fresnel’s Contributions

As seen in Section 5.1, initially Ampère conceived macroscopic currents flowing in magnets and in
the Earth. In January 1821 he changed his conception and began to adopt the idea that magnets
and also the Earth were composed of assemblies of particles round which circulated perpetual
electric currents. These microscopic electric currents should flow especially around magnetized
particles or molecules of iron or steel. He attributed this conception to Augustin-Jean Fresnel
(1788-1827), figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: A.-J. Fresnel.

Fresnel began to study at the École Polytechnique in 1804, the same year in which Ampère
began to teach at this institution. They began to have close contact around 1814 when Fresnel
began his interests in optics. In order to improve his financial situation, Ampère used to rent a
room is his Parisian home to some friends. Fresnel lived there from 1822 until his early death in
1827, when he was 39 years old.6

Ampère initially accepted the corpuscular theory of light, which he also called the “system of
emission”. Fresnel, on the other hand, defended the wave theory of light. Ampère changed his

5[AB22a, p. 32, figure 15] and [AB22b, p. 197, figure 15].
6[Hof96, pp. 135-136 and 223].
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mind in 1816 due to Fresnel’s influence.7 Fresnel initially believed that the luminous waves were
due to longitudinal vibrations in the ether, in analogy with sound waves in air. Ampère suggested
to Fresnel to consider luminous transverse waves instead of longitudinal ones, in order to explain
satisfactorily several phenomena, including light polarization. Fresnel himself acknowledged that
this fundamental idea of transverse vibrations orthogonal to the direction of propagation of the
luminous wave was due to Ampère.8

As regards the electrodynamic conception of magnetism, it was Fresnel who supplied a fun-
damental contribution to Ampère’s thinking. Initially Ampère believed in macroscopic electric
currents flowing inside magnets and in the Earth in order to explain their magnetic properties.
Fresnel suggested to him the conception of microscopic currents flowing around the iron or steel
particles of a magnet, instead of macroscopic currents flowing around the axis of the magnet.9

Fresnel presented a comparison between these two electrodynamic conceptions of magnetism in
two papers.10 The second work, dated 5 July, 1821, probably reflects his mature thinking on this
subject due to his exchange of ideas with Ampère during the previous months. These two papers
were not published in 1821. They were found with Ampère’s manuscripts, being published by
Joubert in 1885 in his Collection of memoirs related to physics.11

In these two works Fresnel presented several arguments against the conception of macroscopic
currents and in favor of microscopic currents around the particles of iron or steel composing a
magnet. Title of his first paper:12 Comparison of the supposition of currents around the axis [of
a magnet] with currents around each molecule.13 Title of his second work:14 Second note on the
hypothesis of currents belonging to the particles.15

In his first paper Fresnel argued as follows:16

With the supposition of [macroscopic] currents around the axis [of a magnet], when we cut
longitudinally a hollow magnetized steel cylinder, it should lose immediately its magnetic
property. [...]

With the supposition of currents around each particle [of the magnet], a hollow magnet can
be cut longitudinally, without destroying its magnetism.

This statement is a strong argument in favor of microscopic currents. After all, when performing
this experiment, cutting longitudinally a hollow magnet, its magnetism is not destroyed.

Fresnel presented other arguments against the conception of macroscopic currents. Since the
early experiments with Volta’s battery around 1800 it was known that a resistive wire heats when
a current flows through it. A permanent magnet, on the other hand, usually has the same tem-
perature of the surrounding bodies. A bar of soft iron can be magnetized by passing a current
through a helix coiled around it. The bar is not heated by this procedure. How to explain these
phenomena based on Ampère’s conception that magnetism was due to electric currents inside the
magnet? Fresnel utilized these phenomena to argue in favor of molecular currents:17

I point out, moreover, the peculiarity that a magnet is not hot, although it should be [hot]
with the hypothesis of [macroscopic] currents around the axis [of the magnet], is not difficult
to explain with the hypothesis of currents around the particles [of the magnet]; for, if an
[macroscopic] electric current, by flowing through a mass of particles of a conducting body,

7[Ros77, p. 162] and [Hof96, pp. 216-217 and 221-222].
8[Ros77, pp. 165-167] and [Hof96, p. 222].
9[Blo82, p. 98] and [Hof96, p. 283].

10[Fre85a] and [Fre85b].
11Collection de Mémoires relatives a la Physique.
12[Fre85a].
13French original title: Comparaison de la supposition des courants autour de l’axe avec celle des courants autour

de chaque molécule.
14[Fre85b].
15French title: Deuxième note sur l’hypothèse des courants particulaires. The adjective particulaire can be

translated as particulate. It is related to the particles composing the bodies (the magnet, in his example), [Lit77].
This word should not be confused with the adjectives particulier and particulière, having the meaning of something
“specific” or “particular”.

16[Fre85a, p. 143].
17[Fre85b, p. 144].
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heats it, then it is not necessary that the [microscopic] currents around the particles of a
similar mass should also heat it [the body], because the circumstances are not the same. The
cause of the heat produced by an [macroscopic] electric current is not well known, and we have
only very incomplete ideas about the constitution of bodies in order to know if, in this case
[of molecular currents], the electricity should produce heat.

5.3 Ampère and the Molecular Currents

In an unfinished memoir on the theory of magnetism, Ampère attributed to Fresnel the suggestion
of the hypothesis of currents flowing around the particles or molecules composing a magnet. There
is a manuscript of this work, written with his letter, mentioning this fact. The following fragment
of this memoir has been published by Joubert:18

This hypothesis (the hypothesis of currents around the particles) has been communicated to
me by M. Fresnel, who found several advantages in considering in this way the electric currents
in a magnet.

In 26 December, 1820, and in 15 January, 1821, Ampère presented at meetings of the Academy
of Sciences of Paris the hypothesis according to which the supposed currents in magnets do not
need necessarily to be coaxial.19 His words:20

In a last memoir, read to the Académie des Sciences in 8 and 15th January, 1821, M. Ampère
presented some approximate calculations, relative to the mutual action between a [current
carrying] connecting wire and a magnet, utilizing the formulas from which he can deduce, from
the law just mentioned, all the circumstances of this action. He finished examining a question
which does not seem to him susceptible of being exactly solved, before these calculations have
been advanced and their results compared with those of experiments, a situation for which
no precise observation has already been made. This question is to know if the closed curves,
where flow the electric currents providing the magnetized steel the properties characterizing
it, are situated concentrically around the line connecting the two poles of the magnet, or if
these currents are distributed over all its mass around each one of its particles, always in
planes orthogonal to this line. Several considerations which the author has not yet developed
seem to favor this last proposal of conceiving the existence of electric currents in the magnets.
However, as all phenomena known up to now can be equally well explained with the first
[hypothesis], he considered it better to leave this question open for the time being, until new
calculations and new experiments offer all the necessary elements for a solution.

Figure 5.5 illustrates Ampère’s initial conception of molecular currents for the cylindrical mag-
net.

Figure 5.5: Ampère’s initial conception of molecular currents for a cylindrical magnet. (a) Direc-
tions of the molecular currents at the surface of a cylindrical magnet NS, as seen in profile. (b)
Cross section of this magnet indicating the directions of the currents. The North pole is above the
paper and the South pole below it.

18[Amp85a, p. 140].
19[Blo82, p. 98].
20[Amp20c, pp. 557-558], [Amp21b, p. 163], [OAAB22, pp. 91-92] and [Amp85a, pp. 139-140].
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According to this quotation, even for molecular currents Ampère initially considered them as
being located in planes orthogonal to the straight line connecting the magnetic poles of a magnet.
Figure 5.5 (a) shows a longitudinal cut of a cylindrical magnet with its North pole at the left of
this figure. The small arrows pointing upwards indicate the senses of the microscopic currents at
the upper parts of the particles composing the magnet, that is, the parts of these particles which
are closer to the eyes of someone looking at this figure. Figure 5.5 (b) shows a cross section of
this magnet, with the North pole above the paper and the South pole below it. The small circular
loops represent the currents flowing around the particles of the magnet.

Between 1821 and 1822, Gaspard de la Rive (1770-1834), Albert van Beek (1787-1856) and
Faraday performed some experiments showing that the poles of a cylindrical magnet are not lo-
cated exactly at the extremities of the magnet. These experiments forced Ampère to modify his
conception of microscopic currents.21 In a letter addressed to Gaspard de la Rive, dated 12 June,
1822, Ampère included figure 5.6 (a).22 It presents a longitudinal cut of a cylindrical magnet with
its North pole at point A and its South pole at point B. This figure presents the equilibrium con-
figuration of the microscopic currents around the particles of the magnet, due to the interaction
of all microscopic currents. That is, due to the collective interactions between the small current
carrying loops, the planes of these molecular currents should no longer remain orthogonal to its
magnetic axis.23 Figure 5.6 (b) presents the same image indicating the North and South poles by
the letters N and S, respectively.

Figure 5.6: Ampère’s improved conception of the molecular currents for a cylindrical magnet.

This final conception of molecular currents presented by Ampère, with their planes inclined
relative to the axis of an uniformly magnetized bar, is accepted in its essence up to the present
time.

5.4 Names Given to the Molecular Currents

As discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, Fresnel suggested to Ampère the hypothesis of electric currents
flowing around the particles or molecules of a magnet. Fresnel mentioned currents around each
molecule or particle of a magnet, calling them courants particulaires, that is, particulate currents
or currents around the particles or molecules composing the magnet.

Ampère initially adopted this nomenclature. For instance, in a letter dated 10 July, 1822,
addressed to Faraday, he said:24

This objection [to Wollaston’s theory] does not appear in my explanation of the phenomena,
because I initially admit that the preexisting currents around each particle of iron or steel are
directed in all directions before the magnetization, in such a way that it can be concluded that
the total action they exert on an external point is necessarily null. I consider as something
probable, [the existence of] similar currents around the particles of all bodies, but I suppose
that they remain rigidly in this configuration in which they can not act externally, whenever
these bodies are not susceptible of being magnetized. In iron, nickel and cobalt, on the other

21[Blo82, pp. 98 and 123-125] and [Hof96, pp. 282-290].
22[Amp22n, p. 257 and plate 6, figure 25], [Amp85i, p. 155] and [Blo82, p. 124].
23[Hof96, pp. 288-289].
24[Ampf], [Amp85g, p. 293], [Lau36a, pp. 586-592] and [Blo82, p. 110, n. 2].
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hand, this configuration can be modified, and this modification takes place by the action of
a conducting wire, of the Earth, or of a magnet orienting these particulate currents [courants
particulaires], exactly as this action orientates, in my experiments, a conductor bent such that
it forms an almost closed circle; [...]

In the original manuscript and in Joubert’s publication the expression courants particulaires is
explicitly mentioned.25 In Ampère’s published correspondence published by Launay, on the other
hand, this expression has been wrongly transcribed as courants particuliers.26 In the Théorie
Ampère also utilized the expression courants particulaires.27

The expression molecular currents, courants moléculaires, has also been utilized by Ampère.28

He utilized this expression, for instance, in letters of 1833 addressed to Auguste de la Rive (1801-
1873)29 and to Faraday.30 In this last example, for instance, Ampère expressed himself as follows:

But since the experiment I performed with M. Auguste de la Rive obliged me to retract this
and admit the production of currents by influence, I thought that the big question of the
pre-existence or otherwise of molecular currents of metals susceptible to magnetization, could
no longer be determined in this way, that it should remain undecided until it could be resolved
by other means, and I put no more importance on these experiments than that I had been
wrong not to study more thoroughly.

Nowadays the most common nomenclature is that of molecular currents.31 For instance, an
editorial note published in Nature in 1914 describing the discovery of superconductors by H. K.
Onnes had the following title: “Experimental demonstration of an Ampère molecular current in a
nearly perfect conductor”.32 This paper presents the following sentence:

As there was practically no resistance, there was practically no dissipation of energy, and the
system behaved like the imagined molecular currents of Ampère, and realised the conception
of Maxwell as to a conductor without resistance.

In his lecture when he received the Nobel prize, Onnes stated the following:33

Now that we are able to use these metals, which are easy to work, all types of electrical
experiments with resistance-free apparatus have become possible. To take one example: a
self-contained coil, cooled in the magnetic field, should, when the field is removed, be able to
simulate for some time an Ampère molecular current.

25[Ampf] and [Amp85g, p. 293].
26[Lau36a, p. 587].
27[Amp26f, note on p. 197] and [Amp23c, Amp90, note on p. 369].
28[Blo82, pp. 120 and 122].
29[Lau36a, p. 763].
30[Lau36a, pp. 765-766] and [Jam93, Letter 654].
31[Max54, vol. 2, Chapter XXII, “Ferromagnetism and diamagnetism explained by molecular currents”], [Tri65,

pp. 29-31 and 39-41] and [Hof96, pp. 282-290].
32[EN14].
33[Onn67, pp. 333-334].
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Chapter 6

The Contributions of Biot and
Savart

6.1 The Experiment with the Straight Wire

Jean-Baptist Biot (1774-1862), figure 6.1 (a), also began to research the torques generated by a
current carrying wire acting on a magnetized needle after Ørsted’s 1820 experiment. He worked
together with Félix Savart (1791-1841), figure 6.1 (b), with whom he collaborated since 1819.
In October 30, 1820, they presented their first work on the action of a straight wire acting on a
magnetic needle to the Academy of Sciences of Paris. In 18 December, 1820, they presented another
work on the action of a bent wire. The reports read at these occasions were never published.1

Figure 6.1: (a) J.-B. Biot. (b) F. Savart.

In 1820 they published their first paper on this subject.2 Another work presented by Biot to
the Academy of Sciences of Paris in 2 April, 1821, has been published in 1821.3 Biot also published
a summary of these researches, without describing the experiments in detail, in the second edition
of his book Précis élémentaire de Physique expérimentale of 1821.4 The detailed exposition of his
electromagnetic researches appeared only in the third edition of this book published in 1824.5

1[BS85, p. 80], [Hof82, p. 230] and [Hof96, p. 377, n. 9].
2[BS20]. This work has already been translated to English and to Portuguese, [BS65b] and [AC06], respectively.
3[Bio21b].
4[Bio21a].
5[BS24], [Far26], [BS85] and [BS65a].
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We now describe the first work of Biot and Savart presented to the Academy of Sciences of
Paris in 30 October, 1820. They suspended a small magnetized needle AB by a vertical silk thread,
with the projection of this thread passing through the center of gravity of the needle. In order to
cancel the magnetic action of the Earth acting on the magnetic needle, they utilized another large
and powerful magnet A′B′ placed horizontally at the same height as the small needle. The large
magnet was placed in an appropriate orientation and distance to the needle. With this procedure,
the needle could remain at rest in any orientation, so that its axis AB might make, for instance,
an arbitrary angle with the East-West direction. They then placed a long vertical wire CMZ
close to the needle. In their first published paper they did not supply any figure describing their
experimental apparatus. However, in his book of 1824 Biot presented the image appearing in our
figure 6.2.6

Figure 6.2: Biot and Savart’s experiment with the straight wire. The electric current flows from
Z to C. The small magnetized needle AB can oscillate in a horizontal plane around the vertical
silk thread.

Their first conclusion when a constant current was flowing through the vertical wire was the
following:7

By these procedures MM. Biot and Savart arrived at the following result which rigorously
represents the action experienced by a molecule of austral or boreal magnetism when placed
at some distance from a fine and indefinite cylindrical wire which is made magnetic by voltaic
current. Drawing a perpendicular to the axis of the wire from the point where the magnetic

6[BS24, plate II, figure 7, p. 707], [Far26, p. 308, figure 134] and [Tri65, p. 120, figure 41].
7[BS20], [BS65b, p. 118] and [AC06].
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molecule resides, the force influencing the molecule is perpendicular to this line and to the
axis of the wire.

What they called a “magnetic molecule” should be understood as a supposed particle of austral
or boreal fluid, that is, a particle containing a North pole or a South pole, respectively.

However, as a matter of fact, they did not observe a “force influencing the magnetic molecule”.
What they observed was a torque exerted by the current carrying wire acting on the magnetized
needle. When the horizontal magnetic needle was in equilibrium under the action of this torque,
at rest relative to the ground, with the auxiliary magnet A′B′ canceling terrestrial magnetism, its
orientation was orthogonal not only to the vertical current carrying wire, but also to the shortest
straight line connecting the center of the needle to the vertical wire. If the needle were removed
from this specific orientation and released from rest, it would suffer a torque tending to return it to
this orientation. This orthogonal orientation of the needle had already been emphasized previously
by Ampère in the 18th September meeting of the Academy of Sciences of Paris utilizing his astatic
magnetic needle, as discussed in Section 3.2, figure 3.2.

Biot and Savart interpreted their experiment based on supposed forces acting on the magnetic
poles of the needle. They concluded that the direction of this force acting on a point magnetic
fluid was orthogonal to the plane formed by the vertical straight wire and by the pole. Moreover,
the direction of this force pointed in opposite senses if it was acting on an austral or on a boreal
fluid (that is, if it was acting on a North pole or on a South pole of the needle). Their conclusion
can be illustrated by means of figure 6.3.8 The straight wire carrying a current i and the particle
of austral or boreal magnetism m are located in the plane of the paper. When the current flows
as indicated by the arrow, the force acting on the particle will be orthogonal to the paper. When
it is an austral magnetic fluid (that is, a North pole), the force will point downwards. When it is
a boreal magnetic fluid (that is, a South pole), the force will point upwards.

Figure 6.3: A particle of austral or boreal magnetism is represented by the letter m.

They described their conclusion utilizing an observer analogous to that of Ampère, who had
already published his rule previously, as discussed in Section 2.3. Biot and Savart utilized a
battery in which the current flowed along the vertical wire from the terminal connected to zinc to
the terminal connected to copper. Their observer, as described in 1824, was described as follows:9

If one conceives an observer placed on this wire, with his head at the copper extremity, the
feet at the zinc extremity and facing the [magnetized] needle, the force emanating from the
wire will act on the elements of austral magnetism from right to left of this observer, and
[will act on] the elements of boreal magnetism from his left to the right, orthogonally to the
shortest distance from these elements to the wire.

In the situation of figure 6.3 the zinc terminal would be in the lower extremity of the wire, the
copper terminal in the upper extremity, with the current flowing along the arrow direction. An

8[Blo82, p. 55, figure 10].
9[BS24, p. 725] and [BS85, p. 102]. See also: [Far26, p. 345].
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observer lying on his back in the wire and facing a particle m of austral magnetism would notice
this particle being forced from his right to his left, that is, with the force pointing downwards in the
plane of the paper. The force would point in the opposite sense for a particle of boreal magnetism.
Therefore, a magnetized needle would remain in equilibrium with its horizontal axis orthogonal to
the plane passing through the vertical wire and by the center of the needle.

Biot and Savart also allowed this needle to perform small oscillations around this equilibrium
orientation, measuring the periods of these oscillations at several distances between the center of
the needle and the current carrying vertical wire. From these measurements they concluded that
the intensity of the supposed force acting on a magnetic pole of the needle “is inversely proportional
to the distance”.10

In 1824 Biot mentioned in the third edition of his book that, from the results of these ex-
periments, Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749-1827), figure 6.4, concluded by a theoretical calculation
that the intensity of the elementary force exerted by each current element of the wire acting on a
magnetic molecule should vary as the inverse square of their distance.

Figure 6.4: P. S. Laplace.

Biot’s words:11

The action of an indefinite and rectilinear connecting wire on a magnetic element, such as that
obtained in the foregoing experiments, is still nothing but a composite result; for by imagining
the length of wire to be divided into infinitely many fine sections of very low height, it is seen
that each section must act on the [magnetized] needle with a different energy according to
its distance and direction [to the center of the needle] and the direction in which its action is
exerted. Now these elementary forces are just the simple result which it is specially important
to know, for the total force exerted by the wire is nothing other than the arithmetic sum of
these effects. However, calculation is sufficient to rise from the resultant to the simple action.
This is what Laplace did. From our observations he deduced mathematically the law of the
force exerted individually by each section of the wire on each magnetic molecule presented to it.
This force, like the total action, is perpendicular to the plane drawn through the longitudinal
element of wire in the shortest distance between this element and the magnetic molecule which
is influenced. The intensity of the force, as in other magnetic actions, is reciprocal to the square
of the distance.

Biot did not present the details of these calculations performed by Laplace. To our knowledge
Laplace also never published them. It should be kept in mind that in 4 December, 1820, Ampère
had already published the first version of his force between current elements which also varied as

10[BS20], [BS65b, pp. 118-119] and [AC06].
11[BS24, p. 740], [Far26, p. 334], [BS85, pp. 113-114] and [BS65a, pp. 133-134].
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the inverse square of their distance, depending also on the angles between the elements and the
straight line connecting them, equation (4.8).

This conclusion of Laplace and Biot was wrong. It is not possible to deduce an elementary force
exerted by a portion of the wire beginning only with the integrated force exerted by the whole wire.
The only thing which can be shown is that a specific elementary force, after being integrated, is
compatible or not compatible with the experimental result due to the influence of the whole wire.
However, there can be two or more different elementary forces which, after integration, yield the
same macroscopic result. This fact can be shown with a single counterexample. Hofmann, for
instance, supposed a wire of infinite length along the x axis as in figure 6.5.12

x

yyo

V

x
r

a

m

Figure 6.5: A current carrying wire along the x axis with a magnetic particle m at a distance a to
the wire.

He supposed a particle of magnetic fluid located along the y axis, at a distance a from the center
of the wire located at x = 0. An infinitesimal element of the wire located at position x has a length
dx. He called V the angle between the wire and the straight line connecting the current element
to the magnetic pole, with r being their distance. We then have x = r cosV and a = r sinV . He
then supposed a force between the current element and the magnetic pole proportional to:13

{
eaxdx = er

2 cosV sinV dx , for −∞ < x < 0 ,

e−axdx = e−r2 cosV sinV dx , for 0 < x <∞ .
(6.1)

This supposed force pointed along the z axis, that is, orthogonal to the xy plane, just like Biot’s
supposed force.

After integrating this force with x going from −∞ to ∞, Hofmann obtained a force proportional
to 1/a. That is, inversely proportional to the distance between the magnetic pole and the wire.
The same proportionality had been obtained experimentally by Biot and Savart for the action of
a long straight wire acting on a magnetic needle.

Although the integrated result of Hofmann’s force was proportional to 1/a, equation (6.1) is
not proportional to 1/r2. This counterexample proves that it is not possible to deduce that the
elementary force is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the current element
and the magnetic pole, beginning with the experimental result that the integrated force exerted
by an infinite wire acting on a magnetic pole is inversely proportional to the distance between this
pole and the wire.

6.2 The Experiment of the Bent Wire

In their work presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 18 December, 1820, Biot and
Savart described a new experiment in which they measured the periods of oscillation of a horizontal
magnetized needle around its equilibrium orientation, this time with the needle being influenced
by a bent wire. Figure 6.6, which appeared in Biot’s book of 1824, presents their apparatus.14

The small magnetized needle AB is once more suspended horizontally by a vertical thread
whose projection passes through the center of the needle. The vertical wire C′M ′Z ′ has the same
role as the vertical wire CMZ of figure 6.2. Letter C indicates that this extremity of the wire
is connected to the copper terminal of the battery, while letter Z indicates that this extremity

12[Hof82, pp. 240-241].
13[Hof82, pp. 240-241].
14[BS24, pp. 716-717], [Far26, p. 334, figure 136], [BS85, p. 93] and [BS65a, p. 135, figure 43].
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Figure 6.6: Biot and Savart’s experiment with the bent wire. The current flows from the zinc Z
towards the copper C, that is, in the direction Z ′M ′C′ along the vertical wire, and in the direction
ZMC along the bent wire located in this vertical plane. PointsM andM ′ are electrically insulated
from one another. The small magnetized needle AB can oscillate in a horizontal plane passing
through HMM ′ around the vertical thread holding it. The letter m represents a magnetic pole of
the needle, while µ and µ′ represent small elements of the current carrying wires.

is connected to the zinc terminal of the battery. Letters M and M ′ indicate the midpoints of
the wires. These points are at the same height from the ground as the center of the needle. The
horizontal segment HM is at the same height as the needle. Letters µ and µ′ indicate small lengths
of the current carrying wires. Letter m indicates a molecule of austral or boreal magnetism, that
is, a North or a South pole of the needle. In their new experiment, Biot and Savart utilized a bent
wire CMZ located in a vertical plane. They called the angle ZMH as the inclination i of the wire
to the horizontal. This letter i should not be confused with Ampère’s current intensity i.

Initially Biot and Savart maintained a constant angle ZMH = i and changed the distance c
between the center of the wire and the center of the needle. Later on they kept a constant distance
c and varied the angle ZMH = i. They measured the period for small oscillations of the needle
relative to its equilibrium orientation for several values of the distance c and for several values of the
angle ZMH = i. From these measurements, they arrived at the following conclusion, as expressed
by Biot in 1821, at the second edition of his book Précis élémentaire de Physique expérimentale:15

I thus found that, for both the bent wire and the straight wire, the action was inversely
proportional to the distance to the points M and M ′; but the absolute intensity was weaker
for the bent wire than for the straight wire, in the proportion of the angle ZMH to the
unity. This result, analyzed by calculation, appeared to indicate to me that the action of each
element µ of the oblique wire on each molecule m of austral or boreal magnetism is inversely
proportional to the square of its distance µm to this molecule, and proportional to the sine of
the angle mµM formed by the distance µM with the direction of the wire.

That is, the supposed force exerted by the bent wire on the magnetic pole located at a distance
c from the vertex of the bent wire should be proportional to:

angle(ZMH)

c
. (6.2)

15[Bio21a, p. 123], [Bio85a] and [Hof82, p. 242].
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On the other hand, the force exerted by the current element µ on the magnetic pole m, located
at a distance µm from the current element, should be proportional to:

sin(mµM)

(µm)2
. (6.3)

Let us consider figure 6.3. There is an infinitely long straight wire, with the arrow indicating
the direction of the current. The letter m indicates a magnetic pole. Let us represent by ds the
length of an infinitesimal element of the wire located at a distance r from this magnetic pole. The
angle between the wire and the straight line connecting the current element to the magnetic pole
is represented by φ. This notation is more similar to the notation utilized by Ampère, facilitating
the comparison of both theories. Utilizing this notation, then according to Biot and Savart the
force exerted by the current element on the magnetic pole should be proportional to:

sinφ

r2
. (6.4)

Implicitly Biot and Savart assumed also that this force should be proportional to the intensity
of the magnetic pole m, proportional to the intensity i of the current flowing through the element,
and also proportional to the infinitesimal length ds of the element. They needed this force exerted
by a current element in order to obtain, by integration, the force exerted by a long straight or bent
wire acting on a magnetic pole. With this notation, the result obtained by Biot and Savart can be
expressed mathematically by saying that their force exerted by a current element on a magnetic
pole should be proportional to:

mids sinφ

r2
. (6.5)

As will be seen in Section 9.7, Biot obtained erroneously, from his experimental data, that the
force exerted by a bent wire acting on a magnetic pole should be given by an expression like equation
(6.2). Later on he needed to correct this expression, as will be discussed in Section 9.7. He made
also a theoretical mistake in assuming that it would be possible to deduce an infinitesimal force
exerted by a current element acting on a magnetic pole beginning only with the integrated result
of the macroscopic force exerted by a bent wire. After all, as shown by Hofmann’s counterexample,
it is possible to have two or more elementary forces which are different from one another, although
both of them yield the same integrated result for a specific configuration. For the time being we
will not discuss these aspects of Biot’s work. They will be discussed in detail in Section 9.7 and in
Chapter 17.

6.3 An Unexpected Result for Ampère: The Case of Equi-
librium of Orthogonal Currents

In Sections 6.1 and 6.2 we discussed Biot and Savart’s experiments presented to the Academy of
Sciences of Paris with the straight and bent wires at the meetings of 30 October and 18 December,
1820, respectively. Consider a long straight wire and a magnetic particle located in the same
vertical plane. According to their results, the force exerted by the wire on the magnetic particle
should always be in a horizontal plane. When the distance c between the particle and the wire is
constant, this force will always have the same intensity, no matter the inclination between the wire
and a horizontal straight line belonging to this vertical plane. Let b represent this angle between
the wire and the horizontal, figure 6.7.16

Suppose now there is a small horizontal magnetized needle pointing along the local magnetic
meridian, suspended by a vertical thread passing above its center of gravity. This needle is located
in the same vertical plane of the wire. If the distance c between the wire and the center of the
needle is great compared with the length of the needle, then the intensity of the torque exerted by
the current carrying wire and acting on the needle will not depend on the angle b, according to

16[Hof82, pp. 317-328] and [Hof96, pp. 271-274 and 322-323].
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Figure 6.7: A long straight wire located in the vertical plane of the paper, making an angle b with
the horizontal. A small horizontal magnetized needle has its center at a distance c to the wire.

Biot and Savart’s conceptions. That is, with a constant distance c this force will be independent
of the angle b. Likewise, the period of small oscillations of a small magnet in the horizontal plane
suspended by a vertical thread will not depend on the angle b, considering a constant distance c
between this center of the magnet and the wire.

Ampère was suspicious of this conclusion based on Biot and Savart’s conceptions. At this time,
between December 1820 and January 1821, he considered that n/m = 0 in his equation (4.8), or
that k = 0 in equations (2.1) and (2.2). Ampère did not work with magnetic poles, considering all
magnetic effects of the magnets as being due to electric currents flowing through them. Initially
he assumed that these supposed equivalent electric current loops followed concentric circles which
were orthogonal to the axis of this small cylindrical magnet. He then supposed n/m = k = 0 in
his force between two current elements and calculated the torque exerted by the wire of figure 6.7
acting on the ensemble of these equivalent electric circuits. He obtained that the intensity of this
torque was proportional to:17

1 + sin2 b

c
. (6.6)

That is, according to Ampère this torque should depend on the angle b. The torque, in par-
ticular, should double its intensity when we go from b = 0 rad to b = π/2 rad. Ampère’s torque
should depend also on the sense of the current, reversing its sign by reversing the current’s sense.

He then imagined an experiment with which he could distinguish his own theory from that of
Biot and Savart. In this experiment two long straight wires are placed in a vertical plane, one of
them horizontal and the other vertical, as in figure 6.8.18

Ampère supposed that the vertical plane formed by both wires coincided with the local magnetic
meridian. He also supposed a small horizontal magnet suspended by a vertical thread, with the axis
of this magnet initially oriented along the terrestrial magnetic meridian. The center of the magnet
was located at the same distance c from both wires. He modeled this magnet electrodynamically,
that is, as an ensemble of concentric circles carrying steady currents. These equivalent electric
circuits were located in planes orthogonal to the axis of this small cylindrical magnet. Moreover,
he supposed this distance c much larger than the length ℓ of the small magnet, c≫ ℓ.

Ampère then predicted what should happen with the magnet when a current of the same
intensity flowed in both wires, with both of them flowing towards the junction of both wires or
away from this junction. According to Biot and Savart’s conclusions, the torques exerted by these
wires should have the same intensity and opposite senses. Therefore, the small magnet should
remain stationary along the magnetic meridian. According to equation (6.6) obtained by Ampère,
on the other hand, the magnet should no longer remain in its equilibrium orientation along the
magnetic meridian. He made this prediction on 15 January, 1821. It seems that he intended to

17[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 166], [Hof82, p. 323] and [Hof96, p. 272].
18[Hof82, pp. 317-328] and [Hof96, pp. 271-274 and 322-323].
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Figure 6.8: A vertical wire and a horizontal wire carry currents of the same intensity, being at
equal distance c from the center of a small cylindrical magnet which has its center in the same
vertical plane formed by these wires. The magnet can turn in the horizontal plane around the
vertical thread holding it.

publish his calculations, as there is a copy of his chemise 166 containing these calculations in a
format ready for publication.19

He performed the experiment together with César-Mansuète Despretz (1798-1863) five days
later, on his forty-sixth birthday, 20 January, 1821.20 The magnet did not move! We will call this
experiment the case of equilibrium of orthogonal currents.

The result of this experiment was a confirmation of Biot and Savart’s theory and a refutation
of Ampère’s prediction based on equation (6.6). This wrong prediction was based on Ampère’s
belief at this time that the coefficient n/m in his equation (4.8), should be null, n/m = 0, or that
equivalently k = 0 in equations (2.1) and (2.2). At this time Ampère was totally convinced that
n/m = k = 0 in his force between current elements. Despite the negative result of this experiment,
he did not doubt that the constants n/m or k should have a non-zero value.

On the other hand, if he had performed the same calculations utilizing his complete equation
(2.1) or (2.2), he would had obtained a torque intensity exerted by a single long straight wire acting
on a small magnet as given by:21

(1 − k) + (1 + 2k) sin2 b

c
. (6.7)

Therefore, the torque intensity exerted by the horizontal wire (b = 0 rad) located below the
magnetized needle of figure 6.8 would be then proportional to (1 − k)/c. The torque exerted by
the vertical wire of this figure with b = π/2 rad, on the other hand, would point in the opposite
sense of the previous torque, being proportional to (2 + k)/c. The net torque due to both wires
would be then proportional to (1 + 2k)/c. Utilizing this theoretical prediction and the negative
result obtained in this experiment performed with Despretz showing a zero net torque, Ampère
might have concluded that k = −1/2. He might had arrived at this conclusion as early as January
1821, provided he had performed these calculations.

He might also had concluded that k = −1/2 by performing experiments with a single wire and
varying the angle b of inclination of the wire to the horizontal, observing that the torque intensity
experienced by the magnetized needle was independent of b. According to equation (6.7) he would

19[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 166].
20[Ampc, carton 8, chemise 166], [Amp23a, p. 21], [Amp22i, p. 343], [Hof82, p. 325] and [Hof96, pp. 272-273].
21These detailed calculations can be found in: [Hof82, Appendix C, pp. 454-462].
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then conclude that k = −1/2. As a matter of fact, however, he only arrived at this correct value
of k one year later, utilizing a completely different experiment, as will be discussed in Section 7.5.

However in 1821 Ampère did not perform any of these generic calculations leading to equation
(6.7). This experiment had a profound impact on him. He gave up publishing this new memoir and
remained in silence for two years. He only mentioned this experiment in 1823,22 after obtaining
the final value of his force between current elements with k = −1/2. Only then could he explain
quantitatively the null result of his experiment performed with Despretz utilizing his own force
law, as will be fully discussed in Section 9.8.

22[Amp23a, pp. 20-21], [Amp22i, pp. 342-343] and [Hof82, p. 325].



Chapter 7

How Ampère Obtained the Final
Expression of His Force between
Current Elements

7.1 Faraday’s Experiment of Continuous Rotation

The first phase of Ampère’s electrodynamic researches began in September 1820 with the an-
nouncement of Ørsted’s discovery, going up to January 1821. He then interrupted his researches
due to illness and fatigue.1 Another reason for stopping his studies at this moment should certainly
be related to his prediction of 15 January, 1821, followed by the disappointing refutation obtained
with his own experiment of 20 January, 1821, as discussed in Section 6.3.

In September 1821 Faraday announced a discovery which made Ampère return to his researches.
He found how to produce a continuous rotation of the extremity of a current carrying wire around
a fixed magnet and also how to produce the rotation of the extremity of a magnet around a
fixed current carrying wire.2 Figure 7.1 presents Faraday’s illustration of 1822 describing this
experiment.3

At the upper portion of this figure there are two glass cups filled with mercury. In the left
side, the upper extremity of the magnet rotates around the vertical current carrying wire fixed in
the ground. In the right side, the lower extremity of the current carrying wire rotates around the
upper pole of the fixed vertical magnet. In the left lower portion of this figure there is a portable
apparatus which Faraday sent to some scientists, including Ampère. In this instrument a wire can
turn around a magnetized bar of soft iron when the lower portion of the wire is in contact with
mercury and a constant current is flowing in the wire.4 The sense of rotation of these instruments
is reversed when only the polarity of the magnet is reversed, or when only the sense of the current
is reversed. By reversing simultaneously the sense of the current and the polarity of the magnet,
the sense of rotation of the mobile portion of this instrument remains the same.

Faraday informed Ampère of his discovery on 18 October, 1821, sending him his portable
instrument of figure 7.1. This event marked the beginning of Ampère’s second phase of researches,
culminating with his obtainment of the final value k = −1/2 of the constant appearing in his force
law given by equation (2.1). In a letter to Faraday dated 10 July, 1822, Ampère mentioned that
“his discoveries enriching physics with new facts are the main cause of what I could add to what
I had done for two years about the electrodynamic phenomena”.5

Figure 7.2 presents the situation in which the lower extremity of the current carrying wire
rotates around the fixed magnet. It indicates the sense of the current, the poles of the magnet and

1[Blo82, p. 103].
2[Far22e], [Far22d], [Far52d] and [Far52b].
3[Far22a] and [Far52a].
4Recently a historic and didactic reproduction of this small instrument has been published, [Hot00].
5[Ampf], [Amp85g, p. 293], [Lau36a, pp. 586-592] and [Blo82, p. 110, n. 2].
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Figure 7.1: Faraday’s instruments showing continuous rotation of the extremity of a current carry-
ing wire around a fixed magnet or the rotation of the extremity of a magnet around a fixed current
carrying wire.

the sense of rotation of the wire. In this configuration the force acting on the wire is leaving the
paper. According to many authors, this instrument is considered the first electric motor, being
called Faraday’s motor.6

7.2 Ampère’s Initial Experiments on Continuous Rotation

7.2.1 Reproduction of Faraday’s Experiments

Ampère became fascinated by Faraday’s discovery, as it presented an effect which he had not
predicted. After reproducing these experiments with the portable instrument which Faraday had
sent him, Ampère began to develop new results. Initially he replaced the mobile conductor by
another conductor in the shape of a horseshoe, like the inverted letter U . The lower portions were
connected to a crown or cylinder and he replaced the mercury by acidulated water, increasing the
mobility of the system and increasing its rotation rate, presenting his results to the Academy of
Sciences of Paris on 3 December, 1821.

One of his experiments is shown in figure 7.3.7 The mobile circuit is the horseshoe conductor
LOM . The current flowed downward along the branches OL and OM . There was a metal ring
soldered to the lower portion of this mobile conductor. The whole system floated in acidulated
water. The current passed through the acid going then along the SN wire. A magnet might be
placed below the system in positions AB, AB′ or AB′′. In all these cases the mobile circuit LOM
turned around the vertical axis AKO coinciding with its axis of symmetry.

Ampère succeeded also in eliminating the external battery by working with conductors made

6[SL09].
7[Amp23b], [Amp22m] and [Amp85h].
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of the main elements of Faraday’s instrument in which the extremity of a
wire carrying a current i rotates with angular velocity ω around a magnet NS.

Figure 7.3: The horseshoe conductor turns around its axis relative to the ground when a constant
current flows through it with a magnet placed below the system. The arrows indicate the directions
of the current.

of different metals, as shown in figure 7.4.8

The mobile portion of this instrument is the conductor LOM of figure 7.5, made of copper.9 It
was placed in the container ABCD of figure 7.4. A system of vertical magnets is placed below the
center of the container ABCD, with their homologous poles pointing towards the same side (that
is, with all North poles above the South poles, or with all South poles above the North poles). The
container ABCD and the horseshoe conductor EF were made of zinc, the same material of the
lower cylinderG, soldered to the horseshoeEF . When acidulated water was placed in the container
ABCD, a constant current flowed through the closed circuit. The current flowed upwards by the
arms LO and MO of the mobile conductor, flowing downwards along the vertical axis OIHF .
When this happened, the mobile conductor LOM rotated continuously around its central vertical
axis OI. Its sense of rotation, clockwise or anti-clockwise, depended on the orientation of the

8[Amp21e].
9[Amp21e, figure 21].
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Figure 7.4: Another instrument with which Ampère obtained continous rotation.

magnets placed below the container ABCD.

Figure 7.5: Mobile conductor of the instrument of figure 7.4.

This apparatus is extremely interesting, as an external source of power is not necessary in
order to obtain a continuous rotation. The instrument itself is a battery. It is composed of
different metals, copper and zinc, connected by a liquid conductor. Therefore, connecting wires
are not necessary as well.
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7.2.2 Obtaining Continuous Rotation Only with Terrestrial Magnetism

Ampère was the first scientist to obtain continuous rotation of a conductor utilizing only terrestrial
magnetism, without the presence of any other magnet. In this case his mobile conductor was made
of two horseshoes orthogonal to one another, soldered to a circular ring, figure 7.6. This ring
had a great diameter, so that the Earth might exert a large electromagnetic torque even with
small currents flowing through it, as the arm of the lever was large. Moreover, Ampère utilized
acidulated water which offered less mechanical resistance than Faraday’s mercury. In this way
Ampère succeeded in obtaining a continuous rotation of his conductor around the central vertical
axis of the system relative to the ground when the current carrying conductors were under the
action of terrestrial magnetism.10

Figure 7.6: With this instrument Ampère obtained a continuous rotation utilizing only the influence
of terrestrial magnetism.

Ampère presented his results to the Academy of Sciences of Paris at the meeting of 10 December,
1821, with the following words:11

By removing the magnets and replacing the mobile conductor by another conductor repre-
sented in figure 23 [our figure 7.6], M. Ampère observed this conductor, under the action of
the Earth, turn slowly and constantly, from East to West through the South. When the aus-
tral [North] pole of a magnet was placed below the conductor and close to it, the conductor is
made to turn in the opposite direction; returning to its initial motion by removing the magnet.

7.2.3 Rotation of a Magnet around Its Axis

In his original article describing the discovery of a continuous rotation of one extremity of a current
carrying wire around a magnet, as well as the rotation of one extremity of a magnet around a current
carrying wire, Faraday stated the following:12

Having succeeded thus far, I endeavoured to make a wire and a magnet revolve on their own
axis by preventing the rotation in a circle round them, but have not been able to get the
slightest indications that such can be the case; nor does it, on consideration, appear probable.

Ampère, on the other hand, considered that this new kind of motion might be produced in
the laboratory. He was also the first to obtain it experimentally. He communicated his discovery
to the Academy of Sciences of Paris in 7 January, 1822.13 The essence of this experiment can be
visualized by means of figure 7.7.14

10[Amp21e, figure 23].
11[Amp21e].
12[Far22e, p. 79] and [Far52d, p. 798].
13[Amp22e], [Amp22f], [Amp85d] and [Blo82, pp. 114-115].
14[Blo82, p. 115].
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Figure 7.7: The magnet NS floats in mercury with the help of the counterweight P in its lower
extremity. At the upper extremity of the magnet there is a cavity Z filled with mercury. The
electric current i flows down along DZ, leaving laterally along GF . There is a metal ring GH
connected to the mercury. In this configuration the magnet turns around its axis relative to the
ground.

In order to obtain continuous rotation of a magnet around its axis, Ampère initially floated it
in mercury by the help of a counterweight in its lower extremity. By closing the circuit, a constant
current i flowed vertically downwards through the upper extremity of the magnet, leaving laterally
along its lower portion and going through the mercury. When this constant current was flowing
through the magnet, it rotated around its axis relative to the ground. Ampère’s original illustration
of this device appears in figure 7.8.15

Ampère’s description of his experiment:16

According to what came before [Ampère had reproduced Faraday’s experiment of continuous
rotation], the motion of translation of the magnet takes place whenever it is only traversed
by currents entering it from one side and leaving from the other [side]; however, by making
all [currents] penetrating the magnet, or making all of them leaving from it, only a motion of
rotation of the magnet around itself will result. In order to produce this motion, a motion
which I was the first to obtain, mercury is placed on the upper cavity of the cylindrical bar cc′

(figure 8 [our figure 7.8; this cylindrical bar is magnetized, with its North pole in the upper
extremity and its South pole in the lower extremity, the magnet kept floating in the vertical
with the help of the counterweight P ]), and the wire Z is immersed in it [that is, the wire Z
of Ampère’s original figure, our figure 7.8, is immersed in the mercury filled upper cavity of
the magnet]. In this configuration all currents diverge from the axis of the magnet towards
the copper ring [that is, towards the copper ring HIG of Ampère’s original figure 7, our figure
7.8].

In the same paper Ampère described how he obtained the rotation around its axis of a current
carrying wire.

Nowadays it is easy to obtain continuous rotation of a magnet around its axis. All that is
necessary is a common battery, a screw and a small powerful magnet, as in figure 7.9.

This figure should be considered in the vertical plane. When the screw made of iron or steel is
placed closed to the strong magnet, it is attracted towards it. It remains attached to the magnet
and also becomes magnetized. The system screw-magnet behaves then as Ampère’s single magnet.
The system screw-magnet is put close to the vertical battery. This system is attracted towards the
metallic portion of the battery. The battery can be suspended by the hand while the system screw-
magnet will be connected to the negative terminal of the battery through the tip of the screw. The

15[Amp22e, Amp22f, Amp85d, figures 7 and 8].
16[Amp22e, pp. 70-71], [Amp22f, pp. 247-248] and [Amp85d, pp. 201-202].
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Figure 7.8: With this instrument Ampère was the first scientist to obtain a continuous rotation of
a magnet around its axis, a phenomenon Faraday considered improbable to take place.

Figure 7.9: A magnetized screw rotates with angular velocity ω, together with the magnet NS
attached to it, around the axis of the battery, when there is a constant current i flowing in the
circuit. There is a sliding contact between the wire and the magnet.

circuit is then closed by connecting the extremity of a copper wire to the upper positive terminal
of the battery, while the free extremity of the wire is connected through a sliding contact to the
side of the magnet. A constant current i then flows through the whole circuit. At this moment
the system screw-magnet begins to rotate around the vertical axis of the battery, relative to the
ground, with a great angular velocity ω. By fixing the battery and the wire in our hands, only the
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system screw-magnet will rotate relative to the ground. There is a very low friction between the
tip of the screw and the lower extremity of the battery. The system screw-magnet soon attains a
fast and constant rate of rotation relative to the ground.

In Section 21.3 we will discuss different mechanisms trying to explain this rotation of a magnet
around its axis. Ampère was the first to predict this phenomenon and also the first scientist to
realize it experimentally. Therefore, we will call it Ampère’s motor.17 This nomenclature seems
more appropriate than other names suggested in the literature, like “homopolar motor” or “unipolar
motor”.18 Nowadays it is so simple to construct this apparatus that it also received the name of
“the world’s simplest motor”.19

7.2.4 Obtaining Continuous Rotation Utilizing Only Current Carrying
Wires

One of Ampère’s initial projects was to reproduce all magnetic and electromagnetic phenom-
ena electrodynamically, that is, utilizing only current carrying wires. By following this goal he
succeeded in obtaining a continuous rotation without utilizing permanent magnets. Continuous
rotation was also obtained without the influence of terrestrial magnetism. According to a letter
addressed to Van Beek,20 Ampère performed this experiment on 27 March, 1822. In this case he
obtained continuous rotation of a current carrying conductor due to the action of another cur-
rent carrying conductor. This second current carrying conductor replaced the vertical magnet
which was located below Faraday’s original instrument. That is, Faraday’s magnet was replaced
electrodynamically by concentric horizontal loops, figure 7.10. He published his experiments in
1822.21

In this experiment the current flows upwards along the central axis SS′, flows radially outwards
along the horizontal radial conductors S′E and S′F , flowing downwards along the vertical lateral
axes EA and FG of the mobile conductor DEFGHD floating in acidulated water filling the
container ABC, so that the mobile conductor can rotate around its central axis relative to the
ground. The electric current leaves the acid through conductors connected to cups S′′ and S′′′.
The circuit is closed by connecting these cups S′′ and S′′′ to one of the terminals of the battery,
with its other terminal connected to cup S. Another electric current flows in the direction ABC
through fixed horizontal concentric loops located at the base of the mobile conductor. Ampère
made 10 or 12 turns in his loops, forming planar spirals superimposed on one another, with the
wires having silk insulation to prevent electrical contact between them. The instrument of figure
7.10 is similar to the instrument of figure 7.4. In figure 7.10 there is an ensemble of circular loops
with the current flowing around AB. In figure 7.4, on the other hand, there is an ensemble of
vertical magnets placed below the central portion of the container ABCD.

In order to explain continuous rotation utilizing his force between current elements, Ampère
utilized the following consequence which he had drawn from his initial electrodynamic researches:22

[...] there exists attraction between two voltaic conductors forming a right angle when the
electric current passing through them flows in both [conductors] towards or away from the
common perpendicular which measures the shortest distance between them, and a repulsion
takes place when one of the current flows away from this perpendicular and the other [current]
flows towards it, [...]

We can understand this quotation utilizing figure 7.11. The straight segments AC and DF
are orthogonal to one another. They are also orthogonal to the segment BE connecting their
midpoints. There is a current i flowing in AC and a current i′ flowing in DF .

Consider first the situation of figure 7.11 (a). According to Ampère, there is attraction between
AB and DE as both currents flow towards BE. There is also attraction between BC and EF

17[AC12] and [CA13].
18[GVM01], [GVMA02], [Bed02], [Kag05], [SK06], [Ste07], [Mun07], [Won09a] and [Won09b].
19[Chi04], [SU04a], [SU04b] and [SU04c].
20[Amp21d, p. 467], [Amp22x, p. 198] and [Amp85o, p. 236].
21[Amp22e], [Amp22f] and [Amp85d].
22[Amp22e, p. 62], [Amp22f, p. 239] and [Amp85d, pp. 194-195].
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Figure 7.10: Ampère’s instrument to obtain a continuous rotation utilizing only current carrying
conductors. He did not employ magnets or terrestrial magnetism.
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Figure 7.11: (a) Attraction between current carrying conductors AB and DE. (b) Repulsion
between current carrying conductors AB and DE.

because the currents in these segments flow away from BE. Segments AB and EF , on the other
hand, repel one another because the current in one of these segments flows towards BE, while the
other current flows away from BE. For the same reason, there is repulsion between BC and DE.

Consider now the situation of figure 7.11 (b). According to Ampère, there is repulsion between
AB and DE and another repulsion between BC and EF . There is attraction between AB and
EF and another attraction between BC and DE.

Ampère then presented figure 7.12, in which D and G represent the projections of the vertical
currents coming down from the mobile lateral conductorsDE and FG of figure 7.10. The segments
lKL and l′K ′L′, on the other hand, represent two portions of a single horizontal circular loop placed
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below the base of the mobile conductor. This circular loop is fixed in the laboratory and there is
a constant current flowing through it following the arrow directions.

Figure 7.12: Ampère’s explanation of continuous rotation.

According to Ampère, the conductor FG with the current flowing downwards is attracted by
lK and repelled by KL. The net effect of these two actions is a force acting on FG, directed
from L towards l. The segment DE with the current flowing downwards is attracted by l′K ′

and repelled by K ′L′. The net effect of these two actions is a force on DE, directed from L′

towards l′. Therefore, when the current in the horizontal circular loop flows clockwise in the
direction lKLl′K ′L′, the mobile conductor will be under the action of a torque making it turn
anti-clockwise around the vertical axis passing through the center of the circular loop. Ampère
described the sense of rotation of the mobile conductor with the following words:23

Then these two forces combine into a single force tending to turn the [vertical] wire in the
opposite sense of the current in the [horizontal] spiral. This new force combines with the
previous one, and similar actions are renewed in each position of the [vertical] wires, the whole
system of the mobile conductor turns continuously, in opposite sense of the current in the
spiral, during the time interval in which the communication [with the external battery] is
maintained.

In just a few months Ampère not only reproduced Faraday’s experiment of continuous rotation,
but also produced many new phenomena of continuous rotation.

7.2.5 Distinction between Continuous Rotation and Continuous Revo-
lution

Ampère distinguished Faraday’s original experiments, described in Section 7.1, from the experiment
described in Subsection 7.2.3 in which a magnet rotated around its own axis. He made a conceptual
distinction between these two kinds of experiment. This distinction affected his explanations of
these different motions described by the magnet. In Faraday’s original experiment one of the poles
of the magnet was along the vertical axis of rotation, while the other pole described a circular
motion around this axis. In Ampère’s own experiment, on the other hand, the magnet rotated
around its own axis, so that both poles of the magnet were along the axis of rotation.

The most common nomenclature which he utilized in order to describe Faraday’s original exper-
iment was “continuous revolution” or “continuous translation”. The expression which he utilized
to describe the rotation of a magnet around its axis, on the other hand, was “continuous rotation”.
He utilized the words “revolution” and “rotation” in analogy with the motion of the Earth in the
solar system, relative to the background of fixed stars. That is, the Earth rotates daily around its
axis, while it has a translational motion, or annual revolution around the Sun, with a period of
365 days. In some of his works Ampère did not make this distinction between the motions of the
magnet, calling both phenomena “continuous rotation”.

Ampère explained the conceptual distinction between these two kinds of motion of the magnet
in two letters addressed to Gherardi (1802-1879), one of them from 1825 and the other from 1826.24

23[Amp22e, p. 62], [Amp22f, p. 239] and [Amp85d, p. 195].
24[Amp25b], [Amp87b] and [Amp25a], [Amp27c] and [Amp87a].
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This distinction was also discussed in the Théorie.25

We will not discuss this conceptual difference in this book, calling both phenomena simply
“continuous rotations”. We will not discuss as well Ampère’s explanation for continuous revolution,
which was different from his explanation for continuous rotation. Our only goal in this Subsection
is to call attention to the different nomenclatures utilized by Ampère.

7.3 Ampère’s Crucial Experiment

7.3.1 Ampère’s Wrong Prediction

In the sequence of his experiments, Ampère imagined that he could obtain a continuous rotation
utilizing an astatic coil, like those described in Subsection 4.3.2. This prediction appeared in a
manuscript which has never been totally published, namely, chemise 206 bis, figure 7.13.26

Ampère did not specify his motivations to perform this crucial experiment.27

He was probably only refining his experiments described in Section 7.2. He had already repro-
duced Faraday’s experiment of continuous rotation. He had also produced continuous rotations in
several new configurations, namely: continuous rotation due only to the influence of the Earth;
continuous rotation of a magnet around its axis; rotation of a current carrying wire around its
axis, a subject which we are not discussing in this book; and rotation of a conductor having the
shape of the inverted letter U , due to a circular current loop located under the base of the mobile
conductor. In this last experiment, in particular, he had produced continuous rotation of a current
carrying conductor around another current carrying conductor, without utilizing magnets or the
magnetic influence of the Earth, as described in Subsection 7.2.4. In all these configurations he
utilized a liquid conductor which might be mercury or acidulated water. Maybe he thought of his
crucial experiment as a possibility of producing continuous rotation utilizing only current carrying
conductors, without the presence of any conducting liquid. Alternatively, he may have intended
to replace the mobile conductor of figure 7.10, analogous to the mobile conductor of figure 7.6, by
an astatic coil.

As we have seen, with the instrument of figure 7.10 Ampère obtained, in March 1822, continuous
rotation of a mobile conductor due to the action of a circular current loop. The current flowed
from one extremity of the battery, upwards along the central axis SS′ of the mobile conductor,
went laterally along the horizontal radial conductors S′E and S′F , flowing downwards along the
two vertical conductors EA and FG, which were floating in the acidulated water placed in the
vessel ABC. The voltaic circuit was closed by connecting this acid to the other extremity of the
battery. Maybe Ampère was thinking of perform an experiment similar to this one utilizing now
an astatic coil as that of figure 4.16 in order to avoid the presence of the conducting liquid, working
only with rigid conductors.

At this moment Ampère made a prediction of what to expect from this experiment, a prediction
which turned out to be refuted by his later experiment. This prediction did not appear in any of
his publications, being stated only in a manuscript which has never been totally published, figure
7.13.

Ampère’s prediction as contained in this manuscript:28

A closed circuit can never be transported parallel to a wire. However, it seems to me that
it can be made to rotate indefinitely in the same direction in this apparatus: [here Ampère
presented our figure 7.14]:

25Continuous revolution or continuous translation: [Amp26f, pp. 4-5, 118-121, 167, 172 and 197] and [Amp23c,
Amp90, pp. 176-177, 290-293, 339, 344 and 369] and [Amp65b, pp. 155-156]. Continuous rotation: [Amp26f, pp.
16, 22, 37, 49, 59, 88, 101, 108, 111, 113, 119-121, 124-125, 153, 167, 172-177, 181 and 187] and [Amp23c, Amp90,
pp. 188, 194, 209, 221, 231, 260, 273, 280, 283, 285, 291-293, 296-297, 325, 339, 344-349, 353 and 359] and [Amp65b,
pp. 163-164, 167-168, 180-181, 187-188 and 194-196].

26[Ampc, carton 11, chemise 206 bis].
27We are utilizing the word crucial in this Section with the same meaning adopted by Hofmann in his PhD thesis

of 1982, The Great Turning Point in André-Marie Ampère’s Research in Electrodynamics: A Truly “Crucial”
Experiment, [Hof82].

28[Ampc, carton 11, chemise 206 bis] and [Hof96, p. 300].
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Figure 7.13: Ampère’s Crucial Experiment.

Soon after this figure, Ampère justified his prediction of a continuous rotation due to a supposed
net torque acting on the mobile circuit, namely:29

This is because the sum of the moments of the parallel forces is not zero, even though their
sum is zero.30 In the circuit ABCD, the forces exerted on the four sides will sum to zero, but
their moments will not; this is because those on AB will vanish, and these moments will not
be able to cancel those of the corresponding forces on CD, since the moments of the forces on
AD and BC have respective lever arms shorter than those of the forces on CD.

Ampère therefore predicted a continuous rotation with this apparatus. When he wrote this
manuscript, he still assumed that k = 0 in equations (2.1) and (2.2), and that n/m = 0 in equation
(4.8). If these constants k and n/m were really equal to zero, then the net torque acting on the
astatic coil of figure 7.14 would in fact be different from zero.

Figure 7.15 indicates the directions of the currents in this experiment.

29[Ampc, carton 11, chemise 206 bis] and [Hof96, p. 300].
30That is, although the net force acting on the mobile circuit is zero, the net torque is different from zero.
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Figure 7.14: Ampère’s prediction of continuous rotation of an astatic coil.
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Figure 7.15: Directions of the currents in Ampère’s crucial experiment.

7.3.2 An Experimental Anomaly: The Case of Equilibrium of the Non
Existence of Continuous Rotation

Ampère performed the experiment described in Subsection 7.3.1 in March 1822.31 He did not
observe the expected rotation of the astatic coil! This experiment was first presented to the
Academy of Sciences of Paris in June 1822 in the form of figure 7.16 (a).32 In this publication
Ampère did not mention his wrong prediction. He only informed that he did not obtain a continuous
rotation with this apparatus.

The horizontal circular loop, placed at the bottom of the astatic coil of figure 7.16, appears in
figure 7.17.33 This circular loop is fixed in the laboratory, with its axis of symmetry coinciding
with the vertical axis of symmetry of the astatic coil.

Ampère described this crucial experiment as follows:34

[...], at the rod TT ′ (figure 16 [our figure 7.16 (a)]) is adapted an annular cup O which is
insulated from the rod by a glass tube Mm, and which is in communication with the cup S′′

by the copper miter NnS′′.35

The spiral represented in figure 2 [our figure 7.17, showing the circular coils placed below the
astatic coil], with which is produced the continuous motion in the apparatus of figure 1 [our
figure 7.10], plunges into cups S′′ and S′′′ by its two extremities. The mobile conductor [that
is, the astatic coil KEDBHGFK] supported by point K at cup S′ is composed of two parts,

31[Ampc, carton 9, chemise 173].
32[Amp22p].
33[Amp22p].
34[Amp22p, pp. 414-415].
35Original French text: équerre en cuivre NnS′′.
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Figure 7.16: (a) Case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous rotation. (b) Directions of
the currents in Ampère’s crucial experiment.

Figure 7.17: Circular current carrying coil located at the base of the astatic coil of figure 7.16.

KFGH and KEDB, equal and similar to one another, in such a way that the Earth does not
act on this conductor. They [these two parts] are gathered by a ring BH concentric to the
rod TT ′. This ring is connected by a point A which plunges into the mercury of cup O. The
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[electric] communication is established by plunging, for instance, the positive wire in S and
the negative wire in S′′′. The current is then divided into two directions, STKEDBAONS′′

and STKFGHAONS′′. It arrives in this way at cup S′′, follows the spiral LL′L′′ (figure
2 [our figure 7.17]), arriving at cup S′′′ (figure 16 [our figure 7.16 (a)]), where the appendix
L′′′M ′′′ is plunged (figure 2 [our figure 7.17]), which is put into communication with the
negative extremity of the battery by also plunging there the conducting wire coming from this
extremity. When everything is so arranged, the mobile conductor BDEFGH does not turn
continuously, as happened with the conductor of figure 1 [our figure 7.10], it does not acquire
any motion or then it oscillates around a position of stable equilibrium.

This experiment, contradicting Ampère’s expectations, had a crucial importance in his re-
searches. He began to consider it as a new case of equilibrium, which will be called here the case
of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous rotation.

7.4 Transformations of the Force between Current Elements

Ampère utilized the case of equilibrium of non existence of continuous rotation in order to finally
obtain the correct value of the constant k of equations (2.1) and (2.2). Between March and June,
1822, he analyzed this experiment theoretically. He utilized the general expression of his force
between current elements which he had obtained utilizing the addition law, with an arbitrary
value of the constant k. He presented his final results to the Academy of Sciences of Paris in
10 June, 1822. His fundamental work was published in the same year.36 A detailed summary of
Ampère’s calculations can be found in the work of Grattan-Guinness.37

In this work Ampère considered the general expression of the force between current elements,
equation (2.1), which was compatible with his addition law, namely:

ii′dsds′

rn
(sinα sinβ cos γ + k cosα cosβ) . (7.1)

For the sake of generality, Ampère worked with a force inversely proportional to an arbitrary
power n of the distance r between both elements, although he still believed that n = 2 by analogy
with the gravitational, electrostatic and magnetic forces. As he said in another work:38

[...] the consideration of the several attractions observed in nature makes me believe that
the attraction [between current elements], whose expression I am looking for, also acts in the
inverse square of the distance; [however,] I will suppose it, for the sake of generality, in the
inverse ratio of the nth power of this distance, with n being a constant whose value is to be
determined.

It should be remarked that the power n of the distance r appearing in equation (7.1) has no
relation with the constant n appearing in equation (4.8).

7.4.1 Force as a Function of the Angle between the Current Elements

Before obtaining the final value of the constant k appearing in equation (7.1), Ampère presented
two transformations of this force. One of these transformations related the four angles discussed
in Section 2.8, namely, α, β, γ and ε. This relation is expressed by the following expression:

cos ε = sinα sinβ cos γ + cosα cosβ . (7.2)

In the article published in 1822 he said that this equation “is evident by the fundamental
principle of spherical trigonometry”.39 In the Théorie he mentioned that this expression was
obtained “by considering the spherical triangle with sides θ, θ′ and ε”.40 The angle θ is equivalent

36[Amp22p].
37[GG90a, pp. 930-933].
38[Amp22q, p. 229] and [Amp85m, p. 263].
39[Amp22p, p. 411].
40[Amp26f, p. 32], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 204] and [Amp65b, p. 176].
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to the angle α, while the angle θ′ is equivalent to the angle β. He did not present a figure illustrating
how to obtain this relation. In any event, equation (7.2) can be understood utilizing our figure
7.18.

Figure 7.18: Spherical triangle.

In this spherical triangle, ABC represents a portion of the surface of a sphere centered in O,
with radius OA = OB = OC = R. The projection of point B onto the plane AOC is the point
P . The point M is chosen along OA in such a way that BM is orthogonal to OA. Likewise, point
N is chosen along OC in such a way that BN is orthogonal to OC. The infinitesimal element ds
is chosen along OA, the element ds′ is chosen along OB and the straight line r connecting these
elements is chosen along OC. With these choices the angle α is given by COA, the angle β is given
by COB, the angle ε is given by AOB and the angle γ is given by BNP . Moreover, the angle αM

is defined by POM and the angle αN is defined by NOP , such that α = αM + αN .
From the triangle ONB one obtains that cosβ = ON/R and sinβ = BN/R. From the triangle

OMB one obtains that cos ε = OM/R and sin ε = BM/R. From the triangle OMP one obtains
that cosαM = OM/OP and sinαM = PM/OP . And from the triangle ONP one obtains that
cosαN = ON/OP and sinαN = PN/OP . From these relations it follows that:

OM = R cos ε = OP cosαM = OP cos(α− αN )

= OP (cosα cosαN + sinα sinαN ) . (7.3)

Utilizing the relations of the triangle OMB together with equation (7.3) one obtains:

R cos ε = OM = (OP cosαN ) cosα+ (OP sinαN ) sinα . (7.4)

Utilizing the relations of the triangle ONP in equation (7.4) yields:

R cos ε = ON cosα+ PN sinα . (7.5)

Utilizing the relations of the triangle ONB together with equation (7.5) yields:

R cos ε = R cosα cosβ + PN sinα . (7.6)

From the triangle BPN one obtains PN = BN cos γ, while from the triangle ONB one obtains
BN = R sinβ. Applying these two last results into equation (7.6) one obtains finally equation (7.2).
Utilizing equation (7.2) into equation (7.1) yields:

ii′dsds′

rn
[cos ε+ (k − 1) cosα cosβ] =

ii′dsds′

rn
(cos ε+ h cosα cosβ) . (7.7)
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Equation (7.7) is equivalent to equation (2.3) with α and β replacing θ and θ′, respectively,
and with h = k − 1.

7.4.2 Force Expressed in Terms of Partial Derivatives

In this very important paper of 1822 Ampère presented for the first time another fundamental
transformation of his force between current elements. He now expressed this force in terms of
partial derivatives of the distance r between the two current elements, relative to the location of
the infinitesimal lengths ds and ds′. Although he utilized the expression “partial derivatives”, he
wrote these partial derivatives with the symbols dr/ds and dr/ds′, instead of utilizing the modern
notation ∂r/∂s and ∂r/∂s′.

He considered figure 2.20, on our page 36. In our figure 7.19 we present the main elements of
Ampère’s original figure in order to understand his mathematical transformation.

Figure 7.19: The infinitesimal elements ds and ds′ are arbitrarily orientated in tri-dimensional
space.

The lengths of the curved current carrying wires are represented by BM = s and B′M ′ = s′.
The infinitesimal increments of these distances are given by Mm = ds and M ′m′ = ds′. In figure
7.19 these elements are purposely represented with a very large size. These elements are located
in space, with arbitrary orientations. Therefore, they do not need to be located in a single plane.
The distance between these elements is given by MM ′ = r. This distance is a function of two
independent variables, s and s′, such that, r = r(s, s′). The perpendicularsme and m′e′ are drawn
along the straight line passing through MM ′. According to Ampère’s specification, the angle α is
given by mMe, while the angle β is given by m′M ′e′. The distance between M and M ′ is given
by MM ′ = r, while the distance between points m and m′ is given by mm′. According to figure
7.19, and taking into account that we are dealing with infinitesimal distance, the variation dr is
then given by:

dr = eM − e′M ′ = cosαds− cosβds′ . (7.8)

This equation leads to the following conclusion:41

41In modern notation, we would have:

dr =

(

∂r

∂s

)

ds+

(

∂r

∂s′

)

ds′ ,
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cosα =
dr

ds
, (7.9)

and

cosβ = − dr

ds′
. (7.10)

Ampère derived equation (7.10) partially relative to s and obtained:

dβ

ds
sinβ =

d2r

dsds′
. (7.11)

He then observed that by going from point M to point m the curved length s is transformed
into s + ds, while the angle β decreases its value. This reduction in the value of β is given
by the projection of the angle MM ′m onto the plane MM ′m′, that is, dβ = −MM ′m cosγ.
Here γ represents the angle between planes M ′Mm and MM ′m′. However, the angle MM ′m is
approximately given by:

MM ′m ≈ me

eM ′
≈ me

M ′M
=
ds sinα

r
. (7.12)

Combining this equation with the previous value of dβ one obtains:

dβ

ds
= − sinα cos γ

r
. (7.13)

The combination of equations (7.11) and (7.13) yields:

sinα sinβ cosγ = −r d2r

dsds′
. (7.14)

Application of equations (7.9), (7.10) and (7.14) into equation (7.2) yields:

cos ε = −r d2r

dsds′
− dr

ds

dr

ds′
. (7.15)

Equations (7.2), (7.9), (7.10), (7.14) and (7.15) applied into equation (7.1) yields finally:

ii′dsds′

rn
(sinα sinβ cos γ + k cosα cosβ)

=
ii′dsds′

rn
[cos ε+ (k − 1) cosα cosβ]

= − ii
′dsds′

rn

(
r
d2r

dsds′
+ k

dr

ds

dr

ds′

)

= −ii′dsds′r1−n−k

(
rk

d2r

dsds′
+ krk−1 dr

ds

dr

ds′

)

= −ii′dsds′r1−n−k d
(
rk dr

ds′

)

ds
= −ii′dsds′ r

1−n−k

1 + k

d2
(
r1+k

)

dsds′
. (7.16)

Equation (7.16) presents the various force expressions which Ampère included in his paper of
1822 representing the interaction between two current elements.

cosα =
∂r

∂s
,

and

cos β = −
∂r

∂s′
.
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This mathematical transformation is valid no matter the value of the constant k. In the
particular case in which k = 1 one obtains:

sinα sinβ cos γ + cosα cosβ = −d
2(r2/2)

dsds′
. (7.17)

In this paper of 1822 Ampère also utilized rectangular coordinates in order to represent the
location of point M by (x, y, z), while the location of point M ′ was represented by (x′, y′, z′).
The distance MM ′ can then be written as:

r =
√
(x′ − x)2 + (y′ − y)2 + (z′ − z)2 . (7.18)

By performing the partial derivative of r2/2 relative to s′ he obtained:

d(r2/2)

ds′
= (x′ − x)

dx′

ds′
+ (y′ − y)

dy′

ds′
+ (z′ − z)

dz′

ds′
. (7.19)

Deriving partially this equation relative to ds he obtained:

d2(r2/2)

dsds′
= −dx

ds

dx′

ds′
− dy

ds

dy′

ds′
− dz

ds

dz′

ds′
. (7.20)

Equation (7.20) applied to equations (7.2) and (7.17) leads to:

cos ε = sinα sinβ cos γ + cosα cosβ =
dx

ds

dx′

ds′
+
dy

ds

dy′

ds′
+
dz

ds

dz′

ds′
. (7.21)

7.5 The Obtainment of the Value k = −1/2

In his paper of 1822 Ampère said that the case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous
rotation was a “new fact”. He explained this new fact as follows:42

This fact can be stated as follows: A closed circular circuit can never produce a continuous
motion taking place always in the same sense, when acting on a mobile conductor of arbitrary
form beginning from a point located along the perpendicular to the plane of this circuit passing
through the center of the circle relative to which the circuit forms a circumference and ending
at another point along the same axis, while the mobile conductor can only move by rotating
around this axis.

In order to justify this new fact, he presented publicly for the first time his case of equilibrium
of the non existence of continuous rotation. This experiment was discussed in Subsection 7.3.2.

We now analyze how Ampère obtained the final value of his constant k. He first presented
figure 7.20.43 The coordinate system utilized by Ampère was left or levogyrous, that is, with the x
and y axes inverted relative to the common orientation utilized nowadays which follows the right
hand rule.

There is a circle of radius a located in the xy plane and centered at the origin of the coordinate
system. A constant current i′ flows along this circle. This current carrying circuit exerts a torque
upon a current element ids located at pointM . This current element ids belongs to another circuit
which can turn around the z axis. Ampère’s goal was to calculate the net torque exerted by the
circular loop acting on this current element ids. He would then impose that this net torque must
vanish, as shown by his experiment of the case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous
rotation. The desired value of the constant k would be obtained by imposing a zero net torque
acting on this current element.

He was very succinct in his paper of 1822 as regards the deduction of the value of the constant
k. In this Section we detail the mathematical passages of his short deduction. Moreover, in order to
simplify the comprehension of his mathematical arguments, we utilize a coordinate system oriented

42[Amp22p, p. 414].
43[Amp22p, figure 15].
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Figure 7.20: Ampère’s original figure.

according to the right hand rule, as usual, instead of utilizing Ampère’s levogyrous system. We
also utilize the symbol ∂ in order to express partial derivatives. He utilized a cylindrical coordinate
system with variable u =

√
x2 + y2 representing the distance of an arbitrary point (x, y) to the z

axis of rotation and with variable t representing the azimuthal angle. Instead of Ampère’s symbols,
we utilize the more usual letter ρ =

√
x2 + y2 to represent the distance of the z axis, while ϕ will

represent the azimuthal angle. In figure 7.21 we included the main elements which will interest us
here, as taken from Ampère’s original image.

a

M
ids

Q

K

r

y

x

i ds’’

z

N

M’

φ

O

a

ρ

φ’

Figure 7.21: The main elements of Ampère’s figure which were utilized to obtain the correct value
of the constant k.

There is a circle of radius a located in the xy plane, centered at the origin O of a cartesian
coordinate system xyz. A constant current i′ flows in this circular circuit. We utilize cylindrical
coordinates (ρ, ϕ, z). A current element i′ds′ = i′adϕ′ is located at point M ′ = (a, ϕ′, 0). It
exerts a torque on another current element ids located at point M = (ρ, ϕ, z). The vertical
projection of point M onto the xy plane is the point N . The straight line passing through ON is
cut at point K orthogonally by another straight line passing through pointM ′. The angle between
the x axis and the segment OM ′ is given by ϕ′, while ϕ represents the angle between the x axis
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and the segment ON . Therefore, sin(ϕ − ϕ′) = M ′K/a. The distance between the two current
elements is given by M ′M = r =

√
ρ2 + a2 − 2ρa cos(ϕ− ϕ′) + z2. With these definitions one

obtains:

∂r

∂s′
=

1

a

∂r

∂ϕ′
= −ρ

r
sin(ϕ− ϕ′) . (7.22)

According to equations (7.16) and (7.22), Ampère’s force exerted by current element i′ds′ and
acting on the current element ids can be written as:

−ii′dsds′r1−n−k ∂

∂s

(
rk
∂r

∂s′

)
= ii′dsadϕ′r1−n−k ∂

∂s

[
rk−1ρ sin(ϕ− ϕ′)

]
. (7.23)

This force is directed along the straight line M ′M = r connecting both current elements. In
this experiment only the torque acting on the circuit containing the element ids matters in order to
make it turn around the z axis. Therefore, the only component of the force given by equation (7.23)
which interests us here is the force component perpendicular to the plane ONM . In order to obtain
this component, we only need to multiply the total force by the factorM ′K/M ′M = a sin(ϕ−ϕ′)/r,
yielding:

ii′dsa2dϕ′r−n−k sin(ϕ− ϕ′)
∂

∂s

[
rk−1ρ sin(ϕ− ϕ′)

]
. (7.24)

In order to obtain the torque around the z axis, one only needs to multiply equation (7.24) by
the arm ρ of the lever. Integrating, over the whole circuit S, this torque acting on the element
i′ds′ yields:

ii′a2dϕ′
∫

S

ρr−n−k sin(ϕ − ϕ′)
∂

∂s

[
rk−1ρ sin(ϕ− ϕ′)

]
ds . (7.25)

According to Ampère and his case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous rotation,
this integral must vanish whenever two points of the circuit S pass through the z axis, no matter
the shape of the circuit S. This integral can only vanish for all circuits S of arbitrary form when
the integrand of equation (7.25) is an exact differential relative to the three integration variables,
namely, r, ρ and ϕ. At this point Ampère concluded succinctly his analysis with the following
words:44

Now, it is known that, in order to have the value of an integral which is in this way independent
of the relations of the variables appearing in this integral, and having always the same [value]
between the same limits [of integration], it is necessary that this integral is presented in the
form of an exact differential between these variables which are considered independent from
one another, and this condition will only be fulfilled provided that:

k − 1 = −n− k ,

or

k =
1− n

2
.

The experiment [that is, the case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous rotation,]
shows that this is the relation between k and n. When n = 2 one has k = −1/2. However,
no matter the force of the analogies which make us think that n is indeed equal to 2, there
is no proof [of this fact] deduced directly from experiment, as all experiments made on this
subject were performed by making a voltaic conductor act on a magnet and, consequently,
they can only be applied, by an extension which can not be considered as a complete proof,
to the mutual action between two infinitely small portions of electric currents.

44[Amp22p, p. 418].
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In order to understand how Ampère obtained this mathematical relation between k and n, it
is necessary to continue the calculations beginning once more from equation (7.25). Applying the
partial derivative on the square brackets yields the following torque:

ii′a2dϕ′
∫

S

ρr−n−k sin(ϕ− ϕ′)

[
(k − 1)rk−2 ∂r

∂s
ρ sin(ϕ− ϕ′)

+ rk−1 ∂ρ

∂s
sin(ϕ− ϕ′) + rk−1ρ cos(ϕ− ϕ′)

∂ϕ

∂s

]
ds

= ii′a2dϕ′
∫

S

[
(k − 1)r−n−2ρ2 sin2(ϕ− ϕ′)dr

+ r−n−1ρ sin2(ϕ− ϕ′)dρ+ r−n−1ρ2 sin(ϕ− ϕ′) cos(ϕ− ϕ′)dϕ
]
. (7.26)

We have then a line integral expressed in terms of three variables, namely, r, ρ and ϕ. This
line integral will be independent of the path of integration only if there is a function φ(r, ρ, ϕ) in
such a way that the line integral can be expressed as:

∫ (
∂φ

∂r
dr +

∂φ

∂ρ
dρ+

∂φ

∂ϕ
dϕ

)
. (7.27)

That is, equation (7.26) will be independent from the path of integration when there is a
function φ satisfying the following relations:

(k − 1)r−n−2ρ2 sin(ϕ− ϕ′) =
∂φ

∂r
, (7.28)

r−n−1ρ sin2(ϕ− ϕ′) =
∂φ

∂ρ
, (7.29)

and

r−n−1ρ2 sin(ϕ− ϕ′) cos(ϕ− ϕ′) =
∂φ

∂ϕ
. (7.30)

Integrating these three equations one obtains three functions, namely:

φ1 = −k − 1

n+ 1
r−n−1ρ2 sin2(ϕ− ϕ′) + f1(ρ, ϕ) , (7.31)

φ2 = r−n−1 ρ
2

2
sin2(ϕ− ϕ′) + f2(r, ϕ) , (7.32)

and

φ3 = r−n−1ρ2
sin2(ϕ− ϕ′)

2
+ f3(r, ρ) . (7.33)

We can only have φ1 = φ2 = φ3 for any (r, ρ, ϕ) when f1(ρ, ϕ) = f2(r, ϕ) = f3(r, ρ) =
constant and when the following relation is also satisfied:

−k − 1

n+ 1
=

1

2
. (7.34)

That is:

k =
1− n

2
. (7.35)

Equation (7.35) represents the equation presented by Ampère in his fundamental paper of 1822.
Combining equation (7.35) with his supposition that n = 2, Ampère finally concluded that

k = −1/2. These conclusions represent the main portion of the work which he presented to the
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Academy of Sciences of Paris on 10 June, 1822.45 He then arrived at the final value of his force
between two current elements. Following equation (7.16), his force can then be written as:

ii′dsds′

r2

(
sinα sinβ cos γ − 1

2
cosα cosβ

)

=
ii′dsds′

r2

(
cos ε− 3

2
cosα cosβ

)

= − ii
′dsds′

r2

(
r
d2r

dsds′
− 1

2

dr

ds

dr

ds′

)

= −ii′dsds′r−1/2

(
r−1/2 d2r

dsds′
− 1

2
r−3/2 dr

ds

dr

ds′

)

= −ii′dsds′r−1/2 d
(
r−1/2 dr

ds′

)

ds
= −2ii′dsds′r−1/2 d

2
(
r1/2

)

dsds′
. (7.36)

This equation with k = −1/2 represents the final expression of Ampère’s force between current
elements as expressed in different formats.

7.6 Two Remarkable Results Obtained by Ampère

On 24 June, 1822, Ampère presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris two remarkable results
(his words) which he obtained utilizing the final value of his force between current elements. These
results were published in the same paper in which he presented this final expression of his force
with the value k = −1/2, equation (7.36).

Ampère integrated this expression in order to obtain the net force acting on a test current
element and being due to a closed circuit of arbitrary form. He obtained a null component of this
net force acting along the direction of the test current element. This was his first “remarkable
result”:46

[...] therefore, the integral [of the net force component acting along the direction of the current
element and being due to a closed circuit of arbitrary form] will vanish, which means that the
net effect of all actions exerted by a closed circuit on a small portion of a conductor is always
perpendicular to the direction of this small portion. I observe that the same [result] should
take place for any set of closed circuits and, consequently, for a magnet, when it is considered as
such [that is, when the magnet is supposed to consist of an ensemble of closed current carrying
circuits], in agreement with my opinion as regards the causes of the magnetic phenomena, and
it is, in effect, what results from various experiments due to several physicists.

This consequence will be discussed in Sections 10.1 and 10.4.
The second remarkable result which he obtained from his force with the value k = −1/2 was

presented by Ampère as follows:47

[...] two small portions [of current carrying conductors] should repel one another when they
are located in the same straight line and when they are directed towards the same point in
space. [...] The repulsion, in this case, was so unexpected, that it was necessary to verify
it; later on I performed the experiment with M. Auguste de la Rive, and it was completely
successful.

This remarkable result will be discussed in Section 8.2.

45[Amp22p].
46[Amp22p, pp. 419-420].
47[Amp22p, p. 420].
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Chapter 8

Ampère’s New Experiments

8.1 The Case of Equilibrium of the Currents in a Semicircle

As Ampère obtained the final and correct value of the constant k utilizing an experiment describing
a case of equilibrium, he began to give even more importance to situations of null force and null
torque. In his original paper of 1822,1 he presented only the case of equilibrium of the non existence
of continuous rotation. When this article was reprinted in the Recueil in 1823, Ampère included, in
the new version, two other cases of equilibrium, namely, the experiment of the sinuous wire, figure
4.17, and the experiment of antiparallel currents, figure 4.19.2 It is possible that these two new
experiments were first performed after September, 1822, when Ampère became totally convinced
of the importance of the cases of equilibrium.

Ampère visited Auguste de la Rive, in Geneva, in September 1822, performing a new experiment
with him. He replaced the horizontal circular conductor utilized in the case of equilibrium of the
non existence of continuous rotation with a conducting semicircle. We will call this experiment the
case of equilibrium of the currents in a semicircle. Ampère’s motivation to perform this experiment
may have been related to possible criticisms which might be raised against the experiment of the
case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous rotation. It might be argued, in particular,
that in this last situation the lack of motion might be due to equal and opposite torques acting on
the astatic coil, with these actions which were canceling one another being due to opposite portions
of the fixed circular conductor. When describing the new case of equilibrium of the currents in a
semicircle, Ampère himself mentioned that:3

Therefore, in this [new] experiment it is not possible to attribute the immobility of the conduc-
tor, suspended in such a way that it can turn freely around a vertical axis, to the compensation
of two equal and contrary actions produced by two portions of the fixed semicircular conduc-
tor, as it [that is, this immobility] happens in all orientations in which the mobile conductor
is placed.

The case of equilibrium of the currents in a semicircle is shown in figure 8.1.4

In this experiment there is a horizontal circuit CDEFG doubled several times over (plusieurs
fois redoublé) and containing the semicircle DEF .5 As seen in Subsection 4.3.4, “doubled several
times over” means that there were many turns of the wire in this format of the circuit in order to
increase the effect of the current acting upon an external body. Figure 8.2 (a) represents the circuit
CDEFG as seen from above, with the battery closing the circuit, and with four turns of the wire
along the semicircular portion DEF . A system with N turns in the semicircle, with a current of
intensity i′ in each turn, is equivalent to another circuit of the same size, with a single turn of the
wire carrying a current of intensity Ni′, as represented in figure 8.2 (b). We are here supposing

1[Amp22p].
2[Amp22y, p. 300] and [Amp85p, p. 275].
3[Amp85n, p. 332].
4[Amp22l, pp. 145-146], [Amp22c, pp. 320-321], [Amp22y, pp. 301 and 312-313] and [Amp85p, p. 275].
5[Amp22y, p. 312] and [Amp85p, p. 284].
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Figure 8.1: Case of equilibrium of the currents in a semicircle.

that the resistance of the remainder of the circuit is much greater than the resistance of the wire
coiled in semicircle, so that we can neglect this last resistance compared with the resistance of the
remainder of the circuit. The center O of the straight segment DF is located along the vertical
projection of the axis of symmetry of the astatic coil of figure 8.1. In figure 8.2 (b) we represented
the two lower horizontal portions of the astatic coil, d′O and Od, together with the horizontal
circuit in semicircle, DEFD, located below the astatic coil.

Figure 8.2: (a) Horizontal circuit in semicircle DEF doubled several times over. (b) Angle δ
between the lower horizontal portions of the astatic coil and the straight segment DF of the
circuit in semicircle located just below the astatic coil.

Once more Ampère did not obtain a continuous rotation of the astatic coil in this experiment,
no matter the angle δ between the straight segment DF of the circuit in semicircle and the lower
horizontal portions of the astatic coil, figure 8.2 (b). There was no continuous rotation, despite
the large current intensity flowing through the lower circuit in semicircle and the negligible friction
acting on the astatic coil.

The work which Ampère presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 16 September, 1822,
describing this experiment performed with August de la Rive, was initially published only as an
abstract.6 The complete work was only published by Joubert in 1885 from Ampère’s manuscripts.7

6[Amp22l].
7[Amp85n].
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In any event, Ampère presented in 1823, in the Recueil, the main aspects of this experiment,
together with figure 8.1.8 In the paper of 1822 Ampère mentioned this experiment only in a
footnote, without any accompanying figure.9

8.2 Ampère’s Bridge Experiment

Two weeks after presenting to the Academy of Sciences of Paris his final formula with the value
k = −1/2, Ampère obtained two remarkable consequences from this expression, as discussed in
Section 7.6. We first discuss Ampère’s second consequence. This second “remarkable result” was
expressed as follows:10

[...] two small portions [of current carrying conductors] should repel one another when they
are located in the same straight line and when they are directed towards the same point in
space. [...] The repulsion, in this case, was so unexpected, that it was necessary to verify
it; later on I performed the experiment with M. Auguste de la Rive, and it was completely
successful.

Until the middle of 1822 Ampère believed that n/m = 0 in equation (4.8) or, equivalently,
k = 0 in equations (2.1) and (2.2), although he was not completely sure of the values of these
constants. If n/m = k = 0, then two parallel current elements aligned along the same straight
line should not act on one another. In any event, if the constant k were different from zero, then
Ampère expected that it should be positive, as suggested by the experiment of Gay-Lussac and
Thénard discussed in Subsection 4.2.3. The consequence of a positive constant k would be the
attraction between two parallel current elements aligned along the same straight line with currents
flowing in the same sense. When Ampère finally concluded that k = −1/2, he was skeptical about
this unexpected theoretical conclusion that two collinear and parallel current elements should repel
one another when both currents flowed in the same direction towards the same point in space. He
then performed with Auguste de la Rive, in September 1822, in Geneva, an experiment to test this
prediction, as shown in figure 8.3 (a). This figure appears in the paper of Auguste de la Rive,11

as well as in Ampère’s works.12 This experiment has received several names in the literature:
“Ampère’s floating wire experiment”,13 “Ampère’s hairpin experiment”14 and “Ampère’s bridge
experiment”.15 We will call it Ampère’s bridge experiment.

Figure 8.3: (a) Ampère’s bridge experiment. (b) Our illustration indicating the directions of the
current. The bridge is represented by the segment sqpm.

Ampère’s prediction has been described as follows:16

8[Amp22y, p. 301] and [Amp85p, p. 275].
9[Amp22p, pp. 415-416].

10[Amp22p, p. 420].
11[dlR22a], [dlR22b], [dlR22c] and [dlR85].
12[Amp85n], [Amp26f, p. 39 and figure 8] and [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 211 and figure 8].
13[Hof96, p. 317].
14[GG96, p. 61].
15[Wes91, pp. 225-232, Section 6.4: “Determination of the force on Ampere’s bridge”] and [Wes02, pp. 305-321].
16[Amp23d].
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Two very interesting electro-magnetic experiments have lately been made by M. Ampere, in the
laboratory of M. de la Rive at Geneva. M. Ampere had been induced, from his mathematical
investigations, to expect a repulsion between two portions of an electrical current passing in
the same direction, and in the same right line, or that every part of an electrical current would
repel the other parts, a result which may be comprehended by conceiving an endeavour in the
current to elongate itself. The experiment which M. Ampere has contrived to illustrate this
action of the current, and which our readers may compare with one described, Vol. XII., page
420 of this Journal, consisted dividing a dish into two parts by a division across the middle,
and filling each division with mercury, a piece of wire was then bent into the form of the
letter U , but the curved part was bent to one side, so that the two limbs of the wire might lie
on the mercury one on each cell, and the bent part pass over the division without touching
it. The wire was covered with silk, except a small portion at each extremity, by which the
communication was established with the mercury. The poles of a voltaic apparatus were then
connected with the cells of mercury near to the division, so as to be in the lines of the limbs,
in which case the wire moved parallel to the division, so as to elongate the current through
which the electricity was passing.

Auguste de la Rive presented a very clear prediction of this experiment:17

During his stay in Geneva M. Ampère, after performing some new experiments, wished that I
presented two main and important ones in the sequence of this memoir.

The first experiment is a confirmation of M. Ampère’s theoretical points of view, who, utilizing
his formula, concluded that two portions of current directed in the same sense along the same
straight line should repel one another, and that all portions of the same current should repel
one another.

As a matter of fact, in a dish ABCD, [figure 8.3 (a),] separated in two equal compartments
by the division AC, with each compartment filled with mercury, is placed a brass wire covered
with silk, so that the portions qr and pn may float in the mercury parallel to the division
AC. The uncovered extremities rs and mn plunge into mercury. By connecting the poles
[of the battery] into cups E and F , two currents are established which are independent from
one another, and in which each one of them has as a conductor a portion of the mercury and
a solid portion. No matter the direction of the current, it is always observed the two wires
rq and pn moving parallel to the division AC going towards the opposite side from where
it [the current] arrives, and this fact indicates a repulsion for each wire between the current
established in the mercury and its continuation in the wire itself.

We made figure 8.3 (b) in order to facilitate the comprehension of this important experiment.
Ampère’s bridge is represented by the segment sqpm. When a constant current flows in this circuit,
clockwise or anti-clockwise, the bridge moves from A to C. According to Ampère, this motion was
due mainly to the repulsion between the current i flowing in the segment ts of the mercury and the
current i flowing in the segment sq of the bridge, together with a repulsion between the current
i flowing in the segment um of the mercury and the current i flowing in the segment mp of the
bridge.

This experiment is one of the most important discoveries of Ampère. It has been reproduced
and discussed in the literature until modern days.18 It will be further discussed in Section 21.2.

8.3 The Experiment Showing that n > 1 or that k < 0

Ampère’s fundamental paper showing that k = −1/2 was published in 1822.19 When this article
was reprinted in the Recueil, with some modifications, Ampère introduced a very interesting note
which is worth while to reproduce here:20

17[dlR22a, pp. 47-48], [dlR22b, pp. 46-47], [dlR22c, pp. 284-285] and [dlR85, pp. 327-328].
18For modern references consult [AB96], [BA98a] and [BA01].
19[Amp22p].
20[Amp22y, p. 317].
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Due to equation k = 1−n
2

, the value k can only be negative when n is greater than 1. This is
the reason why, before I had verified by the described experiment [namely, Ampère’s bridge
experiment, Section 8.2], that this value [of the constant k] is in fact negative, I assured myself
that the value of n is greater than 1. To this end, after obtaining by a simple calculation that,
by assuming n = 1, a fixed [plane] conductor, of arbitrary shape, can not exert any action
on a circular conductor placed in the same plane, and that the action between the circular
conductor and a rectilinear conductor should be attractive or repulsive when these conductors
have the same relative position, depending if n is greater or smaller than 1, I asked this
experiment to be made in May, 1822, and observed that this action is not null, and it results,
from the sense it happens [that is, from the observed sense of motion of the astatic coil after
being removed from the equilibrium configuration and released from rest], that n is greater
than 1 so that, consequently, k is negative, by utilizing the mobile conductor represented in
xabcdefghiky, [see our figure 8.4,] upon which acted the vertical conductor AB. The figure
presented here seems to me sufficient in order to have a complete idea [of the experiment] so
that it is unnecessary a detailed description.

Figure 8.4: Experiment showing that n > 1.

Despite Ampère’s words, it seems relevant to us to discuss what he may have observed in this
experiment. There is once more an astatic coil in a vertical plane, which can turn around the
vertical axis xy. Although Ampère mentioned attractive or repulsive actions, what he observed
was the torque acting on this astatic coil, or its rotation around the vertical axis xy, due to the
influence of the rectilinear vertical conductor AB. Figure 8.5 presents Ampère’s experiment as
seen from above.

Figure 8.5: Illustration of figure 8.4 as seen from above. (a) Astatic coil in equilibrium, aligned with
the rectilinear vertical conductor AB. (b) Astatic coil removed from the equilibrium configuration
and torque τ acting on it, forcing the astatic coil to return to the equilibrium configuration.
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Figure 8.5 represents a horizontal cross section of figure 8.4, passing through the center of
the vertical conductor AB. Crosses and circles with points represent the senses of the currents,
namely, penetrating the paper and leaving out of the paper, respectively. The five points L, M ,
N , O and P are located at the same height in a single horizontal plane. Point L is at the center
of the vertical conductor AB; point M is a point in the astatic coil closer to AB; etc. The electric
currents in L, M and P leave the paper vertically, while the currents in N and O penetrate the
paper. When these points L, M , N , O and P are located along the same straight line, with the
currents flowing as indicated in figure 8.5 (a), the astatic coil remains in equilibrium. When the
astatic coil is rotated around a vertical axis passing through is axis of symmetry xy, clockwise or
anti-clockwise, it suffers a torque making it return to the previous configuration of equilibrium, as
indicated in figure 8.5 (b). Probably Ampère observed this torque or the rotation of the astatic
coil after being released from rest from this last configuration. From this experiment he concluded
that n > 1.

Combining this conclusion that n > 1 with the previous relation between constants n and k,
namely, k = (1− n)/2, he concluded that k < 0.



Chapter 9

The Contributions of Savary

The first stage of Ampère’s electrodynamic researches began in September, 1820, with the an-
nouncement of Ørsted’s discovery and finished in January, 1821, with Ampère’s prediction about
the case of equilibrium of orthogonal currents and his experiment refuting his earlier prediction.
The second stage began in September, 1821, with Faraday’s discovery of continuous rotation and
finished in September, 1822, with Ampère’s obtainment of the value k = −1/2 in his force law be-
tween current elements, together with his new predictions obtained from the final form of the force
law. This time his new predictions were completely corroborated by the experiments. Ampère
then abandoned for several months his experimental and theoretical researches on electrodynamics
due to many bureaucratic and didactic activities he was required to accomplish in this period. The
last great stage of his electrodynamic researches began in February, 1823, with the work of his
student Félix Savary (1797-1841) and finished in August, 1826, with the publication of his main
work, the Théorie. Savary was his student at the École Polytechnique.1

In 3 February, 1823, Félix Savary presented an important work to the Academy of Sciences of
Paris related to Ampère’s force between current elements. This work was published in the same
year.2 In 28 July, 1823, Savary presented to the Academy a complement of his earlier work which
was also published in the same year.3 We present here some of his results.

9.1 Obtainment of a New Relation between Constants n and

k

The first relevant result obtained by Savary was a new relation between constants n and k appearing
in Ampère’s force between current elements, equation (7.16).

In 1820 Gay-Lussac and J. J. Welter (1763-1852) had performed a very interesting experiment.
Initially they utilized an unmagnetized steel ring which did not interact with a compass needle.
If this ring was broken into pieces, its pieces also had no influence upon the magnetized needle.
They then coiled a toroidal helix around this ring and a constant current flowed through it. The
current was then turned off and the helix was removed out of the ring. The ring did not interact
with a compass needle placed nearby. However, when the ring was broken into pieces, each piece
did now interact with the magnetized needle. Each piece behaved now as a small magnet. That
is, each small piece of the ring was magnetically polarized with a North and a South pole, so that
it became magnetized. We were unable to locate any paper published by Gay-Lussac and Welter
describing this experiment. In any event, Ampère and Savary described several times the outcome
of this experiment.4 This experiment is illustrated in figure 9.1.

1Savary should not be confused with Biot’s collaborator, Félix Savart (1791-1841).
2[Sav23a], [Sav22], [Sav23b], [Sav23c] and [Sav85b].
3[Ano23] and [Sav85a].
4[Amp23a, pp. 9 and 20], [Amp22i, pp. 331 and 342], [Sav23a, p. 93], [Sav22, p. 346], [Sav23c, p. 12], [Sav23b,

p. 2], [Ano23, p. 414], [Lau36a, p. 624], [Amp26b, p. 37], [Amp26f, p. 185], [Amp23c, p. 357], [Sav85b, pp. 340,
349 and 351] and [Sav85a, p. 370].
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Figure 9.1: (a) A constant current flows through a toroidal wire coiled around an unmagnetized
steel ring. (b) The wire is removed and the ring does not interact with a compass needle. (c) The
ring is broken into pieces and each piece behaves like a small magnet, interacting with a compass
needle.

The scientists Davy, Paul Erman and De la Borne generalized this experiment of Gay-Lussac
and Welter, this time utilizing flexible cables which were then longitudinally magnetized.5 De la
Borne, for instance, coiled a flexible iron wire around a hollow rectilinear glass tube in such a way
that the iron wire was coiled like a helix or spring. A straight wire was placed along the axis of
the glass tube. He then discharged a Leyden jar through the straight wire, observing that the iron
helix became magnetized along its length. In this way the flexible iron helix had a North pole
in one extremity and a South pole in the other extremity. These polarities were ascertained by
approaching each extremity of the iron spring with a magnet. By connecting the two extremities
of this iron helix he observed that it did not act any longer upon a compass needle placed nearby:6

Such helix presents then the singular configuration of a flexible and elastic magnet, which can
be coiled, stretched, shortened and that, according to the theory normally accepted, should
no longer act as a magnet upon a compass needle if, by connecting its two extremities, a ring
is formed. This, indeed, is what is observed, at least perceptibly.

Savary decided to analyze theoretically this experiment utilizing Ampère’s force between current
elements. To this end he imagined the electrodynamic equivalent of a cylindrical magnet of radius
r and length ℓ according to Ampère’s conceptions. As mentioned by Savary, the electrodynamic
analog of this magnet had been called an electrodynamic cylinder by Ampère. We quote Savary’s
description of an electrodynamic cylinder and also of an electrodynamic ring:7

The main goal of the following calculations is to study the analogy between magnets and the
ensembles of circular electric currents having planes parallel to one another and orthogonal to
the line connecting the centers of the circles on which the currents flow. M. Ampère called
this ensemble an electrodynamic cylinder when this line is straight and an electrodynamic ring
when this line forms the circumference of a circle. We built [such an ensemble] utilizing a
conductor wire coiled like a helix, returning then along the axis of this helix, in such a way to
neutralize the longitudinal effect of the loops, at least at great distances relative to the radius
of these loops, and this radius will always be considered very small.

An electrodynamic cylinder is composed of a system of circular electric currents having the same
radius r, placed in parallel planes and orthogonal to the straight line connecting their centers which
are equally spaced, figure 9.2 (a). The distance between the left and right centers of the circular

5[De 21], [Amp23b], [Amp22m, note on p. 374], [Amp26f, p. 185], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 357], [Sav85a, p. 374]
and [Amp85h, note on p. 391].

6[De 21].
7[Sav23b, Sav23c, pp. 1-2] and [Sav85b, pp. 338-339].
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coils has the same value ℓ of the length of the cylindrical magnet. Ampère’s axially compensated
helix, figure 4.10, represents another electrodynamic equivalent of a cylindrical magnet, figure 9.2
(b). Another electrodynamic equivalent of a cylindrical magnet is a cylindrical shell over which
flows azimuthally a surface current density K, figure 9.2 (c).

Figure 9.2: Electrodynamic cylinders which produce the same effects of a cylindrical magnet when
acting upon a compass needle.

The electrodynamic cylinders of figure 9.2 are equivalent to the cylindrical magnet of figure
9.3 (a). That is, the electrodynamic cylinders of figure 9.2 act upon a compass needle just like
the magnet of figure 9.3 (a), provided the magnet and the electrodynamic cylinders have the same
length and radius. The intensity of the effect produced upon the compass needle will depend upon
the current intensity of the electrodynamic cylinder and also upon the intensity of the magneti-
zation of the magnet. It is possible to find the appropriate current intensity flowing through the
electrodynamic cylinder which will produce the same effects (that is, the same force and torque)
on the compass needle as the effects produced on the same compass needle by a given magnet
replacing the electrodynamic cylinder.

Figure 9.3: (a) Cylindrical magnet. (b) Toroidal magnet.

Figure 9.3 (b) presents a toroidal magnet of major radius R and minor radius r which is
analogous to the magnetized ring of Gay-Lussac and Welter’s experiment. This toroidal magnet is
similar to a ring uniformly magnetized along its perimeter of length 2πR.

Figure 9.4 presents three electrodynamic analogs of the toroidal magnet. That is, ensembles of
current carrying conductors which behave like the toroidal magnet of Gay-Lussac and Welter. In
particular, these three current carrying systems do not act on a nearby magnetic compass. Figure
9.4 (a) presents Ampère’s electrodynamic ring. That is, a system of circular current carrying
electric circuits having the same radius r. The center of these circular loops are equally spaced
along a circle of radius R > r. In figure 9.4 (b) there is a toroidal coil compensated along its
hollow circular interior. In figure 9.4 (c) there is a toroidal shell with a density of surface current
K flowing along the poloidal direction.

Savary began his analysis with Ampère’s force given by equation (7.16), namely:
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Figure 9.4: Electrodynamic rings.

−ii′dsds′ r
1−n−k

1 + k

d2
(
r1+k

)

dsds′
. (9.1)

He supposed a circular current loop of radius r located in the xy plane, centered at the origin
of the coordinate system, carrying a constant current i. Initially he calculated the force exerted
by this circular loop acting on a current element i′ds′ located in an arbitrary point in space. He
then supposed several loops having the same radius r, with a current i flowing in each one of them,
equally spaced in space in such a way that the ensemble formed an electrodynamic ring of radius R.
He integrated the force exerted by all these circular loops forming the ring of radius R when acting
upon the external current element i′ds′. In this calculation he assumed that the distance between
the current element i′ds′ and the center of each one of these circular loops was much larger than
the radius r of each loop. He obtained that this net force was proportional to kn+1. By utilizing
the analogous result of Gay-Lussac and Welter’s experiment which showed no net force between a
toroidal magnet and a compass needle, Savary concluded that kn+ 1 should also be null:

kn+ 1 = 0 . (9.2)

He utilized also equation (7.35) which had been obtained by Ampère, expressing it as:

n− 1 + 2k = 0 . (9.3)

The combination of equations (9.2) and (9.3) yields:

2k2 − k − 1 = 0 , (9.4)

and

n2 − n− 2 = 0 . (9.5)

Equation (9.4) has two solutions, namely, k = 1 and k = −1/2. Combining these two values
of the constant k with the corresponding values of the constant n given by equation (9.2), one
obtains two possible sets of values for these magnitudes, namely:

k = 1 and n = −1 , (9.6)

or

k = −1

2
and n = 2 . (9.7)

Ampère’s bridge experiment had shown a repulsion between colinear elements carrying currents
in the same sense, which meant that k < 0, as discussed in Section 8.2. Ampère had also shown
experimentally that n > 1, as discussed in Section 8.3. Savary then concluded that the only
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solution of equation (9.4) compatible with Ampère’s experimental results was given by equation
(9.7).

As a matter of fact, Gay-Lussac and Welter’s experiment showed only the lack of interaction
between a toroidal magnet and a small magnetized compass needle. Savary’s calculations, on
the other hand, refer to the lack of interaction between an electrodynamic ring and an external
current element. Therefore, there is no complete analogy between these two situations, they are
not really equivalent. We can only compare these two situations with the assumption that a
magnet is equivalent to an ensemble of microscopic electric currents. However, Ampère himself
performed an experiment which was electrodynamically equivalent to Gay-Lussac and Welter’s
experiment. He utilized only current carrying conductors without the presence of any magnet.
That is, Ampère’s experiment was the electrodynamic analog of Gay-Lussac and Welter’s magnetic
experiment. We will call Ampère’s experiment the case of equilibrium of the toroidal ring. Savary
described Ampère’s experiment with the following words:8

In order to make the determination of the constants which appear in his formula independent
of all analogy between magnets and electric currents, M. Ampère imitated the steel ring by
coiling a portion of a silk covered conducting wire in the shape of a helix around another
portion of the same wire, in such a way that the electric current of this last portion might
destroy the effect of the longitudinal projections of the loops of the first [portion], making
with this helix a circular ring composed of several turns of the same helix, taking care that the
remaining portions of the conducting wire, which served to put it into communication with
the extremities of the battery, were coiled together until a certain distance of the ring, in such
a way that their actions were completely neutralized. M. Ampère assured himself that this
apparatus does not exert any action upon a mobile portion of [another] conductor which had
an arbitrary shape. This result is independent of the radius of the [larger] ring, but it supposes
the [smaller] radius of the loops to be extremely small in comparison with the distance to the
mobile conductor.

That is, Ampère built an electrodynamic ring like that of figure 9.4 (b) and observed that it
did not act upon an external current carrying conductor of arbitrary shape.

In an anonymous work of 1823, written in the third person, although evidently written by
Ampère,9 this experiment was described as follows:10

The results obtained by M. Savary when calculating, according to this formula, an observation
of MM. Gay-Lussac and Welther made in 1820, have made M. Ampère try to observe the
action, exerted on a mobile conductor, exerted by a system of circular electric currents having
planes, extremely close to one another, perpendicular to a circumference passing through the
centers of the circles described by these electric currents. He obtained, as it was easy to
predict according to the just mentioned experiment [of Gay-Lussac and Welter], that this
system did not exert any action upon the mobile conductor no matter the position in which
it was presented [to the electrodynamic ring].

Savary did not present any illustration of Ampère’s experiment in his article. We could not
find it as well in Ampère’s papers. However, there is a representation of this situation in a book
by Verdet (1824-1866),11 as shown in our figure 9.5. The left figure shows an open electrodynamic
ring. It exerts a net force upon an external current element. When the electrodynamic ring is
closed, as in the right figure, the net force vanishes.

This experiment of Ampère, together with Savary’s calculations, leads then to equation (9.2).
This equation, combined with the previous results of Ampère, led to equation (9.7). Savary utilized
these values of the constants n and k in the remainder of his paper.

8[Sav23b, Sav23c, p. 12] and [Sav85b, p. 352].
9[Jou85, p. 338] and [Hof96, p. 387, reference Ampère (1822g)].

10[Amp23a, p. 9] and [Amp22i, p. 331].
11[Ver68, p. 326, figures 185 and 186].
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Figure 9.5: (a) When the electrodynamic ring is open, it exerts a net force upon an external current
element. (b) When the electrodynamic ring is closed, it exerts no net force upon an external current
element.

9.2 The Electrodynamic Analog of a Magnetic Pole

Savary also considered the case of a semi-infinite cylinder carrying a constant current in the az-
imuthal direction. By integrating Ampère’s expression he calculated the force exerted by this
cylinder acting on an external current element idz. In all his calculations he considered the radius
of the cylinder negligible compared with the distance between the current element idz and any
circular loop of the electrodynamic cylinder. He concluded that this force12

[...] is perpendicular to the plane formed by the current element and by corresponding ex-
tremity of the cylinder, is proportional to the sine of the angle between this element and the
straight line connecting it to this extremity, and [varies] in the inverse ratio of the distance
[between the current element and the corresponding extremity of the electrodynamic cylinder].

He expressed mathematically this proportionality by the following expression:

dz sinV

r2
. (9.8)

Here r is the distance between the current element and the extremity of the semi-infinite
electrodynamic cylinder, while V is the angle between this distance r and the current element of
length dz, as represented in figure 9.6 (a). This force is orthogonal to the plane formed by dz and
by the straight line connecting the midpoint of the element to the center of the extremity of the
cylinder carrying azimuthal current. In our figure we considered a particular example in which dz,
the distance r and the axis of the electrodynamic cylinder are all located in the plane of the paper.
In this situation the force acting on idz is orthogonal to the paper, pointing vertically upwards.
It acts on the center of this current element. Its value does not depend on the orientation of the
axis of the cylinder on the plane of the paper. The force reverts its sense when only the sense of
the current in the current element is reversed, or when only the sense of the azimuthal current
in cylinder is reversed. When the senses of the currents in the element and in the cylinder are
simultaneously reversed, the force remains pointing vertically upwards.

By action and reaction, the force exerted by the current element idz acting on the semi-infinite
electrodynamic cylinder is equal and opposite to the force exerted by the cylinder on the element.
As regards Ampère’s force, this reaction force also acts along a straight line passing through the
center of the current element idz.

12[Sav23b, Sav23c, p. 14] and [Sav85b, p. 354].
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Figure 9.6: (a) Force F exerted on a current element by a semi-infinite cylinder. By action
and reaction the current element exerts an equal and opposite force on the cylinder. (b) This
electrodynamic cylinder behaves like the supposed magnetic pole of Biot and Savart located at the
extremity A of the cylinder, as the current element idz exerts the same force on the electrodynamic
cylinder and on the magnetic pole.

Equation (9.8) represents the electrodynamic analog of Biot and Savart’s result expressing the
force exerted by a current element acting on a supposed magnetic pole. We expressed Biot-Savart’s
result in the form of equations (6.4) and (6.5). Figure 9.6 (b) represents the equivalence between
Savary’s semi-infinite cylinder and Biot-Savart’s supposed magnetic pole. That is, if a magnetic
pole p is located at point A coinciding with the center of the extremity of the semi-infinite cylinder,
then Biot-Savart’s force exerted by the current element on the pole will coincide with the force
exerted by this element acting on Savary’s semi-infinite current carrying cylinder, as both forces
are proportional to the expression given in equation (9.8).

Moreover, both for Ampère and for Biot-Savart, the magnitude of the reaction force exerted by
the current element is equal to the magnitude of the force acting on the current element, while the
force acting on the current element passes through its center. But there is a distinction between
Ampère and Biot-Savart’s conceptions. Ampère compared these two conceptions in his main work,
the Théorie. According to Biot and Savart, the reaction force exerted by the current element idz
acting on the magnetic pole p located at point A acts on the pole. According to Ampère, on the
other hand, the net reaction force exerted by the current element idz acting on the semi-infinite
cylinder with azimuthal current, with the center of its extremity located at point A, acts also on
the center of the current element idz and not at point A.

That is, according to Ampère, the action and reaction between the current element and the
semi-infinite cylinder are parallel to one another and have the same magnitude, while acting along
the same straight line passing through the midpoint of the current element, in such a way that
they do not generate a net torque acting on the system. According to Biot and Savart, on the
other hand, the action and reaction between the current element and the magnetic pole are parallel
to one another and have the same magnitude, but they do not act along the same straight line.
According to Biot and Savart the action exerted by the magnetic pole acts on the midpoint of the
current element, while the reaction force exerted by the current element acts on the magnetic pole.
As they act along parallel straight lines, this action and reaction pair of Biot-Savart generates a
primitive couple on the system composed of the current element and the magnetic pole. That is,
this pair of internal action and reaction forces would generate a primitive torque on the system.
Ampère argued strongly against this primitive couple, as will be discussed in Section 20.2.

The magnitude of the force given by equation (9.8) depends on the distance between the element
and the extremity of the semi-infinite cylinder, depending also on the angle between this straight
line and the element. It does not depend on the orientation of the cylinder in space. Therefore, a
semi-infinite cylinder with azimuthal current is the electrodynamic analog of a magnetic pole.
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In his following work presented at the Academy of Sciences of Paris on July 28, 1823, Savary
generalized this result. Instead of utilizing a semi-infinite cylinder, he considered the configuration
in which the centers of the circular loops were located along an arbitrary curve in space, as in
figure 9.7. This system was called electrodynamic solenoid by Ampère.13 Figure 9.7 (a) represents
what Ampère called a definite solenoid.14 That is, a system of N circular current carrying loops
between points A and B, which are the extremities of the solenoid. Point A should be considered
at the center of the left extremity of the solenoid, while point B should be considered at the center
of its right extremity. The planes of these circular loops are orthogonal to a curve of arbitrary
shape passing through the centers of these loops, with the centers of the loops equally spaced along
this curve. There is a constant current i flowing in each one of these loops, always in the same
sense. Figures 9.7 (b), (c) and (d) represent, respectively, what Ampère called a closed solenoid,
an indefinite solenoid in both directions and a simply indefinite solenoid.15 This last solenoid has
an extremity A, while the other extremity is located at infinity. Sometimes Ampère called it an
indefinite solenoid.

Figure 9.7: Ampère’s electrodynamic solenoids: (a) Definite, (b) closed, (c) indefinite in both
directions, and (d) simply indefinite.

Savary calculated the interaction between an indefinite solenoid and a current element, as in
figure 9.8. He showed that when one of the extremities of this system went to infinity or were
indefinitely far away from the current element, with the other extremity located at the previous
point A, then the force exerted by this system acting on the current element idz was also given by
equation (9.8). That is, this force depends only on the distance between the current element and
the extremity of the system which is close to the element, depending also on the angle V between
this distance and the direction of the current element idz.

As was seen in Section 9.1, Savary had obtained that an electrodynamic ring exerted no net
force on an external current element. With the result of the previous paragraph he could generalize
this result. That is, he now considered the configuration in which the centers of the circular
current carrying loops of radii r were located along a curve of arbitrary form (in the case of an
electrodynamic ring this curve was a circle of radius R > r). When this curve of arbitrary shape

13See our Section 10.2 and [Amp24c, p. 135].
14[Amp24c, p. 156] and [Amp85f, p. 399].
15[Amp24c, pp. 154 and 156] and [Amp85f, p. 399].
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Figure 9.8: Interaction between a current element and an indefinite solenoid.

was closed, forming a closed solenoid as represented in figure 9.9, then Savary showed that the
system with azimuthal current exerted no net force when acting on an external current element.

idz

F=0

i’

i’

Figure 9.9: There is no interaction between a closed solenoid and an external current element.

His words:16

It follows that, when the two extremities of the axis are united [in such a way that the centers
of the system with circular azimuthal current loops are located along a closed curve], no matter
its shape [that is, the closed curve can have an arbitrary shape], the action vanishes.

We now return to our discussion of Savary’s work presented to the Academy of Sciences of
Paris on 3 February, 1823. Savary integrated the force exerted by an infinite straight wire acting
on a semi-infinite cylinder carrying azimuthal current, obtaining that it varies as the inverse of the
distance g between the extremity of the cylinder and the straight wire. Moreover, this force was
perpendicular to the plane formed by this distance g and the straight wire. In the case of figure
9.10, this force F penetrates the plane of the paper.

Figure 9.10: Force F exerted by a straight wire on a semi-infinite cylinder.

Savary’s result was the electrodynamic analog of what Biot and Savart had obtained as regards
the interaction between a current carrying straight wire and a magnetic pole, as discussed in

16[Sav85a, p. 374].
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Section 6.1. That is, both forces are inversely proportional to a distance and were orthogonal to
the plane formed by this distance and the straight wire. Once more the force calculated by Savary
was shown to be independent of the orientation of the axis of the semi-cylinder in space.

In the complement of the first paper presented in July, 1823, Savary generalized this result by
considering an indefinite solenoid, as in figure 9.11. Once more this force was shown to be inversely
proportional to the distance g between with straight wire and the extremity of the indefinite
solenoid, being orthogonal to the plane formed by this distance and the straight wire.

g

F

i
i’

i’

Figure 9.11: Force F exerted by a straight wire on an indefinite solenoid.

9.3 Torque Exerted by a Current Carrying Straight Wire
Acting on an Electrodynamic Cylinder

Savary calculated as well the force and torque between a current element and an electrodynamic
cylinder of finite length. He also integrated this last result in order to obtain the force and torque
between an infinite current carrying straight wire and this finite electrodynamic cylinder. A finite
electrodynamic cylinder AB of radius r can be considered as a superposition of two semi-infinite
cylinders of the same radius r having their axes of symmetry along AB, being indefinitely extended
along the same side. One of these semi-infinite cylinders has its extremity located at point A, while
the other has its extremity located at point B. Moreover, the currents in these two semi-infinite
cylinders flow in opposite directions, figure 9.12.

Figure 9.12: A finite current carrying cylinder AB can be considered as a superposition of two
semi-infinite cylinders, one finishing at point A and the other at point B. The current in the
cylinder finishing at A flows in the same sense as the current in the finite cylinder AB, while the
current in the cylinder finishing at B flows in the opposite sense.

The net force exerted by the infinite straight wire carrying a constant current and acting upon
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the finite cylinder is composed of two forces acting on the extremities of this cylinder. Each
one of these forces is inversely proportional to the distance between the straight wire and the
corresponding extremity of the cylinder, being perpendicular to the plane formed by this distance
and by the straight wire. Savary then said the following:17

This result, applied to an infinitely short cylinder, is the law which had been proposed by M.
Biot (Annales de Chimie et de Physique, volume XV, pp. 222 and 223),18 to represent the
action exerted by a magnetic molecule on an indefinite wire.

Savary concluded this Section of his paper with the following words, referring to the torque
exerted by the cylinder on the wire, which can be thought as being due to two forces exerted by
each extremity of the cylinder and acting on the straight wire:19

When the cylinder is parallel to the conducting wire, the two forces are equal and act along
parallel straight lines in opposite senses. Therefore, there only remains an action tending to
turn the wire in order to let it in a plane orthogonal to the axis of the cylinder.

Suppose now the straight wire is fixed relative to the ground while the cylinder is free to turn
around an axis perpendicular to the cylinder, passing through its center and through the infinite
wire. By action and reaction, the current carrying straight wire will exerted an opposite torque
on the cylinder. This torque will turn the cylinder. After reaching equilibrium, remaining at
rest relative to the ground, the axis of symmetry of the cylinder will be orthogonal to the plane
containing the straight wire and the center of the cylinder. Moreover, this torque is inversely
proportional to the distance between the straight wire and the center of the cylinder. This torque
supplies a quantitative explanation of Ørsted’s electrodynamic experiment described in Section
3.8.

9.4 Explanation of the Case of Equilibrium of Orthogonal
Currents

Savary applied his results in order to explain the case of equilibrium of orthogonal currents de-
scribed in Section 6.3. To this end he performed calculations appropriate for the configuration of
figure 6.7. Ampère had previously performed these calculations in 1820 supposing k = 0. Savary,
on the other hand, made the same calculations but utilizing now Ampère’s force between cur-
rent elements in its final form, equation (7.36). That is, he utilized not only n = 2, but mainly
k = −1/2.

He supposed20 “a very short electrodynamic circuit, mobile around a vertical axis passing
through its center and under the action of a conducting [straight] wire located in the vertical plane
passing through the axis of the cylinder”. He calculated the torque exerted by this infinite straight
wire acting upon an electrodynamic cylinder of length 2λ which was considered much smaller than
the distance g between the center of the cylinder and the wire, that is, 2λ ≪ g. He showed that
this torque was proportional to 2λ/g. Savary then concluded his analysis as follows:21

Therefore, [this torque varies] in inverse ratio of the distance g, and does not depend at all
on the orientation of the [straight] conductor, which can be vertical, horizontal or inclined [to
the horizon].

This [result] is what M. Ampère observed with a very short magnet suspended in the corner and
in the plane of two very long conducting wires, one horizontal and the other vertical [as in the
configuration of our figure 6.8]. When the currents [of the same intensity] in these conductors
flow simultaneously away from the vertex of the angle [formed by the junction of the two

17[Sav23b, Sav23c, p. 17] and [Sav85b, p. 357].
18[BS20], [BS65b] and [AC06].
19[Sav23b, Sav23c, p. 17] and [Sav85b, p. 357].
20[Sav23b, Sav23c, p. 17] and [Sav85b, p. 357].
21[Sav23b, Sav23c, p. 18] and [Sav85b, p. 358].
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straight wires], or when they flow simultaneously towards this vertex, and when the distances
of the center of the magnet to both wires are equal to one another, the magnet remains in
equilibrium. Therefore, the actions which it suffers [from both current carrying wires] are
equal and of opposite signs, as it should happen according to the previous calculation.

Therefore, Savary finally obtained an explanation for the experiment performed by Ampère
and Despretz utilizing Ampère’s final force between current elements with k = −1/2. Ampère
himself had never published anything related to this case of equilibrium of orthogonal currents up
to this time. Moreover, Ampère had made a prediction about the outcome of this experiment,
utilizing k = 0, which was refuted by his own experiment. Savary had been a student of Ampère.
He probably had been informed about this experiment by Ampère himself. Certainly Ampère was
thrilled by this theoretical explanation given by Savary of this embarrassing experiment, especially
because it gave another independent verification that the constant k of his force between current
elements should have the value −1/2.

9.5 Mutual Action between Two Electrodynamic Cylinders

Another extremely important result obtained by Savary referred to the interaction between two
finite electrodynamic cylinders. We will represent the first electrodynamic cylinder by AB, with
points A and B representing the centers of its extremities. The second electrodynamic cylinder
will be represented by CD, with points C and D representing the centers of its extremities. They
have arbitrary orientations in space. Savary integrated the force exerted by AB acting on CD
and showed that it can be expressed as a sum of four terms. Each term acted along the straight
line connecting one extremity of AB with one extremity of CD, varying inversely as the square
of the distance between these extremities. This force might be attractive or repulsive, depending
on the direction of the currents in both cylinders. The first term was directed along the straight
segment AC, varying inversely as the square of this distance. The second term was directed along
the straight segment AD, varying inversely as the square of this distance. The third term was
directed along the straight segment BC, varying inversely as the square of this distance. And the
fourth term was directed along the straight segment BD, varying inversely as the square of this
distance.

Figure 9.13 is a representation of his calculations.

i

i

i' i'
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C D

FCB

FDB

FCA
FDA

Figure 9.13: Electrodynamic cylinders AB and CD.

The electrodynamic cylinder AB carries a current i in each circular loop. There is a current
i′ in each circular loop of the electrodynamic cylinder CD. The force exerted by CD on AB can
be considered as a sum of four terms, namely, the force FCA directed along CA, the force FCB

directed along CB, the force FDA directed along DA and the force FDB directed along DB. Each
one of these forces is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the corresponding
extremities of both cylinders.

Savary’s result represents the electrodynamic analog of the observed interaction between two
cylindrical magnets AB and CD, as represented by Coulomb’s law between magnetic poles. Sup-
pose magnet AB has North and South poles represented by N and S, respectively, while the magnet
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CD has North and South poles represented by N ′ and S′, figure 9.14. That is, the force and torque
between these two magnets can be obtained considering the sum of the forces and torques exerted
between each magnetic pole of AB with each magnetic pole of CD. The elementary force here
is that given by Coulomb. That is, it takes place along the straight line connecting each pair of
poles and varies inversely with the square of the distance between these poles, as given by equation
(1.3).

A

B

N

N’
S

S’C D

FCB

FDB

FCA
FDA

Figure 9.14: Forces exerted by the cylindrical magnet CD acting on the cylindrical magnet AB.

Savary expressed this analogy in the following terms:22

Therefore, the action between two [electrodynamic] cylinders is reduced to four forces, of which
two are attractive and two are repulsive, directed along the straight lines connecting the pairs
of their extremities; as if these points exerted an action on one another, in order to attract or
to repel one another, with this action varying in the inverse ratio of the square of the distance.
It is easy to see, following the order of the calculation, that these forces are attractive between
two extremities, on which one extremity is at the right and the other at the left of the currents
of the cylinders to which they belong, and [these forces are] repulsive between two extremities,
one extremity in each cylinder, located at the same side of these currents.

By replacing at the extremities of the [electrodynamic] cylinders the poles of two magnets, the
previous result turns out to be the law with which Coulomb represented his experiments about
the orientation followed by a mobile magnetized needle under the action of a long magnetized
bar, at least at great distances of the poles.

In order to know if the force between the extremities of the electrodynamic cylinders was
attractive or repulsive, Savary considered two observers of Ampère, one observer in each cylinder,
as represented in figure 9.15 (a).

i

A B

C D

i

i’ i’

A N

N’ S’

S B

C D

(a) (b)

Figure 9.15: (a) Ampère’s observers located on two electrodynamic cylinders. (b) The current
carrying cylinders are the electrodynamic analogs of two magnets.

In this particular example the axes of the electrodynamic cylinders AB and CD are parallel
to one another. The arrows indicate the directions of the currents in each cylinder. Ampère’s

22[Sav23b, Sav23c, p. 24] and [Sav85b, p. 367].
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observers are lying on their backs on each cylinder, with the currents going from their feet towards
their heads. In the case of this figure, extremity A is at the right of the observer located on the
cylinder AB, while extremity D is at the left of the observer located on the second cylinder CD.
According to Savary’s conclusion, this force between extremities AD is attractive, acting along
the line AD. This force represents the electrodynamic analog of two cylindrical magnets, AB and
CD, with their North poles located at A and C, while their South poles are located at B and D,
respectively, as represented in figure 9.15 (b).

9.6 The Electrodynamic Analog of the Experiment of the
Bent Wire

In the same paper Savary also considered theoretically the electrodynamic analog of Biot and
Savart’s experiment of the bent wire discussed in Section 6.2. To this end he considered a horizontal
electrodynamic cylinder of length 2λ which might turn around a vertical axis passing through its
center O. A bent wire DCD′ carrying a current i acts on this cylinder. The bent wire is located
in a vertical plane with its midpoint C located in the same horizontal plane of the center O of
the cylinder. Savary represented the distance between points C and O by CO = c. Figure 9.16
presents this experiment as seen in a vertical plane. Point E is located along the prolongation of
the horizontal segment OC. Savary indicated the angle DCE by a curled beta.23 In this book this
angle curled beta utilized by Savary will be replaced by ̺.

Figure 9.16: Representation in a vertical plane of the electrodynamic analog of the experiment of
the bent wire.

Figure 9.17 presents this case as seen in a horizontal plane. Savary calculated the force exerted
by the bent wire acting on the short electrodynamic cylinder. He showed24 that “the [horizontal]
cylinder remains in equilibrium when its axis is orthogonal to the [vertical] plane CDE”.

He also calculated the torque exerted by the bent wire acting on the cylinder when the axis of
the cylinder is inclined by an angle θ relative to the direction of equilibrium. According to Savary’s
calculations, this torque is proportional to:

2λθ

c
tan

̺

2
. (9.9)

He then concluded:25

Therefore, [the torque] varies in inverse ratio of the simple distance [between the vertex of
the bent wire and the center of the cylinder] and proportionally to the tangent of half of the
inclination of the conductor relative to the horizontal plane, which differs little from the result
obtained experimentally by M. Biot.

23See the footnote 66 of our page 33.
24[Sav23b, Sav23c, p. 21] and [Sav85b, p. 363].
25[Sav23b, Sav23c, p. 22] and [Sav85b, p. 364].
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Figure 9.17: Representation in a horizontal plane of the electrodynamic analog of the experiment
of the bent wire.

We have seen in Section 6.2, equation (6.2), that Biot obtained experimentally that this torque
was inversely proportional to the distance c between the vertex of the bent wire and the center of the
small magnet. Moreover, Biot obtained that this torque was also proportional to the angle which is
being represented here by the symbol ̺. When ̺≪ 1 rad we have tan(̺/2) ≈ ̺/2. Therefore, Biot’s
experimental result is close to Savary’s theoretical calculation, when Biot’s magnet is replaced by
Savary’s electrodynamic cylinder.

The results presented in this Section represent some of the main conclusions obtained by Savary
in this extremely important paper. In Section 9.7 we present the reactions of Biot and Savart to
this work, while in Section 9.8 we present Ampère’s reactions.

9.7 Biot and Savart’s Reactions to Savary’s Work

In Section 6.2 we saw that Biot and Savart concluded the following with their experiment of the
bent wire presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 18 December, 1820:26

I thus found that, for both the bent wire and the straight wire, the action was inversely
proportional to the distance to the points M and M ′; but the absolute intensity was weaker
for the bent wire than for the straight wire, in the proportion of the angle ZMH to the unity.

Representing the distance to the points M and M ′ by c and the angle ZMH by the symbol ̺,
in order to compare their result with the calculation of Savary, the torque obtained by Biot and
Savart was then proportional to:

̺

c
. (9.10)

Savary, on the other hand, obtained theoretically that the torque exerted by the bent wire and
acting on the electrodynamic cylinder was proportional to the expression given in equation (9.9).
That is, the torque was proportional to the tangent of ̺/2 instead of being proportional to ̺. For
angles ̺ which are much smaller than 1 radian we can apply the following approximation:

tan
̺

2
≈ ̺

2
. (9.11)

Combination of equations (9.9) and (9.11) indicate that in this approximation the torque ob-
tained by Savary can also be considered proportional to the angle ̺. Therefore, when ̺ ≪ 1 rad,
Savary’s theoretical result may be considered equivalent to Biot’s experimental result.

However, according to Savary’s calculation, the torque is only proportional to ̺ for small angles.
A rectilinear wire is equivalent to a bent wire with an inclination to the horizontal being given by

26[Bio21a, p. 123], [Bio85a] and [Hof82, p. 242].
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̺ = π/2 rad. We can then compare the ratio of the torque exerted by a bent wire to the torque
exerted by a straight wire according to the results obtained by Biot-Savart and Savary, as given
by equations (9.10) and (9.9), respectively. According to Biot and Savart this ratio is given by:

̺

π/2
=

2̺

π
. (9.12)

According to Savary, on the other hand, this ratio is given by:

tan(̺/2)

tan(π/4)
= tan

̺

2
. (9.13)

Equations (9.12) and (9.13) are different from one another. In principle it might be possible to
distinguish between the predictions of Biot-Savart and Savary by means of a precise experiment.

Biot and Savart performed once again their experiment, this time more carefully. This time
they concluded that the correct result expressing the torque exerted by a bent wire and acting on
a small magnet is proportional to the tangent of half of the inclination of the conductor relative
to the horizontal plane, in agreement with Savary’s calculation, instead of the earlier results which
they had presented in 1821 by saying that the torque was proportional to the angle of inclination.
Their new result was presented in Biot’s Précis élémentaire de Physique expérimentale.27 In the
second edition of this book he wrote the following:28

I thus found that, for both the bent wire and the straight wire, the action was inversely
proportional to the distance to the points M and M ′; but the absolute intensity was weaker
for the bent wire than for the straight wire, in the proportion of the angle ZMH to the unity.

In the third edition of this book, published in 1824, this quotation was replaced by the following
statement:29

The early tests soon made me see that the action of the oblique wire diminishes with decreas-
ing angle between the two arms, and this seemed to be proportional; such a law was quite
compatible with the limits of the phenomenon, for the action must obviously be zero if the
angle is zero when the two halves of the wire are bent together with the current flowing in
opposite directions; and this action and that of the straight wire must become equal when
each arm is at 90o to the horizontal, since they then both form a vertical straight line. But
because of imperfections in the experiments, other laws were equally admissible and, for ex-
ample, the inclination i to the horizontal30 could have been replaced by the tangent to half
of the inclination, that is to say, tan 1

2
i;31 then, by putting F for the observed action on the

needle of the vertical wire at a certain distance, F tan 1
2
i would be the action of the oblique

wire animated by the same current;32 formerly, it would have been represented by Fi
90o

,33 a
value which can only ever differ from the foregoing in hundredths.

Biot then described his new precise experiments in order to distinguish if the torque was
proportional to ̺ or to tan ̺

2 , concluding that this last expression was the one which, indeed, was
compatible with his new experimental results:34

Therefore, it is not possible to doubt that this expression35 does not represent in general the
total action of a bent wire folded in two branches forming an angle i with one another.36

27[Bio21a] and [Bio85a].
28[Bio21a, p. 123], [Bio85a] and [Hof82, p. 242].
29[BS24], [Far26, p. 336], [Bio85b, p. 116], [BS85, p. 116] and [BS65a, pp. 136-137], our emphasis and our words

in the footnotes.
30Biot represented the inclination of the bent wire to the horizontal by the symbol i. This inclination is being

represented in this Section by the symbol ̺ to avoid confusion with the current intensity.
31This expression is being represented in this Section by tan ̺

2
.

32That is, the torque would be proportional to F tan ̺
2
.

33Or equivalently by F̺
90o

.
34[Bio85b, p. 119].
35That is, the expression written by Biot as F tan 1

2
i, which is being represented in this book by F tan ̺

2
.

36This angle i of Biot is equivalent to our angle ̺.
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That is, with his new precise experiments Biot confirmed Savary’s theoretical calculations given
by equation (9.9). This means that the torque generated by a bent wire is indeed proportional to
the tangent of half of its opening angle, instead of being proportional to this angle. Biot therefore
corrected the interpretation of his own previous experiment!

Let us now see what Biot said related to the supposed elementary force exerted by each current
carrying element of the bent wire acting on a magnetic particle:37

Now, considering an infinitely fine section of a similar [bent] wire situated at µ (fig. 9),38 where
µm or R is the distance from the wire to the particle m of boreal or austral magnetism, we
know from our previous experiments that the action of this section on the particle is reciprocal
to the square of the distance µm multiplied by an unknown function of the angle mµM for
which we put ω. It therefore only remains to find a form for this function such that a resultant

proportional to
tan 1

2
i

R
if formed by the total sum of the actions of all the wire sections exerted

on m perpendicular to the plane CMZ.39 This condition is satisfied by taking sinω for the
required function; this makes the elementary action of a section proportional to sinω

R2 ; using
this experimentally determined expression, knowing the absolute direction of the force to be
perpendicular to a plane through each distance in the direction of each longitudinal element
of wire, the total resultant of the action exerted by a wire, or some straight or curved, limited
or unlimited portion of wire, can be assigned by calculation.40

Biot’s conclusion is extremely curious. Biot and Savart had initially concluded, utilizing that the
force exerted by the bent current carrying wire acting on a supposed magnetic pole was proportional
to the angle ̺, that the elementary force between a current element and a magnetic pole should be
proportional to sinφ or to sinω. After Savary’s theoretical calculations, Biot and Savart performed
an improved series of experiments with the bent wire, concluding now that the action of the bent
wire was proportional to tan ̺

2 . They also concluded that the elementary function which would
supply, after being integrated along the whole bent wire, this action of the bent wire proportional
to tan ̺

2 , was still proportional to sinφ or to sinω! However, it is impossible that the same
elementary action will yield simultaneously, after being integrated in the same configuration, a
force proportional to ̺ and a force proportional to tan ̺

2 . Therefore Biot and Savart had made at
least two mistakes in their initial works related to the bent wire. The first mistake was the wrong
conclusion of what was the behavior, observed experimentally, of the force acting on a supposed
magnetic pole as a function of the opening angle of the bent wire. Instead of being proportional
to the angle ̺, the observed force was indeed proportional to tan ̺

2 . The second mistake was to
suppose that an elementary force proportional to sinφ or to sinω should lead to an integrated
force of the bent wire proportional to ̺. As a matter of fact, the integration of an elementary force
proportional to sinφ or to sinω leads to a net integrated force of the bent wire proportional to
tan ̺

2 .
However, by an incredible coincidence, these two mistakes canceled one another. That is, the

elementary action presented by Biot and Savart in 1821, given by equation (6.4), happened to be
valid according to their more precise experimental results of 1824!

9.8 Ampère’s Reactions to Savary’s Work

Ampère became very motivated with Savary’s work. From his manuscripts it is possible to conclude
that he himself wrote a great portion of the papers which were published having only Savary as
their author.41 He also paid from his own pocket for the publication of 500 copies of Savary’s
paper.42

37[BS24], [Bio85b, pp. 119-120], [BS85, p. 119] and [BS65a, p. 139]. See also [Far26, p. 339].
38Our figure 6.6.

39That is, proportional to our function
tan ̺

2

R
.

40Note by R. A. R. Tricker on page 139 of his book Early Electrodynamics: The First Law of Circulation, [Tri65,
p. 139]: This account confirms Ampère’s criticisms. The proportionality of the force to tan i

2
was not suggested by

Biot’s experiments. It was only confirmed by them after it had been pointed out that the Biot-Savart law did not
follow from the previous result on which it had been based, namely that the force was proportional to i.

41[Ampc, carton 9, chemise 172].
42[GG90a, p. 935] and [Sav23c].
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Ampère’s reaction can be easily understood. He realized that Savary’s work represented an
important advance related to his own research program. Ampère had obtained the final value of
his force law with k = −1/2 in June 1822, presenting his results to the Academy of Sciences of
Paris. With this final expression he had explained quantitatively all his electrodynamic experiments
related to the interaction between current carrying wires. With Savary’s work he realized that it
was possible, beginning with a single force law, to explain quantitatively all known electromagnetic
experiments, like the experiments of Ørsted and those of Biot and Savart with the straight and bent
wires. To this end, it was only necessary to suppose the existence of microscopic currents inside
magnets and inside the Earth, as Ampère had always assumed. Moreover, Ampère now realized
that it was also possible to explain, quantitatively utilizing his force between current elements, all
known magnetic phenomena. The basis of this later accomplishment was Savary’s deduction of
the electrodynamic analog of the force between magnetic poles given by equation (1.3). After all,
the interaction between two magnets and also the interaction between a magnet and the Earth can
be modeled based on the interaction between magnetic poles. Ampère now realized that he could
explain all purely magnetic phenomena from an electrodynamic point of view, namely, utilizing
his force between current elements and supposing the existence of microscopic electric currents in
the Earth and in magnets. Savary’s work opened the door to a mathematical unification of three
areas of knowledge, namely: magnetism (interaction between two magnets and interaction between
a magnet and the Earth), electromagnetism (interaction between a current carrying wire and a
magnet, as in the experiments of Ørsted, Biot and Faraday), and electrodynamics (interaction
between two current carrying wires, as in most experiments performed by Ampère).

Savary’s work contained some additional features. In the first place, by obtaining a new relation
between constants k and n appearing in Ampère’s force between current elements, Savary was able
to deduce separately that k = −1/2 and n = 2. Previously Ampère had only been able to obtain
k = −1/2 by assuming that n = 2, in analogy with the other known forces of nature. In the second
place, Savary was able to explain quantitatively Ampère and Despretz’s experiment, namely, the
case of equilibrium of orthogonal currents discussed in Section 6.3. The unexpected outcome of
this experiment bothered Ampère since 1821 and he had not published anything related to this
experimental anomaly. From now on Ampère always mentioned this experiment as another proof
of his theory!

In a letter to Auguste de la Rive, written the day after Savary’s presentation at the Academy
of Sciences of Paris, Ampère said the following:43

Yesterday’s meeting of the Académie des Sciences marks a new epoch in the history of dy-
namic electricity [...]. If follows from the whole [that is, from the presentations of Savary and
Demonferrand] that all the facts which have not yet been completely explained, observed by
MM. Gay-Lussac and Welter, Pouillet, Biot and Savart, Coulomb’s experiments with magnets,
your own experiments, those of MM. Faraday and Barlow, the known law of the inclination
of the magnetic needle etc., are necessary consequences of my formula.

All these aspects were mentioned by Ampère in a paper he published in the Recueil soon after
the reprint of Savary’s paper.44 In his Exposé méthodique of 1823, Ampère mentioned publicly for
the first time the experiment he had performed with Despretz in 1821, the case of equilibrium of
orthogonal currents discussed in Section 6.3:45

An indefinitely long linear conductor has the same rotational action on a circular current lo-
cated in a plane perpendicular to the plane which passes through the conductor and the center
of the circle described by this current, about the common intersection of these two planes,
provided that, the distance from the center of the circular current to the conductor remaining
the same, the conductor is placed in various orientations with respect to this intersection. This
agrees with an experiment done the 20th of January, 1821 by Ampère and Despretz.

Ampère’s theory became essentially complete with this work of Savary. From now on Ampère
began to elaborate and complete his electrodynamic theory, incorporating also the electromagnetic

43[Lau36a, p. 624] and [Blo82, p. 142].
44[Amp22u] and [Amp85l].
45[Amp23a, pp. 20-21], [Amp22i, pp. 342-343] and [Hof82, p. 325].
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and magnetic phenomena, which were now explained quantitatively, culminating in the Théorie of
1826, his masterpiece.
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Chapter 10

Some Later Developments

10.1 The Directrix, the Directing Plane and the Force Ex-
erted by a Closed Circuit of Arbitrary Form Acting on
an External Current Element

As seen in Section 7.5, on 10 June, 1822, Ampère presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris
his force between current elements in its final form, that is, with k = −1/2. It was expressed in
several formats, as given by equation (7.36).

On June 24, 1822, Ampère presented to the Academy two remarkable results which he obtained
with this final value of his force between current elements, as discussed in Section 7.6. One of these
remarkable results was discussed in Section 8.2. The other remarkable was the following:1

[...] the net effect of all actions exerted by a closed circuit on a small portion of a conductor
is always perpendicular to the direction of this small portion.

In Section 10.4 we will discuss Ampère’s experiment confirming this statement, namely, the
case of equilibrium of the non existence of tangential forces.

In memoirs read at the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 22 and 29 December, 1823, and in
another one read on 5 January, 1824, Ampère extended even more this last result. This development
was based on Savary’s works discussed in Chapter 9.2 Ampère initially worked with his force
between current elements in the form of equation (7.16), utilizing also that

2k = 1− n . (10.1)

He then calculated the force acting on a current element i′ds′ being exerted by “an arbitrary
system of currents forming closed circuits, or being extended indefinitely in both directions”.3

Figure 10.1 (a) presents a closed circuit S of arbitrary shape carrying a current i interacting with
an external current element i′ds′ located at an arbitrary point in space. Figure 10.1 (b) presents a
circuit S of arbitrary shape, carrying a current i, extending indefinitely in both directions. In this
last configuration the extremities of the circuit are located at infinite distances from ds′. This is
the case, for instance, of a straight and filiform circuit of infinite length acting on i′ds′.

Ampère calculated the net force acting on a current element i′ds′ which did not belong to the
circuit S of arbitrary form represented by figures 10.1 (a) and (b). He obtained once more that this
net force was always orthogonal to the direction of the element i′ds′. Moreover, he now concluded
that this net force belonged to a certain plane which he called directing plane.4 The straight line
orthogonal to this directing plane and passing through the midpoint of the current element i′ds′

was initially called normal to the directing plane.5 In the Théorie Ampère called it directrix, a

1[Amp22p, pp. 419-420].
2[Amp24c], [Amp24f], [Amp24e] and [Amp85f].
3[Amp24c, p. 136] and [Amp24e, pp. 12, 19, 28 and 44].
4[Amp24c, p. 142], [Amp24e, p. 11] and [Amp85f, p. 398].
5[Amp24e, p. 47], [Amp26b, p. 41], [Amp85f, p. 398], [Amp87c, p. 195] and [Amp87f, p. 210].
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Figure 10.1: (a) Directrix due to a closed circuit of arbitrary shape passing through the center of
the current element i′ds′ located at an arbitrary point in space. (b) Directrix passing through the
center of i′ds′, due to a circuit of arbitrary shape extending indefinitely in both directions.

denomination which will be adopted in this book.6

Figure 10.1 (a) presents the directrix due to the closed circuit S passing through the center
of the current element i′ds′ located at an arbitrary point in space. Figure 10.1 (b) presents the
directrix passing through the center of the current element i′ds′, with this directrix being due to
the circuit of arbitrary shape extending indefinitely in both directions.

The angle between the direction of the element i′ds′ and the directrix was called ε by Ampère.
This angle ε should not be confused with the angle ε between two arbitrary current elements ids
and i′ds′. Figure 10.2 presents the directing plane, the directrix D, the infinitesimal length ds′ of
the current element i′ds′ with center A and the angle ε between this element and the directrix.7
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Figure 10.2: The directing plane and the directrix orthogonal to this plane, with the angle ε
between the directrix and the direction of the current element i′ds′.

Let us give a specific example. Consider a constant current i flowing along the positive z
direction through an infinite and straight conductor. The center of an external current element
i′ds′ is located at point A. In this configuration the directing plane containing point A passes
through the infinite current carrying wire along the z axis, figure 10.3 (a). The directrix due to

6[Amp26f, p. 43] and [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 215].
7[Blo82, pp. 143-145].
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this wire at the location of the external current element is orthogonal to the directing plane, passing
through point A. The force exerted by the infinite wire on the current element i′ds′ is always in
the directing plane, no matter the orientation of i′ds′ relative to the infinite wire. It is orthogonal
to the directrix and also orthogonal to i′ds′. Figure 10.3 (b) presents this configuration with the
z axis orthogonal to the plane of the paper.
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Figure 10.3: (a) Directing plane and directrix due to an infinite straight wire acting on a current
element whose midpoint is at point A. (b) Configuration seen in the xy plane.

Ampère supposed the midpoint of the element ds′ at the origin of a cartesian coordinate system.
He considered an element ds of the closed circuit of arbitrary form as located at point (x, y, z),
with the decompositions of the element ds along the three orthogonal axes being represented by
dx, dy and dz. The distance between the centers of ds and ds′ was represented by r. By utilizing
equation (7.16) he obtained that the magnitude of the net force acting on i′ds′ being exerted by a
closed current of arbitrary form and intensity i was given by:8

Dii′ds′

2
sin ε . (10.2)

In this equation the magnitude D was defined by Ampère as being given by:

D ≡
√
A2 +B2 + C2 , (10.3)

where the magnitudes A, B and C were defined by, respectively:

A ≡
∫
ydz − zdy

rn+1
, (10.4)

B ≡
∫
zdx− xdy

rn+1
, (10.5)

and

C ≡
∫
xdy − ydx

rn+1
. (10.6)

In these definitions the integrals are performed along the complete closed circuit of arbitrary form
which is carrying a current i and acting on the current element i′ds′.

Utilizing equation (10.2) it can be seen that the force vanishes when ε = 0 rad or when ε = π rad,
that is, when ds′ is directed along the directrix. There will be a force of maximal intensity when

8[Amp24c, pp. 143 and 148].
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ds′ is along the directing plane, that is, when ε = π/2 rad. The force will always have this maximal
value, no matter the orientation of ds′ in the directing plane. The magnitude D depends only on
the geometrical form of the closed circuit. It does not depend on the intensities of the currents i
and i′. It also does not depend on the orientation of the element ds′ relative to the directrix.

After working with generic values of the constants n and k in this paper, Ampère began to
utilize the values he had already obtained, namely:

n = 2 and k = −1

2
. (10.7)

With these values of n and k the magnitudes A, B and C assume the following values, respec-
tively:

A ≡
∫
ydz − zdy

r3
, (10.8)

B ≡
∫
zdx− xdy

r3
, (10.9)

and

C ≡
∫
xdy − ydx

r3
. (10.10)

In note A at the end of his work of 1824, the Précis, Ampère explored these results further.
Once more his goal was to calculate the force exerted by a closed circuit of arbitrary form carrying
a constant current i and acting on a current element i′ds′ which did not belong to the closed circuit.
He represented the point (x, y, z) by the cartesian coordinates of the midpoint of an arbitrary
current element of length ds belonging to the closed circuit. Analogously the cartesian coordinates
of the midpoint of element ds′ were represented by (x′, y′, z′). The distance r between these two
elements was then given by:

r =
√
(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2 . (10.11)

He represented the x, y and z components of the force exerted by this closed circuit and acting
on the current element i′ds′ by Xds′, Y ds′ and Zds′, respectively. He then showed that these
components might be written as:9

Xds′ =
1

2
ii′(Cdy′ −Bdz′) , (10.12)

Y ds′ =
1

2
ii′(Adz′ − Cdx′) , (10.13)

and

Zds′ =
1

2
ii′(Bdx′ −Ady′) . (10.14)

In these equations the magnitudes dx′, dy′ and dz′ represent the projections of the infinitesimal
length ds′ along the orthogonal axes x, y and z, respectively. The magnitudes A, B and C, on
the other hand, were expressed in terms of a line integral along the whole closed circuit which was
generating the force, namely:

A ≡
∫

(y − y′)dz − (z − z′)dy

rn+1
, (10.15)

B ≡
∫

(z − z′)dx − (x− x′)dy

rn+1
, (10.16)

9[Amp24e, p. 46].
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and

C ≡
∫

(x− x′)dy − (y − y′)dx

rn+1
. (10.17)

Utilizing these equations Ampère obtained two other mathematical expressions which he wrote
as:10

Xds′dx′ + Y ds′dy′ + Zds′dz′ = 0 , (10.18)

and

AXds′ +BY ds′ + CZds′ = 0 . (10.19)

The meanings of equations (10.18) and (10.19) were expressed as follows by Ampère:11

[...] the direction of the net action exerted by the whole system on the element ds′, which
forms with the three axes the angles having cosines which are proportional to, respectively,
Xds′, Y ds′ and Zds′, is perpendicular to the direction of this element whose angles with the
axes have their cosines proportional to dx′, dy′ and dz′, and is perpendicular to the straight
line drawn through the center of element ds′ in such a way that the cosines of the angles it
forms with the same axes are proportional to A, B and C.

That is, Ampère showed that the force exerted by a closed circuit of arbitrary form acting on a
current element not belonging to this closed circuit is orthogonal not only to the direction of this
element, but also orthogonal to the directrix passing through the midpoint of ds′. This straight
line represented by the directrix was due to the closed circuit. Section 10.4 will present Ampère’s
experimental proof of this statement.

10.1.1 The Directrix Expressed in Vector Notation

The equations presented in Section 10.1 can be expressed in modern vector notation. In this
modern format it may be easier to understand the results obtained by Ampère and their extremely
important meanings.

We will here consider the particular case in which n = 2, as this was also the final result
obtained by Ampère. The position of the center of the current element relative to the origin O of a
cartesian coordinate system can be represented by ~r1 ≡ xı̂+ ŷ+ zk̂, where ı̂, ̂ and k̂ are the unit
vectors pointing along the x, y and z axes, respectively. Analogously, the position of the midpoint
of the current element i′d~s ′ can be expressed by ~r2 ≡ x′ı̂ + y′̂+ z′k̂. Vector ~r pointing from ds
to ds′ is then given by:

~r ≡ ~r2 − ~r1 ≡ (x′ − x)̂ı+ (y′ − y)̂+ (z′ − z)k̂ . (10.20)

The distance r between these two current elements is given by:

r ≡ |~r| ≡ |~r2 − ~r1| =
√
(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2 . (10.21)

The infinitesimal vector d~s, of length ds and pointing in each point of the closed circuit S
along the direction of the current i can be written as d~s = dxı̂ + dŷ + dzk̂. Analogously, the
infinitesimal vector d~s ′, of length ds′ and pointing along the direction of i′, can be written as
d~s ′ = dx′ ı̂+ dy′ ̂+ dz′k̂.

It is possible to define a “directrix vector”, represented by ~D, by the following expression:

~D ≡ Aı̂+B̂+ Ck̂ , (10.22)

10Due to a typographical misprint, equation (10.18) was originally published in 1824 as:

Xds′dx+ Y ds′dy + Zds′dz = 0 .

11[Amp24e, pp. 46-47].
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in which its components A, B and C are defined by equations (10.15) up to (10.17). This directrix
vector does not depend on the current intensities i and i′. It does not depend as well on the
direction of the current element i′d~s ′ which suffers the force exerted by the closed circuit S. The
vector ~D depends only on the size and shape of the closed circuit S. The direction of the directrix
vector ~D in each point of space coincides with Ampère’s directrix, although Ampère himself never
defined this concept of a directrix vector.

Supposing n = 2, the directrix vector ~D due to a closed circuit S of arbitrary form can be
expressed as follows by means of a vector product:

~D =

∮

S

d~s× ~r

r3
. (10.23)

The force d~F exerted by the closed circuit S and acting on a current element i′d~s ′, given by
equations (10.12) up to (10.14), can then be written as:

d~F =
ii′

2
d~s ′ × ~D =

ii′

2
(dx′ ı̂+ dy′̂+ dz′k̂)× (Aı̂+B̂+Ck̂) = i′d~s ′ ×

(
i

2

∮

S

d~s× ~r

r3

)
. (10.24)

The representation of equations (10.18) and (10.19) in vector notation is then given by, respec-
tively:

d~F · d~s ′ = 0 , (10.25)

and

d~F · ~D = 0 . (10.26)

Therefore the force d~F exerted by a current carrying closed circuit of arbitrary form and acting
on a current element i′d~s ′ is then orthogonal not only to this current element, but also to the
directrix vector ~D.

Equation (2.21) relates the current in the electrodynamic system of units utilized by Ampère
with the current expressed in the International System of Units, namely:

ii′ ⇔ µ0

2π
II ′ . (10.27)

Equation (10.24) can then be expressed in the International System of Units by means of
equation (10.27), yielding:

d~F = I ′d~s ′ ×
(
µ0

4π

∮

S

Id~s× ~r

r3

)
. (10.28)

In this equation ~r represents the vector pointing from the current element Id~s towards the
current element I ′d~s ′.

Equation (10.28) is only obtained from Ampère’s force between current elements after inte-
grating it along a closed circuit S of arbitrary form, as represented in figure 10.1 (a), or when
integrating it along a circuit S of arbitrary form extending indefinitely in both directions, that is,
when both extremities of the circuit S are located at infinite distances to the element I ′d~s ′, as
represented in figure 10.1 (b).

Combining equation (10.28) with the directrix vector ~D given by equation (10.23), Ampère’s
force exerted by a closed circuit S of arbitrary form acting on a current element I ′d~s ′ which does
not belong to S can then be written as follows in the International System of Units:

d~F = I ′d~s ′ ×
(µ0

4π
I ~D
)
. (10.29)

Defining by ε the angle between I ′d~s ′ and the directrix vector ~D, the magnitude dF ≡ |d~F | of
the force acting on this current element can then be written in terms of the magnitude D ≡ | ~D| of
the directrix as follows:
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dF = I ′ds′
(µ0

4π
ID
)
sin ε . (10.30)

10.1.2 Relating the Directrix with the Magnetic Field

Ampère never worked with the concept of a “magnetic field”. However, nowadays all textbooks on
electromagnetism utilize this concept. It is possible to express Ampère’s integrated results given
by the equations of Subsection 10.1.1 in terms of this magnetic field. In this way it may be easier
to understand the origin of the formulas appearing in the textbooks.

In modern textbooks the magnetic field d ~B at a point ~r2 ≡ x′ ı̂ + y′̂ + z′k̂ due to a current
element Id~s located at point ~r1 ≡ xı̂+ ŷ+ zk̂ is defined by the following expression:12

d ~B ≡ µ0

4π

Id~s× ~r

r3
. (10.31)

In this equation the vector ~r given by equation (10.20) points from ~r1 to ~r2, that is, from the
midpoint of element 1 to the midpoint of element 2. Moreover, r = |~r| represents the distance
between these two points. Some authors call this equation the law of Biot-Savart,13 although
Biot and Savart never mentioned in any of their works a “magnetic field” generated by a current
element.

The magnetic field ~B due to a closed circuit S of arbitrary form is obtained by the integration
of equation (10.31) along S, namely:

~B ≡ µ0

4π

∮

S

Id~s× ~r

r3
. (10.32)

Combining equations (10.23) and (10.32) one then obtains:

~B =
µ0I

4π
~D . (10.33)

Let D ≡ | ~D| be the magnitude of the directrix vector ~D. In this case the factor µ0ID/4π will

be equal to the magnitude of the magnetic field B ≡ | ~B| generated by the closed circuit S and
acting at the location of the current element I ′ds′, namely:

B =
µ0ID

4π
. (10.34)

Therefore, the direction of the straight line represented by Ampère’s directrix coincides not only
with the directrix vector given by equation (10.23), but also with the direction of the magnetic field
of the modern textbooks which is due to a closed circuit S when this magnetic field is calculated
at the location of the element ds′, as can be seen by equation (10.33).

The combination of equations (10.28) and (10.32) yields Ampère’s force exerted by a closed
current carrying wire S of arbitrary form acting on a current element I ′d~s ′ located at point
~r2 ≡ x′ı̂+ y′̂+ z′k̂ as expressed in terms of a magnetic field, namely:

d~F = I ′d~s ′ × ~B . (10.35)

Let ε represent the angle between vectors d~s ′ and ~B. The magnitude of the force, dF = |d~F |,
can then be expressed by the magnitude of the magnetic field, B = | ~B|, by the following expression:

dF = I ′ds′B sin ε . (10.36)

Equations (10.35) and (10.36) represent the modern expressions of the supposed force exerted
by a magnetic field on a current element.

12[Tri62, pp. 453-455], [Tri65, p. 25], [Whi73, pp. 82-83], [Pur80, p. 187, equation (38)], [RMC82, p. 167,
equation (8-27)] and [Gri89, p. 222].

13For references see [CA07b].
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Ampère’s original results of 1824, on the other hand, can be expressed as equations (10.12)
up to (10.14). They can also be expressed in vector notation as equation (10.24). It should
be emphasized that according to Ampère’s original conceptions, this force resulted from a direct
action between the closed conductor S carrying a current I and the current element I ′ds′. That is,
according to Ampère this direct net force was not mediated through a “magnetic field”. According
to Ampère, the net force was the result of a direct action at a distance between current elements.

As we have seen, given the location of a closed circuit carrying a steady current and a current
element of another circuit located at an external point, Ampère’s directrix will be a certain straight
line passing through the center of the current element. The direction of this directrix coincides with
the direction of the directrix vector passing through this point and also with the direction of the
magnetic field vector passing through this point due to the closed current carrying circuit. Despite
the similarities of these concepts, it should be emphasized another important difference between
them, beyond that difference mentioned in the previous paragraph. Ampère’s original directrix
represents a simple straight line. It is not a directed straight line. The directrix vector and the
magnetic field vector, on the other hand, represent directed magnitudes. They are obtained by the
right hand rule, as indicated by equations (10.23) and (10.32). Consider, for instance, an infinite
straight conductor carrying a constant current i along the positive z direction and an external
point A, as in figure 10.3. The directing plane containing point A passes through the z axis. The
directrix due to the infinite wire will be a straight line orthogonal to the directing plane, figure
10.4 (a). The magnetic field vector, on the other hand, will be an orientated line segment directed
according to the right hand rule, figure 10.4 (b).
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z z

. .A A

Figure 10.4: (a) Directrix due to an infinite straight wire carrying a current i along the positive z

direction, orthogonal to the plane of the paper. (b) Magnetic field ~B due to this current carrying
wire.

10.2 The Introduction of the Electrodynamic Solenoid

In a work presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 22 December, 1822, Ampère introduced
the word “solenoid” and the concept of an electrodynamic solenoid. In particular,14 he deduced
the value of the force

[...] between an element [that is, between a current element] and a system of circular currents
having a very small diameter [compared with the distance between the midpoint of the current
element and the center of this circular loop], whose planes were everywhere perpendicular to
a line straight or curved passing through the centers of the circumferences followed by the
currents. I believe I should call by the name solenoid this kind of system, whose shape is
that of a surface usually called surface channel, obtained from the Greek word σωληνoειδὴζ,
derived from σωλὴν, channel, meaning precisely that it has the shape of a channel.

Figure 10.5 (a) represents what Ampère called a definite solenoid.15 That is, a system of N
circular current carrying loops between points A and B, which are the extremities of the solenoid.

14[Amp24c, p. 135]. See also [Amp85f, p. 399].
15[Amp24c, p. 156] and [Amp85f, p. 399].
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Point A should be considered at the center of the left extremity of the solenoid, while point B
should be considered at the center of its right extremity. The planes of these circular loops are
orthogonal to a curve of arbitrary shape passing through the centers of these loops, with the centers
of the loops equally spaced along this curve. There is a constant current i flowing in each one of
these loops, always in the same sense. Figures 10.5 (b), (c) and (d) represent, respectively, what
Ampère called a closed solenoid, an indefinite solenoid in both directions and a simply indefinite
solenoid.16 This last solenoid has an extremity A, while the other extremity is located at infinity.
Sometimes Ampère called it an indefinite solenoid.

Figure 10.5: Ampère’s electrodynamic solenoids: (a) Definite, (b) closed, (c) indefinite in both
directions, and (d) simply indefinite.

Ampère also defined the directrix of a solenoid as “a line straight or curved passing through
the centers of all circular currents composing it”.17 This directrix should not be confused with
the normal to the directing plane discussed in Section 10.1, which was also called directrix in the
Théorie. The directrix of the electrodynamic cylinders represented in figure 9.2, for instance, is
the straight line passing through the axes of the cylinders. Let us consider now an electrodynamic
ring, like those represented in figure 9.4. If each small circular loop of these solenoids has a radius
r and the centers of these circular loops follow a circle of radius R > r, then the directrix of
these electrodynamic rings will be the circumference of length 2πR. In the case of figure 10.5
the directrices of the solenoids always pass through the center of the corresponding small circular
current carrying loops and are given by: (a) an open and curved line of finite length connecting
points A and B, (b) a closed and curved line, (c) a curved line extending to infinity in both
directions, and (d) a curve line beginning in point A and extending to infinity at the other extremity.

In 1824 Ampère considered all small current carrying loops of a solenoid to be circular with the
same radius m and area πm2. In the Théorie he generalized this result and considered the loops
forming a solenoid as being small circuits of arbitrary form having an area λ.18

16[Amp24c, pp. 154 and 156] and [Amp85f, p. 399].
17[Amp24c, pp. 151-152].
18[Amp26f, pp. 94-99], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 266-271] and [Amp65b, pp. 181-186].
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10.2.1 Interaction between a Solenoid and a Current Element

In his works of 1824, Ampère integrated his force law in order to obtain the force on a current
element exerted by a simply indefinite solenoid having its extremity at point L′. The midpoint
of the current element was placed at point A. He showed that the directrix at point A, due to
this simply indefinite solenoid, is a straight line connecting this point A to the extremity L′ of the
solenoid:19

When the system of closed circuits just considered is itself an indefinite solenoid, the normal
to the directing plane passing through point A is, as we have just seen, the straight line
connecting this point A to the extremity of the solenoid.

This directrix can be seen in figure 10.6.

i

i

A

L’

Directrix

i’ds’

Figure 10.6: Directrix due to an indefinite solenoid calculated at the midpoint A of a current
element i′ds′.

He then calculated the direction of the force exerted by this indefinite solenoid acting on the
current element i′ds′ located at point A and obtained the following result:20

[...] the action [force] of an indefinite solenoid on a [current] element is perpendicular to the
straight line connecting the center of this element to the extremity of the solenoid and, as it
should also be perpendicular to the element, it will be [perpendicular] to the plane formed by
this element and by [the straight line connecting its center to] the extremity of the solenoid.

He found the magnitude of this force to be given by the following expression:

πm2ii′ds′ sin ε′

2gℓ′2
. (10.37)

In this equation the magnitude πm2 represented the area of each circular loop of the solenoid
of radius m carrying a current i, the magnitude g represented the distance between the centers
of two consecutive loops of the solenoid, ℓ′ represented the distance between the midpoint of the
current element and the extremity of the solenoid, while ε′ represented the angle between ds′ and
the normal to the directing plane passing through it (that is, the angle between the current element
i′ds′ and the directrix), as shown in figure 10.7.

With point A representing the midpoint of the current element ab which was under the action
of the indefinite solenoid, Ampère expressed himself as follows:21

It is then seen that the action of an indefinite solenoid with extremity located at L′ exerted
on element ab is normal at A to the plane bAL′,22 is proportional to the sine of the angle
bAL′ and in inverse ratio of the square of the distance AL′, and [it is seen] that it remains

19[Amp24f, p. 246] and [Amp24e, p. 31].
20[Amp24c, p. 155] and [Amp24e, p. 24].
21[Amp24c, pp. 155-156] and [Amp24e, pp. 24-25], our words in the footnote.
22That is, the force is orthogonal to the plane formed by the element and by the directrix connecting its midpoint

A to the extremity L′ of the solenoid
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Figure 10.7: Force dF acting on a current element i′ds′ and being due to an indefinite solenoid.

always the same no matter the form and direction of the indefinite curve L′L′′O23 on which
are located the centers of all circular currents composing the indefinite solenoid.

As we saw in Section 6.2, Biot and Savart had expressed the force exerted by a current element
acting on a supposed magnetic pole by equations (6.4) and (6.5). Representing the intensity of
the magnetic pole by p, the current element by i′ds′, their distance by ℓ′, and the angle between
the element and the straight line connecting it to the magnetic pole by symbol ε′, then the force
proposed by Biot and Savart is found to be proportional to the following magnitude:

pi′ds′ sin ε′

ℓ′2
. (10.38)

There will be an equivalence between equations (10.37) and (10.38) when there is a propor-
tionality between the intensity p of the magnetic pole and the magnitude πm2i/(2g) of the simply
indefinite solenoid. Let us represent this proportionality by the symbol α:

πm2i

2g
α p . (10.39)

If the solenoid has an area of cross section λ of arbitrary form, instead of being a circle of area
πm2, then this proportionality will be represented by:

λi

2g
α p . (10.40)

Ampère calculated as well the interaction between a definite solenoid of finite length and an
external current element, expressing his conclusions as follows:24

When it is desired to go from this case25 to the case of a definite solenoid having its two
extremities located at points L′ and L′′, then it will be enough to suppose a second indefinite
solenoid beginning at point L′′ of the first [solenoid], coinciding with it from this point up
to infinity, having currents of the same intensity, but directed in opposite senses, [so that]
the action of this last [solenoid] will have an opposite sign of the action of the first indefinite
solenoid beginning at point L′, destroying it over the whole portion L′′O on which they are
superimposed. Therefore, the action [force] of the solenoid L′L′′ will be the same action which
would be exerted by the combination of these two indefinite solenoids and will be composed,
consequently, by the force just calculated26 and by another force acting in opposite sense,
passing by the same point A perpendicularly to the plane bAL′′, expressed by:

23The curve of arbitrary shape, beginning at point L′, goes to infinity.
24[Amp24c, p. 156] and [Amp24e, p. 25], our words in the footnotes.
25That is, from the force exerted by a simply indefinite solenoid on a current element.
26The intensity of this force is given by equation (10.37).
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πm2ii′ds′ sin ε′′

2gℓ′′2
, (10.41)

where ε′′ is the angle bAL′′ while ℓ′′ is the distance AL′′.

Finally, Ampère showed that a closed solenoid of arbitrary form, like that of figure 10.5 (b),
exerts no net force on an external current element. He also showed that there is no net force on a
current element exerted by an indefinite solenoid in both directions of arbitrary form, like that of
figure 10.5 (c).27

With these works Ampère succeeded in explaining electrodynamically the experiments described
in Section 9.1 of Gay-Lussac, Welter, Davy, Erman and De la Borne.

10.2.2 Interaction between a Solenoid and a Closed Circuit of Arbitrary
Form

By considering the action and reaction of the calculation presented in Subsection 10.2.1, Ampère
also obtained the force exerted by the current element acting on the indefinite solenoid. He then
integrated expression (10.37) and obtained the force that a closed circuit of arbitrary form exerted
on an indefinite solenoid located at an arbitrary point in space, as in figure 10.8 (a). He also
obtained the force that a circuit of arbitrary form, extending in both directions to infinity, exerts
on an indefinite solenoid, as in figure 10.8 (b). In this last configuration the extremities of the
circuit of arbitrary form extending in both directions are at infinite distances to the extremity of
the indefinite solenoid.

iS i

(a) (b)
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Figure 10.8: (a) Directrix due to a closed circuit of arbitrary shape acting passing through the
extremity of an indefinite solenoid located at an arbitrary point in space. (b) Directrix due to a
circuit of arbitrary shape extending indefinitely in both directions passing through the extremity
of an indefinite solenoid.

In both cases he showed that these forces might be considered as being applied at the extremity
A of the indefinite solenoid, pointing along the directrix at this point.28 This force might be due
to the closed circuit, as in figure 10.8 (a). This force might also be due to the circuit extending to
infinity in both directions, as in figure 10.8 (b).

Figure 10.8 (a) presents the directrix due to the closed circuit S. It passes through the extremity
of the indefinite solenoid located at an arbitrary point in space. The force exerted by the closed
circuit S on the indefinite solenoid is directed along this directrix. The sense of this force along
the directrix depends on the sense of the current on the closed circuit and also on the sense of
the current flowing on the surface of the solenoid. Figure 10.8 (b) presents the directrix due to
the circuit of arbitrary shape extending indefinitely in both directions. The force exerted by the

27[Amp24c, pp. 153-154], [Amp24e, pp. 22-23], [Amp26f, p. 97], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 269] and [Amp65b, pp.
183-184].

28[Amp24c, p. 161] and [Amp24e, p. 30].
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circuit of arbitrary shape extending indefinitely in both directions acting on the indefinite solenoid
is directed along this directrix.

Ampère showed that the intensity of this force in both cases was given by:

πm2ii′D

2g
. (10.42)

Here D =
√
A2 +B2 + C2 represents the intensity of the directrix due to the closed circuit (or due

to the circuit extending to infinity in both directions) and acting on the extremity of the solenoid,
with the constants A, B and C being given by equations (10.8) to (10.10) integrated along the
closed circuit.

This force changes sign when only the sense of the current in the closed circuit is reversed, or
when only the sense of the current in all loops of the solenoid is reversed. When the sense of the
current in the closed circuit is reversed simultaneously with the sense of the current in all loops of
the solenoid, then the net force between them does not change its sign.

This result obtained by Ampère can be expressed nowadays in terms of the magnetic field
~B(~r) due to a closed circuit and acting at a magnetic pole of intensity P located at point ~r. This
magnetic pole might be considered as being equivalent to Ampère’s simply indefinite solenoid, that
is, as if the magnetic pole were located at the extremity of the solenoid. If P represents a North
pole, the force acting on it will be along the direction of the magnetic field ~B. If, on the other
hand, P represents a South pole, the force acting on it will be opposite to the direction of ~B.
Mathematically the force ~F acting on the pole would be then given by:

~F = P ~B . (10.43)

Here P represents the intensity of the magnetic pole and ~B represents the magnitude and
direction of the magnetic field generated by the closed circuit at the location of the magnetic pole.
A North pole is considered positive and a South pole negative.

10.2.3 Interaction between Two Simply Indefinite Solenoids

In 1824 Ampère considered also the interaction between two simply indefinite solenoids.29 Let i
be the current intensity in each loop of the first solenoid, g the distance between the centers of
two consecutive loops, each one of area λ. In the particular case in which the solenoids have a
circular cross section of radius m, then the area λ is given by λ = πm2. In this Subsection we will
only represent the generic expressions valid for solenoids with cross sections of arbitrary forms, as
this was the final treatment given by Ampère in the Théorie. The equivalent magnitudes of the
second simply indefinite solenoid are represented by i′, g′ and λ′, respectively. Let L1 and L′ be
the centers of the extremities of these solenoids, as in figure 10.9 (a).

Ampère showed that the force between these two solenoids acted along the straight line con-
necting their extremities. After all, the directrix due to the first solenoid at an arbitrary point
A is along the straight line connecting this point to the extremity L1 of this indefinite solenoid.
The force exerted by a closed circuit, or by a system of closed circuits, acting on a second solenoid
is along the directrix of this system, passing through the extremity L′ of this second indefinite
solenoid. Therefore, the force exerted by the first indefinite solenoid acting on the second indef-
inite solenoid will be along the straight line L1L

′ connecting their extremities, as expressed by
Ampère in the following words:30

The mutual action between two [simply] indefinite solenoids happens along the straight line
connecting the extremity of one solenoid with the extremity of the other solenoid.

Ampère found the intensity of this force as given by:31

29[Amp24f] and [Amp24e].
30[Amp24f, p. 246] and [Amp24e, p. 31].
31[Amp24c, pp. 135 and 162], [Amp24f, p. 246], [Amp24e, pp. 4, 31-32], [Amp26f, p. 105], [Amp23c, Amp90, p.

277] and [Amp65b, p. 191].
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Figure 10.9: (a) Two simply indefinite solenoids with the centers of the extremities located at
points L1 and L′, separated by a distance r. (b) Magnetic poles p and p′, separated by a distance
r and located at points L1 and L′.

− λλ′ii′

2gg′r2
. (10.44)

Here r is the distance between the centers of the extremities L1 and L′ of both solenoids. This
force acts along the straight line connecting the extremities L1 and L′. That is, it behaves as a
central force acting between the extremities of these simply indefinite solenoids.

This expression is analogous to the interaction between two magnetic poles obtained by Coulomb
and represented by equation (1.3). In figure 10.9 (b) we replaced both indefinite solenoids by two
magnetic poles of intensities p and p′, located at points L1 and L′, and separated by a distance
r. The force between these two poles is proportional to the product of the intensities p and p′,
varying as the inverse square of their distance r, pointing along the straight line connecting them,
namely:

−pp
′

r2
. (10.45)

Comparing equations (10.44) and (10.45), it might be said a simply indefinite electrodynamic
solenoid is equivalent to a magnetic pole. The force between two indefinite solenoids is equivalent
to the force between two magnetic poles provided one makes the following substitution:

λλ′ii′

2gg′
⇔ pp′ . (10.46)

Utilizing equations (2.14) and (2.21), one observes that equation (10.46) can be written as
follows in the International System of Units:

λλ′II ′

gg′
⇔ PP ′ . (10.47)

10.2.4 Interaction between Two Definite Solenoids and the Electrody-
namic Analog of a Magnet

In his work of 1824 Ampère also considered32 the interaction between two definite solenoids with
extremities L1, L2, L

′ and L′′, as represented in figure 10.10.

32[Amp24f] and [Amp24e].
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Figure 10.10: Two definite solenoids with the centers of their extremities located at points L1, L2,
L′ and L′′.

Ampère showed that the interaction between solenoid L1L2 and solenoid L′L′′ can be ex-
pressed as a sum of four components directed along the straight lines L1L

′, L2L
′, L1L

′′ and L2L
′′.

Moreover, each one of these components varied as the inverse square of the distance between the
corresponding extremities in agreement with equation (10.44).

Consider now two long, thin and curved magnets, like those of figure 10.11. When they are
uniformly magnetized along their axes, their magnetic poles can be considered as being located at
their extremities.

Figure 10.11: Two long, thin and curved magnets. Their magnetic poles are N , S, N ′ and S′.

The force between these two magnets can also be expressed as a sum of four components,
namely, the interaction between the pole N of one magnet with the poles N ′ and S′ of the other
magnet, together with the interaction between the pole S of a magnet with the poles N ′ and S′ of
the other magnet. Each one of these interactions is given by equation (10.45).

Ampère then concluded that a definite electrodynamic solenoid is equivalent of a long, thin and
curved magnet, provided the magnet and solenoid have the same shape, with the North and South
poles of the magnet located at the extremities of the solenoid. The force between two definite
solenoid is equivalent to the force between two thin, curved magnets, uniformly magnetized along
their axes, provided the magnets have the same sizes and shapes of the corresponding definite
solenoids, being positioned at the same locations. This equivalence can be obtained mathematically
by the substitution given by equation (10.46).
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10.3 The Contributions of Poisson

Siméon Denis Poisson (1781-1840), figure 10.12, presented a mathematical formulation for mag-
netism at the meetings of the Academy of Sciences of Paris of 2 February and 27 December, 1824.
These works were only published in 1826.33

Figure 10.12: S. D. Poisson.

He supposed the existence of two magnetic fluids, austral and boreal. Nowadays they are called
North and South fluids, or North and South poles, respectively. He assumed also the validity
of Coulomb’s force law between these fluids. That is, the force was central pointing along the
direction connecting the fluids, followed the principle of action and reaction, was proportional to
the product of the intensities of these fluids and varied as the inverse square of their distance, as
given by equation (1.3). He also supposed that in magnetized substances these fluids remained
confined in the interior of small “magnetic elements” by some unknown force. Each one of these
magnetic elements would be equivalent to a small magnetic dipole with the North and South poles
of the same intensity separated by a small distance. In 1825 Ampère also utilized the expression
“magnetic element” to refer to a system which is called nowadays a magnetic dipole.34

Poisson calculated the force exerted by one of these magnetic dipoles on a particle of magnetic
fluid (that is, the force exerted on another pole, be it a North pole or a South pole). He supposed
this external particle located at a point M with Cartesian coordinates given by (x, y, z). An
arbitrary point C, inside the magnetic element, had coordinates (x′, y′, z′). He represented by h3

the volume of the dipole, ε being the distance between the austral and boreal fluids of the element.
The distance between points M and C was represented by ρ. He also defined a magnitude δ,
proportional to the distance between the centers of mass of the two magnetic fluids inside the
element. Nowadays this magnitude is called the magnetic moment per unit volume. The direction
or “axis” of δ is the straight line connecting the centers of mass of the dipole. He also called a,
b and c the angles between δ and the cartesian axes x, y and z, while l, l′ and l′′ represented
the angles between CM and the axes x, y and z, respectively. Supposing ρ ≫ ε, he obtained the
following result expressing the three components (λ, λ′, λ′′) of the force per unit of magnetic fluid
exerted by the dipole on the external magnetic particle:35

λ =
h3δ

ρ3
(cos a− 3 cos i cos l) , (10.48)

λ′ =
h3δ

ρ3
(cos b− 3 cos i cos l′) , (10.49)

33[Poi22a] and [Poi22b].
34[Amp26b, p. 42] and [Amp87f, p. 211].
35[Poi22a, p. 268].
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and

λ′′ =
h3δ

ρ3
(cos c− 3 cos i cos l′′) . (10.50)

Utilizing vector notation, these equations take the following form in the International System
of Units:

−µ0

4π

1

ρ3
[~m− 3(ρ̂ · ~m)ρ̂] . (10.51)

Here ρ̂ is the unit vector connecting the center of the dipole to the external magnetic particle, the
distance between the center of the dipole and the magnetic particle is ρ, while ~m represents the
magnetic moment of the element. When the dipole is composed of a North pole P and a South
pole −P , separated by a small distance ℓ, then vector ~m points from the South to the North pole,
with its magnitude given by m = |~m| = Pℓ.

In his paper, Poisson considered a magnetic shell or magnetic surface, that is, a magnetic dipole
layer, figure 10.13. It was a sheet containing an uniform distribution of austral poles on one side
and an uniform distribution of boreal poles of the same intensity on the other side, like a sandwich.
The North-South axis of each dipole was considered orthogonal to the surface in each point. Some
unknown force kept these two fluids separated from one another by a small distance. He then
integrated the force this magnetic dipole layer exerted on a magnetic particle external to the sheet.
He also calculated the interaction between two magnetic dipole layers.

SS S

NN N

Figure 10.13: A magnetic dipole layer.

As will be seen in Section 10.7, at the end of 1825 Ampère obtained results analogous to the
formulas obtained by Poisson, although Ampère considered only the interaction between closed
circuits carrying steady currents.

10.4 The Case of Equilibrium of the Non Existence of Tan-
gential Force

We now consider the first remarkable result obtained by Ampère in June, 1822, by utilizing his
force law between current elements in its final form with k = −1/2, equation (7.36), as discussed
in Section 7.6. The first “remarkable result” is that, after integrating this expression in order
to obtain the net force exerted by a closed circuit of arbitrary form acting on an external current
element, he obtained a null component of this force acting along the direction of the test element:36

[...] the integral37 will be, necessarily, zero, from which it follows that the resultant of all the
actions exerted by a closed circuit on a small portion of a conductor is always perpendicular to
the direction of this small portion. As regards this aspect I note that the same38 should take
place for any ensemble of closed circuits and, consequently, for a magnet, when it is considered
as such,39 in conformity with my opinion as regards the causes of the magnetic phenomena
and, as a matter of fact, this is what results from several experiments due to several physicists.

36[Amp22p, pp. 419-420], our words in the footnotes.
37Integral of the component of the force acting along the direction of the current element and being due to a

closed circuit of arbitrary form.
38That is, the same null value for the net force along the direction of the element.
39That is, when a magnet is considered as being composed of an ensemble of small closed circuits.
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This first remarkable result, predicted by Ampère from his final formula between current ele-
ments, suggested to him a new case of equilibrium. It will be called here the case of equilibrium of
the non existence of tangential force. With this new experiment Ampère obtained the same relation
between his constants n and k which he had already obtained, as given by equations (7.34) and
(7.35). Moreover, with this new case of equilibrium he confirmed experimentally his theoretical
prediction about the non existence of a tangential force acting along the direction of a current
element and being due to a closed circuit of arbitrary form. This prediction was made in June,
1822, being mentioned in his crucial paper published in the same year.40 Despite this paper, the
real experiment with which he confirmed this prediction was first mentioned in a letter to Gherardi,
dated 16 August, 1825.41 The detailed description of the case of equilibrium of the non existence
of tangential force and figure 10.14 describing the experiment appeared in two papers published in
1825.42

Figure 10.14: Case of equilibrium of the non existence of tangential force.

An arc of a horizontal circle AA′ floats at points B and B′ on two troughs M and M ′ full of
mercury, balanced by a counterpoise Q connected to a support OGQ. The arc AA′ is free to turn
around the vertical axis GH . There is a hinge at O with which it is possible to adjust the angle
between the arc AA′ and the support OGQ at the point O.

Figure 10.15 shows our representation of this experiment as seen from above. Current i from a
battery V flows along the following path: V RGBOB′GR′SV . Circuit V RGR′SV has an arbitrary
format. When the center of the arc BOB′ is located at point C, which is vertically below the
vertical axis of rotation GH , the arc remains in equilibrium, at rest relative to the laboratory, no
matter the format of the circuit V RGR′SV and no matter the values of the opening angles ω and
ω′ which can be independently adjusted.

40[Amp22p].
41[Amp25b], [Amp87b] and [Amp25a]; [Amp26e] and [Blo82, pp. 146-148].
42[Amp25d, figure 3], [Amp25c, figure 3], [Amp25g] and [Amp26e].
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Figure 10.15: Arc BB′ with its center C along the vertical rotation axis GH remains in equilibrium.

Suppose now that by means of the hinge O the arc AA′ is positioned such that its center lies
at point C2 outside the axis GH , so that it will float in the mercury filling troughs M and M ′ at
points B2 and B′

2, as in figure 10.16 (a). After being released from rest the arc will move and slide
on the mercury of the troughs owing to the action of the closed curvilinear current flowing through
V RGR′SV and also due to the electromagnetic action of the Earth. During this motion the angle
between the arc AA′ and the straight line OQ, at their point O of junction, will remain constant.
The arc will, for instance, pass through the configuration shown in figure 10.16 (b) in which the
current is flowing through the path V RGB3OB

′
3SV , with the center of the arc AA′ being at this

moment located at point C3. The angle B2OG is equal the angle B3OG at the hinge O.
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Figure 10.16: (a) Arc B2B
′
2 with its center C2 lying outside the vertical rotation axis GH . After

being released from rest it does not remain in equilibrium, rotating around the vertical axis. (b)
One of the configurations of the arc during its sliding on the mercury of the troughs. The angle
B2OG is equal the angle B3OG at the hinge O.

Ampère’s description of this experiment and the conclusions he obtained from it:43

When, by means of the joint O, the arc AA′ is placed in such a position that its centre is
outside the axis GH, this arc begins to move, and slides on the mercury of the little troughs
MM′ by the force of the action of the complete curved current, which runs from R′ into S.
If on the contrary its centre is in the axis, it remains immoveable: the complete circuit has
therefore no action to make it turn round the axis, and that whatever be the size of the part

43[Amp25d, p. 384], [Amp25e, pp. 5-6] and [Amp25c, p. 375], our emphasis in italics and our words in the
footnote.
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BB′ determined by the opening of the angle of the conductors MN, M′N′. If, therefore, we
take two arcs BB′ differing little from each other, as the torque44 is null for either of them,
it will be null for their little difference, and therefore for every element of the circumference,
the centre of which is in the axis; whence it follows that the direction of action which the
complete circuit exercises on the element, passes through this axis, and is thus perpendicular
to the element.

When the arc AA′ is situated so that its centre is in the axis, the portions of the conductors
MN, M′N′ exercise on the arc BB′ equal and opposite repulsive actions, in such a manner
that no effect can result from it; and since there is no motion, we are sure there is no torque
produced by the complete circuit.

When the arc AA′ moves in the other situation in which we supposed it first [that is, with
its center outside the axis GH], the actions of the conductors MN and M′N′ are no longer
equal. One might be led to believe that the motion is owing only to this difference; but in
proportion as we approach or remove the curved conductor running from R′ to S, the movement
is increased or diminished; which circumstance leaves no room for doubt that the complete
circuit bears a great share in the effect noticed.

Ampère integrated his equation (2.1) or (2.2) in order to obtain the tangential component of
the force acting on a current element due to a closed circuit of arbitrary form. He could only obtain
a null value for this component of the net force acting along the direction of the current flowing
in the element when equation (7.34) was valid. Assuming the validity of this last equation, as
corroborated by his experiment of the case of equilibrium of the non existence of tangential force,
he was then the first scientist to predict theoretically a null component of the net force acting on
a current element along the direction of its current when this net force was due to a closed circuit
of arbitrary shape. His case of equilibrium of the non existence of tangential force was also the
first experimental proof of this remarkable fact.

As was seen in Section 10.1, this result of Ampère has been incorporated in the modern ex-
pression of the force d~F acting on a current element I ′d~s ′ due to a magnetic field ~B, namely:

d~F = I ′d~s ′ × ~B . (10.52)

That is, no matter the direction of the magnetic field ~B, the net force d~F acting on a current
element will be located along a plane which is orthogonal to the direction d~s ′ of the current
element. There is no component of the force along the direction of the current element.

The case of equilibrium of the non existence of tangential force was so important to Ampère
that he included it as the third case of equilibrium discussed in the Théorie in order to deduce his
force between current elements.45

10.5 The Case of Equilibrium of the Law of Similarity

As discussed in Chapter 9, the theoretical results obtained by Savary were very important. They
showed that it was possible to deduce the value n = 2 in Ampère’s force, equations (2.1) up to
(2.3), without assuming any analogy with the known gravitational, electric or magnetic forces. All
configurations and calculations performed by Savary were confirmed by Ampère in 1824.46

In 1825 Ampère obtained a new case of equilibrium which gave directly the expected value
n = 2 for the power law in the distance between two current elements as appearing in his force
between current elements. This experiment was presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on
November 21, 1825.47 This experiment can be called the case of equilibrium of the law of similarity
or the case of equilibrium of the law of similitude.

In order to understand this experiment it is better to consider initially figure 10.17 (a). There
are two current elements ids and i′ds′ separated by a distance r, making angles α and β with the

44Original French expression: Moment de rotation. Its meaning is torque or moment. It was translated as
momentum of rotation in the Philosophical Magazine of 1825.

45[Amp26f, p. 22 and figure 3], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 194 and figure 3] and [Amp65b, p. 168 and figure 50].
46[Amp24c], [Amp24f] and [Amp85f].
47[Amp26b], [Amp87c] and [Amp87f].
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same continuation of the straight line connecting their midpoints, while γ is the angle between the
planes drawn through each of these directions and the straight line joining the elements. Let F be
the force exerted by i′ds′ on ids, while F ′ = −F is the reaction force of ids on i′ds′. These two
forces act along the direction connecting the midpoints of the elements.

ds
βα ds’

r

3ds
βα

3ds’

3r

(a)

(b)

Figure 10.17: (a) Current elements of lengths ds and ds′ separated by a distance r. (b) The lengths
of both current elements and also the distance between them was multiplied by a single factor (like
3 in this example). When the mutual force between the current elements does not change its
intensity, it is said that if follows the law of similarity. In this situation it can be concluded that
n = 2.

Suppose now the lengths of both current elements and also their distance is multiplied by a
single factor Q, while the values of i, i′, α, β and γ remain unaltered, as in figure 10.17 (b) with
Q = 3. Then, according to equation (2.1), the forces F and F ′ are transformed into Q2F/Qn and
Q2F ′/Qn, respectively. Therefore, if n = 2, then the magnitudes of these forces remain constant,
no matter the value of Q. When a mathematical formula remains the same when all geometric
factors appearing in it are multiplied by the same factor Q, it is said that this formula satisfies the
law of similarity, law of similitude or principle of similarity.48

Let us imagine now three current elements which are parallel to one another with a current of
the same intensity flowing in all of them along the same direction, as in figure 10.18. The lengths
of these current elements are supposed to follow a continuous geometric proportion of ratio Q = 3.
This is also the supposed ratio of the distance between these elements, that is:

ds

ds′
=
ds′

ds′′
=

OO′

O′O′′
= Q = 3 . (10.53)

The central current element ds′ is attracted by the left element ds′′ and also by the right
element ds. However, according to Ampère’s expression, equation (2.1), there will be no net force
acting on the central element when the law of similarity is satisfied, provided their dimensions
follow equation (10.53). That is, there will be no net force acting on the central element ds′ in this
configuration only if n = 2. When n = 2 then the net force acting on the middle current element
will vanish no matter the value of the ratio Q appearing in equation (10.53).

It is possible to verify experimentally if a specific phenomenon satisfies or not the law of
similarity. As regards electrodynamics, Ampère devised the experiment depicted in figure 10.19.49

This experiment is being called here the case of equilibrium of the law of similarity. There are
three circular conductors located in the same horizontal plane. The right conductor CDE has
center O and radius R, the middle conductor MNP has center O′ and radius R′, while the left
conductor V XY has center O′′ and radius R′′. A constant current of the same intensity flows
anti-clockwise in these three conductors. The left and right conductors are fixed in the laboratory,
while the middle conductor can rotate around the vertical axis GH , moving towards or away from
any one of the lateral conductors. The circular currents in the left and right conductors repel the
central circular current.

48[Kas77].
49[Amp26b, p. 38, figure A], [Amp87f, p. 206, figure 1], [Amp26f, p. 25, figure 4], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 197,

figure 4] and [Amp65b, p. 171, figure 51].
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Figure 10.18: Three parallel current elements with their dimensions and distances satisfying the
relation ds/ds′ = ds′/ds′′ = OO′/O′O′′ = 3.

Figure 10.19: Case of equilibrium of the law of similarity. The centers O′′, O′ and O of the left,
center and right circles, respectively, do not appear in figure 4 of Ampère’s Théorie published in
1826.

When discussing this experiment, Kastler said that the horizontal circuits had elliptical shapes.50

He was probably led to this mistake by Ampère’s own figure in which the circuits seem to have
elliptical shapes. However, this was only an effect of perspective in Ampère’s drawing. After all,
Ampère mentioned explicitly that the three circuits were circular.51 Graneau and Graneau, on
the other hand, mentioned that the circular circuits were located in vertical planes.52 Once more
it should be emphasized that Ampère said explicitly that the circular circuits were located in the

50[Kas77, p. 154].
51[Amp26b, p. 38], [Amp87f, pp. 206-207], [Amp26f, pp. 25-26], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 197-198] and [Amp65b,

p. 171].
52[GG96, p. 6].
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same horizontal plane. One example of a quotation by Ampère related to figure 10.19 saying not
only that the mobile central circuit is circular, but also that it is located in a horizontal plane:53

The moving conductor IKLMNPQRS, of which the part MNP is circular, starts from the
cup I ; the parts MLK and PQR are insulated by a silk covering. The conductor is held
horizontal by the counterweight a fixed on the circumference of a circle formed round the tube
GH by the continuation bcg of the sheet constituting the moving conductor.

Figure 10.20 presents the experiment of figure 10.19 as seen from above.

Figure 10.20: Case of equilibrium of the law of similarity seen from above.

The centers O, O′ and O′′ of the three circular portions are located along a single straight line.
The circles are made in such a way that their radii follow a continuous geometric proportion, while
the ratio between distances OO′ and O′O′′ has the same value as the consecutive terms of this
geometric proportion, namely:

R

R′
=
R′

R′′
=

OO′

O′O′′
. (10.54)

Let us suppose that the middle conductor is initially at rest in the laboratory and no current
is flowing through the three circuits. The middle circle is free to turn around the vertical axis
GH , moving away or towards any one of the lateral circuits. If n = 2 then the middle circuit will
remain at rest in the laboratory even when the same constant current i is flowing through the three
circular circuits. This experimental configuration represents the new case of equilibrium designed
by Ampère. When the central circle is moved to the right by turning it around the vertical axis
GH , being released from rest, it is then repelled from the right circle by a force of higher intensity
than the repulsion due to the left circle. In this case the central circuit will oscillate around the
central position of equilibrium, until it stops due to the presence of friction. This experiment shows
that the equilibrium of the central circuit is stable.

Although Ampère presented a detailed description of this experiment in 1825 and 1826, it was
not apparently performed at that time, as he himself admitted. Probably he never performed it in
its final format. At the end of the Théorie he said the following:54

In finishing this Treatise I think that I should observe that I have not had time to build the
instruments shown in figure 4 of the first plate and figure 20 of the second plate.55 Therefore,
the experiments for which they are intended have not yet been done,56 but since these experi-
ments are only designed to verify results obtained by other means and that, on the other hand,

53[Amp26b, p. 38], [Amp87f, pp. 206-207], [Amp26f, pp. 25-26], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 197-198] and [Amp65b,
p. 171].

54[Amp26f, p. 201] and [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 373].
55[N. T.] These figures appear in our pages 364 and 393, respectively.
56[N. T.] See our discussion on this topic in Section 10.5.
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it would be useful to perform them as a counterproof of those that provided these results, I
have not thought it necessary to remove the description.

We did not locate any other work or manuscript by Ampère in which he performed this experi-
ment after 1826. In any event, variations of this experiment were performed in 1878 by Albert von
Ettingshausen57 (1850-1932) and in 1882 by Riccardo Felici58 (1819-1902). They had three circu-
lar circuits with their dimensions and distances following the same geometric ratio, as in equation
(10.54). They placed the three similar circles in three vertical planes which were parallel to one
another, with the centers of the three circles located along the same horizontal straight line, as in
figures 10.21 and 10.22. The central conductor B was mobile around a vertical axis passing through
point r of figure 10.21 or through point T of figure 10.22. The plane of the central conductor was
chosen so that it was orthogonal to the local magnetic meridian, in such a way that it was not
affected by terrestrial magnetism. It is much easier to calculate the net force acting on the central
circle and being due to any one of the lateral circles in this configuration than in Ampère’s original
configuration in which the three circular circuits were located in the same horizontal plane.

Figure 10.21: Ettingshausen’s experiment.

In Ettingshausen’s experiment,59 for instance, a current of the same intensity flowed in all three
circuits of figure 10.21. The ratio of the radii of circuits A and B was 2:1, like the ratio of the radii
of circuits B and C. In the first situation the currents in all three circuits flowed in the same sense
(for instance, all of them clockwise). In this case he observed that circuit B remained stationary,
after being released from rest, when the distances between the centers of the circuits was in the
ratio AB : BC = 2 : 1. In the second situation the current in circuit B flowed in opposite sense
from the currents in circuits A and C. In this case circuits A and B repelled one another, the
same happened between circuits B and C. Then, no matter the initial position of circuit B, it
stopped at rest when the distance of its center to the centers of the other circuits was in the ratio
AB : BC = 2 : 1.

These experimental observations allowed Ettingshausen and Felici to conclude, like Ampère
predicted, that n = 2 in his force law.

Recently Tricker has also performed a similar experiment which led to the same conclusion
that n = 2.60 Instead of working with similar circular conductors, Tricker worked with similar
solenoids. In any event, the final conclusion of the experiments performed by Ettingshausen, Felici
and Tricker is that the only value of the constant n compatible with their experimental findings is
given by n = 2. This value of n coincides with the value predicted by Ampère.

57[Ett78a], [Ett78b] and [Ett79].
58[Fel82] and [Bou83].
59[Ett78b, pp. 133-134].
60[Tri65, pp. 46-48].
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Figure 10.22: Felici’s experiment.

The case of equilibrium of the law of similarity was so important to Ampère that he included
it as the fourth case of equilibrium discussed in the Théorie in order to deduce his force between
current elements.61

10.6 Mapping Terrestrial Magnetism

Suppose that a magnetic compass is free to turn around all directions relative to a point which
is fixed relative to the ground. After being released from rest in an arbitrary orientation, it will
oscillate around a specific orientation. The amplitudes of these oscillation decrease as a function
of time due to the inevitable presence of friction, until the compass remains at rest pointing along
its equilibrium orientation. This direction of equilibrium depends on its location over the Earth,
being defined by the local value and direction of terrestrial magnetism.

A compass which can turn in a horizontal plane around a vertical axis passing through its center
reaches an equilibrium orientation along the local magnetic meridian. The geographic meridian,
on the other hand, is connected with the diurnal rotation of the Earth relative to the frame of
the fixed stars. The angle between the magnetic meridian and the geographic meridian is called
magnetic declination.

A dip needle or dip circle is a magnetic needle which can turn in a vertical plane around a
horizontal axis passing through the center of gravity of the needle. In equilibrium the needle
remains normally inclined relative to the horizon. The angle between the axis of the needle and
the horizon is called dip angle. This phenomenon was known since the end of the XVIth century.
Measurements made during the XVII and XVIIIth centuries showed that the dip angle was related
with the terrestrial latitude, as shown in figure 10.23.

In 1804 Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) and Biot were able to explain mathematically the
observed relation between the dip angle and the terrestrial latitude.62 This mathematical relation
represents a direct consequence of assuming that the torque acting on a dip needle is due to an
infinitely small magnet located at the center of the Earth. With this assumption they arrived at
the following relation between the dip angle ζ and the latitude angle L:

tan(ζ + L) =
sin 2L

cos 2L− 1/3
. (10.55)

61[Amp26f, p. 25 and figure 4], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 197 and figure 4] and [Amp65b, p. 170 and figure 51].
62[HB04] and [Sav85b, Note of Joubert on p. 369].
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Figure 10.23: Dip angle ζ as a function of the latitude angle L. The letter R indicates the Earth’s
radius.

In 1809 the scientist Kraft transformed this relation into a simpler expression, namely:

tan ζ = 2 tanL . (10.56)

Biot incorporated Kraft’s formula in the third edition of his book Précis élémentaire de Physique
expérimentale, of 1824, by saying that the tangent of depression is double the tangent of magnetic
latitude.63 Equation (10.56) was also obtained by Bowditch.

Figure 10.24 (a) illustrates the model of Humboldt and Biot. At the center of the Earth there is
a magnetic dipole. It would generate a torque on the dip needles located at the surface of the Earth,
which would then, in equilibrium, remain inclined to the horizon as indicated in figure 10.23. It
is possible to show mathematically, beginning with Coulomb’s force between magnetic poles given
by equation (1.3), that in this case the relation between the dip angle ζ and the latitude angle L
where the dip needle is located satisfies equation (10.56), which agrees with the experimental data.

Figure 10.24: (a) In the model of Humboldt and Biot a small magnetic dipole located at the center
of the Earth inclines the dip needles located at the surface of the Earth. (b) Savary obtained the
same effect replacing the magnetic dipole by an electrodynamic cylinder. (c) Ampère obtained the
same effect replacing the magnetic dipole by a small planar loop of arbitrary format.

In 1823 Savary considered this problem utilizing Ampère’s force between current elements.64

He considered a small electrodynamic cylinder located at the center of the Earth and interacting
with another small electrodynamic cylinder located at the surface of the Earth. The first cylinder
replaced Humboldt and Biot’s magnetic dipole, while the last cylinder would the electrodynamic
equivalent of a dip needle. He supposed that the distance between these cylinders was much
larger than their lengths or radii. Utilizing Ampère’s force between current elements he calculated
the equilibrium orientation of the second cylinder due to the influence of the first cylinder. He

63[Bio24, p. 85] and [Far26, p. 266].
64[Sav23a, p. 97], [Sav23b, pp. 24-25], [Sav23c, pp. 24-26], [Sav85b, pp. 343 and 367-370] and [Blo82, p. 141].
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obtained that this orientation was exactly the orientation given by equation (10.56). Figure 10.24
(b) represents Savary’s model.

In his works of November 21, 1825, Ampère generalized Savary’s calculations related to terres-
trial magnetism.65 He replaced the electrodynamic cylinder by a small planar loop of arbitrary
form located at the center of the Earth with its plane located along the terrestrial magnetic equa-
tor. He calculated the directrix (or the normal to the directing plane) due to this planar loop at
a point located far away from the loop. He arrived at the following conclusions when considering
the infinitesimal loop centered at the origin of a coordinate system with its plane located along
the xy plane:66

1st: That the straight line which I called the normal to the directing plane of the electrody-
namic action in relation to the point under consideration is located in the plane drawn from
this point perpendicularly over the plane of the small circuit.

2nd: That this straight line is orientated, in relation to this last plane, in the same way as a
magnetized dip needle is orientated in relation to the magnetic equator of our globe. That is,
it forms with the straight line drawn from the point under consideration up to the origin an
angle the tangent of which is half of the tangent of that angle which the same straight line
forms with the z axis.

What Ampère expressed with these words is equivalent to our equation (10.56). Ampère’s
model is illustrated in figure 10.24 (c). The fourth Note at the end of the Théorie published in
1826, corresponding to the third Note of the Théorie published in 1827, presents a mathematical
deduction of this relation, see our Sections 30.4 and 31.3.67

As seen at Subsection 10.2.2, the extremity of an electrodynamic solenoid suffers a force due
to a closed circuit acting along the directrix due to this circuit at the location of the extremity of
the solenoid. When the solenoid is definite and very small, one of its extremities will suffer a force
acting at a certain sense along this directrix, while its other extremity will suffer a force of the
same magnitude in the opposite sense along the same directrix. Therefore it will normally suffer
a torque, unless it is orientated along this directrix. In this particular orientation it will suffer no
net torque from the closed circuit, remaining in equilibrium at rest relative to the ground. It is
then possible to map the direction of this directrix at any point in space utilizing small definite
solenoids.

The magnetic analog of this situation is the orientation of a compass by terrestrial magnetism.
The magnetic action of the Earth can be mapped utilizing the equilibrium orientations of small
compasses spread over the surface of the Earth.

Nowadays most physicists work with the concept of a magnetic field. Ampère’s result about the
orientation of the directrix is expressed nowadays by saying that the magnetic field at the Earth’s
surface has the same direction as the magnetic field due to a small magnetic dipole placed at the
center of the Earth, with its axis orientated along the terrestrial magnetic axis.

10.7 Equivalence between a Magnetic Dipole Layer and a

Current Carrying Closed Circuit

As seen in Section 10.3, Poisson developed a magnetic theory based on Coulomb’s force between
magnetic poles, presenting his results in February and December, 1824. He calculated, in particular,
the force acting on a magnetic particle (or magnetic pole) due to a magnetic surface composed of
two sheets separated by a small distance, one sheet composed only of austral fluids and the other
sheet composed only of boreal fluids. These two fluids had opposite signs and the same intensity.
It was like a magnetic dipole layer. The three components of the force exerted by a magnetic dipole
acting on a magnetic pole were expressed by Poisson through equations (10.48) up to (10.50).

65[Amp26b, p. 41], [Amp87c, p. 195] and [Amp87f, p. 210].
66[Amp87f, p. 210].
67[Amp26f, pp. 214-215] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 379-381].
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In 1825 Ampère obtained analogous results, although expressing himself in terms of electric
currents.68 He presented his calculations at the meetings of 12 September, 21 November and 28
November, 1825, of the Academy of Sciences of Paris.69

Ampère obtained, in particular, results analogous to equations (10.48) up to (10.50). Poisson
considered the force exerted by a magnetic dipole layer acting on a magnetic particle. Ampère, on
the other hand, instead of a magnetic dipole layer, considered a closed circuit having the same size
and shape as Poisson’s magnetic dipole layer, supposing that a constant current flowed along this
closed circuit. Ampère calculated the force exerted by this current carrying closed circuit acting
on a simply indefinite solenoid. He supposed the extremity of this indefinite solenoid to be located
at the same position of Poisson’s magnetic particle. He then obtained70 equations analogous to
those obtained earlier by Poisson, as regards the angles appearing in these equations. The only
difference between Poisson and Ampère’s results appeared in the constant coefficients multiplying
the angular portions of these equations. In analogy with equation (10.46), Ampère obtained an
electrodynamic equivalence for Poisson’s purely magnetic results.

Ampère expressed this equivalence by means of two theorems, namely:71

Consider an arbitrary surface terminated by a closed circuit with given size and position in
space. Suppose that very small magnets are placed in points infinitely close to one another
along this whole surface, all magnets having the same length, being this length of the same
order of magnitude of their mutual distances, with all magnets of the same magnitude and
equally spaced, in such a way that the poles of the same name are all located on the same
side of the surface, and that the straight lines connecting the poles of each magnet have their
central points along this surface, being directed according to the normals [that is, magnets
orthogonal to the surface in each point]. From the calculations which I have the honor to
present to the Académie it then follows:

1st: That the action exerted by this ensemble of magnets on an austral or boreal pole of another
magnet, arbitrarily placed in relation to the boundary of this surface, does not depend on the
shape of this surface, depending only on its contour.

2nd: That this action is exactly the same action which results from the formula by means
of which I expressed the mutual action between two elements of voltaic conductors, [from
the interaction] between an electric current that traversed the contour of the surface and the
extremity of an electrodynamic solenoid located at the point where it is supposed to be located
the pole being acted upon by all infinitely small magnets which are orthogonal to the surface.

Ampère then considered a small magnet interacting with a magnetic pole. He represented by
µ the infinitely small intensity of the “magnetic force” of one of these small magnets.72 Let us
suppose that this magnet has a North pole, p1, and a South pole, −p1. This magnet would be
interacting with another magnetic pole p2. The force exerted by each one of the poles of the
magnet acting on the other pole would be proportional to the product p1p2, according to equation
(1.3). The magnitude µ, which Ampère called the “magnetic force” of the magnet, would be then
given by this product p1p2.

Initially Ampère obtained expressions analogous to those obtained earlier by Poisson, namely,
equations (10.48) up to (10.50). Later on he showed that the x, y and z components of this force
by unit magnetic pole could be written in terms of his integrals A, B and C given by equations
(10.8) up to (10.10).

We represent this equivalence by means of figure 10.25. The magnetic dipole layer of figure
10.25 (a), composed of many NS dipoles orientated orthogonally to the surface, acts on an external
magnetic pole N ′ located at point A. In figure 10.25 (b) there is a closed circuit following the
contour of the magnetic dipole layer. There is a constant current i flowing through this closed
circuit. It acts on a simply indefinite solenoid composed of many loops carrying a constant current

68[Blo82, pp. 150-153], [Blo89] and [Hof96, pp. 324-336].
69[Amp25d] and [Amp25c], [Amp25e], [Amp25g] and [Amp26e], [Amp26b], [Amp27a], [Amp28], [Amp87c],

[Amp87f] and [Amp87e].
70[Amp87c, p. 202].
71[Amp87c, pp. 198-199].
72[Amp87c, p. 199].
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i′. The extremity of this indefinite solenoid is located at the same point A. Ampère showed that the
force acting on the configurations of figures 10.25 (a) and (b) have the same behavior, as regards
the angles and distances involved in these problems. These two forces differ only as regards the
constant coefficient multiplying each one of these interactions.
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Figure 10.25: (a) Magnetic surface composed of a magnetic dipole layer interacting with a magnetic
poleN ′ located at point A. (b) Current carrying closed circuit following the contour of the magnetic
surface and interacting with a simply indefinite solenoid with its extremity located at point A. The
forces acting on these two configurations, (a) and (b), have the same behavior as regards the angles
and distances involved in these problems.

In another work of 1825 Ampère deepened his comparison of these two configurations. He now
considered the force between two magnetic dipoles separated by a distance which was much greater
than their lengths. Figure 10.26 represents a dipole 1 of length δρ, North pole µ and South pole
−µ separated by a distance r from dipole 2 of length δρ′, North pole µ′ and South pole −µ′, such
that r ≫ δρ and r ≫ δρ′.

r

dr dr’-m

m

-m’

m’

Figure 10.26: Two magnetic dipoles separated by a distance r.

Ampère also considered the force between two current carrying loops separated by a distance r
which was much larger than their radii or sizes. Figure 10.27 represents a circular loop 1 of radius
r1 and area λ carrying a constant current i with versor n̂1 orthogonal to its surface, together with
a circular loop 2 of radius r2 and area λ′ carrying a constant current i′ with versor n̂2 orthogonal
to its surface. The centers of these two loops are separated by a distance r much larger than their
radii, such that r ≫ r1 and r ≫ r2.

r
n1
^

i
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^

i’

Figure 10.27: A closed loop of area λ, current intensity i and unit normal vector n̂1 interacting
with another closed loop of area λ′, current intensity i′ and unit normal vector n̂2.

Ampère concluded his comparison of the situations represented by figures 10.26 and 10.27 as
follows:73

[...] supposing the axes of the two magnetic elements74 normal to the planes of the two
circuits, and that the centers of the axes [are located] at the determined points of the areas

73[Amp26b, pp. 42-43] and [Amp87f, pp. 211-212], our words in the footnotes.
74That is, the axes of the two magnetic dipoles.
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circumscribing the same circuits, I obtained in these two configurations values75 which differ
only in the constant coefficient appearing in these values. This constant coefficient is ii′λλ′/2
when dealing with the mutual action between two circuits, with i and i′ being the current
intensities, while λ and λ′ represent the areas of the circuits. When one considers the values of
the forces produced by the mutual action between two magnetic elements,76 the same factor
is given by µµ′δρδρ′, where µ and µ′ represent the intensities of the attractive and repulsive
forces of the poles of these elements, while δρ and δρ′ represent the lengths of their axes

That is, when the normal to each current carrying circuit is parallel to the magnetic axis of
the corresponding dipole, then Ampère found the force between the dipoles of figure 10.26 to be
equivalent to the force between the current carrying circuits of figure 10.27, provided there was
the following equivalence:

λλ′ii′

2
⇔ µµ′δρδρ′ . (10.57)

This equation is analogous to the result given by equation (10.46).
Utilizing equations (2.14) and (2.21), then equation (10.57) can be expressed in the International

System of Units as follows:

λλ′II ′ ⇔ PP ′δρδρ′ . (10.58)

Here P and P ′ represent the intensities of the magnetic poles of the two dipoles in the International
System of Units.

In Section 29.19 of the Théorie Ampère further developed this identity between a magnetic
dipole and a current carrying loop.77

This theorem first developed by Ampère is usually represented nowadays in vector notation in
the International System of Units. Consider a magnetic dipole composed of a North pole P and
a South pole −P separated by a small distance ℓ. Let ~ℓ be the vector pointing from −P to P ,
with magnitude |~ℓ| = ℓ being the distance between the two poles. The magnetic moment ~m of

this dipole is then given by ~m ≡ P~ℓ. Consider now a loop of area A carrying a constant current
of intensity I. Its magnetic moment is given by ~m = IAû, where û is a unit vector orthogonal to
the area of the loop. The direction of the versor û is given by the right hand rule. Let us assume
that ~ℓ and û are parallel to one another, pointing in the same sense. The equivalence obtained by
Ampère is expressed by the following equation:

Pℓ = IA . (10.59)

When equation (10.59) is satisfied it is said that the current carrying loop and the magnetic
dipole have the same magnetic moment. They exert the same force and the same torque on another
magnetic dipole with magnetic moment P ′ℓ′. They also exert the same force and the same torque
on another current carrying loop with magnetic moment I ′A′.

10.8 Final Synthesis

After six years working on this subject, Ampère realized that he had obtained the goals he had
imagined when first hearing about Ørsted’s experiment. He created a new branch of physics,
namely, electrodynamics, dealing with the forces and torques between current carrying conductors.
He obtained the main phenomena of this area of knowledge, namely: forces between rectilinear
parallel conductors, forces between current carrying flat spirals, torques between a rectilinear con-
ductor and a helix, force exerted by a closed circuit of arbitrary form acting on a current element
of another circuit, force acting on a mobile portion of a circuit due to the remainder of this closed
circuit (as in Ampère’s bridge experiment) etc. Moreover, he obtained an algebraic expression for

75That is, a value for the forces between two magnetic dipoles and a value for the force between two current
carrying closed loops.

76That is, between two magnetic dipoles.
77[Amp26f, pp. 131-151] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 303-323].
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the force between two current elements. With this expression he could not only explain quanti-
tatively the phenomena he had observed, but he could as well predict new facts which were later
on corroborated experimentally. In particular, he showed theoretically and experimentally that
the force exerted by a closed circuit of arbitrary shape acting on an external current element is
always orthogonal to this element. This force is located in the directing plane, being normal to
the directrix at the location of the element, with this directrix being due to the closed circuit. The
force exerted by this closed circuit of arbitrary form acting on a simply indefinite solenoid acts
at the extremity of this solenoid, pointing along the directrix due to the closed circuit. He also
showed that the force between two definite solenoids is composed of four components, pointing
along the straight lines connecting the extremities of these solenoids and varying as the inverse
square of these distances.

Moreover, he presented a new conception of magnetism. It was no longer necessary to suppose
the existence of austral and boreal fluids (our North and South fluids, or North and South poles, re-
spectively). Instead of these fluids, Ampère postulated the existence of microscopic electric currents
flowing in the molecules of the magnetized substances. He showed that the interaction between two
simply indefinite solenoids is electrodynamically analogous to Coulomb’s force between two mag-
netic poles. Ampère also showed that the interaction between two magnetic dipoles is equivalent
to the interaction between two definite solenoids carrying constant currents. He explained quanti-
tatively the experiments of Ørsted, Biot, Savart and Faraday relative to the interaction between a
current carrying conductor and a magnet. To this end he utilized only his force between current
elements. He could also reproduce these experiments replacing the magnets (or the Earth) by
appropriate current carrying conductors. He could also reproduce the usual behavior of a compass
or the behavior of a dip needle utilizing appropriate current carrying conductors instead of the
compass or the dip needle.

In this way he unified three branches of physics, namely: magnetism (interaction between
two magnets or the interaction of the Earth with a magnet), electromagnetism (interaction of a
magnet with a current carrying conductor or the interaction of the Earth with a current carrying
conductor) and electrodynamics (interaction between two current carrying conductors). According
to Ampère, these three branches of knowledge were only due to forces and torques acting between
current carrying conductors. Moreover, the experimental phenomena of these three branches were
explained theoretically utilizing the integration of his force law between current elements.

In 1826 he wrote his masterpiece, the Theory of Electrodynamic Phenomena, Uniquely Deduced
from Experiments.78 This work presented a final synthesis of his experimental and theoretical
works.

Although he published a few other works on electrodynamics later on, he soon lost interest in
this subject. He dedicated most of his time to the philosophy of science, writing a text presenting
a classification of all sciences known in his time. The first volume was published in 1834,79 while
the second volume was published posthumously in 1843,80 seven years after his death in 1836.

78[Amp26f].
79[Amp34].
80[Amp43].
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We now present some controversies which began in Ampère’s time, some of which have not yet
been solved. These electromagnetic controversies help to illuminate Ampère’s own masterpiece, the
Théorie, and the criticisms he incorporated in this work. Tricker, in the beginning of a chapter in
which he presented some criticisms made to Ampère’s work after his death, stated the following:1

The theory of the electrodynamics of steady currents developed by Ampère was accepted by
his contemporaries immediately.

However, this statement is far from the truth. Ampère’s work was criticized by the main
contemporary scientists working on this subject, namely, Ørsted, Biot, Savart and Faraday, among
others. In the next Chapters we present some of the main criticisms presented by these authors.

1[Tri65, p. 98].
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Chapter 11

Ørsted Versus Ampère

11.1 Ørsted’s Interpretation of His Own Experiment

As was seen in Section 1.3, Ørsted presented on July 21, 1820, his fundamental discovery of the
deflection of a magnetized needle due to a long and straight current carrying conductor. His most
important experiment is represented in figures 1.5 and 1.6. Figure 11.1 reproduces the first of these
images.
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Figure 11.1: Representation of Ørsted’s experiment with the horizontal wire above the magnetic
needle. In (a) and (b) the needle points along the magnetic meridian while there is no electric
current in the wire. In (c) there is a constant current flowing from the South towards the North.
The needle is deviated from the magnetic meridian, with its North pole going westward.

Ørsted interpreted his crucial observation as follows:1

We may now make a few observations towards explaining these phenomena.

The electric conflict acts only on the magnetic particles of matter. All non-magnetic bodies
appear penetrable by the electric conflict, while magnetic bodies, or rather their magnetic
particles, resist the passage of this conflict. Hence they can be moved by the impetus of the
contending powers.

It is sufficiently evident from the preceding facts that the electric conflict is not confined to the
conductor, but dispersed pretty widely in the circumjacent space.

From the preceding facts we may likewise collect2 that this conflict performs circles; for without

1[Oer20, p. 276], [Oer65, pp. 116-117] and [Ørs86, pp. 121-122], our emphasis in italics.
2In the original English translation of Oersted’s paper we read, [Oer20, p. 276] and [Ørs98a, p. 419]: “From the

preceding facts we may likewise collect...” In Tricker’s book we read, [Oer65, p. 116]: “From the preceding facts we
may likewise infer...”
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this condition, it seems impossible that the one part of the uniting wire, when placed below the
magnetic pole, should drive it towards the east, and when placed above it towards the west; for
it is the nature of a circle that the motions in opposite parts should have an opposite direction.
Besides, a motion in circles, joined with a progressive motion, according to the length of the
conductor, ought to form a conchoidal or spiral line; but this, unless I am mistaken, contributes
nothing to explain the phenomena hitherto observed.

All the effects on the north pole3 above-mentioned are easily understood by supposing that
negative electricity moves in a spiral line bent towards the right, and propels the north pole,
but does not act on the south pole. The effects on the south pole are explained in a similar
manner, if we ascribe to positive electricity a contrary motion and power of acting on the
south pole, but not upon the north. The agreement of this law with nature will be better
seen by a repetition of the experiment than by a long explanation. The mode of judging of
the experiments will be much facilitated if the course of the electricities in the uniting wire be
pointed out by marks or figures.

I shall merely add to the above that I have demonstrated in a book published five years ago
that heat and light consist of the conflict of the electricities. From the observations now
stated, we may conclude that a circular motion likewise occurs in these effects. This I think
will contribute very much to illustrate the phenomena to which the appellation of polarization
of light has been given.

Copenhagen, July 21, 1820. John Christian Oersted.

Ørsted did not present figures to illustrate his explanation. Figure 11.2 illustrates what he
may have imagined according to his own description. In figure 11.2 (a) we have positive charges
flowing along the magnetic meridian, from the South towards the North, inside the horizontal
current carrying wire, while the negative charges flow in the opposite sense. The North pole of the
magnetized needle placed below the wire, which originally pointed along the NS direction when
there was no current in the wire, is displaced westwards when a constant current flows in the wire.
For instance, in this article he observed that:4

If the distance of the uniting wire does not exceed three-quarters of an inch from the needle,
the declination of the needle makes an angle of about 45o. If the distance is increased, the
angle diminishes proportionally.

Figure 11.2 (b) presents the electric conflict, or the electric current, flowing helically outside
the wire, according to Ørsted’s conception. According to his original interpretation, the negative
charges would “propel the north pole” of the magnetized needle.

It is curious to observe that the longitudinal component, parallel to the wire, of the motion of
the supposed negative charges outside the wire point in the opposite sense of the motion of the
negative charges inside the wire. The same behavior happens with the supposed motions of the
positive charges inside and outside the wire.

Ørsted initially considered that the deflection of the needle was due only to the action of the
current carrying wire. Ampère, on the other hand, realized that this deflection was due to the
joint action of the wire and the Earth acting on the needle. Ampère was the first to show, with
his astatic needle, that, by eliminating the magnetic action of the Earth, the needle is orientated
orthogonally to a current carrying wire, as discussed in Section 3.2. Ampère presented this result
at the Academy of Sciences of Paris in September 1820, publishing his results at the end of this
year.

When Ørsted became aware of Ampère’s experiments, he changed his interpretation of his own
experiment. In an article of 1821, for instance, he said the following:5

3[Note by R. A. R. Tricker, [Oer65, p. 117]:] Oersted’s expressions are “Omnes in polum septentrionalem” and
“Effectus in polum meridionalem”. If by “a spiral line bent towards the right” he means a right-handed screw,
then he must be using septentrionalem in the same sense that boreal was used at the time, namely to indicate a
south-seeking pole. The term north pole in the translation would therefore mean a south-seeking pole—i.e. one
homologous with the earth’s north pole.

4[Oer20, p. 274], [Oer65, p. 114] and [Ørs86, p. 119].
5[Ørs98f, p. 432], italics in the original.
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Figure 11.2: (a) Ørsted’s experiment. (b) His interpretation of this observation in which he
supposed electric charges describing helical paths around the wire and propelling the magnetic
poles of the magnet. The arrows indicate the directions of motion of the supposed positive and
negative charges moving inside and outside the wire.

I shall here state, rather more in detail than I have done in my first publication, the rule by
which I think all electro-magnetic effects are governed. It is this: When opposite electrical
powers6 meet under circumstances which offer resistance, they are subjected to a new form
of action, and in this state they act upon the magnetic needle in such a manner that positive
electricity repels the south, and attracts the north pole of the compass: and negative electricity
repels the north, and attracts the south pole;7 but the direction followed by the electrical powers
in this state is not a right line, but a spiral one, turning from left hand to the right.

In his original paper of 1820 Ørsted mentioned the negative electricity. He now mentioned the
negative electrical power. These expressions would represent the analogous to our negative electric
charge, or negatively electrified particle, the same being valid for the positive sign.

In his first interpretation of 1820, Ørsted believed that negative electricity propelled the North
pole of a magnet, while the positive electricity propelled the South pole. He was certainly thinking
on forces exerted by contact or collision. Similar examples are the orientation of a windsock by
air currents in an airport or a flowing river propelling a water wheel or watermill. In the case
of Ørsted’s experiment he imagined a material flow of charged particles pushing the poles of the
magnet. These magnetic poles would not be penetrable by the electric charges, resisting their
passage. As he said, the magnetic particles of matter would be moved by the impetus of the
electric charges. In this paper of 1821, on the other hand, he mentioned the attractions and
repulsions exerted by the electricities flowing helically outside the wire and acting on the poles
of the magnetic needle. In 1820 he suggested actions transmitted through mechanical contact,
charges propelling magnetic poles, while in 1821 he suggested actions at a distance (attractions
and repulsions). In any event, it is not clear to us how these supposed attractions and repulsions
acting between the charges of the electric conflict and the poles of the magnet might orientate the
needle, as shown by his experiment.

We present here another quotation of Ørsted from 1821 in which he mentioned these attractions
and repulsions acting between the electric charges and the poles of a magnet:8

Given all this, the north pole of a magnetic needle is repelled by the negative electricity and
attracted by the positive. Naturally, the south pole of the magnetic needle has the same
relation with the positive electricity.

6[Note by Ørsted:] I here repeat what I have already stated in other works, that by electrical forces, I mean only
the unknown cause of electrical phenomena, whether it belong to imperceptible matter or independent motion.

7[Note by Ørsted:] In my first memoir, I grounded all explanations upon the repulsions only which are exerted
by electrical and magnetic forces; but I soon discovered, that from the fear of assuming more than the phenomenon
required, I drew an unjust inference; for if magnetic forces are the same as electrical under another form of action,
it follows, that opposite forces ought to attract each other reciprocally, and forces of the same kind to repel each
other.

8[Ørs98e, p. 426].
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As can be seen from these quotations, from 1820 to 1821 he changed his conceptions of how
the electricities flowing outside the current carrying wire interacted with the magnetic poles of
the needle. Moreover, later on he also began to talk about circles around a current carrying wire,
instead of considering helices or spirals around it. An example can be seen in a paper he published
on 1830 related to thermoelectricity. What he called austral magnetism is the North pole of a
magnetized needle, that is, the pole pointing approximately towards the terrestrial geographic
North. His words:9

If we now suppose that the electricity of the current enters the conductor at the right hand
of the observer,10 the austral magnetism (the same which predominates in the north-end of
the needle,) will, upon the superior surface of the conductor go off from the observer; on the
side most distant from the observer, the austral magnetism goes downwards; on the inferior
surface it goes towards the observer; on the side nearest the observer it goes upwards. This
is represented in figure 1 [figure 11.3], where BA is the conductor in which the direction of
the current is AB, the circle cedf [sic]11 represents a plane perpendicular to the conductor,
in which the magnetical circulation takes place. This plane is here and in the other figures
represented as if it were material and opaque. The little arrows show the direction of the
austral magnetism.12

Figure 11.3: Ørsted’s figure representing the magnetic action of a straight current carrying con-
ductor.

As can be seen from this quotation, after becoming aware of Ampère’s experiment with his
astatic needle, Ørsted was convinced that when a magnetic compass is only under the influence of
a long straight current carrying conductor, without being influenced by terrestrial magnetism, the
needle will become orientated in equilibrium orthogonally to the wire.

11.2 Ørsted Against Ampère

Ørsted never completely accepted Ampère’s interpretations as regards the electromagnetic and
electrodynamic phenomena. He considered his own theory correct as opposed to that of Ampère.
He even performed an experiment, in 1830, with which he believed to have refuted Ampère’s
theory.13 Ørsted mentioned several times that his theory was different from that of Ampère. For
instance:14

[...] and if I adopt a theory of magnetism differing from his [that is, differing from Ampère’s
theory], I shall never cease to acknowledge the great merit of his labours.

9[Ørs98g, p. 549], our explanations in the footnotes.
10That is, for an observer looking at figure 11.3 at this instant.
11These letters are not indicated in Ørsted’s figure.
12That is, the direction of motion of the North pole of a magnet, due to the influence of the straight current

carrying conductor.
13[Ørs98d].
14[Ørs98f, p. 437].
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Some aspects which Ørsted criticized in Ampère’s interpretations:

1. The mathematical complication of Ampère’s theory.

2. The supposition of a direct interaction between two current carrying conductors, without the
intermediation of a flux of charges circulating around the wire.

3. The hypothesis of the existence of microscopic or molecular electric currents flowing inside
a magnet. Ørsted, on the other hand, always considered magnetism as being due to a
distribution of real magnetic particles distributed inside a magnet and inside the Earth.

We now present some of his quotations expressing these criticisms.

11.2.1 The Mathematical Complication of Ampère’s Theory

We first quote a paper by Ørsted in which he expressed not only that his theory opposed that of
Ampère, but also mentioned the mathematical difficulties found in Ampère’s theory:15

Councillor of State16 and Professor Ørsted has informed the Society of a new electromagnetic
experiment which he believes to be inconsistent with Ampère’s theory.17 It is a familiar
experience in the history of science that opposing theories about a natural phenomenon are
able to persist for a long time even though there may be arguments which should decide the
issue. In such a case an attempt must be made to devise an experiment which cannot possibly
be explained in two ways. If one stopped at a crossroads where one did not know which
direction to take, such an experimentum crucis, as Baco18 called it, would show the right
way. The controversy between the explanation of the electromagnetic effects given by Ampère
and the one given by the discoverer [that is, by Ørsted himself ] may be said more or less to
stand at such a point. Admittedly, Ampère’s theory has not retained many defenders outside
France, and even there opinions are divided, but the profusion of mathematical expositions
which makes it difficult to assess this theory has also prevented many physicists from deciding
in favour of one view.

Another quotation showing that Ørsted considered Ampère’s theory very complicated:19

By these suppositions, and a considerable exertion of mathematical skill, he [Ampère] is en-
abled to make this view represent well enough the phenomena, though his theory is very
complicated.

11.2.2 Direct Action between Current Carrying Conductors, Without
being Mediated by a Flux of Electric Charges Circulating around
the Wire

Ørsted main criticism against Ampère was that Ampère did not accept the rotary action of the
electric current, that is, Ampère did not accept Ørsted’s conception according to which there were
electric charges circulating externally around a current carrying wire. This supposed circulation
of electric charges around the wire was the basis of Ørsted’s explanation of his own experiment
of the deflection of a compass needle. Ampère, on the other hand, explained the torque exerted
by the current carrying wire in this experiment as being due to a direct interaction between
the macroscopic current in the wire and the microscopic currents he supposed to exist inside
the magnetic needle. Moreover, according to Ampère, this macroscopic torque was due to an
integration of microscopic forces acting between a current element in the wire and a current element
of a microscopic current inside the magnet, with these forces acting along the line connecting these

15[Ørs98d, p. 539], our emphasis in italics.
16[Between 1827 and 1840 Ørsted refers to himself in these reports as Etatsraad, an honorary title meaning

Councillor of State.]
17[Summary in Oken’s Isis, Vol. 22, Col. 260-62, Jena 1829.]
18[Bacon.]
19[Ørs98g, p. 568], our emphasis.
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two current elements and following the principle of action and reaction. Ørsted accepted the
existence of real magnetic particles of austral and boreal magnetism. Ampère, on the other hand,
explained the magnetic and electromagnetic interactions by supposing the existence of microscopic
electric currents not only inside magnets, but also inside the Earth. Moreover, according to Ampère
the so-called magnetic properties of magnets and the Earth were in fact due to electrodynamic
interactions between these microscopic electric currents. Ampère’s suppositions were contrary to
those of Ørsted, who considered them unacceptable, as he expressed several times. Ørsted never
abandoned the idea of the real existence of magnetic particles or poles. He also never abandoned his
initial supposition of the existence of a helical or circular flow of electric charges moving externally
around a current carrying wire and being responsible for the magnetic properties of this wire. We
quote here some statements by Ørsted related to these topics as expressed in 1830:20

M. Ampère, to whom we are indebted for the discovery of the mutual attractions and repulsions
of the electrical currents, considers the law of this action as a fundamental one, at least so far
as our present knowledge extends. He thus admits no rotative action in the electrical current,
but he transports it to the magnet, in which he supposes electrical currents, revolving in planes
perpendicular or nearly perpendicular to the axis of the magnet.

Ampère wished that Ørsted would accept his theory. This never happened, although they met
one another in Paris and had the opportunity to discuss about magnetism. In a letter written to
his wife on 25 April, 1822, Ørsted described Ampère’s discomfort when Ørsted maintained his own
theory:21

Ampère, who has worked so much with my discovery and has founded a very elaborate theory
on it, was greatly annoyed that I still keep to mine which is extremely simple. In order to
have a conversation with me about this in the company of several scholars, he invited me to a
dinner-party where Fourier, Dulong, Chevreul, Friedrich Cuvier, Savary and Montferrand were
present too. The latter two are young disciples of Ampère. After the meal the conversation
began and lasted for nearly three hours. I quite succeeded in proving that my theory accounts
for all the phenomena, and what was most remarkable, I had to prove to Fourier that my
theory was older than Ampère’s which was, however, easy, seeing that I have already given
it in my first publication. Even Ampère’s two disciples declared that my theory was able to
explain all the phenomena. They declare that so will Ampère’s, and as his theory is nothing
but the reverse of mine, he having removed the circuits of forces, discovered by me, from the
conductor to the magnet, it will no doubt be difficult to find any entirely decisive objection to
his theory, but I do not care for that either.

20[Ørs98g, p. 568], our emphasis.
21[Fra81, p. 32].



Chapter 12

Biot and Savart Versus Ampère

12.1 Biot and Savart’s Interpretation of Ørsted’s Experi-
ment

Biot and Savart presented an interpretation of Ørsted’s experiment which was different from that
of Ørsted, Section 11.1, and also different from that of Ampère, Sections 1.3 and 3.1.

Biot and Savart supposed that the wire became magnetized by the current flowing through it.
There would be then an interaction between the magnetic poles of this wire and the magnetic poles
of the compass needle. This interpretation can be gathered not only from the title of their paper,
“Note on the magnetism of Volta’s battery”, but also from their own words when describing the
experiment which they performed, namely:1

By these procedures MM. Biot and Savart arrived at the following result which rigorously
represents the action experienced by a molecule of austral or boreal magnetism when placed
at some distance from a fine and indefinite cylindrical wire which is made magnetic by voltaic
current. Drawing a perpendicular to the axis of the wire from the point where the magnetic
molecule resides, the force influencing the molecule is perpendicular to this line and to the
axis of the wire.

Similar statements can be found in a paper by Biot published in 1821, “On the magnetization
of metals by electricity in motion”:2

However, what nobody had supposed, before M. Oersted made the observation, is that the
electric current has another power. When it flows along metal bodies of any nature, it gives
them momentarily a magnetic virtue; they are then able to attract soft and non magnetized
iron. When one presents to them a steel magnetized needle, they attract one of its poles and
repel the other, but only according to the parts of their surfaces which it faces. At last, what
completes the characteristic of a magnetic action, they do not act at all on silver or copper
needles, but act only on substances which are capable of magnetization.

Analogous statements were made in 1824.3 One example:4

To obtain, therefore, the abstract law of the forces, which must be the first principle and the
determining cause of all the effects produced by the electro-magnetic bodies of whatever figure,
it remains to be learned how each infinitely small particle of the uniting wire contributes to
the total action of the lamina of which it is a part. This determination is in fact the sole
means of ascertaining with certainty the nature of the modification produced in the particles
of the metal by the voltaic current, in virtue of which the electromagnetic effects take place.
It is the only means of knowing, for example, whether these effects result from a proper action

1[BS20, p. 223], [BS65b, p. 118] and [AC06, p. 308], our emphasis.
2[Bio21b, p. 225] and [Bio21a, p. 117], our emphasis.
3[BS24, pp. 704 and 768], [Far26, pp. 305 and 359] and [BS85, pp. 80 and 121].
4[BS24, p. 768], [Far26, p. 359] and [BS85, p. 121], our emphasis.
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immediately exerted by the electric current upon the particles of magnetism presented to it,
or whether, as all analogy seems to indicate, they are only the secondary consequence of a
true magnetism impressed by the voltaic current upon the metallic conductors, differing not in
principle, but in its distribution merely, from the longitudinal magnetism which we have as
yet been able to produce, in certain metals, by friction only.

Biot and Savart also mentioned the rotational or gyratory character of the force exerted by a
current carrying wire on a magnetized needle. For instance:5

[...] it should necessarily be concluded from these effects that the connecting wire moves
the needle by a force emanating from the wire itself, which is directed transversely to the
length of the wire, revolving around its axis, being always parallel to the portion of its circular
contour indicated by the needle. This was also the consequence drawn by M. Oersted from his
observations. Now, this rotational character of the force, and rotational following a definite
sense, [...]

The first fact of the momentary magnetization impressed to the connecting wire by the voltaic
current might appear to a common observer; I don’t know if some aspects of this property
had not been perceived and indicated before. In any event, to recognize this particular char-
acter of the force [that is, its rotational character around the current carrying wire], and to
have assigned it according to the phenomena, without hesitations, without uncertainties, this
belongs really to M. Oersted, and this is what really constitutes a totally new condition in the
motion of electricity.

Similar statements appear in another work of Biot.6 This idea of a “revolving force” has been
stated as follows by Biot in 1824:7

[...] we infer as a necessary consequence, that the uniting wire deranges the needle by a
force proceeding from itself, directed transversely with respect to the length of the wire, and
revolving about its axis, and acting always parallel to the part of its circular outline presented
to the needle. This is also the conclusion drawn by M. Oersted from his first observation. Now,
the circumstance of the force revolving, and revolving in a determinate direction, in a medium
which, like copper or silver, or any other metal, seems perfectly identical in all its parts, is
a very remarkable phenomenon, of which only one example was before known, namely, that
relating to the theory of light, which consists, as will be shown hereafter, in the deviations
which certain liquids cause in the planes of polarization of the luminous rays.

12.2 Biot and Savart Against Ampère

Biot and Savart never accepted Ampère’s interpretation of Ørsted’s experiment. They also rejected
completely Ampère’s research program. The main criticisms they made of Ampère’s work were
presented as follows:

1. According to Biot and Savart, the interaction between current carrying wires was a secondary
effect arising from something more basic, namely, the magnetization of these wires due to
the passage of the electric current. Accordingly the interaction between two current carrying
wires would be due to the supposed magnetic poles spread over the cross section of one
wire interacting with the magnetic poles spread over the cross section of the second wire.
According to Biot and Savart, the fundamental interaction took place between the molecules
of austral and boreal fluids (that is, the North and South poles of each magnet belonging to
the first current carrying wire interacting with the North and South poles of each magnet
belonging to the second current carrying wire). According to Ampère, on the other hand,
the fundamental interaction took place between current carrying elements.

5[Bio21b, pp. 226-227].
6[Bio21a, p. 119].
7[BS24, p. 706], [Far26, p. 307] and [BS85, p. 82].
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2. Biot and Savart rejected not only Ampère’s conception of a force between current elements
depending on the spatial orientations of these elements, but also the more basic supposition
of the existence of current elements which were spatially orientated. According to Biot and
Savart there was nothing similar to this hypothesis in the known interactions (gravitational,
electrostatic and magnetostatic). These three last interactions are central ones, they act
between point like objects and they depend only on the distance between the interacting
particles.

3. Biot and Savart considered Ampère’s supposition of molecular currents an unnecessary com-
plication.

All these points were emphasized by Biot in the third edtion of his book Précis élémentaire de
Physique expérimentale, of 1824:8

M. Ampère proposed to make these phenomena the fundamental principle of the whole theory
of electro-magnetism, by considering them, not as compound results in the way we have done,
but as simple effects resulting from an attraction or repulsion, which the electric currents
would exert upon each other immediately, without sensible tension, according as they are
transmitted through the metallic conductors in the same direction or in opposite directions.
This hypothesis, which attributes to fluid currents an attractive property, depending on their
different or similar directions, is in the first place, completely opposed in itself to all the
analogy observed in the other laws of attraction. It would, moreover, be necessary to modify
it by another entirely arbitrary circumstance, in order to deduce from it the variation of
intensity which is observed in the transverse action of the elementary laminae of the uniting
wire, according to the obliquity of their direction to the lines which separate them from the
magnetic particles subjected to the action; whereas this particular may be considered as only a
compound result of the unknown distribution of the elementary magnetism, when we attribute
the magnetic action of the wires to such an action. Finally, upon the latter supposition, the
influence of the uniting wires upon magnets is referred to the general analogy of the action
of magnetic bodies upon each other; while, in order to explain this influence according to
the hypothesis in question, M. Ampère is obliged to make a multitude of other still more
complicated suppositions; for he is under the necessity of considering all the mutual actions
of magnetic bodies in general, as produced by voltaic currents circulating about the metallic
particles which compose them, in a manner greatly resembling the vortices of Descartes. Hence
arises a complication of arrangements and suppositions very difficult to be explained; while,
on the other hand, these phenomena, although not yet rendered capable of being calculated in
their compound character, considered as depending upon an elementary magnetism imparted
by the voltaic current, offer nothing in themselves which may not be easily conceived. For
this reason, I have thought proper to give the observations of M. Ampère, without adopting
his explanation, presenting them merely as compound results derived from the more simple
phenomena, instead of recognising in them a simple primitive principle from which all the
results are to be deduced.

It seems incorrect to us Biot’s statement according to which Ampère was “obliged to make a
multitude of other still more complicated suppositions”, or that it would be necessary to modify
Ampère’s hypothesis “by another entirely arbitrary circumstance”. It also seems unfair to us to
compare Ampère’s molecular currents with the vortices of Descartes (1596-1650).

As regards the first two statements, it will be seen in Part V of this book that Ampère considered
the word “complicated” differently from Biot. Biot believed that the complication appeared in the
consequences of Ampère’s postulates. Biot considered abnormal these consequences of Ampère’s
theory. According to Ampère, on the other hand, complicated would be to create postulates
or additional entities in order to let the consequences of theories more in agreement with intu-
ition. Moreover, as will be seen in Chapter 21, instead of having entirely arbitrary circumstances,
Ampère’s theory explained qualitatively and quantitatively all phenomena known in his time.

We now discuss Biot’s third statement, according to which Ampère’s molecular currents re-
sembled the vortices of Descartes. Descartes proposed vortices of a subtle matter rotating around

8[BS24, pp. 771-772], [Far26, pp. 362-363] and [BS85, pp. 124-125].
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the Sun in order to offer a mechanical explanation for the planetary system. These vortices would
push the planets around the Sun, exerting in them a tangential force parallel to their motion.
It would be analogous to a mechanical wind pushing a windmill and making it turn around its
axis. Ampère, on the other hand, supposed that the magnetic properties of magnets were due
to electric currents flowing around the particles composing the magnet. According to Ampère,
the interactions between two current elements would obey Newton’s third law of motion, that is,
would act along the straight line connecting their midpoints. He could describe the interactions
between closed current carrying loops by means of the integration of a direct interaction between
two current elements. According to Ampère it was not necessary to suppose a mechanical connec-
tion between two electric currents. It was not necessary any vortex or wind in order to explain the
interaction between two current carrying conductors. There is no resemblance between Ampère’s
molecular currents and the vortices of Descartes.

In Section 16.2 we will discuss Ampère’s criticisms against Biot and Savart’s conceptions.



Chapter 13

Faraday Versus Ampère

13.1 Faraday’s Interpretation of Ørsted’s Experiment

The main electromagnetic researches of Faraday began after Ørsted’s announcement of his discovery
in July, 1820. Since 1813 Faraday was an assistant of Humphry Davy (1778-1829) at the Royal
Institution in London.1 Faraday initially reproduced some of the main experiments performed
by Ørsted, Ampère and a few other scientists and then began his own researches. Between 1821
and 1822 he published a paper, in 3 parts, presenting a historical sketch of electromagnetism.2

Although published anonymously, he later on assumed its authorship.3

In 1821 Faraday performed some experiments analyzing the torque acting on a horizontal
magnetic needle close to a vertical wire carrying a constant current. He interpreted his observations
in terms of the forces exerted by the current carrying wire and acting on the magnetic poles of
the needle. From these experiments he concluded that these poles were not located exactly at
the extremities of the needle. Moreover, the forces exerted by the wire on the magnetic pole did
not point towards the wire. They were orthogonal to the wire and to the straight line connecting
the pole to the wire. These forces should cause the rotation or revolution of the pole around the
wire. These rotational, rotary or revolutive forces were not attractive nor repulsive. Although
in these experiments Faraday did not observe the motion of the current carrying wire due to the
forces exerted by the magnet, he believed these opposite forces should be present. Probably he
was thinking in terms of Newton’s action and reaction law. Faraday described his experiments,
somewhat analogous to those of Ørsted, as follows:4

It is evident from this that the centre of the active portion of either limb of the needle, or the
true pole, as it may be called, is not at the extremity of the needle, but may be represented by
a point generally in the axis of the needle, at some little distance from the end. It was evident,
also, that this point had a tendency to revolve round the wire, and necessarily, therefore, the
wire round this point; and as the same effects in the opposite direction took place with the
other pole, it was evident that each pole had the power of acting on the wire by itself, and
not as any part of the needle, or as connected with the opposite pole.

[...]

Several important conclusions flow from these facts; such as that there is no attraction between
the wire and either pole of a magnet; that the wire ought to revolve round a magnetic pole,
and a magnetic pole round the wire; that both attraction and repulsion of connecting wires,
and probably magnets, are compound actions; [...]

The revolution of the wire and the pole round each other being the first important thing
required to prove the nature of the force mutually exerted by them, various means were tried
to succeed in producing it. [...]

1[Dav21, p. 18].
2[Far21a], [Far21b] and [Far22b].
3[Wil89b, p. 85, n. 14].
4[Far22e, p. 76] and [Far52d, p. 797].
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In September, 1821, Faraday succeeded with these experiments of continuous rotation of the
extremity of a current carrying wire around a magnet, and also with the experiments of continuous
rotation of the extremity of a magnet around a current carrying wire, as discussed in Section 7.1.
Once more he interpreted these experiments based on the existence of magnetic poles, together
with the forces between these poles and the current carrying wire. According to Faraday, these
forces followed the principle of action and reaction. However, they were not directed along the
shortest distance connecting each pole with the long straight wire. According to Faraday, these
forces were orthogonal to this shortest line, being also orthogonal to the wire. They caused the
rotation of the pole around the wire, together with the opposite rotation of the wire around the
pole. These opposite forces causing a mutual rotation are represented in figure 13.1. Each one of
these forces might be reversed by reversing the direction of the current or the type of magnetic
pole. By reversing simultaneously the direction of the current and the type of magnetic pole, the
forces would remain pointing as indicated in this figure.

Figure 13.1: A long straight wire normal to the plane of the paper, with a current i coming out
of the paper. The arrows indicate the forces exerted between a North pole p of the magnetized
needle and the current carrying wire, according to Faraday’s conceptions.

13.2 Faraday Against Ampère

As discussed in Section 7.1, Ampère abandoned most of his electrodynamic researches between
January and September, 1821. Faraday’s discovery of continuous rotation made Ampère resume
his researches. Although Ampère recognized the importance of Faraday’s discovery as regards his
own motivation, he emphasized that Faraday’s conceptions in order to explain these phenomena
were contrary to his own interpretations. In a letter addressed to C. J. Bredin, dated December 3,
1821, Ampère mentioned this controversy:5

When arriving here [in Paris] metaphysics occupied my thoughts; however, after Faraday’s
work, I think only in the electric currents. This memoir contains very singular electromagnetic
facts, which perfectly confirm my theory, although the author tries to fight against it by
replacing it with a [theory] of his creation.

We list here some objections presented by Faraday against Ampère’s conceptions and explana-
tions:

1. Faraday was always skeptical about the idea that an electric current is due to the motion of
electric charges.

2. Faraday doubted Ampère’s magnetic conception, according to which the magnetic properties
of the Earth and magnets were due to electric currents flowing in the Earth and in magnets.

3. According to Faraday, the most simple or basic cases to be considered were the circular
motion of a magnetic pole around a current carrying wire and the opposite circular motion of
a current carrying wire around a magnetic pole. He believed that the attraction and repulsion
between two current carrying wires should be considered a complex phenomenon, which might

5[Lau36a, pp. 576-577] and [Blo82, pp. 109-110].
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be explained in terms of simpler configurations not involving the direct interaction between
current carrying conductors.

In his historical sketch of electromagnetism, published between 1821 and 1822, Faraday ex-
pressed his skepticism relative to the usual conception of an electric current as being due to the
flow of electric charges:6

Those who consider electricity as a fluid, or as two fluids, conceive that a current or currents
of electricity are passing through the wire during the whole time it forms the connection
between the poles of an active [voltaic] apparatus. There are many arguments in favour of
the materiality of electricity, and but few against it; but still it is only a supposition; and it
will be as well to remember, while pursuing the subject of electro-magnetism, that we have
no proof of the materiality of electricity, or of the existence of any current through the wire.

Faraday’s doubts mentioned in item 2 were expressed as follows in a letter to De la Rive of 12
September, 1821:7

But yet I am by no means decided that there are currents of electricity in the common magnet.
I have no doubt that electricity puts the circles of the helix into the same state as those circles
are in that may be conceived in the bar magnet, but I am not certain that this state is directly
dependent on the electricity, or that it cannot be produced by other agencies; and therefore,
until the presence of electrical currents be proved in the magnet by other than magnetical
effects, I shall remain in doubt about Ampère’s theory.

Only after his own discovery of electromagnetic induction in 1831 did Faraday begin to have a
more positive attitude towards Ampère’s magnetic theory. He mentioned the following in a letter
to Phillips, dated 29 November, 1831:8

Then I found that magnets would induce just like voltaic currents, and by bringing helices and
wires and jackets up to the poles of magnets, electrical currents were produced in them; these
currents being able to deflect the galvanometer, or to make, by means of the helix, magnetic
needles, or in one case even to give a spark. Hence the evolution of electricity from magnetism.
The currents were not permanent. They ceased the moment the wires ceased to approach the
magnet, because the new and apparently quiescent state was assumed, just as in the case of the
induction of currents. But when the magnet was removed, and its induction therefore ceased,
the return currents appeared as before. These two kinds of induction I have distinguished by
the terms volta-electric and magneto-electric induction. Their identity of action and results
is, I think, a very powerful proof of M. Ampère’s theory of magnetism.

In his fundamental article of 1831 describing his discovery of the induction of electric currents,
Faraday expressed himself as follows:9

The similarity of action, almost amounting to identity, between common magnets and either
electro-magnets or volta-electric currents, is strikingly in accordance with and confirmatory of
M. Ampère’s theory, and furnishes powerful reasons for believing that the action is the same
in both cases; but, as a distinction in language is still necessary, I propose to call the agency
thus exerted by ordinary magnets, magneto-electric or magnelectric induction.

We now present the criticism of item 3 made by Faraday against Ampère’s ideas. In his paper
of 1821 describing the discovery of continuous rotation, Faraday mentioned the following:10

A simple case which may be taken of magnetic motion, is the circle described by the wire or
the pole round each other.

6[Far21a, p. 196] and [Blo82, p. 52].
7[Jon70a, p. 317].
8[Jon70b, p. 8].
9[Far52c, §58, p. 273].

10[Far22e, p. 79] and [Far52d, p. 799].
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On the other hand, as regards the phenomenon discovered by Ampère of the attraction and
repulsion between parallel current carrying wires, Faraday made the following evaluation:11

[...] the attractions and repulsions of M. Ampère’s wires are not simple, but complicated
results.

Faraday believed that it would be possible to explain the interactions between current carrying
conductors supposing only the interactions between a current carrying wire and the supposed
magnetic poles existing in the other current carrying wire.

In his letter to De la Rive, dated 12 September, 1821, Faraday emphasized this point of view
as follows:12

I find all the usual attractions and repulsions of the magnetic needle by the conjunctive wire
are deceptions, the motions being not attractions or repulsions, nor the result of any attractive
or repulsive forces, but the result of a force in the wire, which, instead of bringing the pole
of the needle nearer to or further from the wire, endeavours to make it move round it in a
never-ending circle and motion whilst the battery remains in action. I have succeeded not
only in showing the existence of this motion theoretically, but experimentally, and have been
able to make the wire revolve round a magnetic pole, or a magnetic pole round the wire, at
pleasure. The law of revolution, and to which all the other motions of the needle and wire are
reducible, is simple and beautiful.

11[Far22e, p. 79] and [Far52d, p. 799].
12[Jon70a, p. 316] and [Gro09].



Chapter 14

Grassmann Versus Ampère

14.1 Grassmann’s Force between Current Elements

Hermann Günther Grassmann (1809-1877) was a German linguist and mathematician, figure 14.1.
He studied theology at Berlin University. Apparently he did not follow the mathematics nor
the physics courses of this university. After graduation he returned to his native town, Stettin,
remaining there until the end of his life, working as a high school teacher of mathematics. He
never taught at a university and apparently never performed experiments on electromagnetism.
He developed a new algebra and was a member of the Göttingen Academy of Sciences. He married
in 1849 and had 11 children. He translated the Rig Veda from Sanscrit to German.

Figure 14.1: H. G. Grassmann.

In 1845 he published a paper on a new theory of electrodynamics.1 In 1877 he published another
work on this subject showing that Clausius expression for the force between current elements, also
published in 1877, was identical to his own expression published in 1845.2

In his paper of 1845 he presented a force between current elements which was different from
Ampère’s expression. Grassmann accepted Ampère’s conception of current elements orientated and
infinitely small, denominating them a and b. According to Grassmann these magnitudes represent
the following:3

[...] where a and b are the circuit elements, that is, the infinitely small linear portions multiplied
by the current intensity, in which the currents move; [...]

In this work he also utilized,4 in particular, a = ids. We can then similarly write: b = i′ds′.

1[Gra45] and [Gra65].
2[Gra77] and [Cla77].
3[Gra45, p. 3] and [Gra65, p. 203].
4[Gra45, pp. 6 and 9] and [Gra65, pp. 205 and 208].
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Grassmann presented a new mathematical expression describing the force exerted by a on b. In
order to understand his formula we first present figure 14.2. At figure 14.2 (a), there is an xy plane
containing the length ds of the current element a = ids, the straight segment r connecting the
midpoint of a to the midpoint of the current element b = i′ds′. In this plane it is also represented
the projection of the length ds′ of the current element b on the xy plane, namely, bl. The current
element a makes an angle α with the segment r, with 0 ≤ α ≤ π rad. Figure 14.2 (b) presents
a plane orthogonal to the xy plane containing the z axis passing through the midpoint of the
current element b = i′ds′, containing the length ds′ of the current element b and containing also
the projection bl of the element b on the xy plane.

bl

a

r

a

z

bl

f

d

z

(a) (b)

b

Figure 14.2: (a) Plane xy formed by the infinitesimal length ds of the current element a = ids
and by the segment r. (b) Plane formed by the z axis, by the length ds′ of the current element
b = i′ds′ and by the projection bl of the current element b on the xy plane.

The current element b = i′ds′ makes an angle δ with the xy plane. It also makes an angle
φ = π/2 − δ with the normal to the xy plane. That is, the current element b = i′ds′ makes an
angle φ with the z axis. The segment bl is a projection of b = i′ds′ on the xy plane. We can then
write the following relation:

bl = b cos δ = b sinφ . (14.1)

It is possible to utilize trigonometric relations in order to express equation (14.1) in terms of
Ampère’s angles, although this was not made by Grassmann. Consider Ampère’s angles β and γ
as defined in Section 2.8. That is, β is the angle which the current element b = i′ds′ makes with
the segment r, while γ is the angle between the planes formed by each element with the straight
line connecting their midpoints. Equation (14.1) can then be written as follows:

bl = b cos δ = b sinφ = b

√
1− sin2 β sin2 γ . (14.2)

Figure 14.3 presents all relevant magnitudes in perspective.
Grassmann’s force exerted by a on b was presented as follows:5

abl
r2

sinα . (14.3)

Equation (14.3) was described by the following words:6

We then obtain
(

abl/r
2
)

. sinα as the expression for the effect exerted by a current element
a on another b, distant r from it, the vertical projection of the second element on the plane

5[Gra45, p. 9] and [Gra65, p. 208].
6[Gra45, p. 9] and [Gra65, p. 208].
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Figure 14.3: The current element a = ids exerts a force on the current element b = i′ds′.

through a and r being equal to bl, while α represents the angle formed between a and the line
drawn to b. The movement [of b] then occurs perpendicularly to b (or bl) in the plane through
a and r, [...]

That is, the force acting on b is always orthogonal to this element. The intensity or magnitude
of Grassmann’s force is given by equation (14.3).

It is important to point out that, according to Grassmann’s expression, there is no component
of the force exerted by a = ids on b = i′ds′ which acts along the direction of this current element
b. Therefore, when we have two current elements pointing along the straight line connecting their
midpoints, they exert no net force on one another according to Grassmann’s expression. In this
case we have α = 0 rad or α = π rad, while β = 0 rad or β = π rad. According to Ampère’s
expression, on the other hand, these two aligned and parallel current elements should attract (when
the parallel currents flow toward each other) or repel (when both parallel currents flow towards
the same side) one another.

In his paper of 1877 Grassmann utilized a kind of vector formulation. He considered the
external product between two segments a and b as being the area of the parallelogram formed by
these segments, representing this external product by [a · b]. Figure 14.4 presents segments ds and
ds′ with the angle ε between them. The area of this parallelogram is given by dsds′ sin ε.

Figure 14.4: Angle ε formed by segments ds and ds′.

Therefore, Grassmann’s external product is similar to the magnitude of the modern vector
product. That is, although Grassmann utilized a point in his external product, his product does
not represent the modern scalar product, which is also represented with a point. Suppose we have
two orientated segments d~s and d~s ′ with an angle ε between them. Grassmann’s external product,
[ds · ds′], would be represented nowadays by |d~s × d~s ′| = dsds′ sin ε, as represented in equation
(14.4).
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[ds · ds′]Grassmann = |d~s× d~s ′|modern = dsds′ sin ε . (14.4)

In this article of 1877 Grassmann also defined the internal product between an area λF with
a segment b as being given by the product between λF and the projection of b on this area. He
represented this internal product by [F |b]. Figure 14.5 shows the element b making an angle δ with
the area λF . The z axis is orthogonal to this area, making an angle φ = π/2− δ with b.

Figure 14.5: The z axis is orthogonal to the area λF , while the b segment makes an angle δ with
this area.

The internal product between b and λF is given by b cos δλF = b sinφλF . Suppose we have
three orientated segments, namely, ~a1, ~a2 and ~b, with ~a1 and ~a2 composing the area λF . In modern
vector notation we have λF = |~a1 × ~a2| = a1a2 sin ε, where ε represents the angle between ~a1 and
~a2. The magnitude represented by Grassmann as [F |b] would be then represented nowadays as

|(~a1 × ~a2)×~b|, namely:

[F |b]Grassmann = |(~a1 × ~a2)×~b|modern = (a1a2 sin ε)b sinφ . (14.5)

In his paper of 1877 Grassmann inverted the denominations he had utilized in 1845 for the
current elements. In 1845 he had a = ids and b = i′ds′, while in 1877 he utilized a = i′ds′ and
b = ids. In 1877 he expressed the force P exerted by a = i′ds′ and acting on b = ids as being
given by:7

P =
k

r3
[r · a|b] . (14.6)

In this equation the magnitude k represents a numerical constant, the value of which was not
specified by Grassmann. In the paper of 1845 Grassmann had adopted k = 1.

14.1.1 Grassmann’s Force in Modern Vector Notation

Utilizing modern vector notation, Grassmann’s force d2 ~FG
i′ds′ on ids exerted by the current element

i′d~s ′ and acting on the current element id~s is given by:8

d2 ~FG
i′ds′ on ids = id~s× ki′d~s ′ × r̂

r2
. (14.7)

In this equation r represents the distance between the midpoints of both current elements, k is
a constant depending on the system of units, while r̂ is a versor of unit magnitude pointing from
the center of i′d~s ′ to the center of id~s.

Grassmann’s force d2 ~FG
ids on i′ds′ exerted by the current element id~s and acting on the current

element i′d~s ′ is given by:

d2 ~FG
ids on i′ds′ = −i′d~s ′ × kid~s× r̂

r2
6= −d2 ~FG

i′ds′ on ids . (14.8)

7[Gra77, pp. 58 and 64].
8[Ass92, Chapter 3], [Ass94, Chapter 4], [Ass95, Chapter 3], [BA98a, Section 5.2] and [BA01, Section 5.2].
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In the International System of Units, Grassmann’s force d2 ~FG
I′ds′ on Ids exerted by the current

element I ′d~s ′ and acting on the current element Id~s is given by:9

d2 ~FG
I′ds′ on Ids = Id~s×

[
µ0

4π

I ′d~s ′ × r̂

r2

]
= −µ0

4π

II ′

r2
[(d~s · d~s ′)r̂ − (d~s · r̂)d~s ′] . (14.9)

In this equation r represents the distance between the midpoints of the two current elements,
while r̂ is the versor of unit magnitude pointing from the center of d~s ′ towards the center of d~s.
The currents I and I ′ are in amperes (A).

Grassmann’s force d2 ~FG
Ids on I′ds′ exerted by the current element Id~s and acting on the current

element I ′d~s ′ is given by:

d2 ~FG
Ids on I′ds′ = I ′d~s ′ ×

[
µ0

4π

Id~s× (−r̂)
r2

]
=
µ0

4π

II ′

r2
[(d~s · d~s ′)r̂ − (d~s ′ · r̂)d~s] 6= d2 ~FG

I′ds′ on Ids .

(14.10)
Grassmann’s force, in general, does not act along the straight line connecting the midpoints of

the interacting current elements. Despite this fact, in some particular configurations it will follow
the principle of action and reaction in the weak form. That is, the force exerted by Id~s on I ′d~s ′ will
be equal and opposite to the force exerted by I ′d~s ′ on Id~s, although these two forces of action and
reaction will not point along the straight line connecting the midpoints of both elements. However,
in other configurations Grassmann’s force will not satisfy the principle of action and reaction, not
even in the weak form. That is, there are situations in which the force exerted by Id~s on I ′d~s ′ will
not be equal and opposite to the force exerted by I ′d~s ′ on Id~s, so that these two opposite forces
will either have different magnitudes, or will not be parallel to one another, as will be discussed in
Section 20.3.

14.2 Grassmann Against Ampère

Grassmann’s force given by equations (14.7) up to (14.10) is different from Ampère’s force given
by equations (2.1) up to (2.20).

In his paper of 1845 Grassmann made three criticisms against Ampère’s force, namely:

1. Ampère’s force between current elements is complicated.

2. There is no a priori reason justifying why the force between two current elements should
always act along the straight line connecting their midpoints.

3. A specific aspect of Ampère’s force seemed improbable to Grassmann. He considered a special
case in which two current elements, a = i′ds′ and b = ids, were parallel to one another, as
in figure 14.6. In this case we have α = β and ε = 0. Ampère’s force between two parallel
current elements changes from attraction to repulsion at a critical angle between the direction
of the elements and the straight line connecting their centers given by arccos

√
2/3 = 35.26o.

That is, when α = β is smaller than 35.26o they will repel one another, while when α = β is
greater than 35.26o they will attract one another. Grassmann did not accept this property
of Ampère’s force.

Grassmann’s statements presenting his criticisms:10

When I submitted the explanation offered by Ampère for the interaction of two infinitely small
current-sections on one another to a more exacting analysis, this explanation seemed to me a
highly improbable one; [...]

9[Ass92, Chapter 3], [Ass94, Chapter 4], [Ass95, Chapter 3], [BA98a, Section 5.2] and [BA01, Section 5.2].
10[Gra45, pp. 1 and 3-4] and [Gra65, pp. 201-203], our emphasis.
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Figure 14.6: Two parallel current elements.

(2) Ampère was obliged, therefore, in order to obtain his formula, to use an arbitrary assump-
tion together with the experimental results. The assumption used for this purpose is, at first
glance, very simple and natural, consisting in the supposition that two infinitely small circuit
elements exert forces on each other along the straight line connecting their midpoints, either
of attraction or repulsion. By means of this assumption Ampère is able to proceed from the
experimental results directly to his basic formula, according to which the force exerted by one
infinitely small circuit element a on another such element b is proportional to the expression:

(2 cos ε− 3 cosα cosβ)
ab

r2
, (14.11)

where a and b are the circuit elements, that is, the infinitely small linear portions multiplied
by the current intensity, in which the currents move; r is the distance of the midpoints of these
elements from each other; ε is the angle between the two circuit portions; and α and β are
the angles formed by the elements a and b respectively with the line drawn between the two
midpoints.

(3) The complicated form of this formula arouses suspicion, and the suspicion is heightened
when an attempt is made to apply it. If, for example, the simplest case is considered, in which
the circuit elements are parallel, so that ε = 0 and α = β, the Ampère expression becomes

(
2− 3 cos2 α

) ab
r2

, (14.12)

from which it appears that, when cos2 α is equal to 2/3 or, which comes to the same thing,
cos 2α is equal to 1/3, that is, if the position of the midpoint of the attracted element lies
on the surface of a cone whose apex is at the attracting element, and whose apex angle is
arccos 1/3, there is no interaction; while for smaller angles there is repulsion, and for larger
ones attraction. This is such an unlikely result, that the principle from which it is derived
must come under the gravest suspicion and with it the supposition that the force in question
must show an analogy with all other forces. It must be concluded that there is little reason to
apply this analogy to our present field. Since in the case of all other forces it is originally point
elements, without any definite direction, which interact with each other, so that the mutual
interaction must a priori be regarded as necessarily operating along the line connecting them,
it is hard to see any justification for transferring this analogy to an entirely foreign field in
which the elements are arranged in definite directions. The formula itself, which in no way
resembles that for gravitational attraction, also indicates that there is no real analogy.

Grassmann then proposed equation (14.3) in order to circumvent these problems which he saw
in Ampère’s force between current elements.



Chapter 15

The Field Concept Versus

Ampère’s Conception

15.1 Multiple Definitions of the Magnetic Field

Nowadays Ampère’s force between current elements usually does not appear in the textbooks. In
order to explain magnetic, electromagnetic and electrodynamic interactions the textbooks usually
utilize the concept of a “magnetic field”. In this Section we discuss this concept.1

Faraday utilized the word “field” for the first time in 7 November, 1845, in his diary.2 However,
much before this time he already utilized expressions with analogous meanings, as “magnetic
curves” or “lines of magnetic force”.3 He began to mention the “magnetic field” in his publications
presented to the Royal Society in 1845, published in 1846.4

However, it was only in a paper of 1851 that he clearly defined this concept (the numbers in
parenthesis refer to the paragraphs of Faraday’s work):5

2806. I will now endeavour to consider what the influence is which paramagnetic and diamag-
netic bodies, viewed as conductors (2797), exert upon the lines of force in a magnetic field.
Any portion of space traversed by lines of magnetic power, may be taken as such a field, and
there is probably no space without them. The condition of the field may vary in intensity
of power, from place to place, either along the lines or across them; but it will be better to
assume for the present consideration a field of equal force throughout, and I have formerly
described how this may, for a certain limited space, be produced (2465).

That is, according to Faraday a magnetic field may be considered as any portion of space
traversed by lines of magnetic power (or by lines of force, another expression which he sometimes
used instead of lines of magnetic power). According to Faraday, these lines of magnetic power
might be visualized by means of iron fillings.6

Maxwell adopted Faraday’s conceptions and expressed them mathematically. In a paper of
1864 on the theory of the electromagnetic field he presented the following definition:7

(3) The theory I propose may therefore be called a theory of the electromagnetic field, because
it has to do with the space in the neighbourhood of the electric and magnetic bodies, and it
may be called a dynamical theory, because it assumes that in that space there is matter in
motion, by which the observed electromagnetic phenomena are produced.

1[O’R65, Vol. 2, Chapter 13, Section 4: The ‘Field’, pp. 645-661], [Lar82], [Gar04], [KS05], [And], [SK07], [KS08],
[Rib08], [RVA08], [ARV09], [AC11], [Ass13] and [Ass14, Section 3.1: Multiple definitions of the field concept].

2[Ner89, Note 17].
3[Far52c, p. 281, §114], [Far52c, p. 595, §2149] and [Far52c, p. 758, §3071].
4[Far52c, p. 608, §2247] and [Far52c, p. 608, §2252].
5[Far52c, p. 690, §2806], our emphasis.
6[Far52c, p. 281, §114] and [Far52c, p. 758, §3071].
7[Max65, p. 460] and [Max65, p. 527]. Digits (3) and (4) refer to the numeration of Maxwell’s paper. Emphasis

given by Maxwell.
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(4) The electromagnetic field is that part of space which contains and surrounds bodies in
electric and magnetic conditions.

In his book A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, published in 1873, we find the same
definition of “field” as a region of space around electrified and magnetized bodies:8

44.] The electric field is the portion of space in the neighbourhood of electrified bodies,
considered with reference to electric phenomena.

Maxwell utilized a similar definition for the “magnetic field” generated by a current carrying
wire (he was referring to Ørsted’s experiment):9

476.] It appears therefore that in the space surrounding a wire transmitting an electric current
a magnet is acted on by forces depending on the position of the wire and on the strength of the
current. The space in which these forces act may therefore be considered as a magnetic field,
and we may study it in the same way as we have already studied the field in the neighbourhood
of ordinary magnets, by tracing the course of the lines of magnetic force, and measuring the
intensity of the force at every point.

Faraday and Maxwell definitions of the field concept coincide with one another. According
to these authors the electric and magnetic fields are regions of space around electrified particles,
magnets and current carrying wires. These definitions were also accepted by other authors of the
past and are still adopted nowadays. Joseph John Thomson (1856-1940), for instance, after stating
the basic triboelectric phenomena stated the following:10

The sealing-wax and the flannel are said to be electrified, or to be in a state of electrification,
or to be charged with electricity; and the region in which the attractions and repulsions are
observed is called the electric field.

Jeans (1877-1946) presented the same definition:11

30. The space in the neighbourhood of charges of electricity, considered with reference to the
electric phenomena occurring in this space, is spoken of as the electric field.

Heilbron resumed these definitions as follows:12

Field in general signifies a region of space considered in respect to the potential behaviour of
test bodies moved about in it; the electricians of 1780 lacked the word but not the concept,
which they called ‘sphere of influence’, sphaera activitatis, or Wirkungskreis. [...]

Faraday, Maxwell and Hendrik Antoon Lorentz (1853-1928) believed that the space between
electrified particles, between magnets, or between current carrying wires, was filled with a material
medium. They believed that this material medium was responsible for the interaction between
charges, magnets or current carrying wires. This material medium was called “ether”. The exis-
tence of this medium was at the basis of the mathematical formulations of Maxwell and Lorentz.

In his paper of 1905 introducing the special theory of relativity, Albert Einstein (1879-1955)
made the ether superfluous and considered that light and the electromagnetic waves propagate in
empty space, our emphasis:13

Examples of this sort, together with the unsuccessful attempts to discover any motion of the
Earth relatively to the “light medium,” suggest that the phenomena of electrodynamics as well
as of mechanics possess no properties corresponding to the idea of absolute rest. They suggest
rather that, as has already been shown to the first order of small quantities, the same laws

8[Max54, vol. 1, §44, p. 47].
9[Max54, vol. 2, §476, p. 139], our emphasis.

10[Tho21, p. 1].
11[Jea41, p. 24].
12[Hei81, p. 187].
13[Ein52, pp. 37-38] and [Ein78, p. 48].
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of electrodynamics and optics will be valid for all frames of reference for which the equations
of mechanics hold good. We will raise this conjecture (the purport of which will hereafter be
called the “Principle of Relativity”) to the status of a postulate, and also introduce another
postulate, which is only apparently irreconcilable with the former, namely, that light is always
propagated in empty space with a definite velocity c which is independent of the state of motion
of the emitting body. These two postulates suffice for the attainment of a simple and consistent
theory of electrodynamics of moving bodies based on Maxwell’s theory for stationary bodies.
The introduction of a “luminiferous ether” will prove to be superfluous inasmuch as the view
here to be developed will not require an “absolutely stationary space” provided with special
properties, nor assign a velocity-vector to a point of the empty space in which electromagnetic
processes take place.

Later on Einstein and Infeld expressed themselves as follows:14

Our only way out seems to be to take for granted the fact that space has the physical property
of transmitting electromagnetic waves, and not to bother too much about the meaning of this
statement.

Since them this material medium, the ether, was considered superfluous and was abandoned in
physics.

In any event it should be emphasized that Faraday, Maxwell and the modern textbooks present
many other alternative definitions and properties associated with the field concept:15

• The field is a region of space around gravitational masses, around electric charges, around
magnetic poles, around magnets, and around current carrying wires.

• A field is a real physical entity filling the space.

• The field is a vector quantity (with magnitude and direction).

• The electromagnetic field propagates in a material medium according to Maxwell.

• The electromagnetic field propagates in empty space according to Einstein.

• The field stores energy, linear momentum and angular momentum.

• The field mediates the action between gravitational masses, between electric charges, be-
tween magnetic poles, between magnets, between current carrying wires, mediating also the
interaction between a magnet and a current carrying wire.

• Field is a magnitude with dimensions.

• The field as the lines of force taken together.

• The field as a state of the space.

• The field is generated or produced by source bodies like gravitational masses, electric charges,
magnetic poles, magnets and electric currents.

• The field due to source bodies generates or produces a force on other test bodies like gravi-
tational masses, electric charges, magnetic poles, magnets and electric currents.

• A field can be transformed into another field.

• A field changing in time can produce or induce another field.

• Condensations of the electromagnetic field are the elementary particles of matter.

14[EI38, p. 159].
15For the original sources and references presenting these alternative formulations see, for instance, [Gar04],

[KS05], [SK07], [KS08], [Rib08], [RVA08], [ARV09], [AC11], [Ass13] and [Ass14, Section 3.1: Multiple definitions of
the field concept].
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• Etc.

Many of these definitions or properties are contradictory to one another. They also contradict
Faraday and Maxwell’s initial definitions. For instance, how is it possible for a region of space to
propagate in space? How is it possible for a region of space to have magnitude and direction? How
can a region of space distort space? How can a region of space, something immaterial, interact
with a material body like an electrified particle or a current carrying wire? As we have discussed
these contradictions in other publications, we will not deal with this topic here.16

15.2 The Sources of the Magnetic Field

The textbooks normally consider four magnitudes as possible sources of a magnetic field: the mag-
netic poles of a magnet, the current elements belonging to a conducting wire, electrified particles
moving in space, and the temporal variations of an electric field. As in this textbook we are only
considering constant currents, we will not discuss this last source of a magnetic field.

Maxwell, in his Treatise, presented the following definition:17

The ends of a long thin magnet are commonly called its Poles.

In the same section he presented Coulomb’s law for magnetism as follows:18

The repulsion between two like magnetic poles is in the straight line joining them, and is
numerically equal to the product of the strengths of the poles divided by the square of the
distance between them.

In §383 of his Treatise, Maxwell mentioned the magnetic potential due to a pole of a magnet.
In §389 he discussed the potential energy of the poles of a magnet placed in a magnetic field
generated by other magnets. The magnetic field generated by a magnetic pole was analogous to
the electrostatic field due to a charge at rest, being also analogous to the gravitational field of a
stationary mass. That is, the field at a certain point of space, due to a magnetic pole located
at another point of space, would be central, pointing along the straight line connecting the first
point to the pole, and varying inversely as the square of this distance. It would be also directly
proportional to the magnitude of the pole generating the field.

In vector notation and in the International System of Units, the magnetic field ~B(~r) at a certain
point ~r of an inertial coordinate system, generated by a magnetic pole P ′ located at the origin of
this coordinate system is given by:

~B(~r) =
µ0

4π

P ′

r2
r̂ . (15.1)

In this equation r ≡ |~r| represents the distance between the pole and the point where the field
is being calculated, while r̂ ≡ ~r/r represents the unit vector pointing from the origin towards the
point under consideration.

Nowadays it is not so common to talk about magnetic poles, as usually only electric currents
are considered as sources of a magnetic field. For instance, when dealing with electromagnetism in
his Treatise, Maxwell initially mentioned the “lines of magnetic force” produced by a long current
carrying wire.19

Let us suppose a current element I ′d~s ′ with its center located at the origin of a cartesian
coordinate system pointing along the direction of the current I ′. The magnetic field d ~B(~r) at
point ~r generated by this current element is given by:20

16[Ass13, Section 2.9] and [Ass14, Section 3.2: The Different Field Definitions Contradict One Another].
17[Max54, vol. 2, §373, p. 3].
18[Max54, vol. 2, §373, p. 3].
19[Max54, vol. 2, §477, p. 139].
20[Tri62, pp. 453-455], [Tri65, p. 25], [Whi73, pp. 82-83], [Pur80, p. 187, equation (38)], [RMC82, p. 167,

equation (8-27)] and [Gri89, p. 222].
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d ~B(~r) =
µ0

4π

I ′d~s ′ × r̂

r2
. (15.2)

Sometimes textbooks present the formula expressing the magnetic field ~B(~r) at a point ~r of an
inertial coordinate system, with the field generated by a point charge q′ which is passing through
the origin while moving with velocity ~v ′. This field is given by:21

~B(~r) =
µ0

4π

q′~v ′ × r̂

r2
. (15.3)

The meaning of this velocity ~v ′ of the charge q′ has changed over the years. Nowadays it is
interpreted as being the velocity of the charge q′ relative to an inertial frame of reference.22

15.3 The Force Exerted by a Magnetic Field

In Section 15.2 it was seen that the magnetic field may have different sources. Likewise it is usually
supposed that it can act on different entities. When it is considered that it acts on a magnetic
pole P located at the position vector ~r of a cartesian coordinate system, the magnetic force ~F is
given by:

~F = P ~B(~r) . (15.4)

A North pole is usually considered positive, while a South pole is negative. Therefore, the force
exerted by a magnetic field on a North pole points along the direction of ~B, while the force acting
on a South pole acts against the magnetic field.

When it is considered that the magnetic force acts on a current element Id~s pointing along the
direction of the current I with its center located at the position vector ~r, the magnetic force d~F is
given by:23

d~F = Id~s× ~B(~r) . (15.5)

It should be observed that, by replacing the magnetic field ~B of equation (15.5) by the magnetic

field d ~B generated by another current element I ′d~s ′, as given by equation (15.2), we obtain
Grassmann’s force between current elements discussed in Section 14.1.

Consider now a point electrical charge q located at the position vector ~r and moving with
velocity ~v relative to an inertial frame of reference. According to classical electromagnetism the
electromagnetic force acting on q is given by:24

~F = q ~E(~r) + q~v × ~B(~r) . (15.6)

In this equation ~E(~r) and ~B(~r) represent the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, at the
location ~r of the test charge q. These electric and magnetic fields are due to other source charges.
As stated before, ~v represents the velocity of the test charge q relative to an inertial frame of
reference.25

21[RMC82, p. 162, equation (8-4)].
22[FLS64, p. 13-6], [AP92], [Ass92, Appendix A, pp. 114-117], [Ass94, Appendix A: “The origins and meanings of

the magnetic force ~F = q~v× ~B”, pp. 238-241], [Ass95, Appendix B, pp. 159-163], [Ass13, Section 14.5] and [Ass14,

Section 15.5: Origins and meanings of the velocity ~v which appears in the magnetic force q~v × ~B, pp. 273-283].
23[Pur80, p. 175, equation (6)], [RMC82, p. 164, equation (8-8)] and [HM95, p. 21, equation (1.54)].
24[Lor95], [FLS64, p. 1-2, equation (1-1) and p. 13-1, equation (13.1)], [Pur80, p. 141, equation (1)], [Pai82, p.

125], [RMC82, p. 162, equation (8-5)], [Pai86, p. 76], [Gri89, p. 198, equation (5.2)] and [HM95, p. 21, equation
(1.53)].

25[FLS64, p. 13-6], [AP92], [Ass92, Appendix A, pp. 114-117], [Ass94, Appendix A: “The origins and meanings of

the magnetic force ~F = q~v× ~B”, pp. 238-241], [Ass95, Appendix B, pp. 159-163], [Ass13, Section 14.5] and [Ass14,

Section 15.5: Origins and meanings of the velocity ~v which appears in the magnetic force q~v × ~B, pp. 273-283].
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Equation (15.6) was first obtained by J. C. Maxwell between 1861 and 1873, and by H. A.
Lorentz in 1895.26 For this reason it will be called in this book the Maxwell-Lorentz force.

The magnetic component of the Maxwell-Lorentz force acting on the test charge q is given by:27

~F = q~v × ~B(~r) . (15.7)

Once more the velocity ~v represents the velocity of the charge q relative to an inertial frame
of reference, while ~B(~r) represents the magnetic field, due to other charges, acting at the position
vector ~r of the test charge q.

15.4 The Field Concept Against Ampère’s Conception

According to Ampère, the interaction between two magnets or the interaction between a magnet
and a current carrying conductor were due only to interactions between electric currents. He sup-
posed the existence of electric currents flowing inside magnets and also inside the Earth. He could
then reduce the magnetic and electromagnetic interactions to electrodynamic interactions. He also
speculated that maybe these electrodynamic interactions might take place with the intermediation
of a material medium, the ether. But he never developed this last idea quantitatively.

In any event it should be emphasized that even when Ampère speculated that the interaction
between two current elements might take place with the intermediation of a material medium like
the ether, he believed that Newton’s third law of motion should remain valid in its strong form.
That is, the forces of action and reaction should take place along the straight line connecting the
interacting bodies.28

Ampère’s electrodynamics was based essentially on two suppositions: (a) His force law between
current elements, equations (2.1) up to (2.20). And (b) the existence of electric currents flowing
inside magnets and inside the Earth.

We have then essentially direct interactions at a distance between current carrying conductors.
Ampère’s force between current elements is central and satisfies the principle of action and reaction
in the strong form, acting along the straight line joining the midpoints of both current elements.

With the field concept, on the other hand, the interaction is conceived differently. It is said, for
instance, that a current element ids generates a magnetic field. This magnetic field propagates in
space, typically at light velocity. When this magnetic field reaches the position of a second current
element i′ds′, the magnetic field exerts a force on this second current element. Analogously, this
second current element i′ds′ would produce another magnetic field which would also propagate in
space, acting on the first current element ids after reaching it. However, in the textbooks it is
not explained how the magnetic field interacts with the current element on which it is exerting a
force. That is, no mechanism is presented to explain how an immaterial entity like the magnetic
field might act on matter, that is, on a current carrying wire.

Maxwell, for instance, expressed clearly the opposition between his points of view (following
those of Faraday and based on the field concept) and the suppositions of other scientists based on
action at a distance:29

For instance, Faraday, in his mind’s eye, saw lines of force traversing all space where the
mathematicians saw centres of force attracting at a distance: Faraday saw a medium where
they saw nothing but distance: Faraday sought the seat of the phenomena in real actions
going on in the medium, they were satisfied that they had found it in a power of action at a
distance impressed on the electric fluids.

As regards specifically the interactions between two current carrying conductors, Maxwell ex-
pressed himself as follows:30

26[Mar90, p. 31], [Rib08], [Cur09, Section 4.6: On the paternity of Lorentz’s force, pp. 122-128], [Hur10, p.
22], [Toma], [Tomb], [Ass13, Section 14.5] and [Ass14, Section 15.5: Origins and meanings of the velocity ~v which

appears in the magnetic force q~v × ~B, pp. 273-283].
27[RMC82, p. 162, equation (8-3)] and [HM95, p. 21, equation (1.52)].
28[Amp26f, pp. 112-113] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 284-285].
29[Max54, vol. 1, preface to the first edition, p. ix].
30[Max54, vol. 2, §645, p. 282].
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645.] In explaining the electromagnetic force by means of a state of stress in a medium, we
are only following out the conception of Faraday31, that the lines of magnetic force tend to
shorten themselves, and that they repel each other when placed side by side. All that we have
done is to express the value of the tension along the lines, and the pressure at right angles to
them, in mathematical language, and to prove that the state of stress thus assumed to exist in
the medium will actually produce the observed forces on the conductors which carry electric
currents.

We have asserted nothing as yet with respect to the mode in which this state of stress is
originated and maintained in the medium. We have merely shewn that it is possible to
conceive the mutual action of electric currents to depend on a particular kind of stress in the
surrounding medium, instead of being a direct and immediate action at a distance.

That is, the main criticisms of Faraday and Maxwell against Ampère’s conception was related
to the concept of action at a distance, which Maxwell did not accept. This concept appears in
Newton’s law of gravitation, in the force between stationary electric charges, in the force between
magnetic poles and also in Ampère’s force between current elements. Instead of action at a distance,
Faraday and Maxwell suggested the field concept as the intermediary agent responsible for the
interaction between current carrying conductors.

Despite this different epistemological point of view, Maxwell always expressed a great admira-
tion for Ampère’s theoretical and experimental works. Instead of trying to replace Ampère’s force
between current elements by something different, Maxwell said32 that Ampère’s formula should
always remain the cardinal formula of electrodynamics, as mentioned in Section 2.1.

31[Note by Maxwell: Exp. Res., 3266, 3267, 3268.] Maxwell was quoting Faraday’s work: [Far52c, §§3266, 3267
and 3268].

32[Max54, Volume 2, Article 528, p. 175].
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Chapter 16

Ampère Against His Main
Opponents

Ampère’s main experimental and theoretical works on electrodynamics ranged from 1820 to 1827.
In this period he developed his extremely original conception that magnetism is due to electric
currents flowing in magnets and in the Earth. Moreover, he obtained his force between current
elements and several extremely relevant results from the integration of this expression. At this
phase he received the support of some colleagues and students like Arago, Gaspard and Auguste
de la Rive, Fresnel, Savary, Liouville and Demonferrand. Despite this support, the main scientists
working on electromagnetism at this time were totally against several aspects of his conceptions.
Among his main opponents we can quote Ørsted, Biot, Savart, Faraday and Grassmann, although
this last scientist published his criticisms after Ampère’s death.

In this part of the book we discuss how Ampère answered the main criticisms to his work and
what his main objections were against the theories of these scientists. Initially we list Ampère’s
arguments against his main opponents, presenting some specific arguments against some of them.
We then discuss some generic arguments which can be applied to the conceptions of one or more
of these authors.

Before discussing specific topics, it is worth while presenting one of the main points of contro-
versy between Ampère and his opponents, in particular Ørsted, Biot, Savart and Faraday.1 This
aspect of the disagreement is reflected in the interpretation of Ørsted’s original experiment of 1820.
All of these authors, with the exception of Ampère, interpreted this experiment based on gyratory
forces or rotatory actions exerted by the current carrying wire on the supposed magnetic poles of
the magnetized needle placed close to the wire. Let i be the constant electric current flowing in
a long and straight wire. The magnetic poles of the needle had a real existence according to all
opponents of Ampère. The forces exerted by the wire on the poles of the magnet would act in
planes orthogonal to the straight wire, being also orthogonal to the straight line connecting the
midpoint of the magnet to the wire. These rotatory forces would act in opposite senses on the
North and South poles of the magnet which were initially aligned with the wire, as indicated in
figure 16.1 (a). Figure 16.1 (b) presents a cross section of figure 16.1 (a).

A similar interpretation is obtained nowadays in terms of the magnetic field produced by the
current carrying wire, as represented in figure 16.2 (a). Figure 16.2 (b) represents the forces acting
on the North and South poles of a compass needle aligned with the wire, according to equation
(15.4). Figure 16.2 (c) represents a cross section of this configuration, indicating only the force
acting on the North pole of the magnet.

Ampère’s interpretation of what happened in Ørsted’s experiment was completely different.
Instead of supposing the real existence of magnetic poles on the compass needle, Ampère, after
Fresnel’s suggestion, supposed there were microscopic currents flowing around the particles of
the needle. The magnetic properties of magnets would be due to these molecular currents, as
represented in figure 16.3 (a) and (b). The magnitude of each one of these molecular currents was

1[Hei81].
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Figure 16.1: (a) Forces exerted by a long and straight current carrying wire and acting on the sup-
posed magnetic poles of a compass needle NS aligned with the wire, according to the conceptions
of Ørsted, Biot, Savart and Faraday. (b) A cross section of the previous situation. The current i
of the wire is leaving the paper in this representation and we see only the upper North pole of the
magnet.
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Figure 16.2: (a) Magnetic field produced by a long and straight current carrying wire. (b) Forces
exerted by the magnetic field on the North and South poles of a compass needle aligned with the
magnet. (c) Cross section of this configuration showing only the force acting on the North pole of
the magnet.

represented by i′. These molecular currents would cancel one another inside the magnet, as they
would be flowing in opposite directions in each internal point, there remaining only an effective
electric current i′ on the surface of the magnet, figure 16.3 (c).
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Figure 16.3: (a) Cylindrical magnet. (b) Ampère’s molecular currents of intensity i′. (c) Effective
electric currents flowing on the surface of the magnet due to the cancellation of the microscopic
currents in any internal point of the magnet.
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The torque exerted by a long straight wire carrying a constant current i acting on the magnet
would be due to forces acting between each current element ids of the wire interacting with each
current element i′ds′ of the microscopic currents of the magnet. Figure 16.4 presents a simplified
view indicating the essence of Ampère’s interpretation of Ørsted’s experiment. In configuration
(a) we have a long straight wire carrying a constant current i and a cylindrical magnet NS which
is initially aligned with the wire. Figure 16.4 (b) presents a simplified view of Ampère’s conception
of a magnet, as indicated in figure 16.3. The cylindrical NS magnet has been replaced by only
three circular current loops flowing on the surface of the magnet, each one with the same intensity
i′ of a microscopic current. Figure 16.4 (b) also indicates the net forces F and −F exerted by
the straight wire and acting on the surface currents of the magnet. These forces are parallel to
the straight wire carrying a current i. Figure 16.4 (c) presents a cross section of this situation
indicating only the current i of the wire leaving the plane of the paper and a single circular current
loop i′ in the plane of the paper representing the upper current i′ flowing through the surface of
the magnet. The force F acting on the left side of the circular loop leaves the paper, while the
force −F acting on the right side of the circular loop penetrates the paper. These opposite forces
exert a torque on the magnet.
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Figure 16.4: (a) Cylindrical magnet NS which is initially parallel to a long straight wire carrying a
constant current i. (b) According to Ampère, the magnet would be equivalent to a series of current
loops of intensity i′ flowing through its surface. The forces F and −F exerted by the wire on the
current loops of the magnet are parallel to the wire. (c) Cross section view of this configuration
showing a single current loop flowing through the surface of the magnet and the opposite forces F
and −F exerted on its left and right sides.

There are then two opposite interpretations of Ørsted’s experiment. The one based on the
existence of magnetic poles requires the existence of opposite gyratory forces acting tangentially
like circles around the straight wire, as represented in figures 16.1 and 16.2. Ampère’s explanation,
on the other hand, is based only on the interaction between current elements and leads to opposite
forces parallel to the wire, as represented in figure 16.4. In both cases the same torque is predicted
acting on the compass needle, forcing it to point orthogonally to the wire. However, the mechanism
responsible for these forces is completely different. These two opposing paradigms are discussed
at length in this book.

16.1 Ampère Against Ørsted

As seen in Sections 1.3 and 3.1, Ampère’s interpretation of Ørsted’s experiment was totally different
from Ørsted’s own conception discussed in Section 11.1.

Ørsted was against Ampère’s conception. Likewise, Ampère rejected Ørsted’s interpretation.
His main criticisms as regards Ørsted’s theory were as follows:

1. Ampère did not believe in the existence of magnetic poles. He interpreted all magnetic and
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electromagnetic phenomena based on the interaction between electric currents, as will be
discussed in Section 19.1.

2. Ampère was against Ørsted’s idea of a vortex of electric charges flowing around a current
carrying wire, as discussed in Section 20.1.

3. Ampère pointed out that Ørsted’s conception did not establish the identity between a mag-
netic fluid and a galvanic fluid, as discussed in Section 19.2.

4. Ampère identified two problems in Ørsted’s idea about the existence of magnetic poles and in
the supposed interaction of a magnetic pole with an electric charge. Ørsted had assumed this
interaction in his own interpretation of his experiment, according to which electric charges
flowing around the wire would propel the magnetic poles of the magnet. The two problems
pointed out by Ampère were: (a) The interaction between distinct magnitudes, that is, the
interaction of a magnetic pole with an electric charge. (b) Ørsted’s conception did not lead to
a real unification of the electromagnetic phenomena. In order to overcome these problems,
Ampère proposed the interaction between current elements and the hypothesis of electric
currents flowing in magnets and in the Earth, as discussed in Section 19.3.

5. According to Ampère’s point of view, Ørsted never succeeded in explaining convincingly the
interaction between two current carrying wires, a phenomenon first observed and explained
by Ampère. This topic is discussed in Subsection 21.1.2.

16.2 Ampère Against Biot and Savart

Biot and Savart criticized Ampère’s suppositions. Ampère, likewise, attacked head on the hy-
potheses of these authors. In January, 1821, Ampère even thought of an experiment in order to
distinguish his theory from that of Biot, as discussed in Section 6.3. At this time Ampère uti-
lized an incomplete form of his force law between current elements, believing that the constant k
appearing in his force law given by equations (2.1) and (2.2) should vanish, that is, believing at
that time that k = 0. He performed this experiment with Despretz and obtained a result against
his own theory in its incomplete form, with k = 0. The outcome of this experiment was favorable
to Biot’s theory. It was only in 1823 that Savary was able to show, utilizing Ampère’s complete
force with k = −1/2, that this theory led to the same result for this specific experiment as the
result given by Biot’s theory, as discussed in Sections 6.3 and 9.8. Ampère always remained totally
against Biot and Savart’s conceptions.

Ampère’s main criticisms against Biot and Savart’s theory were as follows:

1. Ampère was against Biot and Savart’s hypothesis about the existence of magnetic fluids
(called austral and boreal fluids, or North and South poles, respectively), as discussed in
Section 19.1.

2. Ampère pointed out mistakes made by Biot and Savart when they “deduced” the supposed
force exerted by a current element acting on a magnetic pole, as discussed in Chapter 17.

3. According to Ampère, the primitive fact yielding the main elements capable of explaining all
known phenomena was the interaction between current carrying elements (or the interaction
between current carrying wires). Biot and Savart, on the other hand, believed that the
interaction of a current carrying wire with a magnet was the basic or primitive fact. This
topic will be discussed in Section 19.3.

4. According to Ampère, the explanation given by Biot and Savart’s to account for Ørsted’s
experiment, based on the hypothesis of the magnetization of the wire by the passage of a
current though it, led to contradictions related to the observed phenomena, as discussed in
Section 18.1.
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5. According to Ampère, moreover, Biot and Savart’s hypothesis of the magnetization of the
wire did not explain quantitatively nor qualitatively the interaction between two current
carrying conductors, as discussed in Subsection 21.1.3.

6. Biot and Savart’s magnetization hypothesis was also against the phenomena of continuous
rotation observed in Faraday and Ampère’s experiments, as discussed in Section 18.3.

7. Ampère discussed in the Théorie the wrong explanation given by Biot as regards the exper-
iment of continuous revolution of a magnet around a current carrying wire.2

8. Ampère was also against Biot’s explanation of the experiment of the rotation of a magnet
around its own axis, as discussed in Section 21.3.

9. According to Ampère, the force proposed by Biot and Savart acting between a current element
and a magnetic pole led to a primitive couple which violated Newton’s third law in its strong
form. That is, Biot and Savart’s force was not a central force. It satisfied the principle
of action and reaction. However, the action and reaction were not directed along the same
straight line, being directed along parallel straight lines. Biot and Savart’s action and reaction
pair would generate a primitive couple in the system composed of a current element and a
magnetic pole. Ampère’s force between current elements, on the other hand, was central and
always complied with Newton’s third law of motion in its strong form, as discussed in Section
20.2.

10. Ampère showed that Biot and Savart’s fundamental assumption in order to explain Ørsted’s
experiment, based only on the interaction between magnetic poles, did not lead to the unifi-
cation of magnetic, electromagnetic and electrodynamic phenomena, as discussed in Section
22.1.

16.3 Ampère Against Faraday

The main criticisms Ampère raised against Faraday’s conceptions were as follows:

1. Ampère was against Faraday’s belief in the real existence of magnetic poles, as discussed in
Section 19.1.

2. Faraday had argued in favor of a law of revolution, as discussed in Section 13.2. Ampère
always fought against this rotational, rotary, gyratory or revolutive action, as discussed in
Section 20.1.2.

3. Ampère always considered that a primitive, fundamental or primordial action must take place
between magnitudes of the same type. Faraday, on the other hand, considered as a simple
action the force he supposed to be acting between a current carrying wire and a magnetic
pole. This topic will be discussed in Section 19.3.

4. Ampère never accepted Faraday’s explanation for the attractions and repulsions between
current carrying wires, a phenomenon first observed and explained by Ampère. This topic is
dicussed in Subsection 21.1.4.

5. Ampère showed experimentally that Faraday was wrong when he did not believe it would be
possible to produce a rotation of a magnet around its own axis of symmetry utilizing only
electric currents, as discussed in Subsection 7.2.3.

6. When Faraday heard of Ampère’s experiment producing the rotation of a magnet around
its own axis, he offered an explanation based on a supposed torque exerted by the magnetic
pole of the magnet acting on electric currents flowing inside the magnet. Ampère rejected
Faraday’s explanation as it violated Newton’s third law, as discussed in detail in Section
21.3.

2[Amp26f, pp. 166-167] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 338-339].
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16.4 “Ampère” Against Grassmann

Ampère died in 1836. Therefore, he did not know Grassmann’s criticisms against his force law,
published in 1845, and could not answer them. This is the reason for the quotation marks in the
title of this Section. In any event, from all that we know from his works and correspondence,
it is easy to imagine some arguments he might utilize to defend against Grassmann’s criticisms
presented in Section 14.2. Some of these arguments might be the following:

1. Grassmann said that Ampère’s force between current elements was complicated. Ampère
might answer saying that his force law was the simplest of all formulas which was in agreement
with the experimental results.

2. Grassmann said that Ampère was obliged to utilize an arbitrary supposition, namely, that
the force between two current elements had to act along the straight line connecting them.
Ampère might have replied that is was possible to describe all experimental results related to
the interaction between current carrying wires utilizing this supposition. Therefore, it would
be preferable to assume this hypothesis than any other one. After all, the other forces of
nature also behave like that. Examples: gravitational, electrostatic and magnetic forces. It
does not make sense to complicate a theory when this is not necessary.

3. As discussed in Section 14.2, Grassmann considered it improbable that a force between
two parallel current elements should change from attraction to repulsion at a critical angle
between the direction of the elements and the straight line connecting them. Ampère might
had replied that no experiment had been shown contrary to this prediction.

It is also possible to imagine some arguments which he might utilize against Grassmann’s force.
These arguments arise from his personality, from his correspondence, from his papers and from
the criticisms he presented against the works of Ørsted, Biot, Savart and Faraday:

1. Grassmann never presented experimental results which were in disagreement with Ampère’s
force between current elements. All criticisms he presented against Ampère’s force were
subjective, like considering some of its aspects mathematically complicated or improbable.
Ampère might utilize the same arguments against Grassmann’s force.3

2. In some situations Grassmann’s expression presents a rotational, rotary, or revolutive force
acting between two current elements. Ampère criticized the rotational actions appearing in
the conceptions of Biot, Savart and Faraday in the following terms:4

One is not obliged to admit as a simple and primitive fact a rotational action, an action
which nature has never supplied any another example.

Ampère might then utilize an analogous argument against Grassmann’s force, by saying
something like:

One is not obliged to admit as a simple and primitive fact an action which does not comply
with Newton’s third law of motion, as is the case of Grassmann’s force. After all, nature
has never supplied any other example of a force behaving like this.

This topic is discussed in Section 20.2.

3. Ampère might have criticized Grassmann’s force due to the fact that it does not predict a
repulsion between two aligned and parallel current elements when both currents flow in the
same sense along the straight line connecting their midpoints. After all, Ampère considered
that he had observed this repulsion with his bridge experiment. Ampère’s force predicts
such a repulsion. He proposed the bridge experiment in order to verify the existence of

3[Tri65, p. 100].
4[SA21, p. 374], [SA22, p. 162] and [SA85, p. 187].
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this repulsion and the experiment confirmed his prediction, as discussed in Section 8.2. The
alternative explanations of this experiment utilizing Ampère and Grassmann’s forces are
discussed in Section 21.2.

4. Ampère would certainly criticize the primitive couple appearing in Grassmann’s force. As
discussed in Section 20.2, there are situations in which Grassmann’s forces between two
current elements do not act along the straight line connecting their midpoints, giving rise to
a primitive internal torque acting on this system.

5. Ampère would certainly be against Grassmann’s force between current elements as in general
it does not comply with Newton’s action and reaction law. As discussed in Section 20.3, there
are situations in which Grassmann’s force exerted by a current element 1 on another current
element 2 is not equal and opposite to the force exerted by 2 on 1. Therefore, as always
emphasized by Ampère, Grassmann’s force should be rejected by every scientist following
the principles of newtonian mechanics.

16.5 “Ampère” Against the Field Concept

The field concept was introduced in physics after Ampère’s death, so that he could not react
against this concept. The criticisms presented here are our adaptations of some similar arguments
he presented against some analogous concepts presented by his contemporaries. This is the reason
for the quotation marks in the title of this Section.

As seen in Chapter 15, Faraday and Maxwell defined the magnetic field as a region of space in
the neighborhood of magnets and current carrying wires. Moreover, they argued in favor of the
existence of a material medium, the ether, filling the space between magnets and between current
carrying conductors. Faraday and Maxwell did not believe in a direct interaction between these
bodies. The interaction between two magnets or between two current carrying conductors should
be mediated by stresses happening in the intervening medium.

As also discussed in Chapter 15, since the works of Einstein the concept of a material ether has
been abandoned in physics as being superfluous. The modern electric and magnetic fields do not
have a material support any longer.

Some of the main criticisms that Ampère could make to the field concept might be as follows:

1. Ampère would be against a revolutive magnetic field around a long straight wire carrying a
constant current, as discussed in Subsection 20.1.3.

2. According to Ampère, every elementary or fundamental force must act between magnitudes
of the same type. Therefore, he would be against the idea of a “field” acting on an electric
charge. He would also be against the idea of a “field” acting on a current element or on a
current carrying wire. This topic is discussed in Section 19.3.

3. Ampère was the first to succeed in making a magnet spin around its own axis due to the
action of electric currents. This Ampère motor was discussed in Subsection 7.2.3. The modern
explanation of this motor is based on the magnetic field concept, as discussed in Section 21.3.
The modern explanation assumes that the magnetic field due to the magnet acts on currents
flowing inside and/or around the surface of the magnet, generating an internal torque which
would make the magnet spin around its axis even in the presence of friction. Ampère would
certainly be against this explanation as it violates blatantly Newton’s third law of motion.

4. According to the actual classical electromagnetic theory, a current element generates a mag-
netic field which can act on another current element. The expression satisfied by this magnetic
field due to a current element is usually called Biot-Savart’s law, although Biot and Savart
did not work with the field concept. The modern force present in the textbooks is that given
by Grassmann. Ampère would certainly be against three specific consequences of this inter-
action: (a) The absence of a net force between two collinear and parallel current elements,
as discussed in Section 21.2; the primitive couple due to this magnetic field generated by
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a current element, as discussed in Section 20.2; and (c) the inequality between action and
reaction in some specific situations, as discussed in Section 20.3.



Chapter 17

Errors Made by Biot and Savart in
the “Deduction” of a Supposed
Force Exerted by a Current
Element and Acting on a
Magnetic Pole (the so-called
Biot-Savart’s Law)

As discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, Biot and Savart said that they deduced a supposed force
exerted by a current element acting on a magnetic pole from the experiments which they performed
with straight and bent wires acting on a compass needle. Ampère presented three main criticisms
as regards this aspect of Biot and Savart’s works, namely:

1. It is not possible to “deduce” an elementary force exerted by a current element utilizing a
supposed integrated result valid for a macroscopic current carrying wire.

2. Moreover, even neglecting the previous remark, Biot and Savart made a miscalculation when
they tried to obtain the elementary force from the integrated result. They began with an
integrated result A (force exerted by a bent wire acting on a compass) and obtained an
elementary force B (force exerted by a current element acting on a magnetic pole). Biot
and Savart believed that the elementary force B was compatible with A, although they did
not check their equivalence. Savary and Ampère showed later on, in particular, that after
integrating B they arrived at an integrated result C which was different from A. Even more
remarkable, this integrated result C, the force exerted by a bent wire acting on a compass
needle, did not correspond in general to the experimental value obtained by Biot himself in
1820, except in some particular situations.

3. Ampère pointed out that the initial experimental results of Biot and Savart related to the
bent wire, published in 18 December, 1820, were wrong.

17.1 First Error

On 30 October, 1820, Biot and Savart described to the Academy of Sciences of Paris an experiment
in which a small magnetized needle, suspended horizontally, was only under the action of a long
vertical wire. They utilized an auxiliary magnet in order to eliminate the magnetic action of the
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Earth on the needle. They concluded that the equilibrium orientation of the needle was obtained
when its North-South axis became orthogonal to the shortest straight line connecting its center to
the wire and also orthogonal to the direction of the wire. They also measured the period of small
oscillations of the needle around the vertical suspension thread, after being released with small
deviations from the equilibrium orientation, at different distances from the wire. They concluded
that the magnitude of the supposed force acting on each magnetic pole of the needle was inversely
proportional to the distance between the pole and the wire. They said that, from this global result,
Laplace had “mathematically deduced” that the force exerted by each current element of the wire
acting on the magnetic pole would be inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
the pole and the current element.

Laplace never published this “deduction”. Biot and Savart accepted this deduction and quoted
it without any criticism. However, as discussed in Section 6.1, it is not possible to deduce a force
exerted by a current element utilizing only the integrated result of the force exerted by a wire of
finite length. After all, there are other possible forces between a current element and a magnetic
pole which do not vary as the inverse square of their separation but which, nevertheless, after being
integrated lead to the result that the force exerted by a long straight wire acting on a magnetic
pole vary as the inverse of the distance between the pole and the wire.

In conclusion, it is not possible to “deduce” an elementary force from an integrated result.
What can happen, on the other hand, is that there are some elementary forces different from one
another which, after integration in a specific configuration, lead to the same global effect. There
are also other elementary forces, once more different from one another, which do not lead to this
global effect after integration. It is then possible to say that the first group of elementary forces
is compatible with this specific global integrated result, while the second group is not compatible
with it. The possible existence of this first group was not considered by Biot.

Ampère criticized this aspect of Biot and Savart’s work in his Théorie. His criticism was not
only directed to the configuration of the straight wire, but also to the configuration of the bent
wire. He said many things, from which we quote only an ironic statement:1

[...] [this calculation] would have as a goal to determine the value of a differential beginning
with the value of the definite integral obtained between given limits, but it does not seem to
me that, up to now, any mathematician had considered [this calculation] something possible
to be done.

17.2 Second Error

On 18 December, 1820, Biot and Savart presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris the exper-
iment of the bent wire discussed in Section 6.2. Biot published a description of this experiment in
1821, in the second edition of his book Précis élémentaire de Physique expérimentale. According
to their experimental results, the action of the wire on the magnetic pole would be proportional
to half the opening angle of the bent wire, or proportional to the inclination of the bent wire with
the horizon:2

I thus found that, for both the bent wire and the straight wire, the action was inversely
proportional to the distance to the points M and M ′; but the absolute intensity was weaker
for the bent wire than for the straight wire, in the proportion of the angle ZMH to the unity.

From the analysis of the empirical result giving the action of the bent wire on the magnetized
needle, they concluded that the supposed force of each current element acting on a magnetic pole
would be proportional to the sine of the angle formed by the straight line connecting the pole to
the element and by the straight line parallel to the wire at the position of this current element:3

This result, analyzed by calculation, appeared to indicate to me that the action of each el-
ement µ of the oblique wire on each molecule m of austral or boreal magnetism is inversely

1[Amp26f, p. 217], [Amp87d, p. 186] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 382-383].
2[Bio21a, p. 123], [Bio85a] and [Hof82, p. 242].
3[Bio21a, p. 123], [Bio85a] and [Hof82, p. 242].
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proportional to the square of its distance µm to this molecule, and proportional to the sine of
the angle mµM formed by the distance µM with the direction of the wire.

They certainly made a mistake in their calculation. Unfortunately they did not present the
“analysis by calculation” of how they arrived at the force produced by a current element beginning
with the action produced by a bent wire of finite length. It is easy to confirm the existence of an
error in this calculation by performing the opposite calculus. That is, one supposes initially that
the force exerted by a current element on a magnetic pole is proportional to the sine of the angle
formed by the direction of the current at the position of the element and by the line connecting
the element to the pole. After integrating this force, one obtains that the force exerted by a bent
wire on a magnetic pole is proportional to the tangent of half the inclination of the bent wire to
the horizon. Therefore, this integrated force is not proportional to the angle of inclination of the
bent wire to the horizon, although this last result was the departure point of Biot and Savart’s
calculation. These aspects were shown by Savary in 1823, as discussed in Sections 9.2 and 9.6.
Ampère discussed in detail these calculations in the fifth note he included at the end of his Théorie
of 1826.4

Ampère pointed out this error of Biot and Savart as follows:5

It is very remarkable that this law6 [...] was initially obtained by an error of calculation.

Another even more emphatic statement of Ampère in the Théorie:7

This force, in inverse ratio of BM = a, is then, for the same value of a, proportional to the
tangent of half of the angle CMH, and is not proportional to this very angle, although it has
been claimed that the following value,

ρ sin θds

r2
,

expressing the force exerted by the [current] element ds on the [magnetic] pole B, had been
obtained analyzing by calculation the supposition that the force produced by the conducting
wire CMZ was proportional to the angle CMH. It is not possible to doubt that there was some
error in this calculation. But it would be equally curious to know it,8 a calculation intended to
determine the value of a differential beginning with the value of the definite integral obtained
between given limits, but it does not seem to me that, up to now, any mathematician had
considered [this calculation] something possible to be done.

17.3 Third Error

As discussed in Sections 9.6 and 9.7, Savary obtained in 1823, beginning with Ampère’s force
between current elements in its final form with k = −1/2, the integrated action of a bent wire
acting on an electrodynamic cylinder. That is, the force and torque exerted by the bent wire acting
on a cylindrical shell of finite length carrying an azimuthal current (a current around the surface
of the cylinder, directed at each point of the surface along the angle ϕ of cylindrical coordinates).
This current carrying cylinder would be the electrodynamic equivalent of a small cylindrical magnet
having the same length as the cylinder. Savary obtained that the action of the bent wire acting on
the electrodynamic cylinder was proportional to the tangent of half of the inclination of the bent
wire. This theoretical result is different from the experimental result described earlier by Biot and
Savart, of 18 December, 1820, according to which the action of the bent wire acting on the small
magnet was proportional to the inclination of the bent wire.

If Biot and Savart experimental results had been really precise, this calculation of Savary
would represent a serious blow against Ampère’s theory. But what happened was exactly the

4[Amp26f, pp. 216-217] and [Amp87d, pp. 185-186].
5[Amp26f, p. 110], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 282], [Amp87d, p. 99] and [Blo82, p. 141], our words in the footnote.
6That is, the law of Biot and Savart.
7[Amp26f, p. 217], [Amp87d, p. 186] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 382-383], our words in the footnote.
8That is, to know this wrong calculation.
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opposite. Utilizing Savary’s theoretical result as a guide, Biot and Savart once more performed
their experiment in 1824, but now with much greater precision. Instead of maintaining their earlier
result of 1820, they now concluded that the experimental result was proportional to the tangent of
half of the inclination of the bent wire, exactly as predicted theoretically by Savary! Biot’s words
describing their new findings were described in Section 9.7.

Biot and Savart had then made a mistake in 1820 when they claimed that the result of their own
experiments was proportional to the angle of inclination of the bent wire with the horizon. They
recognized this mistake in 1824, after Savary’s theoretical results were obtained utilizing Ampère’s
force between current elements. In the Théorie Ampère emphasized that the new experimental
results of Biot and Savart of 1824 were in agreement with Savary’s calculations of 1823 and not
with the earlier experimental results of Biot and Savart of 1820:9

It seems, moreover, that M. Biot recognized this error,10 because in the third edition of the
same work which has just been published,11 he gives, as a matter of fact without quoting the
memoir where it was corrected,12 new experiments in which the intensity of the total force
is, in agreement with M. Savary’s calculations, proportional to the tangent of half the angle
ZHM, and concludes once again, with more reason than he had done in his first experiments,
that the force which he calls elementary is, at equal distances, proportional to the sine of the
angle included between the direction of the element of the conducting wire and the direction
of the straight line connecting its mid point to the magnetic molecule. (Précis élémentaire de
physique expérimentale, third edition, volume II, pp. 740-745.)

9[Amp26f, p. 110], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 282] and [Amp87d, p. 99], our words in the footnotes.
10In the calculation of the elementary force exerted by a current element acting on a magnetic pole, beginning

with the integrated result of the force exerted by a long current carrying wire acting on a magnetic needle.
11That is, the Précis élémentaire de Physique Expérimentale of 1824, [Bio24].
12That is, without quoting Savary’s paper.



Chapter 18

Criticism Against the Hypothesis
of a Magnetization of the Wire
Due to the Flow of an Electric
Current

Some authors like Biot and Savart tried to explain Ørsted’s experiment and the interaction between
current carrying wires by assuming a supposed magnetization of the wires. This magnetization
would be due to the flow of the electric current through the wire. We can only work with this
hypothesis by specifying the location and orientation of the small magnets which were supposed
to be created by the passage of a current through the wire.

Ampère was against this hypothesis of the magnetization of the wire, as it did not lead to
an explanation of Ørsted’s experiment nor to an explanation of his own experiments showing the
attractions and repulsions between current carrying wires.

18.1 The Hypothesis of the Magnetization of the Wire Did

Not Explain Ørsted’s Experiment

There are two main criticisms against Biot and Savart’s explanation of Ørsted’s experiment sup-
posing a magnetization of the wire due to the flow of an electric current, namely:

1. This hypothesis does not explain qualitatively the equilibrium orientation of a magnetized
needle in all points around a current carrying wire.

2. Even at the specific points in which this qualitative explanation of the orientation of the
needle is correct, this hypothesis leads to a wrong quantitative law.

18.1.1 Qualitative Error

Biot presented in 1824 figure 18.1 in order to explain Ørsted’s experiment with his hypothesis of
the magnetization of the current carrying wire.1

We made figure 18.2 in order to facilitate the comprehension of their explanation. In figure 18.2
(a) there is a cylindrical wire perpendicular to the plane of the paper, with the electric current i
leaving the paper. We can assume that the wire is horizontal. We will neglect in this analysis the
magnetic action of the Earth on the magnetized needle. If at point A there is a North magnetic
pole, then Ørsted’s experience indicates that there will be a force F acting on it and pointing to
the left, as represented in figure 18.2.

1[BS24, pp. 769-770], [Far26, p. 361, figure 162] and [BS85, pp. 122-123].
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Figure 18.1: Biot and Savart’s original figure utilized to explain Ørsted’s experiment.

Figure 18.2: Biot and Savart’s explanation of Ørsted’s experiment.

Biot and Savart had explained Ørsted’s experiment in 1820 assuming that the current carrying
wire acted on a molecule of austral or boreal magnetism, that is, acting on the supposed North
and South poles of the magnetized needle. They assumed that this action took place due to
the magnetization of the wire caused by the flow of an electric current through it. In the work
describing their experiment they made the following statement:2

The nature of the action is the same as that of a magnetized needle which is placed on the
contour of a wire in a certain constant direction in relation to the direction of the current; [...]

Biot made an analogous statement in 1824:3

All experiments agree in showing that the total action of the wire upon such a particle situated
in A, is exactly similar to what an infinitely small magnetic needle a′b′ would exert, having
the direction of a tangent to the section F [of the current carrying wire], the centre being
placed upon the straight line A drawn from the magnetic particle to the centre of the wire.

Figure 18.2 (b) illustrates Biot and Savart’s explanation. The force acting on a North pole
situated at point A, pointing to the left, can be interpreted, according to Biot and Savart, as being
due to a small magnetized needle orientated tangentially to the wire, as the small needle NS drawn
above the horizontal wire of the figure. Biot drew four such magnetized needles placed tangentially
around the wire, as represented in figures 18.1 and 18.2.

2[BS20, p. 223], [BS65b, p. 119] and [AC06, p. 308].
3[BS24, pp. 769-770], [Far26, p. 361] and [BS85, p. 123].
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Ørsted’s experiment, on the other hand, indicated that a supposed North pole would always be
under the action of an anti-clockwise tangential force at all points around the wire, as indicated in
figure 18.3 (a). The problem with Biot and Savart’s explanation is that it only explains correctly
the direction of the force acting on North poles placed at points A, C, E and G of figure 18.3 (b).
On points B, D, F and H , on the other hand, the directions of the forces acting on a North pole
would be opposite to the directions indicated by Ørsted’s experiment.

Figure 18.3: (a) Directions of the force acting on a North pole placed around a current carrying
wire according to Ørsted’s experiment. (b) Directions of the force acting on a North pole placed
around a current carrying wire according to the magnetization of this wire as suggested by Biot
and Savart.

By doubling the number of small magnetized needles around the current carrying wire, we might
explain correctly the direction of the force acting on a North pole placed at points ABCDEFGH .
However, in this case the force acting on a North pole placed at all intermediary points (like the
intermediary point between A and B, the intermediary point between B and C, ...) would point
in the wrong direction.

Moreover, by increasing indefinitely the number of needles around the cross section of the wire,
decreasing simultaneously their individual lengths, we end up with a magnetized ring like that
of Gay-Lussac and Welter, figures 9.1 and 9.3 (b). In the limit of an infinite number of small
tangential magnets, this magnetized ring will not interact with an external magnetic pole nor with
an external compass needle. That is, it exert zero net force on an external magnetic pole and it
will exert zero net torque on an external compass needle.

In conclusion, it is not possible to explain Ørsted’s experiment in all points around the current
carrying wire by assuming a transverse magnetization of the current carrying wire.

Figures 18.2 (b) and 18.3 (b) assumed that the magnetization of the wire was only due to the
flow of the current through the wire, no matter the location of the external magnetic pole (it might
be located at points A, B, C, ...). The only way to save Biot and Savart’s explanation would be
to assume that the location of the four magnetized needles around the wire would be due not only
to the influence of the current flowing through the wire, but also on the location of the external
magnetic pole which is under the action of the current carrying wire. Figure 18.4 (a) presents
their original explanation when a North pole is located at point A. Figure 18.4 (b) presents the
new hypothetical orientation of the four magnetized needles assuming now that the North pole is
located at point B.

Jons Jakob Berzelius (1779-1848) presented an explanation analogous to that of Biot and Savart
based on the transversal magnetization of the wire due to the flow of an electric current through
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Figure 18.4: (a) Magnetization of the wire when the magnetic pole is located at point A. (b)
Magnetization of the wire when the magnetic pole is located at point B.

it. However Ørsted himself negatively criticized this explanation of his experiment.4

18.1.2 Quantitative Error

Ampère showed in his Théorie that the magnetization hypothesis of Biot and Savart also had
a quantitative problem. He initially quoted Biot and Savart’s statement of 1820 containing the
interpretation of Ørsted’s experiment by these authors based on a transverse magnetization of
the wire. This quotation was repeated in the third edition of Biot’s book, Précis élémentaire de
physique expérimentale, which Ampère quoted wrongly as Traité élémentaire de physique.5 Ampère
then stated the following:6

Finally, M. Biot repeats in the third edition of his Traité élémentaire de physique (volume II,
page 773),7 what he had already said in the note he published, in the Annales de Chimie et
de Physique,8 as regards the first experiments relative to this subject on which we are now
dealing, which he had made with M. Savart, the following: that when an element of a very
thin and indefinite connecting wire acts on a magnetic molecule, “the nature of the action is
the same as that of a magnetized needle which is placed on the contour of a wire in a certain
constant direction in relation to the direction of the voltaic current.” However the action of
this needle on a magnetic molecule is directed following the same straight line of the reaction
of the molecule on the needle, and moreover it is easy to see that the force resulting from this
action is in inverse ratio of the cube of the distance, and not [in inverse ratio] of the square of
the distance, as M. Biot found himself is that [force] of the element of the wire.

Ampère here emphasized the fact that the force exerted by a magnetic dipole on another
magnetic pole varies as the inverse cube of the distance between the pole and the midpoint of
the dipole. Biot and Savart, on the other hand, stated that the action of a current element on a
magnetic pole is inversely proportional to the square of their distance. Therefore, Biot and Savart’s
hypothesis of the transverse magnetization of a current carrying wire is quantitatively incompatible
with their own force law between a current element and a magnetic pole!

This aspect has also been discussed by Tricker and Hofmann.9 Hofmann, in particular, ex-
panded Ampère’s criticism even more. He supposed the whole wire being composed of magnetic
dipoles following Biot and Savart’s supposition of transverse magnetization. Hofmann integrated
along the whole wire the force proportional to 1/r3 exerted by each magnetic dipole acting on an

4[Ørs98f, pp. 435-436].
5[BS20, p. 223], [BS65b, p. 119], [AC06, p. 308], [BS24, p. 773] and [BS85, p. 126].
6[Amp26f, p. 188] and [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 360].
7[Bio24, p. 773].
8[BS20].
9[Tri65, p. 24] and [Hof82, pp. 234-236].
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external magnetic pole. He obtained that the integrated force of the magnetized wire acting on
an external magnetic pole would vary as the inverse square of the shortest distance between the
pole and the wire. This proportionality is quantitatively incompatible with Biot and Savart’s own
experiments, according to which the action of a long straight wire acting on an external magnetic
pole should be inversely proportional to the distance between the pole and the wire!

18.2 The Principle of the Conservation of Living Forces

As discussed in Section 7.1, Faraday obtained in September 1821 continuous rotation of the ex-
tremity of a current carrying wire around a magnet fixed relative to the ground. He also obtained
continuous rotation of the extremity of a magnet around a current carrying wire fixed relative to
the ground. Ampère obtained the final value of his force law with k = −1/2 by developing and
analyzing experiments related to this phenomenon, as seen in Chapter 7.

However, Ampère’s initial interest in these experiments had another nature. He realized that
Faraday’s experiment could not be explained with Biot and Savart’s hypothesis related to the
magnetization of the wire due to the flow of an electric current through it. He showed, in particular,
that this phenomenon was a fatal blow to Biot and Savart’s theory.10

In order to understand Ampère’s argument, it is necessary to discuss initially the theorem of
the conservation of living forces.

The theorem of the conservation of energy appeared in generic form, including chemical and
thermal energies, in the decade of 1840’s. By the 1820’s it was not yet clear that the source
of energy of the voltaic batteries was located in the chemical reactions taking place inside the
batteries. In any event, for a long time scientists argued about the impossibility of a perpetual
motion. Faraday’s discovery seemed to go against this expectation, as it indicated the possibility
of a continuous macroscopic motion. Ampère was impressed by this experiment as the continuous
circular motion of the extremity of a magnet or current carrying wire took place in mercury or in
acidulated water, where losses of motion by mechanical friction were inevitable.

Before presenting Ampère’s quotations related to this topic it is relevant to present a brief
historical digression on this subject based on the works of Lagrange,11 Grattan-Guinness12 and
Mach.13

The so-called principle of the conservation of living forces was first utilized by Huygens (1629-
1695), in 1673, when he solved the problem of the center of oscillation of a compound pendulum.
Other scientists before Ampère developed and expanded the range of application of this principle:
Jakob Bernoulli (1654-1705), also known as James or Jacques Bernoulli; l’Hôpital (1661-1704);
Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748), also known as John or Jean Bernoulli; Euler (1707-1783); Daniel
Bernoulli (1700-1782); d’Alembert (1717-1783); Lagrange (1736-1813); Lazare Carnot (1753-1823);
etc. The name of this principle is due to Johann Bernoulli. The expression vis viva (living force)
had been introduced by Leibniz (1646-1716) in 1695. It is analogous to twice the modern kinetic
energy. Suppose one has a particle of mass m moving with velocity v relative to an inertial frame
of reference. Its kinetic energy T is defined nowadays by T ≡ mv2/2. Its living force as defined
by Leibniz, on the other hand, is given by mv2. Poisson, for instance, defined this concept at the
time of Ampère as follows:14

By the living force, or the vis viva of a material point, or more generally of a body, all the
points of which are endowed with the same velocity, is meant the product of its mass by the
square of this velocity.

10[Blo82, p. 117].
11[Lag88, Second Partie: “La Dynamique”, Section I: “Sur les différens Principes de la Dynamique”, pp. 158-188],

[Lag11, Second Partie: “La Dynamique”, Section I: “Sur les différens Principes de la Dynamique”, pp. 221-246] and
[Lag97, Part II: “Dynamics”, Section I: “The various principles of dynamics”, pp. 169-184].

12[GG90a, Chapter 16: “Work for the workers: engineering mechanics and its instruction”, 1800-1830, pp. 1046-
1121] and [GG00].

13[Mac60, pp. 215-216, 357-365 and 433-440: “The principle of vis viva”].
14[Poi33, p. 29] and [Poi42, p. 23].
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Coriolis (1792-1843) denominated work the product of the force by the displacement of a particle
along the direction of the force.

In modern vector notation it is possible to say that the workW exerted by a conservative force
~F on a point particle of mass m when it moves between points ~r1 and ~r2 of an inertial frame of
reference under the action of this force is equal the variation of its kinetic energy T = mv2/2:

W =

∫ 2

1

~F · d~r = T2 − T1 . (18.1)

In this equation d~r represents an infinitesimal length along the curve of integration.
When the particle describes a closed trajectory, its kinetic energy is conserved. That is, its

kinetic energy at the end of the cycle, Tf , will be equal to its kinetic energy at the beginning of
the cycle, Ti:

W =

∮
~F · d~r = Tf − Ti = 0 . (18.2)

Daniel Bernoulli, in particular, showed that when several mobile bodies are interacting with
one another through conservative forces, the change in the living force of the system is only
determined by the initial and final distances between the interacting particles. This fact indicated
that the system could not gain kinetic energy by performing a closed loop, returning to its initial
configuration. It was a known fact that central forces depending only on the distance between
bodies were conservative. A particular example of a conservative force is Newton’s force, varying
as 1/r2. This behavior is valid for gravitational, electrostatic and magnetic interactions. All of
these forces are central ones and vary as 1/r2. The frictional forces, on the other hand, are not
conservative. That is, the work performed by a frictional force on a particle describing a closed
loop is different from zero.

In 1811 Lagrange stated the following as regards the principle of the living forces:15

[...] He [Huygens] has also thought that this problem [on the center of oscillation of a rigid
body under the action of terrestrial gravity] must be regarded as entirely new and since he
could not resolve it by existing methods he invented a new but indirect principle which has
become popular since then under the name of the Conservation des Forces Vives.

[...]

The first of these four principles, the one of the Conservation des Forces Vives was discovered
by Huygens, but in a form slightly different from the one which we will presently discuss. We
referred to this principle earlier when we discussed the problem of the center of oscillation.
[...]

Up to that time, this principle was only viewed as a simple theorem of mechanics. But when
John Bernoulli adopted the distinction established by Leibnitz between the dead forces or
pressures which act without actual motion and the live forces which accompany this motion
as well as the measure of these latter forces by the product of the masses with the square of
the velocities, he simply found in this principle a consequence of the theorem of live forces
and a general law of nature according to which the sum of the live forces of several bodies is
the same during the time that these bodies act upon one another with simple pressures, and
is always equal to the simple live force which is the result of the action of the actual forces
which put the bodies in motion. He thus gave to this principle the name of Conservation des
Forces Vives and he used it successfully to solve some problems which had not yet been solved
and which were difficult to resolve by means of the direct methods.

In his book of 1811 Lagrange presented a mathematical formulation of this principle and soon
after stated the following:16

This last equation expresses the principle known by the name of the Conervation des Forces
Vives. [...] Thus [...] will be the sum of the forces vives of all the bodies or the force vive

15[Lag11, pp. 232 and 241-242] and [Lag97, pp. 175 and 180-181].
16[Lag11, p. 290] and [Lag97, p. 213].
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of the entire system. It is obvious from the cited equation that this force vive is equal to
the quantity [...], which depends simply on the accelerating forces acting on the bodies and
not on their mutual connections so that the force vive of the system has at every instant the
same magnitude that the bodies would have gained if, acted upon by the same forces, they
were freely moved on the line they described. This conception is what has given the name of
Conservation des Forces Vives to this property of motion.

In the Théorie, Ampère presented in several forms the principle of the conservation of living
forces. Here we quote one of them:17

As a matter of fact, from the principle of the conservation of living forces, which is a necessary
consequence of the laws of motion, it follows necessarily that when the elementary forces
— which would be here attractions and repulsions in the inverse ratio of the square of the
distances — are expressed by simple functions of the mutual distances of the points between
which these forces are exerted, and when one part of these points are invariably connected
with one another and they move only due to these forces, the other points remaining fixed, the
first points can not return to the same situation, relative to the latter points, with velocities
larger than the velocities they had when they began from this same configuration.

Another formulation:18

Combining this result with this rigorous consequence of the general principle of the conserva-
tion of living forces, already quoted many times in this memoir, — [namely,] that all action
reducible to forces, [which are only] functions of the distances, acting between material points
forming two rigid systems, one fixed and the other mobile, can never give rise to a motion
which is indefinitely continuous, despite the resistances and frictions acting on the mobile
system, — [...]

18.3 It is Not Possible to Explain Continuous Rotation with
the Hypothesis of the Magnetization of the Wire

Faraday’s experiment on continuous rotation caught Ampère’s attention for the following reasons.
Suppose there is a central conservative force which is a function only of the distance between the
interacting bodies, like the gravitational or electrostatic forces which vary as 1/r2. Suppose the
bodies exerting this force are at rest relative to an inertial frame of reference, while the test body
can move relative to this frame. If we calculate the work exerted on this test body by the fixed
source bodies along a closed trajectory of arbitrary shape, we obtain a zero value. Therefore the
kinetic energy of the test body at the end of the motion will be equal to its initial kinetic energy.
That is, there is a conservation of its living force. In general, when there is a set of mobile particles
interacting with one another only through conservative forces, the kinetic energy of the system
will be always the same at all instants in which the bodies return to the same relative positions
relative to one another, no matter the trajectories they followed in order to return to this initial
configuration.

Suppose now there are two forces acting on a test body, namely, a conservative force and a
resistive force (like a mechanical friction). In this case, if the test body describes a closed trajectory
of arbitrary shape being under the influence of these two forces, then its kinetic energy at the end
of the trajectory will be smaller than its kinetic energy at the same point in the beginning of
the trajectory. The mechanically resistive force will be responsible for this decrease in the kinetic
energy of the test body.

Ampère seemed to be referring to something of this sort when he analyzed Faraday’s experiment.
As Faraday obtained continuous rotation in a mechanically resistive medium, Ampère concluded
that this could only take place due to forces acting between bodies in relative motion. Conservative
central forces depending only on the distance between the interacting bodies could not give rise to
continuous rotation of the test body in a mechanically resistive medium.

17[Amp26f, pp. 124-125] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 296-297].
18[Amp26f, pp. 193-194] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 365-366].
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Some scientists like Berzélius (1779-1848), Davy (1778-1829), Schweigger (1779-1857), Prechtl
(1778-1854), Wollaston (1766-1828), Biot and Savart had tried to explain Ørsted’s experiment
supposing the magnetization of the wire due to the passage of a current through it.19 They believed
that it was possible to explain Ørsted’s experiment supposing a distribution of small magnets along
the length of the conductor, or distributed tangentially around its cross section. However, none of
them presented a detailed study of this supposed distribution of magnetic poles on the cross section
of the wire. Ampère realized that he could utilize Faraday’s discovery of continuous rotation in
order to show that these explanations of Ørsted’s experiment based on the magnetization of the
current carrying wire must be wrong. Coulomb had already shown that the magnetic force had the
same behavior of Newton’s law of gravity. That is, the force between two magnetic poles is central
and varies as the inverse square of their distance. Consequently, the magnetic force is conservative,
just like the gravitational force. If there were no friction in Faraday’s experiment, the magnet
rotating around a fixed current carrying wire would constantly increase its angular velocity. The
free extremity of the magnet only maintains a continuous rotation with a constant angular velocity
around the wire due to the resistive forces exerted by the fluid where it is moving.

The same happened in Faraday’s experiment when the free extremity of the current carrying
wire rotated continuously around the fixed magnet. The current carrying wire began at rest. Its
free extremity was accelerated tangentially around the fixed magnet, beginning to rotate around
it. It described a closed circular trajectory around the magnet. Its kinetic energy began from zero,
increased and then reached a constant value due to the friction exerted by the conducting fluid
where it was moving. Were it not for the friction of the medium, then the tangential velocity of
the free extremity of the wire would increase indefinitely at each turn around the fixed magnet.
However, due to the theorem of the living forces, this continuous tangential acceleration could not
be explained by conservative forces, like the electrostatic force or like the coulombian force between
two magnetic poles. According to Ampère, Ørsted’s experiment and Faraday’s continuous rotation
had to be due to interactions between fluids in relative motion.

For instance, in a work presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 8 April, 1822, Ampère
said the following:20

Such are the new progresses which a branch of physics has just been made, of which we had
not the slightest idea only two years ago, and which made us know facts more surprising
than anything which the science had offered to us up to now of marvelous phenomena. A
motion continuing always in the same sense, despite the frictions, despite the resistance of the
medium, with this motion being produced by the mutual action between two bodies which
remain constantly in the same state, is a fact unprecedented in the middle of everything we
know of the properties which inorganic matter can offer. It proves that the action which
emanates from voltaic conductors cannot be due to a specific distribution of certain fluids at
rest within these conductors, as is the case for ordinary electric attractions and repulsions.
This action can only be attributed to fluids in motion within the conductors, moving rapidly
from one extremity of the pile [battery] to the other extremity.

In the Théorie, Ampère repeated this quotation, introducing it with the following words:21

At the time of the first works of the physicists on electrodynamic phenomena, several scien-
tists believed that they could explain them through distributions of molecules, electrical or
magnetic, at rest in the voltaic conductors. Since Faraday published the discovery of the first
motion of continuous rotation, I saw immediately that it contradicted completely this hypoth-
esis. I announced this observation in the following terms, while what I have said here is only
the development, in the Exposé sommaire des nouvelles experiénces eléctro-magnétiques faites
par différens physiciens, depuis le mois de mars 1821,22 which I read at the public meeting of
the Académie royale des Sciences on 8 April, 1822: [...]

19[Blo82, pp. 46-48].
20[Amp22s, pp. 65-66], [Amp22k, p. 205], [Amp85e, pp. 242-243] and [Hof96, p. 297].
21[Amp26f, pp. 125-126] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 297-298].
22[Amp22k].
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In the Théorie he pointed out several times that it is not possible to explain the experiments
of continuous rotation supposing electric charges or magnetic poles at rest in the conductors and
interacting with one another through conservative forces. For instance:23

Now, in the motion of continuous rotation given to a mobile conductor by the action of a fixed
conductor, all the points of the first [conductor] return to the same position with increasing
velocities at each turn, up to a point in which the frictions and the resistance of the acidulated
water where the crown of the conductor is submerged introduce a limit in the increase of
the velocity of rotation of this conductor. This velocity becomes then constant, despite these
frictions and the resistance.

Therefore, it is completely demonstrated that one would not know how to explain the phenom-
ena produced by the action of two voltaic conductors, supposing that electric molecules acting
in the inverse ratio of the square of the distance were distributed on conducting wires, re-
maining fixed in them and, consequently, so that they might be considered as being invariably
connected to one another. [...]

It is only in the case in which one supposes the electric molecules at rest in the bodies in which
they manifest their presence by the attractions and repulsions produced by them between these
bodies, that one demonstrates that an indefinitely accelerated motion can not result from the
fact that the forces which the electric molecules exert in this state of rest depend only on their
mutual distances. [...]

Ampère had already presented analogous arguments in his fundamental paper of 1822, in which
he deduced the final value of his constant, namely, k = −1/2.24

23[Amp26f, pp. 125-127] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 297-299].
24[Amp22p, pp. 401-405], [Amp22y, pp. 296-300] and [Amp85p, pp. 272-274].
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Chapter 19

The Magnetic Poles and Dipoles
are Disposable Hypotheses

19.1 Ampère Against the Existence of Magnetic Poles and
Dipoles

Ørsted explained his experiment of the deflection of a magnetized needle by supposing that its
magnetic poles were propelled by electric charges flowing in the space around the current carrying
wire. Biot, Savart and Faraday explained the same experiment supposing a rotational, rotary or
revolutive force exerted by the current carrying wire acting on the supposed magnetic poles of the
magnetized needle.

Ampère, on the other hand, rejected the existence of these magnetic poles or magnetic fluid
particles, as expressed in several of his works.1 He was also against the existence of magnetic
dipoles, that is, a particle having opposite poles separated by a small distance.

One example of Ampère’s statement in 1820:2

[...] However, as M. Ampère noted in his article, his explanation of the action of voltaic
conductors on magnets offers a double advantage:

1st: It is not necessary to suppose that these conductors act on magnetic particles, of which
no one demonstrates their existence, [...]

An analogous quotation appears in Ampère’s work presented to the Academy of Sciences of
Paris on 4 December, 1820:3

The theory which reduces all phenomena of the magnet to the phenomena offered by electricity,
when two currents act on one another, theory supported by many other facts, has these two
advantages, as regards the phenomena which interest us here:

1st: It does not make the conducting wire AB act on magnetic particles, of which no one
demonstrates their existence, and which are a gratuitous supposition, [...]

In a letter of 1821 he stated the following:4

[...] and it seems to me that, according to the properties which I recognized in the voltaic
conductors, the supposition of magnetic fluids or magnetic forces, which are different from the
electric fluids or electric forces, is only a purely gratuitous conception.

In 1823, when commenting on a paper by Savary, Ampère presented similar arguments:5

1[Hof96, pp. 269-270].
2[Amp20e, p. 549] and [OAAB22, pp. 82-83], our emphasis.
3[Amp85j, p. 133], our emphasis.
4[Amp21a, p. 309] and [Amp22o, p. 120].
5[Amp85l, p. 379], our words in the footnote.
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[...] while, in M. Ampère’s theory, instead of these fluids of a particular nature,6 of which no
one proves the existence, one admits [...]

19.2 Identification of the Magnetic Fluid with the Galvanic
Fluid

There is an important letter of Ampère to Hachette, dated 14 November, 1820, in which he
synthesized one of the main differences between his theory of the electromagnetic phenomena and
the theory of Ørsted. The latter explained the electromagnetic phenomena assuming the existence
of distinct fluids, namely, magnetic and galvanic ones. He supposed the existence of electric charges
flowing not only inside, but also outside the wire, with these latter charges propelling the magnetic
poles of a magnetized needle. Ampère, on the other hand, explained the same phenomena utilizing
only the interaction between current elements. To this end he assumed the existence of electric
currents inside magnets. With these assumptions, Ampère was essentially identifying the magnetic
and galvanic fluids. That is, according to Ampère’s conception, there are no real magnetic poles.
He assumed only the existence of current carrying conductors interacting with one another. A
relevant portion of this letter:7

There is, in the first place, a clear falsehood in the statement that M. Œrsted had announced
the identity of magnetic and galvanic fluids; not only he himself does not mention anything in
this regard in everything that we have from him but also, in the paper in which he published
his discovery, he explained the phenomena by a hypothesis according to which these fluids
are totally distinct from one another. I was the first to state that this identity [between
the magnetic and galvanic fluids] resulted from these phenomena, but not according to the
explanation of M. Œrsted which supposed them totally distinct, but according to my own
theory which is totally distinct from his and which identify them.

That is, Ampère claimed that his theory was totally distinct from that of Ørsted. Moreover,
while Ørsted assumed that the magnetic and electric fluids were totally distinct from one another,
Ampère believed that only current carrying conductors were necessary in order to explain these
phenomena.

Analogous information appeared in a paper by Laumont:8

M. OErsted, professor at Copenhaguen University, had published, before 1807, an work in
which he announced that he intended to verify if the electricity in its most latent state does
not have some action on the magnet9; but it was only during the winter of 1819, that he
discovered the action of the connecting wire on the magnetized needle, when he offered a
particular explanation, which does not agree in any way with the idea that the electric and
magnetic fluids are the same thing10.

Later on, in the same article, we have the following:11

All these facts, and even M. OErsted’s experiments, were far from proving the identity of
electricity with the magnet; this identity was only established by M. Ampère [...]

Sometimes, instead of talking about the identity between the magnetic and galvanic fluids,
Ampère mentioned the identity between electricity and magnetism:12

One then represents by a single force [between current elements], always directed along the
straight line connecting the two points between which it is exerted, not only the magnetic

6That is, molecules of austral or boreal fluids, or South and North poles, respectively.
7[Lau43, p. 906].
8[Lau20, p. 535], [Lau22, p. 69] and [Hof87, p. 326, n. 47], italics in the original.
9[Note by Laumont:] Chapter VIII of the translation into German by M. Marcel de Serres, published in 1807.

10[Note by Laumont:] Annales de Chimie et de Physique, volume XIV, p. 424.
11[Lau20, pp. 538-539] and [Lau22, p. 72], italics in the original.
12[Amp22r, pp. 111-112].
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phenomena already known for a long time, but also all circumstances of the action of a voltaic
conductor on a magnet, discovered by M. Oersted, and of that [action] which I recognized
between two conductors. And this [fact] seems to me to support strongly the point of view
which I expressed at the time of my first works on this subject, related to the identity of
electricity and magnetism. The results of the experiments which I have made since then seem
to make it each time more probable.

In the Précis of 1824 he presented a similar point of view:13

Some physicists concluded that the absolutely different phenomena which were produced,
some of them by ordinary electricity and the other by dynamic electricity, should not be
attributed to the same electric fluids, at rest in the first case, and in motion in the second
case. It is precisely as if we had concluded, from the fact that the suspension of mercury
in the barometer is a phenomenon completely different from the phenomenon of sound, that
we should not attribute them to the same atmospheric fluid, at rest in the first case, and in
motion in the second case, in such a way that it would be necessary to admit, for two facts
so different from one another, two fluids, of which one of them acted only to press the free
surface of mercury, while the other transmitted the vibratory motions producing sound.

It is this habit of multiplying, as it is said, the entities without necessity which during some time
made one admit in physics a luminous fluid distinct from the fluid to which one attributed the
phenomena of heat; it is this habit which leads one to suppose up to now two magnetic fluids
different from the two electric fluids, although it has been shown that electricity, by moving
around the particles of the magnetized bodies in the same way as it moves in the voltaic
conductor and, consequently, exerting in this way the same action, should necessarily produce
effects completely identical to the effects which are attributed to what is called molecules of
austral fluid and of boreal fluid.

19.3 The Elementary Force Must Act between Entities of

the Same Nature

This Section discusses Ampère’s criticisms against the conceptions of Ørsted, Biot, Savart and
Faraday. These authors believed in the existence of interactions between a current carrying wire
and a magnetic pole, that is, between magnitudes of different nature. Ampère, on the other hand,
argued that the fundamental interactions took place only between entities or magnitudes of the
same nature. Examples of this last kind of interaction were the forces and reaction between two
massive bodies in the case of gravitation, the forces between two electrified particles in the case of
electrostatics, or the forces between two current elements in the case of electrodynamics.

It is also possible to utilize Ampère’s arguments against the supposition of a magnetic field
acting on a magnetic pole, against the action of a magnetic field on a current element, and also
against the interaction between a magnetic field and an electric charge. After all, in these three
examples we have interactions between entities of different nature, namely: (i) a magnetic field
and a magnetic pole, (ii) a magnetic field and a current element, and (iii) a magnetic field and an
electric charge.

Ørsted explained his own experiment supposing the interaction between the imagined electric
charges flowing in the space around the current carrying conductor and the magnetic fluids he
supposed to exist inside the magnet. However, he never explained how an electric charge might
propel a magnetic pole, nor how their supposed interaction took place. Ampère never accepted
the idea of an interaction between magnitudes of different nature.

In a very interesting letter addressed to Speyert van der Eyk, dated 15 August, 1821, Ampère
discussed what should be considered as the primitive fact from which we might deduce all the
phenomena. He assumed that this primitive fact should be understood as a fundamental interac-
tion from which it might be possible to explain more complex phenomena. Without mentioning
Ørsted’s name, Ampère rejected his points of view, according to which one should consider as
fundamental the interaction between a current carrying wire and a magnetized needle. Instead of

13[Amp24e, p. 60].
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this assumption, Ampère proposed to consider fundamental the interaction between two current
carrying conductors. He justified his choice as follows:14

1st: Every explanation in the sciences consists in discovering a primitive fact expressed by a
general law which, once presented, can be utilized in order to deduce from it all other [facts
or laws].

2nd: The primitive fact cannot be here the action between a voltaic conductor and a magnet,
because, being these two things heterogeneous, the mutual action between them must neces-
sarily be more complicated than that [mutual action] which takes place between two magnets,
or than that [mutual action] which I discovered between two conductors; [...]

Ampère repeated these arguments in a letter of 1821, addressed to G. Moll.15 He also insisted
on this argument in a letter of 1822 addressed to Auguste de la Rive:16

Is it not evident that one should look for the primitive fact in the action between two things
of the same nature, like two conductors, and not in that action between two heterogeneous
things, like a conductor and a magnet?

In the Théorie, Ampère argued that the elementary force must act between magnitudes of the
same nature. The elementary force might not act, for instance, between a current element and
a magnetic pole. He was then going against Biot’s conceptions. But his criticisms might also
be directed against Ørsted’s conception, according to which there was an interaction between a
magnetic pole and an electric charge flowing in the space around a current carrying wire. Here are
his words:17

Moreover, though M. Biot determined the value and direction of the force when an element of
conducting wire acts on each particle of a magnet and defined this as the elementary force18 it
is clear that a force cannot be regarded as truly elementary which manifests itself in the action
of two elements which are not of the same nature, or which does not act along the straight
line which joins the two points between which it is exerted.

Ampère utilized an analogous argument against Faraday’s conceptions. As was seen in Section
13.2, in 1821 Faraday stated the following as regards the phenomenon discovered by Ampère of
the attraction and repulsion between current carrying conductors:19

[...] the attractions and repulsions of M. Ampère’s wires are not simple, but complicated
results.

Ampère’s reply to this statement came in a joint paper with Savary, followed by a French
translation of this article of Faraday:20

If M. Faraday, in this passage, considered only that the attractions and repulsions between
electric currents are complicated facts due to the fact that they result from an infinity of
actions between all infinitely small parts of these currents, then he was in agreement with
M. Ampère. However, he [Faraday] considered them complicated from another point of view,
as he considered as a primitive fact the rotational action and shows quite well that these
attractions and repulsions can be reduced to it. But we have just seen that by considering,
on the contrary, as primitive facts the attractions and repulsions between the small portions
of electric currents, according to the laws given by M. Ampère, one deduces immediately the
circular motions of the conducting wires and magnets around each other.

14[Lau36a, pp. 570-572].
15[Ampc, carton 9, chemise 183] and [Ampd].
16[Lau36a, p. 605] and [Blo82, p. 112].
17[Amp26f, pp. 108-109], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 280-281] and [Amp65b, p. 195].
18Précis élémentaire de physique, vol. II, p. 122, 2nd edit.; see [Bio21a, p. 122].
19[Far22e, p. 79] and [Far52d, p. 799].
20[SA21, pp. 373-374], [SA22, pp. 161-162] and [SA85, p. 187].
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That is, instead of considering as a basic or fundamental fact the rotational action between
magnitudes of different nature (like the action between a current carrying wire and a magnetic
pole), Ampère preferred to adopt as a primitive fact the central force between magnitudes of the
same nature, namely, the actions and reactions between two current elements.

Ampère would certainly criticize the modern concepts of electric and magnetic fields by similar
reasons. Nowadays the action and reaction between two electric charges in relative motion is not
accepted. Instead of this conception, it is assumed that a charge in motion generates a magnetic
field. This magnetic field propagates in space, typically at light velocity. When it reaches a second
moving charge, the magnetic field exerts a force on it. If this second charge is free to move relative
to an inertial frame of reference, then it will be accelerated by this magnetic field which is reaching
it. Ampère would not accept the idea of a certain magnitude (like the magnetic field in this
example) exerting an action on another magnitude of a different nature (like the second charge in
this example).

Likewise, nowadays the textbooks do not utilize the concept of a direct action and reaction
between two current elements. Instead of this action at a distance, most scientists assume that
a certain current element A generates a magnetic field. They assume that this magnetic field
propagates in space, typically at light velocity. When it reaches a second current element B, it
generates a force on this element. Ampère would not accept the idea of a magnetic field exerting
a force on a current element, as these two magnitudes have different nature.

Some questions which Ampère might ask as regards this modern conception of interaction: How
a “magnetic field” might exert a force on a charge or on a current element? By which mechanism
an immaterial medium, like the magnetic field, might act on a charged material particle? Faraday
and Maxwell understood a magnetic field as a region of space in the neighborhood of a magnet or
around a current carrying wire, as discussed in Section 15.1. How a source magnet might produce
a region of space around it? How a region of space might act on matter? How an electric charge
might exert a reaction on the magnetic field acting on it? How a current element might exert a
reaction on a magnetic field acting on it? How a charged particle (or a current element) might
exert a reaction on a region of space? Etc.

We list here some specific criticisms which Ampère might present against the field concept:
This field concept would lead to a violation of the principle of action and reaction, as an electric
charge might not exert a reaction on a magnetic field; likewise, a current element might not exert
a reaction on a magnetic field; a charged particle (or a current element) might not exert a force of
reaction acting on a region of space.

A current element and a magnetic field are distinct magnitudes. They are of different nature,
have different units. They are ontologically different from one another. Therefore, Ampère would
never accept the action between these two magnitudes as something fundamental or primitive.
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Chapter 20

Defense of Action and Reaction
along the Straight Line
Connecting the Interacting Bodies

20.1 Ampère Against the Rotational Action Around a Cur-

rent Carrying Wire

Some authors, like Ørsted, defended the idea of a flux of particles in the space around a current
carrying wire. This helical or circular flux of particles would be responsible for the deflection of a
magnetized needle placed close to the wire, as discussed in Section 11.1. Ørsted initially imagined
a helical flux around a long and straight current carrying wire. Later on he imagined a circular
flux around this wire. Other authors, like Biot, Savart and Faraday, supposed that somehow the
current carrying wire generated a rotational, revolutive or gyratory action which would force the
poles of a magnet to rotate around the wire. Modern physics has a somewhat similar concept.
Nowadays it is argued that a long straight wire carrying a steady current generates a circular
magnetic field around it.

Ampère, on the other hand, argued strongly against these vortices, whirls or rotational actions
around a current carrying wire. This is the subject of this Section.

In a letter addressed to Paul Erman (1764-1851), dated 9 August, 1823, he expressed his generic
point of view as follows:1

According to a passage in your letter, I believe there is a certain obscurity in Germany as
regards this aspect of my theory. By seeing the planets revolving around the Sun, cartesian
physics imagines that they are pushed in the sense in which they move by vortices revolving in
the same sense; when it [the cartesian physics] sees a pole of a magnet carried to the right and
the other [pole carried] to the left of a conducting wire, it supposes a vortex independent of
the wire. Newtonian physics explains all celestial phenomena by an attraction directed along
the straight line connecting the two interacting particles and the motion is a complicated
result of this attraction. As regards the new [electromagnetic and electrodynamic] phenomena
I make what Newton has done for celestial motions, [namely,] I explain them by attractive
and repulsive forces. And the direction of the electric current, which follows a straight line
when the conductor is rectilinear, is only introduced in the calculation due to the fact that
the mathematical value of the exerted forces depends, as you can see in my Recueil,2 of the
angles formed by this direction with the direction of another current and with the direction
of the straight line connecting the particles which are in mutual action.

1[GG90b, pp. 1332-1334].
2[Amp22w].
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20.1.1 Ampère Against Ørsted’s Rotational Vortices

In the Théorie, Ampère criticized Ørsted’s own interpretation of his experiment of the deflection
of a compass needle close to a current carrying wire. Ørsted’s explanation was based on a helical
flux of electrical particles around the wire. This explanation reminded Ampère of Descartes’s
explanation for the motion of the planets around the Sun, according to which there was a material
vortex flowing around the Sun and propelling the planets along their tangential motion, like a wind
propelling particles which were floating in air. Ampère, on the other hand, preferred to explain
Ørsted’s experiment utilizing a newtonian interaction. That is, utilizing a force acting along the
straight line connecting the interacting elements and following the principle of action and reaction:3

It does not appear that this [newtonian] approach, the only one which can lead to results which
are free of all hypothesis, is preferred by physicists in the rest of Europe like it is by Frenchmen;
the famous scientist [Ørsted] who first saw the poles of a magnet transported by the action of
a conductor in directions perpendicular to those of the wire, concluded that electrical matter
revolved about it and pushed the poles along with it, just as Descartes made “the matter of his
vortices” revolve in the direction of planetary revolution. Guided by Newtonian philosophy,
I have reduced the phenomenon observed by M. Oerstedt, as has been done for all similar
natural phenomena, to forces acting along a straight line joining the two particles between
which the actions are exerted; and if I have established that the same arrangement, or the
same movement of electricity, which exists in the conductor is present also round the particles
of the magnets, it is certainly not to explain their action by impulsion as with a vortex, but
to calculate, according to my formula, the resultant forces acting between the particles of a
magnet and those of a conductor, or of another magnet, along the lines joining the particles
in pairs which are considered to be interacting, and to show that the results of the calculation
are completely verified [...]

20.1.2 Ampère Against the Rotational Actions of Biot, Savart and Fara-
day

Faraday presented in 1821 his discovery of the rotation of one extremity of a current carrying
wire around a stationary magnet, and also the rotation of one extremity of a magnet around a
stationary current carrying wire.4 Faraday, Biot and Savart tried to explain these new phenomena
utilizing similar concepts which they had utilized in order to explain Ørsted’s experiment, namely,
the existence of rotational or revolutive actions exerted by the current carrying wire acting on
the poles of the magnet. As regards Faraday’s experiment, this rotational action exerted by the
current carrying wire would cause an extremity of the magnet to turn around the wire. By action
and reaction, the magnet would exert an opposite rotational force acting on the current carrying
wire.

Faraday’s work was translated into French and published in the same year.5 Savary and Ampère
published a Note following this translation of Faraday’s work.6 In the paper of 1821 this note
appears without the names of the authors. In the Recueil edited by Ampère, this note appears
under the names of Savary and Ampère. Blondel also presented this work under both names,7 while
Hofmann presented only Savary as its author.8 We will follow the Recueil and Blondel indicating
Savary and Ampère as the authors of this note.

In their note, Savary and Ampère presented two main criticisms against Faraday’s rotational,
rotary or revolutive action. They first pointed out that this hypothesis does not lead to a mathe-
matical theory with which it would be possible to explain quantitatively the phenomena:9

The rotational action of a conducting wire and a magnet around each other, which M. Faraday
considers as a primitive fact in all portions of his article, is not enough to submit the phenomena

3[Amp26f, pp. 5-6], [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 177-178] and [Amp65b, pp. 156-157].
4[Far22e] and [Far52d, pp. 805-807].
5[Far21c], [Far22c] and [Far85].
6[SA21], [SA22] and [SA85].
7[Blo82, pp. 111 and 188].
8[Hof96, pp. 291 and 399].
9[SA21, p. 371], [SA22, p. 159] and [SA85, p. 184].
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to calculation; it would be necessary that he had determined precisely the action taking place
between each element of the wire and each particle of the magnet.

The second reason contains Ampère’s main criticism. He considered that the main advantage of
his theory was to be able to explain this phenomenon discovered by Faraday utilizing only central
forces satisfying the principle of action and reaction, that is, Newton’s third law of motion.10 Their
reasoning was expressed as follows:11

[...] these facts [that is, the continuous rotations discovered by Faraday] are included in the
general laws of physics, and one is not obliged to admit as a simple and primitive fact a
rotational action, to which nature has not offered any other example, and which seems to us
difficult to consider as such.

That is, as nature does not present any other example of a rotary action, it was difficult for
Ampère to consider an action of this sort as something simple and primitive.

20.1.3 “Ampère” Against the Rotational Magnetic Field

Ampère’s arguments against the rotational, rotary or revolutive actions of Ørsted, Biot, Savart and
Faraday are also relevant as regards the modern conception of a magnetic field. Ampère would
certainly be against a revolutive magnetic field around a long and straight current carrying wire.
This azimuthal magnetic field is orthogonal to the wire, pointing according to the right hand rule,
as indicated in figure 20.1.
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Figure 20.1: Magnetic field around a long current carrying wire. (a) Lateral view. (b) View
orthogonal to the wire. (c) View in perspective.

Figures like this appear in most textbooks, like that of Feynman, figure 20.2.12

It is amazing the similarity of figures 20.1 and 20.2 with Ørsted’s original representation, figure
11.3.

Ampère was against Ørsted’s vortices. He was also against Biot, Savart and Faraday’s rota-
tional, rotary or revolutive actions. He would certainly be totally against this revolutive magnetic
field around a current carrying wire.

20.2 Ampère’s Criticisms Against the Primitive Couple

In this Section we present Ampère’s criticisms against the primitive couples appearing in the
theoretical conceptions of Biot, Savart and Faraday. He would certainly present similar arguments
against the primitive couples appearing in Grassmann’s force and also against the primitive couple
originated in the modern concept of a magnetic field.

A couple is a pair of forces, equal in magnitude, oppositely directed, whose lines of action do
not coincide, as in figure 20.3. Although there is no resultant force on the system, these opposite

10[Blo82, p. 112].
11[SA21, p. 374], [SA22, p. 162] and [SA85, p. 187], our emphasis.
12[FLS64, Chapter 13, figure 13-7].
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Figure 20.2: Magnetic field around a current carrying wire, according to Feynman.

forces produce a torque about an axis which is normal to the plane of the forces. Suppose that a
test body is initially at rest relative to an inertial frame of reference. A couple acting on this test
body will make it begin to turn around an axis passing through its center of mass and orthogonal
to the plane of the couple.

F

-F

. . F

-F

(a) (b)

A B

Figure 20.3: (a) A couple acting on a rigid body. (b) A couple acting on a system composed of
two bodies, A and B.

What Ampère called a primitive couple was an hypothetical internal couple. That is, the pair
of equal and opposite forces acting along parallel lines would be generated by internal forces acting
on the system. Two particles belonging to the test body would act on one another along parallel
lines, creating an internal torque on the system. Suppose that the system were initially at rest
relative to an inertial frame of reference, being free to turn around its center of mass. The action
of this primitive couple would make the system begin to turn around an axis passing through its
center of mass and orthogonal to the plane of the couple, increasing its angular velocity.

This primitive couple might also be called a primitive torque, an internal torque or an inter-
nal couple. Ampère fought vigorously against any theory which accepted the existence of these
hypothetical primitive couples.

20.2.1 Primitive Couple of Biot and Savart

In Chapter 17 we saw several criticisms presented by Ampère against Biot and Savart’s procedures
in order to deduce their law expressing the supposed force exerted by a current element acting
on a magnetic pole. Even disregarding his criticisms to their procedure to obtain the law, he was
always totally against their force. One of the main aspects of his criticism was that Biot and
Savart’s force was not directed along the straight line connecting the two supposed interacting
entities, namely, a current element and a magnetic pole. Ampère’s force, on the other hand, was
always directed along the straight line connecting the interacting entities, namely, the two current
elements. Ampère mentioned this criticism in several works.

Biot and Savart described as follows the direction of the force exerted by a current element on
a magnetic pole:13

13[BS24, p. 740], [Far26, p. 334], [BS85, p. 113] and [BS65a, p. 134].
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This force, like the total action, is perpendicular to the plane drawn through the longitudinal
element of wire in the shortest distance between this element and the magnetic molecule which
is influenced.

Biot and Savart believed that this force was due only to interactions between magnetic poles,
supposing that the wire had become magnetized due to the flow of the electric current through
it. As the force between magnetic poles follows the principle of action and reaction, it can be
concluded that the reaction force exerted by the magnetic pole and acting on the current element
would also be perpendicular to the plane drawn through the current element and through the line
connecting it to the magnetic pole. Biot himself admitted explicitly the principle of action and
reaction between the wire and a magnetic molecule:14

Then the general law of equality which is observed between action and re-action in all the
phenomena of nature, shows that the [magnetic] particle will re-act upon the wire precisely as
the wire acted upon the particle; so that the wire will receive in a contrary direction all the
motions which the particle exhibited.

There would then be two equal and opposite forces acting along parallel straight lines. These
two opposite forces exerted between a current element and a magnetic pole would not be along the
straight line connecting them.

Ampère concluded that these elementary forces of Biot and Savart, supposedly acting between
a current element and a magnetic pole, would produce in this system a primitive couple. In several
portions of the Théorie he criticized this property of Biot and Savart’s law.15

This primitive couple can be visualized in figure 20.4. In figure 20.4 (a) there is a current
element ids interacting with a magnetic pole p. Let us suppose that this is a North or positive
pole. Figure 20.4 (b) presents the force F exerted by the current element on the North pole. It
is orthogonal to the paper, penetrating it. The force −F , exerted by the pole on the current
element, also acts orthogonally to the paper, leaving it. Therefore, according to Biot and Savart’s
hypothesis, the action and reaction are directed along parallel straight lines. They do not act along
the straight line connecting the pole with the mid point of the current element.

Figure 20.4: Primitive couple according to Biot and Savart’s law.

These opposite forces exert a primitive couple on this system composed of the magnetic pole
and the current element. Ampère was totally against this concept.

20.2.2 Primitive Couple of Faraday

Also in Faraday’s conception there is a primitive couple, as seen in Section 13.1. It is illustrated
in figure 20.5. There is a long straight wire normal to the paper, carrying a constant current i
leaving the paper. One of the arrows indicate the force F exerted by the wire and acting on the
North pole p of the magnetized needle. The other arrow indicates the force −F exerted by the
North pole and acting on the current carrying wire.

14[BS24, p. 750] and [Far26, p. 343].
15[Amp26f, pp. 123, 154, 171 and 176-179] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 295, 326, 343 and 348-351].
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Figure 20.5: Primitive couple according to Faraday’s conceptions.

These opposite forces act along parallel straight lines, generating a primitive couple on this
system composed of the North pole and the current carrying wire.

20.2.3 Primitive Couple of Grassmann

Grassmann’s force is given by equations (14.7) up to (14.10). It is also possible to show with this
force that there are configurations yielding a primitive force, as that shown in figure 20.6.

Figure 20.6: (a) Central action and reaction, according to Ampère’s force. (b) Primitive couple,
according to Grassmann’s force.

We have two parallel current elements making angles α = β = 45o with the straight line
connecting their mid points. According to Ampère’s force, these two elements attract one another
along the straight line connecting them, figure 20.6 (a). According to Grassmann’s force, there is
also action and reaction in this specific example. However, Grassmann’s opposite forces do not act
along the straight line connecting the elements, as indicated in figure 20.6 (b).

Grassmann’s action and reaction forces in this example act along parallel straight lines. There-
fore they generate a primitive couple in this system.

20.2.4 Primitive Force with the Concept of a Magnetic Field

It is also possible to visualize the existence of a primitive couple utilizing the modern concept of
a magnetic field, as shown in figure 20.7. There are two parallel current elements making angles
α = β = 45o with the straight line connecting their mid points.

The magnetic fields produced by each current element are given by equation (15.2). Figure
20.7 (a) presents the magnetic field B′ generated by the current element i′ds′ and acting on the
current element ids. Also shown is the magnetic field B generated by ids and acting on i′ds′.
Figure 20.7 (b) shows the forces generated by these magnetic fields according to equation (15.5).
These opposite magnetic forces acting along parallel straight lines illustrate the primitive couple
generated by the magnetic field concept.
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Figure 20.7: (a) Magnetic field B′ generated by the current element i′ds′ and acting on the current
element ids. There is a component of this magnetic field orthogonal to the paper, leaving it. Also
shown is the magnetic field B generated by ids and acting on i′ds′, with a component orthogonal
to the paper, penetrating it. (b) forces generated by these magnetic fields.

20.2.5 Ampère Against the Primitive Couple

According to Ampère, all these conceptions in which there is a primitive couple violate Newton’s
third law in the strong form. In the Théorie, for instance, he said the following:16

The physicists who adopted this opinion are then forced to admit a really elementary action,
consisting in two equal forces acting in opposite senses along parallel straight lines, forming in
this way a primitive couple, which cannot be reduced in terms of forces for which the action
and reaction are opposite along the same straight line. I always considered this hypothesis of
the primitive couples as absolutely contrary to the first laws of mechanics, between these laws
it should be considered, with Newton, the equality of action and reaction acting in opposite
senses along the same straight line.

He expressed the same point of view in several papers and letters. He was always against the
primitive couples embedded in Biot and Savart’s law, as well as in Faraday’s conceptions. Likewise,
he certainly would reject the primitive couple arising with Grassmann’s force. He would also be
totally against the primitive couple generated by the modern magnetic field concept.

20.3 Ampère Against the Violation of the Law of Action
and Reation

In some situations Grassmann’s force between current elements violates Newton’s third law even
in the weak form. That is, it is possible to have a force due to a current element i′ds′ acting on a
current element ids having a magnitude which is different from the magnitude of the force exerted
by ids on i′ds′, as illustrated in figure 20.8. In this case there are two orthogonal current elements.
The current element i′ds′ is directed along the straight line connecting their mid points, while the
current element ids is orthogonal to this straight line.

According to Ampère’s force, equations (2.1) up to (2.20), these two current elements do not
interact with one another. According to Grassmann’s force given by equations (14.7) up to (14.10),
the current element i′ds′ does not exert a force on the current element ids. The current element
ids, on the other hand, exerts a force on i′ds′ which is orthogonal to i′ds′ and which is also
orthogonal to the straight line connecting them, as represented in figure 20.8. Therefore, according
to Grassmann’s law, there is no action and reaction in this configuration, not even in the weak

16[Amp26f, p. 154] and [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 326].
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i’ds’
ids

F 0¹
F 0’ =

Figure 20.8: Two orthogonal elements. Grassmann’s force F exerted by ids on i′ds′ is different
from zero, while Grassmann’s force F ′ exerted by i′ds′ on ids is zero.

form. Moreover, even in this example there is also a primitive couple of this system relative to the
mid point of the current element ids.

In this configuration there is not only a primitive couple, but also a net force different from
zero acting on this system of two current elements. According to Grassmann’s law, this net force
has an internal origin, being due to the interaction between these two current elements.

There is also a violation of Newton’s third law, in the strong and weak forms, utilizing the
modern concept of a magnetic field, as illustrated in figure 20.9. The magnetic field generated by a
current element is given by equation (15.2). Figure 20.9 (a) shows the magnetic field B generated
by ids penetrating the paper and acting on i′ds′. On the other hand, there is no magnetic field B′

generated by i′ds′ acting at the location of ids. The force exerted by a magnetic field on a current
element is given by equation (15.5). Figure 20.9 (b) shows the force F acting on i′ds′ pointing
upwards. This force is due to the magnetic field generated by ids. On the other hand, there is no
net force F ′ acting on ids due to the magnetic field generated by i′ds′.

i’ds’

ids

B

B’ = 0
i’ds’

ids

F

F ’ = 0

(a) (b)

Figure 20.9: (a) Magnetic fields generated by the current elements. (b) Forces acting on the current
elements.

The modern conception of a magnetic field leads to a violation not only of Newton’s action and
reaction law in the weak form, but also to a violation of its strong form, as shown in this example.

Ampère certainly would reject completely situations like this which violate blatantly the prin-
ciples of newtonian mechanics. Here there is not only a primitive couple, but also an internal net
force acting on the system! He would never accept such conceptions.



Chapter 21

Three Experiments Illustrating
the Confrontation of These
Opposing Theories

21.1 Explanations for the Interaction between Two Current
Carrying Wires

21.1.1 Ampère’s Explanation

The essence of Ampère’s electrodynamics is the hypothesis of attractive and repulsive forces be-
tween current elements, coupled with the supposition of electric currents flowing around the par-
ticles of magnetized bodies. It was based on these assumptions that he presented his original
interpretation of Ørsted’s experiment. He was then led to predict the interaction between two
current carrying conductors, a phenomenon which had never been observed. He was the first to
observe it in the attractions and repulsions between flat spirals carrying steady currents, as dis-
cussed in Subsection 3.6.1. He then performed his most famous experiment in which he verified
the attraction between parallel conductors carrying currents in the same direction. A repulsion
was observed when the parallel currents flowed in opposite directions, Subsection 3.6.2.

The result of this experiment had been predicted by Ampère, based on his assumption of an
interaction between current carrying conductors. According to Ampère, this experiment always
proved the existence of attractive and repulsive forces acting between current elements.

Ampère did not stop at the qualitative aspect of this experiment. He also calculated the net
force exerted by a long straight wire carrying a constant current i and acting on another parallel
straight wire carrying a current i′. Supposing the first wire to have an infinite length, he showed
that the force acting on a length ℓ of the second wire was inversely proportional to the distance a
between them. In the Théorie,1 for instance, he showed that this force was proportional to:

ii′ℓ

a
. (21.1)

That is, the force per unit length is proportional to the product of the current intensities and
inversely proportional to the distance between the wires.

1Théorie, Section 29.14, “Mutual Action between Two Rectilinear Conductors”, [Amp26f, pp. 65-94] and
[Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 237-266].
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21.1.2 Ørsted Could Never Satisfactorily Explain the Interaction be-
tween Current Carrying Wires

According to Ampère, the primitive fact which should be explained by the other physicists was the
interaction between electric currents. He was never satisfied with Ørsted’s explanations for this
phenomenon.

Ørsted knew Ampère’s fundamental experiment showing the attraction between parallel wires
carrying currents in the same sense, together with their repulsion when the currents flowed in
opposite senses. He tried to explain these interactions with his model of positive and negative
electricities flowing in helices or in circles around each wire.2 We were unable to understand his
explanations for this experiment. In any event, we quote here some of his words related to this
topic. As discussed in Section 11.1, he utilized for the modern concept of charged electric particles
some alternative denominations: electric matter, electricities, electric forces or electrical powers.
Here are his words related to Ampère’s experiment:3

[...] Thereby he [Ampère] found that conductors through which the electric forces move in the
same direction attract and, in the opposite case, repel each other. Ampère considered this
to be the fundamental law for all electromagnetic effects; the author [Ørsted], on the other
hand, regards it as an obvious consequence of the law he has discovered. If we imagine two
parallel conductors which carry current in the same direction, the similar forces would not
meet except at a couple of turning points precisely because they move in the same direction,
but the opposite forces must meet and thus produce attraction. If, on the other hand, the two
conductors are traversed in opposite directions, the similar forces meet and produce repulsion.

The author [Ørsted] does not content himself with regarding this as a consequence of the law
he has found for electromagnetism; he even tries to show that a circuit of forces is the only
condition under which current-carrying conductors can exert the attractions and repulsions
described here. If the forces flowed outward from the conductor in straight line from its axis,
no effect would be produced when both forces balanced each other and repulsion in all cases
where one of the forces was dominant. This empirical relationship is possible only when the
radiating forces act along the tangents to the circumference of the conductor, or in directions
which can be decomposed in such a way that only effective tangential forces remain, and when
each of the forces acts from any given point along opposite tangents.

Apparently Ørsted was trying to show that with a pair of radial fluxes of positive and negative
charges (or, in Ørsted’s mode of expression, a pair of outward fluxes of electric forces), moving in
opposite senses along straight lines orthogonal to the axes of the rectilinear wires, it would not
be possible to explain the attractions and repulsions between current carrying wires observed by
Ampère.

However, this was not Ampère’s conception. Ampère explained the interactions between the
wires by direct actions between the current carrying conductors. Ampère did not consider it
necessary to introduce fluxes of electric charges flowing in any direction in the space outside the
current carrying wires in order to explain their attractions or repulsions.

It seems to us that Ørsted’s explanations were not very clear. This lack of clarity applies not
only for his interpretation of the interaction between current carrying wires, but for electromagnetic
phenomena in general. Faraday himself, when trying to describe how Ørsted explained his own
experiment of the deflection of a compass needle by a current carrying wire, stated the following:4

Notwithstanding all this, I have very little to say on M. Oersted’s theory, for I must confess I
do not quite understand it.

Ampère’s experiment showed the interaction between current carrying conductors. Ørsted
never presented a quantitative explanation for this experiment based on electric conflict existing
outside the wires. The lack of a mathematical explanation left a considerable gap for a clear
comprehension of how he understood the phenomena. His arguments to explain electromagnetic
phenomena seem obscure and not convincing to us.

2[Ørs98f, pp. 437-439] and [Ørs98e, p. 426].
3[Ørs98e, pp. 426-427].
4[Far22b, p. 107].
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21.1.3 Problems with Biot and Savart’s Explanation for the Interaction
between Current Carrying Wires

According to Ampère, the fundamental interaction took place between current elements. It was
from this primitive fact that he tried to explain all other electromagnetic phenomena, like Ørsted’s
experiment showing the torque exerted by a current carrying wire on a compass needle or his own
experiment showing the attractions and repulsions between current carrying wires.

Biot and Savart, on the other hand, considered the interaction between current carrying con-
ductors as a secondary effect. They assumed that the primary interaction took place between
magnetic fluids (or between magnetic poles). They believed that they could explain Ampère’s
experiment on the interaction between current carrying wires by supposing the magnetization of
both wires due to the flow of electric currents through them. In 1824 Biot presented figure 21.1 in
order to explain Ampère’s experiment.5

Figure 21.1: Biot and Savart’s explanation of Ampère’s experiment.

The two circles centered in F and F ′ represent the cross sections of two cylindrical wires which
are orthogonal to the paper. Electric currents flow in the same sense in both wires. Let us suppose
that they are leaving the paper, as in figure 21.2 (a). In this configuration, Ampère observed an
attraction between the wires, supposing that it was due to a direct interaction between the current
elements of both wires. Biot and Savart’s explanation, on the other hand, was based on the
tangential magnetization of both wires, followed by an interaction between the magnetic dipoles
which were supposed to exist around the circumference of both wires:6

Now, if we imagine that instead of the unknown mode of action of these wires, we substitute
the tangential [magnetized] needles which are equivalent to them, it results from the figure
itself that they will mutually present to each other faces the needles of which tend to attract
each other; [...] Therefore, if the wires act upon magnetic bodies in virtue of a momentary
magnetizing of their particles, as all reasoning from analogy lead us to suppose, we should
expect these same actions to be exerted also by one wire upon the other according to the same
laws.

According to Biot and Savart, the main effect produced by the flow of a current was the
tangential magnetization of the wire, as represented by the arrows around the wires of figure 21.1.
We can imagine each arrow as a magnetic dipole, with the North pole in the tip and the South
pole in the back. The right arrow around the center F points oppositely the left arrow around the
center F ′, causing a magnetic attraction between these closest magnetic dipoles. This attraction
between the dipoles would produce an attraction between the wires, as the dipoles would somehow
be connected to the corresponding wires. This explanation is illustrated in figure 21.2 (b).

Ampère also observed a repulsion between straight and parallel wires carrying currents in
opposite directions, as represented in figure 21.3 (a). Biot and Savart’s explanation of this repulsion
is illustrated in figure 21.3 (b).

5[BS24, pp. 769-770], [Far26, p. 361, figure 162] and [BS85, pp. 122-123, figure 10].
6[BS24, p. 770], [Far26, p. 361] and [BS85, pp. 123-124].
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Figure 21.2: (a) Two straight wires carrying currents in the same direction and attracting one
another. (b) Biot and Savart’s explanation of this effect supposing the magnetization of both wires
and the interaction of the supposed magnets distributed around the cross sections of both wires.
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Figure 21.3: (a) Two straight wires carrying currents in opposite directions and repelling one
another. (b) Biot and Savart’s explanation of this effect supposing the magnetization of both wires
and the interaction of the supposed magnets distributed around the cross sections of both wires.

There are two problems with this explanation of Biot and Savart. Qualitatively it only works
for some relative configurations of both wires, like that of figure 21.1. Consider now figure 21.4,
which is the previous figure with the wire centered on F ′ rotated by 45o around F . We have
once more two parallel straight wires with currents leaving the paper. According to Ampère’s
experiment, these wires attract one another. According to Biot’s magnetization hypothesis, on
the other hand, they should repel one another. The reason for this predicted repulsion is that the
closest magnetic poles of the wires centered at F and F ′ are located at points a-c′′ and b′-d′′. The
pair a-c′′ is composed of magnetic poles of the same type, the same happening with the pair b′-d′′.
Therefore, according to Biot’s assumption, these wires should repel one another, while Ampère’s
experiment showed that they attract one another.
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Figure 21.4: Two cylindrical wires orthogonal to the paper with the currents flowing upwards.
They attract one another according to Ampère’s experiment. However, they should repel one
another according to Biot and Savart’s magnetization hypothesis.

There is also a quantitative problem with Biot and Savart’s model for the interaction between
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two current carrying wires. This problem is similar to that discussed previously related to their
model for the interaction between a current carrying wire and a magnetic pole discussed in Sub-
section 18.1.2. Ampère’s force between current elements varies with the inverse square of their
separation. By integrating this force in order to obtain the net force between two parallel current
carrying wires, Ampère obtained that this last resultant force was inversely proportional to the
distance between both wires. The force between two magnetic dipoles, on the other hand, varies
typically as the inverse fourth power of their separation. Therefore, it can not be equivalent to
Ampère’s force between two current elements. Moreover, by integrating the force exerted by an
infinite straight line with magnetic dipoles spread orthogonally to it acting on another parallel and
infinite straight line with magnetic dipoles spread orthogonally to it, one obtains a force inversely
proportional to the cube of the separation between both wires. And this proportionality is not
compatible with Ampère’s experimental result.

By increasing indefinitely the number of needles around the cross section of each wire, decreas-
ing simultaneously their individual lengths, we end up with two magnetized rings like those of
Gay-Lussac and Welter, figures 9.1 and 9.3 (b). In the limit of an infinite number of small tangen-
tial magnets, these magnetized rings will not interact with each other, if we follow Biot and Savart’s
magnetization hypothesis. Consequently, the two parallel current carrying wires should not inter-
act magnetically with one another, as Ampère correctly pointed out in the Théorie.7 Ampère’s
experiment, on the other hand, showed that they will repel or attract one another depending on
the directions of the currents.

21.1.4 Ampère Against Faraday’s Explanation for the Interaction be-
tween Current Carrying Wires

Ampère was the first scientist to observe the attractions and repulsions between parallel and
rectilinear current carrying conductors. Faraday tried to explain this phenomenon based on what
he considered as a simple fact, namely, the rotational or revolutive actions between a magnetic
pole and a current carrying wire.8 In a paper of 1822, for instance, he said the following:9

Then follow the actions between two wires, these when similarly electrified attract as M.
Ampere has shewn; for then the opposite sides are towards each other, and the four powers
all combine to draw the currents together forming a double attraction; but, when the wires
are dissimilar they repel, because, then on both sides the wire the same powers are opposed,
and cause a double repulsion.

Maybe what he had in mind was similar to Biot and Savart’s explanation presented in figures
21.2 (b) and 21.3 (b). We discussed in Subsection 21.1.3 the problems pointed out by Ampère
against this model.

In any event, Faraday’s explanation was only qualitative. He was never able to show, for
instance, that the force between two current carrying parallel straight wires should be inversely
proportional to their distance.

Ampère himself was against Faraday’s explanation. Ampère had obtained the continuous rota-
tion of an extremity of a current carrying conductor moving in a resistive and conducting medium.
Coulomb’s force between magnetic poles is conservative as it is a central force varying inversely as
the square of the distance between the poles. Therefore it is impossible to explain the experiment
of continuous rotation in a resistive medium utilizing only this conservative force. Ampère utilized
this argument against Faraday’s hypothesis of the transverse magnetization of the wire. In a letter
addressed to Auguste de la Rive, of October, 1822, for instance, he said:10

[...] in order to explain it [the mutual action between two current carrying conductors] with
the law of M. Faraday in the same way that he explained the experiment between a conductor
and a magnet, it would be necessary to suppose, in one of both wires, anything similar to a

7[Amp26f, pp. 185-186] and [Amp23c, pp. 357-358].
8[Wil89b, p. 92].
9[Far22e, p. 85] and [Far52d, p. 801].

10[Lau36a, p. 606].
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magnet. It would be necessary to compare the voltaic conductors to steel wires transversely
magnetized, as was done in Germany, but this identification is denied by the facts, because a
mobile conductor can always turn in the same sense by the action of another conductor, and
it is not possible to obtain the same result by making two steel wires acting on one another,
no matter their magnetizations.

This difference between the steel wires transversely magnetized and the voltaic conductors is a
necessary consequence of my theory, and it is contradictory to all those [theories] which want
to oppose themselves to it.

21.2 Explanations for Ampère’s Bridge Experiment

Ampère obtained the final value k = −1/2 for the constant appearing in his force law in 1822,
as discussed in Chapter 7. This negative value of k was totally unexpected for him. It meant,
among other things, that two parallel and aligned current elements should repel one another if the
currents flowed in the same sense, as indicated in figure 21.5.

Figure 21.5: Two parallel and aligned current elements.

Ampère designed his bridge experiment in order to test the existence of this repulsion, as
discussed in Section 8.2. The experiment confirmed his prediction.

We do not know of any explanation of Ampère’s bridge experiment offered by Ørsted, Biot,
Savart and Faraday.

This experiment presents a challenge to Grassmann’s force given by equations (14.7) up to
(14.10). According to these expressions, the two current elements of figure 21.5 should exert no
force on one another.

Utilizing the magnetic field one also obtains this prediction of zero force acting on each current
element of figure 21.5. Equation (15.2) shows that a current element does not produce any magnetic
field along its own direction. Therefore, a current element can not exert any force on another
parallel and aligned current element.

One of the authors of this work has published many papers11 and two books12 devoted to induc-
tance calculations and to a comparison between Ampère and Grassmann’s formulas for the forces
between current elements. One of the main subjects of these books was an analysis of Ampère’s
bridge experiment. It was then shown that Grassmann’s force can only explain quantitatively the
measured values for the net force acting on the bridge if one includes the force exerted by the
bridge on itself.

This is also the only way of explaining quantitatively Ampère’s bridge experiment utilizing the
magnetic field concept. That is, it would be necessary to include not only the force acting on the
bridge due to the magnetic field generated by the remainder of the circuit, but also the force due
to the magnetic field generated by the bridge itself. When this last component of the force is not
included, then the force calculated with Grassmann’s expression or with the magnetic field concept
turns out to be much smaller than the measured value.

Ampère would certainly be totally against these explanations of the bridge experiment utilizing
Grassmann’s force or the magnetic field concept. His reason for these rejections would be very
simple, namely, both explanations violate Newton’s third law of motion.

With Ampère’s force between current elements, on the other hand, it is possible to explain
quantitatively the measured values of the force acting on the bridge without violating Newton’s
action and reaction law. After all, the force exerted by the bridge on itself is zero with Ampère’s
force. And his integrated force exerted only by the remainder of the circuit and acting on the

11[AB95], [BA95], [AB96], [BA97a], [BA97c], [BA97b], [BA98b] and [AB00].
12[BA98a] and [BA01].
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bridge coincides with the measured value of this force. His explanation satisfies the principle of
action and reaction. This compliance with Newton’s third law has been emphasized many times
by Ampère.

21.3 Explanations for the Rotation of a Magnet around Its
Axis

In this Section we discuss alternative explanations for the working mechanism of Ampère’s motor.13

As seen in Subsection 7.2.3, in 1822 Faraday stated the following after obtaining the rotation
of one extremity of a magnet around a current carrying wire:14

Having succeeded thus far, I endeavoured to make a wire and a magnet revolve on their own
axis by preventing the rotation in a circle round them, but have not been able to get the
slightest indications that such can be the case; nor does it, on consideration, appear probable.

In 1822 Ampère published a paper discussing several new experiments on electromagnetism.15

In the Recueil he introduced some Notes on this paper. In one of these Notes he stated the
following:16

Since I became aware, at the end of October, 1821, of the memoir in which M. Faraday had
published, a short time before, his important discovery of the continuous motion of rotation
of a voltaic conductor around a magnet, and of a magnet around a conductor, and in which
he had announced that he had not been able to make, by the action of the latter, a magnet
spin around its axis, I tried to produce this kind of motion by making magnets arranged in
all possible manner act on mobile conductors which I had utilized up to this time in all my
experiments, with their two extremities located at the rotation axis, [...]

Ampère performed the experiment of the rotation of a magnet around its axis between Novem-
ber and December, 1821, being the first scientist to succeed in observing this remarkable fact. He
presented his result to the Academy of Sciences of Paris on 7 January, 1822,17 as discussed in
Subsection 7.2.3.

21.3.1 Faraday’s Explanation for the Rotation of a Magnet around Its
Axis

Ampère wrote a letter to Faraday informing him of his discovery. This letter has been lost.18

Faraday replied on 2 February, 1822, presenting an explanation for this phenomenon which was
different from that of Ampère:19

You mention your opinion that this experiment will be competent to decide the question
whether the currents of electricity assumed by your theory exist round the axis of the magnet
or round each particle from which I gather that the view you take of it differs from the one I
at present have, since to me it seems a modification of the revolution of a wire round a pole.
I presume much in differing from yourself on this subject and more in stating the difference
to you but I do not hesitate a moment in concluding that in the true spirit of philosophy you
are anxious to hear (or at last willing) even the doubt of one young in the subject if there be
the smallest possibility that they will either correct or confirm previous views. [...]

I regret that my deficiency in mathematical knowledge makes me dull in comprehending these
subjects. I am naturally sceptical in the matter of theories and therefore you must not be

13[AC12] and [CA13].
14[Far22e, p. 79] and [Far52d, p. 798].
15[Amp22s], [Amp22k] and [Amp85e].
16[Amp22q, p. 235] and [Amp85m, pp. 267-268].
17[Amp22e], [Amp22f], [Amp85d] and [Blo82, pp. 114-115].
18[Blo82, p. 116].
19[Lau43, p. 910].
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angry with me for not admitting the one you have advanced immediately. The ingenuity
and applications are astonishing and exact. But I cannot comprehend how the currents are
produced and particularly if they be supposed to exist round each atom or particle and I wait
for further proofs of their existence before I finally admit them.

That is, Faraday did not accept Ampère’s explanation. Faraday presented an alternative model,
in analogy with the explanation he had given for his own experiment of the rotation of the extremity
of a current carrying wire around a fixed magnet, discussed in Section 7.1. Faraday utilized once
more his supposed rotational or revolutive action of a magnetic pole acting on a current carrying
wire, discussed in Section 13.1. In this letter of 2 February, 1822, addressed to Ampère, Faraday
explained as follows this new phenomenon of the rotation of a magnet around its axis:20

The rotation of the magnet [around its axis] seems to me to take place in consequence of the
different particles of which it is composed being put into the same state by the passing current
of electricity as the wire of communication between the voltaic poles, and the relative position
of the magnetic pole to them.

Thus [see figure 21.6] the little arrows may represent the progress of the electricity; then any
line of particles parallel to them except that line which passes as an axis through the pole
(represented by a dot) will be in the situation of the revolving wire21 and will endeavour to
revolve round the pole and as all the lines act in the same direction or tend to go one way
round the pole the whole magnet revolves [around its own axis].

Figure 21.6: Faraday’s illustration of the electric currents flowing inside the magnet. The central
dot represents the magnetic pole while the arrows indicate the directions of the electric currents.

Faraday’s explanation for the rotation of a magnet around its axis is based only on the existence
of rotational or rotatory forces acting inside the magnet. That is, the pole inside the magnet exerts
a rotational force, always in the same sense (for instance, anti-clockwise when the magnet is seen
from above along its axis of symmetry), acting on the electric currents flowing down inside the
magnet. We can illustrate his explanation with figure 21.7.

21.3.2 Biot’s Explanation for the Rotation of a Magnet around Its Axis

An analogous explanation was presented by Biot in 1824:22

20[Lau43, p. 913].
21That is, any line will be in the situation of the revolving wire in Faraday’s original experiment in which one

extremity of a current carrying wire rotated around a magnet, as represented in figures 7.1 and 7.2.
22[BS24, p. 754] and [Far26, pp. 346-347], our emphasis.
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Figure 21.7: (a) Cylindrical magnet NS and two lines of current i flowing inside it. (b) Cross
section of the magnet as seen from above, showing the North pole, the currents penetrating the
paper and the force F exerted by the North pole on each electric current.

This experiment may be varied by immersing the wire CF in a small metallic cup filled
with mercury, and fixed upon the upper pole of the bar itself, figure 25 [our figure 21.8]; the
communication being completed by the lateral wire F ′Z as before. In this case, the upper
portion of the bar itself serves as a conductor of the voltaic current, and the lateral forces
which proceed from it, act upon the magnetism of its pole A, and cause it to turn rapidly upon
itself. The effect would not be produced if the extremity F ′ of the second conducting wire,
instead of being placed laterally a little below A, had been put directly below the opposite
pole B of the bar; for then the current would traverse the bar throughout its whole length,
and would act upon its two poles with an equal energy; and as it would tend to turn them in
opposite directions, the resultant of its efforts would be nothing, and the bar would no longer
turn upon itself.

Mr Faraday was the first who made this ingenious application of the transverse force exerted
by a uniting wire when traversed by the voltaic current. [...]

Figure 21.8: Biot’s figure related to the rotation of a magnet around its axis.

In the previous quotation we emphasized the crucial section. This portion shows that Biot’s
explanation is essentially the same given by Faraday, although inverting the roles of the agents.
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According to Biot, the lateral forces exerted by the current flowing inside the magnet and acting
on the magnetic pole of the magnet were responsible for the rotation of the magnet around its
axis. According to Faraday, on the other hand, the lateral forces exerted by the magnetic pole and
acting on the current flowing inside the magnet were responsible for the rotation of the magnet
around its axis.

That is, in both explanations there are lateral forces (also called transverse, rotational, rotatory
or revolutive forces) exerted by internal elements of the magnet, acting upon other internal elements
of the magnet, causing the magnet to rotate around its axis relative to the ground.

21.3.3 Ampère Against the explanations of Faraday and Biot

Ampère realized immediately that these explanations of Faraday and Biot violated Newton’s third
law in the strong form. According to this law, a system composed of many bodies can not exert
a net torque on itself due only to mutual forces acting internally to the system. In Ampère’s
experiment the magnet was spinning around its axis while floating on a resistive medium, namely,
mercury. In the stationary state, it spins around its axis, relative to the ground, with a constant
angular velocity. There is a net torque exerted on the magnet by the resistive mercury, which
would decrease its angular velocity if it were acting alone. Therefore another opposite torque must
be in action in order to keep the magnet spinning with a constant angular velocity in this resistive
medium. Ampère knew that, according to Newton’s third law of motion, this opposite torque could
only be due to an external agent not belonging to the magnet. That is, it might not be generated
inside the magnet.

Ampère expressed clearly his objections relative to Faraday’s explanation in a letter addressed
to him dated 10 July, 1822:23

A fundamental and obvious principle of physics is that, being the action always equal to
the reaction, it is impossible that a rigid system be put in motion in any way by a mutual
action between two of its particles, as this action produces on the two particles two equal and
opposite forces which tend to move the body in opposite senses. It then follows that, when
the particles of a magnet traversed by an electric current which puts them in the same state
of the conducting wire act on the pole or on any other part of the magnet, it cannot result
from this action any motion in this body, [...]

From this observation, the rotation of a floating magnet around its axis can only be explained
as I did in the memoir included in the May issue of the Annales de Chimie et de Physique,24

which I sent to you recently.

In the Théorie, Ampère also expressed himself against Biot’s explanation for the rotation of a
magnet around its axis:25

He [Biot] explains in particular, on page 754 of volume II of this work,26 the motion of rotation
of a magnet around its axis, when a portion of current traverses it, supposing that the magnet
rotates by the action which this portion exerts on the remainder of the magnet, however, [the
magnet] forms with it [that is, with the portion of current traversing it] a system of invariable
form in which all parts are rigidly connected to one another. Evidently, this [explanation]
supposes that the action and the reaction of this portion of the current and the remainder of
the magnet produce a torque. [...]

Is there any hypothesis which is more contrary to these analogies [with the other laws of
attraction] than to imagine forces such that the mutual action between the several parts of a
system with invariable shape can place this system in motion?

Once more Ampère was defending Newton’s third law of motion and going against any hypothe-
sis which admitted that a system of particles might exert a net torque on itself. Ampère emphasized

23[Amp85g, p. 298] and [Lau36a, p. 586].
24[Amp22e], [Amp22f] and [Amp85d].
25[Amp26f, pp. 181-182 and 184] and [Amp23c, Amp90, pp. 353-354 and 356].
26Biot’s Précis élémentaire de Physique expérimentale, [BS24, p. 754].
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this aspect in several points of the Théorie not only conceptually, but even performing specific ex-
periments to confirm the law of action and reaction in the realm of electromagnetism. We quote
here another portion of his masterpiece,27 see Section 29.22, appearing just after the description
of these experiments devised to prove the validity of action and reaction in electrodynamics:

[...] we have then a direct proof of the principle on which rests a part of the explanations
which I supplied, namely: That the portions of current traversing the magnet do not act at
all on it, because the forces which might result from its action on the internal currents of
the magnet, or acting on what is called magnetic molecules, as they take place between the
particles belonging to a single rigid body, are necessarily destroyed by an equal and opposite
reaction.

I confess that this experimental proof of a principle which is only a necessary consequence of
the first laws of mechanics seems completely useless to me, as it would appear to all physicists
which considered this principle as one of the foundations of science. I would not have made
the observation, if it had not been supposed [by others] that the mutual action between an
element of a conducting wire and a magnetic molecule consisted in a primitive couple composed
of two equal and parallel forces which are not directly opposite to one another, due to which a
portion of current established inside a magnet might move it. This supposition is contrary to
the principle which is being discussed here and is denied by the previous experiment according
to which there is no action exerted on the magnet by the portions of current traversing it when
it is not covered with an insulating coat, as the motion which exists in this case remains the
same when the currents are impeded to traverse the magnet by covering it with this coat.

21.3.4 Ampère’s Explanation for the Rotation of a Magnet around Its
Axis

The arguments discussed in Subsection 21.3.3 led Ampère to conclude that the external agent
responsible for the torque acting on the magnet was composed of electric currents flowing in the
mercury outside the magnet. By action and reaction Ampère concluded that when the magnet
was spinning anti-clockwise, the mercury should experience an opposite torque, making it rotate
clockwise relative to the ground.

In a letter addressed to van Beek in 1821 he stated the following:28

But this proof [in favor of the existence of microscopic currents around the particles of the
magnet] should no longer be established in the same way, after the new experiments and
thoughts that they suggested to me showed that the rotation of a magnet around its axis,
[a phenomenon] which I was the first to observe, and the motion of revolution of the same
magnet around a vertical conducting wire, discovered by M. Faraday, are much less due to the
action of this wire than to the action of the electric currents established in the mercury, the
reaction of which is the cause of the rotation of the mercury in the experiment of Sir H. Davy.

Ampère’s explanation for his experiment utilizes the currents represented in figure 21.9.29 This
figure corresponds to figures 7.7 and 7.8 as seen from above. The cylindrical magnet is represented
by the region internal to the circle nmn′. The mercury is represented by the region between
the circle nmn′ and the circle cfc′. In figure 21.9 (b), we represented the current i, which is
originated in one of the terminals of the battery, flowing vertically downwards along the magnet
and leaving horizontally along the radial direction by its lower portion floating in mercury. There
are analogous currents leaving from Z and going to all points along the periphery of the circle
cfc′ containing a metal ring connected to one of the terminals of the battery. Current i in the
Zm portion flows inside the magnet, while in the portion mM it flows in the mercury outside the
magnet. The current i′, along the circle nmn′, represents the internal equivalent current of the
magnet responsible for its magnetic properties. That is, it represents the resulting value of all
molecular currents of Ampère which cancel in all internal points of the magnet, there remaining
only the circular tangential current around its surface.

27[Amp26f, p. 171] and [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 343].
28[Amp21d, p. 455], [Amp22x, pp. 180-181], [Amp85o, p. 222] and [Blo82, p. 115].
29[Amp22e, figure 9], [Amp22f, figure 9] and [Amp85d, figure 9].
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Figure 21.9: (a) Detail of the currents of figure 7.8. (b) Our representation of this figure indicating
the external current i and the net value i′ of the molecular currents of the magnet.

Ampère expressed his explanation in the following words:30

Let ZM (figure 9 [our figure 21.9 (a)]) be one of these currents, the portion Zm does not act,
according to what has been said before, on the electric currents of the magnet; the portion
mM attracts mn′ and repels mn. These two combined forces tend to make the magnet spin
around itself in the sense n′mn. Similar forces are exerted simultaneously on all points of the
magnet, [therefore] it turns around itself indefinitely.

We represented in figure 21.10 (a) the current i originated in the battery flowing externally to
the magnet, from m to M . We also represented the net molecular current i′ due to the magnet
itself. It flows in the sense nmn′. The arrows of figure 21.10 (b) represent the forces indicated by
Ampère. Current i in mM attracts the current i′ in mn′. Current i in mM repels the current
i′ in nm. These two forces exert on the magnet a torque around its axis making it turn anti-
clockwise. By action and reaction, the molecular currents i′ of the magnet exert contrary forces on
the current i in the mercury located outside the magnet. These two reaction forces of i′ on i are
also represented in figure 21.10 (b). We represented these two reaction forces acting on the mid
point of the section mM . They exert a torque on the mercury making it turn clockwise.

There will be a similar force acting in all points along the periphery nmn′n. These forces will
generate an external torque acting on the magnet, making it spin anti-clockwise around its axis.
By action and reaction, an opposite torque will act on the mercury, making it turn clockwise.

Ampère presented this explanation several times. In the Recueil, for instance, he said:31

I then obtained from these considerations the following three consequences, namely:

1st: The continuous motion of a mobile conductor, with its upper extremity located in the
rotation axis, can only happen when its lower extremity follows a circumference around this
axis in a conducting liquid. M. Faraday obtained this rotation [see figure 7.1] utilizing mercury.
I replaced it, advantageously [due to the lower friction], by acidulated water [see Subsection
7.2.1].

2nd: The liquid conductor should, by the action of the magnet, tend to rotate in the opposite
sense, in agreement with what has just been observed by Sir H. Davy.32

30[Amp22e, pp. 70-71], [Amp22f, pp. 247-248] and [Amp85d, pp. 201-202].
31[Amp22q, p. 236] and [Amp85m, p. 268].
32[Dav23], [Dav24] and [Dav85]. A summary of Davy’s experiment appears in [Amp22t].
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Figure 21.10: (a) Current i generated in the battery and flowing outside the magnet in the mercury
located in the portion mM , together with the net molecular current i′, due only to the magnet.
(b) The arrow in mn′ indicates the attraction of the current i located in mM acting on the current
i′ located in mn′, the arrow in nm indicates the repulsion of the current i in mM acting on the
current i′ in nm, while the arrows in mM indicate the reaction forces exerted by the current i′ in
nmn′ acting on the current i in mM .

3rd: It is only possible to make a magnet spin around its axis by the action of a voltaic circuit
when a portion of this circuit passes through the magnet, because in this case, as there is no
longer an action of this portion, the remainder of the circuit, exerting on it an equal action in
opposite sense, gives it the desired motion.

In the third consequence Ampère said that “as there is no longer an action of this portion”.
He wanted to say that this portion of the electric current flowing inside the magnet cannot make
the magnet spin around its own axis. The reason for this conclusion is once more Newton’s third
law of motion. Considering the magnet and this internal portion of the current as a single system,
then it cannot exert a net torque on itself due only to forces acting internally. The remainder
of the circuit, in particular the external currents flowing in mercury or in acidulated water, can
make the magnet spin around its axis. By action and reaction Ampère concluded that the magnet,
together with the internal current flowing through it, should exert an opposite torque acting on
the remainder of the circuit outside the magnet. This reaction torque acting on the mercury makes
it turn in opposite sense relative to the ground.

These aspects were didactically explained by Ampère in another work of 1822:33

These facts are easily explained in the theory of M. Ampère. He showed that they are a
necessary consequence of the fact that the electric currents, excited by the pile, initially flow
in the mercury and, then, in the body of the magnet, and from the fact that the portion of
these currents which is inside the mercury exerts on those [currents] which he assumes to exist
around the particles of the magnet, [flowing] on planes perpendicular to its axis, an action
whose reaction tends to move the particles of the mercury in opposite sense, as observed in
Sir H. Davy’s experiment,34 we will soon discuss it, while, with respect to the portion of the
currents located inside the body of the magnet, taking place the action and the reaction on
the particles of a single body, it cannot result any motion in this body. Therefore, it is only
necessary to consider the resultant of all the actions, attractive and repulsive, exerted by the
small portions of current in the mercury acting on the small portions of currents in the magnet,
according to M. Ampère’s formula, and one immediately realizes that this resultant [force] is
directed in the sense in which the motion really takes place [that is, it spins around its axis].

33[Amp22t, p. 22], our emphasis.
34[Dav23], [Dav24] and [Dav85]. A summary of Davy’s experiment appears in [Amp22t].
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In summary, the explanations of Faraday and Biot for the rotation of a magnet around its axis
violate Newton’s third law, as these authors assumed that the torque on the magnet was generated
by currents flowing inside the magnet. Ampère’s explanation, on the other hand, utilized Newton’s
action and reaction law. According to Ampère, the torque on the magnet was caused by the external
currents flowing in the mercury. The opposite torque generated by the magnet and its internal
currents acted on the mercury, making it turn in opposite sense. The motion of the mercury in
the appropriate direction was confirmed by Davy’s experiments.

21.3.5 Explanation for the Rotation of a Magnet around Its Axis Uti-
lizing the Field Concept

Many modern textbooks present an explanation for the rotation of a magnet around its axis
utilizing the magnetic field concept. The experimental situation is illustrated in figure 7.9. A pile
or battery generates a current i flowing in a wire. It penetrates laterally on the magnet through a
sliding contact between the wire and the magnet. If flows radially until the center of the magnet,
leaving along its axis and returning to the battery through the closing wire. When there is small
friction in this system, the magnet rotates around its axis in this configuration. Figure 21.11
presents some typical explanations of this phenomenon utilizing the magnetic field concept.35

Figure 21.11: Modern explanations for the rotation of a magnet around its axis utilizing his own
magnetic field B and the force exerted by this magnetic field acting on a current flowing inside the
magnet.

The explanations are always the same. The authors assume that the magnetic field ~B generated
by the magnet will act on the internal radial current. That is, acting on the portion of the current
i penetrating the magnet radially and flowing to its axis. The authors then assume the magnetic
force exerted by this magnetic field act on a current element as given by equation (15.5). The
authors then assume that this force will generate a torque on the magnet, making it spin around
its axis relative to an inertial frame of reference.

21.3.6 “Ampère” Against the Explanation of the Torque Utilizing the
Magnetic Field

As discussed in Subsection 21.3.3, Ampère opposed the explanations of Faraday and Biot for the
rotation of a magnet around its axis. His argument against Faraday was that he utilized the
idea of a force exerted by a magnetic pole of the magnet acting on currents flowing inside the
magnet would produce a torque on the magnet itself. His argument against Biot’s explanation

35[Chi04], [SU04b], [SU04c], [Ste07], [Fea06] and [MGMG10].
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was that he utilized the idea of a force exerted by current flowing inside the magnet and acting on
magnetic pole of the magnet would produce a net torque on the magnet. According to Ampère,
these explanations violated blatantly Newton’s third law of motion.

By the same reason, Ampère certainly would be against the modern explanation of this torque
discussed in Subsection 21.3.5. After all, the modern explanation is similar to those given by
Faraday and Biot. It assumes that the magnetic field generated by the magnet acts on currents
flowing inside the magnet, generating a self torque which would make the magnet spin around its
own axis.

Ampère assumed that in his original experiment the external currents flowing in mercury were
responsible for the torque acting on the magnet, as discussed in Subsections 7.2.3 and 21.3.4. The
contra torque would be applied in the mercury, making it turn in opposite direction.

Likewise, he certainly would utilize in the situation of figure 21.11 the external current flowing
in the wire as being responsible for the torque acting on the magnet. His explanation might be
represented by figure 21.12. The current i in the wire flows in the sense P0, P1 and P2. The magnet
is represented by the region internal to the circle P2P3P4. Current i′ represents the net effect of
all molecular currents of the magnet. The current i, on the other hand, has a macroscopic origin,
external to the magnet, depending on the battery and on the resistance of the whole closed circuit.
These two currents, i′ and i, are independent from one another.

Figure 21.12: (a) Magnet and screw rotate around the common axis. (b) Configuration as seen
from above indicating the current i generated by the battery and flowing in the sense P1P2, together
with the net effect i′ of all molecular currents due to the magnet itself flowing in the sense P3P2P4.

Ampère’s explanation might be similar to what has been represented in figures 21.12 and 21.13.
The torque on the magnet would be essentially generated by the current i flowing externally to
the magnet in the sense P0P1P2 along the wire. The contra torque acting on the wire would point
in the opposite sense, being due to the internal molecular currents of the magnet. Suppose there
are no frictions in this system. Then, if the magnet spins anti-clockwise relative to the ground as
seen from above, the external wire will turn clockwise.

We present in figure 21.13 only the most relevant forces. Current i in segment P1P2 attracts
the molecular current i′ in the segment P3P2, while repelling the current i′ in the segment P2P4.
Current i′, on the other hand, exerts opposite reaction forces on current i. These forces of action
and reaction are indicated by arrows in figure 21.13.

The net torque on the magnet is due to the current flowing along the whole external wire in
the sense P0, P1 and P2 of figure 21.12. In figure 21.13 we represented only the forces on the
magnet due to the horizontal component of the external wire close to the magnet, as this was the
most relevant contribution for the torque in Ampère’s original experiment in which the magnet was
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Figure 21.13: Current i in P1P2 attracts current i′ in P3P2 and repels current i′ in P2P4. The
reaction forces exerted by i′ on i are also shown.

floating in mercury, figures 7.7 and 7.8. In any event, it should be kept in mind that the torque on
the magnet was generated, according to Ampère, by the current which was flowing in the whole
external circuit.

Several experiments prove the existence of an opposite torque acting on the external current i
flowing in the wire outside the magnet.36 This contra torque acting on the external wire can be
easily identified as the reaction torque which is opposed to the torque acting on the magnet. The
external wire generates a torque on the magnet. By action and reaction, the magnet generates an
opposite torque on the external wire.

36[GVM01], [GV02], [GVMA02], [SU04b], [Fea06], [Mun07], [Won09b] and [MGMG10].



Chapter 22

Unification of the Magnetic,
Electromagnetic and
Electrodynamic Phenomena

22.1 The Attempt to Explain Ørsted’s Experiment Suppos-
ing Only the Interaction between Magnetic Poles Does
Not Lead to the Unification of Magnetic, Electromag-

netic and Electrodynamic Phenomena

As seen in Subsection 11.1, Ørsted interpreted his fundamental experiment as being caused by
electric charges, which he supposed were flowing in helices or circles outside the wire, propelling
the magnetic poles of the magnetized needle. Biot and Savart, on the other hand, supposed that
the wire was magnetized due to the flow of an electric current through it. The deflection of the
compass needle from its normal orientation would be due to the magnetic poles of this needle
interacting with the magnetic poles of the magnetized wire. They expected to explain Ørsted’s
experiment through this supposed interaction between magnetic poles. Biot and Savart considered
the interaction between magnetic poles as a primitive fact.

Ampère expressed himself against this hypothesis. One of the reasons for his rejection was that
with this assumption it would not be possible to unify the interactions then known. These authors
were dealing with three kinds of interaction, as discussed in Sections 1.3, 1.4 and 5.1. There were
magnetic phenomena (forces and torques between magnets, or between a magnet and the Earth),
electromagnetic phenomena (forces and torques between a magnet and a current carrying conduc-
tor) and the electrodynamic phenomena (forces and torques between current carrying conductors).
Ampère realized that Biot and Savart’s fundamental assumption was to try to reduce these three
phenomena to interactions between magnetic poles only, that is, to reduce them to magnetostatics.
The magnetostatic interaction is characterized by central forces varying as the inverse square of
the distance between the interacting poles. Ampère concluded that it would not be possible to
unify the three kinds of interaction utilizing Biot and Savart’s hypothesis. This was one of the
reasons why he rejected it.

He expressed his point of view in a Note he included in the Recueil, soon after the reproduction
of Savary’s paper of 1823 discussed in Chapter 9:1

No matter the so remarkable and complete analogy between the magnets and the electro-
dynamic helices or cylinders imagined by M. Ampère to support his opinion on the identity
between electricity and magnetism, the three laws just mentioned representing three kinds of

1[Amp22u, pp. 355-357] and [Amp85l, pp. 377-378].
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actions, the first action being exerted between two magnets, the second between a voltaic con-
ductor and a magnet, the third action between two conductors, were, from the mathematical
point of view, independent from one another. On the other hand, it had been demonstrated
that it is not possible to explain the set of phenomena of attraction and repulsion presented by
the voltaic conductors attributing their properties to small magnets which would be produced
by the electric action of the pile, no matter how these magnets were placed, because it is
possible to produce a motion of continuous rotation, always in the same sense, by the action
either of a closed circuit, or of a magnet, and it is impossible to produce this kind of motion
utilizing only magnets or rigid conductors forming closed circuits. Now, it is evident that the
law given by Coulomb could only be applied to calculate the action between a conductor and
a magnet, or between two conductors, by supposing, in the first case, the conductor as a set
of small magnets, and adopting, in the second [case], the same supposition as regards the two
conductors. In both cases we would have only actions expressed as a function of the distances
between the points between which it was considered that they acted, and the acceleration
of the motion of continuous rotation would be impossible, but this acceleration, verified by
many experiments, follows equally from the law of M. Biot and from the law of M. Ampère.
Therefore, these two laws cannot be deduced from Coulomb’s law.

The law of M. Biot, giving the value of the mutual action between a conductor and a magnet,
could not as well lead to the law of M. Ampère relative to the action between two conductors,
because it would be necessary, in order to apply it to this last case, to consider one of the
two conductors as a set of small magnets on which the other conductor would act according
to this law, and it would be impossible to admit this assumption for one of the conductors,
without admitting it to both of them, but this would once again reduce all electrodynamic
phenomena to mutual actions between sets of magnets, and would, consequently, be in direct
opposition with the fact of the acceleration of the motion of continuous rotation. Therefore,
the law of M. Ampère could not be deduced from the law of M. Biot, as it could not be
[deduced] from the law of Coulomb. It remained to know if these two last laws could not,
on the contrary, be deduced from the first [law, that is, from Ampère’s force between current
elements]. The solution to this question is the main subject of the memoir from M. Savary.
He shows that the law of M. Ampère, applied to electric currents forming, in the magnets,
closed circuits arranged as he mentioned before, reproduces the two laws, [namely, that] of
Coulomb and that of M. Biot. This is a mathematical result independent of all hypothesis.
The other results of the memoir of M. Savary are consequences of it offering, by their turn,
another verification of these same laws, and the most complete confirmation of M. Ampère’s
point of view as regards the constitutions of magnets.

22.2 Ampère’s Unification

As seen in Section 1.4, we are utilizing in this book the following nomenclature:

• Electrostatic phenomena: Forces and torques between electrified bodies which are at rest
relative to one another.

• Magnetic phenomena: Forces and torques between magnets, together with the torques ex-
erted by the Earth on magnets (orientation of compass and dip needles).

• Electromagnetic phenomena: Forces and torques between a current carrying conductor and
a magnet, together with the forces and torques exerted by the Earth on current carrying
conductors.

• Electrodynamic phenomena: Forces and torques between current carrying conductors.

Magnetic phenomena were known many centuries before Ampère. These phenomena include
the orientation of a compass needle by terrestrial magnetism; the orientation of dip needles by the
Earth; the attractions and repulsions between magnets depending on their distances and relative
orientations; the torques between magnets depending on their distances and orientations; etc.

These phenomena may be described theoretically utilizing a mathematical expression yielding
the forces and torques between two magnetic dipoles. The Earth should also be considered as
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a magnet. An isolated magnetic pole has never been found in nature. In any event, the basic
interaction between two magnetic dipoles, A and B, may be imagined to be due to four forces
between their poles as given by Coulomb’s law, equation (1.3). The force between each pole of A
and each pole of B points along the straight line connecting them, is proportional to the product
of the pole intensities, varying as the inverse square of their distance. Poles of the same type repel
one another, while poles of opposite type attract one another. The forces and torques between two
magnets may be obtained utilizing Coulomb’s law. The orientation of compass and dip needles by
the Earth can also be obtained with Coulomb’s law coupled with an appropriate distribution of
magnetic dipoles on the Earth.

The discovery of electrodynamic phenomena taking place only between current carrying wires,
without the influence of any magnet, is due totally to Ampère in the period 1820-1827. He was
the first person to observe the attractions and repulsions between flat spirals, the attractions
and repulsions between parallel conductors etc., as described in Section 3.6. He also discovered
the torque between current carrying conductors, Sections 3.8 and 3.9; the continuous rotation
of a current carrying conductor due to its interaction with another current carrying conductor,
Subsection 7.2.4; Ampère’s bridge experiment, Section 8.2, etc. He also obtained many equilibrium
experiments involving current carrying conductors, as the cases of equilibrium of the sinuous wire, of
anti-parallel currents, of the non existence of continuous rotation, of the non existence of tangential
force, of the law of similarity, etc.

Ampère was able to explain all these electrodynamic phenomena utilizing his force between
current elements, equations (2.1) up to (2.3), presented in Section 2.1. This force could also be
expressed as equation (7.36). By integrating this expression he showed that a closed circuit of
arbitrary form exerts a force on a current element of another circuit given by equations (10.12) up
to (10.14). These formulas can be expressed in vector notation as represented in equations (10.24)
or (10.28). He showed that a closed current of arbitrary form exerts a force on an external current
element which is always orthogonal to this element and to a certain straight line passing through the
midpoint of this element. This straight line was called directrix or normal to the directing plane.
Ampère and his former student Savary introduced the concept of the electrodynamic solenoid
discussed in Chapters 9 and 10. They obtained the force and torque between a current element
and an electrodynamic solenoid, between a closed circuit of arbitrary form and an electrodynamic
solenoid, and also between two electrodynamic solenoids.

Many scientists contributed to the discovery of electromagnetic phenomena. In 1820, Ørsted
discovered the first electromagnetic phenomenon, namely, the deflection of a compass needle by a
nearby current carrying wire, removing the needle from its natural orientation along the magnetic
meridian, Section 1.3. Soon after he showed the inverse phenomenon, namely, the orientation of
a current carrying loop by a nearby magnet, Section 3.9. In this way he discovered the torque
and contra-torque acting between a magnet and a current carrying wire. Between 1820 and 1822
Ampère discovered many new electromagnetic phenomena: forces of attraction and repulsion be-
tween a magnet and a current carrying wire, Sections 3.3 and 3.5; the orientation of current carrying
loops due to the influence of the Earth (situations analogous to the orientation of a compass needle
and of a dip needle by terrestrial magnetism), Section 3.7; etc. Biot and Savart obtained the torque
exerted by a straight wire acting on a small magnet as a function of their distance. They also ob-
tained the torque of a bent wire acting on a small magnet as a function of the opening angle of the
bent wire. In 1821 Faraday discovered a new electromagnetic phenomenon, namely, the rotation
of the extremity of a magnet around a fixed current carrying wire, together with the rotation of
one extremity of a current carrying wire around a fixed magnet, Section 7.1. Between 1821 and
1822 Ampère discovered many new phenomena related to this topic like the rotation of a current
carrying wire due to the influence of the Earth, Subsection 7.2.2; the rotation of a magnet around
its axis, Subsection 7.2.3; etc. He also obtained some equilibrium experiments involving magnets
and current carrying conductors like the case of equilibrium of orthogonal currents, Section 6.3.

Ampère obtained also one of the first unifications in the history of science. He succeeded
in combining magnetic, electrodynamic and electromagnetic phenomena into a single theoretical
framework. When he first heard of Ørsted’s experiment, he had an original and extremely fruitful
insight, namely, he supposed the existence of electric currents flowing inside magnets and also
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inside the Earth. Moreover, he assumed that all magnetic and electromagnetic interactions were
due essentially to electrodynamic forces. That is, he interpreted the electromagnetic experiments
of Ørsted, himself and Faraday as being due to interactions between the electric current flowing in
the wire and the supposed microscopic currents flowing around the particles of the magnets. He
interpreted the terrestrial orientation of a compass needle and of a dip needle as being due to torques
exerted by the supposed microscopic electric currents flowing around the particles of the Earth
acting on the microscopic electric currents flowing around the particles of the magnet. Likewise,
he interpreted the forces and torques acting between two magnets as being due to electrodynamic
forces acting between the supposed microscopic currents of both magnets.

Utilizing his force between current elements, Ampère unified theoretically these three branches
of science. He and Savary modeled a magnetic pole as the extremity of a simply indefinite electro-
dynamic solenoid. Through equation (10.37) they obtained the force between a current element
and this solenoid. This expression is analogous to Biot and Savart’s formula for the interaction
between a current element and a supposed magnetic pole given by equation (10.38). Ampère also
obtained the force exerted by a closed circuit of arbitrary shape carrying a steady current acting
on a simply indefinite electrodynamic solenoid, as given by equation (10.42). He could then unify
electromagnetism with electrodynamics through the mathematical identification of the extremity
of a simply indefinite electrodynamic solenoid with a magnetic pole placed at this extremity. The
mathematical proportionality between the intensity of a magnetic pole and a simply indefinite elec-
trodynamic solenoid is expressed by equation (10.39). With these equations it is possible to explain
quantitatively the electromagnetic experiments of Ørsted, Biot, Savart, Faraday and Ampère.

Ampère also obtained the analytical formula expressing the electrodynamic interaction between
two simply indefinite electrodynamic solenoids, as given by equation (10.44). It represents a force
pointing along the straight line connecting these two extremities and varying as the inverse square
of their distance. This force is mathematically analogous to the action between two magnetic poles
given by equation (1.3). Ampère could unify mathematically magnetism with electrodynamics by
identifying these two pairs of magnitudes through relation (10.46). That is, a pair of interacting
magnetic poles was identified with a pair of indefinite electrodynamic solenoids interacting with
one another. Ampère and Savary obtained also the force and torque between two definite electro-
dynamic solenoids, as discussed in Subsection 10.2.4. This interaction might be reduced to four
forces, each one pointing along the straight line connecting one extremity of a solenoid to one
extremity of the other solenoid, varying as the inverse square of their distance. This force was
proportional to the product of the current intensities of both solenoids. They were then able to
identify a magnet as a definite electrodynamic solenoid.

Ampère was also able to show that any given closed circuit of arbitrary form carrying a steady
current was equivalent to a set of two surfaces very close to one another, terminated by this circuit,
and over which were spread the two magnet fluids of opposite type and the same intensity, the
so-called magnetic shell or magnetic dipole layer. The equivalence here refers to the fact that any
one of these systems (the closed circuit or the magnetic shell) exerts the same force and torque on
another closed circuit or on another magnetic shell.

He also obtained the forces and torques exerted between two small plane and closed loops of
areas λ and λ′ of arbitrary shapes, carrying constant currents of intensities i and i′, respectively,
supposing their typical dimensions being much smaller than the distance between their centers.
Following Poisson, he also calculated the forces and torques between two small magnetic dipoles
of lengths δρ and δρ′, supposing their lengths being much smaller than the distance between the
centers of these dipoles. Let µ and −µ be the intensities of the magnetic poles of one dipole, while
µ′ and −µ′ are the corresponding intensities of the other dipole. Ampère showed that the forces and
torques between the two current carrying loops are equivalent to the forces and torques between the
two dipoles when the loops are replaced by the dipoles, provided the axis connecting the North and
South pole of one dipole was normal to the area of one loop, while the axis connecting the North
and South pole of the other dipole was normal to the area of the other loop. This mathematical
equivalence can be expressed by equation (10.57). Therefore, the electrodynamic equivalent of a
small magnetic dipole is a small plane loop of arbitrary format, carrying a constant current, with
the plane of the loop being orthogonal to the dipole axis. In this way Ampère obtained a complete
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mathematical equivalence of the magnetic phenomena with the electrodynamic phenomena.

Until Ampère’s time the scientists explained magnetic phenomena supposing the existence of
austral and boreal fluids, that is, supposing the existence of North and South poles inside magnets
and also inside the Earth. One of the basic concepts was that of a magnetic dipole, that is, two
opposite poles of the same intensity separated by a small distance. With Ampère’s unification,
these concepts of magnetic poles and dipoles became superfluous and unnecessary, as he could
explain all magnetic phenomena while dealing only with the interaction of electric currents. This
explanation was not only qualitative and conceptual, but also quantitative, through his expression
for the force between two current elements, together with the assumption of electric currents flowing
around the particles of magnetized bodies and the Earth.

What was missing was the unification of electrodynamic phenomena with electrostatic phe-
nomena. With this last unification it would be possible to deduce, supposing only the interaction
between electrified bodies, four kinds of phenomena, namely: (a) The magnetic phenomena rep-
resented by the interaction between magnets, (b) the electrodynamic phenomena represented by
the interaction between current carrying conductors, (c) the electromagnetic phenomena repre-
sented by the interaction between a current carrying conductor and a magnet, and also (d) the
electrostatic phenomena represented by the interaction between charges at rest. It would not be
necessary to talk about the North and South poles of a magnet. It would also not be necessary any
longer to talk about current elements. The fundamental magnitudes interacting with one another
would only be electrified bodies, which might be at rest or moving relative to an inertial frame of
reference, while following open or closed paths.

The fundamental unification of Ampère’s electrodynamics with electrostatics was performed by
Wilhelm Weber (1804-1891), in 1846.2 He proposed a force law between electric charges depending
not only on their distance, but also on their relative radial velocity and on their relative radial
acceleration. He considered each current element of Ampère as composed of positive and negative
charges of the same magnitude and opposite signs, in which at least one of them would be moving
relative to the conductor. He could then deduce from his force law not only the electrostatic
force between stationary charges, but also Ampère’s force between current elements. Moreover, he
could also deduce from his force Faraday’s law of induction of 1831. In this way it was no longer
necessary to consider only the interaction of conductors carrying steady currents, as was the case
of Ampère’s experiments. With Weber’s law it was also possible to consider experiments dealing
with variable currents, that is, currents with intensities varying in time, as was the case with some
of Faraday’s experiments. Weber accomplished all these facts following strictly the principles of
newtonian mechanics, which were always so important for Ampère. Weber’s law is a central force,
acting along the straight line connecting the two interacting charges, while following Newton’s
action and reaction law. It complies with the principles of the conservation of linear momentum,
angular momentum and energy.

We will not go into further details in this book. The interested readers can consult Weber’s
complete works which were published in 6 volumes between 1892 and 1894.3 He wrote eight
major Memoirs between 1846 and 1878 under the general title Elektrodynamische Maassbestim-
mungen (Electrodynamic Measurements, Determination of Electrodynamic Measures or Electrody-
namic Measure Determinations).4 The eighth Memoir was published only posthumously in his
collected papers. Three of these eight Memoirs have already been translated into English, namely,
the first, Determinations of electrodynamic measure: Concerning a universal law of electrical ac-
tion;5 the sixth, Electrodynamic measurements—Sixth Memoir, relating specially to the principle of
the conservation of energy;6 and the eighth, Determinations of electrodynamic measure: Particu-
larly in respect to the connection of the fundamental laws of electricity with the law of gravitation.7

Also published in 1848 was an abridged version of the first Memoir,8 which has also been trans-

2[Web46], with English translation in [Web07].
3[Web92b, Web92a, Web93, Web94b, WW93, WW94].
4[Web46, Web52b, Web52a, KW57, Web64, Web71, Web78, Web94a].
5[Web07].
6[Web72].
7[Web08].
8[Web48].
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lated into English, On the measurement of electro-dynamic forces.9 Some of his other papers have
been translated to English10 or to Portuguese.11 Some important works are related to his intro-
duction and measurement of the constant c connecting the electrostatic unit of charge with the
electrodynamic unit of charge and also with light velocity.12 Details about his life and work have
been published by several authors, along with modern applications of Weber’s law as applied to
electromagnetism and gravitation.13

Certainly these works of Ampère and Weber represent some of the main achievements of all
time in physics.

9[Web66].
10[Ass10d].
11[WK08].
12[Kir57], [Ros57], [Wie60], [Wie67], [Woo68], [Woo81], [Wis81], [Ros81], [Har82], [JM86, volume 1, pp. 144-146

and 296-297], [Wie93a], [Wie94], [Hec96], [Hec97], [ARW02], [ARW04], [Wie04] and [Men06].
13[Wie60], [Wie67], [Bie71], [Woo81], [JM86], [Ath89], [Tho85], [O’R65, volume 2, Chapter 11], [Whi73, Chapter

7], [Rei77], [Wis81], [Har82, pp. 32, 96 and 103–107], [Wes87], [Ath89], [Arc89], [Gra90d], [Gra90a], [Gra90c],
[Gra90e], [Gra90b], [Wes90b], [Wes90c], [Wes90d], [Wes90a], [Phi90a], [Phi90b], [Wes91], [Ass91], [Rag92], [Phi92],
[Ass92], [GG93, Chapter 3: The Riddle of Inertia], [Sch93], [Wie93b], [Zyl94], [AT94], [Ass94], [GM95], [Ass95],
[KF96], [Phi96], [Ten96], [GV97], [BC97], [Dru97], [Ten97], [FK97], [GV98], [Ass98], [BA98a], [GV99a], [GV99b],
[ZA99], [Ass99a], [Ass99b], [Glu99], [AGV00], [AT00], [AFC00], [GV01], [GVM01], [AZ01], [Bun01], [BA01], [FA03],
[AGV02], [Wes02], [AGV03], [AW03], [Fuk03], [ARW04], [GV04], [GVAB05], [AH07], [AH09], [AWW11], [Hae12a],
[Hae12b], [War13, Chapter 5: The Logic of Relational Physics], [taj], [Phi13], [AH13], [Ass13], [AWW14], [Ass14]
etc.
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Chapter 23

Ampère’s Works Translated into
English

We first present a list of the works and letters of Ampère which, to our knowledge, have been
translated into English. We quote the original French work followed by its English translation,
ordered by year.

• 1793-1804

– [Che69] and [Che73].

• 1814

– [Amp14] and [Amp15].

• 1816

– [Amp16a] and [Amp16b].

• 1820

– [Amp20d] and [Amp65a, pp. 140-146].

– [Amp20g] and [Amp65a, pp. 146-154].

• 1824

– [Amp24d] and [Amp25f].

– [AD24b] and [AD24a].

• 1825

– [Amp25d] and [Amp25c].

– [Amp25b, Amp87b] and [Amp25a].

– [Amp25g] and [Amp26e].

• 1826

– [Amp26d] and [Amp27b].

– [Amp26f, Amp23c] and [Amp65b, Amp12].

• 1832
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– [Amp32] and [Amp33].

• 1833

– [Amp36] and [Amp93].

• 1835

– [Amp35b] and [Amp35a].



Chapter 24

On the Effects of Electric Currents
[First Part]

24.1 Translator’s Introduction

This is a complete English translation of the first part of the first paper published by Ampère
devoted to electrodynamics, entitled “On the effects of electric currents.” This work was presented
to the Académie royale des Sciences on 2 October 1820, containing a summary of the readings at
the Academy on 18 and 25 September 1820.1 This first part has been completely translated to
Portuguese.2 To our knowledge there is only a partial English translation of this first part made
by O. M. Blunn.3 The English translation presented here is based upon Blunn’s version.

The English translation of the second part is presented in Chapter 25.

The footnotes by Ampère are indicated by [N. A.], while those introduced by the translators
are indicated by [N. T.]. The number of the original footnotes are indicated by [N. A. m], where
“m” indicates the number of the original footnote introduced by Ampère. The words between
square brackets in the middle of the text have been included by the translator to facilitate the
understanding of some sentences. The beginning of each original page m is also indicated between
square brackets, [page m].

24.2 Translation

Dissertation presented to the Académie royale des Sciences on 2 October 1820, containing a sum-
mary of the readings at the Académie on 18 and 25 September 1820, on the effects of electric
currents.

[page 59]

24.2.1 I. The Mutual Action of Two Electric Currents

1. The electromotive action4 manifests itself by two types of effects which I believe should be first
distinguished by a precise definition.

I will call the first effect electric tension and the other electric current.

1[Amp20d].
2[CA07d] and [AC11, Chapter 23].
3[Amp65a, pp. 140-146].
4[N. T.] The word “electromotive” comes from Alessandro Volta. It indicates a motive force acting on the

electric charges located inside his pile, which he called an electro-motive apparatus in his original publication,
[Vol00a], [Vol00b], [Vol64] and [MA08].
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The first effect is observed when the two bodies [page 60] between which the electromotive
action5 takes place are separated from one another6 by non-conducting bodies, over all points of
their surfaces except at those points where tension is established. The second effect, on the other
hand, occurs when these bodies form part of a circuit of conducting bodies by which contact is made
by points on their surface which are different from those points where this action7 is produced.8

In the first case, the effect of the electromotive action is to place the two bodies, or two system of
bodies, between which the electromotive action takes place, in two states of tension, the difference
between which is constant while this action is constant, for example, when it is produced by the
contact of two substances of different nature. This difference, on the other hand, would vary with
the cause which produces it, if it were due to rubbing or pressure.9

This first case is the only one which can takes place when the electromotive action develops
between the several parts of a single non-conducting body. An example of this case is given by the
tourmaline when it changes temperature.10

In the second case, there is no longer electric tension, the light bodies are no longer perceptibly
attracted, and the ordinary electrometer no longer indicates what [page 61] takes place in the
body. However, the electromotive action continues to act; because if, for instance, water, an acid,
an alkali or a saline dissolution belong to the circuit, these bodies are decomposed, especially
when the electromotive action is constant, as has been known for a long time. Moreover, as M.
OErsted has just discovered, when the electromotive action is produced by the contact of metals,
the magnetized needle is deflected from its direction when it is placed close to any portion of
the circuit. But these effects stop, the water is no longer decomposed, and the [magnetized]
needle returns to its ordinary orientation when the circuit is interrupted, when the tensions are
recovered, and when the light bodies are once more attracted, which proves that these tensions
are not the cause of the water decomposition, nor of the changes of direction of the magnetized
needle discovered by M. OErsted. This second case is obviously the only one which can take
place if the electromotive action developed between the several parts of the same conducting body.
The deduced consequences, in this dissertation, of the experiences of M. OErsted will lead us to
recognize the existence of this [second] circumstance as the only explanation that we need to admit
at the moment in order to explain what is observed.

2. Let us consider now to what [aspect] is due the difference of these two kinds of phenomena
completely distinct, of which one consists in the tension and in the attractions or repulsions which
have been known for a long time, and the other phenomenon consists in the decomposition of
water and in a great number of other substances, in the changes of direction of the [magnetized]
needle, and in a kind of attractions and repulsions totally [page 62] different from the ordinary

5[N. T.] In the printed version we have the expression “cette action” instead of “l’action électromotrice.” But in
an erratum which appeared on p. 223 of the Annales de Chimie et de Physique, Vol. 15, 1820, it was pointed out
that this last expression was the correct one.

6[N. A. 1] When this separation is due to the simple interruption by conducting bodies, it is still a non-conducting
body, air, which separates them.

7[N. T.] In the printed version we have the expression “l’action électromotrice” instead of “cette action.” But in
an erratum which appeared on p. 223 of the Annales de Chimie et de Physique, Vol. 15, 1820, it was pointed out
that this last expression was the correct one.

8[N. A. 2] This case includes that one in which the two bodies, or system of bodies, between which the electro-
motive action takes place, would be in complete communication with the common reservoir which then would form
part of the circuit.

9[N. T.] As regards pressure, Ampère was referring to piezoelectricity, which is the ability of some crystals to
get electrically polarized in response to applied mechanical stress or pressure. The reverse effect is the internal
generation of a mechanical strain resulting from an applied electrical tension.

10[N. T.] Maxwell presented the following description of this phenomenon, [Max54, Volume I, §58, pp. 61-62]:

58.] Certain crystals of tourmaline, and of other minerals, possess what may be called Electric Polarity.
Suppose a crystal of tourmaline to be at a uniform temperature, and apparently free from electrification
on its surface. Let its temperature be now raised, the crystal remaining insulated. One end will be
found positively and the other end negatively electrified. Let the surface be deprived of this apparent
electrification by means of a flame or otherwise, then if the crystal be made still hotter, electrification
of the same kind as before will appear, but if the crystal be cooled the end which was positive when
the crystal was heated will become negative.

These electrifications are observed at the extremities of the crystallographic axis. [...]
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electric attractions and repulsions; which I believe has been first recognized by myself, and which I
designated attractions and repulsions of electric currents,11 in order to distinguish them from these
last [ordinary electric attractions and repulsions]. When there is no continuity of conductors from
one of the bodies, or system of bodies, to the other [body], between which the electromotive action
is developed, and when these bodies are themselves conductors, as in Volta’s battery, one can only
conceive this action as carrying constantly the positive electricity in one [sense], and the negative
electricity in the other [sense]. In the first moment, when nothing prevents the effect which it
tends to produce, the two electricities accumulate each one in the part of the total system towards
which it is carried; but this effect stops when the difference of the electric tensions12 gives to
their mutual attraction, which tends to reunite them, enough force to equilibrate the electromotive
action. Then everything remains in this state, except the loss of electricity which can happen
little by little through the non-conducting body, air, for instance, which interrupts the circuit; as
it seems that there are no absolutely insulating bodies. When this loss takes place; the tension
decreases. But when this tension decreases, the mutual attraction of the two electricities does
not balance any longer the electromotive action. Therefore this last [electromotive] force, when
[page 63] it is constant, carries once more the positive electricity towards one side and the negative
electricity towards the other side, restoring the tensions. I designate electric tension to this state
of a system of electromotive and conducting bodies. It is known that it continues in the two halves
of this system, either when they have just been separated, or even in the case when they remain in
contact after the electromotive action stopped, provided that then it [i.e., the electromotive action]
happens by pressure or friction between bodies which are not both of them conductors. In these
two cases, the tensions decrease gradually due to the loss of electricity just mentioned.

But when the two bodies, or two systems of bodies, between which the electromotive action
takes place are in communication by conducting bodies between which there is not another elec-
tromotive action equal and opposite to the first one, which would maintain the state of electric
equilibrium, these tensions disappear, or at least become very small, and the phenomena indicated
above occur, characterizing this second case.13 Since nothing has changed in the arrangement of
bodies between which the electromotive action took place, one cannot doubt that the electromotive
action continues to act, and since the mutual attraction of the two electricities, as measured by
the difference of the electric tensions which has become zero, or else is considerably diminished,
can no longer balance this action, it is generally accepted that this action continues to carry the
two electricities in the two senses as before. [page 64] A double current thus results, the one
positive electricity and the other negative electricity, beginning in opposite senses from the points
where the electromotive action takes place, and meeting in the part of the circuit opposite these
points.14 These currents accelerate until the electromotive force is balanced by the inertia of the
electric fluids15 and the resistance they experience by the imperfections of even the best conduc-
tors, whereupon they continue indefinitely at a constant speed so long as this force conserves the
same intensity; but they cease instantly whenever the circuit is interrupted. For the sake of sim-
plicity I will designate electric current to this state of the electricity in a series of electromotive and
conducting bodies. And since I shall speak continually of the two opposite senses in which the two

11[N. T.] In the printed version we have the expression “voltäıques” instead of “des courants électriques.” But in
an erratum which appeared on p. 223 of the Annales de Chimie et de Physique, Vol. 15, 1820, it was pointed out
that this last expression was the correct one.

12[N. A. 3] When the battery is insulated, this difference is the sum of the two tensions, one positive and the other
negative. When on of its extremities communicates with the common reservoir at zero tension, the same difference
has an absolute value equal to the value of the tension at the other extremity.

13[N. T.] Ampère believed that the tensions in the pile disappeared or became negligible when the circuit was
closed and an electrical current began to flow through the circuit. Maybe he had this point of view because his
battery had a high internal resistance compared with his conducting circuit. That is, the battery terminal voltage
dropped a lot under load, rising again when the load was removed. See also: [Blo82, pp. 81-82], [Ben89] and [BW06].

14[N. T.] Ampère’s model of an electric current inside a current carrying wire is somewhat similar to Ørsted’s
model. According to Ørsted, there would be an “electric conflict” inside the wire. Positive and negative charges
would move in opposite senses relative to the wire, generating two opposite fluxes of electrified particles which would
collide with one another when they met..

15[N. T.] It is interesting to note that Ampère admitted the possibility of an inertia of the electric fluids. Many
years after Ampère the scientists began to suppose that each electrified elementary particle would have not only an
electric charge, but also an inertial mass. This statement suggests that Ampère already envisaged this possibility.
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electricities move, to avoid unnecessary repetition I shall invariably imply positive electricity by
the words sense of the electric current.16 Thus, for example, for a voltaic battery, the expression
direction of the electric current in the battery shall designate the direction from the extremity where
hydrogen is disengaged in the decomposition of water to that where oxygen is obtained; and the
expression direction of the electric current in the conductor which establishes the communication
between the two extremities of the battery shall designate, on the contrary, the direction from the
extremity where oxygen is produced to that where hydrogen develops. To cover these two cases
by a single definition, it may be said that what is called the direction of the electric current is the
direction [page 65] followed by the hydrogen and the bases of salts when the water, or a saline
substance, is part of the circuit and is decomposed by the current, whether these substances form
part of the conductor in a voltaic battery, or whether they are interposed between the pairs of
which the battery is composed.

The learned researches of MM. Gay-Lussac and Thenard17 into this apparatus, a fruitful source
of great discoveries in almost all branches of physical sciences, have demonstrated that the decom-
position of water, salts, etc., is in no way produced by the difference in tension between the two
extremities of the battery, but solely by what I have called the electric current, since in plunging
the two conducting wires into pure water the decomposition is practically zero; whereas, without
in any way changing the disposition of the rest of the apparatus, if an acid or saline solution is
mixed with water where the wires are plunged, this decomposition becomes very fast, because pure
water is a bad conductor, whereas when it is mixed with a certain amount of these substances it
conducts electricity well.

Now, it is evident that the electric tension of the extremities of the wire immersed in the
liquid could not have been increased in the second case. The electric tension can only decrease
according as this liquid becomes a better conductor. What increases in this case, is the electric
current. Therefore, it is solely due to this electric current that the decomposition of the water and
of the salts, occurs. It is also easy to verify that it is only the electric current that acts on the
magnetized needle in [page 66] the experiments of M. OErsted. For this it is sufficient to place
a magnetized needle on a horizontal battery situated roughly in the direction of the magnetic
meridian; so long as its extremities are not in communication, the needle conserves its ordinary
direction. But if a metal wire is attached to one extremity of the battery and the other end [of the
wire] is brought into contact with the other extremity of the battery, the needle suddenly changes
direction, and it remains in its new position so long as contact is made and the battery conserves
its energy. It is only to the extent that the battery loses its energy, that the needle reverts to its
ordinary direction; whereas if the current is made to cease by interrupting the communication, the
needle returns instantly. However, it is this same communication which causes the electric tensions
to cease or to decrease considerably; therefore, it cannot be these tensions, but the current alone,
which influences the direction of the magnetized needle. When pure water forms part of the circuit,
and the decomposition is hardly perceptible, the magnetized needle placed above or below another
portion of the circuit is deflected just as slightly. When nitric acid is mixed with the water, without
otherwise altering the apparatus in any way, this deviation is increased at the same time as the
decomposition of the water is made more rapid.

3. The ordinary electrometer indicates the presence of tension and the intensity of this tension.
There used to be no instrument for making known the presence of electric current in a battery
or conductor, and which would indicate its energy and direction. Such an instrument does exist
today. It is sufficient to place the battery, or any portion of the [page 67] conductor, roughly in the
horizontal position in the direction of the magnetic meridian, and to place an apparatus similar
to a compass, the only difference being the use to which it is put, on the battery, or well above
or below this portion of conductor. As long as the circuit is interrupted, the magnetized needle
remains in its ordinary position. But it deviates away from it as soon as the current is established,

16[N. T.] Ampère’s convention has been utilized until modern days. For instance, nowadays we assume that the
ordinary current in a resistive metal wire connected to a battery is due only to the flow of negative electrons, while
the positive ions remain fixed to the lattice. Despite this fact, we still assume that the sense of the electric current
is opposite to the motion of the electrons relative to the wire. That is, if the electrons move to the right, we assume
that the current flows to the left.

17[N. T.] Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac (1778-1850) and Louis Jacques Thenard (1777-1857).
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and more so the greater its energy. The direction of the current can be known according to this
general fact, that if one imagines oneself placed along the direction of the current, so that the
current flows from the feet to the head of the observer when facing the needle, it is constantly to
his left that the action of the current deflects the extremity [of the magnetized needle] which was
pointing to the North [ward], what I shall always call the austral pole of the magnetized needle,
because it is the pole which is homologous to the [magnetic] austral pole of the Earth.18 This is
what I express more concisely in saying that the austral pole of the [magnetized] needle is carried
to the left of the current acting on the needle.19 To distinguish this instrument from the ordinary
electrometer, I think that it ought to be given the name galvanometer. It is appropriate to use
it in all experiments on electric currents, as one habitually adapts an electrometer with electric
machines, so as to see at each instant if the current is there, and find out its energy.

The first use to which I put this device was to check that the current which exists in the
voltaic battery, from the negative extremity to the positive extremity, had the same influence on
the magnetized needle [page 68] as the current in a conductor which flows, on the contrary, from
the positive extremity to the negative one.

It is desirable to have for this two magnetized needles, one placed on the battery and the other
above or below the conductor; it is seen that the austral pole of each needle is carried to the left
of the current near to which it is placed. Thus, when the second [needle] is above the conductor,
it is carried to the side opposite to that towards which the needle on the battery tends, since
the currents have opposite directions in these two portions of the circuit. The two needles are,
on the contrary, carried to the same side, remaining roughly parallel to each other, when one is
above the battery and the other below the conductor.20 As soon as the circuit is interrupted, they
immediately revert, in both cases, to their ordinary orientation.21

4. Such are the differences which were known to exist, before me, between the effects produced
by electricity in its two states just described, the one being, if not a state of rest, at least one of slow
motion due solely to the difficulty of isolating bodies in which electric tension occurs, the other
effect being the double current of positive and negative electricity along a [page 69] continuous
circuit of conducting bodies. In the ordinary theory of electricity the two fluids of which it is
thought to be constituted, are conceived to be perpetually separated from one another in a part of
the circuit and to be carried rapidly in contrary senses into another part of the circuit where they
are continually re-uniting. Though the electric current so defined might be produced by arranging
a conventional [friction] machine, disposing it so as to develop the two electricities, and in joining
by a conductor the two parts of the apparatus where they are produced, this current can only be
obtained with a certain energy by a voltaic battery, unless very large machines are used, because
the quantity of electricity produced by a friction machine is constant throughout a given period,
whatever the conduction capability of the rest of the circuit, whereas that which a battery places
in motion in a similar period increases indefinitely according as the two extremities are connected
by a better conductor.

But the differences which I have just mentioned are not the only ones which distinguish these
two states of electricity. I discovered other more remarkable differences by disposing, in parallel
directions, two straight parts of two conductors connected to the extremities of two voltaic batteries.
One straight part was fixed, but the other, suspended on tips and made highly mobile by a counter-
weight, free to move parallel towards it or away from it.22 I observed that by passing an electric

18[N. T.] What Ampère named the austral pole of the magnetized needle is usually called nowadays the North
pole of the magnetized needle. This is the pole which points approximately towards the geographic North of the
Earth.

19[N. T.] In this paragraph he introduced what became known as bonhomme d’Ampère, or Ampère’s observer,
[Pou64, p. 23], [Tri65, pp. 28-29], [Kas77, p. 144] and [Blo82, pp. 73-74].

20[N. A. 4] For this experiment to leave no doubt as to the action of the current in the battery, it is convenient
to use a trough battery with zinc and copper plates soldered together over the entire interface, and not just simply
over a branch of metal which can rightly be regarded as a portion of conductor.

21[N. T.] This subject was discussed in Section 3.4.
22[N. T.] In Ampère’s figure 1 the fixed straight part is represented by AB. The mobile wire is represented by

XCDY . The counter-weight is represented by V H. The mobile portion can turn around the horizontal axis XY .
With the counter-weight it is possible to adjust the distance between the rotation axis XY and the center of gravity
of the mobile system (composed of the counter-weight plus the mobile portion XCDY ). By decreasing this distance,
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current through both parts at the same time, they were mutually attracted when both currents
were [page 70] in the same sense, and that they repelled one another when the currents were in
opposite directions.

Now, these attractions and repulsions of electric currents are essentially different from those
produced by electricity at rest; in the first place, they cease, like the chemical decompositions, at
the moment in which the circuit of conducting bodies is interrupted. In the second place, in the
ordinary electric attractions and repulsions, the electricities which attract one another are those
of opposite kinds, and those of the same type repel one another; whereas in the attractions and
repulsions of electric currents, it is precisely the opposite which takes place, because it is when
the two parallel conducting wires are placed in such a way that the extremities [of the two voltaic
batteries] having the same names are found [connected] on the same side and very close to one
another, that attraction takes place, while there is repulsion when the currents flow in opposite
senses in the two parallel conductors, in such a way that the extremities of the same name are at the
greatest possible distance from one another. In the third place, when attraction takes place in such
a way that it is strong enough to bring the mobile conductor in contact with the fixed conductor,23

they remain connected to one another like two magnets, and do not separate from one another
immediately, as happens when two conducting bodies which are attracting one another, because
one of them is electrified positively and the other negatively, come into contact.24 Finally, and it
seems that this last circumstance has the same cause as the preceding one, two electric currents
attract and repel in vacuum as they do in the presence of air; this being once more contrary to
what is observed in the mutual action of two conducting bodies commonly electrified.25 [page 71]
The question here is not to explain these new phenomena, the attractions and repulsions which
occur between two parallel currents, when they are directed in the same sense or in opposite
senses, [as] these are facts given by an experiment which can be easily repeated. To prevent in this
experiment the motions given to the mobile conductor by the small agitations of air, it is necessary
to place the apparatus inside a glass case under which is passed, in the base which supports it, the
portions of conductors which should communicate with the two extremities of the battery. The
most convenient disposition of these conductors is to place one of them over two supports in a
horizontal position where it remains at rest, while the other conductor is suspended by two metal
wires forming part of it, to a glass axis located above the first conductor, and which rests, by very
thin steel tips, over two other metal supports; these tips are welded to the two extremities of the

the sensitivity of the balance is increased. This means that the mobile system will be deflected from the vertical
plane by a greater angle when it is under the action of a horizontal force exerted by the fixed portion. This force
can be attractive or repulsive.

23[N. T.] Recently J. Lühr built a replica of Ampère’s balance. He had to utilize currents with intensities greater
than 30A in order to bring the mobile conductor in contact with the fixed conductor, [Luh00, p. 151].

24[N. T.] This electrostatic phenomenon of attraction, communication of electricity, and repulsion, has been called
ACR mechanism (i.e., Attract, Communicate, Repel) by Heilbron, [Hei99, pp. 5 and 255-258]. It was first recognized
by Du Fay (1698-1739) in 1733. For a detailed discussion of this mechanism, presenting simple experiments which can
be easily made with cheap materials and including many references, see [Ass10b, Section 4.8: The ACR Mechanism,
pp. 82-85].

25[N. T.] Two aspects should be observed here. The first one is that this passage suggests that Ampère performed
experiments of attraction and repulsion between current carrying conductors surrounded not only by air, but also by
vacuum. We were unable to find any electrodynamic experiment in which he worked with vacuum pumps. Probably
he never performed these experiments.

The second aspect to take notice refers to the distinction between the usual attractions and repulsions between
electrified bodies surrounded by air at atmospheric pressure and their interactions when they are surrounded by
vacuum. The difference pointed out by Ampère should be related to the dielectric strength. At normal pressure
dry air behaves as a good insulator for electrostatic experiments. It is necessary an electric field of 3× 106V/m for
breaking down in air. When this happens, an electrified body is discharged by electric arcs or sparks. The dielectric
strength of air decreases with pressure until we reach a pressure of approximately 10−3 atm, when it then grows
quickly, [Hei99, p. 207]. Paschen’s law gives the breakdown voltage between two electrodes in a gas as a function
of pressure and gap length. It was due to the German physicist F. Paschen (1865-1947) who discovered it at the
end of the XIXth century. The vacuum pumps at the time of Ampère had not yet reached pressures so low as
10−3 atm. Therefore, the “vacuum” available in the beginning of the XIXth century behaved as a good conductor.
Any electrified body placed in this “vacuum” was immediately discharged through sparks. It was then not possible
to observe the ordinary attractions and repulsions between electrified bodies placed in this medium. Nowadays it
is known that for pressures much smaller than 10−3 atm air behaves as an excellent insulator, so that it is possible
to observe in high vacuum the ordinary attractions and repulsions between electrified bodies. They have the same
behavior as those interactions taking place at atmospheric pressure.
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metal wires which I have just mentioned; in such a way that the communication is established by
the supports with the help of these tips. (See this apparatus in figure 1).

Figure 1.

In this way the two conductors are parallel to one another, and side by side in the same
horizontal plane. One conductor is mobile by the oscillations it can make around the horizontal
line passing through the extremities of the two steel tips. During this motion, it remains necessarily
parallel to the fixed conductor.

A counter-weight is connected above and in the center of the glass axis, in order to increase the
mobility of the portion [page 72] of the apparatus apt to oscillate, by raising the center of gravity.

Initially I believed it would be necessary to establish the electric current in the two conductors
by means of two different batteries. But this is not necessary, it is enough that these two conductors
belong to the same circuit; since the electric current exists in all its parts with the same intensity.
It should be concluded from this observation that the electric tensions of the two extremities of
the battery have no relation with the phenomena being described here; since certainly there is
no tension in the remaining of the circuit. This conclusion is also confirmed by the possibility of
making the magnetized needle move at a great distance from the battery, by means of a very long
conductor, the middle part of which curves along the direction of the magnetic meridian above or
below the needle. This experiment, which was completely successful, was suggested to me by the
illustrious scholar26 to whom the sciences of physics and mathematics owe their great progress in
our days.

The two extremities of the fixed conductor are designated by A and B, the extremity of the
mobile conductor which is on the side of A is designated by C, while that which is on the side of B is
designated by D. It is clear that if one of the extremities of the battery is placed in communication
with A, B with C, and D with the other extremity of the battery, the electric current will flow

26[N. T.] Ampère is referring to P. S. Laplace (1749-1827), as is pointed out further along in this paper.
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in the same sense along both conductors; then they will be seen attracting one another. If, on
the contrary, A always communicates with one extremity of the battery, B communicates with D,
and C [communicates] with the other extremity of the battery; the current will flow in opposite
senses along the two conductors, [page 73] therefore, they will repel one another. Moreover, one
conceives that the attractions and repulsions of the electric currents take place at all points of the
circuit, so that with a single fixed conductor it is possible to attract and repel as many conductors
as we wish, and change the direction of an arbitrary number of magnetized needles. I intend
that two mobile conductors be constructed inside the same glass case, in such a way that by
making them, together with a common fixed conductor, part of the same circuit, they shall be
alternatively both of them attracted, both of the repelled, or one attracted and the other repelled
simultaneously, according to the way in which the communications are established. After the
success of the experiment suggested to me by M. Marquis de Laplace, one could, by means of as
many conductors and magnetized needles as there are letters [in the alphabet], establish with the
aid of a battery placed far away from these needles, and communicating alternately by its two
extremities to the extremities of each conductor, form a kind of telegraph appropriate to write
all details that we wished to transmit, through all kinds of obstacles, to the person in charge of
observing the letters placed over the needles. By establishing over the battery a keyboard of which
the keys carried the same letters and established the communication by being pressed, this kind of
communication could happen very easily, and would require only the time necessary to press one
side and read each letter in the other side.27

[page 74] If the mobile conductor, instead of being obliged to move parallel to the fixed con-
ductor, can only turn in a plane parallel to this fixed conductor, around a common perpendicular
passing through their middle points, it is clear that, according to the law that we just recognized
for the attractions and repulsions of electric currents, each half of the two conductors will attract
and repel one another simultaneously, if the currents flow in the same sense or in opposite senses.
Consequently, the mobile conductor will turn until it remains parallel to the fixed conductor, in
such a way that the currents will be directed to the same sense. From this reasoning it follows that
in the mutual action of two electric currents, the directive action and the attractive or repulsive
action depend upon the same principle, and represent only different effects of the same and single
action. Therefore, it is no longer necessary to establish between these two effects the distinction
which is so important to make, as will be seen shortly, when we are dealing with the mutual ac-
tion between an electric current and a magnet considered as usually done with respect to its axis,
since, in this action, the two bodies tend to place themselves along directions perpendicular to one
another.

Consider now this last action [between an electric current and a magnet] and that of two
magnets acting upon one another. [page 75] It will be seen that both actions come under the
same law of mutual action between two electric currents, if it is assumed that one of these currents
is established at each point of a line drawn on the surface of the magnet from one pole to the
other in planes perpendicular to the axis of this magnet. It hardly seems possible to me, from
consideration of all the facts, to doubt that such currents do exist about the axis of magnets,
or rather that magnetization is nothing other than the operation by which particles of steel are
endowed with the property to produce, in the sense of the currents about which we have just
been speaking, the same electromotive action as in the voltaic battery, in the oxidized zinc of
mineralogists, in heated tourmaline, and even in a battery formed by wet boards and disks of
the same metal at two different temperatures. But since with magnets this electromotive action
develops between different particles of one and the same body, a good conductor, it can never,
as pointed out above, produce electric tension, only a continuous current like that which would
occur in a voltaic battery connected to itself in a closed curve. It is quite clear from the foregoing
observations that such a battery could produce in any of its points no tensions, attractions, no
ordinary electric repulsions, nor any chemical phenomena, since a liquid cannot be interposed in

27[N. A. 5] After the writing of this dissertation; I was informed by M. Arago that this telegraph had already been
proposed by M. Soemmering. However, instead of observing the changes in the directions of magnetized needles,
which were not yet known, the author proposed to observe the decomposition of water inside the same number of
vessels as there are letters [in the alphabet].
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the circuit. It is evident that any current which is established in this battery would immediately
act to direct, attract or repel another electric current or [page 76] a magnet, which, as we shall
see, is only an assembly of electric currents.

It is thus that the unexpected result is reached that magnetic phenomena are due solely to
electricity and there is no difference between the two poles of a magnet other then their position
in regard to the currents of which the magnet is composed, the austral pole28 being that to the
right of the currents and the boreal pole to their left.

END OF THE FIRST PART OF AMPÈRE’S FIRST PAPER ON ELECTRODYNAMICS.

28[N. A. 6, with the words of the translators between square brackets:] The pole which points North [ward] in
a magnetized needle; it is on the right of the currents forming the magnet because it is to the left of an external
current in the same direction facing the needle.
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Chapter 25

On the Effects of Electric Currents
[Second Part]

25.1 Translator’s Introduction

This is a complete English translation of the second part of the first paper published by Ampère
devoted to electrodynamics, entitled “On the effects of electric currents.” This work was presented
to the Académie royale des Sciences on 26 December 1820,1 containing a summary of the readings
at the Academy on 18 and 25 September 1820.2 This second part has been completely translated
to Portuguese.3 To our knowledge there is only a partial English translation of this second part
made by O. M. Blunn.4 The English translation presented here is based upon Blunn’s version.

The translation of the first part of this paper appeared in Chapter 24.

The footnotes by Ampère are indicated by [N. A.], while those introduced by the translators
are indicated by [N. T.]. The number of the original footnotes are indicated by [N. A. m], where
“m” indicates the number of the original footnote introduced by Ampère. The words between
square brackets in the middle of the text have been included by the translator to facilitate the
understanding of some sentences. The beginning of each original page m is also indicated between
square brackets, [page m].

We kept the original numbering of the figures, which follow the numbering of the first part of
this paper.

Although figure 5 is not mentioned explicitly in this paper, it belongs to the original images
included for this work. We therefore present it here.

Probably this figure 5 refers to the instrument mentioned by Ampère on page 193 of the original
article. It would represent a rectangular circuit of sides BC = 30 cm and CD = 60 cm which could
turn freely around the horizontal axis GH . The battery might be connected to the goblets U and
T . Supposing the current to enter at U , it would flow trough the trajectory USABCDEFGQ,
leaving at T and connecting itself to the negative terminal of the battery. Suppose the rectangular
circuit ABCDEF were initially at rest in a horizontal plane, with no current along the circuit. By
closing the circuit, its constant current would interact with the Earth’s magnetism, generating a
torque upon the circuit. The mobile circuit would acquire a new orientation of equilibrium, inclined
relative to the horizontal plane. In this new equilibrium position the plane of the rectangular circuit
would remain orthogonal to the axis of a dip needle. That is, the plane ABCDEF would remain
parallel to the equatorial plane of a magnetized dip needle. With this experiment Ampère would
be reproducing electrodynamically (that is, utilizing only a current carrying circuit, without any
magnet) the magnetic behavior of a dip needle.

1[Hof96, p. 238].
2[Amp20g].
3[CA09b] and [AC11, Chapter 24].
4[Amp65a, pp. 146-154].
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Figure 5.

After this short Introduction we present the English translation of the second part of Ampère’s
first paper on electrodynamics.

25.2 Translation

Continuation of the dissertation on the mutual action between two electric currents, between an
electric current and a magnet or the terrestrial globe, and between two magnets.

[page 170]

25.2.1 Continuation of the First §

The subject of the next paragraphs will be to present the experiments which I made on the mutual
action between an electric current and the terrestrial globe or a magnet, to deduce from these
experiments the consequences which, by considering the magnets as assemblies of electric currents
disposed as I just mentioned,5 reduce this action, like the action between of the Earth upon a
magnet, or the action between two magnets, to the mutual action between two electric currents.
Before this presentation I should complete what I have said about this last action by exposing the
new results which I obtained since the printing of what preceded, and that I communicated to the
Académie des Sciences, in two [page 171] dissertations, one read on 9 October [1820] and the other
on 6 November [1820].

The first experiment attached to those just described was made with the instrument represented
in figure 2.

5[N. T.] In the first part of this work, see Chapter 24.
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Figure 2.

The electric current, arriving in this instrument by the support CA (figure 2), follows initially
the conductor AB, returning by the support BDE. From this support, by the small steel goblet F ,
where I placed a globule of mercury, and inside which turned the steel pivot of the glass axis GH ,6

the current communicated itself to the copper joint I and to the conductor KLMNOPQ, the
extremity Q of which plunged into the mercury which was placed in communication with the other
extremity of the battery. Being everything so arranged, it is clear that, in the situation in which
this conductor is represented and in which I initially placed it, supporting it against the appendix
T of the first conductor, the current of the partMN flowed in opposite sense as regards the current
of AB, whereas when one made [the current] describe a semi-circumference KLMNOPQ, the two
currents flowed in the same sense.

Then the effect I expected was produced. At the moment in which the circuit was closed, the
mobile portion of the instrument turned by the mutual action between this portion and the fixed
conductor AB, until the situation in which the currents, which were initially in contrary senses,
remained in such a configuration in which they were parallel and [flowed] along the same sense.
The acquired speed made the circuit go beyond this last position; but it returned to it, went a
little beyond it, and finished at rest after a few oscillations.

[page 172] I conceive the magnet as an assembly of electric currents in planes perpendicular
to the line joining its poles. This conception made me initially search to simulate its action by
conductors bent into helix, in which each coil represented a current disposed like those of a magnet,
and my first idea was that the obliquity of these coils could be neglected when they had a small
pitch. At that moment I did not realize that as this pitch decreases, the number of these coils,
for a given length, increases in the same rate and that, consequently, as I recognized later on, the
effect of this obliquity remained always the same.

I announced in the dissertation read at the Académie on 18 September [1820], the intention
to have helices built with brass wires in order to simulate the effects of the magnet, whether [the

6[N. T.] The letters G and H do not appear in the original figure of Ampère. A figure with these letters as they
are shown here appears in [Amp64, p. 36].
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effect] of a fixed magnet with a fixed helix, or whether [the effect] of a magnetized needle with a
helix coiled around a glass tube suspended in its center above a very thin tip, like the needle of a
compass.7 I expected not only that the extremities of this helix would be attracted and repelled
like the poles of a [magnetized] needle, by the extremities of a magnetized bar, but also that it
would be directed by the action of the terrestrial globe. I was completely successful as regards
the action of the magnetized bar. But as regards the directive force of the Earth, the apparatus
was not mobile enough, and this force acted [page 173] by a very short lever arm to produce the
desired effect. I only obtained this last effect at a later time, with the aid of instruments which
will be described in the following paragraphs. The brass wire which composed the helix which
I made to be built, coiled around the two glass tubes ACD and BEF (figure 3), prolongs itself
in both portions by returning along the interior of these tubes, and its two extremities leave [the
tubes] at D and F , one extremity, DG, descends vertically, while the other extremity is curved as
seen along FHK. These two extremities are terminated by steel tips which are plunged into the
mercury contained in the two small goblets M and N , and placed in communication with the two
extremities of the battery, the superior tip pressing alone against the bottom of goblet N . I don’t
need to say that, from the two extremities of this needle [made] of electric helix, the extremity
which is found at the right of the currents is the one which presents, as regards the magnetized
bar, the phenomena exhibited by the austral pole of a compass needle, and the other those of the
boreal pole.

Figure 3.

Afterwards I required an instrument to be built similar to that of figure 1,8 in which the fixed
conductor and the mobile conductor were replaced by brass helices surrounding glass tubes, but
whose prolongations, instead of returning inside these tubes, were placed in communication with
the two extremities of the battery, as the straight conductors of figure 1.9 It was by utilizing

7[N. A. 1] Later on I changed this kind of suspension, as explained later on.
8[N. T.] This is the figure 1 of the first part of this paper, see our page 299.
9[N. T.] Ampère did not present any figure to illustrate this instrument. Here we present an im-

age which may help in the understanding of this question, [Blo82, p. 87]. The helices AB and
CD are coiled in the same sense. They are parallel to one another, side by side in a horizon-
tal plane. Helix AB is fixed in the laboratory, while the portion ECDF can turn around a horizon-
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this instrument that I discovered a new fact which initially did not seem to agree with the other
phenomena which I had until then observed in the mutual action between two electric currents,
or between a current and a magnet. Later on I recognized that [page 174] this new fact did not
contradict the set of these phenomena. But in order to explain it [i.e., in order to explain this new
fact], it is necessary to admit as a general law of the mutual action between electric currents, a
principle which I verified up to now only as regards the currents of metal wires bent into helix, but
which I believe to be generally valid, as regards infinitely small portions of electric current, which
one conceives as composing every current of finite length, whether [the electric current] follows a
straight line or a curve.10

In order to have a clear idea of this law, it is necessary to conceive in space a line representing in
magnitude and in direction the resultant of two forces, which are similarly represented by two other
lines, and suppose, in the directions of these three lines, three infinitely small portions of electric
currents, the intensities of which are proportional to their lengths.11 The law at issue consists in the
fact that the small portion of electric current, directed along the resultant, exerts, in any direction,
upon another current or upon a magnet, an attractive or repulsive action equal to what would
result, in the same direction, from the combination of the two portions of current directed along
the components. It is easily conceived why it should be like that when one considers the current
in a conducting wire bent into helix as regards the actions it exerts parallel to the helix’s axis and
along the planes perpendicular to this axis, because then the ratio [rapport] of the resultant and
the components is the same for each infinitely small arc of this curve, together with the ratio of
the actions produced by the corresponding portions of electric currents, [page 175] from which it
follows that this last ratio also exists between the integrals of these actions. Moreover, if the law
at issue is true for two components as regards their resultant, it must also be true for an arbitrary
number of forces as regards the resultant of all these forces, as can be easily seen, by applying [this
law] successively first to two of the given forces, then to their resultant and to another one of these
forces, and always continuing this procedure until arriving at the resultant of all given forces. It
follows from what we have just said as regards the electric currents in wires bent into helices, that
the action produced by the current of each coil is composed of two other actions, of which one
action would be produced by a current parallel to the helix’s axis, represented in magnitude by the
pitch of this coil, and the other [action would be produced] by a circular current represented by
the section perpendicular to this axis along the cylindrical surface over which the helix is located.
As the sum of pitches of all coils, considered parallel to the helix’s axis, is necessarily equal to this
axis, it follows that beyond the other action produced by the transversal circular currents, which
I compared to the [action] of a magnet, the helix produces simultaneously the same action that
[would be produced by] a current of equal intensity which were flowing through its axis.

When the conducting wire which forms the helix is made to return along this axis, by enclosing
it inside a glass tube placed inside this helix in order to insulate it from the coils composing it, the
current of this rectilinear portion of the conducting wire would be in contrary sense to the current
which would correspond to the portion of the helix’s action taking place [page 176] parallel to its

tal axis passing through EF . In this way helix CD can move towards helix AB, or away from it.

10[N. T.] This new principle which Ampère is introducing here, referred by him as a law, has been called Ampère’s
addition law by Hofmann, [Hof96, pp. 246-250]. It is discussed in Subsection 4.2.1.

11[N. T.] In this initial stage of his researches, Ampère presented some concepts which had not yet been completely
clarified. In particular, he did not present a clear distinction between the length of a current element and the current
intensity of this element. But in a paper published in the end of 1820 Gillet de Laumont (1747-1834) replaced
Ampère’s original phrase “infinitely small portions of electric currents, the intensities of which are proportional to
their lengths” by a much more accurate reference to “electric currents of which the attractive or repulsive forces are
proportional to their lengths,” [Lau20, p. 544] and [Hof96, p. 253].
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axis, it will repel what this [equivalent rectilinear portion of the helix’s current] would attract,
and it will attract what it would repel. Therefore, this last action would be destroyed by the
action of the rectilinear portion of the conductor, and from the joint actions of this rectilinear
portion of the conductor with the helix, there would remain only the action of the transverse
circular currents, [an action] perfectly similar to the action of a magnet. This assembly did take
place in the instrument represented in figure 3, although I had not planned its advantages, and for
this reason this instrument presented exactly the effects of a magnet, while the helices for which
the rectilinear portion of conductor did not return inside the axis presented, on the contrary, the
effects of a rectilinear conductor equal to the axis of these helices.12 As the radius of the cylindrical
surfaces over which the helix was located were very small13 in the helices which I utilized, it was the
very effects along the longitudinal sense which were more relevant, and this phenomenon astonished
me before I could discover its cause. I was still searching [for the explanation of this phenomenon],
and wanted, by new experiments, to study all circumstances of this phenomenon, which I had
initially observed in the action of two conductors bent into helices, and later on in the action of
a conductor of this kind and a magnetized needle, when M. Arago observed [this phenomenon] in
this last situation, before I had spoken to him. These helices, in which the wire returns along a
straight line by the axis, will constitute an important research instrument, not only because they
present the same kind of action as the magnets, when the coils have a small pitch, but also because,
when they have a large pitch, we would have a conductor approximately adynamic [adynamique],
to carry to and fro the electric current, without [page 177] being afraid that the currents which
are located in this portion of conductor would alter the effects of other portions of the circuit, of
which we are observing or measuring their action.

It is then possible to simulate exactly the phenomena of the magnet utilizing a conducting wire
coiled like that of figure 4, wherein there is between all portions of the conductor which lie in the
direction of the axis, the same compensation which existed in the helices just mentioned, between
the action of the rectilinear portion of the conductor and the action exerted by the coils in contrary
sense parallel to the helix’s axis.

It is seen that in this instrument the brass wire which returns inside the tube BH is the
prolongation of the wire which forms the circular rings E, F , G, etc., and that each ring is
connected to the next one by a small arc of a helix of which each coil would have a large pitch in
comparison with the radius of the cylindrical surface over which it is located.

As the action exerted parallel to the tube’s axis by these small arcs of helix which are designated
in the figure by the lettersM , N , O, etc., is equal and opposite to the action exerted by the portion
AB of the conductor, there only remains, in this instrument, the actions in planes perpendicular
to the tube’s axis, and those actions produced in these planes by the small arcs M , N , O, etc.
As these last actions are very weak, the effects obtained in the experiments performed with this
instrument will be those due to the rings E, F , G, etc.

Ever since my first researches on this subject, I have sought to find the law governing [page
178] the attractive or repulsive action of two electric currents on variation of the distance between
them and the angles which determine their position. I was soon convinced that this law could not
be found by experiment, because no simple representation could be obtained except by considering
portions of currents of infinitesimal length, and experiments cannot be performed on such currents.
The action of currents with measurable effects is the sum of the infinitesimal actions of these
elements, a sum which can only be obtained by two successive integrations, of which one must be

12[N. T.] That is, when Ampère coiled a helix around a glass tube, without returning the wire along the axis
of the helix, this helix presented the same behavior as that due to a rectilinear current flowing through the
axis of the helix. Ampère concluded that the action of this helix upon another current, could be represented
by the action upon this other current due to two currents, namely, (a) a straight wire having the same length
as the helix and (b) a current flowing azimuthally over the surface of the helix. This can be represented by:

13[N. T.] Radius very small in comparison with the length of the helix.
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Figure 4.

performed over the full extent of one current for the same point of the other, whilst the other must
be performed with respect to the result of the first between the limits set by the first current over
the full extent of the second current. It is only the result of this last integration, taken between
the limits set by the extremities of the second current, that can be compared with experimental
data. Hence, as I said in my dissertation to the Académie on 9 October [1820], these integrations
must be considered before one can determine the interaction of two currents of finite length,
whether rectilinear, or curvilinear, bearing in mind that in a curvilinear current the direction of
the constituent portions is determined at each point by the tangent to the curve which is its path,
and that the action of an electric current on a magnet, or between two magnets, is then found by
regarding, in these two later cases, the magnets as assemblies of electric currents arranged [page
179] in the way I have indicated above. From M. Biot’s splendid experiment, currents which are
in one and the same plane perpendicular to the axis of the magnet, must be regarded as having
the same intensity, since it results from the experiment where he compared the effects produced
by the action of the Earth on two similarly magnetized bars of the same size and shape, of which
one was hollow and the other solid, that the motive force is proportional to the mass and that
in consequence the causes to which it is due act with the same intensity on all particles of one
and the same cross-section perpendicular to the axis, the intensity varying from section to section
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according as these sections are close to or far from the poles. When the magnet is a solid of rotation
about the line joining its two poles, all the currents of one and the same section must be circles.
The calculations for magnets of this shape can be simplified by first calculating the action of an
infinitesimal portion of current on an assembly of concentric circular currents occupying the entire
space enclosed within the surface of a circle, such that the intensities which are attributed to them in
the calculation are proportional to the infinitesimal distance of two consecutive currents measured
on their radius, otherwise the result of integration would depend on the number of infinitesimal
parts into which this radius were divided by the circumference representing the currents, which is
absurd. Since a circular current is attracted in the portion wherever it flows in the same direction
as a current acting on it, and repelled in the portion wherever it flows in the [page 180] opposite
direction, the action on the surface of a circle perpendicular to the axis of a magnet consists of a
resultant [force] equal to the difference between the components of the attractions and repulsions
parallel to this resultant, and of a resultant couple14 which the attractions and repulsions equally
tend to produce. The value of the action is found by integrations with respect to the radii of the
circular currents, which should be taken between zero and the radius of the surface for a solid
magnet, and between the radii of the inside and outside surfaces for a hollow cylinder, and the
result of this operation must then be multiplied:

(1) by the infinitesimal thickness of the cross-section and the overall intensity of the currents
composing it, and

(2) by the intensity and the length of the infinitesimal portion of current which is assumed to
be acting upon it.

The values are thus obtained of the resultant [force] and resultant couple constituting the
elemental action between a circular or crown-shaped section and an infinitesimal portion of this
current.

Having found this value, if it is a question of the interaction of a magnet and a current, whether
curvilinear or rectilinear of finite length, in order to obtain the mutual action, it is only necessary
to perform the integrations which are required for calculation of the resultant [force] and resultant
couple of all the elemental actions between each section of the magnet and each infinitesimal
portion of the electric current.

But if it is a question of the mutual action of two hollow or solid cylindrical magnets, it is
first necessary [page 181] to obtain the value of the interaction between a circular or crown-shaped
section and an infinitesimal portion of electric current in order to deduce, by two integrations, the
interaction between this section and a similar section, regarding this latter section as composed
of circular currents like the first section. The resultant [force] and resultant couple of the mutual
action of two infinitely minute sections are thus obtained and, by new integrations, the same can be
obtained with regard to the action of two magnets under the surfaces of revolution, having on each
occasion first determined by comparison of the calculated and experimental results the relationship
between the distance from each section to one of the magnet poles and the intensity of the section
currents. I have still not finished the calculations connected with the action of a magnet on an
electric current, nor with the interaction of two magnets,15 but only that by which I determined
the mutual action [page 182] of two rectilinear currents of finite magnitude, using the hypothesis
which agrees best with the observed phenomena and the general results of experiments in respect of
the value of the attraction or repulsion which occurs between two infinitesimal portions of electric
currents. At first I did not plan to publish this formula or its diverse applications until I had
been able to compare it with the results of precise measurement. But, having considered all the
circumstances associated with the phenomena, I believe I saw sufficient probability in favor of this
hypothesis to give an outline of it now, and this will be the object of the following paragraphs.

14[N. T.] That is, a resultant torque.
15[N. A. 2] The calculations assume that the presence of an electric current, or of another magnet, changes nothing

in the electric currents of a magnet on which they act. This is never the case with soft iron; but since tempered
steel preserves the modifications which it undergoes, whether in the experiments of M. Arago on the magnetization
of steel by an electric current, or whether in the procedures of ordinary magnetization, it seems to me that when
magnetized steel is in precisely the same state as prior to the action of another magnet or electric current upon it, it
can be inferred that the constituent currents are practically constant in direction and intensity during their action,
for otherwise the modifications which they undergo would not persist after the action had ceased.
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I asked to be constructed, for these experiments, an instrument which I showed on 17 October
[1820], to MM. Biot and Gay-Lussac, and which only differs from the apparatus represented in
figure 1 in the fact that the fixed conductor of this last one was replaced by a conductor connected
to a circle which turned around a horizontal axis perpendicular to the direction of the mobile
conductor, by means of a return pulley [poulie de renvoi], and graduated in such a way that we
could see over the limb the angle formed by the directions of the two currents, in the different
positions which could be done successively to the conductor carried by the graduated circle.

I do not present this apparatus in the figures attached to this dissertation because, in conserving
the same disposition for this last conductor, and in placing the mobile conductor in a vertical
situation, I constructed the apparatus shown in figure 6, as being more appropriate than my
original device for the particular measurements that I had in mind, especially as the support of
the graduated circle, [page 183] besides its movement which allows the moving conductor to be
brought nearer or taken further away, can now also be moved by means of an adjustable screw in
two other ways, namely, vertically, and horizontally transverse to the other two movements. The
first of these three movements is indispensable for measurement by the device, and originally this
was the only possible movement in my first apparatus, the aim of the two additional movements
being to simplify the measurements when the lines joining the midpoints of the two currents are not
perpendicular to them. For this reason I think that the adjustment by hand before the experiment
is preferable to the use of adjusting screws, provided that the support of the graduated circle can
afterwards be fixed in a stable manner in the same position as previously.

Figure 6.

In figure 6 it is represented this new instrument, which I shall explain the construction. If
I speak here of the first [instrument], it is because it was with it that I noticed, for the first
time, the action of the terrestrial globe upon the electric currents, which altered the effects of the
mutual action of the two conductors which I intended to measure. Therefore, I interrupted these
observations, and asked to be constructed the two instruments which fully exhibit this action of
the Earth, and with which I equally produced, with electric currents, the motions corresponding
to the direction of the compass needle in the horizontal plane, following the line of declination, and
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the motion of the dip needle in the plane of the magnetic meridian. These last instruments and
the experiments I made with them will be described [page 184] in the next paragraph, as they were
described in the dissertation which I read to the Académie des Sciences on 30 October [1820]. Let
us return to the apparatus represented in figure 6 designed to measure the action of two electric
currents in all kinds of orientations.

The first of the three movements of the support KFG is made by the adjusting screw M , the
other two movements are made by the connecting piece by which the support is fixed to the block
of wood N which is free to slide horizontally and vertically on the other block of wood O at the
base of the device. A horizontal slot is made in one block and a vertical slot in the other, and at
the intersection of these two slots there is a screw nut Q which serves to arrest the moving piece
on the fixed piece in the desired position. The graduated circle for inclining the attached portion
of conducting wire at any designed angle is revolved by the two return pulleys P and P ′. In order
that there should be no action of the Earth on the moving conductor to combine with the action of
the fixed conductor, the former is made of two equal and opposite parts ABCd and abcDE, with
the shape shown in the diagram. And in order to bring its two extremities into contact with the
extremities of the battery, the moving conductor is interrupted at the angle A of the suspension
piece HH ′ which balances with torsion the attraction or repulsion of the two currents. The branch
BA continues beyond A and the branch DE continues beyond E, both terminating at tips K and
L which are immersed in two small mercury-filled goblets without touching the bottom.

[page 185] The base which supports these two small goblets can be advanced or retreated by
means of the screw nut a, which fixes it in the slot ef . The small goblets can be of iron or platinum.
One of them is placed in communication with one of the two extremities of the battery by the
conductorXU enclosed in a glass tube around which is bent into helix with great coils the conductor
Y V T , terminated by a kind of copper spring, which is supported in T over the circumference of
the graduated circle, where it is in contact with a circle of brass wire communicating with the
branch SS′ of the conductor of which the part SR is destined to act upon the mobile conductor,
and which branch RR′ is connected to a second brass wire over which is supported in Z a spring
ZI similar to the first one, and which communicates, from the side I, with the other extremity
of the battery. It is clear that in turning the graduated circle around the horizontal axis which
supports it, the portion SR of the conductor will turn in a vertical plane, in such a way as to make
any desired angle with the direction of the portion BC of the mobile conductor, upon which it acts
through the glass case inside of which is located this mobile conductor, to prevent the influences
upon it due to air agitations.

In order to measure the attractions and repulsions of two conductors at different distances, when
they are parallel to one another, and when the line which joins their midpoints is perpendicular
to them, one turns the vertical axis to which it is attached the suspension wire, in such a way
that the portion BC of the mobile conductor corresponds to the zero of the scale gh. This can
be obtained by placing it immediately below the bevel which terminates the copper piece m. An
index [page 186] np, attached in n to the support of the graduated circle, marks upon this scale the
distance of the two portions of conductor BC and SR. When it is established the communication
of the two extremities of the circuit with the extremities of the battery, the first portion BC moves
forwards or backwards according as it is attracted or repelled by SR. But we can bring it back to
the position where it was previously, by turning the axis of the suspension wire. The number of
turns and portions of turn indicated by the index r upon the dial pq attached to this axis, gives the
value of the attraction or repulsion between the two electric currents, as measured by the torsion
of the wire.

There is no need to remind physicists who are accustomed to this type of measurement that
owing to continuous variation of current intensity with the energy of the battery, it is necessary
to repeat an experiment at some constant distance in between each experiment so as to know how
the intensity of the currents varies and its value at each instant from the action observed each
time at this constant distance and by the ordinary rules of interpolation. The same approach is
to be adopted to compare the attractions and repulsions when the angle between the two currents
varies if the line joining their midpoints is constantly perpendicular to them. The intermediate
observations, to determine by interpolation the energy of the battery at each instant, are simplified
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since, with the distance between the two portions of conductor BC and SR constant, it is sufficient
to turn the graduated circle in order to return SR each time in the direction parallel to BC. [page
187] Finally, if it is desired to measure the interaction of BC and SR when the line joining their
midpoints is not perpendicular to their direction, the support of the graduated circle is set in the
appropriate position by the screw nut Q which sets it in the desired position in relation to the rest
of the apparatus and then by performing a series of experiments similar to those in the preceding
case, the results obtained in each position of the conductors can be compared with those in the
case when the line joining the midpoints is perpendicular, this comparison being made for one and
the same shorter distance between currents and then for the various other distances. Everything
necessary is thus obtained to see how and up to what point these different circumstances influence
the interaction of the electric currents. There only remains to see if all the results agree with the
calculation of the effects which must be produced in each arrangement from the law acknowledged
to govern the attraction between two infinitesimal portions of electric current.

With the addition of another mobile conductor which has exactly the same suspension, and
which is represented separately in figure 10, where the corresponding parts are designated by the
same letters, I also made this instrument appropriate to measure the torque of the forces which tend
to turn a conductor, by the action of another conductor which makes successively with it different
angles which correspond to different torques. This mobile conductor ABOCDEF has the shape
seen in figure 10, and is suspended [page 188] in the middle of its horizontal superior side, where it
is interrupted between the points A and F , where the two extremities of this conductor have the
two steel tips M and N , which are situated along the same vertical line, and which plunge into the
mercury of the two small goblets of figure 6, without touching the bottom due to the suspension of
the torsion wire. In order to measure the torque produced by a rectilinear conductor, it is placed
inside the glass case very close to the inferior horizontal side CD of the mobile conductor, figure 10,
in such a way that it corresponds to its middle point. Therefore this last mobile conductor turns
by the action of the fixed conductor without the influence of the Earth, as there is a compensation
between the actions exerted by the Earth upon the two equal and opposite halves of the mobile
conductor.16

25.2.2 II. Orientation of Electric Currents by the Action of the Terres-
trial Globe

I did not succeed17 in moving the conducting wire of an electric current by the action of the
terrestrial globe in my first experiments, perhaps not so much by the difficulty in obtaining a
very mobile suspension, but by the fact that, instead of looking in the theory which reduces the
phenomena of the magnet to those of electric currents, the most favorable disposition for this kind
of action, I was concerned with the idea of trying to simulate [page 189] as best as I could the
disposition of the electric currents of the magnet in the arrangement of the currents on which I
wanted to observe the action of the Earth. Only this idea had guided me in the construction of
the instrument represented in figure 3, and it prevented me to realize that it is only through an
indirect manner that this action carries the austral pole of the magnetized needle to the North and
to the bottom, and carries the boreal pole to the South and to the top. [This idea also prevented
me to realize] that the immediate effect of this action is to place the planes perpendicular to the
axis of the magnet, in which are located the electric currents composing it, parallel to a plane
determined by the resultant action of all these [currents] of our globe, and which is, in each place,
perpendicular to the dip needle. It follows from this consideration that the terrestrial action does
not immediately directs a straight line, but a plane. Therefore, what needs to be simulated, is
the disposition of the electricity following the equator of the magnetized needle, and this equator
is a curve which returns in itself, and to see, after this, when an electric current is so disposed,
whether the action of the Earth tends to place the plane where this current is located along a

16[N. T.] We have called this mobile rectangular conductor Ampère’s astatic coil. It is immune to terrestrial
magnetism. The oppositely directed torques produced by the Earth’s magnetic action on the two halves of the
rectangle left it in equilibrium with respect to terrestrial magnetism.

17[N. A. 3] What is contained in this paragraph was read to the Académie royale des Sciences, in the meeting of
30 October [1820].
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Figure 10.

direction parallel to the direction where it tends to place the equator of the magnet, that is, along
a direction perpendicular to the dip needle, in such a way that the current that we try to direct in
this way should [flow] in the same sense as those currents of the magnetized needle which followed
the action of the terrestrial globe.

The magnet receives different motions whether it can only turn in the plane of the horizon
like the needle of a compass, or whether in the plane of the magnetic meridian, as the dip needle
attached to [page 190] a horizontal axis and perpendicular to the magnetic meridian. To simulate
these two motions by imprinting analogous motions to an electric current, it is necessary that the
plane where it [i.e., this current] is located should be, in the first case, vertical like the plane of
the equator of a horizontal magnetized needle, and it should turn around the vertical which passes
through its center of gravity; and, in the second case it should, like the equator of a dip needle,
turn only around a line included in this plane, which must be at the same time horizontal and
perpendicular to the magnetic meridian.

Initially I placed in these two positions a double copper spiral which seemed to me very ap-
propriate to represent the electric currents of the equator of a magnet. And I saw this apparatus
move when I established in it an electric current, precisely like the equator of the needle of a
compass would move in the first case, and in the second case like a dip needle [would move]. But
it also happened with me the same thing which happened to M. OErsted. In his experiments,
the directive force of the electric current which he made to act upon a magnetized needle tended
to place it along a direction which made a right angle with that of the current. But he never
obtained a deflection of one hundred degrees18 leaving the conducting wire in the direction of the
magnetic meridian, because the action of the terrestrial globe, combining with the action of the
electric current, directed the magnetized needle along the resultant of these two actions. In the
experiments performed with the double spiral, the directive force of the Earth was antagonized,
in the first case, by the torsion of the wire to which this instrument was suspended; in the second
case, [page 191] by its weight, because the center of gravity [of this instrument] could not be exactly

18[N. T.] Probably Ampère is referring to 100 grades, that is, one fourth of a total circumference, which is
equivalent to 90o, or to π/2 rad.
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situated in the horizontal line around which turned the double spiral.

I then thought that in multiplying the number of coils composing the spiral, this would not
increase the effect produced by the action of the Earth, as the mass to be moved would increase
proportionately to the motive force, from which I concluded that I would obtain more easily the
same directive phenomena utilizing, in order to represent the equator of a magnetized needle, a
single electric current returning upon itself, and forming a circuit which, if not absolutely closed
as it would be impossible to establish the current in the copper wire, at least letting only a very
small interruption sufficient to make the communication between its two extremities and those of
the battery.

At the same time I realized that the shape of the circuit was indifferent, provided all of its
parts were in the same plane, because it was a plane that it should direct.

Therefore I ordered two instruments to be built. In one of them, the conducting wire has
the shape of a circumference ABCD, figure 7, of which the radius is a little greater than two
decimeters. The two extremities of the brass wire forming this circumference are soldered to the
two copper joints E and F , attached to a glass tube Q, and which has two steel tips M and
N , plunged into the mercury contained in two small platinum goblets O and P , and which only
the superior point N reaches the bottom of goblet P . These two goblets are supported by the
copper joints G and H , which communicate with the two extremities of [page 192] the battery, by
means of two conductors made of brass wire. One [of these two brass wires] is contained inside the
glass tube which supports these two last joints, and serves as a support for the instrument, and
the other forms around this tube a helix of which the coils have a very great pitch in relation to
the diameter of the tube, so that the actions exerted by the two portions of currents which flow
through these conductors in contrary senses neutralize one another almost completely. Under the
glass case which covers this instrument, to protect it from the agitations of air, I placed another
circle made of brass wire, with a diameter a little larger [than the previous one], which is fixed
and sustained by a support similar to the support of the mobile circle, in the situation seen in
the figure. This circle also communicates with two conductors disposed in the same manner, and
which serve to make the electric current pass through it when, instead of observing the action of
the terrestrial globe upon the mobile circle, one wishes to see the effects due to the action of two
circular currents one upon the other, whereas when one wishes to observe the action exerted by
the Earth upon an electric current, this current is passed only through the mobile circle. We are
dealing here only with the action of the Earth. Therefore, I will speak exclusively of the case for
which only the conductors of the mobile circle are in communication with the two extremities of
the battery. Therefore the fixed circle serves only to indicate precisely the vertical plane which is
perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, to which the mobile circle should be carried by the action
of the Earth. In the first place we then place the fixed circle in this plane by means of a compass,
and the mobile circle is placed in another situation which will be, for example, that of the magnetic
meridian itself. Then, [page 193] when an electric current is passed through this mobile circle, it
will turn to place itself in the plane indicated by the fixed circle, but at first it will move beyond
it due to the acquired speed, then it will return, stopping after a few oscillations.

The sense in which this motion takes place depends upon the sense of the electric current
established in the mobile circle. In order to predict this motion in advance, one should consider a
line passing through the center of this circle, and perpendicular to its plane. This line will arrive
in the magnetic meridian when the mobile circle is brought in the plane which is perpendicular to
it. And it will arrive in this place in such a way that the extremity which is at the right of the
current considered as acting upon a point considered at will outside this circle and, consequently,
at the left of an observer who, placed along the sense of the current, looked at the needle, extremity
which represents the austral pole of a magnetized needle, is found in the North side. And this is
enough to determine the sense of motion taken by the mobile circle.19

In the other apparatus, the equator of the dip needle is represented by a rectangle of brass
wire having approximately 3 decimeters in width and 6 decimeters in length.20 Moreover, the
suspension is equal to that of a dip needle. It was with these two instruments that I observed,

19[N. T.] Ampère is referring once more to his imaginary observer, see Footnote 19 on page 297 of this book.
20[N. T.] Probably Ampère is referring to figure 5 of this paper, reproduced on page 304 of this book.
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Figure 7.

in experiments repeated many times, the phenomena of orientation by the action of the Earth,
much more completely than I had observed with the double spiral. With the first [instrument],
the mobile circle is stopped, as I have just said, precisely in the situation in which the action of
the terrestrial globe should carry it [page 194] according to the theory. With the second [instru-
ment], the conductor constantly left a position where I had found, by making it oscillate, that
the equilibrium was stable, in order to reach another situation more or less close to the situation
which the equator of a magnetized needle would take in the same circumstances, and it would
stop there, after a few oscillations, in equilibrium between the directive force of the Earth and the
weight that acted to bend the brass wire, which lowered the center of gravity of the conductor
below the horizontal axis. When the circuit was interrupted, it returned, in this last case, to its
first position or, if it did not return precisely to it, even when it remained sometimes very far
[from this first position], it was evident, from all circumstances of the experiment, that this was
due to the just mentioned curvature [of the wire], which produced, in the position of the center
of gravity, a small alteration which persisted when the current had stopped. In the two cases I
was careful to change the extremities of the conducting wires in relation to the extremities of the
battery, in order to verify that the current that existed here [i.e., inside the battery] was not the
cause of the produced effect, as it would then always happen in the same sense, while this effect
should happen in contrary sense, according to the theory. By maintaining the same extremities in
communication, I also passed, from the right to the left of the instrument, the wires which made the
communication of the mobile conductor with the two extremities of the battery, in order to verify
that the currents of these wires, of which the largest portion was far away from the instrument,
had no perceptible influence upon its motions. I don’t need to say that, in every case, the [page
195] motions take place in the sense in which the equator of a magnetized needle would move.
This means that the extremity of the perpendicular to the plane of the conductor, which is at the
right of the current and, consequently, to the left of a person which looks at it in the situation
described in the first paragraph of this dissertation, is carried to the North in the first case, and
down in the second case, as it would be carried the austral pole of a magnet which is represented
by this extremity. The instrument21 with which I had made this experiment is composed of a brass
wire ABCDEFG soldered at A to a similar piece of wire HAK carried by the glass tube XY by
means of the copper joint H , and to which is fixed a small steel axis which rests above the rim cut

21[N. T.] See figure 5 on page 304 of this book.
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in bevel of an iron blade N over which mercury is placed in contact with this axis. The portion
FG of this brass wire passes through the glass tube and is soldered to the copper joint G, which
supports a small steel axis similar to the other one, and which rests above the rim of another blade
M where there is also mercury. The two iron blades M and N are supported by the bases PQ and
RS, which communicate with the mercury of the boxwood goblets T and U , where are plunged
the two conductors which depart from the two extremities of the battery. In order to prevent the
curvature of the brass wire ABCDEF , the glass tube XY carries, by means of another copper
joint I, a wooden lozenge ZV very light and thin, the extremities of which sustain the center of
the portions BC and DE of the brass wire which are parallel to the glass tube XY .

The mercury interposed in this instrument, and in those which I just described, in all places
where the communication should happen by parts which are not soldered, [page 196] although not
being always necessary, still is the best means known to me in order to assure the success of the
experiments. For instance, twice I had tried without success an experiment which was perfectly
successful when, by trying it a third time, I made a more complete communication by means of a
globule of mercury.

25.2.3 III. The Interaction Between an Electrical Conductor and a Mag-
net

This action that M. OErsted discovered led me to look for the interaction of two electric currents,
the action of the Earth on a current, and how the electricity might produce all phenomena presented
by the magnets, looking for a distribution [of electric currents inside each magnet] similar to that of
a conductor of electric current, with closed curves perpendicular to the axis of each magnet. These
points of view, most of which have only recently been confirmed by experiment, were communicated
to the Académie in its session of 18 September 1820. I will transcribe what I read in this session,
only removing the passages which would represent a repetition of what I just said and, in particular,
those passages where I described the instruments which I then proposed to be built. Since then
these instruments have been built and most of them have been described in the previous paragraphs.
In this way, it is possible to have a better idea of the path I followed in my research of the topics
discussed here.

The experiments which I made on the mutual action of conductors which place in communica-
tion the extremities [page 197] of a voltaic battery, showed me that all facts relative to this action
might be reduced to two general results, which should be initially considered as being done only
by observation, expecting to reduce them to a single principle, as I shall soon try to do. I begin
presenting them in the simplest and most general form.

These results consist, on the one hand, in the directive action of one of these bodies upon the
other; on the other hand, in the attractive or repulsive action established between them, according
to the circumstances.

Directive Action.

When a magnet and a conductor act upon one another, being one of them fixed, while the other
can only turn in a plane perpendicular to the shortest distance between the conductor and the axis
of the magnet, the mobile body tends to move in such a way that the directions of the conductor
and the axis of the magnet form a right angle, and such that the pole of the magnet which normally
points North is at the left of what is ordinarily called the galvanic current, a denomination which
I believe should be changed to that of an electric current, and the opposite pole is at the right [of
the electric current]. It should be understood that the line which measures the shortest distance
between the conductor and the axis of the magnet meets the direction of this axis between the two
poles. In order to keep this statement with the greatest possible generalization, it is necessary to
distinguish two kinds of conductors:

1. In the first place, the battery itself, inside of which the electric current, with the meaning I
give to this word, flows from the extremity where hydrogen is produced in the decomposition
of water, to the extremity where oxygen [page 198] is liberated.
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2. In the second place, the metal wire which connects the two extremities of the battery, and
where we should then consider the same current as flowing, in the contrary, from the extremity
which gives oxygen, to that where hydrogen is developed.

It is possible to combine these two cases under a single definition, by saying that one understands
by electric current the direction according to which the hydrogen and the bases of the salts are
transported by the action of the whole battery, by conceiving this battery composing with the
conductor a single circuit, when this circuit is interrupted in order to place in it water or a saline
solution which this action decomposes. Moreover, everything which I will say about this subject
does not suppose in any way that there is really a current along this direction, and we can consider
it as just a convenient and useful denomination which I utilize here for an electric current.

In the experiments of M. OErsted, this directive action is always combined with the action
exerted by the terrestrial globe upon the magnetized needle, and sometimes it combines itself with
the action which I will soon describe under the denomination of attractive or repulsive action.
This combination leads to complicated results where it is difficult to analyze the circumstances
and recognize the laws.

In order to observe the effects of the directive action of an electric current upon a magnet,
without altering it by these diverse causes, I asked to be constructed an instrument which I
denominated astatic magnetized needle.22

This instrument, represented in figure 8, consists of a magnetized needle AB fixed perpendicu-
larly [page 199] to an axis CD, which one can place in the desired direction, by means of a motion
similar to that of the base of a telescope and of two return screws E and F . The needle so disposed
can only move by turning in a plane perpendicular to this axis, taking care that its center of gravity
is located exactly in this plane, in such a way that before its magnetization one can be assured
that the weight has no action to make it change its position. It is then magnetized, and this
instrument serves to verify that, when the plane in which this needle moves is not perpendicular to
the direction of the dip needle, terrestrial magnetism makes the magnetized needle to tend to take
the direction of that line which, between those lines plotted over the plane, is the closest possible
to the direction of the dip needle, that is to say, the projection of this direction over the same
plane. Afterwards the axis [CD] is placed parallel to the direction of the dip needle. As the plane
where the magnetized needle moves is perpendicular [to the direction of the dip needle], terrestrial
magnetism has no longer any action to direct the magnetized needle which, therefore, remains
completely astatic. The same apparatus has, in the plane of this needle, a graduated circle LMN ,
over which are placed two small glass bars GH and IK, in order to fix the conductive wires, the
directive action of which therefore operates alone, without complications arising from the weight
and from terrestrial magnetism.

The main experiment to be made with this apparatus is to show that the angle between the
directions of the needle and the conductor is always a right one when the directive action acts
alone.

Attractive or Repulsive Action.

This second general result [page 200] consists, in the first place, in the fact that a conductor
connecting the two extremities of a voltaic battery, and a magnet in which the axis makes a right
angle with the direction of the current which takes place in this conductor according to the previous
definitions, attract one another when the austral pole is to the left of the current which acts upon
it, that is to say, when the position is that configuration which the conductor and the magnet tend
to acquire due to their mutual action, and repel one another when the austral pole of the magnet
is to the right of the current, that is to say, when the current and the magnet are maintained in the
situation opposite to that which they tend to give to one another. One can see, by the statement
of these two results, that the action between the conductor and magnet is always reciprocal. In the

22[N. T.] The adjective astatic has the meaning of “having no particular directional characteristics.” In the case
of figure 8, the magnetized needle AB is free to turn in a plane perpendicular to the axis CD. This axis is placed
parallel to a dip needle. In this situation the needle AB will remain at rest in any position. That is, it is not oriented
by terrestrial magnetism, having a neutral equilibrium as regards the magnetic action of the Earth.
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Figure 8.

first place I tried to verify [experimentally] this reciprocity, although it seemed to me self-evident.
It would be superfluous to describe here the experiments which I made to verify this reciprocity.
It is enough to say that they were completely successful.23

The two kinds of action between a magnet and a connective wire, which I have just presented
and considered as simple results of experiments, are sufficient to explain the facts observed by M.
OErsted, and to predict what should happen in analogous cases which have not yet been observed.
They indicate in advance, for example, everything that should happen when an electric current
acts upon the dip needle. I will not present any detail in this respect, as everything that I could
say on this subject stems immediately from the previous statements. I will only say that after
having deduced only the [page 201] first general result from the note of M. OErsted, I deduced
from it the explanation of the magnetic phenomena, based upon the existence of electric currents
in the globe of the Earth and in magnets. This explanation led me to the second general result
and suggested to me, in order to verify it, an experiment which was completely successful. When
I communicated it to M. Arago, he pointed out correctly that only this attraction between a
magnet and an electrical conductor placed at right angles along the direction to which they tend
to place themselves mutually, and this repulsion, in the opposite direction, could justify the results

23[N. T.] The reciprocity of the torque had also been observed experimentally by Ørsted in 1820, [Fra81, pp.
421-424].
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published by the author of the discovery, [that is, Ørsted] in the case in which a galvanic conductor
in a vertical position is brought near a horizontal magnetized needle, and that we could easily
deduce this law, from one of M. OErsted’s experiments, that one which he presented as follows:
Posito autem filo (cujus extremitas superior electricitatem à termino negativo apparatús galvanici
accipit) è regione puncto inter polum et medium acús sito, occidentem versùs agitur.24

Because this motion of the magnetized needle, indicated as taking place whether the conductor
is found at the West or at the East of the needle, is in the first case an attraction, as the austral
pole is at the left of the current, and in the second case it is a repulsion, as it [i.e., the austral pole]
is at the right [of the current].

But by agreeing with the correctness of this observation, it seems to me that the distinction
I made of the two general results of the mutual action between a magnet and a conducting wire
only becomes more important [page 202] to explain what then happens by showing that, in this
case, there is sometimes an attraction and sometimes a repulsion, always according to the law of
the second general result which I just presented, whereas, in the experiment which M. OErsted
presented immediately before in these terms: Quando filum conjungens perpendiculare ponitur è
regione polo acús magneticœ, et extremitas superior fili electricitatem à termino negativo apparatús
galvanici accipit, polus orientem versùs movetur,25 this motion only takes place because the mag-
netized needle takes the direction, as regards the conductor, determined by the first general result,
with all the circumstances which I understood in its statement and, in particular, the observation
which finishes it [i.e., which finishes the statement of the first general result].

I still need to describe the instrument with which I verified the existence of this action between
an electric current and a magnet, which was designated in the preceding pages by the name of
attractive or repulsive action, and I observed the effects without the interference of the directive
action. This instrument, represented in figure 9, is composed of a base ABC of which the arms
BEG and BFH support the connective horizontal wire KL, close to which is suspended a small
cylindric magnetized needle MN , at the extremity C of this base, by means of a silk thread MC,
sometimes by its austral pole and sometimes by its boreal pole.

When first I wanted to find the causes of the new phenomena discovered by M. OErsted, I
reflected that since the order in which two facts are discovered in no way affects any conclusions
which can be drawn from the analogies they present, it might, [page 203] before we knew that a
magnetized needle points constantly from South to North, have first been known that a magnetized
needle has the property of being influenced by an electric current into a position perpendicular to
the current, in such a way that the austral pole of the magnet is carried to the left of the current,26

and it could then have subsequently been discovered that the extremity of the needle which is
carried to the left of the current points constantly towards the North: would not the simplest
idea, and the one which would immediately occur to anyone who wanted to explain the constant
direction from South to North, be to postulate an electric current in the Earth in a direction such
that the North would be to the left of a man who, lying on its surface facing the needle, received
this current in the direction from his feet to his head, and to draw the conclusion that it takes
place from East to West in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic meridian?

This hypothesis becomes even more probable when one pays attention to all known facts. This
current, if it exists, should be compared to the current inside the battery which I showed to act
upon the magnetized needle, as flowing from the copper extremity to the zinc extremity, when a
conductor is established between them, and which would take place even if, the battery forming
a closed current, they [i.e., the extremities] were reunited by a pair similar to the other ones:
because there is probably nothing in our globe which looks like a continuous and homogeneous

24[N. T.] When the connecting wire is placed perpendicularly opposite to a point between the pole and the middle
of the needle, and the upper extremity of the wire receives electricity from the negative end of the galvanic apparatus,
the pole is moved towards the west, [Ørs98b, pp. 415 and 419] and [Oer65, pp. 115 and 116].

25[N. T.] When the connecting wire is placed perpendicularly opposite to the pole of the magnetized needle, and
the upper extremity of the wire receives electricity from the negative end of the galvanic apparatus, the pole is moved
towards the east, [Ørs98b, pp. 415 and 419] and [Oer65, p. 115].

26[N. T.] That is, the austral or North pole of the magnet is carried to the left of Ampère’s imaginary observer.
This observer is placed along the current carrying wire, facing the magnet, with the current penetrating its feet and
leaving by his head. With this orientation the North pole of the magnet tends to move to the left of this observer.
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Figure 9.

conductor. But the diverse substances which compose our globe are precisely in the situation of
a voltaic battery formed by elements disposed at random and that, returning upon itself, would
form like a continuous belt [page 204] around the Earth. The elements so disposed no doubt give
less electric energy than they would offer if they had a regular periodic order. But it would be
necessary to arrange them designedly, in a series of different substances forming a closed curve
around the Earth, in such a way that no current would be flowing in one sense or in the other.
It is found that, according to the arrangement of the substances of the Earth, this current takes
place from East to West, and that it directs everywhere the magnetized needle perpendicularly to
its own direction. This direction marks in this way over the Earth a magnetic parallel, in such a
way that the pole of the needle which should be at the left of the current is found, due to this
current, constantly carried towards the North, and the needle is directed according to the magnetic
meridian.

I should remark on this regard that the effect produced by the English batteries, where one
burns a thin metal wire even with a single pair in which the zinc and the copper plunge into an
acid, proves sufficiently that it is a very narrow supposition to admit the electromotive action only
between the metals, and to consider the interposed liquid merely as conductor. No doubt there
is an [electromotive] action between two metals, Volta demonstrated this in a very complete way.
But does there exist a reason why there is no [electromotive action] between them [i.e., the metals]
and other bodies, or only between these other bodies? Probably there is [this electromotive action]
in the contact between all bodies which can conduct more or less the electricity under a small
tension. But this action is more perceptible in the batteries composed of metals and extended
acids, not only because it seems that these are the substances in which it develops [page 205] with
greater energy, but also because these are the substances which better conduct the electricity.

The several arrangements which we can give to the non metal bodies can not produce an elec-
tromotive action comparable to the action of a voltaic battery composed of metal disks separated
alternately by liquids, due to the small length we can give to our instruments. But a battery that
could make a turn around the Earth no doubt would conserve a certain intensity even if it were
not composed of metals, and when the elements were arranged at random in it; because in a length
so great, it would be necessary to have an arrangement done on purpose in order that the actions
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in a sense were exactly destroyed by the actions in the other sense.

On this subject I should observe that the electric currents in a single body cannot be indepen-
dent from one another, unless these currents were separated by substances which insulated them
completely along all their lengths. But even in this last case, they should influence one another,
as their actions are transmitted through all bodies. When these currents coexist in a globe in
which all portions are continuous, they have a stronger reason to be all directed in the same sense,
following the direction which they tend to receive from the assembly of all electromotive actions
of this globe. Moreover, I am far from believing that it is only in these [electromotive] actions
which reside the cause of the electric currents which are indicated [in the globe of the Earth] by
the direction taken by the magnetized needle in each point over the surface of the Earth. I be-
lieve, instead, that the main cause is totally different, [page 206] as I will have opportunity to say
elsewhere. This cause, moreover, depending upon the rotation of the Earth, would give in each
place a constant direction to the needle, which is against the observation. Therefore, I consider
that the electromotive action of the substances composing the planet we inhabit, should combine
with this general action, and explaining the variations [observed in the direction of the needle] as
the oxidation progress in one or in the other continental region of the Earth.

As regards the diurnal variations, they can be easily explained by the alternate changes of tem-
perature of these two regions during one rotation of the terrestrial globe. These diurnal variations
can even be more easily explained since we have long known the influence of the temperature upon
the electromotive action, and M. Dessaignes has made very interesting observations as regards this
influence of the temperature. It should also be considered between the electromotive actions of
the different parts of the Earth, the action of the magnetized minerals which the Earth contains
and that should, as we have just seen, be considered as the same number of voltaic batteries.
The increase of temperature inside the conductors of electric currents should also happen in the
conductors of the terrestrial globe. Would this not be the cause of this internal heat recently
verified by the reported experiments presented in one of the last sessions of the Académie by one
of its members, whose works on heat have made this part of physics to enter in the domains of
mathematics? And when one realizes that this increase of temperature produces, when the current
is very energetic, a permanent incandescence, accompanied by the most intense light, without com-
bustion or [page 207] loss of substance, should we not conclude that the opaques globes have this
property only due to the small energy of the electric currents established in them, and to discover
in the more active currents the cause of the heat and light of the globes shinning by themselves?

We know that the magnetic phenomena have been explained in the past by currents, but these
currents have been supposed parallel to the axis of the magnet, and in this situation they could
not exist without crossing and destroying one another.27

Now, if electric currents are the cause of the directive action of the Earth, then electric currents
could also cause the action of one magnet on another magnet. It therefore follows that a magnet
could be regarded as an assembly of electric currents in planes perpendicular to its axis, their
direction being such that the austral pole of the magnet, pointing North, is to the right of these
currents28 since it is always to the left of a current placed outside the magnet, and which faces it in
a parallel direction, or rather that these currents establish themselves first in the magnet along the
shortest closed curves, whether from left to right, or from right to left, and the line perpendicular
to the planes of these currents then becomes the axis of the magnet and its extremities make the
two poles. Thus, at each pole the electric currents of which the magnet is composed are directed
along closed concentric curves. I simulated this arrangement as much as possible by bending a
conducting wire in a spiral. This spiral was made from brass wire terminating in two straight
portions enclosed in two glass tubes29 [page 208] so as to eliminate contact and attach them to the
two extremities of the battery.

Depending on the direction of the current, such a spiral is greatly attracted or repelled by the
pole of a magnet which is presented with its axis perpendicular to the plane of the spiral, according

27[N. T.] Ampère is referring to Descartes’s theory of magnetism.
28[N. T.] That is, the austral or North pole of the magnet, pointing approximately towards the North geographic

pole of the Earth, is to the right of Ampère’s imaginary observer. See also Tricker’s book: [Tri65, p. 28].
29[N. A. 4] I have since changed this arrangement as I shall show later.
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as the current of the spiral and of the pole of the magnet flow in the same or opposite directions. In
replacing the magnet by another spiral with its current in the same direction, the same attractions
and repulsions occur.30 It is in this way that I discovered that two electric currents attract each
other when they flow in the same direction and repel each other in the other case.

Figure 11.

Replacing the spirally wound metal wire by another magnet in the experiment on the interaction
between the pole of a magnet and the current in a spiral, the effects are still the same, whether
in attraction or repulsion, in conformity with the law of the known phenomena of a magnet. It is
also evident that all circumstances associated with these phenomena are a necessary corollary of
the arrangement of the component electric currents so that they attract or repel each other.

I built another apparatus in which the conducting wire is bent into a helix around a glass tube.
According to the theory which I made of these kinds of phenomena, this conductor should present,
when the electric current flowed through it, [page 209] an action similar to that of a magnetized
needle or bar, in all circumstances in which these bodies act upon other bodies, or are placed in
motion by terrestrial magnetism.31 I already observed part of the expected effects coming from
the utilization of a conductor bent into a helix, and I have no doubt that the more one varies
the experiments based upon the analogy established by the theory between this instrument and a

30[N. T.] A representation of this instrument with two spirals can be seen in figure 11. This was an extremely
important experiment in the history of physics. It showed for the first time attractions and repulsions between
current carrying wires. This created a new area of physics which Ampère later on called electrodynamics, [Amp22e,
p. 60], [Amp22k, p. 200], [Amp85e, p. 239], [Amp22f, p. 237] and [Amp85d, p. 192]. Recently we reproduced this
fundamental experiment with simple and cheap materials, [ASCC07] and [SCCA07].

31[N. A. 5] When I wrote this, I still did not know well the action exerted by the helix parallel to its axis, and I
believed that we could neglect this action, but this cannot be done. But everything which I say here will be true if
one understands it as being said of a helix in which this action has been destroyed by an opposite rectilinear current,
established inside the glass tube which is surrounded by the coils, so that it remains only the action exerted by each
coil in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the helix, as I explained in the first paragraph of this dissertation.
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magnetized bar, more proofs will be obtained that the existence of electric currents in magnets is
the only cause of all magnetic phenomena.

I completed the reading which I made at the Académie of what I have just transcribed in the
session of 25 September [1820]. I finished this lecture by a summary in which I deduced, from the
facts then presented, the following conclusions:

1. Two electric currents attract one another when they move parallel in the same sense; they
repel one another when they move parallel in opposite senses. [page 210]

2. It follows from this that when the metal wires in which these currents flow can only turn in
parallel planes, each one of the two currents tends to place the other in a situation in which
it is parallel to the first one and directed in the same sense.

3. These attractions and repulsions are absolutely different from the ordinary electric attractions
and repulsions.

4. All phenomena presented by the mutual action between an electric current and a magnet,
discovered by M. OErsted, which I analyzed and reduced to two general facts in the previous
dissertation, read to the Académie on 18 September 1820, follow from the law of attraction
and repulsion of two electric currents, as this law has just been presented, by supposing that
a magnet is only an assembly of electric currents which are produced by an action of the steel
particles upon one another, analogous to that [action] of the elements of a voltaic battery,
and which takes place in planes perpendicular to the line which connects the two poles of
the magnet.

5. When the magnet is in the position which it tends to assume by the action of the terrestrial
globe, these currents [of the magnet] are directed in the sense opposite to the direction of the
apparent motion of the Sun. When the magnet is placed in the contrary position, in such a
way that those of its poles which pointed towards the poles of the Earth are the same species
as these poles of the Earth, the same currents flow in the sense of the apparent motion of
the Sun.

6. The known phenomena which are observed when two magnets act upon one another are
included in the same law. [page 211]

7. The same thing happens as regards the action exerted by the terrestrial globe upon a magnet,
by supposing in it electric currents in planes perpendicular to the direction of the dip needle,
and which move from East to West, below this direction.

8. There is nothing special in one of the poles of a magnet in comparison with the other pole.
The only difference between them is that one of them is at the left and the other at the right
of the electric currents which give the magnetic properties to steel.

9. When Volta proved that the two electricities, positive and negative, of the two extremities
of the battery attracted and repelled one another according to the same laws followed by the
two electricities produced by the procedures known before him, he still had not completely
demonstrated by this means the identity of the fluids placed in action by the battery and
by friction. But this identity was completely demonstrated, as far as a physical truth can
be demonstrated, when he showed that two bodies, of which one had been electrified by the
contact of metals and the other by friction, acted upon one another, in every circumstance,
as if both of them had been electrified with the battery or with the ordinary electric machine.
The same kind of proof is found here as regards the identity of the attractions and repulsions
of electric currents and magnets. I have just shown to the Académie the mutual action
between two currents. The known ancient phenomena related to the mutual action between
two magnets is included in the same law. Beginning with this similarity, we would only prove
that the electric and magnetic fluids are subjected to the same law, as has been known for a
long time, and the only change [page 212] to be made in the ordinary theory of magnetization
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would be to admit that the magnetic attractions and repulsions should not be assimilated to
those which result from the electric tension, but to those attractions and repulsions which I
observed between two currents. The experiments of M. OErsted, in which an electric current
produces further the same effects upon a magnet, prove moreover that the fluids which act
in both cases are the same.

In the session of 9 October [1820], I insisted once again upon this identity of the electricity
and the cause of the magnetic phenomena, by showing that the magnet only has the properties
which characterize it because it is found, in planes perpendicular to the line joining the poles, the
same disposition of electricity which exists in the conductor connecting the two extremities of a
voltaic battery. I designated this disposition by the name electric current, always insisting, in the
dissertations which I read to the Académie, in this aspect, namely, that the identity between the
magnetic parallels and the conductors of a battery of Volta, which I especially wished to establish,
was independent of the conception, whatever it was, which we had of this electric disposition.

In order to demonstrate this identity by direct experiments, which I repeated at the Académie
des Sciences, in the session of 9 October [1820], I asked to be constructed the apparatus of which
I spoke in the first paragraph of this dissertation, and which is represented here in figure 1.32 It is
placed over a base mn to which is attached the framework which supports the glass case intended
to protect the whole apparatus from the small agitations of air. Outside this case, I placed four
boxwood goblets R, S, T and U , [page 213] to be filled with mercury in which plunged the brass
wires passing through the framework over which it rests, and are soldered to the four supports M ,
N , P and Q, of which the first two carry the fixed conductor AB, which can be moved towards
the other [conductor] or away from it, by slipping these supports in the slots I and J , where they
are fixed as desired by means of screws placed below the base, and the other two [supports] P and
Q are terminated by the steel goblets [chapes] X and Y , large enough to retain the globules of
mercury placed there, and where are plunged two steel tips attached to the copper joints E and F ,
inside of which enter the two extremities of a glass tube OZ having in its middle portion another
copper joint to which is soldered a copper tube V inside of which is fixed by friction the stem of
a counter-weight H . This stem is bent, as seen in the figure, in order to change the position of
the center of gravity of the whole mobile portion of the apparatus, by turning the bent stem upon
itself inside the copper tube. One can approach or drive away these supports from one another
by slipping them in the slot KL, where they are fixed at the desired distance, by means of screws
placed below the base. At the two copper joints E and F , are soldered the two extremities of the
brass wire ECDF , of which the portion CD, parallel to AB, is what I named the mobile conductor.

When we wish to utilize this instrument, after fixing the two supports P and Q, at such a
distance that the center of goblets X and Y correspond to the steel tips carried by the joints E
and F , and [fixing] the supports M and N , at the most convenient distance from the two first
supports; these steel tips are placed inside the [page 214] goblets, and the stem of the counter-
weight H is turned, inside the cylinder V , until the mobile conductor rests by itself in the desired
position, being approximately vertical the arms EC and FD which belong to it. Then, if we wish
to show the attraction of two currents when they flow in the same sense, one establishes, by a
brass wire passing below the instrument, the extremities of which are curved in order to plunge
inside the boxwood goblets, like R and U , or S and T , the communication between the opposite
extremities of the two conductors AB and CD, and one communicates the two remaining goblets
with the extremities of the battery, by means of two other brass wires. When we wish to observe
the repulsion, it is necessary that the first brass wire makes the communication between two goblets
like R and S, or T and U , corresponding to the extremities of two conductors situated in the same
side, whereas the extremities of the battery are placed in communication with the two goblets
placed in the opposite side.

These goblets offer, when desired, the means of establishing the electric current in a single
conductor, by plunging the two wires departing from the extremities of the battery inside the
mercury of two goblets which communicate with this conductor. This disposition of four boxwood
goblets arranged in this way, is found in several instruments already described or which I still need

32[N. T.] This is the figure 1 of the first part of this paper, see our page 299.
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to describe, therefore I will explain it here only once in order to avoid unnecessary repetitions, and
I will content myself in representing them in the figures of these instruments, without speaking
about them in the text.

[page 215] To make evident the identity of the currents of connective wires and those which
I assume in magnets, I obtained two small strongly magnetized needles, fixed in the center of a
double brass hook, carrying an arrow which indicated the direction of the current of the magnet. I
represented beside figure 1 one of these needles in front view and the other sideways. The needle was
represented by ab, the double hook by cd and the arrow by ef . By means of the double hook, these
needles adapt themselves, when we wished to place them there, in the conductors AB and CD, in
a situation such that the line joining their poles is vertical, and where the currents, always parallel
to the conductors, are directed as desired in the same sense or in opposite senses. These needles
can be utilized as follows: after producing the attractions and repulsions between the conductors
AB and CD, by passing through both of them the electric current, one passes the electric current
through only one of them, and one places over the other conductor one of the magnetized needles
in the situation just indicated, in such a way that the current which I suppose to exist in the needle
flows at first in the same sense as that current which existed before in the conductor to which it is
adapted. One then observes that the phenomenon of attraction or repulsion, which previously the
two conductors indicated, continues to exist due to what I called the attractive or repulsive action
in the beginning of this paragraph. Then we place the same needle in such a way that its current
is directed in the opposite sense, and one obtains the inverse phenomenon, due to the same action,
precisely as if we had changed the direction of the current which this needle replaces, [page 216]
by communicating, in an opposite order to that order which had been established at first, the two
extremities of the battery with the extremities of the conductor of this current.

Finally, when there is no current in both conductors, and by placing in each one a magnetized
needle always in the same vertical situation in such a way that its axis makes a right angle with
the conductor carrying it, so that its currents should still be parallel to this conductor, we have
once more, according to the known action of two magnets upon one another, the same attractions
and repulsions which did happen when the currents were established in the two conductors, when
the currents in the needles flow both of them in the same sense, or both of them in opposite sense,
relative to the electric currents that they replace, and the inverse phenomena [take place] when
one [of the currents] is in the same sense and the other in the opposite sense. Everything agrees
with the theory based upon the identity between the currents of the magnet and those which are
produced with Volta’s battery.

One can also verify this identity with the instrument represented in figure 2. By replacing the
fixed conductor AB by a magnetized bar situated horizontally in a direction perpendicular to that
of this conductor, and in such a way that the currents of this magnet flow in the same sense as
the electric current established at first in the fixed conductor, one then passes the current only
through the mobile conductor, and one observes that this one turns by the action of the magnet
precisely as it would turn in the experiment in which the current had been established in the two
conductors, and in which there was no magnetized bar. It was with the goal to attach this bar,
that [page 217] I connected to this apparatus the support XY , terminated in Y by the box Z open
in both ends where one fixes the magnet in the position which I have just explained by means of
the pressure screw V .

As regards the apparatus represented in figure 9,33 one can see by this figure that the means
of communication with the extremities of the battery, and the mode of suspension of the mobile
conductor, are more or less the same as in the instrument which is represented in figure 1, these
two instruments differ only in this aspect, namely, in the apparatus of figure 9, the two conductors
A and B are folded in spiral, and the mobile conductor B is suspended to a vertical glass tube CD.
This tube is terminated inferiorly at the center of the spiral forming this conductor, and receives
in its interior the extension of the brass wire of this spiral. This extension arrives in D, at the top
of the tube, being soldered there to the copper joint E, which carries the copper tube V inside
of which enters by friction the counter-weight H , and a steel tip L which one plunges into the
globule of mercury of goblet [chape] Y , whereas the other extremity of the same brass wire, before

33[N. T.] Ampère probably was referring here to figure 11 and not to figure 9.
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surrounding the tube CD like a helix, is soldered to the copper joint D, to which is attached the
other steel tip K meant to be also plunged into the globule of mercury placed inside the goblet X .
These two goblets are made of steel, to prevent their damage by the mercury. The tips rest over
their concave surface as in the instrument represented in figure 1.

Here would be the place to speak of another kind of action of electric currents upon steel, that
action by which they communicate to steel the magnetic properties, and to [page 218] show that
all circumstances of this action, which we owe to M. Arago, represent as many proofs of the theory
exposed in this dissertation relative to the electric nature of the magnet. It seems to me that
these evidences complete this theory. In order not to omit anything which is known about the
mutual action between connective wires and magnets, I could also speak of the most interesting
experiments communicated to the Académie in a dissertation that a physicist full of sagacity, M.
Boisgiraud, read in the session of 9 October 1820. One of these experiments does not leave any
doubt as regards an important point of the theory of the mutual action between a connective wire
and a magnet, by proving that this action takes place between the connective wire and all the slices
perpendicular to the line connecting the two poles of the small magnet over which it acts, and does
not develop with greater energy upon the poles of this magnet, as it happens when one observes the
action which the several points of the length of a magnetized bar exert upon a small needle. But
the discoveries of M. Arago were exposed by himself in this journal, and I hope that M. Boisgiraud
will soon publish his experiments, and that I will have the opportunity, in a second dissertation34

in which I will occupy myself with the mathematical theory of the phenomena presented by the
electric currents, to deduce from it, as evidences of the exactness of this theory, the consequences
which follow naturally from the facts which he observed.

END OF THE SECOND PART OF AMPÈRE’S FIRST PAPER ON ELECTRODYNAMICS.

34[N. A. 6] What I have to say about the mutual action between two magnets is less composed of new facts, and
more composed of calculations by means of which we reduce this action to the action between two electric currents.
Therefore, it seems to me that I should include in this second dissertation the paragraph in which I proposed
myself to examine the laws according to which this action is exerted, and to show that these laws are a necessary
consequence of the cause which I assigned it in the conclusions which I read to the Académie on 25 September
[1820].
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Chapter 26

Introduction to Ampère’s Théorie

Ampère’s masterpiece was published in November, 1826: Théorie des phénomènes électro-dynamiques,
uniquement déduite de l’expérience.1

In the first paragraph Ampère mentioned that the Théorie was based on a collection of papers
delivered at the Academy of Sciences of Paris on the meetings of 4 and 26 December 1820, 10 June
1822, 22 December 1823, 12 September 1825 and 21 November 1825.2

26.1 The Cases of Equilibrium Discussed in the Théorie

The Théorie is developed deductively. Instead of presenting his several experiments and the varied
theoretical procedures he had originally utilized in order to arrive at his force between current
elements, he decided to present a mature and refined work. He utilized only four cases of equilibrium
in order to obtain his main results. He included long and almost literal copies of sections of his
main works published between 1824 and 1825.3

In the Théorie, Ampère obtained the final expression for his force between current elements
by deducing it from only four cases of equilibrium.4 The first one was the case of equilibrium of
anti-parallel currents, figure 4.19, discussed in Subsection 4.3.4. The second one was the case of
equilibrium of the sinuous wire, figure 4.17, discussed in Subsection 4.3.3. This second case of
equilibrium allowed him to describe the force between two current elements as a sum of the forces
acting between the orthogonal components of these elements projected along three orthogonal axes.
He then utilized the first case of equilibrium and the principle of symmetry, described in Subsection
4.2.2, in order to eliminate the forces between the components of these current elements which
were orthogonal to one another. With these two cases of equilibrium he arrived at equation (2.1),
without specifying the numerical values of the constants n and k. The third case of equilibrium
discussed in the Théorie was that of the non existence of tangential force, figure 10.14, discussed
in Section 10.4. This case of equilibrium allowed him to arrive at equation (7.34), relating the
constant n with the constant k. The fourth and last case of equilibrium discussed in the beginning
of the Théorie was that of the law of similarity, figure 10.19, discussed in Section 10.5. It gave him
the value n = 2. Utilizing then equation (7.34), he obtained k = −1/2 and his final formula given
by equation (7.36).

Two extremely important experiments performed previously by Ampère do not appear in any
figure of the Théorie, namely, Ampère’s balance and the case of equilibrium of the non existence of

1[Amp26f].
2Complete references of these works: [Amp20e], [Amp20f], [Amp85j], [Amp85m], [Amp20c], [Amp21b], [Amp22p],

[Amp85p], [Amp24c], [Amp24f], [Amp24e], [Amp85f], [Amp25d], [Amp25c], [Amp25e], [Amp25g], [Amp26e],
[Amp26b], [Amp87c] and [Amp87f].

3In particular: [Amp24c], [Amp24f], [Amp24e], [Amp85f], [Amp25d], [Amp25c], [Amp25g], [Amp26e], [Amp26b],
[Amp87c] and [Amp87f].

4[Amp26f], [Amp23c] and [Amp90].
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continuous rotation. The first experiment on the attraction and repulsion between parallel straight
wires carrying steady currents was discussed in Subsection 3.6.2, appearing in our figure 3.10. This
is Ampère’s most famous experiment. It is at the basis of the construction of the current balance
(or Ampère balance) appearing in most university physics courses for the precise measurement of
electric current intensities. This experiment appeared in the only figure of the first part of Ampère’s
first paper on electrodynamics.5 The case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous rotation,
discussed in Subsection 7.3.2 and presented in figure 7.16, was the crucial experiment with which
Ampère obtained for the first time the correct numerical value of his constant k, namely, k = −1/2.

5[Amp20d] and [CA07d].



Chapter 27

Comparison of the Théorie

Published in 1826 with the Théorie

Published in 1827

27.1 Similarities and Differences

We now compare two versions of Ampère’s masterpiece, the book Théorie. One of them was
published as a monograph in November of 1826.1 The other version was published in the volume 6
of the Memories of the Academie Royale des Sciences relative to the year 1823.2 Despite this date,
this version of Ampère’s work was only published in 1827. Both works mention that a specific final
section was written on 30 August, 1826.3

This work of 1827 was reissued in 1883, 1887, 1958 and 1990.4 The page numbering of the
works published in 1827 and 1990 coincide with one another. The same does not happen with the
editions of 1883, 1887 and 1958.

The title of the 1826 version reads as follows: Théorie des phénomènes électro-dynamiques,
uniquement déduite de l’expérience. The title of the 1827 version is slightly different, including
the word mathématique, namely: Mémoire sur la théorie mathématique des phénomènes électro-
dynamiques uniquement déduite de l’expérience. As discussed below, we believe that the 1826
version was written later than the 1827 edition, despite the publication dates. Probably Ampère
realized that in physics we normally understand the theory of a set of phenomena as a mathematical
theory. As the word “mathematical” is normally implicit in the meaning of a physical theory, he
decided to drop this word from the title as being unnecessary.

One difference between these two versions is that only the work of 1826 included a table of
contents dividing the text into Sections, Topics or Subjects (see Section 29.1 up to Section 29.26 of
Chapter 29). This table of contents did not appear in the 1827 version. In the English translation
presented here we included this table of contents. It facilitates the orientation of the reader.

The text of these two versions is exactly the same, except for the different pagination and by
the termination of a single paragraph (see footnote 8 in our page 351).

A significant difference between these two versions appears in the Notes or Appendices included
at the end of both works. There are five Notes in the 1826 edition and four Notes in the 1827 edi-
tion.5 As these Notes present some differences, we decided to translate both of them, as presented
in Chapters 30 and 31. The Notes published in 1826 were reprinted in 1887, with a different pagi-

1[Amp26f].
2[Amp23c].
3See our page 476, corresponding to pages 196 and 368 of the 1826 and 1827 versions, respectively, [Amp26f, p.

196] and [Amp23c, p. 368].
4[Amp83], [Amp87d], [Amp58] and [Amp90].
5[Amp26f, pp. 202-222] and [Amp23c, pp. 374-387].
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nation.6 The Notes published in 1827 were reprinted in 1858 and 1883, with a different pagination
from that appearing in the 1827 edition.7 The 1827 Notes were also reprinted in 1990, with the
same pagination as the 1827 edition.8

We point out here the main similarities and differences between these Notes.

The first Note of 1826 is almost identical to the first Note of 1827, except for the final portions.
The 1826 Note finishes with a paragraph, see our pages 483 and 484, in which Ampère described
some limitations of the experiment of the case of equilibrium of the non existence of tangential
forces discussed in our Section 10.4. Nowadays these limitations are no longer relevant due to the
fact that the experimental configuration of this apparatus was greatly improved by Albert von
Ettingshausen by supporting the bar QO connected to the arch AA′ of figure 10.14, appearing in
our page 182, by a bifilar suspension.9 This final paragraph does not appear in the first Note of
1827. The text appearing at the end of the first Note of the 1827 edition appears in our page 501.

In any event, it is relevant to know if Ampère’s final words were those appearing in the 1826
Note, recognizing the problems with this crucial experiment, or those of the 1827 Note, in which
he did not mention these problems. It seems to us that his final words were those presented in
1826. In Section 27.2 we present detailed arguments supporting our point of view.

There is a difference between the last paragraphs of the second Notes of the 1826 and 1827
versions of the Théorie.10 In the 1827 edition, the final portion of the second Note presents some
information. This information is enlarged and developed in much more detail in a third Note
appearing in the 1826 edition, as can be seen in our Section 30.3. This third Note of the 1826
version does not appear in the 1827 version. Therefore, the 1827 edition contains only four Notes,
while the 1826 edition has five Notes.

The fourth Note of the Théorie published in 1826, Section 30.4, is identical to the third Note
of the Théorie published in 1827, Section 31.3.

The fifth and final Note published in 1826 is almost identical to the fourth and final Note
published in 1827. They differ only in the final portions. The information appearing in the 1826
version is much more detailed than the information appearing in the 1827 version. In our book
the different relevant final portions appear between pages 495 and 497 for the 1826 version and
between pages 508 and 510 for the 1827 version.

27.2 Ampère’s Final Words

The differences between the Notes of the Théorie published in 1826 and 1827 raise a relevant
question. Which version corresponds to Ampère’s final words?

This question has not yet been solved by the specialists who studied Ampère’s works. Grattan-
Guinness did not reach a conclusion on which version was first written.11 Hofmann mentioned that
the initial version was written for the Memoirs of the French Academy of Science, being published
in 1827, while the final version was published in November of 1826.12 Blondel, on the other hand,
believed that the initial version was the one published in 1826, while the final one was published in
1827.13 Maybe Blondel reached this conclusion judging from the publication dates of both versions.

After considering in detail several aspects, we concluded that Ampère’s final words are contained
in the Théorie published in 1826. That is, the initial version was delayed in publication, appearing
only in 1827,14 while the final version was published earlier, in 1826.15 We list here some arguments
which led us to this conclusion.

6[Amp87d, pp. 174-190].
7[Amp58, pp. 152-164] and [Amp83, pp. 152-164].
8[Amp90, pp. 374-387].
9[Amp87d, Note 2 by Joubert on pp. 17-18], [Blo82, Note 27, p. 148], [Ett78a], [Ett78b] and [Ett79].

10See our pages 485 and 502.
11[GG91, p. 126].
12[Hof96, p. 336].
13[Blo82, pp. 67-68 Note 30, pp. 147-148 and p. 191 reference 57].
14[Amp23c].
15[Amp26f].
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• Ampère used to publish the same paper in a journal, as separate brochure and in collections
of his works. He paid for the publication of these brochures from his own pocket, printing
a great number of copies that he distributed to his colleagues. Many times he included
extra material in the separate brochure or in the collection of his works, although the ti-
tle remained the same as in the original publication. Sometimes the texts with additional
material were published faster than the original journal or periodical. This procedure cre-
ated problems for the scientists studying his works. Several examples of this procedure were
listed by Blondel in her book and in the site on Ampère and the history of electricity.16 We
quoted several examples in this book as, for instance: [Amp20a] and [Amp20b]; [Amp21d]
and [Amp22x]; [Amp22e] and [Amp22f]; [Amp22p] and [Amp22y]; [Amp22s], [Amp22j] and
[Amp22k]; [Amp22l] and [Amp22c]; [Amp22g], [Amp22h], [Amp23a] and [Amp22i]; [Amp25d]
and [Amp25e].

• It was common in Ampère’s time, remaining so even today, that the scientific journals and
periodicals were published with delay. Even volume VI of the Mémoires de l’Académie des
Sciences de l’Institut de France in which Ampère published his masterpiece, which is relative
to the year 1823, was only published in 1827. Moreover, although this volume is relative to
the year 1823, Ampère’s text refers to papers published between 1820 and 1825. At the end
of the text he mentioned the date of writing as August 30, 1826, see our page 476.17 Maybe
Ampère sent this work for publication between August and November 1826, although it was
only published in 1827.

• A systematic comparison between the figures of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie
shows that most differences are improvements incorporated only in the publication which
took place in 1826. These changes are detailed in the following footnotes of our translation:
104, 107, 108, 124, 165, 169 and 207 (see our pages 379, 380, 380, 387, 412, 414 and 428,
respectively). We illustrate one of these improvements in figure 27.1 showing at the left side
the image of the 1827 version and at the right side the image of the 1826 edition, in which
the arrows were included to indicate the direction of the current.

Figure 27.1: Figure 16 of the Théorie published in 1827 (left side) and 1826 (right side).

• The table of contents dividing the Théorie into sections, topics or subjects, as shown in
Sections 29.1 up to 29.26 of Chapter 29, appeared only in the 1826 version. Ampère probably
included this table of contents to facilitate the orientation of the readers, after perceiving the
size and complexity of his final work. It seems to us that he included this table of contents in
the published version of 1826, after the work had been completed. The first version, although
published only in 1827, appeared without this table of contents. This hypothesis seems more
natural to us than to assume that he published the work with this table of contents in 1826,
deciding to remove it in the later edition published in 1827.

• The first item in the errata of the Théorie published in 1827 was incorporated in the text of
the version published in 1826, as can be seen on footnote 2, in our page 350.

16[Blo82, pp. 187-192] and [Ampa, Publications d’Ampère].
17[Amp23c, p. 368].
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• There are some identical typographical errors in the texts of the Théorie published in 1826
and 1827 which were corrected only in the errata of the 1826 edition. Probably Ampère
only realized the existence of these errors after sending the first version for publication in the
Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences of Paris, published in 1827. These errors are indicated in
the footnotes 83, 158 and 173 of our pages 374, 405 and 416, respectively. This fact supports
once more the hypothesis that the 1826 version came later than the 1827 edition.

• There is an identical typographical error in both versions of the Théorie relative to the
closing parenthesis of an equation. This mistake was corrected in the 1827 errata. However,
when correcting this mistake, the errata introduced another mistake in one of the fractions
appearing in this equation. The 1826 errata corrects not only the closing parenthesis, but
also then new mistake introduced in the 1827 errata, as can be seen in the footnote 142 of
our page 397). Therefore the 1826 errata came later than the 1827 errata.

• There is another fact which seems to us a definitive proof in favour of the hypothesis that
Ampère’s final words are those of the 1826 version of the Théorie. Between his manuscripts,18

we found the last printed page of the 1827 version of the Théorie including some handwritten
corrections which were incorporated in the Théorie published in 1826. Figure 27.2 shows the
last page of the Théorie published in 1827,19 figure 27.3 shows the manuscript containing the
corrections to this page,20 while figure 27.4 shows the last page of the Théorie published in
1826 in which these handwritten corrections were incorporated by Ampère.21

We then conclude that the initial version of the Théorie was delayed in publication, appearing
only in 1827.22 The final version was published earlier, in 1826. Therefore, Ampère’s final words
on electrodynamics are contained in the Théorie published in 1826.23

18[Ampc, carton 9, chemise 172].
19[Amp23c, Amp90, p. 387].
20[Ampc, carton 9, chemise 172].
21[Amp26f, p. 222].
22[Amp23c].
23[Amp26f].
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Figure 27.2: Last page of the Théorie published in 1827.
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Figure 27.3: Handwritten corrections of the last page of the Théorie published in 1827 shown in
figure 27.2.
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Figure 27.4: Last page of the Théorie published in 1826 incorporating the corrections appearing
in figure 27.3.
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Chapter 28

Observations about the English
Translation

To our knowledge the first complete translation of Ampère’s Théorie1 was made to the Portuguese
language.2 There are two English translations known to us, a partial one made by Blunn3 and a
complete made by Godfrey.4 The translation presented here is based on the works of Blunn and
Godfrey.

We indicate all original page numbers between square brackets, [pages m and n], in order to
facilitate the comparison with the original versions or the location of any specific passage. In this
case pagem corresponds to the Théorie published in 1826,5 while page n corresponds to the version
published in 1827, which has the same pagination as the 1990 edition of the Théorie.6

In both versions of the Théorie published in 1826 and 1827, the figures are not included sep-
arately in the middle of the text, being collected at the end of the work in two plates for each
version. The two plates of the 1826 version, for instance, are shown in our figures 28.1 and 28.2,
respectively.7

1[Amp26f] and [Amp23c].
2[Cha09] and [AC11].
3[Amp65b].
4[Amp12].
5[Amp26f].
6[Amp23c] and [Amp90].
7[Amp26f].
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Figure 28.1: First plate of the 1826 version of the Théorie containing the first half of its figures.
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Figure 28.2: Second plate of the 1826 version of the Théorie containing the second half of its
figures.
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In our complete translation we scanned in high definition all original figures of the 1826 version
of the Théorie. The images were then separated and inserted when first quoted in the text. In this
way we hope to facilitate the reading of Ampère’s text.

We made a systematic comparison between the figures of both versions of the Théorie, namely,
those of 1826 and 1827. The differences between the analogous figures were pointed out in footnotes
along the translation.

All 44 figures of the Théorie were also redrawn with a graphic software, being included in
Appendix A. We could then prepare images with lines well defined, including large and visible
letters. These figures should be considered only as a complement to the original images.

All words between square brackets in the middle of the text, [ ], were included by the translators
in order to facilitate the comprehension of some sentences.

The footnotes by the author, Ampère, are indicated by [N. A.], while those introduced by the
translators are indicated by [N. T.].

We now present the complete and commented English translation of Ampère’s masterpiece, the
Théorie.



Part VIII

Complete and Commented English
Translation of Ampère’s Main

Work on Electrodynamics
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Chapter 29

Theory of Electrodynamic
Phenomena Uniquely Deduced
from Experiments

Figure 29.1: Cover of the Théorie published in 1826.
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Figure 29.2: Cover of the Mémoires de l’Académie royale des Sciences de l’Institut de France in
which the Théorie was published in 1827.
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Figure 29.3: First page of the Théorie published in 1826.
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Theory of Electrodynamic

Phenomena Uniquely Deduced

from Experiments

[Pages 3 and 175]1

Work collecting the papers delivered at the Académie royale des Sciences by Ampère on the 4 and
26 December 1820, 10 June 1822, 22 December 1823, 12 September and 28 November2 1825.3

29.1 Exposition of the Path Followed in Research into the

Laws of Natural Phenomena and the Forces that They
Produce

The new era in the history of science marked by the works of Newton,4 is not only the age of
man’s most important discoveries in the causes of natural phenomena, it is also the age in which
the human spirit has opened a new highway into the sciences which have natural phenomena as
their object of study.

Until Newton, the causes of natural phenomena had been sought almost exclusively in the
impulsion of an unknown fluid which entrained particles of materials in the same direction as its
own particles; wherever rotational motion occurred, a vortex in the same direction was imagined.5

Newton taught us that motion of this kind, like all motions in nature, must be reducible by
calculation to forces acting between two material particles along the straight line between them such
that [pages 4 and 176] the action of one upon the other is equal and opposite to that which the latter
has upon the former and, consequently, assuming the two particles to be permanently associated,
that no motion whatsoever can result from their interaction. It is this law, now confirmed by
every observation and every calculation, which he represented in the last of the three axioms at

1[N. T.] The beginnings of the pages are indicated by “[pages m and n].” The number m refers to the Théorie
published in 1826, [Amp26f], while page n refers to the Théorie published in 1827, [Amp23c]. This last pagination
coincides with the 1990 edition, [Amp90].

2[N. T.] The 1827 version of the Théorie presents the date “21 novembre” instead of “28 novembre.” But in an
errata which appears at the end of the work published in 1827 it is mentioned that this last date is the correct one.
This correction was implemented in the 1826 edition.

3[N. T.] Complete references of these works: [Amp20e], [Amp20f], [Amp85j], [Amp85m], [Amp20c], [Amp21b],
[Amp22p], [Amp85p], [Amp24c], [Amp24f], [Amp24e], [Amp85f], [Amp25d], [Amp25c], [Amp25e], [Amp25g],
[Amp26e], [Amp26b], [Amp87c] and [Amp87f].

4[N. T.] Isaac Newton (1642-1727) published in 1687 his book Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy,
also known by its first Latin name, Principia, [New34] and [New52a]. The Opticks was published in 1704, [New52b]
and [New79]. These two books have already been translated to Portuguese, [New96], [New90] and [New08b].

5[N. T.] Ampère is referring here to the conceptions of René Descartes (1596-1650). An analysis of Descartes’s
works on gravitation and magnetism can be found at [Whi73, pp. 3-11 and 33-35].
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the beginning of the Philosophiæ naturalis principia mathematica.6 But it was not enough to rise
to the conception, the law had to be found which governs the variation of these forces with the
positions of the particles between which they act, or, what amounts to the same thing, the value
of these forces had to be expressed by a formula.

Newton was far from thinking that this law could be invented from abstract considerations,
however plausible they might be. He established that this law must be deduced from observed
facts, or preferably, from empirical laws, like those of Kepler,7 which are only the generalized
results of a great number of particular observations.8

To observe first the facts, varying the conditions as much as possible, to accompany this with
precise measurement, in order to deduce general laws based solely on experience, and to deduce
therefrom, independently of all hypothesis regarding the nature of the forces which produce the
phenomena, the mathematical value of these forces, that is to say, to derive the formula which
represents them, such was the road which Newton followed. This was the approach generally
adopted by the learned men of France to whom physics owes the immense progress which has
been made in recent times, and similarly it has guided me in all my research [pages 5 and 177]
into electrodynamic phenomena. I have relied solely on experimentation to establish the laws of
the phenomena and from them I have derived the formula which alone can represent the forces
which are produced; I have not investigated the possible cause of these forces, convinced that all
research of this nature must proceed from pure experimental knowledge of the laws and from the
value, determined solely by deduction from these laws, of the individual forces in the direction
which is, of necessity, that of a straight line drawn through the material points between which
the forces act. That is why I shall refrain from discussing any ideas which I might have on the
nature of the cause of the forces produced by voltaic conductors, though this is contained in the
notes which accompany the Exposé sommaire des nouvelles expériences électromagnétiques faites
par plusieurs physiciens depuis le mois de mars 1821,9 which I read at the public session of the
Académie des Sciences, 8 April 1822; my remarks can be seen in these notes on page 215 of
my recueil d’Observations électro-dynamiques.10 It does not appear that this approach, the only
one which can lead to results which are free of all hypothesis, is preferred by physicists in the
rest of Europe like it is by Frenchmen; the famous scientist11 who first saw the poles of a magnet
transported by the action of a conductor in directions perpendicular to those of the wire, concluded
that electrical matter revolved about it and pushed the poles along with it,12 just as Descartes
made the matter of his vortices revolve in the direction of planetary revolution. Guided by the
principles [pages 6 and 178] of Newtonian philosophy, I have reduced the phenomenon observed by
M. Oerstedt, as has been done for all similar natural phenomena, to forces acting along a straight
line joining the two particles between which the actions are exerted; and if I have established
that the same arrangement, or the same movement of electricity, which exists in the conductor is
present also round the particles of magnets, it is certainly not to explain their action by impulsion
as with a vortex, but to calculate, according to my formula, the resultant forces acting between
the particles of a magnet and those of a conductor, or of another magnet, along the lines joining

6[N. T.] Newton’s third “Axiom or Law of Motion,” [New34]: “To every action there is always opposed an equal
reaction: or, the mutual actions of two bodies upon each other are always equal, and directed to contrary parts.”

7[N. T.] Johannes Kepler (1571-1630). He presented three laws of planetary motion which have been expressed as
follows by Symon, [Sym71, p. 135]: “1. The planets move in ellipses with the sun at one focus. 2. Areas swept out
by the radius vector from the sun to a planet in equal times are equal. 3. The square of the period of revolution is
proportional to the cube of the semimajor axis.” The first two laws were discovered in the period 1601-1606, being
published in 1609, while the third law was discovered in 1618, being published in 1619. An excellent discussion of
Kepler’s work can be found in [Koe73].

8[N. T.] The 1826 edition of the Théorie ends this paragraph with the following words: “ne sont que les résultats
généralisés d’un grand nombre d’observations particulières.” The 1827 edition, on the other hand, had finished this
paragraph as follows: “ne sont que les résultats généralisés d’un grand nombre de faits.” In Tricker’s book the final
portion of this paragraph has been translated as follows, [Amp65b, p. 156]: “which are only the generalized results
of very many facts.”

9[N. T.] This work was published originally in 1822, [Amp22s], being reprinted in [Amp22k] and [Amp85e].
10[N. T.] Collection of Observations in Electrodynamics. Ampère’s notes were published originally in the Recueil

and are reprinted in Joubert’s Collection of Papers related to Physics, [Amp22q, p. 215] and [Amp85m, p. 250],
respectively. There is a partial English translation of these notes in [Can80].

11[N. T.] H. C. Ørsted.
12[N. T.] See our discussion of this topic in Section 11.1.
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the particles in pairs which are considered to be interacting, and to show that the results of the
calculation are completely verified by (1) the experiments of M. Pouillet13 and my own into the
precise determination of the conditions which must exist for a mobile conductor to remain in
equilibrium when acted upon, whether by another conductor, or by a magnet, and (2) by the
agreement between these results and the laws which Coulomb14 and M. Biot15 have deduced by
their experiments, the former relating to the interaction of two magnets, and the latter to the
interaction between a magnet and a conductor.

The principal advantage of formulae which are derived in this way from general facts gained from
sufficient observations for their certitude to be incontestable, is that they remain independent, not
only of the hypotheses which may have aided in the quest for these formulae, but also independent
of those which may later be adopted instead. The expression for universal attraction from the
laws of Kepler16 is completely independent of the hypotheses which some writers have advanced
to justify [pages 7 and 179] a mechanical cause to which they would ascribe it. The theory of
heat is founded on general facts which have been obtained by direct observation; the equation
deduced from these facts, being confirmed by the agreement between the results of calculation and
of experiment, must be equally accepted as representative of the true laws of heat propagation by
those who attribute it to the radiation of caloric molecules as by those who take the view that the
phenomenon is caused by the vibration of a diffuse fluid in space; it is only necessary for the former
to show how the equation results from their way of looking at heat and for the others to derive
it from general formulae for vibratory motion; doing so does not add anything to the certitude of
the equation, but only substantiates the respective hypotheses. The physicist who refrains from
committing himself in this respect, acknowledges the heat equation to be an exact representation
of the facts without concerning himself with the manner in which it can result from one or other
of the explanations of which we are speaking; and if new phenomena and new calculations should
demonstrate that the effects of heat can in fact only be explained in a system of vibrations, the
great physicist17 who first produced the equation and who created the methods of integration to
apply it in his research, is still just as much the author of the mathematical theory of heat, as
Newton is still the author of the theory of planetary motion, even though the theory was not as
completely demonstrated by his works as his successors have been able to do in theirs.

It is the same with the formula by which I represented [pages 8 and 180] the electrodynamic
action. Whatever the physical cause to which the phenomena produced by this action might be
ascribed, the formula which I have obtained will always remain the true statement of the facts.
If it should later be derived from one of the considerations by which so many other phenomena
have been explained, such as attractions in inverse ratio to the square of the distance, those which
become imperceptible at all appreciable distance between particles between which these forces are
exerted, the vibration of a fluid in space, etc., another step forward will have been made in this field
of physics; but this inquiry, in which I myself have not yet been occupied, though I fully recognize
its importance, will change nothing in the results of my work, since to be in agreement with the
facts, the hypothesis which is eventually adopted must always be in accord with the formula which
fully represents them.

From the time18 when I noticed that two voltaic conductors interact, now attracting each other,
now repelling each other, ever since I distinguished and described the actions which they exert in
the various positions where they can be in relation to each other, and after I had established that

13[N. T.] Claude Servais Mathias Pouillet (1790-1868). Pouillet was a protegé of Jean-Baptiste Biot (1774-1862).
Biot and Pouillet defended the hypothesis of the magnetization of the wire when an electric current flowed through
it, [Hof96, pp. 141, 316 and 319]. For an analysis of his works see [Tat81].

14[N. T.] Charles Augustin de Coulomb (1736-1806). His laws of force between electric charges and magnetic poles
were published in 1785. They can be represented by equations (1.2) and (1.3).

15[N. T.] The electromagnetic works of Biot were discussed in Chapter 6.
16[N. T.] Ampère has an interesting didactic work discussing how to deduce from Kepler’s laws the fact that the

gravitational force acting on a planet is inversely proportional to its distance from the Sun, [Amp29].
17[N. T.] Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768-1830). His work Théorie Analytique de la Chaleur was published in

1822 and has already been translated into English, [Fou52].
18[N. T.] The portion of the Théorie from this paragraph up to the middle of our page 357, corresponding to the

middle of page 16 of the 1826 edition, or corresponding to the middle of page 188 of the 1827 edition, was taken
from the paper of the 10th of June 1822 as presented in the Recueil, [Amp22y, pp. 293-303] and [Amp85p, pp.
270-277].
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the action exerted by a straight conductor is equal to that exerted by a sinuous conductor whenever
the latter only deviates slightly from the direction of the former and both terminate at the same
points, I have been seeking to express the value of the attractive or repulsive force between two
elements, or infinitesimal parts, of conducting wires by a formula so as to be able to derive by the
known methods of integration the action which takes place between two portions of conductors of
the shape in question in any given conditions.

[pages 9 and 181]

The impossibility of conducting direct experiments on infinitesimal portions of a voltaic circuit
makes it necessary to proceed from observations of conductors of finite dimension and to satisfy two
conditions, namely that the observations be capable of great precision and that they be appropriate
to the determination of the interaction between two infinitesimal portions of wires. It is possible to
proceed in either of two ways: one is first to measure values of the mutual action of two portions of
finite dimension with the greatest possible exactitude, by placing them successively, one in relation
to the other, at different distances and in different positions, for it is evident that the interaction
does not depend solely on distance, and then to advance a hypothesis as to the value of the mutual
action of two infinitesimal portions, to derive the value of the action which must result for the test
conductors of finite dimension, and to modify the hypothesis until the calculated results are in
accord with those of observation. It is this procedure which I first proposed to follow, as explained
in detail in the paper which I read at the Académie des Sciences on 9 October 1820;19, 20 though
it leads to the truth only by the indirect route of hypothesis, it is no less valuable because of that,
since it is often the only way open in investigations of this kind. A member21 of this Académie
whose works have covered the whole range of physics has aptly [pages 10 and 182] expressed this
in the Notice sur l’aimantation imprimée aux métaux par l’électricité en mouvement,22 which he
read 2 April 1821, designating this procedure as a kind of divination, saying that prediction of this
kind was the aim of practically all physical research.23, 24

However, the same end can be reached more directly in the way which I have since followed:
it consists in establishing by experiment that a mobile conductor remains exactly in equilibrium
between equal forces, or between equal torques, these forces and these torques being produced by
portions of fixed conductors of arbitrary shape and dimension without equilibrium being disturbed
in the conditions of the experiment, and in determining directly therefrom by calculation what the
value of the mutual action of the two infinitesimal portions must be for equilibrium to be, in fact,

19[N. A.] This paper has not been published separately, but the principal results are included in volume XV of
the Annales de chimie et de physique.

20[N. T.] See, in particular, [Amp20g, pp. 182-188 and 212-213], [CA09b, pp. 126-128 and 139-140] and [Amp85b,
pp. 17 and 29-33].

21[N. T.] J. B. Biot.
22[N. T.] Notice on the magnetization of metals by electricity in motion, [Bio21b].
23[N. A.] See Journal des Savants, p. 233, April 1821.
24[N. T.] Original reference: [Bio21b, p. 233]. We quote the relevant portion of this paper, our emphasis in italics:

The apparatuses themselves by which these effects were obtained, show also the revolving character of
the magnetic force acquired by the conducting wire. As this force is impressed upon the wire by the
presence of the electric principles which flow through it along its length, it is therefore necessary that
these principles have in their motions some transverse and revolving property in a determined sense, by
means of which they excite or exert themselves the power shown by the wire. All our efforts nowadays
should be devoted to discover the nature of this modification. Therefore, as I said in the beginning of
this discourse, we arrived, in a subject so young, at the last stage of purely experimental research. The
research which remains to be done, based upon particularities which are not immediately perceptible
to our senses, can only consist in developing intellectual conceptions, in verifying conditions of cause
which the imagination, guided by the usual study of nature, can only suggest. This work, a kind
of divination, is the goal of almost all physical research. It is always necessary in chemistry, which
always operates upon individual properties of the particles of bodies. Chemistry, for this reason, so
positive in its details, is at the same time so exposed to the spirit of system in its general syntheses.
Newton did not need to overcome this kind of difficulty when he analyzed the motions of planets and
comets. These luminaries gave him in the curvatures of their orbits, in their shapes, their velocities,
the perceptible and simple indexes of the forces acting upon them. Therefore, he could arrive directly,
without hypotheses, to the general law of these forces, from which he and his successors deduced, by
calculation, all phenomena of the system of the world.
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independent of all variations of shape and dimension compatible with the conditions.25

This last procedure can only be adopted when the nature of the action being studied is such that
cases of equilibrium which are independent of the shape of the body are possible; it is therefore
of much more restricted application than the first method which I discussed; but since voltaic
conductors do permit equilibrium of this kind, it is natural to prefer the simpler and more direct
method which is capable of great exactitude if ordinary precautions are taken for the experiments.
There is, however, [pages 11 and 183] in connection with the action of conductors, a much more
important reason for employing it in the determination of the forces which produce their action: it
is the extreme difficulty associated with experiments where it is proposed, for example, to measure
the forces by the number of oscillations of the body which is subjected to the actions. This difficulty
is due to the fact that when a fixed conductor is made to act upon the mobile portion of a circuit,
the pieces of apparatus which are necessary for connection to the battery act on the mobile portion
at the same time as the fixed conductor, thus altering the results of the experiments. I believe,
however, that I have succeeded in overcoming this difficulty in a suitable apparatus for measuring
the mutual action of two conductors, one fixed and the other mobile, by the number of oscillations
in the latter for various shapes of the fixed conductor. I shall describe this apparatus in the course
of this dissertation.26

It is true that the same obstacles do not arise when the action of a conducting wire on a
magnet is measured in the same way; but this method cannot be employed when it is a question of
determining the forces which two conductors exert upon each other, the question which must be
our first consideration in the investigation of the new phenomena. It is evident27 that if the action
of a conductor on a magnet is due to some other cause than that which produces the effect between
two conductors, experiments performed with respect to a conductor and a magnet can add nothing

25[N. T.] Ampère is referring here to the new method he introduced in physics for the determination of elementary
forces. In this book we designated this procedure by the name cases of equilibrium. It is discussed mainly in Section
4.3.

26[N. T.] Ampère described this apparatus in Section 29.13 of the Théorie, pages 62 and 234 of the 1826 and 1827
editions, respectively, corresponding to our page 392.

The original paper from which Ampère copied this portion has a slightly different formulation, [Amp22p, p. 401]
and [Amp22y, p. 296], our emphasis in italics:

I believe, however, that I have succeeded in overcoming this difficulty in a suitable apparatus for
measuring the mutual action of two circular concentric conductors, one fixed and the other mobile,
by the number of oscillations in the latter, and changing the distance by means of different fixed
conductors, in which the electric current will flow successively.

We include in this footnote a figure showing Ampère’s original apparatus intended to perform this experiment
with concentric circular conductors. It was presented one year after the original text, 16 June 1823, [Amp22q,
p. 224]. A discussion of this experiment can be found in [Hof96, p. 296] and [Blo82, p. 126]. There is a mobile
circular conductor surrounded by two fixed semicircular conductors. The mobile conductor can oscillate about its
equilibrium position when it is acted upon by the currents in the fixed conductors.

27[N. T.] The portion beginning in this sentence and going up to the footnote 29 in our page 355, corresponding
to the pages 12 and 184 of the 1826 and 1827 editions of the Théorie, respectively, was taken from [Amp22p, pp.
403-404].
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to the study of two conductors; if magnets only owe their properties to electric currents, which
encircle their particles, it is necessary, in order to draw [pages 12 and 184] definite conclusions as
to the action of the conducting wire on these currents, to be sure that these currents are of the
same intensity near to the surface of the magnet as within it, or else to know the law governing
the variation of intensity; whether the planes of the currents are everywhere perpendicular to the
axis of a bar magnet, as I at first supposed,28 or whether the mutual action of the currents of the
magnet itself inclines them more to the axis when at a greater distance from this axis, which is
what I have since concluded from the difference which is noticeable between the position of the
poles on a magnet and the position of the points which are endowed with the same properties in
a conductor of which one part is helically wound.29, 30

[pages 13 and 185]

29.2 Description of the Experiments from which One Finds
Four Cases of Equilibrium which Yield the Laws of Ac-
tion to which are Due the Electrodynamic Phenomena

The various cases of equilibrium which I have established by precise experiment provide the laws
leading directly to the mathematical expression for the [pages 14 and 186] force which two elements
of conducting wires exert upon each other, in that they first make the form of this expression known
and then allow the initially unknown constants to be determined, just as the laws of Kepler first
show that the force which holds the planets in their orbits tends constantly towards the center of
the Sun, since it varies for a particular planet in inverse ratio to the square of its distance to the
solar center, so that the constant coefficient which represents its intensity has the same value for

28[N. T.] See our discussion in Section 5.3.
29[N. A.] I believe I must here introduce the following note which is taken from the analysis of the works of the

Académie in the year 1821, published 8 April 1822. (See the mathematical portion of this analysis, pp. 22 and 23.)

“The principal difference between the manner in which a magnet acts and the action of a conductor
of which one part is rolled in a helix round the other, is that the poles of the magnet are situated
nearer to the midpoint of the magnet than its extremities, whereas the points which present the same
properties in the helix occur exactly at the extremities of this helix: this is what must take place as
the intensity of the currents of the magnet diminishes outwards from the midpoint to its extremities.
But M. Ampère has since recognized that another factor can also cause this effect. Having concluded
from his more recent experiments that the electrical currents of a magnet exist round each one of its
particles, it was easier for him to see that it is unnecessary to assume, as he had done at first, that the
planes of these currents are everywhere perpendicular to the axis of the magnet. Their interaction,
however, must tend to incline the planes to the axis, particularly towards the extremities, so that the
poles, instead of being exactly situated there, as they ought to be according to the calculations by
the formulae of M. Ampère for the case when all the currents are assumed to be the same in intensity
and in planes perpendicular to the axis, must be closer to the midpoint of the magnet according as
the planes of a larger number of currents are thus inclined, and yet more so with greater inclination.
That is to say, the thicker the magnet in relation to its length the greater is this effect, which agrees
with experiments. In helical conductors, where one part returns along the axis to cancel the effect
of the part of the currents of each turn which acts as though they were parallel to the axis, the two
circumstances which, from the foregoing remarks, do not necessarily occur in magnets, must on the
contrary exist in the conductors; it may also be observed in experiments that helices have poles similar
to those of magnets, but placed exactly at their extremities as calculated.”

It will be seen from this note that after 1821 I concluded from the phenomena associated with magnets: (1) that
in regarding each particle of a bar magnet as a magnet, the axes of those elementary magnets must be, not parallel
to the axis of the total magnet as was supposed at the time, but inclined to the axis in directions determined by their
interaction; (2) that this is one reason why the poles of a bar magnet are not at the extremities, but in between the
extremities and its midpoint. Both these conclusions have already been demonstrated by the results of M. Poisson
using the formulae by which he represented the distribution of the forces emanating from each particle of a magnet.
These formulae are based on Coulomb’s law and, in consequence, nothing is changed by adopting my approach to
the explanation of magnetic phenomena, since this law is a corollary of my formula, as has been seen in the course
of this paper.

30[N. T.] Original reference of the work from which Ampère obtained this quotation: [Amp22a, p. 45]. The works
of S. D. Poisson (1781-1840) quoted by Ampère are [Poi22a] and [Poi22b].
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all planets. These cases of equilibrium are four in number:31 the first demonstrates the equality in
absolute value of the attraction and repulsion which is produced when a current flows alternately
in opposite directions in a fixed conductor the distance to the body on which it acts remaining
constant. This equality32 results from the simple observation that two equal portions of one and
the same conductor which are covered in silk to prevent contact, whether both straight, or twisted
together to form round each other two equal helices, in which the same electric current flows, but
in opposite directions, exert no action on either a magnet or a mobile conductor. This can also be
established by the mobile conductor which is illustrated in plate 1, figure 9 of Annales de chimie et
de physique, volume XVIII,33 relating to the description of the electrodynamic apparatus of mine
which is reproduced here (figure 1).34

Figure 1.

A horizontal [fixed] straight conductor AB, doubled several times over,35 is placed slightly
below the lower part dee′d′ of this [mobile] conductor, in an arbitrary direction, [pages 15 and

31[N. T.] The four cases of equilibrium presented in the Théorie are not ordered according to the historical sequence
in which Ampère obtained them.

32[N. T.] The portion from this sentence until the expression “bent in any manner” in our page 357, corresponding
to the middle of pages 16 and 188 of the 1826 and 1827 editions of the Théorie, respectively, do not appear in
Ampère’s original paper of 1822, [Amp22p]. This portion appeared for the first time in the Recueil, see [Amp22y,
pp. 301-303] and [Amp85p, pp. 275-277].

33[N. T.] Ver [Amp21c] and our figure 4.16 (a). This is the astatic coil discussed in Subsection 4.3.2.
34[N. T.] This specific experiment, the first case of equilibrium of the Théorie, has been denominated the case of

equilibrium of anti-parallel currents in this book. It was discussed at length in Subsection 4.3.4.
35[N. T.] What has been translated as doubled several times over appears as plusieurs fois redoublé in the original.

It seems to us that the fixed wire has been doubled several times over in order to increase the magnitude of the
current acting upon the astatic coil above it. This would increase a possible torque exerted by the fixed conductor
upon the mobile astatic coil. We discussed this expression plusieurs fois redoublé in Subsection 4.3.4.
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187] such that its midpoint in length and thickness is in the vertical line through the tips36 x and
y about which the mobile conductor turns freely. It is seen that this [mobile] conductor stays in
the position where it is placed, which proves that there is equilibrium between the actions [that
is, there is equilibrium between the torques] exerted by the fixed conductor on the two equal and
opposite portions of the circuit bcde and b′c′d′e′, which differ only in that the current flows towards
the fixed conductor AB in the one [portion], and away from it in the other [portion], whatever
the angle between the fixed conductor and the plane of the mobile conductor. Now, considering
first the two actions exerted between each portion of the circuit and the half of the conductor
AB which is the nearest, and then the two actions between each of the two portions and the half
of the conductor [AB] which is the furthest away, it will be seen without difficulty (1) that the
equilibrium under consideration cannot occur at all angles except in so far as there is equilibrium
separately between the first two actions and the last two; (2) that if one of the first two actions is
attractive because current flows in the same direction along the sides of the acute angle formed by
the portions of the conductors,37 the other will be repulsive because the current flows in opposite
directions along the two sides of the equal and opposite angle at the vertex, so that, for there to
be equilibrium, the first two actions which tend to make the mobile conductor turn, the one in one
direction, and the other in the opposite direction, must be equal [pages 16 and 188] to each other;
and the last two actions, the one attractive and the other repulsive, because the sides of the two
obtuse and opposite angles at the vertex and the supplements38 of those [angles] about which we
have just been speaking, must also be equal to each other. Needless to say, these actions [that is,
these torques] are really sums of products of forces which act on each infinitesimal portion of the
mobile conductor multiplied by their distance to the vertical about which this conductor is free to
turn; however, the corresponding infinitesimal portions of the two arms bcde and b′c′d′e′ always
being at equal distances from the vertical about which they turn, the equality of the torques makes
it necessary for the forces to be equal.

The second39 of the three40 general cases of equilibrium was indicated by me towards the end
of the year 1820; it consists in the equality of the actions exerted on a mobile straight conductor
by two fixed conductors situated the same distance away from it, of which one is also straight, but
the other bent in any manner. This was the apparatus41 by which I verified the equality of the
two actions42 in the precise experiments, the results of which were communicated to the Académie
in the session of 26 December 1820.43

The two wooden posts PQ and RS (figure 2), are slotted on the sides which mutually face each
other, the straight wire bc being laid in the slot of PQ, and the wire kl in that of RS; over its entire
length this wire [kl] is twisted in the plane perpendicular to that joining the two axes of the posts,
such that [pages 17 and 189] the wire at no point departs more than a very short distance from
the midpoints of the slot.

These two wires serve as conductors for the two portions of a current which is made to repel
the part GH of a mobile conductor consisting of two almost closed and equal rectangular circuits

36[N. T.] Original word in French: “pointes.” This word was translated as “points” by Blunn, [Amp65b, p. 162].
37[N. T.] Tricker has the following note at this point, [Amp65b, p. 163]: “Here Ampère is considering mainly the

interaction between the fixed conductor AB and the two pieces of the suspended conductor, de and d′e′ which lie
nearest to it.”

38[N. T.] Two angles are supplementary if they add up to 180 degrees.
39[N. T.] What Ampère denominated the second case of equilibrium in the Théorie has been called in this book

the case of equilibrium of the sinuous wire, discussed in Subsection 4.3.3.
40[N. T.] Here it should be “four” instead of “three,” as four general cases of equilibrium will be discussed in

the Théorie. This mistake is due to the fact that Ampère is reproducing here verbatim a portion of his paper of
1822 printed in the Recueil of 1823, [Amp22y, pp. 302-303] and [Amp85p, pp. 276-277]. In this paper of 1822
Ampère discussed only three cases of equilibrium, namely, anti-parallel currents, sinuous wire, and nonexistence of
continuous rotation. This last case of equilibrium was discussed in Subsection 7.3.2. In the Théorie the case of
equilibrium of the nonexistence of continuous rotation was replaced by what we called the case of equilibrium of the
nonexistence of tangential force, discussed in Section 10.4. The fourth case of equilibrium of the Théorie, namely,
what we are calling the case of equilibrium of the law of similarity, was only introduced in 1825, see Section 10.5.

41[N. T.] This description beginning here and going up to our page 360 was taken verbatim from [Amp22q, pp.
215-221] or from [Amp85m, pp. 251-256].

42[N. T.] The “actions” to which Ampère is referring here are the equal and opposite torques exerted on an astatic
coil by a rectilinear and by a sinuous conductor.

43[N. T.] Ver [Amp20c], [Amp21b] and [Amp85m].
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Figure 2.

BCDE and FGHI in which the current flows in opposite directions so that the effect of the Earth
on these two circuits cancel out. At the two extremities of this mobile conductor there are two tips
A and K which are immersed in the mercury-filled cups M and N and soldered to the extremities of
the copper arms gM and hN. These arms make contact via the copper bushings g and h, the first
with the copper wire gfe, helically wound around the glass tube hgf, the other with the straight wire
hi which goes through the inside of this tube to the trough ki made in the piece of wood vw which
is fixed at the desired height against the pillar z with the set screw o. In view of the experiment
of which I referred above, the portion of the circuit composed of the helix gf and the straight wire
hi can exert no action on the mobile conductor. For current to flow in the fixed conductors bc and
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kl, the connecting wires of these conductors are continued by cde and lmn in two glass tubes44

attached to the cross-piece [pages 18 and 190] xy, finally terminating, the first in cup e and the
other in cup n. With everything so arranged, one places mercury in all cups and inside the two
troughs ba and ki, and one plunges the positive rheophore45 pa in the trough ba which is also dug
in the piece of wood vw, and the negative rheophore qn in the trough n. The current flows through
the conductors of the apparatus in the following order: pabcdefgMABCDEFGHIKNhiklmnq. As
a result, the current flows up the two fixed conductors and down that part, GH, of the mobile
conductor which is acted upon in its position midway between the two fixed conductors and lies in
the plane which passes through their axes. The part GH is thus repelled by bc and kl : whence it
follows that if the action of these two conductors is the same at equal distances, GH must remain
midway between them; this is, in fact, what happens.

It is as well to point out (1) that though the two axes of the fixed conductors are the same
distance from GH, it cannot be stated rigorously that the distance is the same for all points of the
conductor kl owing to its contours and bends. But since these bends are in a plane perpendicular to
the plane through GH and through the axes of the fixed conductors, it is evident that the resulting
difference in distance is as small as possible and as much less than half of the width of the slot RS
as this half is less than the interval between the two posts (this difference, in the case when it is the
largest possible, is equal to that between the radius and the secant of an arc with tangent equal to
half the width of the slot, [pages 19 and 191] and belonging to a circle of which the diameter is the
interval between the two slots). (2) That if each infinitesimal portion of the conductor kl is resolved
in the same way as a force could be resolved, into two minute portions which are projections, the
one along the vertical axis of the conductor and the other along horizontal lines drawn through all
points of the conductor in the plane in which it is bent, the sum of the first projections (taking as
negative those which, having a direction opposite to the direction of the others, should produce an
action in the opposite sense), will be equal to the length of this axis; hence the total action resulting
from all these projections is the same as that of a straight conductor equal to the axis, that is to
say, it is equal to that of the conductor bc situated on the other side at the same distance from GH.
The other projections will have zero effect on the mobile conductor GH since the planes erected
vertically at the midpoint of each of them pass approximately through GH. The joining of these
two series of projections thus produces an action on GH equal to that of bc. And since experience
also proves that the sinuous conductor kl produces an action equal to that of bc, whatever its bends
and contours, it follows that it acts in all cases like the combination of the two series of projections,
which cannot occur independently of the manner in which the conductor is bent unless each part
of it acts separately as the resultant of its two projections.

For this experiment to have the desired exactitude, it is necessary for the two posts to be
exactly vertical and at precisely the same distance from the [pages 20 and 192] mobile conductor.
To fulfill these conditions, a division46 αβ is matched to the cross-piece xy and the posts are fixed
by two clamps η and θ, and two adjustable screws λ and µ, so that the posts may be moved apart
or brought closer together at will, keeping the same distance from the midpoint γ of the division
αβ. The apparatus is so constructed that the two posts are perpendicular to the cross-piece xy,

44[N. A.] These tubes are used to prevent flexure of the enclosed wires by holding them at equal distances from
the two conductors bc and kl, so that their actions on GH, which reduce that of these two conductors, should reduce
them equally.

45[N. T.] Rhéophore in French. Rheophore is a current carrier. It can be any wire, electrode or connector that
conducts electricity. In this case it is the wire of a voltaic apparatus which is connected to a terminal of the battery
and traversed by a current. The positive (negative) rheophore is connected to the positive (negative) terminal of the
battery. This word was introduced by Ampère, [dlR22c, p. 266] and [dlR85, p. 312]. According to Demonferrand,
Ampère’s student, this word was introduced in analogy with the expression electrophore, given to the apparatus
utilized to transport static electricity, [Dem23, p. 10].

Ampère defined this term as follows, [Amp23b, Note 1 on p. 392], [Amp22m, Note 1 on p. 367] and [Amp85h,
Note 1 on p. 386]:

I denominate rheophores the two copper wires welded at the two extremities of the battery, utilized
to carry the electric current in the instruments which have the purpose to observe the mutual action
between the several portions of this current, and [to observe that action] between these portions and
the terrestrial globe or a magnet.

46[N. T.] That is, a partition, rule or demarcation.
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and this is made horizontal by the screws at the four corners of the base of the device and the
plumb line XY which corresponds exactly to a point Z as conveniently marked on the base with
the cross-piece xy perfectly level.

For the conductor ABCDEFGHIK to revolve about a vertical axis at an equal distance from
the two conductors bc and kl, this conductor is suspended by a very fine metal wire attached to the
center of a knob T which can rotate without altering the distance between the two conductors; this
knob is at the center of a small dial O,47 on which the letter L marks the place where it is necessary
to stop in order that the part GH of the mobile conductor should hang, without the suspension
being twisted, at the midpoint of the interval between the two fixed conductors bc and kl, in order
to be able immediately to return the needle to the position in which it should be whenever it is
desired to repeat the experiment. It is checked that GH is an equal distance from bc and kl by
another plumb line ψω which is attached to the copper arm ϕχψ carried, like the dial O, on the
support UVO, in which this arm ϕχψ is free to revolve about the axis of the knob ϕ at the end
of it, thus making it possible to have the tip of the plumb line ω correspond to the line γδ in the
middle of the division αβ. When the conductor is in the appropriate position, [pages 21 and 193]
the three verticals ψω, GH and CD are in the same plane, as can easily be checked by placing one’s
eye in this plane in front of ψω.

The mobile conductor is thus arranged beforehand in the position where it will be in equilibrium
between the repulsions of the two fixed conductors, if these repulsions are exactly equal: these
actions are then produced by immersing into the trough ba and the cup n respectively the wires
ap and nq which connect to the two extremities of the battery, and the conductor GH is found to
remain in this position despite the great mobility associated with suspensions of this kind. If the
mark L is displaced, even slightly, which brings GH into a position which is no longer equidistant
between the fixed conductors bc and kl, it is seen to move as soon as communication with the
battery is established, swinging away from whichever conductor is nearest. At the time when I had
this device constructed, I established in this way that the actions of the two conductors are equal
from sufficient experiments with all the necessary precautions, for there to be no doubt about the
result.

The same law can also be demonstrated by a simple experiment for which it is sufficient to take
a silk-covered copper wire and to wind a part round the straight portion without being separated
from it other than by the silk. It is then found that another portion of the wire does not affect
the assembly of two portions; and since it would be the same for an assembly of two straight wires
with a similar electric current in opposite direction [pages 22 and 194] (from the experiment by
which the first case of equilibrium was very simply established), it follows that the action of the
current in the wound portion is exactly equal to that of the current in the straight part between
identical extremities, because the action of both these two conductors would be counterbalanced
by the action of the current in a straight portion of equal length, but in the opposite direction.48

The third case of equilibrium49 is that a closed circuit of any arbitrary shape cannot produce

47[N. T.] Cadran in the original. It is a graduated circle with a pointer indicating the angle.
48[N. T.] It is worth while reproducing here a note of 1887 written by Joubert when the Théorie was reprinted,

[Amp87d, p. 17]. This note refers to the following paper by Bertrand: [Ber74]. Joubert’s note runs as follows:

M. J. Bertrand showed (Journal de Physique [I], Volume III, p. 297; 1874) that the theorem of sinuous
currents, considered by Ampère as one of the four fundamental theorems which he utilized in order
to establish his formula, is a consequence of the hypothesis that the action of two current elements
is directed along the straight line connecting them and of the theorem provided by the third case
of equilibrium, according to which the action of a closed current upon a current element is always
orthogonal to this element.

“Let us suppose, writes M. Bertrand [see [Ber74, p. 301]], that Ampère had initially verified and stated
this last theorem and that, only by reasoning, he had deduced from it the theorem of sinuous currents,
he could then say: If the action between two current elements is, as it seems probable to me, directed
along the straight line connecting them, it would follow necessarily that a sinuous conductor would
exert the same action as a rectilinear conductor following the same direction. Having experiment
afterwards confirming this prediction, could it not be considered, rightly, as a very strong proof in
favor of the hypothesis leading to it? The order in which the truths were discovered and the time in
which their mutual dependence were pointed out would change anything as regards their probability?”

49[N. T.] This third case of equilibrium of the Théorie is being called here the case of equilibrium of the nonexis-
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movement in a portion of conducting wire which is in the form of an arc of a circle whose center
lies on a fixed axis about which it may turn freely and which is perpendicular to the plane of the
circuit of which the arc forms part.50

Figure 3.

On51 the base table TT′ (figure 3)52 two columns EF and E′F′ are erected which are joined by
the cross-pieces53 LL′ and FF′; an upright GH is held in the vertical position between these two
cross-pieces. Its two extremities G and H, ending in sharp tips, fit into two tapered holes, one in

tence of tangential force. It was discussed in Section 10.4.
50[N. T.] See, in particular, [Amp25d] and [Amp25c]. This paper begins with the following words:

The manner in which I have determined the relation between the two co-efficients of the formula by
which I represented the mutual action of the two elements of electric currents, in the memoir which I
read before the Acdemy on the 10th of June 1822 [see [Amp22p]], being liable to some difficulties, I
have endeavoured to establish this relation in a more simple and direct manner. I succeeded in this
very easily by means of an instrument which I shall first describe; I will then present some new results
which I have deduced from this formula.

Then Ampère described the apparatus which appears in figure 3 of the Théorie, see our page 361. This new ex-
periment, the case of equilibrium of the nonexistence of tangential forces, also presents some experimental problems.
It has little sensitivity due to the several kinds of friction which prevent the free mobility of the instrument. These
frictions appear along the axis of rotation, and between the circular arc and the mercury in the radial troughs. The
motion only begins when the center of the circular arc is far away from the axis of rotation.

As discussed in Section 27.1, the experimental conditions of this instrument were greatly improved by Etting-
shausen (1796-1878) when he supported the support QO of figure 3, connected to the circular arc AA′, by a bifilar
suspension, [Amp87d, Note 2 by Joubert on pp. 17-18], [Blo82, Note 27, p. 148], [Ett78a], [Ett78b] and [Ett79].

51[N. T.] The text describing this experiment beginning in this sentence and going up to the expression “prominent
part in the effect” in our page 363, corresponding to pages 25 and 197 of the 1826 and 1827 editions of the Théorie,
respectively, was taken from [Amp25d, pp. 382-385], with English translation in [Amp25c].

52[N. T.] In the original figure the letter E′ of the left column appears as E.
53[N. T.] In the original version we have the following text: traverses LL′, EF′. The correct expression, according

to Ampère’s original figure, should be traverses LL′, FF′.
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the lower cross-piece LL′, the other in the extremity of the screw KZ carried by the upper traverse
FF′ which locates the upright GH without locking it. At C a support QO is fixed rigidly to this
upright. At its extremity O is a hinge which engages the midpoint of the circular arc AA′ (formed
by a metal wire) which remains constantly in the horizontal position. The radius of this arc is the
distance from the point O to the axis GH. This arc is held in equilibrium by the counter-weight Q,
thus reducing the friction of the upright GH in the tapered holes where its extremities are held.

[pages 23 and 195]
Below the arc AA′ there are two small troughs M and M′ which are filled with mercury so that

the surface of the mercury, rising above the brim, just touches the arc AA′ at B and B′. These
two small troughs are connected by the metallic conductors MN and M′N′ to the cups P and P′,
which are full of mercury. The cup P and the conductor MN, which connects it to the trough M,
are fixed to a vertical upright which is bedded in the table, but leaving it free to turn. The cup
P′, to which the conductor M′N′ is connected, is traversed by the same upright, about which it,
too, can revolve independently. The cup is insulated from the upright by the glass tube V which
envelopes it, and by the glass ring U which separates it from the conductor of the trough M so as
to be able to arrange the conductors MN and M′N′ at any desired angle.

Two other conductors IR and I′R′, attached to the table, are immersed respectively in the cups
P and P′ and connect them to the cavities R and R′ which are made in the table and filled with
mercury. Finally, a third cavity S, likewise full of mercury, is situated in between the other two.

This apparatus is used in the following way: one of the rheophores,54 say the positive rheophore,
is immersed in the cavity R, whilst the negative rheophore is immersed in cavity S, which is made
to communicate with the cavity R′ by a curvilinear conductor of arbitrary shape. The current
follows the conductor RI, passes into the cup P, and thence to the conductor NM, the trough
M, the conductor M′N′, the cup P′, the conductor I′R′ and finally from the cavity R′ into the
curvilinear conductor which connects to the mercury of the cavity S, where the negative rheophore
is immersed.

[pages 24 and 196]
With this arrangement the total circuit is formed by:

1. the arc BB′ and the conductors MN and M′N′;

2. the circuit consisting of the parts RIP and P′I′R′ of the apparatus, the curvilinear conductor
from R′ to S and the battery itself.

This latter circuit must act as a closed circuit since it is only interrupted by the glass which
insulates the two cups P and P′. It is therefore sufficient to observe its action on the arc BB′ to
determine the action of a closed circuit on an arc in different positions in relation to each other.

When by means of the hinge O the arc AA′ is positioned such that its center lies outside the
axis GH, the arc moves and slides on the mercury of the troughs M and M′ owing to the action
of the closed curvilinear current flowing from R′ to S. If, however, its center is on the upright, it
remains stationary; hence, the two portions of the closed circuit which tend to make it turn in
opposite directions about the axis, exert [opposite] torques on this arc which are equal in absolute
value, no matter what the magnitude of the part BB′, as determined by the opening of the angle
of the conductors MN and M′N′. If, therefore, two arcs BB′ are taken in succession which hardly
differ from each other, since the torque is zero for both of them, it will also be zero for the slight
difference between them, and, in consequence, it is likewise zero for any element of circumference
with center on the axis; hence the direction of the action exerted by the closed circuit on the
element is along the upright and it is necessarily perpendicular to the element.

When the arc AA′ is positioned so that its center is [pages 25 and 197] on the upright, the
portions MN and M′N′ of the conductor exert equal and opposite repulsive actions on the arc BB′

with the result that no effect is produced; since no movement occurs, it is certain that no torque
is produced by the closed circuit.

When the arc AA′ moves in the other situation which we initially envisaged [that is, with its
center outside the axis GH], the actions of the conductors MN and M′N′ are no longer equal; it

54[N. T.] See footnote 45 on page 359.
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could be thought that the movement was due solely to this difference if the movement did not
increase, or decrease, according as the curvilinear circuit from R′ to S comes nearer or moves
further away, which leaves no doubt that the closed circuit plays a prominent part in the effect.

This result, occurring for any length of the arc AA′,55 will necessarily occur for each of the
elements of which the arc is composed. The general conclusion may therefore be drawn that the
action of a closed circuit, or of an assembly of closed circuits, on an infinitesimal element of an
electric current is perpendicular to this element.56

It is by the fourth case of equilibrium,57 about which I have still to speak, that the constant
coefficients occurring in my formula may be finally determined without recourse, as I first had
to have, to experiments where a magnet and a conductor interact.58 The device by which this
determination may rest solely on observation of the interaction of two conductors is shown in
figure 4.59

A cavity A is made in the table MN (figure 4).60 The cavity is filled with mercury and from
it runs the fixed conductor ABCDEFG made from a sheet of copper. The part CDE is circular,
[pages 26 and 198] and the parts CBA and EFG are insulated from each other by a silk covering.
At G this conductor is soldered to the copper tube GH, which carries the cup I which is in contact
with the tube by means of the copper support HI. The mobile conductor IKLMNPQRS, of which
the part MNP is circular, starts from the cup I; the parts MLK and PQR are insulated by a silk
covering. The conductor is held horizontal by the counterweight a fixed on the circumference of
a circle formed round the tube GH by the continuation bcg of the sheet constituting the mobile
conductor.61 The cup S is supported by the rod ST which has the same axis as GH, but from
which it is insulated by a resinous substance which is poured into the tube. The base of the rod
ST is soldered to the fixed conductor TUVXYZA′, which passes out of the tube GH through an
opening large enough for the resin to insulate it as completely at this place as in the rest of the tube
GH with regard to ST. At the outlet from the tube this conductor is covered with silk to prevent

55[N. T.] The original French text has the expression “quelle que soit la longueur de l’axe AA′.” We believe the
correct expression should be “arc AA′” and not “axe AA′.”

56[N. T.] A detailed discussion of this experiment and the relevance of this conclusion has been presented in
Section 10.4.

57[N. T.] This fourth case of equilibrium of the Théorie is being called in this book the case of equilibrium of the
law of similarity. It was discussed in Section 10.5.

58[N. T.] Ørsted designated electromagnetic interactions the mutual torques between a magnet and a current
carrying wire, [Ørs98c, p. 421], [Ørs98f, p. 426], [GG90a, p. 920] and [GG91, p. 116]. Ampère emphasized here
that he will obtain the values of all the constant coefficients which appear in his force law utilizing only mutual
actions between current carrying conductors, which he called electrodynamic interactions. That is, he will not need
to utilize magnets in his experiments.

In the original paper in which he introduced the case of equilibrium of the law of similarity, Ampère expressed
himself as follows, [Amp26b, pp. 37-38] and [Amp87f, p. 205]:

There are two determinations for the value of [the constant] n. One of them is deduced from the
experiments of M. Biot, utilizing the number of oscillations made by a small magnet due to the
action of an unlimited rectilinear conductor when the small magnet is at different distances from the
conductor. The other determination of n is based upon the experiments due to MM. Gay-Lussac and
Velter, which shows the null action [upon a small magnet] due to a steel ring in which all points are
magnetized with the same intensity [along the direction of the ring]. As these two determinations
[of the value of n] are due to experiments which utilize magnets, they can not be extended, speaking
rigorously, to the mutual action between two conductors. It would be important to discover the value
of n utilizing observations made directly with conducting wires. This can be obtained very simply
utilizing this last result just obtained. To this end it is sufficient to build an instrument composed
of three similar circuits, circular for instance, in which the homologous dimensions form a continuous
proportion, with all of them in the same plane, in such a way that they can be located between the
sides of an angle which are simultaneously tangent to the three circumferences.

59[N. T.] This instrument was described in [Amp26b] and [Amp87f]. The portion which begins in the next
paragraph, going up to the expression “form a system similar to that of the circles O′ and O ′′” in our page 364,
corresponding to the final of pages 26 and 198 of the 1826 and 1827 editions of the Théorie, respectively, was taken
with a few modifications from [Amp26b, pp. 38-39] and [Amp87f, pp. 206-207].

60[N. T.] Ampère used the letters MN to indicate the table and also the mobile central conductor.
61[N. T.] The letters a and bcg did not appear in figure 4 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie. We

included these letters in our reproduction of this figure drawn with a graphic software, see figure A.4 in our page
517.
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Figure 4.

contact between the portions TUV and YZA′. The portion VXY is circular and the extremity A′

is immersed in the mercury-filled cavity A′ in the table.
The centers62 O, O′ and O′′ of the three circular [horizontal] portions are in a straight line;

the radii of the circles which they form are in continuous geometric proportion and the mobile
conductor is first placed in such a way that the distances OO′ and O′O′′ bear the same relation
to each other as consecutive terms in this proportion; hence the circles O and O′ form a system
similar to that of the circles O′ and O ′′. The positive rheophore is then immersed in A with the
negative rheophore in A′, and the current flows in succession through the circles with centers at
O, O′ and O′′, which repel each other in pairs, because [pages 27 and 199] the current flows in the
opposite directions in neighboring parts.

The purpose of the experiment is to prove that the mobile conductor remains in equilibrium
in the position where the ratio of OO′ to O′O′′ is the same as that of the radii of two consecutive
circles, and that if it is moved away from this position, it returns to it after oscillating about it.

29.3 Development of the Formula which Expresses the Mu-

tual Interaction of Two Elements of Voltaic Currents

I will now explain how to deduce rigorously from these cases of equilibrium the formula by which
I represent the mutual action of two elements of voltaic current, showing that it is the only force
which, acting along the straight line joining their midpoints, can agree with the facts of the
experiment. First of all, it is evident that the mutual action of two elements of electric current is
proportional to their length; for, assuming them to be divided into infinitesimal equal parts along

62[N. T.] In figure 4 of the 1826 Théorie reproduced here these centers do not appear. They appear in figure 4 of
the 1827 Théorie, see figure 10.19 on page 186. In this case center O′′ belongs to the left circle, O′ belongs to the
middle circle, while O belongs to the right circle. We included these centers in our figure 4 made with a graphic
software, figure A.4 on page 517.
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their lengths, all the attractions and repulsions of these parts can be regarded as directed along one
and the same straight line, so that they necessarily add up. This action must also be proportional
to the intensities of the two currents. To express the intensity of a current as a number, suppose
that another arbitrary current is chosen for comparison, that two equal elements are taken from
each current, and that the ratio is required of the actions which they exert at the same distance on
a similar element of any other current if it is parallel to them, or if its direction is perpendicular
to the straight lines which join its midpoint with the midpoints of two other elements. This ratio
will be the measure of the intensity of one current, assuming that the other is unity.

Let us put i and i′ for the ratios of the intensities of two given currents to the intensity of
the reference current taken [pages 28 and 200] as unity, and put ds and ds′ for the lengths of the
elements which are considered in each of them; their mutual action, when they are perpendicular
to the line joining their midpoints, parallel to each other and situated a unit distance apart, is
expressed by ii′dsds′; we shall take the sign + when the two currents, flowing in the same direction,
attract, and the sign − in the other case.

If it is desired to relate the action of the two elements to gravity, the weight of a unit volume
of suitable matter could be taken for the unit of force. But then the current taken as unity would
no longer be arbitrary; it would have to be such that the attraction between two of its elements ds
and ds′, situated as we have just said, could support a weight which would bear the same relation
to the unit of weight as dsds′ bears to 1. Once this current were determined, the product ii′dsds′

would denote the ratio of the attraction of two elements of arbitrary intensity, still in the same
situation, to the weight which would have been selected as the unit of force.

Suppose63 we now consider two elements placed arbitrarily; their mutual action will depend
on their lengths, on the intensities of the currents of which they are part, and on their relative
position. This position can be determined by the length r of a straight line joining their midpoints,
the angles θ and θ′ between a continuation of this line and the directions of the two elements in
the same direction as their respective currents, and finally the angle ω between the planes drawn
through each of these directions and the straight line joining the midpoints of the elements.64

Consideration of the diverse attractions and repulsions observed in nature led me to believe
that the force which I was seeking to represent, acted in some inverse ratio [pages 29 and 201]
to distance; for greater generality, I assumed that it was in inverse ratio to the nth power of this
distance, n being a constant to be determined.65 Then, putting ρ for the unknown function of
the angles θ, θ′ and ω, I had ρii′dsds′/rn as the general expression for the action of two elements
ds and ds′ of the two current with intensity i and i′, respectively. It remained to determine the
function ρ. For that I shall first consider two elements ad and a′d′ (figure 5), parallel to each other,
perpendicular to the straight line joining their midpoints, and a distance r apart.

Their action being represented in accordance with the foregoing remarks by ii′dsds′/rn, I
assumed that ad remained fixed and that a′d′ was transported parallel to itself in such a way that
its midpoint was always the same distance from the midpoint of ad ; ω being always zero, the value
of their mutual action could depend only on the angles represented above by θ and θ′ and which,

63[N. T.] What Ampère is presenting here was discussed in several of his paper, namely: [Amp20e], [Amp20f] and
[Amp85j] (4 December 1820), and also [Amp22s], [Amp22k] and [Amp85e] (8 April 1822).

64[N. T.] These angles are represented in figure 2.16 (b).
65[N. T.] Note written by Joubert when the 1887 edition of the Théorie was printed, [Amp87d, p. 24], referring

to Verdet’s work of 1872, [Ver72, p. 144]:

With all rigor, nothing proves:

1. That the function of the distance has the form 1/rn.

2. That this form should be the same when the element occupies the position a′′d′′ and the position
ad (figure 5), and that, consequently, there should exist a constant ratio k, independent of the
distance, between the actions exerted in both cases.

In Note 1 at the end of this Dissertation [see Sections 30.1 and 31.1], Ampère presents a more general
method which does not suppose anymore, a priori, that the action should be in inverse ratio of a power
of the distance. In the Works of Verdet (Conférences à l’École Normale, Volume I, p. 144) it can be
found an even more general demonstration, due to Blanchet, and in which two different functions are
considered to represent the action between two elements of current located in positions ad and a′′d′′.
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Figure 5.

in this case, are equal, or supplementary of one another, according as the currents flow in the same
or opposite direction; in this way I obtained the value ii′dsds′ϕ(θ, θ′)/rn. By putting k for the
positive or negative constant to which ϕ(θ, θ′) is reduced when the element a′d′ is at a′′′d′′′ on the
continuation of ad and in the same direction, I obtained kii′dsds′/rn to represent the action of ad
on a′′′d′′′. In this expression the constant k represents the ratio of the action of ad on a′′′d′′′66 to
that of ad on a′d′, a ratio which is independent of the distance r, the intensities i and i′, and of
the lengths ds and ds′ of the two elements under consideration.

These values of the electrodynamic action [pages 30 and 202] are sufficient, in the two simplest
cases, for finding the general form of the function ρ by reason of the experiment, which shows that
the attraction of an infinitely small rectilinear element is the same as that of any other sinuous
element, terminating at the ends of the first, and the theorem which I will establish, namely:67

that an infinitely small portion of current exerts no action on another infinitesimal portion of a
current which is situated in a plane which passes through its midpoint and which is perpendicular
to its direction.68 In fact, the two halves of the first element produce equal actions on the second,
the one attractive and the other repulsive, because the current tends to approach the common
perpendicular in one of these halves and to move away from it in the other. The two equal
forces form an angle which tends to two right angles according as the element tends to zero. Their
resultant is therefore infinitesimal in relation to these forces and in consequence it can be neglected
in the calculations.

Let69 Mm = ds and M′m′ = ds′ (figure 6)70 represent two elements of electric currents with
midpoints A and A′; suppose that the plane MA′m passes along the straight line AA′ which joins

66[N. T.] In the original text we read ad′′′. This was a typographical mistake. What is being discussed here is
the action between the current elements ad and a′′′d′′′.

67[N. T.] Ampère will present now the theorem of the nonexistence of interaction between orthogonal current
elements discussed in Subsection 4.2.2. The justification of this theorem in the Théorie is different from the
justification presented in Subsection 4.2.4.

68[N. T.] These two cases are represented in figures 4.15 (a) and (b). The plane of the paper passes through the
center of ds′. The current element ds′ does not exert any force on ds, according to this theorem of Ampère.

69[N. T.] Ampère will present here the vector decomposition of the current elements. We discussed this topic in
Subsection 4.2.1.

70[N. T.] By a typographical mistake the original text had Mm = ds and M′m = ds′ instead of Mm = ds and
M′m′ = ds′. In the following paragraph we have the correct expression M′m′ = ds′. In the Théorie published in
1827 the letter A′ was included in the middle of M′m′. We included this letter A′ in our reproduction of this figure
made with a graphic software, see figure A.6 on page 518.
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Figure 6.

them, and through the element Mm. We replace the portion of current ds which flows through this
element by its projection Nn = ds cos θ on the straight line AA′ and its projection Pp = ds sin θ on
the perpendicular erected at A to this straight line in the plane MA′m; we then replace the portion
of current ds′ which flows through M′m′ by its projection71 N′n′ = ds′ cos θ′ on the straight line
AA′ and its projection P′p′ = ds′ sin θ′ on the perpendicular to AA′ drawn through the point A′

on AA′ in the plane M′Am′; finally, we replace the latter by its projection T′t′ = ds′ sin θ′ cosω in
the plane [pages 31 and 203] MA′m and its projection U′u′ = ds′ sin θ′ sinω on the perpendicular
to this plane through the point A′; according to the foregoing law, the two elements ds and ds′

exert the same action as the two portions of current ds cos θ and ds sin θ exert together on the three
portions ds′ cos θ′, ds′ sin θ′ cosω and ds′ sin θ′ sinω; since the latter has its midpoint in the plane
MAm to which it is perpendicular, no action occurs between it and the two portions ds cos θ and
ds sin θ which are in this plane. For the same reason, there can be no action between the portions
ds cos θ and ds′ sin θ′ cosω, nor between the portions ds sin θ and ds′ cos θ′, since, imagining a plane
through the straight line AA′ perpendicular to the plane MA′m, [then] ds cos θ and ds′ cos θ′ are in
this plane and the portions ds′ sin θ′ cosω and ds sin θ are perpendicular to it with their midpoints
in this same plane. The action of the two elements ds and ds′ therefore reduces to the two joint
remaining actions, namely the interaction between ds sin θ and ds′ sin θ′ cosω, and [the action
between] ds cos θ and ds′ cos θ′, these two actions both being along the straight line AA′ joining
the midpoints of the currents between which they are exerted, and it suffices to add them to obtain
the mutual action of the two elements ds and ds′. Now the portions ds sin θ and ds′ sin θ′ cosω are
in one and the same plane and both are perpendicular to the straight line AA′. Accordingly, their
mutual action along this straight line is

ii′dsds′ sin θ sin θ′ cosω

rn
,

and that of the two portions ds cos θ and ds′ cos θ′ along [pages 32 and 204] the same line AA′ is

ii′kdsds′ cos θ cos θ′

rn
.

Thus the interaction of the two elements ds and ds′ is necessarily represented by

ii′dsds′

rn
(sin θ sin θ′ cosω + k cos θ cos θ′) .

71[N. T.] In the original text we have N′n′ = ds′ cos θ. This was a typographical mistake. What is being discussed
here is the angle θ′ between ds′ and the straight line AA′. This angle θ′ is not necessarily equal to the angle θ.
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This formula is simplified by introducing ε for the angle between the two elements in place of
ω; for, by considering the spherical triangle72 with sides θ, θ′ and ε, we have

cos ε = cos θ cos θ′ + sin θ sin θ′ cosω .

Hence

sin θ sin θ′ cosω = cos ε− cos θ cos θ′ .

Substituting this in the foregoing formula and putting k − 1 = h, we get

ii′dsds′

rn
(cos ε+ h cos θ cos θ′) .

It is as well to point out that a change of sign occurs when one of the currents, say that of the
element ds, takes the diametrically opposite direction, for at that time cos θ and cos ε change sign,
whilst cos θ′ remains the same. This value of the mutual action of the two elements has only been
obtained by the substitution of projections for the element itself; but it may be inferred without
difficulty that an element can be replaced by an arbitrary polygonal contour, and then by an
arbitrary curve [pages 33 and 205] which terminates at the same extremities, provided that all the
dimensions of this polygon or curve are infinitesimal.

Suppose, in fact, that ds1, ds2, ..., dsm are different sides of the infinitesimal polygon which
is substituted for ds. The direction AA′ may always be regarded as in the same direction as the
lines joining the respective midpoints of the sides with A′.

Let θ1, θ2, ..., θm be the angles which they form respectively with AA′, and ε1, ε2, ..., εm be
those which they form with M′m′. Using Σ to denote a sum of terms of like form, the sum of the
actions of the sides ds1, ds2, ..., dsm on ds′ is

ii′ds′

rn
(ΣdsI cos εI + h cos θ′ΣdsI cos θI) .

Now ΣdsI cos εI is the projection of the polygonal contour on the direction of ds′ and, in
consequence, it is equal to the projection of ds on the same direction, that is to say, it is equal
to ds cos ε. Likewise ΣdsI cos θI is equal to the projection of ds on AA′ which is ds cos θ. The
action exerted on ds′ by the polygonal contour terminated at the extremities of ds may therefore
be represented as

ii′ds′

rn
(ds cos ε+ hds cos θ cos θ′) ,

and it is the same as that of ds on ds′.
Since this conclusion is independent of the number of sides ds1, ds2, ..., dsm, it also applies to

an infinitesimal arc of a curve.
It could likewise be proved that the action of ds′ on ds can be replaced by that which an

infinitesimal curve, having the same extremities as [pages 34 and 206] those of ds′, would exert on
each element of the small curve which we have just substituted for ds, and which would therefore
be exerted on this small curve itself. Thus, the formula which we have obtained expresses the fact
that a curvilinear element produces the same effect as an infinitesimal portion of rectilinear current
with the same extremities, whatever the values of the constants n and h. The experiment by which
this result has been reached cannot therefore help in the determination of these constants.

We shall therefore have to utilize two of the other cases of equilibrium which we have discussed.
But first we shall transform73 the foregoing expression for the action of two elements of voltaic
currents by introducing the partial differentials of the distance of these two elements.

72[N. T.] The spherical triangle was discussed in Subsection 7.4.1.
73[N. T.] This transformation was first presented by Ampère in the dissertation read to the Académie on 10 June

1822, [Amp22p] and [Amp85p]. We discussed it in detail in Section 7.4. The relevance of this transformation is
that with it Ampère could calculate the action of an arbitrary closed circuit on a current element. He could also
establish a mathematical relation between the constants n and k.
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Let x, y and z be the coordinates of the first point [namely, the center of the element ds], and
x′, y′ and z′ those of the second. We get:74

cos θ =
x− x′

r

dx

ds
+
y − y′

r

dy

ds
+
z − z′

r

dz

ds
,

and

cos θ′ =
x− x′

r

dx′

ds′
+
y − y′

r

dy′

ds′
+
z − z′

r

dz′

ds′
.

But we also have:

r2 = (x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2 .

Therefore, by successively taking the partial differential coefficients with respect to s and s′,

r
dr

ds
= (x− x′)

dx

ds
+ (y − y′)

dy

ds
+ (z − z′)

dz

ds
,

r
dr

ds′
= −(x− x′)

dx

ds′
− (y − y′)

dy

ds′
− (z − z′)

dz

ds′
,

[pages 35 and 207]
therefore

cos θ =
dr

ds
, and cos θ′ = − dr

ds′
.

To obtain the value of cos ε, note that

dx

ds
,
dy

ds
,
dz

ds
, and

dx′

ds′
,
dy′

ds′
,
dz′

ds′
,

are the cosines of the angles formed by ds and ds′ with the three axes, and it follows that

cos ε =
dx

ds

dx′

ds′
+
dy

ds

dy′

ds′
+
dz

ds

dz′

ds′
.

Now, differentiating with respect to s′ the foregoing equation which gives r drds , it is found that

r
d2r

dsds′
+
dr

ds

dr

ds′
= −dx

ds

dx′

ds′
− dy

ds

dy′

ds′
− dz

ds

dz′

ds′
= − cos ε .

74[N. T.] By two typographical mistakes the next equations appeared in the original version of the Théorie as:

cos θ =
x− x′

r

dx

ds
+

y − y

r

dy

ds
+

z − z′

r

dz

ds
,

and

cos θ′ =
x− x′

r

dx′

ds
+

y − y′

r

dy′

ds′
+

z − z′

r

dz′

ds′
.

We now present Ampère’s results in modern vector notation. Let (x, y, z) be the coordinates of the center of

the element d~s = dxı̂+ dŷ+ dzk̂ and (x′, y′, z′) those of the center of the element d~s ′ = dx′ ı̂+ dy′ ̂+ dz′k̂. The

distance between these centers is given by r =
√

(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2. The unit vector pointing from

the center of d~s ′ to the center of d~s is given by r̂ = [(x− x′)̂ı+(y− y′)̂+ (z− z′)k̂]/r. As θ is the angle between r̂
and d~s, while θ′ is the angle between r̂ and d~s ′, we can utilize the scalar product to obtain the following relations:

r̂ · d~s = cos θds =
x− x′

r
dx+

y − y′

r
dy +

z − z′

r
dz , (29.1)

and

r̂ · d~s ′ = cos θ′ds′ =
x− x′

r
dx′ +

y − y′

r
dy′ +

z − z′

r
dz′ . (29.2)

We have thus obtained with modern notation the equations presented by Ampère.
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If in the formula for the mutual action of two elements ds and ds′ we substitute for cos θ, cos θ′

and cos ε the values which have just been obtained, and putting k = 1 + h, the formula for the
mutual action of the two elements ds and ds′ becomes,

− ii
′dsds′

rn

(
r
d2r

dsds′
+ k

dr

ds

dr

ds′

)
,

which can be written as

− ii
′dsds′

rn
1

rk−1

d(rk dr
ds )

ds′
,

or75

−ii′r1−n−k d(r
k dr
ds )

ds′
dsds′ .

[pages 36 and 208]

It could also be given the following form:

− ii′

1 + k
r1−n−k d

2(r1+k)

dsds′
dsds′ .

29.4 Relation Given by the Third Case of Equilibrium be-

tween the Two Unknown Constants which Enter in
This Formula

Let us now examine the result of the third case of equilibrium which shows that the component of
the action of a closed circuit on an element in the same direction as this element is always zero,
whatever the form of the circuit.76 Putting ds′ for the element in question, the action of an element
ds of the closed circuit on ds′ is, according to the foregoing,

−ii′ds′r1−n−k d(r
k dr
ds′ )

ds
ds .

Or, substituting − cos θ′ for dr/ds′,

ii′ds′r1−n−k d(r
k cos θ′)

ds
ds .

The component of this action along ds′ is obtained by multiplying this expression by cos θ′:

ii′ds′r1−n−k cos θ′
d(rk cos θ′)

ds
ds .

This differential, integrated over the whole circuit s, yields the total tangential component and it
must be zero whatever the form of the circuit. Integrating it by parts, having written it thus

ii′ds′r1−n−2krk cos θ′
d(rk cos θ′)

ds
ds ,

we shall have [pages 37 and 209]

1

2
ii′ds′

[
r1−n cos2 θ′ − (1− n− 2k)

∫
r−n cos2 θ′dr

]
.

75[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the − sign did not appear in the original text in front of the next equation.
76[N. T.] The reasoning discussed in this Section was first presented in [Amp25d, pp. 385-388], see also [Amp25c].
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The first term r1−n cos2 θ′ vanishes at the limits. As for the integral
∫
r−n cos2 θ′dr, it is very easy

to imagine a closed circuit for which it does not reduce to zero. In fact, if this circuit is cut by very
close spherical surfaces with the center at the midpoint of the element ds′, the two points at which
each of these spheres cuts the circuit, give the same value for r and equal values and opposite signs
for dr; but the values of cos2 θ′ may be different and the squares of all the cosines corresponding
to the points situated on one side of the extreme points of the circuit may be made less than those
relative to the corresponding points on the other side in an infinite number of ways. Now, in this
case, the integral does not vanish; and as the above expression must be zero, whatever the form of
the circuit, the coefficient 1 − n− 2k of this integral must therefore be zero, which gives our first
relation between n and k:

1− n− 2k = 0 .77

77[N. T.] In Section 7.5 we showed that in the paper of 10 June 1822, [Amp22p] and [Amp85p], Ampère had
deduced this same relation beginning with the fact that a circular closed circuit does not exert any torque upon a
circuit of arbitrary form which can turn freely around the axis of the circle when the two extremities of the mobile
circuit are located on this axis. That is, Ampère originally deduced this relation utilizing the case of equilibrium
of the nonexistence of continuous rotation discussed in Subsection 7.3.2. Here in the Théorie this relation has been
obtained from the case of equilibrium of the nonexistence of tangential force discussed in Section 10.4. Moreover, the
method presented in the Théorie leads directly to the resut n = 2 when it is combined with the case of equilibrium
of the law of similarity discussed in Section 10.5.

Tricker presented the following note at this point of the partial English translation of the Théorie, [Tri65, p. 181]:

“The derivation of Ampère’s formula is virtually complete at this point. The value of n may be
determined very simply by the method of dimensions, utilizing the results of the fourth experiment
which shows that the forces exerted by one circuit on another is independent of the linear dimensions
of the circuits. In the expression

ii′dsds′

rn
(sin θ sin θ′ cosω + k cos θ cos θ′) ,

the numerator is of two dimensions in length. It follows that the denominator must also possess two
dimensions in length and thus the value of the exponent n must be 2. This then gives k = −1/2.

Apparently Ampère did not discover this line of reasoning until after the writing of his Mémoire
and it is given only in a note at the end [see Sections 30.1 and 31.1]. The method occurred to him
after considering similar conclusions drawn by Laplace from some of Biot’s experiments.”

Maybe for this reason the partial English translation of the Théorie which appears in Tricker’s book, see [Amp65b],
continues after this note in the point corresponding to the second half of page 94 of the Théorie published in 1826,
[Amp26f], equivalent to page 266 of the Théorie published in 1827, [Amp23c]. That is, pages 38 to 94 of the 1826
edition (or pages 210 to 266 of the 1827 edition) were not translated in Tricker’s book.

In any event, it is not correct this point of view presented by Tricker that Ampère only discovered this line of
reasoning after writing the Théorie in 1826. As a matter of fact, already in 28 November 1825, Ampère read to the
Academy of Sciences of Paris a dissertation in which he presented the case of equilibrium of the law of similarity,
discussed in Section 10.5, see [Amp26b, pp. 37-38] and [Amp87f, pp. 205-207]. Moreover, in the paper of 1825 he
utilized directly this argument mentioned by Tricker, which Ampère also included in the first Note at the end of the
Théorie, see Sections 30.1 and 31.1.

We present here some words of Ampère written at the end of 1825, [Amp26b, p. 39] and [Amp87f, pp. 207-208].
He was then considering a force inversely proportional to the nth power of the distance r between two current
elements. His words:

Moreover, it should be noted that the procedure just indicated for the determination of the value of n
might had been concluded from this [argument, namely,] that the mutual action between two elements
of electric currents, being necessarily proportional to the product of the lengths of these elements, and
represented by this product multiplied by a function of the angles which determine their orientations
and divided by the nth power of their distance, the number of dimensions of the values of the double
integrals expressing the resultant forces of the mutual action between two circuits is, necessarily, 2−n.
Therefore, when it is supposed that all dimensions of the two circuits increase or decrease in the same
ratio [rapport], without changing the angles, it follows necessarily that the action must be, as we have
just seen otherwise, proportional to the power 2 − n of this ratio. Hence, if the action remains the
same, it necessarily follows that n = 2.

That is, Ampère showed in 1825 that if the resultant force between two circuits does not change when all linear
dimensions are altered in the same proportion, it follows necessarily that the force between the current elements
must be inversely proportional to the square of their distance.

It seems to us that Ampère opted consciously to include this line of reasoning only in the first Note at the end of
the Théorie, see Sections 30.1 and 31.1. That is, instead of being a late discovery, as suggested by Tricker, probably
this procedure of including it at the end of his work was a methodological choice made by Ampère.
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Before looking for a second equation for determination of these two constants, we start by
proving the k is negative, and, as a consequence that n = 1 − 2k is greater than 1; we will use
a fact that is easily experimentally determined,78 namely, that a rectilinear indefinite conductor
attracts a closed circuit, when the electric current in this circuit, in the portion which is closest to
the conductor, flows in the same sense as the current in the conductor, and repels in the opposite
case.

Figure 7.

Let UV (figure 7) be the indefinite rectilinear conductor; assume [pages 38 and 210] for simplicity
that the closed circuit THKT′K′H′ is in the same plane as the conducting wire UV, and look for
the action exerted by an arbitrary element MM′ of this last [rectilinear conductor]. To this end
draw from the midpoint A of this element the radii vector connected to all the points of the circuit,
and look for the action perpendicular to UV exerted by this element on the circuit.

The component perpendicular to UV of the action exerted by MM′= ds′ on an element KH
= ds is obtained by multiplying the expression of this action by sin θ′; is therefore, observing that
1− n− 2k = 0,

ii′ds′ sin θ′rk
d(rk cos θ′)

ds
ds ,

or

1

2
ii′ds′ tan θ′

d(r2k cos2 θ′)

ds
ds ,

expression which should be integrated over the entire extent of the circuit. Integration by parts
yields

1

2
ii′ds′

(
r2k sin θ′ cos θ′ −

∫
r2kdθ′

)
.

The first term vanishes at the limits, there remains only

−1

2
ii′ds′

∫
r2kdθ′ .

78[N. T.] Ampère is referring to the experiment of May 1822 showing that n > 1 or that k < 0. This experiment
was discussed in Section 8.3.
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Now considering the two elements [of the circuit] KH and K′H′ contained between the same two
consecutive radii, dθ′ is the same of both, but must be taken with the opposite sign, in such a way
that, making AH = r and AH′= r′, one has for the joint action of the two elements

−1

2
ii′ds′

[∫
(r′2k − r2k)dθ′

]
,

[pages 39 and 211]
where we assumed that r′ is greater than r. The term in this integral which results from the action
of the part THT′, convex toward UV, will dominate over that [term] which is produced by the
action of the concave part TH′T′ if k is negative; the reverse will hold if k is positive, and there
will be no action if k is zero. The same results hold for all the elements of UV, it follows that the
convex part toward UV has more influence on the movement of the circuit than the concave part,
if k < 0, equal influence if k = 0, and less [influence] for k > 0. Now, experiment proves that it
has a larger influence. One then takes k < 0, and it follows that n > 1, because n = 1− 2k.

From this reasoning it follows this remarkable consequence, namely, that the parts of the same
rectilinear current repel each other; as a matter of fact, by making θ = 0 and θ′ = 0, the formula
for the attraction between two elements becomes kii′dsds′/rn; and as it is negative, because k is
negative, there is repulsion. This is what I verified by the experiment which I now describe.79

Figure 8.

One takes a glass container PQ (figure 8) separated by an [insulating] partition MN into two
equal compartments filled with mercury, one places in it a silk-covered copper wire ABCDE, with
the branches AB and ED, situated parallel to the partition MN, floating on the mercury which
communicates with the bare extremities A and E of these portions. By placing the rheophores in
the capsules S and T, where the mercury communicates with that [mercury] of the vase PQ by
the portions hH and kK of the conductor, one establishes two currents, in which each one has as
conductor one part of the mercury and a part solid: whatever the direction of the current, one sees
always the two wires AB and ED moving away from the points H and K parallel to the partition
MN, which indicates a repulsion [pages 40 and 212] for each wire between the current established
in the mercury and its extension in the wire itself. Depending upon the sense of the current, the
motion of the wire is more or less quick, because, in one case, the action exerted by the [terrestrial]
globe on the portion BCD of this wire, adds to the obtained effect, while in the other case, on the
contrary, it decreases the obtained effect and should be subtracted from it.80

79[N. T.] This experiment was made originally in Geneva between the final of August and the beginning of
September 1822, see Section 8.2.

80[N. T.] The force exerted by the current in the mercury acting on the bridge ABCDE is always repulsive, no
matter the sense of the current in the bridge. This repulsive force moves the bridge away from the points H and
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29.5 General Formulas which Represent the Action of a

Closed Voltaic Circuit, or of a System of Closed Cir-
cuits, on an Electric Current Element

We examine now the action exerted by an electric current which forms a closed circuit,81 or a
system of currents which also form closed circuits, on an element of electric current.82

Figure 9.

Take the origin of the coordinate [system] at the center83 A′ (figure 9)84 of the considered
element M′N′, and let λ, µ and ν, be the angles which it makes with the three axes. Let MN
be any element of a current forming a closed circuit, or of one of the currents forming equally
closed circuits composing the considered system of currents, and naming ds′ and ds the elements
M′N′ and MN, r the distance AA′ of their centers and θ′ the angle of the current M′N′ with AA′,
the formula that we previously found expressing the mutual action of two elements becomes, by
replacing85 dr/ds′ by − cos θ′:86

K, in such a way that it approaches the point N. The force exerted by the Earth on the bridge, on the other hand,
depends upon the sense of the current. Let us suppose that when the current flows in the sense ABCDE the force
exerted by the Earth on the bridge acts in the sense from M to N. In this case it will add to the force exerted on
the bridge by the current in the mercury. The net force on the bridge has then a larger intensity than the repulsive
force exerted only by the mercury on the bridge. In the opposite case, when the current flows in the sense EDCBA,
the force exerted by the Earth on the bridge will be in the opposite direction, from N to M. Therefore, in this case
the net force on the bridge will be smaller than the force exerted only by the mercury on the bridge.

81[N. T.] By a typographical mistake, in the original text we read “formant un circuit formé” instead of “formant
un circuit fermé.”

82[N. T.] The following text which goes until the final equation for U at the end of our page 384, corresponding
to pages 53 and 225 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively, were taken from Ampère’s paper of
22 December 1823, [Amp24c], [Amp24f], [Amp24e] and [Amp85f].

83[N. T.] Original French sentence in the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie: “Prenons l’origine des coordonnées
au milieu A de l’élément proposé M′N′, [...].” However, as indicated in figure 9 appearing on page 40 of the 1826
edition of the Théorie, and on page 212 of the 1827 edition, the center of the element M′N′ is the point A′. There
was a typographical mistake in the French sentence. Only in the Théorie of 1826 we have an errata informing that
the center of the element M′N′ is the point A′.

84[N. T.] We call attention here that Ampère always utilized a left-handed coordinate system.
85[N. T.] By a typographical mistake, in the original text we read dr/ds. The correct expression should be dr/ds′,

as Ampère was referring here to the current M′N′, corresponding to the element ds′ and the angle θ′ it makes with
AA′.

86[N. T.] In the original text the portion in the parenthesis appeared as (rn cos θ′). This was a typographical
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ii′ds′rk
d(rk cos θ′)

ds
ds .

The angles which AA′ makes with the three axes have for cosines x/r, y/r and z/r, [therefore] one
has

cos θ′ =
x

r
cosλ+

y

r
cosµ+

z

r
cos ν ;

by substituting this value for cos θ′,87 and multiplying by x/r, we find as the expression of the
component [of the force] following the x axis,
[pages 41 and 213]

ii′ds′rk−1xd(rk−1x cosλ+ rk−1y cosµ+ rk−1z cos ν) ,

the sign d referring only, except in the factor ds′, to the differentials taken when varying only s,
this expression can be written as88

= ii′ds′
[
cosλrk−1xd(rk−1x) +

x cosµ

y
rk−1yd(rk−1y) +

x cos ν

z
rk−1zd(rk−1z)

]

=
1

2
ii′ds′

[
cosλd(r2k−2x2) +

x

y
cosµd(r2k−2y2) +

x

z
cos νd(r2k−2z2)

]

=
1

2
ii′ds′

(
d
x2 cosλ+ xy cosµ+ xz cos ν

rn+1
− y2 cosµ

rn+1
d
x

y
− z2 cos ν

rn+1
d
x

z

)

=
1

2
ii′ds′

(
d
x cos θ′

rn
+
xdy − ydx

rn+1
cosµ− zdx− xdz

rn+1
cos ν

)
,

by replacing 2k − 2 by its value −n− 1.
If one represents by r1, x1, θ

′
1, and r2, x2, θ

′
2, the values of r, x and θ′, at the two extremities

of the arc s, and by X the resultant along the x axis of all the forces exerted by the elements of
this arc on ds′, one obtains

X =
1

2
ii′ds′

(
x2 cos θ

′
2

rn2
− x1 cos θ

′
1

rn1
+ cosµ

∫
xdy − ydx

rn+1
− cos ν

∫
zdx− xdz

rn+1

)
.

If this arc forms a closed circuit, r2, x2 and θ′2, will be equal to [pages 42 and 214] r1, x1 and θ′1,
and the value of X reduces to

X =
1

2
ii′ds′

(
cosµ

∫
xdy − ydx

rn+1
− cos ν

∫
zdx− xdz

rn+1

)
.

By designating by Y and Z the forces along the y and z axes resulting from the action of the same
elements on ds′, one finds by a similar calculation

Y =
1

2
ii′ds′

(
cos ν

∫
ydz − zdy

rn+1
− cosλ

∫
xdy − ydx

rn+1

)
,

mistake. The index n should not appear in this place, as this equation came from

−ii′ds′r1−n−k
d(rk dr

ds′
)

ds
ds .

Substituting n by 1− 2k, we obtain the equation included in this English translation.
87[N. T.] By a typographical mistake, in the original text we read cos θ. This section of the text is discussing the

element ds′, which makes an angle θ′ with the straight segment of length r connecting the two elements. For this
reason the correct expression should be cos θ′.

88[N. T.] In the original text the last fraction in the third line was written as dx
y
. This was a typographical

mistake. The correct expression should be dx
z
, as we wrote in this English translation.
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Z =
1

2
ii′ds′

(
cosλ

∫
zdx− xdz

rn+1
− cosµ

∫
ydz − zdy

rn+1

)
,

and by taking

∫
ydz − zdy

rn+1
= A ,

∫
zdx− xdz

rn+1
= B , and

∫
xdy − ydx

rn+1
= C ,

it becomes

X =
1

2
ii′ds′(C cosµ−B cos ν) ,

Y =
1

2
ii′ds′(A cos ν − C cosλ) ,

Z =
1

2
ii′ds′(B cosλ−A cosµ) .

By multiplying the first of these equations by A, the second by B and the third by C, one finds
AX +BY +CZ = 0; and if one conceives at the origin [A′] a straight line A′E [see figure 9] which
makes with the [Cartesian orthogonal] axes angles whose cosines are given by, respectively,89

A

D
= cos ξ1 ,

B

D
= cos η1 ,

C

D
= cos ζ1 ,

by supposing, for brevity90

[pages 43 and 215]

√
A2 +B2 + C2 = D ,

it91 will be perpendicular to the resultant R of the three forces X, Y and Z, which make with the
[orthogonal Cartesian] axes angles whose cosines are

X

R
,
Y

R
,
Z

R
,

since one has, by virtue of the preceding equation,92

A

D

X

R
+
B

D

Y

R
+
C

D

Z

R
= 0 .

It should be remarked that the straight line [A′E] which we have determined is completely inde-
pendent of the direction of the element M′N′; because it is immediately deduced from the integrals
A, B and C, which depend only on the closed circuit and on the position of the coordinate planes,
and which are the sums of the projections on the coordinate planes of the areas of the triangles
which have their vertex at the center of the element ds′, and as bases the different elements of
the closed circuit s,93 all these areas being divided by the power n + 1 of the radius vector r.94

The resultant is perpendicular to this straight line A′E, which I will call directrix,95 it is located,
regardless of the direction of the element [ds′], in the plane raised at the point A′ perpendicular

89[N. T.] The first equation in the original text was written as “A
B

= cos ξ1.” This was a typographical mistake,

as the hypotenuse here is the length D =
√
A2 +B2 + C2.

90[N. T.] By a typographical mistake, in the original text we read
√
A2 +B2 + C2 = D.

91[N. T.] That is, the straight line A′E.
92[N. T.] By a typographical mistake, the second fraction of the second term was written as Y

X
.

93[N. T.] In the original text we read “des circuits fermés s.”
94[N. T.] This is an extremely important result. Ampère obtained this result at the end of 1823, just after the

publications of Savary, see Chapter 9 and references [Amp24c], [Amp24f], [Amp24e] and [Amp85f].
95[N. T.] The word “directrice” appeared in italics in [Amp87d, p. 38]. Its meaning was discussed in Section 10.1.
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to the [straight line] A′E; I will call this plane the directing plane.96 If one forms the sum of the
squares of X, Y and Z, one finds as the value of the resultant of the action [on ds′ exerted by] the
single circuit, or by the system of circuits which one has considered, [the following value:]97

R =
1

2
Dii′ds′

[
(cos ζ1 cosµ− cos η1 cos ν)

2 + (cos ξ1 cos ν − cos ζ1 cosλ)
2

+ (cos η1 cosλ− cos ξ1 cosµ)
2
]1/2

,

or, by naming ε the angle of the element ds′ with the directrix, [one obtains:]98

R =
1

2
Dii′ds′ sin ε .

[pages 44 and 216]
It is easy to determine the component of this action in a given plane passing through the element
ds′ and making an angle ϕ with the plane formed by ds′ and the directrix. In effect, the resultant
R being perpendicular to this last plane, its component on the given plane will be

R sinϕ , or
1

2
Dii′ds′ sin ε sinϕ .

Now, sin ε sinϕ is equal to the sine of the angle ψ which the directrix makes with the given plane.
This is what one deduces immediately from the trihedral angle formed by ds′, by the directrix
and by its projection on the given plane. The component in this plane will therefore have as its
expression

1

2
Dii′ds′ sinψ .

This expression can be put in another form by observing that ψ is the complement99 of the angle
which the directrix makes with the normal to the plane in which one considers the action. One has
therefore, by naming ξ, η and ζ the angles that this last straight line forms with the three axes,

sinψ =
A

D
cos ξ +

B

D
cos η +

C

D
cos ζ ,

and the expression of the action becomes

1

2
ii′ds′(A cos ξ +B cos η + C cos ζ) ,

or

1

2
Uii′ds′ ,

by using [the following definition:]
[pages 45 and 217]

U = A cos ξ +B cos η + C cos ζ .

96[N. T.] The expression “plan directeur” appeared in italics in [Amp24c, p. 142], [Amp85f, p. 398] and also in
the 1887 edition of the Théorie, [Amp87d, p. 38]. The first name which Ampère gave to the directrix was normal
to the directing plane, “normale au plan directeur,” [Amp26b, p. 41], [Amp85f, p. 398], [Amp87c, p. 195] and
[Amp87f, p. 210]. This expression appeared also in the Théorie, see pages 97, 98, 104 and 105 of the 1826 edition,
or pages 269, 270, 276 and 277 of the 1827 edition.

97[N. T.] By a typographical mistake, the last term inside the square root of the original text did not appear
elevated to 2.

98[N. T.] This extremely important result was discussed in Section 10.1.
The angle ε defined here between ds′ and the directrix due to a system of closed circuits should not be confused

with the angle ε between two elements of current introduced on pages 32 and 204 of the 1826 and 1827 editions of
the Théorie, respectively, which correspond to page 368 of this book.

99[N. T.] The complement of an angle ϕ1 is another angle ϕ2 such that ϕ1 + ϕ2 = π/2.
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One sees that this action is independent of the direction of the element in the plane that one has
considered, we designate it under the name of the action exerted in this plane,100 and we conclude
that it [i.e., this action] remains the same when one gives successively to the element various
directions in the same plane,101 [we also conclude] that if that [action] which the Earth exerts on
a mobile conductor in a fixed plane is produced by electric currents forming closed circuits, the
distances of which to the [mobile] conductor being sufficiently large to be considered as constants
during the time that it [i.e., this conductor] moves in this plane, it [i.e., this action] will always
have the same value in the various positions which the conductor successively takes, because the
actions exerted on each of the elements of which it is composed always resting the same and always
being perpendicular to these elements, their resultant can not vary in its size nor in its direction
relative to the conductor. This direction will change moreover in the fixed plane by following there
the motion of this conductor: it is in effect what one observes with respect to a conductor which
is mobile in a horizontal plane, and which one directs successively in various azimuths.

Figure 10.

29.6 Experiment by which One Verifies a Consequence of

These Formulas

One can verify this result by the following experiment:102 within a wooden disc ABCD (figure
10), one carves a circular channel KLMN in which one places two copper vessels KL and MN of
the same form, and which each occupy nearly the half-circumference of the channel in a manner
such that there remains between them two intervals KN and LM which one fills with an insulating
putty; on each of these vessels one solders the two copper plates PQ and RS, embedded in the
[pages 46 and 218] disc and which have goblets X and Y, designed to allow, through the mercury
which they contain, the communication of the vessels KL and MN with the rheophores of a very
strong battery; in the disc there is embedded another plate TO, carrying the goblet Z, where one
also places a small amount of mercury; this plate TO is soldered at the center O of the disc to a
vertical rod to which is soldered a fourth goblet U, which has its bottom covered by a piece of glass

100[N. T.] The expression “action exercée dans ce plan” appeared in italics in [Amp87d, p. 39].
101[N. T.] The portion beginning in this point and going up to the expression “which should be verified” in our
page 379, which corresponds to pages 47 and 219 of the 1826 and 1827 editions of the Théorie, respectively, was
taken from [Amp24c, pp. 138-140].
102[N. T.] See [Amp24c, p. 139 and figure 2].
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or agate to make more mobile the crossed framework103 which we will discuss, but whose edges are
sufficiently high so as to be in communication with the mercury which one places in this goblet; it
[i.e., this goblet U] receives the tip V (figure 11)104 which forms the pivot of the crossed framework
FGHI, whose branches EG and EI are mutually equal and soldered at G and I to the plates gxh
and iyf which are submerged in the acidulated water of the vases KL and MN [of figure 10], when
the tip V rests over the bottom of goblet U, and which are attached by their other extremities h
and f by arms EH and EF, without communicating with them. These two plates are equal and
similar, and folded in an approximately 90o arc.

Figure 11.

When one inserts the rheophores, one in the goblet Z, the other in one of the two goblets X or Y,
the current only passes through one of the arms of the crossed framework, and one sees it [i.e., this
crossed framework] turn on the tip V due to the Earth’s action, from East to West by the South
when the current goes from the circumference to the center, and in the opposite direction when it
[i.e., when the current] goes from the center to the circumference, conforming to the explanation
of this phenomenon that I have given, and which one can see in my Recueil d’Observations électro-
dynamiques, on page 284.105 But when one inserts them [i.e., the rheophores] in the goblets X
and Y, the current flows in the opposite directions through the two arms EG and EI, [and] the
crossed framework remains stationary in any situation it was placed, [pages 47 and 219] as when,
for example, one of the arms is parallel and the other perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, and
this [lack of motion of the crossed framework] takes place even when one knocks lightly the disc
ABCD, increasing the mobility of the instrument by the small vibrations which result. By slightly
bending the arms of the crossed framework around the point E, one can make them take different
angles, and the result of the experiment is always the same. It follows inevitably that the force
with which the Earth acts on a portion of conductor, perpendicular to its direction, to make it
move in a horizontal plane, and, by consequence, in a plane given in position with respect to the
system of terrestrial currents, is the same, no matter the direction, in this plane, of the portion of
the conductor, which is precisely the result of the calculation it was meant to verify.

It should be remarked that the action of the currents of acidulated water on their extensions

103[N. T.] Sautoir in the original.
104[N. T.] The tip V below the central point E did not appear in the original figure 11 of the 1827 edition of the
Théorie. This was corrected in the 1826 edition of the Théorie, as indicated here. This tip V will remain in electric
contact with the mercury of goblet U of figure 10. This tip V had already appeared in the first presentation of this
experiment, see [Amp24c, p. 139 and figure 3].
105[N. T.] Ampère is referring here initially to a work of Auguste de la Rive which was published in 1822 and
reprinted in the Recueil with some modifications due to Ampère, [dlR22b, p. 46], [dlR22a, p. 47], [dlR22c, p. 284]
and [dlR85, p. 326]. These works were followed by Notes written by Ampère himself, see [Ampb] and [Amp22b]. In
the Recueil Auguste de la Rive’s paper came after a Preface written by Ampère, [Amp22d] and [Amp85c].
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on the plates gh and if does not disturb in any manner the equilibrium of the device; since it is
easy to see that the action which is in question tends to cause the plate gh to turn about the tip V
in the direction hxg, and the plate if in the direction fyi, from which results, due to the equality
of these plates, two torques that cancel one another, since they are equal and with opposite signs.

One knows that it is M. Savary who is responsible for the experiment by which one found this
action;106 this experiment can be made easier by replacing the copper wire spiral in the device,
which was first used, by a circular plate of the same metal. This plate ABC (figure 12)107 forms
a circular arc nearly equal to a complete circumference; but its extremities A and C are separated
from each other by a piece D of insulating material.

Figure 12.

One makes [pages 48 and 220] one of its extremities A, for instance, in communication with
one of the rheophores at the tip O which one places in the cup S (figure 13)108, 109 filled with
mercury. This [cup] is joined by the metal wire STR to the cup R in which one of the rheophores
is immersed. This tip O (figure 12) connects with the extremity A by the copper wire AEQ whose
extension QF supports at F the lamina ABC by a ring of insulating material, which covers the
copper wire at this point. When the tip O rests on the bottom of the cup S (figure 13), the lamina
ABC (figure 12) is immersed in the acidulated water contained in the copper vessel MN (figure
13) which communicates with the cup P which contains the other rheophore; one sees therefore
turning of this lamina in the direction CBA.

106[N. T.] Ampère mentioned this experiment performed by Savary in [Amp22e, p. 66], [Amp22f, p. 243] and
[Amp85d, p. 198].
107[N. T.] The tip O below letter Q at the center of the wire EF did not appear in figure 12 of the Théorie published
in 1827. This was corrected in figure 12 of the Théorie published in 1826. This tip allows an electric contact with
one of the poles of the battery connected to the mercury located inside cup S of figure 13, see our page 381.
108[N. T.] In figure 13 of the Théorie published in 1827 the letter O in cup S did not appear. This was corrected
in the 1826 edition presented here. Tip O below letter Q appeared in figure 12, see our page 380.
109[N. T.] The figure included in this footnote is a simpler device than that shown in figure 13 of the
Théorie. It was published in 1824, [Amp24c, figure 6]. It has been inserted here to facilitate the com-
prehension of Ampère’s experiment. Figure 13 of the Théorie is more complex than this device due to
the discussion which Ampère will make in our page 465, corresponding to page 174 of the Théorie pub-
lished in 1826 and to page 346 of the Théorie published in 1827. As the figures were collected in plates
at the end of the book, a specific figure might have rich details which were utilized in several discus-
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Figure 13.

Provided that the battery is strong enough, the movement continues in this direction until one
reverses the communications with the battery, by reciprocally changing the two rheophores of the
cup P with the cup R, thus proving that this movement is not at all due to the action of the
Earth110 and only derive from the action that the currents in the acidulated water exert on the
current flowing in the circular lamina ABC (figure 12), an action which is always repulsive, because
if GH represents one of the acidulated water currents which extends to HK in the lamina ABC,
regardless of the direction of this current, it will obviously travel one of the sides of the angle GHK
while approaching, and the other [side] while flowing away from the vertex H. But it is necessary,
so that the movement which one observes in this case to take place, that the repulsion between
two elements, one in I and the other in L, take place following the line IL, oblique to the arc ABC,
and not following the perpendicular LT at the element situated in L, since the direction of this
perpendicular encounters the vertical drawn through the point O around which the mobile part of
the device is allowed to turn, a force [pages 49 and 221] directed along this perpendicular could
not impart any rotational movement.

I have just said that, when one wants to be assured that the movement of this device is not
produced by the action of the Earth, by establishing that it continues to happen in the same
direction when one reverses the connections to the battery by changing the rheophores at the

sions. Sometimes this made these figure reasonably complex, as is the case with figure 13 of the Théorie.

110[N. T.] Ampère himself had shown that the force or torque exerted by the Earth on a current carrying wire
reverses its direction by inverting the sense of the current in the conductor. In this experiment, on the other hand,
the action exerted on the mobile conductor does not change its direction by inverting the sense of the current flowing
though it.
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cups, it is necessary to use a battery of sufficient strength; it is effectively impossible, in this
arrangement of a mobile conductor, to avoid the Earth’s action on the vertical wire AE moving it
to the West, when the current there is ascending, to the East when the current is descending, and
on the horizontal wire EQ, in order to make it turn about the vertical passing through the point
O, in the sense directly East, South, West, when the current goes from E to Q, while approaching
the rotational center, and in a retrograde Western, Southern, Eastern direction, when it goes from
Q to E, while following the same center.111, 112 The first of these actions is hardly observable, at
least when one gives to the vertical wire AE a length only sufficient for the stability of the mobile
conductor at its tip O; but the second [action] is determined by the dimensions of the device; and
since it changes direction when one reverses connections with the battery, it is added in one order
of the connections with the action exercised by the acidulated water currents, and it reduces in
the other; this is why the observed movement is always more rapid in one case than in the other;
this difference is more pronounced [pages 50 and 222] when the current produced by the battery
is weaker, because as its intensity decreases, the electrodynamic action being, all other things
remaining the same, as the product of the intensities of the two portions of the currents which act
one on the other, this action between the acidulated water currents and those of the lamina ABC,
decreases as the square of their intensity, while the intensity of the terrestrial currents remaining the
same, their action, on those of the lamina, will only decrease proportionally to the same intensity:
as the intensity of the battery diminishes, the action of the Earth becomes more and more able to
destroy that [action] of the acidulated water currents in the arrangement of the connections with
the battery where these actions are opposed, and one sees, when this energy becomes very weak,
the device will stop in this case, and the movement then appears in the contrary direction; thus
the experiment leads to a conclusion opposite that which was expected to be established, since the
action of the Earth became dominant one could ignore the existence of those from the acidulated
water currents. For the rest, the first of these two actions is always null on the circular lamina
ABC, because the Earth acts like a system of closed currents, the force that they exert on each
element being perpendicular to the direction of this element, passes through the vertical set by the
point O, and cannot, as a consequence, tend to cause rotation of the mobile conductor around the
vertical.

29.7 Application of the Preceding Formulas to a Circular
Circuit

We will, to serve as an example, apply the preceding formulas to the case where the system reduces
to a single closed circular current.113

When the system is only composed of a single current, [pages 51 and 223] traversing a circular
circumference of any radius m, one simplifies the calculation, by taking, for the plane xy, the plane
through the coordinate origin, that is to say, through the center A of the element ab (figure 14)114

parallel to that of the circle; and for the plane of the xz, the one that goes perpendicularly through
the plane of the circle by the same origin [A] and by the center O [of the circular current].

111[N. A.] Note for these two kinds of actions exerted by the Earth, what is said in my Recueil d’Observations
électro-dynamiques, pages 280, 284.
112[N. T.] Ampère is referring here initially to a work of Auguste de la Rive published in 1822 and reprinted in the
Recueil including some modifications made by Ampère, [dlR22b, pp. 42 to 46], [dlR22a, pp. 44-47], [dlR22c, pp. 280
to 284] and [dlR85, pp. 323 to 327]. These works were followed by Notes written by Ampère himself, [Ampb] and
[Amp22b]. In the Recueil the work of Auguste de la Rive was preceded by a Preface written by Ampère, [Amp22d]
and [Amp85c].
113[N. T] The following text has been taken essentially from the following works: [Amp24c, pp. 148-151] and
[Amp24e, pp. 16-20].
114[N. T.] The figure presented in this footnote is much simpler than figure 14 of the Théorie. This il-
lustration was published in 1824, [Amp24c, table 2, figure 7]. Figure 14 of the Théorie is more com-
plex than the figure of this footnote due to the discussion which Ampère will present in our pages 490
and 503, corresponding to pages 214 and 380 of the Théorie published in 1826 and 1827, respectively.
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Figure 14.

Let p and q be the coordinates of this center O;115 suppose that the point C is the projection of
O on the plane xy, N that of any point M of the circle, and name ω the angle ACN; if one projects
NP perpendicularly on AX, the three coordinates x, y and z of the point M will be MN, NP and
AP, and one easily finds for their values:

z = q , y = m sinω , and x = p−m cosω .

The magnitudes that we have designated116 by A, B and C being respectively equal to

∫
ydz − zdy

rn+1
,

∫
zdx− xdz

rn+1
, and

∫
xdy − ydx

rn+1
,

we have:

115[N. T.] That is, according to figure 14, the coordinates (xO , yO, zO) of the center O are given by (xO, yO, zO) =
(p, 0, q), respectively.
116[N. T.] On pages 42 and 214 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, corresponding to our page 376.
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A = −mq
∫

cosωdω

rn+1
,

B = mq

∫
sinωdω

rn+1
,

and

C = mp

∫
cosωdω

rn+1
−m2

∫
dω

rn+1
.

If one integrates by parts those of these terms which contain sinω and cosω, while paying
attention that
[pages 52 and 224]

r2 = x2 + y2 + z2 = q2 + p2 +m2 − 2mp cosω ,

gives

dr =
mp sinωdω

r
,

if one removes the terms which are null because their integrals are taken from ω = 0 to ω = 2π,
and one sets the values of A, B and C also found in that of U ,117

U = A cos ξ +B cos η + C cos ζ ,

one obtains118

U = m2

[
(n+ 1)(p2 cos ζ − pq cos ξ)

∫
sin2 ωdω

rn+3
− cos ζ

∫
dω

rn+1

]
.

Now, the angle ξ can be expressed by means of ζ; since, by designating by h, the perpendicular
OK projected from the center O on the plane bAG for which one calculates the value of U , one
obtains h = q cos ζ + p cos ξ, and this value becomes

U = m2

{
(n+ 1)

[
(p2 + q2) cos ζ − hq

] ∫ sin2 ωdω

rn+3
− cos ζ

∫
dω

rn+1

}
.

29.8 Simplification of the Formulas when the Diameter of
the Circular Circuit is Very Small

The evaluation is quite simple in the case where the radius m is very small when compared to the
distance l of the origin A to the center O; since, if one develops in series [the value of U] following
the powers of m, one has that when one neglects the powers of m higher than 3, the terms in m3

disappear between the limits 0 and 2π, and those that are in m2 are obtained by replacing r by
l =

√
p2 + q2; it only remains therefore to calculate the values of

∫
sin2 ωdω and of

∫
dω from ω = 0 to ω = 2π ;

[pages 53 and 225]
which gives π for the first [integral], and 2π for the second; the value of U therefore reduces to

U = πm2

[
(n− 1) cos ζ

ln+1
− (n+ 1)hq

ln+3

]
.

117[N. T.] The magnitude U had been introduced in pages 45 and 217 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie,
corresponding to our page 377.
118[N. T.] In the original texts of the versions published in 1826 and 1827 we have incorrectly the letter m instead
of m2 multiplying the square brackets of this equation. Joubert corrected this misprint, see [Amp87d, p. 46].
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29.9 Application to a Planar Circuit which Forms a Closed

Curve of Arbitrary Shape, at First in the Case where
the Dimensions are All Very Small, and then when

They are of Any Size Whatsoever

For increased generality, we will now assume that the closed current, instead of being circular, has
any form, but still remains plane and very small.119

Figure 15.

Let MNL (figure 15) be a very small closed and planar circuit of which the area is λ and which
acts on an element placed at the origin A. Partition its surface into infinitely small elements, by
planes passing by the z axis, and let APQ be the trace of one of these planes [projected on the
plane xy], with M and N being its meeting points with the circuit λ, projected on the xy plane
in P and Q. Extend the chord MN to the z axis in G; draw from A a perpendicular AE = q to
the plane of the circuit, and join EG. Let Apq be the trace of a plane infinitely close to the first
[plane], making with it an angle dϕ; let AP = u and PQ = δu. The action of the circuit on the
element in A depends, as we have seen, on three integrals designated by A, B and C, which we will
calculate. Consider first C, whose value is

C =

∫
xdy − ydx

rn+1
=

∫
u2dϕ

rn+1
.

This integral is relative to all the points of the circuit, and if one considers simultaneously the two
elements included between the two adjoining planes AGNQ and AGnq, related to the equal values
and opposite signs of dϕ, one will see that the actions of these two elements should be subtracted
one from the other, and that the [action of] one of the elements which is the closest [pages 54
and 226] to A produces the stronger action. Observing that to have the action from the farthest
[element], it is necessary to replace u and r by u+ δu and r + δr, one finds

119[N. T.] Ampère will show that the action of a planar and very small closed circuit acting on a current element of
another circuit is independent of the shape of the closed circuit, being proportional to its area. This demonstration
can be found at the end of a memoir of 12 September, 1825, [Amp25e, pp. 38-41]. This demonstration did not
appear in the text published originally in the Annales de Chimie et de Physique, [Amp25d] and [Amp25c].
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C =

∫
u2dϕ

rn+1
−
∫

(u+ δu)2dϕ

(r + δr)n+1
,

these two integrals are taken between the two values of ϕ relative to the extreme points L and L′

between which the circuit is included.
The difference between these two integrals can be considered as the variation of the first taken

with the sign reversed, if one neglects all the powers of the circuit dimensions whose exponents are
greater than unity, it becomes

C = −δ
∫
u2dϕ

rn+1
=

∫ [
(n+ 1)u2δr

rn+2
− 2uδu

rn+1

]
dϕ .

Now

r2 = u2 + z2 ,

from where

δr =
uδu+ zδz

r
;

also the angle ZAE being equal to ζ, one has

AG =
q

cos ζ
, and GH = z − q

cos ζ
,

and, due to the similar triangles MHG and MSN,

MH : MS :: GH : NS ,

that is to say

u : δu :: z − q

cos ζ
: δz ;

by extracting from this proportion the value of δz and carrying it into that of δr, one obtains

δz =
z cos ζ − q

u cos ζ
δu , and δr =

(u2 + z2) cos ζ − qz

ur cos ζ
δu =

r2 cos ζ − qz

ur cos ζ
δu ,

[pages 55 and 227]
and by substituting this value into C, it becomes:120

C =

∫ [
(n+ 1)(r2 cos ζ − qz)

rn+3 cos ζ
− 2

rn+1

]
uδudϕ

=

∫ [
n− 1

rn+1
− (n+ 1)qz

rn+3 cos ζ

]
uδudϕ .

Since the circuit is very small, one can consider the values of r and z as constants and equal,
for example, to those that occur at the center of gravity of the area of the circuit, to ensure that
the third order terms vanish, and representing these values [of r and z] by l and z1, the preceding
integral takes this form

C =

[
n− 1

ln+1
− (n+ 1)qz1

ln+3 cos ζ

] ∫
udϕδu .

But udϕ is the arc PK given by A as center with the radius u and PQ = δu; therefore udϕδu is
the infinitely small area PQqp, and the integral

∫
udϕdu gives the total area of the projection of

120[N. T.] In the first integral we read in Ampère’s original Théorie the expression (r2 cos ξ − qz) instead of
(r2 cos ζ − qz). This was a misprint.
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the circuit, that is, λ cos ζ, since ζ is the angle of the plane of the circuit with the plane of xy; one
obtains therefore finally

C =

[
(n− 1) cos ζ

ln+1
− (n+ 1)qz1

ln+3

]
λ .

One obtains analogous values for B and A, namely:

B =

[
(n− 1) cos η

ln+1
− (n+ 1)qy1

ln+3

]
λ ,

A =

[
(n− 1) cos ξ

ln+1
− (n+ 1)qx1

ln+3

]
λ .

One knows thus the angles that the directrix makes with the axes, since one has for their cosines
A/D, B/D, A/D, by making
[pages 56 and 228]

D =
√
A2 +B2 + C2 .

As for the force produced by the action of the circuit on the element situated at the origin, it will
have, as one saw above, the expression 1

2 ii
′ds′D sin ε, ε being the angle which this element makes

with the directrix, at which this force is perpendicular as it is perpendicular to the direction of the
element.

In the case where the small circuit that is considered is in the same plane121 as the element ds′

on which it acts, one has, by taking this plane as the one for the xy,

q = 0, cos ζ = 1, cos η = 0, cos ξ = 0 ,

and consequently

A = 0, B = 0, C =
n− 1

ln+1
λ ;

therefore, D reduces to C; ε is equal to π/2, and the action of the circuit on the element122 ds′

becomes123

n− 1

2

ii′ds′λ

ln+1
.

I will now present a new manner of considering the action of planar circuits of any form and
size.

Consider any planar circuit MNm (figure 16);124 partition its surface into infinitely small ele-
ments by parallel lines cut by a second system of parallels making right angles with the first ones,
and imagine, around each of these infinitely small areas, currents directed in the same sense as the
current MNm. All the parts of these currents which are found following these straight lines will be
destroyed, because there will be two [currents of] contrary signs which follow the same line; [pages
57 and 229] and there will only remain the curved parts of these currents, such as MM′ and mm′,
which will form the complete circuit MNm.

If follows from this [argument] that the three integrals A, B and C will be obtained for the planar
circuit of finite size, by substituting in the values which we obtained for these three quantities, in
place of λ any element of the area of the circuit that we can represent by d2λ and integrating in
all the extent of this area.

When, for example, the element is situated in the same plane as the circuit, and one considers
this plane as that of the xy, one has

121[N. T.] See the work of 21 November, 1825, [Amp26b] and [Amp87f].
122[N. T.] By a misprint in the original text we had here ds instead of the correct ds′.
123[N. T.] In the original text we read iids′λ. This was another misprint. After all, Ampère was discussing the
interaction between two elements with current intensities given by i and i′. The correct expression should be ii′ds′λ.
124[N. T.] In the Théorie published in 1827 the two arrows indicating the sense of the current do not appear. They
were included in figure 16 of the 1826 version reproduced here.
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Figure 16.

A = 0, B = 0, C = (n− 1)

∫ ∫
d2λ

ln+1
,

and the value of the force becomes

n− 1

2
ii′ds′

∫ ∫
d2λ

ln+1
;

from which it follows that, if at each of the points of the area of the circuit one raises a perpendicular
equal to 1/ln+1, the volume of the prism which has as its base the circuit and which is terminated
on the surface formed by the extremities of these perpendiculars, will represent the value of 125
∫ ∫

d2λ
ln+1 ; and this volume multiplied by n−1

2 ii′ds′ will express the sought for action.
It is important to observe that as the question was directed to the cubature of a solid,126 one

could adopt the system of coordinates and the division of the area of the circuit into elements
which will lead to the simpler calculations.

29.10 Mutual Interaction of Two Closed Circuits Located in
the Same Plane, First Assuming that All the Dimen-

sions are Very Small, and then in the Case where the
Two Circuits are of Any Form and Size Whatsoever

Proceeding to the mutual action of two very small circuits [pages 58 and 230] O and O′ (figure
18)127 situated in the same plane. Let MN be an arbitrary element ds′ of the second [circuit]. The
action of the circuit O on ds′ is, after the preceding,128

n− 1

2

ii′ds′λ

rn+1
.

Call dϕ the angle MNO, and drawing the arc MP between the sides of this angle, one can
replace the small current MN by two currents MP and NP of which the lengths are respectively

125[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie the expression which appears in the integrals was given by
ln+2. An errata appearing at the end of these works informed that the correct expression should be ln+1.
126[N. T.] That is, calculation of the volume of a solid.
127[N. T.] Some figures appear out of order in the Théorie. One example is this figure 18 appearing in the text
before figure 17.
128[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, the numerator of the second fraction
appeared as ii′ds′λdϕ instead of the correct expression ii′ds′λ. This mistake was corrected in [Amp87d, p. 51].
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Figure 18.

rdϕ and dr; the action of the circuit O on the element MP, which is normal to its direction, is
obtained by replacing in the preceding expression ds′ by MP, and becomes

n− 1

2

ii′λdϕ

rn
;

the action on NP, perpendicular to its direction, becomes similarly

n− 1

2

ii′λdr

rn+1
.

This last [equation] integrated over the entire closed circuit O′ is null, [therefore,] it suffices to
consider the first [force component] which is directed toward the point O, from which it already
results that the action of these two small circuits is directed following the line which joins them.

Extend the rays OM and ON until they encounter the curve in M′ and N′; the action of M′N′

should be subtracted from that of MN, and the resulting action is obtained by taking as before
the variation of that of MN with the sign reversed, this gives

n(n− 1)

2

ii′λdϕδr

rn+1
or

n(n− 1)

2

ii′λrdϕδr

rn+2
.

Now, rdϕδr is the measure of the infinitely small segment MNN′M′. [pages 59 and 231] Taking the
sum of all the analogous expressions relative to different elements of the circuit O′ and considering
r as constant and equal to the distance between the centers of gravity of the areas λ and λ′ of the
two circuits, one obtains for the action which one exerts on the other

n(n− 1)

2

ii′λλ′

rn+2
,

and this action will be directed following the line OO′. It results that the mutual action of two
finite circuits situated in the same plane is obtained by considering their areas as partitioned into
elements, infinitely small in all respects, and supposing that these elements act on one another
following the line that joins them, by direct reason of their surfaces and by inverse reason of the
power n+ 2 of their distance.

As the mutual action of closed currents is a function only of the distance, one draws this
important consequence, that there can never result from this action a continuous rotational motion.
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29.11 Determination of the Two Unknown Constants which

Enter into the Fundamental Formula

The formula which we just found for obtaining the mutual action of two closed and planar circuits
based on the actions of the elements of the areas of these circuits, leads to the determination of
the value of n. In effect, if one considers two similar systems composed of two closed and planar
circuits, the similar elements of their areas will be proportional to the square of the homologous
lines, and the distances of these elements will be proportional to the first powers of the same lines.
Calling m the ratio of homologous lines of the two systems, the actions of two elements of the first
system and their correspondents in the second will be [pages 60 and 232] respectively

n(n− 1)

2

ii′λλ′

rn+2
and

n(n− 1)

2

ii′λλ′m4

rn+2mn+2
.

their ratio, and hence the ratio between the total actions, will thus be m2−n. However, we have
described previously an experiment by which one can prove directly that these two actions are
equal;129 therefore, it is necessary that130

n = 2 ,

and, due to the equation 1− n− 2k = 0, [it is also necessary] that

k = −1

2
.

These values of n and k reduce to a very simple form the expression131

− ii′

1 + k
r1−n−k d

2(r1+k)

dsds′
dsds′ ,

of the mutual action between ds and ds′; this expression becomes

−2ii′√
r

d2(
√
r)

dsds′
dsds′ .

It also follows from the value n = 2 that, in the case where the directions of the two elements stay
the same, this action becomes proportional to the inverse square of their distance. One knows that
M. de La Place established the same law, based on an experiment of M. Biot, in the case of the
mutual action of an element of a voltaic conductor and of a magnetic molecule: but this result
could only be extended to the action of two elements of conductors, by assuming that the actions
of the magnets is due to electric currents; while the experimental demonstration that I just gave
is independent of all the hypotheses that one could make about the constitution of the magnets.

29.12 Action of a Conducting Wire which Forms a Seg-

ment of a Circle on a Rectilinear Conductor Passing
Through the Center of the Segment

Let MON (figure 17) be a circuit forming a sector whose sides comprise an infinitely small angle,
and look for the action that it exerts on a rectilinear conductor OS′ passing through [pages 61 and

129[N. T.] Ampère was referring here to the case of equilibrium of the law of similarity, mentioned on pages 25 and
197 of the Théorie published in 1826 and 1827, respectively, corresponding to our page 363.
130[N. T.] Utilizing that m2−n = 1 = m0 in order to have the equality of the two forces.
131[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the original versions of the Théorie this formula appeared as

−1 + k

ii′
r1−n−k d2(r1+k)

dsds′
.

As Ampère was discussing the previous expression for the force between two current elements, the correct expression
should be the one presented here.
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Figure 17.

233] the center O of the sector,132 and calculate first that [action] of an element MNQP of the
area of the sector on an element M′N′ of the conductor OS′. Let OM = u, MP = du, OM′ = s′,
MM′= r, S′ON= ε and NOM = dε. The torque of MNQP in order to cause M′ to turn about O
will, by observing that the area MNQP has as expression ududε, be given by

1

2
ii′s′ds′

ududε

r3
,

and the torque of the sector on the conductor s′ will be obtained by integrating this expression
with respect to u and s′. One has

r2 = s′2 + u2 − 2us′ cos ε ,

from which

r
dr

du
= u− s′ cos ε, r

dr

ds′
= s′ − u cos ε ,

and, by differentiating a second time,

r
d2r

duds′
+
dr

ds′
dr

du
= − cos ε ,

or, by substituting for dr/ds′ and dr/du their values,

r
d2r

duds′
+

(u− s′ cos ε)(s′ − u cos ε)

r2
= − cos ε ,

which becomes, by carrying out the calculation and simplifying,

r
d2r

duds′
+
us′ sin2 ε

r2
= 0 ,

from which one extracts
us′

r3
= − 1

sin2 ε

d2r

duds′
;

substituting this value in the elementary torque, one has [pages 62 and 234] for the expression of
the total torque133

132[N. T.] With the rectilinear conductor situated in the plane of the sector.
133[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the right hand side of the following equation had ii instead of the correct value ii′.
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1

2
ii′dε

∫ ∫
us′duds′

r3
= −1

2
ii′

dε

sin2 ε

∫ ∫
d2r

duds′
duds′ .

By considering the portion L′L′′ of the current s′, and the portion L1L2 of the sector, and by
making L′L1 = r′1, L

′′L1 = r′′1 , L
′L2 = r′2 and L′′L2 = r′′2 , the value of this integral is evidently

1

2
ii′

dε

sin2 ε
(r′2 + r′′1 − r′′2 − r′1) .

As it is from the center O that start [both] the sector and the conductor s′, the distance r′1 = 0;
and if one makes OL2 = a, OL′′ = b and L′′L2 = r, one finds that their mutual action is expressed
by

1

2
ii′

dε

sin2 ε
(a+ b− r) .

When the conductor L′L′′ (figure 19) has for midpoint the center L1 of the sector, and when its
length is double the radius a of this sector, one has a = b, and by making L′L1L2 = 2θ = π − ε,

r′1 = r′′1 = a, r′2 = 2a sin θ, r′′2 = 2a cos θ, dε = −2dθ ,

in such a way that the value of the torque becomes

aii′
dε

sin2 ε
(sin θ − cos θ) =

1

2

aii′dθ (cos θ − sin θ)

sin2 θ cos2 θ
.

Figure 19.

One can deduce from this result a means of verifying my formula utilizing an instrument which
I will now describe.134

29.13 Description of an Instrument Designed to Verify the
Results of the Theory for Conductors of This Form

At the two points a and a′ (figure 20)135 of the table mn stand two supports ab and a′b′ of which
the upper parts cb and c′b′ are insulated; they support a copper strip HdeH′d′e′ [pages 63 and 235]

134[N. T.] This experiment was mentioned in the work of 12 September, 1825, [Amp25d, p. 398], [Amp25c],
[Amp25e], [Amp25g], [Amp26e] and [Amp87c]. The instrument designed to perform this experiment was completely
described in a memoir of 21 November, 1825, [Amp87f, p. 208, figure 2] and [Amp26b, pp. 39-41]. In the last
paragraph of the Théorie Ampère informed that up to that moment he had not yet constructed this instrument.
It was apparently never built and the experiment never performed, as discussed in our page 478. The goal of the
instrument was to determine, by the number of oscillations of a mobile conductor under the action of another fixed
conductor, the value of the torque exerted on the mobile conductor by the fixed conductor. An earlier version of
this instrument appears in footnote 26 in our page 354.
135[N. T.] In figure 20b we placed figure 20 sideways, see our page 394. In figure 20c we present only half of figure
20, so that the letters appearing in it can be read, see our page 395. In the 1826 version of the Théorie the letters
d, e, p, O, d′, e′, p′ and O′, were removed. These letters appeared in the 1827 version of the Théorie. The letters i′

and g′ of the 1826 version presented here appeared in the 1827 version as i and g, respectively. In both versions the
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folded in half along the line HH′, and which is terminated by two cups H and H′ where one places
mercury. At points A, C, A′ and C′ on the table are four cavities also filled with mercury. From
A starts a copper conductor AEFGSRQ, supported by HH′ and terminated by a cup Q; from A′

there starts a second [conductor] A′E′F′G′S′R′Q′ symmetric to the first; they are both enclosed in
silk, in order to be insulated from each other and from the conductor HH′. In the cup Q insert the
tip of a mobile conductor QPONMLKIH returning to itself from K to I, and having in this part
its two branches PO and KI enclosed in silk; it is terminated by a second tip inserted in the cup
H; [the branch] NML forms a semicircle of which LN is the diameter, and K the center; the stem
PKp is vertical, and terminated at p by a tip held by three horizontal circles B, D and T which
can turn about their centers and are designed to reduce friction.

Figure 20.

[In this figure 20,] XY is a fixed shelf which receives in a groove a conductor VUifkhgoZC
returning on itself from g to o and covered by silk in this part; ifkhg is a sector of a circle which
has as its center the point k; the parts Ui and go are rectilinear; they traverse at x the support ab, in
which there is an opening for this purpose, and which separates at o in order to plunge respectively
in the cavities A and C. To the right of FG there is an assemblage of conductors both fixed and
mobile exactly similar to those that we just described, and when one inserts the positive rheophore
of the battery into C, and the negative into C′, the electric current passes through the conductors
CZoghkfiUV and AEFGSRQ; from there it passes into the mobile conductor QPONMLKIH, and
connects to H′ by HH′; it then goes through the symmetric mobile conductor

[pages 64 and 236]

H′I′K′L′M′N′O′P′Q′, arriving at Q′, follows the conductor Q′R′S′G′F′E′A′ which conducts it into
the cavity A′, where it connects to C′ by the conductor V′U′i′f ′k′h′g′o′Z′C′, and from there to
the negative rheophore.136

The current flowing in the direction LN in the diameter LN, and from h to k, then from k to
f , in the rays hk and kf , there is a repulsion between the rays and the diameter; also, the closed

letter f ′ appeared as f . In the 1827 version the letters d′ and e′ do not correspond to the analogous letters d and
e. In the illustration we prepared utilizing a graphic software, figure A.20 on page 524, we maintained the letters d,
e, p, O, d′, e′, p′ and O′ as they appeared in the 1827 version of the Théorie.
136[N. T.] In a Note published in [Amp25d, p. 401], see also [Amp25c, p. 385], Ampère justified the construction
of the symmetrical instrument as follows:

By comparing among themselves measures determined by successive operations, we also completely
avoid the inaccuracy produced by the variations of the energy of the pile, which necessarily alter the
results deduced from experiment.
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Figure 20b.

circuit ghkfi does not produce any action on the semi-circle LMN whose center is found in the
fixed axis pH, the mobile conductor can only be set in motion by the action of the sector ghkfi
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Figure 20c.

on the diameter LN, seeing that in all the other parts of the apparatus two opposed currents flow
whose actions cancel each other. Equilibrium will be obtained when the diameter LN makes equal
angles with the rays kf and kh; and if one departs from this position, there will be oscillation
solely due to the action of the sector ghkfi on the diameter.

Let 2η be the angle at the center of the sector, one obtains at the equilibrium position137

2θ =
π

2
+ η or θ =

π

4
+
η

2
,

from which one concludes

cos θ − sin θ = cos θ − cos
(π
2
− θ
)
= 2 sin

π

4
sin
(π
4
− θ
)

= −
√
2 sin

1

2
η ,

and

sin θ cos θ =
1

2
sin 2θ =

1

2
cos η .

But it is easy to see that when one displaces, from its equilibrium position, the conductor138 L′L′′

by an amount equal to 2dθ, the torque of the forces which tend to restore it are composed of those
[pages 65 and 237] which produce two small sectors whose angles are equal to this displacement,
and whose actions are equal, a torque whose value, after that which we have seen just now, is

137[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the right hand side of the last equation appeared in the published versions as
θ = π/4 + η.
138[N. T.] The conductor L′L′′ at figure 19 of the Théorie corresponds to the conductors LN and L′N′ at figure 20.
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1

2

aii′(cos θ − sin θ)

sin2 θ cos2 θ
dθ = −2aii′

√
2 sin 1

2η

cos2 η
dθ .

From which it follows that the duration of these oscillations will be, for the same diameter, pro-
portional to

√
sin 1

2η

cos η
.

Therefore by causing simultaneous oscillations of the mobile conductors in the two symmetric parts
of the apparatus, supposing the angles of the sectors are different, one will have currents of the
same intensity, and one will observe if the numbers of oscillations in the same time, are proportional
to the two expressions

√
sin 1

2η

cos η
and

√
sin 1

2η
′

cos η′
;

calling the two angles at the center of the two sectors 2η and 2η′.

29.14 Interaction of Two Rectilinear Conductors

We now examine the mutual action of two rectilinear conductors; and we recall first that by calling
β the angle comprised between the direction of the element ds′ and that of the line r, the value of
the action139 that the two elements of electric current ds and ds′ exert on each other has already
been put in the form

ii′ds′rkd
(
rk cosβ

)
,

by multiplying and dividing by cosβ, and paying attention that k = −1/2 gives r2k = 1/r, we see
that one can [pages 66 and 238] write it as:

ii′ds′

cosβ
rk cosβd

(
rk cosβ

)
=

1

2

ii′ds′

cosβ
d

(
cos2 β

r

)
,

from which it is easy for us to conclude that the component of this action following the tangent of
the element ds′, is equal to

1

2
ii′ds′d

(
cos2 β

r

)
,

and that the component normal to the same element, is as

1

2
ii′ds′ tanβd

(
cos2 β

r

)
,

an expression which can be put in the form

1

2
ii′ds′

[
d

(
sinβ cosβ

r

)
− dβ

r

]
.

These values of the two components can be found on page 331 of my Recueil d’Observations
électro-dynamiques, published in 1822.140

Apply this last [normal component] to the case of two rectilinear parallel currents, situated at
a distance a one from the other.141

139[N. T.] That is, the value of the force.
140[N. T.] See [Amp22i, p. 331] and [Amp23a, p. 9].
141[N. T.] The next calculations relative to the force between two rectilinear conductors are reproduced from the
memoir of 12 September, 1825, [Amp25d, pp. 402-404], [Amp25c] and [Amp25e].
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One then has

r =
a

sinβ
,

and the normal component becomes

1

2
ii′ds′

[
d(sin2 β cosβ)

a
− sinβdβ

a

]
.

Figure 21.

Let M′ (figure 21) be any point of a current flowing in the line L1L2; and let β′ and β′′ be the
angles L′M′L2 and L′′M′L2 formed [pages 67 and 239] with L1L2 by the extreme vector rays M′L′

and M′L′′; one obtains the action of ds′ on L′L′′ by integrating the preceding expression between
the limits β′ and β′′, which gives

1

2a
ii′ds′

(
sin2 β′′ cosβ′′ + cosβ′′ − sin2 β′ cosβ′ − cosβ′

)
;

but one has at each limit, by representing the values of s by b′ and b′′,

s′ = b′′ − a cotβ′′ = b′ − a cotβ′, ds′ =
adβ′′

sin2 β′′
=

adβ′

sin2 β′
;

substituting these values and integrating anew between the limits β′
1, β

′
2 and β′′

1 , β
′′
2 , one obtains

for the value of the looked for force,

1

2
ii′
(
sinβ′′

2 − sinβ′′
1 − sinβ′

2 + sinβ′
1

− 1

sinβ′′
2

+
1

sinβ′′
1

+
1

sinβ′
2

− 1

sinβ′
1

)
,

or142

142[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie we had

1

2
ii′
(

a

r′′2
− a

r′′1
− a

r′2
+

a

r′1

)

+
r′′1 + r′2 − r′′2 − r′1

a
.

The errata appearing at the end of the 1827 edition requested to change this equation to:

1

2
ii′
(

a

r′′2
−

a

r′′1
−

a

r2′
+

a

r′1
+

r′′1 + r′2 − r′′2 − r′1
a

)

.

The errata appearing at the end of the 1826 edition, on the other hand, corrected not only the printed versions
of the 1826 and 1827 editions, but also the 1827 errata. This 1827 errata had corrected the closing parenthesis but,
at the same time, introduced a mistake in the third fraction. The 1826 errata indicated that the correct equation is
that one reproduced here in this English translation of the Théorie.
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1

2
ii′
(
a

r′′2
− a

r′′1
− a

r′2
+
a

r′1
+
r′′1 + r′2 − r′′2 − r′1

a

)
.

If the two conductors are of the same length and perpendicular to the lines which join the two
extremities of the same side, one has

r′1 = r′′2 = a , and r′2 = r′′1 = c ,

by naming c the diagonal of the rectangle formed by these two lines and the two current directions,
the preceding expression then becomes

ii′
( c
a
− a

c

)
=
ii′l2

ac
;

[pages 68 and 240]

by naming l the length of the conductors, and when this rectangle becomes a square, one has
ii′/

√
2 for the value of the force; finally, if one supposes that one of the conductors is indefinite in

the two directions,143 and that l is the length of the other, disappear the terms in which r′1, r
′
2, r

′′
1

and r′′2 are found in the denominator; one then obtains

r′2 + r′′1 − r′′2 − r′1 = 2l ,

and the expression for the force becomes

ii′l

a
,

which reduces to ii′ when the length l is equal to the distance a.
With regard to the action of two currents parallel to the s′ direction, it can be obtained no

matter the form of the current s. In effect the component which follows ds′ is

1

2
ii′ds′d

(
cos2 β

r

)
,

the total action exerted by ds′ in this direction on the current L′L′′ (figure 21) has as its value

1

2
ii′ds′

(
cos2 β′′

r′′
− cos2 β′

r′

)
,

and it is remarkable that it only depends on the position of the extremities L′ and L′′ of the
conductor s; it is therefore the same, whatever the form of the conductor, which can be folded
following any line.

If one names a′ and a′′ the perpendiculars from the [pages 69 and 241] two extremities of the
portion of the conductor L′L′′, which one considers as being mobile, on the rectilinear conductor
on which one calculates the action [exerted by the mobile conductor] parallel to its direction, one
obtains

r′′ =
a′′

sinβ′′
, r′ =

a′

sinβ′
,

ds′ = − dr′′

cosβ′′
=

a′′dβ′′

sin2 β′′
= − dr′

cosβ′
=

a′dβ′

sin2 β′
,

and as a consequence
ds′

r′′
=

dβ′′

sinβ′′
,
ds′

r′
=

dβ′

sinβ′
,

143[N. T.] That is, by supposing an infinite straight conductor.
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from which it is easy to conclude that the looked for integral is144

−1

2
ii′
∫ (

cos2 β′′dβ′′

sinβ′′
− cos2 β′dβ′

sinβ′

)

= −1

2
ii′
(
ln

tan 1
2β

′′

tan 1
2β

′
+ cosβ′′ − cosβ′ + C

)
.

It is necessary to take this integral between the limits determined by the two extremities of the
rectilinear conductor; naming β′

1, β
′
2 and β′′

1 , β
′′
2 the values of β′ and β′′ relative to these limits,

one has immediately the value of the force exerted by the rectilinear conductor, and this last value
only depends on the four angles β′

1, β
′′
1 , β

′
2 and β′′

2 .
When one wants the value of this force for the case where the rectilinear conductor extends

indefinitely in both directions, it is necessary to set β′
1 = β′′

1 = 0 and β′
2 = β′′

2 = π: it appears, at
first glance, that they become null, which would be contrary to the experience; but one sees easily
that the part of the integral where enter the cosines of these four angles is the [pages 70 and 242]
only place where they vanish in this case, and that the rest of the integral

1

2
ii′
(
ln

tan 1
2β

′′
1

tan 1
2β

′
1

− ln
tan 1

2β
′′
2

tan 1
2β

′
2

)

=
1

2
ii′ ln

tan 1
2β

′′
1 cot 1

2β
′′
2

tan 1
2β

′
1 cot

1
2β

′
2

,

becomes, because one has β′′
2 = π − β′′

1 and β′
2 = π − β′

1 ,

1

2
ii′ ln

tan2 1
2β

′′
1

tan2 1
2β

′
1

= ii′ ln
tan 1

2β
′′
1

tan 1
2β

′
1

= ii′ ln
a′′

a′
.

This value shows that the force that is looked for can only depend on the ratio of the two per-
pendiculars a′′ and a′,145 drawn onto the indefinite rectilinear conductor from the two extremities
of the portion of the conductor on which it acts; which is also independent of the form of this
portion, and only becomes null, as it should be, when the two perpendiculars are equal to each
other.

To obtain the distance of this force146 to the rectilinear conductor whose direction is parallel
to its own, it is necessary to multiply each one of the elementary forces composing it147 by its
distance to the conductor, and integrate the result with respect to the same limits; one will thus
obtain the torque which must be divided by the force in order to obtain the looked for distance.

One easily finds, using the values above, that the elementary torque has as its value

1

2
ii′ds′r sinβd

cos2 β

r
.

This value can only be integrated when one has substituted in this expression one of the variables
r or β for its value as a function of the other [variable], taken from the equations which determine

144[N. T.] We are utilizing here the modern notation for the natural logarithm of a number x, namely, lnx. This
notation appeared only at the end of the XIXth century. Ampère represented the natural logarithm by the letter
“l”. The following equation, for instance, appeared in the Théorie as follows:

−1

2
ii′
∫ (

cos .2β′′dβ′′

sin .β′′
− cos .2β′dβ′

sin .β′

)

= −
1

2
ii′

(

l
tang. 1

2
β′′

tang. 1
2
β′

+ cos .β′′ − cos .β′ + C

)

.

145[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, this sentence appeared with a′ and a′,
instead of a′′ and a′.
146[N. T.] Ampère wishes now to calculate the torque exerted by this force. To this end he needs to calculate the
length of the arm of the lever.
147[N. T.] That is, composing the net or resultant force.
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the form of the mobile portion [pages 71 and 243] of the conductor; this is very simple when this
portion is on a line drawn by an arbitrary point of the rectilinear conductor which one considers
as fixed, perpendicular to its direction, because by taking this point for the origin of the s′, one
has

r =
s′

cosβ
,

and [one has] that s′ is a constant relative to the differential

d
cos2 β

r
.

The value of the elementary torque then becomes

1

2
ii′ds′

sinβ

cosβ
d(cos3 β) = −3

2
ii′ds′ sin2 β cosβdβ ,

whose integral between the limits β′′ and β′ is

−1

2
ii′ds′

(
sin3 β′′ − sin3 β′

)
.

By replacing ds′ by the values of this differential found above, and by integrating again, one has,
between the limits determined by the rectilinear conductor,

1

2
ii′ [a′′ (cosβ′′

2 − cosβ′′
1 )− a′ (cosβ′

2 − cosβ′
1)] .

If one supposes that the conductor extends indefinitely in both directions, it would be necessary
to give to β′

1, β
′′
1 , β

′
2 and β′′

2 , the values which we have already assigned to them in this case, and
one obtains

−ii′ (a′′ − a′)

for the sought for value of the torque, which will be, as a consequence, [pages 72 and 244] propor-
tional to the length a′′ − a′ of the mobile conductor, and will not change at all while this length
remains the same, whatever the values of the other distances of the extremities of his last conductor
to the conductor which is considered as fixed.

Let us calculate now148 the action exerted by a curve of arbitrary form NM in order to turn an
arc of the circle L1L2, about its center.

Let M′ (figure 23)149 be the midpoint of an arbitrary element ds′ of the arc L1L2, and a the
radius of the circle. The torque of an element ds of MN in order to cause ds′ to turn about the
center O can be obtained by multiplying the tangential component [of the force acting] on M′ by
its distance a to the fixed point; which gives

1

2
aii′ds′d

cos2 β

r
.

Taking β′, β′′ and r′, r′′ to be the values of β and r relative to the limits M and N, one has for
the torque of ds′

1

2
aii′ds′

(
cos2 β′′

r′′
− cos2 β′

r′

)
,

a result which only depends on the position of the extremities M and N.

148[N. T.] According to Joubert, the following calculations belonged to Ampère’s manuscript memoir of 21 Novem-
ber, 1825. They were published for the first time only here in the Théorie, [Amp87d, note 1 on p. 65].
149[N. T.] In figure 23 of the Théorie published in 1827 there is a letter p between points c and P . This letter p is
not mentioned in the text of the Théorie related to this figure. For this reason it was removed in figure 23 of the
1826 version of the Théorie.
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Figure 23.

We carry out the calculation by assuming that the line MN is a diameter L′L′′ of the same
circle.

Take 2θ to be the angle M′OL′; being M′T′ the tangent at M′, the angles L′M′T′ and L′′M′T′

will be, respectively, β′ and β′′, and one obviously obtains

cosβ′ = − cos θ, cosβ′′ = sin θ, r′ = 2a sin θ, r′′ = 2a cos θ .

The action of the diameter L′L′′ to turn [around center O] the element situated at M′ [pages 73
and 245] will then be

1

4
ii′ds′

(
sin2 θ

cos θ
− cos2 θ

sin θ

)
.

If one takes an arbitrary point A of the circumference as the origin of the arcs, and make AL′ =
C, one has

s′ = C + 2aθ and ds′ = 2adθ ,

which changes the preceding expression into

1

2
aii′

(
sin2 θdθ

cos θ
− cos2 θdθ

sin θ

)
,

which must be integrated over the entire extent of the arc L1L2, in order to have the torque of this
arc about its center.

However one has

∫
sin2 θdθ

cos θ
= ln tan

(
π

4
+

1

2
θ

)
− sin θ + C1 ,
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∫
cos2 θdθ

sin θ
= ln tan

1

2
θ + cos θ + C′ .

If then one calls 2θ1 and 2θ2 the angles L
′OL1 and L′OL2, the total torque of the arc L1L2 becomes

a

2
ii′

{
ln

tan
(
π
4 + 1

2θ2
)
tan 1

2θ1

tan 1
2θ2 tan

(
π
4 + 1

2θ1
) − sin θ2 − cos θ2 + sin θ1 + cos θ1

}
.

This expression, changing sign, gives the value of the torque of the diameter L′L′′ due to the action
of the arc L1L2.

In an apparatus which I described previously,150 a conductor which has the form of a circular
sector, acts on another conductor composed of a diameter and of a half-circumference which is
mobile about an axis passing through [pages 74 and 246] the center of this semi-circumference
and perpendicular to its plane. The action which it151 experiences from the part of the sector is
destroyed by the resistance of the axis, since the contour which forms the sector is closed; there
only remains the action on the diameter. We have already calculated that [action] of the arc [on
the diameter], it remains for us in addition to obtain those [actions] of the radii of this sector on
the same diameter.

For determining these, we will look for the torque which results from the mutual action of two
rectilinear currents situated in the same plane, and which tend to cause them to turn in contrary
senses about the point of intersection of their directions.

Figure 24.

The component [of the force] normal to the element ds′ located in M′ (figure 24), is, as we have
seen previously,

1

2
ii′ds′

(
d
sinβ cosβ

r
− dβ

r

)
.

The torque of ds which causes rotation of ds′ about O, is obtained by multiplying this force by
s′; one then obtains, naming M the total torque,152

d2M

dsds′
dsds′ =

1

2
ii′s′ds′

(
d
sinβ cosβ

r
− dβ

r

)
,

from which, by integrating with respect to s,

150[N. T.] See Section 29.13 of the Théorie.
151[N. T.] In the original French text we have here the word elle, referring to the semi-circumference, demi-
circonférence, which is a feminine word in French.
152[N. T.] Ampère probably chose the letter M to represent the total torque because this is the first letter of the
French expression “moment total.”
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dM

ds′
ds′ =

1

2
ii′s′ds′

(
sinβ cosβ

r
−
∫
dβ

r

)
.

But, following the manner in which the angles were determined in the calculation of the formula
which represents the mutual action of two elements of voltaic conductors, the angle MM′L2 = β is
exterior of the triangle OMM′; and, naming ε the angle MOM′ which is between the directions of
the two currents, one finds that the third angle OMM′ is equal to β − ε, which gives

[pages 75 and 247]

r =
s′ sin ε

sin(β − ε)
,

one has therefore

dM

ds′
ds′ =

1

2
ii′

ds′

sin ε
[cosβ sinβ sin(β − ε) + cos(β − ε) + C] .

By replacing in this expression cos(β − ε) by

cos2 β cos(β − ε) + sin2 β cos(β − ε) ,

one easily sees that it reduces to

dM

ds′
ds′ =

1

2
ii′

ds′

sin ε

[
cos ε cosβ + sin2 β cos(β − ε) + C

]
,

which must be taken between the limits β′ and β′′; one has thus the difference between two
functions of the same form, one with β′′, the other with β′, which must be newly integrated to
obtain the torque which is looked for: it suffices to make this second integration on just one of
these two quantities: let then a′′ be the distance OL′′ which corresponds to β′′, one has, in the
triangle OM′L′′,153

s′ =
a′′ sin(β′′ − ε)

sinβ′′
= a′′ cos ε− a′′ sin ε cotβ′′, ds′ =

a′′ sin εdβ′′

sin2 β′′
;

and the quantity154 that we first proposed to integrate, becomes

1

2
a′′ii′

[
cos ε cosβ′′dβ′′

sin2 β′′
+ cos(β′′ − ε)dβ′′

]
,

whose integral taken between the limits β′′
1 and β′′

2 is

1

2
a′′ii′

[
sin(β′′

2 − ε)− sin(β′′
1 − ε)− cos ε

sinβ′′
2

+
cos ε

sinβ′′
1

]
.

Designating by p′′2 and p′′1 ,
155 the perpendiculars [pages 76 and 248] from the point O on the

distances L′′L2 = r′′2 and L′′L1 = r′′1 , one has obviously

a′′ sin(β′′
2 − ε) = p′′2 , a

′′ sin(β′′
1 − ε) = p′′1 ,

153[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 editions of the Théorie the last fraction was written as ds′ = a′′ sin rdβ′′

sin2 β′′
. This was

a misprint, as Ampère was differentiating the expression of s′ in relation to β′′. Therefore, the variable r should
not appear.
154[N. T.] That is, the torque around O.
155[N. T.] Due to a typographical mistake, in the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie we had here p′′2 and p′2.
In the sequence Ampère associates p′′2 with r′′2 and p′′1 with r′′1 . This misprint appeared also in the 1887 and 1958
editions of the Théorie, [Amp87d, p. 68] and [Amp58, p. 57].
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a′′

sinβ′′
2

=
r′′2
sin ε

,
a′′

sinβ′′
1

=
r′′1
sin ε

,

and the preceding integral becomes

1

2
ii′ [p′′2 − p′′1 − (r′′2 − r′′1 ) cot ε] .

If one pays attention that when designating the distance OL′ by a′, one has also, in the triangle
OM′L′,

s′ =
a′ sin(β′ − ε)

sinβ′
= a′ cos ε− a′ sin ε cotβ′ , ds′ =

a′ sin εdβ′

sin2 β′
,

[then] it is easy to see that the integral of the other quantity is formed from the one that we have
obtained, by there changing p′′2 , p

′′
1 , r

′′
2 and r′′1 into p′2, p

′
1, r

′
2 and r′1; which gives for the value of

the torque which is the difference of the two integrals,

1

2
ii′ [p′′2 − p′′1 − p′2 + p′1 − (r′′2 − r′′1 − r′2 + r′1) cot ε] .

This value reduces to the one that we found above, in the case where the angle ε is a right angle,
because then cot ε = 0.

When156 one assumes that the two currents leave the point O, and that their lengths OL′′ and
OL2 (figure 22)157 are represented respectively by a and b, the perpendicular OP by p, and the
distance L′′L2 by r, one has p′′2 = p, p′′1 = p′2 = p′1 = 0, r′′2 = r, r′′1 = a, r′2 = b, r′1 = 0, and

1

2
ii′ [p+ (a+ b− r) cot ε] ,

for the value which is taken by the torque.

Figure 22.

[pages 77 and 249]

The quantity a+b−r, excess of the sum of two sides of a triangle on the third, is always positive:
from which it follows that the torque is larger than the value ii′p/2 which it takes when the angle ε
between the two conductors is a right one, while cot ε is positive, that is, while this angle is acute;
but it becomes smaller [than the value ii′p/2] when the same angle is obtuse, because then cot ε
is negative. It is evident moreover that its value increases as the value of ε decreases, and that it

156[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 editions of the Théorie we had here the French word “quant” instead of “quand.”
But in the errata appearing at the end of the work it was pointed out that the correct word should be “quand”.
157[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 editions of the Théorie, we had here “figure 24.” But the errata corrected this
expression to figure 22.
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goes to infinity as cot ε when ε approaches zero; but it is good to demonstrate that it stays always
positive, no matter how close the angle may be to two right angles.

It is sufficient for this [proof] to pay attention that by naming α the angle of the triangle OL′′L2

between the sides a and r, and β [the angle] between the sides b and r, one has

cot ε = − cot(α+ β), p = a sinα = b sinβ, r = a cosα+ b cosβ ,

and as a consequence

a+ b− r = a (1− cosα) + b (1− cosβ)

= p tan
1

2
α+ p tan

1

2
β ,

and

1

2
ii′ [p+ (a+ b− r) cot ε] =

1

2
ii′p

(
1− tan 1

2α+ tan 1
2β

tan(α + β)

)
,

value which stays always positive, however small the angles α and β become, since tan(α + β),
for angles less than π/4, is always larger than tanα + tanβ, and for stronger reason larger than
tan 1

2α + tan 1
2β. This value [pages 78 and 250] tends surely toward the limit ii′p/4 as the angles

α and β approach zero; they vanish with p when these angles become null.
Recall now the general value of the torque in which enter only the distances158 OL′′ = a′′ (figure

24) and OL′ = a′, and the various angles, the value of which is

1

2
ii′
[
a′′ sin(β′′

2 − ε)− a′′ sin(β′′
1 − ε)− a′ sin(β′

2 − ε)

+ a′ sin(β′
1 − ε)− a′′ cos ε

sinβ′′
2

+
a′′ cos ε

sinβ′′
1

+
a′ cos ε

sinβ′
2

− a′ cos ε

sinβ′
1

]
,

and apply this [expression] to the case where one of the conductors L′L′′ (figure 25) is rectilinear
and mobile about its center L1, and when the other [conductor] starts from this center. Taking
L′L′′ = 2a, one has

a′′ = a, a′ = −a, β′
1 = π + ε, β′′

1 = ε, sinβ′
1 = − sinβ′′

1 ,

and by designating as before the perpendiculars drawn from L1 onto159 L′L2 and L′′L2, the ex-
pression for the torque becomes

1

2
ii′
(
p′′2 + p′2 −

a cos ε

sinβ′′
2

− a cos ε

sinβ′
2

)
.

Now

sinβ′′
2 : a :: sin ε : r′′2 and − sinβ′

2 : a :: sin ε : r′2 ,

and the values of r′′2 and of r′2 taken from these proportions and substituted into the preceding
expression change it to

1

2
ii′ [p′′2 + p′2 + cot ε(r′2 − r′′2 )] .

When one assumes L1L2 to be infinite, one has p′′2 = p′2 = a sin ε, r′2 − r′′2 = 2a cos ε, and this
value of the torque reduces to

158[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie we read here “OL′′ = a′′ and OL′ = a′.” However, only
the 1826 errata stated that we should have here “OL′′ = a′′ (figure 24) and OL′ = a′.” This figure 24 appears in
our page 402.
159[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie we have L′L2L′′L2. The errata of this work corrects this
expression to L′L2 and L′′L2.
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Figure 25.

1

2
aii′

(
2 sin ε+

2 cos2 ε

sin ε

)
=

aii′

sin ε
;

[pages 79 and 251]

it is therefore inversely proportional to the sine of the angle between the two currents, and pro-
portional to the length of the finite current.

When L1L2 =L′L′′/2 = a and if one represents the angle L′L1L2 by 2θ, one has p′′2 = a sin θ,
p′2 = a cos θ, r′2 = 2a sin θ, r′′2 = 2a cos θ and cot ε = − cot 2θ, and the torque becomes

1

2
aii′ [cos θ + sin θ + 2 cot 2θ (cos θ − sin θ)] ,

by replacing 2 cot 2θ by its value

1− tan2 θ

tan θ
=

cos2 θ − sin2 θ

sin θ cos θ
=

(cos θ + sin θ) (cos θ − sin θ)

sin θ cos θ
,

one finds that the value of this torque is equal to

1

2
aii′ (cos θ + sin θ)

[
1 +

(cos θ − sin θ)2

sin θ cos θ

]

=
1

2
aii′ (cos θ + sin θ)

(
1

sin θ cos θ
− 1

)
.

To obtain the sum of the actions of two radii between which is an infinitely small sector of
which the arc is dε, it is necessary to pay attention that these two radii being traversed [by
currents flowing] in opposite senses, this sum becomes equal to the differential of the preceding
expression; one thus finds that it is represented by

1

2
aii′

[
(cos θ − sin θ)

(
1

sin θ cos θ
− 1

)

− (cos θ + sin θ)
(
cos2 θ − sin2 θ

)

sin2 θ cos2 θ

]
dθ

=
1

2
aii′ (cos θ − sin θ)

(
1

sin θ cos θ
− 1− (cos θ + sin θ)

2

sin2 θ cos2 θ

)
dθ
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= −1

2
aii′ (cos θ − sin θ)

(
1

sin2 θ cos2 θ
+

1

sin θ cos θ
+ 1

)
dθ .

But the action of the arc L2L3 on the diameter L′L′′ is equal and [pages 80 and 252] opposed to
that which the diameter exerts on the arc to cause it to turn on its center; the torque of this action,
following that which we just saw, is therefore equal to

1

2
aii′

(
cos2 θ

sin θ
− sin2 θ

cos θ

)
dθ =

1

2
aii′ (cos θ − sin θ)

(
1

sin θ cos θ
+ 1

)
dθ ;

by adding it to the preceding [result], one has for the torque resulting from the action of the
infinitely small sector on the diameter L′L′′ [the following value:]

−1

2
aii′ (cos θ − sin θ)

dθ

sin θ cos θ
.

This value only differs in the sign of the one we have already found for the same torque, the
difference comes obviously from [the fact] that we obtained this last [expression] from the formula
relative to the action of a very small closed circuit on an element, where we have changed the sign
of C to make it positive.

We will examine now the action that two rectilinear currents,160 which are not in the same
plane, exert on one another, whether to move in parallel with their common perpendicular, or to
turn about this line.

Figure 26.

Let AU and A′U′ be the two currents (figure 26); AA′ = a their common perpendicular; AV
a parallel to A′U′: the action161 of two elements located in M and M’, if one sets n = 2 and
h = k − 1 = −3/2 in the general formula

ii′dsds′

rn
(cos ε+ h cos θ cos θ′) ,

becomes

160[N. T.] The most important steps in the following calculations leading to the result obtained in our page 416,
corresponding to pages 94 and 265 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively, were published in
[Amp25g], see also [Amp26e]. Here in the Théorie Ampère developed the original calculations, as he had promised
previously, [Amp25g, p. 41] and [Amp26e].
161[N. T.] That is, the force.
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1

2

ii′dsds′
(
2 cos ε+ 3 dr

ds
dr
ds′

)

r2
,

because162

cos θ =
dr

ds
, cos θ′ = − dr

ds′
;

[pages 81 and 253]

but on making AM = s, A′M′ = s′ and VAU = ε, one has

r2 = a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε ,

from where

r
dr

ds
= s− s′ cos ε, r

dr

ds′
= s′ − s cos ε, r

d2r

dsds′
+
dr

ds

dr

ds′
= − cos ε ;

and as

d1
r

ds
= −

dr
ds

r2
,

d2 1
r

dsds′
= −r

d2r
dsds′ − 2 dr

ds
dr
ds′

r3
=

cos ε+ 3 dr
ds

dr
ds′

r3
,

the value of the action of the two elements becomes

1

2
ii′dsds′

(
cos ε

r2
+ r

d2 1
r

dsds′

)
.

In order to have the component parallel to AA′, it is necessary to multiply this expression by the
cosine of the angle MM′P which makes MM′ with M′P parallel to AA′, that is to say, by M′P/M′M,
or a/r, which gives

1

2
aii′dsds′

(
cos ε

r3
+

d2 1
r

dsds′

)
;

and by integrating over the total extent of the two currents, one finds for the total action

1

2
aii′

(
1

r
+ cos ε

∫ ∫
dsds′

r3

)
.

If the two currents form between them a right angle, one has cos ε = 0, and the action parallel
to AA′ is reduced, by taking [pages 82 and 254] the integral between the suitable limits, and by
employing the same notation as above, to

1

2
ii′
(
a

r′′2
− a

r′′1
− a

r′2
+

a

r′1

)
.

This expression is proportional to the shortest distance of the two currents, and becomes as a
consequence null when they are in the same plane, as should be obvious.

If the currents are parallel, one has ε = 0 and

r2 = a2 + (s− s′)2 ,

162[N. T.] See our page 369, corresponding to pages 35 and 207 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie,
respectively.
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from which

∫ ∫
dsds′

r3
=

∫
ds′
∫

ds

[a2 + (s− s′)2]
3
2

=

∫
ds′

s− s′

a2
√
a2 + (s− s′)2

= −
√
a2 − (s− s′)2

a2
= − r

a2
,

which means between the limits of integration,

r′2 + r′′1 − r′1 − r′′2
a2

;

and since cos ε = 1, the total action becomes

1

2
ii′
(
a

r′′2
− a

r′2
− a

r′′1
+
a

r′1
+
r′′1 + r′2 − r′′2 − r′1

a

)
.

We will see later how to carry out the integration in the case where the angle ε is arbitrary.
We search now the torque about the common perpendicular: for this [calculation] it is necessary

to know first the component along MP, and multiply it by the perpendicular AQ from A onto MP,
which amounts [pages 83 and 255] to multiplying the force along MM′ by MP

MM′AQ, or by ss′ sin ε/r;
one thus obtains

1

2
ii′ sin ε

(
ss′

d2 1
r

dsds′
dsds′ + ss′

cos εdsds′

r3

)
;

setting ss′/r = q, one obtains

dq

ds
=
s′

r
+
ss′d1

r

ds
,

and

d2q

dsds′
=

1

r
− s′

r2
dr

ds′
− s

r2
dr

ds
+ ss′

d2 1
r

dsds′

=
1

r
− s′(s′ − s cos ε) + s(s− s′ cos ε)

r3
+ ss′

d2 1
r

dsds′
;

and by simplifying

d2q

dsds′
=
a2

r3
+
ss′d2 1

r

dsds′
,

from which one extracts

ss′
d2 1

r

dsds′
=

d2q

dsds′
− a2

r3
.

Now, we have previously found

r
d2r

dsds′
+
dr

ds

dr

ds′
= − cos ε ;

or

r
d2r

dsds′
+

(s− s′ cos ε)(s′ − s cos ε)

r2
= − cos ε ;

carrying out the multiplication and replacing s2 + s′2 by its value obtained from

r2 = a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε ,
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[pages 84 and 256]

one obtains by simplification

d2r

dsds′
+
ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε

r3
= 0 ,

from which

ss′

r3
= − 1

sin2 ε

(
d2r

dsds′
+
a2 cos ε

r3

)
.

Substituting this value and also that of ss′
d2 1

r

dsds′ into the expression for the torque of the element,
it becomes163

1

2
ii′ sin εdsds′

[
d2q

dsds′
− a2

r3
− cos ε

sin2 ε

(
d2r

dsds′
+
a2 cos ε

r3

)]

=
1

2
ii′dsds′

(
sin ε

d2q

dsds′
− a2 sin ε

r3
− cot ε

d2r

dsds′
− cos2 ε

sin ε

a2

r3

)

=
1

2
ii′dsds′

(
sin ε

d2q

dsds′
− cot ε

d2r

dsds′
− 1

sin ε

a2

r3

)
;

and integrating with respect to s and s′, one has for the total torque

1

2
ii′
(
q sin ε− r cot ε− a2

sin ε

∫ ∫
dsds′

r3

)
;

the calculation is thus reduced, as before, to finding the value of the double integral
∫ ∫

dsds′

r3 .
If the currents are in the same plane, one has a = 0, and the torque reduces to

1

2
ii′ (q sin ε− r cot ε) ,

a result which coincides with that which we have obtained in directly treating two currents situated
in the same [pages 85 and 257] plane. Since q is nothing but ss′/r, and r being MP, one has

q sin ε =
ss′ sin ε

r
=

MP ·AQ
MP

= AQ ;

and we have found by the other procedure,

1

2
ii′′(p− r cot ε) ;

where p designates the perpendicular AQ: the two results are therefore identical. The integration
carried out between the limits gives

1

2
ii′ [p′′2 − p′′1 − p′2 + p′1 + cot ε(r′′1 + r′2 − r′′2 − r′1)] ;

if the angle ε is a right angle, this torque reduces to

1

2
ii′(p′′2 − p′′1 − p′2 + p′1) .

When ε = π/2, but a is not null, the previous torque becomes

163[N. T.] Due to a misprint the first line of this equation appeared originally as

1

2
ii′ sin εdsds′

[

d2q

dsds′
− a2

r3
− cos ε

sin2

(

d2r

dsds′
+

a2 cos ε

r3

)]

.
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1

2
ii′
(
q − a2

∫ ∫
dsds′

r3

)
.

The integral that needs to be calculated in this case is

∫
ds′
∫
ds

r3
=

∫
ds′
∫

ds

(a2 + s2 + s′2)
3
2

=

∫
s

(a2 + s′2)
√
a2 + s2 + s′2

ds′ ,

which must be integrated over again with respect to s′; it becomes

∫
sds′

(a2 + s′2)
√
a2 + s2 + s′2

=

∫
(a2 + s2)sds′

(a4 + a2s′2 + a2s2 + s2s′2)
√
a2 + s2 + s′2

=

∫ s(a2 + s2) ds′√
a2+s2+s′2

a2(a2 + s2 + s′2) + s2s′2
=

∫ s(a2+s2)ds′

(a2+s2+s′2)
3
2

a2 + s2s′2

a2+s2+s′2

=

∫ dq
ds′ ds

′

a2 + q2
=

1

a
arctan

q

a
+ C .

[pages 86 and 258]

Let M be the value of the torque when the two electric currents, of which the lengths are s and
s′, start from the points where their directions meet the line which measures the shortest distance
between them, one obtains

M =
1

2
ii′
(
q − a arctan

q

a

)
,

an expression which reduces, when a = 0, to M = ii′q/2, which accords with the value M = ii′p/2
which we have already found for this case, because then q becomes the perpendicular which we
have designated by p.164 If one assumes a infinite, M becomes null, as it should be, as follows from

a arctan
q

a
= q .

If one names z the angle of which the tangent is

ss′

a
√
a2 + s2 + s′2

,

it follows

M =
1

2
ii′q

(
1− z

tan z

)
;

this is the value of the torque which is produced by a force equal to

1

2
ii′
(
1− z

tan z

)
,

acting along the line which joins the two extremities of the conductors opposed to those [extremities]
where they are met by the line which measures the shortest distance.

It is sufficient to quadruple these expressions to have the torque [pages 87 and 259] produced
by the mutual action of two conductors such that one is mobile about the line which measures
their shortest distance, in the case where this line touches the two conductors at their centers, and
where their lengths are respectively represented by 2s and 2s′.

It is, for the rest, easy to see that if, instead of assuming that the two currents start from the
point where they encounter the line, one had made the calculation for arbitrary limits, one should
obtain a value of [the torque] M composed of four terms of the form of those that we obtained in
this particular case, two of these terms are positive and the two others are negative.

164[N. T.] In our page 410, corresponding to pages 85 and 257 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie,
respectively, Ampère had designated p the perpendicular AQ of figure 26.
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Consider now two rectilinear currents A′S′ and L′L′′ (figure 27),165 not situated in the same
plane and whose directions form a right angle.

Let A′A be their joint perpendicular, and find the action of L′L′′ which turns A′S′ about a
parallel OV to L′L′′ drawn at the distance A′O = b from A.

Figure 27.

Let M and M′ be two arbitrary elements of these currents; the general expression for the
component of their action [i.e., force] parallel with the common perpendicular AA′, becomes,166

by making ε = π/2,

1

2
aii′

d2 1
r

dsds′
dsds′ ;

its torque in relation to the point O is therefore, by taking A′ as the origin of the s′, equal to

1

2
aii′(s′ − b)

d2 1
r

dsds′
dsds′ ;

[pages 88 and 260]

by integrating with respect to s, it becomes

1

2
aii′(s′ − b)

d1
r

ds′
ds′ ;

and naming r′ and r′′ the distances M′L′ and M′L′′ of M′ to the points L′ and L′′, and integrating
between these limits the action of L′L′′ to turn the element M′, is

1

2
aii′(s′ − b)ds′

(
d 1
r′′

ds′
−

1
r′

ds′

)
,

165[N. T.] In figure 27 of the 1827 version of the Théorie, the line segment connecting M′ with S′ did not appear.
This was corrected in figure 27 of the 1826 version reproduced here.
166[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the next equation appeared in the original text as follows:

1

2
aii′

d2 1
r

dsds′
ds′ds′ .
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expression which must be integrated with respect to s′. Now

1

2
aii′

∫
(s′ − b)d

1

r′′
=

1

2
aii′

(
s′ − b

r′′
−
∫

ds′

dr′′

)
,

and it is also easy to see that in naming c the value AL′′ of s which corresponds to r′′, and which
is a constant in the actual integration, one has A′L′′ =

√
a2 + c2, from which it follows that

r′′ =

√
a2 + c2

sinβ′′
, s′ = −

√
a2 + c2 cotβ′′, and ds′ =

√
a2 + c2

sin2 β′′
dβ′′ ;

therefore

∫
ds′

r′′
=

∫
dβ′′

sinβ′′
= ln

tan 1
2β

′′
2

tan 1
2β

′′
1

;

the second term integrates in the same manner, and one obtains finally for the torque to be found

1

2
aii′

(
s′2 − b

r′′2
− s′1 − b

r′′1
− s′2 − b

r′2
+
s′1 − b

r′1
− ln

tan 1
2β

′′
2 tan 1

2β
′
1

tan 1
2β

′′
1 tan 1

2β
′
2

)
.

In the case where the axis of rotation parallel to the line L′L′′ or s passes by the point of intersection
A′ of the lines a and s′, one has b = 0; and if one assumes, furthermore, that the current which
[pages 89 and 261] flows in s′ starts at this point of intersection, one obtains in addition

s′1 = 0, β′
1 =

π

2
, β′′

1 =
π

2
,

so that the value of the torque reduces to

1

2
aii′

(
s′2
r′′2

− s′2
r′2

− ln
tan 1

2β
′′
2

tan 1
2β

′
2

)
.

I will now search for the action of a conducting wire folded following the perimeter of a rectangle
K′K′′L′L′′ for turning a rectilinear conductor A′S′ = s′2, perpendicular to the plane of this rectangle,
and mobile about one of its sides K′K′′ that it meets at the point A′: the torque produced by this
action of the side K′K′′ being then obviously null,167 it will be necessary [in order to obtain the
total torque,] to add, to that [torque] due to the action of L′L′′ and which we have just calculated
its value, the torque produced by K′L′ in the same direction as that [torque] of L′L′′, and to
subtract that [torque] which is [produced] by K′L′′ whose action tends to cause the turning of A′S′

in a contrary direction; now, following the preceding calculations, by naming g and h the shortest
distances A′K′ and A′K′′, from AS′ to the lines K′L′ and K′′L′′ which are both equal to a, one has
for the absolute values of these torques

1

2
ii′
(
q′ − g arctan

q′

g

)
and

1

2
ii′
(
q′′ − h arctan

q′′

h

)
,

by setting

q′ =
as′2√

g2 + a2 + s′2
=
as′2
r′2

, q′′ =
as′2√

h2 + a2 + s′2
=
as′2
r′′2

,

that [value] of the total torque is then

1

2
ii′
(
h arctan

q′′

h
− g arctan

q′

g
− a ln

tan 1
2β

′′
2

tan 1
2β

′
2

)
.

[pages 90 and 262]

167[N. T.] Due to a zero-length arm.
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Such is the value of the torque resulting from the action of a conductor having as its form the
perimeter of a rectangle, and acting on a mobile conductor around one of the sides of the rectangle,
when the direction of this conductor is perpendicular to the plane of the rectangle, whatever besides
its distance to the other sides of the rectangle and its dimensions. By determining by experiment
the instant at which the mobile conductor is in equilibrium with respect to the opposing actions
of two rectangles situated in the same plane, but of various sizes and at various distances from
the mobile conductor, one has a quite simple means to obtain some verifications of my formula
which are susceptible of great precision; it is this [experiment] that one can carry out easily with
the aid of an instrument of which it is too easy to conceive the construction for it to be necessary
to explain it here.

Integrate now the expression168
∫ ∫

dsds′

r3 in the extent of two rectilinear currents not situated
in the same plane, and making between them an arbitrary angle ε, in the case where these currents
start at the common perpendicular; the other cases can be deduced immediately.

Let A (figure 28)169 be the point where the common perpendicular meets the direction AM of
the current s, AM′ a parallel drawn by this point to the current s′, and mm′ the projection on the
plane MAM′ of the line which joins the two elements ds and ds′.

Draw by A a line An parallel and equal to mm′, and form in n a small parallelogram nn′ having
its sides parallel to the lines MAN and AM′, and equal to ds and ds′.

Figure 28.

If one repeats the same construction for all the elements, the parallelograms so formed will
compose the entire parallelogram NAM′D, and, their surfaces having for their extent [pages 91 and
263] dsds′ sin ε, one obtains the proposed integral multiplied by sin ε, in searching for the volume
having as its base NAM′D, and terminated on the surface whose ordinates drawn to various points
of this base have for value 1/r3; r being the distance of the two elements of currents, which
correspond, after our construction, to all these points of the surface NAM′D.170

Now, to calculate this volume, we can partition the base into triangles having for common
vertex the point A.

Let Ap be a line connected to any of the points of the surface of the triangle AND, and pqq′p′

the surface included between the two infinitely close lines Ap and Aq′ and the two arcs of a circle
described by A with the radii Ap = u and Ap′ = u + du: because the angle NAM′ = π − ε and
naming ϕ the angle NAp, we have

sin ε

∫ ∫
dsds′

r3
=

∫ ∫
ududϕ

r3
.

Now, if a designates the common perpendicular to the direction of the two conductors, and s and
s′ [designate] the distances counted from A on the two currents, one has

168[N. T.] In the original versions of the Théorie we had here due to a misprint the following expression:
∫ ∫

dsds
r3

.
169[N. T.] In figure 28 of the 1827 version of the Théorie we had a letter m′ between M and A. This letter was
corrected to m in figure 28 of the 1826 version of the Théorie.
170[N. T.] Due to a misprint, in the original French text we have NAMD.
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r =
√
a2 + u2, u =

√
s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε ;

therefore, by integrating first from u = 0 up to u = AR = u1,

sin ε

∫ ∫
dsds′

r3
=

∫ ∫
ududϕ

(a2 + u2)
3
2

=

∫
dϕ

(
1

a
− 1√

a2 + u21

)
.

It remains to integrate this last expression with respect to ϕ: for this we will calculate u1 as a
function of ϕ by the proportion AN : AR :: sin(ϕ + ε) : sin ε, or s : u1 :: sin(ϕ + ε) : sin ε; [pages
92 and 264] and by substituting a2 + u21 by the value taken from this proportion, we will have to
calculate

∫
dϕ


1
a
− 1√

a2 + s2 sin2 ε
sin2(ϕ+ε)


 =

ϕ

a
−
∫

dϕ sin(ϕ+ ε)√
s2 sin2 ε+ a2 sin2(ϕ+ ε)

=
ϕ

a
+

1

a

∫
d cos(ϕ + ε)√

a2+s2 sin2 ε
a2 − cos2(ϕ+ ε)

=
1

a

[
ϕ+ arcsin

a cos(ϕ+ ε)√
a2 + s2 sin2 ε

+ C

]
.

Name µ and µ′ the angles NAD and M′AD, and take the preceding integral between ϕ = 0 and
ϕ = µ, it then becomes

1

a

[
µ+ arcsin

a cos(µ+ ε)√
a2 + s2 sin2 ε

− arcsin
a cos ε√

a2 + s2 sin2 ε

]
,

and, since µ+ ε = π − µ′, it changes to

1

a

[
µ− arcsin

a cosµ′

√
a2 + s2 sin2 ε

− arcsin
a cos ε√

a2 + s2 sin2 ε

]
,

Now

cosµ′ =
AK

AD
=

s′ − s cos ε√
(s′ − s cos ε)2 + s2 sin2 ε

=
s′ − s cos ε√

s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε
,

from which one extracts for the integral the following expression:

1

a

[
µ− arcsin

a(s′ − s cos ε)√
a2 + s2 sin2 ε

√
s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

− arcsin
a cos ε√

a2 + s2 sin2 ε

]
,

or, in changing from the sine to the tangent for the two arcs,

1

a

[
µ− arctan

a(s′ − s cos ε)

s sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

− arctan
a cot ε√
a2 + s2

]
,

and since one finds the integral relative to the triangle M′AD [pages 93 and 265] in changing in
this expression µ to µ′ and s to s′, one has for the total integral, because µ+ µ′ = π − ε,

1

a

(
π − ε− arctan

a(s′ − s cos ε)

s sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε
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− arctan
a cot ε√
a2 + s2

− arctan
a(s− s′ cos ε)

s′ sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

− arctan
a cot ε√
a2 + s′2

)
.

In calculating the tangent of the sum of the two arcs whose values contain s and s′, one changes
this expression to

1

a

(
π − ε− arctan

a sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε

− arctan
a cot ε√
a2 + s2

− arctan
a cot ε√
a2 + s′2

)
;

and since171

π

2
− arctan

a sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε

= arctan
ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε

a sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

,

one has,172 by dividing by sin ε,
∫ ∫

dsds′

r3
=

1

a sin ε

(
arctan

ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε

a sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

− arctan
a cot ε√
a2 + s2

− arctan
a cot ε√
a2 + s′2

+
π

2
− ε

)
;

expression which, when one assumes that ε = π
2 , reduces to

1

a

(
arctan

ss′

a
√
a2 + s2 + s′2

)
,

as we have found previously.

[pages 94 and 266]

One can remark that the first term of the value that we have just found in the general case is
the indefinite integral of173

dsds′

(a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε)
3
2

,

as one can verify by differentiation, and that the three other [terms] are obtained by successively
applying into this indefinite integral:

1◦ s′ = 0; 2◦ s = 0; 3◦ s′ = 0 and s = 0 .

If the currents do not start from the common perpendicular, one would obtain an integral still
composed of four terms which would all be of the same form as the indefinite integral.

171[N. T.] In the 1827 version of the Théorie we had 2ss cot ε in the denominator of the right hand side of the
equality, instead of 2ss′ cos ε. This misprint was corrected in the 1826 edition of the Théorie.
172[N. T.] In his work of 12 September, 1825, Ampère presented the value of the next integral, without indicating
the calculations leading to it, see: [Amp25d], [Amp25g], [Amp25e], [Amp25c] and [Amp26e].
173[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie this equation appeared as

dsds′

(a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε) 5
2

.

However, only in the 1826 edition there is an errata informing that the correct expression is the one presented in
this English translation.
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29.15 Action Exerted on an Element of Conducting Wire by

an Assembly of Closed Circuits of Very Small Dimen-
sions, which Received the Name of Electrodynamic

Solenoid

Until now we have considered the mutual action of electric currents in the same plane and rectilinear
currents situated arbitrarily in space; it still remains to consider the mutual action of curvilinear
currents which are not in the same plane. First we shall assume that these currents describe
planar and closed curves with all their dimensions infinitesimal.174 As we have seen, the action of
a current of this kind depends on the three integrals A, B and C, whose values are175

A = λ

(
cos ξ

l3
− 3qx

l5

)
,

B = λ

(
cos η

l3
− 3qy

l5

)
,

C = λ

(
cos ζ

l3
− 3qz

l5

)
.

[pages 95 and 267]

Now imagine in space any line MmO (figure 29),176 which the electric currents encircle forming
very small closed circuits around this line, in infinitely close planes which are perpendicular to this
line, such that the areas occupied by these circuits are all equal to each other and represented by λ,
that their centers of gravity are on MmO, and that these planes have the same distance, measured
along this line, between two consecutive planes. Putting g for this infinitesimal distance between

174[N. T.] The following paragraphs related to the theory of the solenoid are a reproduction of [Amp24c, pp.
151-162], [Amp24f, pp. 246-258] and [Amp24e, sections III, IV and V]. In the papers of 1824 Ampère worked
with solenoids having circular areas of cross section represented by πm2. In the Théorie, on the other hand, these
calculations have been generalized to take into account solenoids having cross sections of arbitrary shape having
areas represented by λ.
175[N. T.] See our page 376 up to 387, corresponding to pages 42 up to 55 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, and
to pages 214 up to 227 of the 1827 version of the Théorie. In the previous pages Ampère was working with an
arbitrary value of his constant n. In the next calculations he utilized the specific value n = 2.

In the paper published in 1824, Ampère mentioned the following, soon after the formula for the magnitude
U appearing in our page 384, corresponding to pages 53 and 225 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie,
respectively, and immediately before considering the action of a solenoid on a current element, [Amp24c, p. 150-
151], see also [Amp24e, p. 19] and [Amp87d, note 1 on p. 85]:

The results presented in these two paragraphs [that is, the general properties of the three integrals A,
B and C] are independent of the value which is given to the exponent [n] of the power of the distance
which one supposes that the electrodynamic action is reciprocally proportional when this distance
varies, while the interacting elements of electric current do not change their directions. The same
[conclusion] does not take place in the results with which I am dealing in the remainder of my paper,
which are related to the case in which the system of currents forming closed circuits, of which we
have just examined their properties, becomes an electrodynamic solenoid as I defined above. These
results take place in only two cases, [namely,] in the case of nature, that is, when the electrodynamic
action is inversely proportional to the square of the distance when only this distance varies, and in the
case in which it would be supposed that [the action or force] is directly proportional to the distance.
These [results] are due to M. Savary, who obtained them initially for an electrodynamic cylinder [see
[Sav23a], [Sav22], [Sav23b], [Sav23c] and [Sav85b]] and, then, for an arbitrary solenoid [that is, when
the centers of the small circles composing this solenoid follow an arbitrary curve in space, so that they
do not need to follow a straight line as was the case with the electrodynamic cylinder, see [Ano23] and
[Sav85a]]. The new demonstration which I present [for these results] can be applied directly to the
solenoid and includes therefore, the case in which it is a cylinder, which is only a particular kind of
solenoid.

176[N. T.] In the 1826 edition of the Théorie the loops between L′′ and O are dotted. In the 1827 edition they
appeared as all the other loops, namely, drawn with continuous lines.
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neighboring planes, the number of currents found to correspond to an element ds of the line MmO,
will be ds/g; and it is necessary to multiply by this number the values of A, B and C which have
just been found for a single circuit so as to obtain the values which refer to the circuits of the
element ds; by integrating over the arc s from one extremity L′ to the other extremity L′′ of this
arc, one obtains the values of A, B and C relative to the assembly of all circuits which encircle it,
an assembly which I have called an electrodynamic solenoid, from the Greek word σωληνoειδηζ,177

which means that which forms a canal, that is to say, the surface of this form on which are located
all the circuits.

Figure 29.

Thus, for the entire solenoid,

A =
λ

g

∫ (
cos ξds

l3
− 3qxds

l5

)
,

B =
λ

g

∫ (
cos ηds

l3
− 3qyds

l5

)
,

C =
λ

g

∫ (
cos ζds

l3
− 3qzds

l5

)
.

[pages 96 and 268]

Now, since the direction of the line g which is perpendicular to the plane of λ, is parallel to the
tangent to the curve s, it follows that

cos ξ =
dx

ds
, cos η =

dy

ds
, and cos ζ =

dz

ds
.

Moreover, q is evidently equal to the sum of the projections of the three coordinates x, y and z on
its direction;178 thus

q =
xdx + ydy + zdz

ds
=
ldl

ds
,

177[N. T.] Solenoid. Ampère introduced this denomination in 1824, see Section 10.2 and [Amp24c, p. 135].
178[N. T.] The magnitude q was defined on pages 51 and 53 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, corresponding to
pages 223 and 225 of the 1827 version of the Théorie, see our pages 383 and 385, respectively.
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since179 l2 = x2 + y2 + z2. Substituting these values into the expression which has just been found
for C, it becomes180

C =
λ

g

∫ (
dz

l3
− 3zdl

l4

)
=
λ

g

( z
l3

+ C
)
.

Putting x′, y′, z′, l′ and x′′, y′′, z′′, l′′ for the respective values of x, y, z, l at the two extremities
L′ and L′′ of the solenoid, we have

C =
λ

g

(
z′′

l′′3
− z′

l′3

)
.

Likewise, finding similar expressions for the two other integrals A and B, the values for the three
quantities which it is proposed to calculate for the entire solenoid are:

A =
λ

g

(
x′′

l′′3
− x′

l′3

)
,

B =
λ

g

(
y′′

l′′3
− y′

l′3

)
,

[pages 97 and 269]

C =
λ

g

(
z′′

l′′3
− z′

l′3

)
.

For a solenoid with a closed curve as its directrix181 one would have x′′ = x′, y′′ = y′, z′′ = z′,
l′′ = l′, and therefore A = 0, B = 0 and C = 0; if it did extend to infinity in both directions,182 all
the terms of the values of A, B and C would be zero separately, and it is evident that in these two
cases the action exerted by the solenoid [on a current element] will be reduced to zero. Assuming
that it only extends to infinity on one side, which I shall indicate by referring to it as an indefinite
solenoid in a single direction,183 it is only necessary to consider the extremity with coordinates x′,
y′ and z′ of finite value, because the other extremity is assumed to be infinitely remote and the
first terms of the values which have just been found for A, B and C are necessarily zero; thus

A = −λx′

gl′3
, B = −λy′

gl′3
, and C = − λz′

gl′3
,

and therefore A : B : C :: x′ : y′ : z′; hence the normal to the directing plane184 which passes
through the origin and forms angles to the axes with cosines

A

D
,
B

D
,
C

D
,

179[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the original French text had the following expression: l2 = x2 + y2 + z2.
180[Note by R. A. R. Tricker, [Amp65b, p. 183]:] Ampère uses the same symbol C, for the arbitrary constant of
integration and the expression on the left hand side of the equation. The two are, of course, not the same.
181[N. T.] The meaning of the word directrix in this context was discussed in Section 10.2. The expression directrix
of a solenoid refers to a straight or curved line passing through the centers of all loops composing the solenoid.
This directrix of a solenoid should not be confused with the directrix or normal to the directing plane discussed in
Section 10.1. Maybe Ampère utilized only the expression normal to the directing plane in the next few pages of the
Théorie when referring to this last meaning of the word directrix in order to avoid confusion with the meaning of
the word directrix which he was utilizing in this portion of his text.
182[N. T.] Original French text: “s’il s’étendait à l’infini dans les deux sens.” Blunn translated this sentence as,
[Amp65b, p. 183]: if they extend to infinity in both directions.
183[N. T.] Original French text: “solénöıde indéfini dans un seul sens.” It might also be translated as a semi-infinite
solenoid.
184[N. T.] That is, the directrix discussed in our Section 10.1, see the footnote 95 in our page 376.
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where D =
√
A2 +B2 + C2, also passes through the extremity of the solenoid185 with the coordi-

nates x′, y′ and z′.
As we have seen, in the general case, the total resultant is perpendicular to this normal;186

thus the action of an indefinite solenoid on an element is perpendicular to the straight line joining
the midpoint of this element to the extremity of the solenoid; [pages 98 and 270] and since it187 is
likewise perpendicular to the element, it follows that it is also perpendicular to the plane drawn
through this element and through the extremity of the solenoid.

Its direction being determined, it only remains to find its value; now, according to the analysis
for the general case, this value is

−Dii
′ds′ sin ε′

2
,

where ε′ is the angle between the element ds′ and the normal to the directing plane; and since
D =

√
A2 +B2 + C2, it is easily found that

D = − λ

gl′2
,

which gives for the value of the resultant188

λii′ds′ sin ε′

2gl′2
.

It is therefore seen that the action exerted by an indefinite solenoid with its extremity at L′ (figure
29) on the element ab is normal at A to the plane bAL′, proportional to the sine of the angle bAL′,
and is inversely proportional to the square of the distance AL′, and it always remains the same,
whatever the shape and direction of the indefinite curve L′L′′ on which all the centers of gravity
of the currents composing the indefinite solenoid are assumed to lie.189

If it should be desired to consider a definite solenoid with its two extremities situated at two
given points L′ and L′′, it is sufficient to assume a second indefinite solenoid commencing at the
point L′′ of the first and coinciding with it from this point to infinity, with currents [pages 99 and
271] opposite in direction,190 but equal in intensity, the action of the latter being opposite in sign to
that of the first indefinite solenoid from L′, and destroying its action over the part extending from
L′′ to infinity in the direction L′′O where they are superposed. The action of the solenoid L′L′′ will
therefore be the same as that which would be exerted by joining the two indefinite solenoids and,
in consequence, it consists of the force which has just been calculated and another force which acts
in the opposite direction, passing likewise through point A, perpendicular to the plane bAL′′, and
having for value

λii′ds′ sin ε′′

2gl′′2
,

where ε′′ is the angle bAL′′, and l′′ is the distance AL′′. The total action of the solenoid L′L′′ is
the resultant of these two forces and, like them, it passes through point A.

185[N. T.] That is, the directrix at a given point due to a simply indefinite solenoid is the straight line connecting
this point to the extremity of the solenoid, see our Subsection 10.2.1.
186[N. T.] Ampère is pointing out here that in the general case the total force exerted by a closed circuit on a
current element is perpendicular to the directrix due to the closed circuit and passing through the midpoint of the
current element. As pointed out by Tricker, Ampère’s directrix possesses the same direction as what is now called
the magnetic induction, see [Amp65b, note on p. 184].
187[N. T.] That is, the net force acting on the current element.
188[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, we had here λii′ds′ sin ε

2gl′2
. This mistake

appeared also in Tricker’s book, [Tri65, p. 185], and in the French editions of 1887 and 1958, [Amp87d, p. 88] and

[Amp58, p. 76]. The correct expression should have the angle ε′, namely, λii′ds′ sin ε′

2gl′2
.

189[N. T.] This force is also orthogonal to the current element ab and has its application point in the center A of
this element, see figure 29 of the Théorie.
190[N. T.] If the currents in a solenoid are flowing clockwise in the small closed loops, the currents in the other
solenoid would be flowing anti-clockwise.
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29.16 Action on a Solenoid Exerted by an Element or by

a Finite Portion of a Conducting Wire, by a Closed
Circuit, or by a System of Closed Circuits

Since the action of a definite solenoid can be deduced directly from that of an indefinite solenoid,
we shall in all that remains to be said on the subject proceed from the indefinite solenoid. This
simplifies the calculations and conclusions can readily be drawn for a definite solenoid.

Figure 30.

Let L′ (figure 30), be the extremity of an indefinite solenoid, A the midpoint of an arbitrary
element ba of an electric current M1AM2 and L′K an arbitrary and fixed straight line through the
point L′; we put θ for the variable angle KL′A, µ for the inclination of the planes bAL′ and AL′K
to each other, and l′ for the distance L′A. Since the action of the element ba on the solenoid is
equal and opposite to that which the solenoid exerts on the element, for its determination it is
necessary to consider a point situated in A which is permanently associated with the solenoid, and
which is influenced by a force which, ignoring the sign, may be represented as191

[pages 100 and 272]

λii′ds′ sin bAL′

2gl′2
or

λii′dν

gl′3
,

where dν is the area aL′b equal to

l′ds′ sin bAL′

2
.

Since this force is normal at A to the plane AL′b, to obtain its torque about the axis L′K, it
is necessary to find the component which is perpendicular to AL′K and to multiply it by the
perpendicular192 AP dropped from point A on to the straight line L′K. Being µ the angle between

191[N. T.] The force exerted by the current element ab on the indefinite solenoid has its application point at the
center A of the element, see figure 30 of the Théorie. This point of the application of the force should be considered
as invariably and rigidly connected to the solenoid.
192[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie this sentence appeared as follows: “et la multiplier par la
perpendiculaire à AP abaissé du point A sur la droite L′K.” The word “à” which changes the meaning of the sentence
seems to have been introduced due to a misprint. In Ampère’s original article of 1824 this sentence appeared without
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the planes AL′b and AL′K, this component is obtained by multiplying the foregoing expression by
cosµ; but dν cosµ is the projection of the area dν on the plane AL′K, whence it follows that in
representing this projection by du, the value of the required component is

λii′du

gl′3
.

Now, the projection of the angle aL′b on AL′K can be regarded as the infinitesimal difference
between the angles KL′a and KL′b: it will be therefore dθ, and we will have

du =
l′2dθ

2
;

which reduces the previous expression to

λii′dθ

2gl′
;

but since AP = l′ sin θ, for the required torque we have

λii′

2g
sin θdθ .

[pages 101 and 273]

This expression, integrated over the curve M1AM2, yields the torque of this current to make the
solenoid revolve about L′K: now, if the current is closed, the integral, which is in general

C − λii′ cos θ

2g
,

vanishes between the limits, and the torque is zero in respect of any straight line L′K through the
point L′.

Hence, in the action of a closed circuit, or of any system of closed circuits, on an indefinite
solenoid, all the forces applied to the various elements of the system, about an arbitrary axis,
produce the same torques as if they were [acting] at the extremity of the solenoid; their resultant
passes through this extremity and in no case can the forces tend to impart a rotational motion to
the solenoid about a straight line through its extremity, which is in agreement with the results of
the experiments.193 If the current represented by the curve M1AM2 were not closed, its torque for
rotation of the [simply indefinite] solenoid about L′K, putting θ′1 and θ′2 for the extreme values of
θ in respect of point L′ and of the extremities M1 and M2 of the curve M1AM2, would be

λii′

2g
(cos θ′1 − cos θ′2) .

Consider now the definite solenoid L′L′′ (figure 31) which may only revolve about an axis through
its two extremities. We shall again be able to replace it by two indefinite solenoids; the sum of the
actions of the current M1AM2 on each of them is equivalent to its action on L′L′′. The torque of

the word “à,” see [Amp24c, p. 157]. In our translation we utilized the sentence as written in 1824, “to multiply it
by the perpendicular AP,” instead of “to multiply it by the perpendicular to AP.” This perpendicular AP will be
the arm of the lever relative to the axis L′K as regards the torque exerted by the force acting on A.
193[N. T.] On 8 April, 1822, Ampère mentioned the following, see [Amp22s, p. 64], [Amp22k, p. 203] and [Amp85e,
p. 241]:

Ever since I became aware of M. Faraday’s work announcing the motion of revolution that a magnet
produces always in the same sense to a voltaic conductor, it was easy for me to realize that if this
effect had not been observed earlier, it was due to the fact that [up to that moment] one had utilized
conductors making circuits which were almost closed, in which the electromagnetic action cannot
produce this kind of motion [...].
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Figure 31.

the first has just been found; [pages 102 and 274] putting θ′′1 and θ′′2 for the angles corresponding
to θ′1 and θ′2, but in respect of the extremity L′′, one obtains for that of the second

−λii
′

2g
(cos θ′′1 − cos θ′′2 ) ;

the total torque produced by the action of M1AM2 for rotation of the solenoid about its axis L′L′′

therefore is

λii′

2g
(cos θ′1 − cos θ′′1 − cos θ′2 + cos θ′′2 ) .

This torque is independent of the shape of the conductor M1AM2, of its magnitude and of its
distance from the solenoid L′L′′, and it remains the same so long as any such variation entails no
change in the four angles θ′1, θ

′
2, θ

′′
1 and θ′′2 ; it is zero not only when the current M1M2 forms a

closed circuit, but also when the current is assumed to extend to infinity in both directions, because
in that event, the two extremities of the current being infinitely remote from the extremities of the
solenoid, the angle θ′1 becomes equal to θ′′1 , and the angle θ′2 to θ′′2 .

All the torques about straight lines drawn through the extremity of an indefinite solenoid being
zero, this extremity is the point at which the resultant for the forces exerted on the solenoid is
applied by a closed circuit,194 or by a system of currents forming more than one closed circuit; it
may therefore be assumed that all these forces are transported there and this point may be taken
as the origin of coordinates A (figure 32): suppose that BM is a portion of one of the currents
acting on the solenoid. From the foregoing the force due to some element Mm of BM is normal to
the plane AMm and represented as

λii′dν

gr3
,

where dν is the area AMm and r is the variable distance AM.

[pages 103 and 275]

194[N. T.] The extremity of an indefinite solenoid is the electrodynamic analog of a magnetic pole, as discussed in
our Section 9.2.
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Figure 32.

The obtain the component of this action along AX, it has to be multiplied by the cosine of the
angle which it forms with AX, which is the same as the angle between the planes AMm and ZAY;
but dν, multiplied by this cosine, is the projection of AMm on ZAY, which is equal to

ydz − zdy

2
.

If therefore it is desired to find the action exerted along AX by currents forming closed circuits, it
is necessary to take the following integral over the entire range of the currents195

λii′

2g

∫
ydz − zdy

r3
which is equal to

λii′A

2g
,

the quantity A being the same as before, where196 n+ 1 was replaced by its value 3; likewise the
action along AY is

λii′B

2g
,

and that along AZ

λii′C

2g
.

The resultant of these three forces, which is the total action exerted by a number of closed
circuits on an indefinite solenoid, is therefore equal to

λii′D

2g
,

where D =
√
A2 +B2 + C2; and the cosines of the angles which it forms with the axes of x, of y

and of z are:

[pages 104 and 276]

A

D
,
B

D
,
C

D
,

195[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the original French text, we have ydz−rdy in the numerator of the integral, instead
of the correct expression ydz − zdy.
196[N. T.] In the original French text we have “on a remplacé n par sa valeur 3.” However, the correct expression
should be “on a remplacé n+1 par sa valeur 3.” We utilized this correction in our English translation. The expression
n+ 1 is the power of the distance r appearing in the calculation of quantity A, see our page 376, corresponding to
pages 42 and 214 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively.
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which are exactly the values of the cosines of the angles between the same axes and the normal
to the directing plane as if the action of the circuits on an element at A were considered.197 Now
this element would be transported by the action of the system in a direction contained within
the directing plane; hence the remarkable conclusion is reached that when a system of closed
circuits acts alternately on an indefinite solenoid and on an element situated at the extremity of
this solenoid, the respective directions in which the element and the extremity of the solenoid are
carried, are mutually perpendicular. If the element is situated in the directing plane, the action
exerted upon it by the system is at its maximum and equal to

ii′Dds′

2
.

The action which this system exerts on the solenoid was found just now to be

λii′D

2g
.

These two forces are therefore always in a constant ratio for a particular element and a particular
solenoid which is equal to

ds′ :
λ

g
;

that is to say, the forces are in the same relation as the length of the element bears to the area of
the closed curve described by one of the currents of the solenoid divided by the distance between
two consecutive currents; this ratio is independent of the form and magnitude of the currents of
the system acting on the element and solenoid.

[pages 105 and 277]

29.17 Interaction of Two Solenoids

If the system of closed circuits is itself an indefinite solenoid, the normal to the directing plane
through point A is, as we have just seen, a straight line joining point A to the extremity of the
solenoid; hence the mutual action of two indefinite solenoids takes place along the straight line
joining the extremity of one solenoid to the extremity of the other; in order to determine its value,
we put λ′ for the area of the circuits formed by the currents of this new solenoid, g′ for the distance
between the planes of two of these consecutive circuits, l for the distance between the extremities
of the two indefinite solenoids, and we get D = −λ′/(g′l2), which yields for their interaction

λii′D

2g
= − λλ′ii′

2gg′l2
,

which is inversely proportional to the square of the distance l. When one of the solenoids is definite,
it can be replaced by two indefinite solenoids and the action is then made up of two forces, one
attractive and the other repellent, along the lines which join the two extremities of the first solenoid
to the extremity of the other. Finally, if two definite solenoids L′L′′ and L1L2 (figure 33) interact
with each other, there are four forces along the respective straight lines L′L1, L

′L2, L
′′L1 and L′′L2

which join the extremities in pair; and if, for example, there is repulsion along L′L1, there will be
attraction along L′L2 and L′′L1, and repulsion along L′′L2.

197[N. T.] The total force exerted by these closed circuits on a simply indefinite solenoid having its extremity at
point A acts along this directrix D. The directrix due to these closed circuits passes through point A. That is to say,
the force exerted by these closed circuits presses the extremity of the simply indefinite solenoid along this directrix.
These closed circuits generate the same directrix D when they act on a current element placed at A. However, as
will be mentioned by Ampère, the force exerted by these closed circuits on this current element does not act along
the directrix D. In this case the force acts along a direction which is orthogonal to D and which is also orthogonal
to the direction of this current element. That is, this force will be along the directing plane passing through A. This
directing plane is orthogonal to the directrix D.
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Figure 33.

In order to justify the manner in which I have conceived magnetic phenomena, regarding
magnets as assemblies of electric currents forming minute circuits round their particles, it should
be shown from consideration of the formula by which I have represented the interaction [pages 106
and 278] of two elements of current, that certain assemblies of little circuits result in forces which
depend solely on the situation of two determinate points of this system, and [it should be also shown
that] these are endowed with all the properties of the forces which may be attributed to what are
called molecules of austral fluid and of boreal fluid, whenever these two fluids are used to explain
magnetic phenomena, whether in the mutual action of magnets, or in the action of a magnet on
a conducting wire:198 now the physicists who prefer explanations based on the existence of such
molecules199 to the explanation which I have deduced from the properties of electric currents, are
known to admit that each molecule of austral fluid has a corresponding molecule of boreal fluid of
the same intensity in each particle of the magnetized body.200 In saying that the assembly of these
two molecules, which may be regarded as the two poles of the element, is a magnetic element,201

an explanation of the phenomena associated with the two kinds of action in question requires: (1)
that the mutual action of magnetic elements should be made up of four forces, two attractive and
two repellent, acting along straight lines joining the two molecules of one of these elements to the
two molecules of the other, with intensity in inverse ratio to the square of these lines; (2) that
when one of these elements acts on an infinitesimal portion of conducting wire, two forces result,
perpendicular to the planes passing through the two molecules of the element and through the
direction of the small portion of wire, and proportional to the sines of the angles between the wire
and the straight lines joining the wire to the two molecules, and which are inversely proportional
to the squares of these distances. So long as my concept of the behavior of a magnet is disputed,
[pages 107 and 279] and so long as the two types of force are attributed to molecules of austral
and boreal fluid, it will be impossible to reduce them to a single principle; yet no sooner than my
way of looking at the constitution of magnets is adopted, it is seen from the foregoing calculations
that these two kinds of actions and the values of the resulting forces are deducible directly from

198[N. T.] Ampère satisfied these two requirements by considering the interaction between two solenoids.
199[N. T.] Ampère was referring to Ørsted, Biot, Savart, Faraday, Poisson and most other scientists of his time.
Ampère himself, on the other hand, fought against the existence of these magnetic molecules, as discussed in Section
19.1.
200[N. T.] That is, each particle of a magnetized body would be composed of a small magnetic dipole with the
opposite fluids separated by a small distance.
201[N. T.] As discussed in Section 10.3, Poisson denominated “magnetic element” to what is nowadays called a
magnetic dipole, that is, a North pole and a South pole of the same intensity separated by a small distance ℓ. There
would be a magnetic dipole in each particle of the magnetized body. Ampère also adopted this nomenclature of
Poisson from 1824 onwards.
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my formula. To determine their values it is sufficient to replace the assembly of two molecules,
the one of austral and the other of boreal fluid, by a solenoid with extremities that are the two
determinate points on which the forces in question depend, and which are situated at precisely the
same points where it is assumed that the molecules of the two fluids are placed.

29.18 Identity of Solenoids and Magnets when the Action
Exerted on Them is from Conducting Wires, or by

Other Solenoids or Other Magnets. Discussion of the
Consequences that can be Drawn from This Identity,

Relative to the Nature of Magnets and of the Action
that one Observes between the Earth and a Magnet

or a Conducting Wire

From the above, two systems of very small solenoids act on each other, according to my formula,
like two magnets composed of as many magnetic elements as there are assumed to be solenoids in
the two systems. One of these systems will also act on an element of electric current in the same
way as a magnet.202 In consequence, in as much as all calculations and explanations are based
either on the attractive and repellent forces of the molecules in inverse proportion to the squares of
the distances, or on the rotational forces between a molecule and an element of electric current, the
law governing which I have just indicated as accepted by physicists who do not accept my theory,
they are necessarily the same whether the magnetic phenomena in these two cases is explained
in my way by electric currents, or whether the hypothesis of two fluids is preferred. [pages 108
and 280] Objections to my theory, or proofs in its favor, therefore, are not to be found in such
calculations or explanations. The demonstration on which I rely results above all from the fact
that my theory explains with a single principle three sorts of actions203 that all the associated
phenomena prove are due to one common cause, and this cannot be done otherwise. In Sweden,
Germany and England it has been thought possible to explain the phenomena by the interaction
of two magnets as determined by Coulomb; the experiments which produce continuous rotational
motion are manifestly at variance with this idea. In France, those who have not adopted my
theory, are obliged to regard the three kinds of action which I have brought under one law, as
though absolutely independent. It should be remarked, in this context, that one can deduce from
the law proposed by M. Biot for the interaction of an element of a conducting wire and that of what
he termed a magnetic molecule, the law that Coulomb established for the action of two magnets
if one accepts that one of these magnets is composed of small electric currents, like those which I
have suggested; but then how can it be objected that the other is not likewise composed, thereby
accepting all of my point of view?

Moreover, though M. Biot determined the value and direction of the force when an element of
conducting wire acts on each particle of a magnet and defined this as the elementary force,204, 205

202[N. T.] Tricker introduced at this point, [Amp65b, note on p. 193], the footnote 29 which Ampère had introduced
on pages 12 and 184 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively, see our page 355.
203[N. T.] Namely, the electrodynamic actions between two current carrying conductors, the electromagnetic actions
between a current carrying conductor and a magnet, and the magnetic actions between two magnets or between a
magnet and the Earth.
204[N. A.] Précis élémentaire de physique, volume II, p. 122 of the second edition.
205[N. T.] See [Bio21a, p. 122]. In the third edition of his book, published in 1824, Biot continued to call the
interaction between a current element and a magnetic pole as an elementary force, [Bio24, p. 740], [BS85, p. 113],
[Far26, p. 334] and [BS65a, pp. 133-134]:

The action of an indefinite and rectilinear connecting wire on a magnetic element, such as that obtained
in the foregoing experiments, is still nothing but a composite result; for by imagining the length of
wire to be divided into infinitely many fine sections of very low height, it is seen that each section must
act on the [magnetized] needle with a different energy according to its distance and direction [to the
center of the needle] and the direction in which its action is exerted. Now these elementary forces are
just the simple result which it is specially important to know, for the total force exerted by the wire
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it is clear that a force cannot be regarded [pages 109 and 281] as truly elementary which manifests
itself in the action of two elements which are not of the same nature, or which does not act
along the straight line which joins the two points between which it is exerted. However, in the
mémoire which this gifted physicist communicated to the Académie on 30 October and 18 December
1820,206, 207 he regards [pages 110 and 282] the force which an element of conducting wire exerts
on a molecule of austral or boreal fluid as elementary, that is to say, the action exerted on the
pole of a magnetic element, and he considers there the mutual action of two elements of voltaic
conductors as a composed phenomenon.208 Now, one can easily conceive that if in effect there exist

is nothing other than the arithmetic sum of these effects.

206[N. A.] Since the latter mémoire has not been published separately, the formula for the force is only known to
me from the following passage in the second edition of the Précis élémentaire de physique, volume II, pp. 122 and
123.

“By imagining the length of the connecting wire Z′C′ (figure 34 [see this figure in our page 430]) to be
divided into infinitely many very fine sections, it is seen that each section must act on the needle with
a different energy according to its distance and direction. Now, these elementary forces are just the
simple result which it is especially important to know; for the total force exerted by the complete wire
is nothing other than the sum of their individual actions. However, calculation is sufficient to analyze
from the resultant the simple action. This is what Laplace did. He deduced from our observations that
the individual law of the elementary forces exerted by each section of the connecting wire was inversely
proportional to the square of the distance, that is to say, it is precisely the same as what is known to
exist in ordinary magnetic actions. This analysis showed that to complete our knowledge of the force,
it remained to determine whether the action of each section of the wire was the same in all directions
at the same distance, or whether the energy was greater in some directions than in others. To decide
this question, in the vertical plane I bent a long copper wire ZMC at M (figure 34), in such a way
that the two [rectilinear] arms ZM and MC were at the same angle of the horizontal MH. In front of
this wire I stretched another piece Z′M′C′ of the same material, the same in diameter and of the same
grade; this piece I set up vertically, being separated from the first piece at MM′ only by a strip of very
fine paper. I then suspended our magnetized needle AB in front of this system at the height of the
points M and M′, and observed its oscillations at various distances whilst passing current successively
through the bent and straight wires. In this way I found that the action was inversely proportional to
the distance to the points M and M′; but the absolute intensity was weaker for the oblique wire than
for the straight wire in the same proportion that the angle ZMH is to unity. An analysis of this result
appears to indicate to me that the action of each element µ of the oblique wire on each molecule m of
austral or boreal magnetism is inversely proportional to the square of its distance µm to this molecule
and [directly] proportional to the sine of the angle mµM between the distance µm and the length of
the wire.”

It is remarkable that this law, which is a corollary of the formula by which I have represented the interaction
of two elements of conducting wires when, according to my theory, each magnetic element [that is, each magnetic
dipole] is replaced by a very small electrodynamic solenoid, was first found through a mathematical error; indeed,
for the law to be valid, the absolute intensity of the force ought to have been proportional, not to the angle ZMH,
but to the tangent of half this angle, as demonstrated later by M. Savary in his dissertation at the Académie,
3 February 1823, and which has meanwhile been published in the Journal de physique, volume XCVI, pp. 1-25
and subsequent. It appears, besides, that M. Biot recognized this error, for in the third edition which has just
appeared, he describes, without reference to the Mémoire where it had first been corrected, new experiments where
the intensity of the total force is, in accordance with the calculation of M. Savary, proportional to the tangent of
half the angle ZHM, and he concludes therefrom, with more reason than he had with his first experiments, that the
force which he calls elementary, is proportional for equal distance to the sine of the angle between the direction of
the element of conducting wire and the direction of the straight line joining its midpoint to the magnetic molecule.
(Précis élémentaire de physique expérimentale, third edition, volume II, pp. 740-745).
207[N. T.] See also [Bio21a, pp. 122-123], [Bio85a], [Bio24, pp. 740-745], [Far26, pp. 334-339], [BS65a, pp. 133-139]
and [Amp65b, note on pp. 195-199]. In figure 34 of the 1827 version of the Théorie, the letters appearing below
the left straight wire of the image were Z and Z′. These letters were corrected in the 1826 edition of the Théorie
presented here to Z′ and Z′.
208[N. T.] The following discussion, up to the material included in our page 432, corresponding to pages 116 and
288 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively, came from Note B of the Précis, [Amp24e, Note B,
pp. 49-63]. We reproduce here the beginning of this Note, which was not included in the Théorie:

In the present state of physics, it is not known the cause of the observed phenomena which might
be considered with certainty as being truly primitive. In chemistry we consider all substance which
cannot be decomposed in other [substances] as a simple body or element. Likewise, in physics one
should consider as an elementary force all force which cannot be reduced to other [forces]. It is evident
that the force observed in the mutual action between two conducting wires or in the action between
one of these wires and a magnet cannot be reduced to the attractions and repulsions which are simple
functions of the distances of the particles between which they are exerted, because one obtains, by
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magnetic particles, [pages 111 and 283] their mutual action can be considered as the elementary
force: this was the point of view of the Swedish and German physicists, that could not support the
test of experiments,209 because this force being proportional to a function of the distance, it can
never give rise to a motion which is always accelerated in the same sense,210 at least when, as they
supposed, the magnetic molecules are considered fixed at determinate points of the conducting
wires which they view as assemblies of small magnets, and therefore the two other types of actions
would be composed phenomena, since the voltaic element was also [considered composed]. One
conceive likewise that the mutual action of two conducting wire elements is the action which offer
the elementary force: in this case the mutual action of two magnetic elements,211 and the action
which one of these elements exerts exerts on an infinitely small portion of the voltaic conductor, are
composed actions, since the magnetic element should, in this case, be considered as composed. But
how can it be conceived that the elementary force is that which is manifested between a magnetic
element and an infinitely small voltaic conductor, in other words between two bodies actually of
a very small volume, but such that one is necessarily composed, regardless of the two ways of
interpreting the phenomena that we have just discussed?

The circumstance which presents the force exercised by an element of a conducting wire on
a pole of a magnetic element, acting in a perpendicular direction to the line which joins the two
points between which the force is determined, while the mutual action of two conductor elements
follows the line which joins them, is not a proof less [pages 112 and 284] convincing than the one
that the first of these two forces is a composed phenomenon. Whenever two points act on one
another, whether due to an inherent force, or due to a force which comes from some other cause,
such as a chemical phenomenon, a decomposition or recomposition of the neutral fluid resultant
from the reunion of the two electricities, one cannot conceive this force other than as a tendency of
these two points to move closer or farther one from the other following the line which joins them,
with speeds reciprocally proportional to their masses, and this [behavior should take place] even
when this force is only transmitted from one of the material particles to the other by means of an
interposed fluid, like the mass of the bullet of a cannon212 which is only carried in advance at a
certain speed, due to the air released by the powder, by the same amount as the cannon mass is
carried backwards along the same line, passing though the centers of inertia213 of the bullet and
cannon, with a speed which is to that of the bullet, as its mass is to the mass of the cannon.

This [conclusion] is a necessary result of the inertia of matter which Newton showed to be one
of the principal foundations of the physical theory of the universe, in the last of the three axioms
that he gave at the beginning of the Philosophiæ naturalis principia mathematica,214 by stating
that the action is always equal and opposite to the reaction; since two forces which impart to two

one as by the other [that is, one obtains in the action between two conductors and also in the action
between a conductor and a magnet], motions of accelerated rotation always in the same sense. [Ampère
is referring here to the experiments of continuous rotation performed by Faraday and by himself, see
Chapter 7. These experiments cannot be explained utilizing central forces depending only on the
distance between the interacting bodies.] Therefore, it is necessary to look for the elementary force,
either in the action between two elements of conducting wire, as I have made since my first experiments
on this subject, or on in action that an element [of current] exerts on the two poles of a particle of the
magnet, poles which are called magnetic molecules, when one admits the hypothesis of two [magnetic]
fluids, as M. Biot admitted in the memoirs communicated to the Académie on 30 October and 18
December, 1820, in which he considers as elementary the force that an element of a conductor exerts
on a magnetic molecule, that is to say, on the pole of a particle of the magnet, and he considers as a
compound phenomenon the mutual action between two elements of voltaic conductors.

209[N. T.] That is, this point of view was refuted by the experimental tests.
210[N. T.] Ampère is referring here to a motion always accelerated clockwise or anti-clockwise around a fixed point,
as in Faraday’s experiments of continuous rotation discussed in Section 7.1.
211[N. T.] That is, the interaction between two magnetic dipoles.
212[N. T.] Ampère had discussed this example of the bullet of a cannon in a letter to Roux-Bordier dated 21
February, 1821, [Lau36a, pp. 565-567] and [Blo82, p. 100]. Ampère supports his points of view with Newton’s
third law of motion in the strong form, that is, when the action and reaction between two particles have not only
the same magnitude and opposite direction, but act along the straight line connecting them. In this case we have
conservation of linear and angular momentum.
213[N. T.] That is, passing though the centers of mass.
214[N. T.] Ampère was referring here to Newton’s Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy: [New34],
[New90], [New99], [New08a] and [New10].
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Figure 34.

masses speeds inverse to these masses, are the forces that would produce equal pressures against
obstacles which would prevent invincibly that they215 should put themselves in motion, in other
words, equal forces. In order for this principle to be applicable in the case of the mutual action
[pages 113 and 285] of two material particles which are traversed by an electrical current, while
one assumes that this action is transmitted by an elastic fluid which fills the space, and whose
vibrations constitute light,216, 217 it must be admitted that this fluid has no appreciable inertia,
as air with respect to the bullet and the cannon; but this is what one cannot doubt, since it does
not oppose any resistance to the motion of the planets. The phenomenon of the rotation of an
electric mill218 has led many physicists to admit an appreciable inertia in the two electric fluids,
and as a consequence in what results from their combination; but this supposition is in conflict
with all that we otherwise know of these fluids, and with the fact that the planetary motions show
no resistance due to the ether; there is not otherwise any motive to admit [this supposed great
inertia in the electric fluids], since I have shown that the rotation of the electric mill is due to an
electrodynamic repulsion produced between the tip of the mill and the ambient air particles, by

215[N. T.] That is, the masses.
216[N. A.] This fluid can only be that which results from the combination of the two electricities. In order to avoid
repeating the phrase for this, I think that one should employ, like Euler, the name ether, to mean the fluid as defined
here.
217[N. T.] Ampère is referring here to Leonhard Euler (1707-1783).
218[N. T.] Moulinet électrique in French. This instrument was invented by Hamilton, professor of philosophy at
Dublin University, around 1750, [Wil60, pp. 905-906]. This paper by Wilson was the first publication mentioning
this apparatus. We present here two figures illustrating this instrument, [Jef73, Chapter 3: Electric wind motors]:
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the electrical current which escapes from this tip.219, 220

When M. OErsted discovered the action which a conductor exerts on a magnet, it really ought
to have been suspected that there could be interaction between two conductors; but this was in
no way a [pages 114 and 286] necessary corollary of the discovery of this famous scientist, since a
bar of soft iron acts on a magnetized needle, but there is no interaction between two bars of soft
iron.221 Inasmuch as it was only known that a conductor deflects a magnetized needle, could it
have been concluded that electric current only imparted to this wire the property to be influenced
by a needle in the same way as soft iron is so influenced by the same needle, which would be
sufficient for the wire to act on the needle, without requiring interaction between two conductors
when they are beyond the influence of a magnetized body? Only experiments could decide the
question; I performed these in the month of September 1820, and the mutual action of voltaic
conductors was demonstrated.

As regards the action of our Earth on a conducting wire, the analogy between the Earth and a
magnet is doubtless sufficient to most probably produce this action, and I do not see why several of
the most skilled European physicists think that the effect did not exist; not only, like M. Erman,222

before I had made the experiment which showed it,223 but [also] after this experiment had been
presented at the Académie des Sciences, in the session of 30 October 1820, and repeated several
times, during November of the same year, in the presence of several [pages 115 and 287] of their
members and a great number of other physicists, who permitted me, at this time, to cite them
as testifying to the motions produced by the action of the Earth on the movable parts of the
equipment described and shown in the Annales de chimie et de physique,224 volume XV, pages
191-196, plate 2, figure 5, and plate 3, figure 71, and also in my Recueil d’observations électro-
dynamiques,225 pages 43-48, since nearly one year later, the English physicists still raised doubts
about the results of experiments so complete and which were demonstrated before a large number

The apparatus normally turns around a vertical axis when connected to a source of high tension. It works based
on the so called electric wind and does not rotate in vacuum. There is a long controversy related to its working
mechanism, [Rob62].
219[N. A.] See the Note that I read before the Académie, on 24 June 1822, and which is included in the Annales
de chimie, volume XX, pp. 419-421, and in my Recueil d’observations électro-dynamiques, pp. 316-318.
220[N. T.] See [Amp22p, pp. 419-421], [Amp22y, pp. 316-318], [Amp85p, pp. 287-289] and [Amp85k, p. 291]. The
subject of this Note by Ampère was discussed in our Chapter 8.
221[N. T.] This argument was due to Arago, as discussed in Section 3.6.
222[N. T.] Paul Erman (1764-1851), German physicist.
223[N. A.] In a very remarkable memoir, printed in 1820, this well known scientist said that conducting wire had
this advantage over the magnetic needle which is used for delicate experiments, [namely,] that the motion that it
will take in these experiments will not be influenced at all by the action of the Earth.
224[N. T.] See [Amp20g] and [CA09b].
225[N. T.] See [Amp22v, pp. 43-48].
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of witnesses.226, 227 One cannot deny the importance of these experiments, and one cannot refuse
to admit that the discovery of the action of the Earth on the conducting wires belongs to me as
much as the [discovery of the] mutual action between two conductors. It was of little value that I
should merely have discovered these two kinds of action and verified them by experiment; it was
more important:

(1) To find the formula for the interaction of two elements of current.

(2) To show by virtue of the law thus formulated (which governs the attraction of currents
flowing in the same direction and repulsion of currents flowing in contrary senses, whether the
currents are parallel or at an arbitrary angle),228, 229 that the action of the Earth on conducting
wires [pages 116 and 288] is identical in all respects, to the action which would be exerted on the
same wires by a system of electric currents flowing in the East-West direction, when situated in
the South of Europe,230 where the experiments which confirm this action were performed.

(3) To calculate first, from consideration of my formula and the manner in which I have ex-
plained magnetic phenomena by electric currents forming very small closed circuits round the
particles of a magnetized body, the interaction between two particles of magnets regarded as two
little solenoids231 each equivalent to two magnetic molecules, the one of austral and the other of
boreal fluid; and the action which one of these particles exerts on an element of conducting wire;
then to check that these calculations give exactly for the two kinds of action, in the first case the
law established by Coulomb for the action of two magnets, and in the second case, the law which
M. Biot has proposed for the forces which develop between a magnet and a conducting wire.232

It is thus that I reduced both kinds of action to a single principle and also that [action] which
I discovered exists between two conducting wires. Doubtless it was simple, [pages 117 and 289]
having assembled all the facts, to conjecture that these three kinds of action depended on a single
cause. But it was only by calculation that this conjecture could be substantiated, and this is what
I have done. I draw no premature conclusions as to the nature of the force which two elements of
conducting wires exert on each other, for I have sought only to obtain the analytical expression
of this force from experimental data. By taking this as my starting point I have demonstrated
that the values of the other two forces given by the experiment (the one between an element of
conducting wire and what is called a magnetic molecule, the other between two of these molecules)
can be deduced purely mathematically by replacing, in one or the other case, as is necessary, ac-
cording to my conception of the constitution of magnets, each magnetic molecule by one of the two
extremities of an electrodynamic solenoid. Thereafter, all that can be deduced from these values
of the forces is necessarily contained in my manner of considering the effects which are produced
and it becomes a corollary of my formula, and that alone should be sufficient to demonstrate that
the interaction of two conductors is, in fact, the simplest case and that from which it is necessary

226[N. A.] See M. Faraday’s memoir, published on 11 September 1821. The translation of this memoir appears
in the Annales de chimie et de physique, volume XVIII, pages 337-370, and in my Recueil d’observations électro-
dynamiques, pages 125-158. Due to a mistake in printing it shows the date 4 September 1821, instead of 11
September 1821.
227[N. T.] See [Far21c], [Far22e, pp. 95-96], [Far52d, pp. 805-807], [Far22c] and [Far85].
228[N. A.] The experiments which demonstrate the action of two rectilinear currents in both cases, were communi-
cated to the Académie in the session of 9 October 1820. The apparatuses that I employed are described and drawn
in the volume XV of the Annales de chimie et de physique, specifically: 1◦ that for the mutual action of two parallel
currents, page 72, plate 1, figure 1, and in more detail in my Recueil d’observations électro-dynamiques, pages 16-18.
2◦ that for the mutual action of two currents forming an arbitrary angle, page 171 of the same volume XV of the
Annales de chimie et de physique, plate 2, figure 2, and in my Recueil, page 23. The figures in my Recueil carry
the same numbers as in the Annales.
229[N. T.] See [Amp20d, plate I, figure 1, pp. 71-72], [CA07d, pp. 98-99], [Amp22v, pp. 16-18 and 23], [Amp20g,
plate I, Figure 2, p. 171], [CA09b, p. 121] and [Amp85b].
230[N. T.] Original text in French: situés an midi de l’Europe. Normally the word midi is translated as South. In
the partial English translation made by Blunn, this sentence was translated as situated in the middle of Europe,
[Amp65b, p. 196].
231[N. T.] Each one of these particles of a magnet should be considered as a small magnetic dipole, that is, as a
system composed of a North and a South pole of equal magnitudes separated by a small distance. The electrodynamic
analog of each one of these magnetic dipoles is a small definite solenoid, with its axis of symmetry along the straight
line connecting the opposite poles of the supposed magnetic dipole.
232[N. T.] It finishes here Ampère’s copy of a portion of Note B of his Précis of 1824, [Amp24e]. The remainder of
this Note B of the Précis was reproduced by Joubert, [Amp87d, note 1 on p. 104].
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to proceed in order to explain all other cases. The following considerations seem to me appropri-
ate to furnish a complete confirmation of these general results of my work; they are founded on
the simplest notions about the composition of forces, and are related to the mutual action of two
systems of infinitely close points in the various cases which can arise—whether these systems only
contain [pages 118 and 290] points of the same type, that is to say, points which attract or repel
similar points of the other system, or whether one of the systems, or both, contains points of the
two opposite types, of which those of one type attract what those of the other repel, and repel
what they attract.

Initially suppose233 that both of the two systems are made up of molecules of the same type,
that is to say those that act on the other entirely by attraction or entirely by repulsion, with forces
proportional to their masses; let M, M′, M′′ etc. (figure 35), be the molecules which compose the
first [system], and m any [molecule] of those which compose the second [system]: in successively
composing all the actions ma, mb, md, etc., exerted by M, M′, M′′ etc., one obtains the resultants
mc, me, etc., such that the last is the action of the system MM′M′′ on the point m, and passes
near the center of inertia of the system.234 By the same reasoning relative to the other molecules
of the second system, one finds that the corresponding resultants all pass very close to the center of
inertia of the second system, and will have a general resultant which passes also close to the center
of inertia of the second: we call the centers of action the two points very close to the respective
centers of inertia of the two systems by which the general resultant passes; it is evident that it
will tend, due to the small distances that they are from the centers of inertia,235 to impart to each
system only a translational motion.

Figure 35.

Suppose, in a second case, that the molecules of the second system are all of the same type,

233[N. T.] The portion beginning in this paragraph and going up to our page 435, corresponding to the beginning
of pages 122 and 294 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively, was taken from Note C of the Précis
from 1824, [Amp24e, note C, pp. 63-67].

We present here the portion just before this part of Note C of the Précis, [Amp24e, p. 63]:

We will examine here the action and reaction between two particles considered, each one, as [being
composed of] a system of points or of molecules which attract or repel the points of the other system,
supposing that the distance between the two systems is very large in comparison with the spaces
which they occupy, and admitting, following the third axiom of the Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy, axiom on which the whole of mechanics is based, that the action and reaction of each one
of the molecules of one [system] on a molecule of the other [system] are directed along the straight line
connecting them, and that they are equal and opposite.

234[N. T.] Apparently Ampère’s reasoning went as follows: The force exerted by M on m is represented by ma,
acting along the straight line connecting Mm, the force of M ′ on m is represented by mb, acting along the line
M ′m and the force of M ′′ on m is represented by md, acting along the line M ′′m. The joint force of M and M ′

acting on m is represented by mc, being given by the rule of the parallelogram. That is, mc is the diagonal of the
parallelogram of sides ma and mb. The total force exerted by M , M ′ and M ′′ acting on m is represented by me.
This line is also given by the rule of the parallelogram. That is, me is the diagonal of the parallelogram having mc
and md as its sides.
235[N. T.] That is, due to the small distance between the center of action and the corresponding center of inertia.
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those of the first are some of them attractive and the others repulsive with respect to the molecules
of the second system, the first will give a resultant of (figure 36), passing by their center of action
[pages 119 and 291] N, and by the center of action o of the other system: similarly the repulsive
particles yield a resultant oe, passing by their center of action P and by the same point o: the
general resultant is then the diagonal og; and since it passes close to the center of inertia of the
second system, it will tend to impart to it only a translational motion. Moreover, this resultant is
in the same plane with the three centers of action o, N and P; and when the attracting molecules
are of the same number as the repulsing ones, and acting with the same intensity, its direction is,
moreover, perpendicular to the line oO which divides the angle PoN in two equal parts.

Figure 36.

Consider finally the case where the two systems are both composed of molecules of differing
types. Let N and P (figure 37) be the centers of action respectively of the attractive and negative
molecules of the first [system], let n and p be the corresponding centers of the second, of a type such
that they have attraction between N and p, as well as between n and P, and they have repulsion
between N and n, as well as between P and p. The combined actions of N and P on p give a
resultant following the diagonal pe: similarly, the actions of N and P on n give a resultant nf .
To obtain the general resultant, one extends these two lines until they meet in o, and taking236

oh = pe, and ok = nf , [then] the diagonal ol will be the sought for resultant which gives the
action produced by the system PN on the system pn. But since the point o does not take part in
the system pn, it will be necessary to conceive that it is connected to this system in an invariable
manner without being [connected] to the first system PN; and the force ol will tend in general, due
to this connection, to generate on pn a [pages 120 and 292] translational motion and a rotational
motion about its center of inertia.

Now examine the reaction exerted by the second system on the first: following the fundamental
axiom of mechanics, that the action and reaction of two particles on each other are equal and
directly opposed, it is necessary in order to obtain this [that is, to obtain the reaction] to successively
compose the equal and directly opposed forces to those which the particles of the first system exert
on the particles of the second, and it is evident that the total reaction that is thus found will always
be equal and directly opposed to the total action.

Therefore, in the first case, the reaction is represented by the line mε (figure 35), equal and
opposite to the resultant me, and that which one can assume is applied at the center of action
of the first system which is located in that direction; from which it follows, always neglecting the
small difference of the position of the center of action and the center of inertia, that one will have
only translational motion.

In the second case, the reaction will likewise be represented by the line oγ (figure 36), equal

236[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, we had here on instead of oh. The errata at the end of
the work corrected this mistake.
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Figure 37.

and opposite to og. But, since the point o is not part of the first system, and since in general
it will not be traversed by the direction oγ, it will be necessary to conceive that this point o
must be invariably connected to the first system, without being connected to the second; and, by
this connection, the force oγ will tend in general to induce on the system PN a double motion,
translational and rotational. In addition, this force oγ is in the plane PoN; and when the attractive
molecules are of the same number as the repulsive ones and act with the same intensity, its direction
is, like that of og, perpendicular to oO.

Finally, in the third case, the reaction is represented [pages 121 and 293] by the line oλ (figure
37), equal and opposite to the resultant ol, and applied like it at the point o. To find the action
of ol on pn, we conceived just now that this point o was located in this second system pn without
being [connected] to the first PN. In order to now have the reaction exercised on this one, we
consider the force oλ applied at a point located in o, and connected in the first system PN without
being [connected] to the second. This force tends in general to generate on PN a double motion of
translation and rotation.

If one compares these results with the experimental measurements, relative to the directions
of the forces which occur in the three types of actions that we distinguished above, it is easy
to see that the three cases that we examined correspond with them exactly. When two voltaic
conductor elements act on each other, the action and reaction are, as in the first case, determined
by the line which connects these two elements; when it concerns the force which acts between
an element of a conducting wire and a particle of a magnet237 containing two poles of opposite
types, which act in opposite senses with equal intensities, the action and reaction are, as in the
second case, directed perpendicularly to the line which connects the particle and the element; and
two particles of a magnetized bar, which are only two very small magnets, exert on each other a
more complex action, resembling that of the third case, and thus one cannot draw a conclusion
without considering it as the result of four forces, two attractive and two repulsive: it is thus easy
to conclude that there is only the element of a conducting wire such that one can suppose that all
the points exert the same type of action, [pages 122 and 294] and to judge that it is, of the three
kinds of force which are here considered, the one that one can view as the simplest.238

237[N. T.] Each particle of a magnet will be considered here as a magnetic dipole.
238[N. T.] Here finishes the Note C of the Précis of 1824, [Amp24e]. That is, the simplest case is the situation
represented by the force between two current elements acting along the straight line connecting them. After all, from
this basic interaction it is possible to deduce the three kinds of interaction, namely: the interaction between two
current carrying conductors, the interaction between a current carrying conductor and a magnet, and the interaction
between two magnets. It is not possible to deduce the first two kinds of interaction beginning only with the force
between magnetic poles. It is also not possible to deduce the first and the third interactions beginning only with
the force between a magnetic pole and a current element.

In the Précis the last sentence was written as follows, [Amp24e, p. 67]:

It is possible to easily judge, after this simple reflection, which one of these three kinds of action should
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But from the fact that the force taking place between two elements of conducting wires is the
simplest one, and that those which develop, one between one of these elements and a particle of
a magnet239 where there always exist two poles of the same intensity, the other between two such
particles, are results more or less complicated, thus it is necessary to conclude that the first of
these forces should be considered as truly elementary? I have always been far from thinking like
that, and for this reason, after long consideration in the Notes sur l’exposé sommaire des nouvelles
expériences électro-magnetiques, published in 1822,240, 241 I sought to find an explanation for it
through the reaction of the fluid distributed in space, and whose vibrations produce the phenomena
of light: I have only said that one should consider it as elementary, in the sense that chemists
arrange in the class of simple bodies all those [bodies] they cannot further decompose, whatever
the conjectures based on analogy which might lead us to believe, on the other hand, that they are
really composed, and because one has determined from it the value of the experiments and the
calculations shown in this Treatise, it was starting from this single value that it was necessary to
calculate those [values] of all the forces that are manifest in the more complicated cases.

But even when it were due, either to the reaction of a fluid of rarity such that one cannot suppose
that it reacts due to its mass, whether to a combination of inherent forces of the two electric fluids,
it would still follow [pages 123 and 295] that the action would still always be opposed to the
reaction following the same line; because, as one has seen in the considerations just discussed,
this circumstance necessarily enters into all the complex actions, since it occurs for all the really
elementary forces which make up the complex action. By applying the same principle on the force
which acts between that which one calls a magnetic molecule and an element of a conducting wire,
one sees that if this force, considered as acting on the element, passes through its midpoint, the
reaction of the element on the molecule should also be directed in a manner to pass through this
midpoint and not through the molecule.242 This consequence of a principle which has until now
been admitted by all physicists, does not appear easy to demonstrate by experiment, in the case
of the force which we are discussing, because in all the experiments where one causes a portion
of a conducting wire which forms a closed circuit to act on a magnet, the result that one obtains
for the total action is the same, whether one supposes that this force passes through the element
of the conducting wire or through the magnetic molecule, as one have seen in this Treatise; it is
this that has led many physicists to suppose that only the action exerted on the element of the
conducting wire would pass through this element,243 and that the reaction which is opposed and
parallel would not be directed along the same line, [with these physicists supposing] that it would
pass through the molecule and would form with the first force that which they called a primitive
couple.244

The following calculations will provide me the occasion to examine in detail this singular hy-
pothesis. One will see, by this examination, that it not only opposed to one of the fundamental

be considered as the elementary force, following to the meaning which should be given to this word in
physics, according to what we said in the beginning of the previous Note.

The meaning of the expression elementary force to which Ampère was referring here was presented at the footnote
208 in our page 428. That is, an elementary force is that force which cannot be reduced to other known forces.
239[N. T.] Each particle of a magnet will be considered as a small magnetic dipole.
240[N. A.] Recueil d’observations électro-dynamiques, p. 215.
241[N. T.] See [Amp22q, p. 215] and [Amp85m, p. 250].
242[N. T.] That is, if the net force exerted by a magnetic pole on a current element passes through the midpoint
of the current element, then the reaction force exerted by the current element on the magnetic pole must also pass
through the midpoint of the current element, having the same intensity and opposite direction. In this case one must
consider that the reaction force is acting on a point at the center of the current element which is rigidly connected to
the magnetic pole, without being connected to the current element. In this way this reaction might be transmitted
to the magnetic pole.
243[N. T.] Original French text (with our emphasis in italics): c’est ce qui a porté plusieurs physiciens à supposer
que l’action exercée par l’élement de fil conducteur passait seule par cet élément, [...]. It seems to us that there was a
misprint here. Instead of par l’élement, “by the element,” the correct expression should had been sur l’élement, “on
the element.” The correct sentence would then be as we wrote here, namely, it is this that has led many physicists
to suppose that only the action exerted on the element of the conducting wire would pass through this element, [...].
244[N. T.] We discussed the primitive couple or the primitive torque in our Section 20.2. A primitive couple is a
pair of forces, equal in magnitude, oppositely directed, whose lines of action do not coincide. Although there is no
resultant force on the system, these opposite forces produce a torque about an axis which is normal to the plane of
the forces.
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principles of mechanics,245 but that it is otherwise completely useless for explaining the observed
facts, [pages 124 and 296] and a false interpretation of these facts could only be adopted by the
physicists who do not admit that magnets obtain their properties from the action of electric cur-
rents around their particles.

The phenomena produced by the two electric fluids moving in voltaic conductors seemed so
different from those which manifest their presence when they are stationary on the electrified
bodies in an ordinary manner, that it was also claimed that the first [phenomena] should not be
attributable to the same fluids as [those fluids which are responsible for] the second. It is exactly
as if one concluded from this [fact, namely,] that the suspension of mercury in a barometer is a
phenomenon entirely different from that of sound, that one should not attribute them to the same
atmospheric fluid, at rest in the first case and in motion in the second; but that it was necessary
to admit, for two facts so different, two fluids, one of which would act solely to press on the open
surface of the mercury, and the other would transmit the vibratory motions which produce the
sound.

Moreover, nothing proves that the force expressed by my formula cannot result from the attrac-
tions and repulsions of molecules of the two electric fluids,246 in the inverse ratio of the square of
the distance between the molecules. The fact of a rotational motion continually accelerating until
the friction and resistance of the liquid in which the magnet or voltaic conductor is immersed that
presents this kind of motion renders the velocity constant, appears at first absolutely opposed to
this kind of explanation of electrodynamic phenomena. In effect, from the principle of conservation
of living forces,247 which is a necessary consequence of the laws of motion, it necessarily follows
that when the [pages 125 and 297] elementary forces, which are here the attractions and repulsions
in inverse ratio of the square of the distances, are expressed by simple functions of the mutual dis-
tances between the points between which they act, and that one part of these points are invariably
fixed to each other and only move by virtue of these forces, the others remaining fixed, the first
cannot return to the same situation, as regards the second, with velocities lager than those they
had when they began from this same situation.248 Now, in the motion of continuous rotation given
to a mobile conductor by the action of a fixed conductor, all the points of the first [conductor]
return to the same position with greater and greater velocities for each revolution, until the friction
and the resistance of the acid in which the crown of the conductor is immersed introduce a limit
in the increase of the rotational velocity of the conductor: it then becomes constant, despite the
frictions and the resistance.

It is thus completely demonstrated that one would not know how to explain the phenomena
produced by the action of two voltaic conductors, by supposing that electric molecules acting in
inverse ratio of the square of the distance were distributed over the conducting wires, so as to re-
main fixed there and to be able to, in consequence, be regarded as invariably fixed between them.

245[N. T.] Namely, Newton’s third law of motion in its strong form. In this case the forces of action and reaction
have not only the same intensity and opposite senses, but are also directed along the straight line connecting the
interacting particles.
246[N. T.] That is, nothing proves that Ampère’s formula between current elements cannot result from the attrac-
tions and repulsions exerted between positively and negatively charged particles, as we would say nowadays.
247[N. T.] We discussed the principle of the conservation of living forces in our Section 18.2.
248[N. T.] For instance, when a rock is thrown upwards on the Earth, it will return to the departure point with the
same speed it had at the beginning of its journey, supposing that only the gravitational force of the Earth is acting
on the rock. We are here neglecting frictional forces, the action of the wind etc.
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One must conclude that these phenomena are due to that the two electric fluids are flowing249,250

continuously through conducting wires, with [pages 126 and 298] extremely rapid motion, in al-
ternately joining and separating in the intervals of the particles of these wires.251 It is because
the phenomena here in question cannot be produced but by electricity in motion, that I believe
they should be designated by the name electrodynamic phenomena;252 those of electromagnetic
phenomena,253 as they were named [pages 127 and 299] until now, were well suited provided one
were dealing only with the action discovered by M. OErsted between a magnet and an electric
current, but it could only be seen as a false idea after I had found that one produces phenomena
of the same kind without a magnet, and by only the mutual action of two electric currents.

It is only in the case where one assumes the electric molecules at rest within the bodies where
they manifest their presence by the attractions or repulsions produced by them between these
bodies, that one demonstrates that an indefinitely accelerated motion cannot result from the fact
that the forces which excite the electric molecules in this state of rest depend only on their mutual
distances. When on the contrary one considers that, set in motion in the conducting wires by the
action of the battery, they change continually their location, recombining there at each instant
into a neutral fluid, separating again, and then promptly reuniting with other fluid molecules of
opposite nature, it is no longer contradictory to admit that from these actions in inverse ratio
of the square of the distances exerted by each molecule, it can result between two elements of
conducting wires a force which depends not only on their distance, but also on the directions of
the two elements [of conducting wires] following which the electric molecules move, reuniting with
molecules of opposite type, and separating in the next instant to unite with others. Now, it is
exactly and uniquely from this distance and from these directions that the force which is then
developed depends, and of which the experiments and the calculations shown in this Treatise have
given me the value. In order to make a clear idea of what happens in the [pages 128 and 300]
conducting wire, it is necessary to pay attention that between the metal molecules of which it
is composed, it is spread a fluid composed of positive fluid and negative fluid, not just in the
proportions which constitute a neutral fluid, but with an excess of the fluid which is naturally
opposed to the proper electricity of the metal molecules, and which conceals this electricity, as

249[N. A.] During the first works by physicists on electrodynamic phenomena, many scientists believed they could
explain them by the distribution of molecules, whether electric, or magnetic, residing at rest in the voltaic conductors.
Since the discovery of the first motion of continuous rotation by M. Faraday was published, I saw immediately that
it completely overthrew this hypothesis, and here are the terms in which I announced this observation, while that
which I say here is just the development, in the Exposé sommaire des nouvelles experiénces eléctro-magnétiques
made by various physicists since the month of March 1821, which I read in the public session of the Académie royale
des Sciences on 8 April 1822.

“Such are the new progresses which are becoming a branch of physics, of which we did not even
suspect their existence only two years ago, and has already revealed to us facts more astounding
than everything that science has up to the present offered of marvelous phenomena. A motion which
continues forever in the same direction, despite frictions, despite resistance of the medium, and this
motion produced by the mutual action of two bodies which remain constantly in the same state, is a
fact without example in all that we know of the properties offered by inorganic matter; it demonstrates
that the action which emanates from the voltaic conductors cannot be due to a particular distribution
of certain fluids at rest in these conductors, as are the ordinary electric attractions and repulsions.
One can only attribute this action to fluids in motion in the conductor where they flow going rapidly
from one extremity of the battery to the other.”

See the Journal de physique where this exposition was inserted during this time, volume XCIV, page 65, and my
Recueil d’observations électro-dynamiques, page 205.
250[N. T.] See [Amp22s, p. 65], [Amp22k, p. 205] and [Amp85e, pp. 242-243].
251[N. T.] Ørsted had a somewhat similar conception of the electric current inside a wire. As he said in 1814 (see
[Oer14, p. 341], [MT83] and [Mar86, p. 96]):

Electricity thus does not flow, through the conductors, as a liquid through a channel; but it spreads
by a kind of continuous decomposition and recomposition, or better by an action which disturbs the
equilibrium in each moment, and restores it in the next moment. We could express this succession of
opposing forces, which exists in the transmission of electricity, by saying that electricity always spreads
in an undulatory manner.

252[N. T.] Ampère first defined the concept of electrodynamic phenomena in 1822, see our Section 1.4.
253[N. T.] This nomenclature was due to Ørsted, as discussed in Section 1.4.
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I have explained in a letter that I wrote to M. Van-Beek at the beginning of 1822:254, 255 it is
in this intermolecular electric fluid that all the motion takes place, all the decompositions and
recombinations which constitute the electric current.256

As the liquid interposed between the plates of the battery is, without comparison, a worse
conductor than the metal wire which joins their extremities, it takes a time, very short in fact,
but even so appreciable, during which the inter-molecular electricity, supposed at first to be in
equilibrium, is decomposed in each one of the intervals between two molecules of this wire. This
decomposition gradually augments until the positive electricity in one interval reunites with the
negative electricity of the following interval in the sense of the current, and its negative electricity
[reunites] with the positive electricity from the previous interval. This reunion can only be so
instantaneous as the discharge of a Leyden jar;257 and the action between the conducting wires, that
develops, while it takes place, [that is, while the reunion takes place,] in the contrary direction from
that [action] which they then exerted during the decomposition, cannot by consequence diminish
the effect of this [action], since the effect produced by a force is due its intensity [pages 129 and
301] and the time during which it acts; now here the intensity should be the same, whether the
two electric fluids separate or reunite: but the time during which they are separating is without
comparison much larger than that during their reunion.

As the action varies with the distance between the molecules of the two electric fluids during
this separation, it would be necessary to integrate, with respect to time and during the entire
period of separation, the value of the force occurring at each instant, and divide afterwards, by
this period, the integral so obtained. Without making this calculation, for which the data are
required, which are still missing, over the manner in which the distances of the electric molecules
vary, with time, during each inter-molecular interval of the conducting wire, it is easy to see that
the forces produced in this manner, between two elements of this wire, should depend on the
direction of the electric current in each of these elements.

If it were possible, starting from this consideration, to find that the mutual action of two
elements is in effect proportional to the formula by which I have represented it, this explanation of
the fundamental fact of all the theory of electrodynamic phenomena would clearly be preferred to all
others; but it would require research that I have not had time to carry out,258 nor that research even
more difficult that would have to be carried out in order to find if a contrary explanation, where one

254[N. A.] Jounal de physique, volume XCIII, pages 450-453, and Recueil d’observations électro-dynamiques, pages
174-177.
255[N. T.] See [Amp21d, pp. 450-453], [Amp22x, pp. 174-177] and [Amp85o, pp. 217-219]. Abertus van Beek
(1787-1856) was a Dutch physicist. Information about his life, work and relationship with Ampère can be found in
[Sne75].
256[N. T.] It is interesting to quote here Williams, [Wil81, p. 145], when referring to Ampère’s paper of 1821,
[Amp21d]:

There was no doubt that Ampère took his electrodynamic molecule [that is, the hypothesis of currents
of electricity around each molecule] seriously and expected others to do so too. In an answer to a
letter from the Dutch physicist Van Beck, published in the Journal de physique in 1821, Ampère
argued eloquently for his model, insisting that it could be used to explain not only magnetism but
also chemical combination and elective affinity. In short, it was to be considered the foundation of a
new theory of matter. This was one of the reasons why Ampère’s theory of electrodynamics was not
immediately and universally accepted. To accept it meant to accept as well a theory of the ultimate
structure of matter itself.

257[N. T.] The Leyden flash was an old type of capacitor or condenser, see [MA08, note 1] and [Hei99, chapter
13: The Invention of the Condenser]. Ewald Jürgen von Kleist (c. 1700-1748) was the first scientist to build a
capacitor in 1745. The Leyden jar was created by Andreas Cunaeus (1712-1788) in 1745, when developing some
experiments performed by Pieter van Musschembroek (1692-1761). These instruments were initially composed of a
glass bottle partially filled with water. A metal plate was placed over the exterior surface of the glass, being normally
grounded, that is, connected to the Earth. The glass worked as an insulator, while the water and the external metal
worked as conductors. This capacitor was charged by a wire connected to the water and to an electrostatic machine
generating charges by friction. The condenser could then store opposite electric charges in the water and in the
external conductor. When the water and the external plate were connected through a conductor, like a wire or the
human body, a discharge took place, being very fast, almost instantaneous. When the discharge happened through
the human body, a large shock might be felt.
258[N. T.] The unification of Ampère’s electrodynamics with electrostatics was performed by Wilhelm Weber
(1804-1891), as discussed with references in our Section 22.2.
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attributes the electrodynamic phenomena to motions in the ether [caused] by the electric currents,
could lead to the same formula. Whatever it may be of these hypotheses and of other [pages
130 and 302] suppositions which one could make to explain these phenomena, they will always
be represented by the formula that I have deduced from the results of experiments, interpreted
by calculation; and it will remain demonstrated mathematically, when considering magnets to be
assemblies of electric currents arranged about their particles as I have said, the values of the forces
which are, in each case, given by experiment, and all the circumstances of the three types of actions
which occur, one between two magnets, another between a conducting wire and a magnet, and the
third between two conducting wires, are derived from a single force, acting between two electric
current elements following the line which joins their midpoints.

As for the expression of this force, it is one of the most simple among those that do not depend
only on the distance, but also on the direction of the two elements; because these directions only
enter in [the fact] that it contains the second derivative of the square root of the distance between
the two elements, taken by varying alternately the two arcs of electric currents of which this
distance is a function, differential which depends itself on the directions of the two elements, and
which enters moreover in the value given by my formula in a very simple manner, as one has the
second derivative for this value, multiplied by a constant coefficient and divided by the square root
of the distance; by observing that the force is repulsive when the second derivative is positive, and
attractive when it is negative. This [fact] is expressed by the − sign which is found in front of the
general expression

−2ii′√
r

d2
√
r

dsds′
dsds′

[pages 131 and 303]

of this force, following the usage where one takes the attractions as positive forces, and the repul-
sions as negative forces.

29.19 Identity of the Exerted Actions, either on the Pole

of a Magnet, or on the Extremity of a Solenoid, by
a Closed Voltaic Circuit and by an Assembly of Two

Very Close Surfaces that Enclose This Circuit, and
on which are Spread and Fixed Two Fluids, such as

the Two Supposed Magnetic Fluids, Austral and Bo-
real, in a Manner such that the Magnetic Intensity Is
Everywhere the Same

Throughout history,259 whenever hitherto unrelated phenomena have been reduced to a single
principle, a period has followed in which many new facts have been discovered, because a new
approach in the conception of causes suggests a multitude of new experiments and explanations. It
is thus that Volta’s260 demonstration of the identity of galvanism and electricity was accompanied
by the construction of the electric battery with all the discoveries which have sprung from this
admirable device.261 Judging from the important results of the work of M. Becquerel262 on the

259[N. T.] This portion of Ampère’s Théorie is contained in the final paragraph of [Amp24f, pp. 257-258] and
[Amp24e, pp. 43-44].
260[N. T.] Alessandro Volta (1745-1827).
261[N. T.] Volta’s original paper of 1800, in French, English and Portuguese, can be found at: [Vol00a], [Vol00b],
[Vol64] and [MA08].
262[N. T.] Antoine César Becquerel (1788-1878), father of the physicist Alexandre Edmond Becquerel (1820-1891)
and grandfather of Antoine Henri Becquerel (1852-1908), Nobel prize in physics in 1903 for his discovery of radioac-
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influence of electricity in chemical compounds, and that of MM. Prévost and Dumas on the causes
of muscular contraction,263 it may be hoped that their discovery of new knowledge over the past
four years and its reduction to a single principle of the laws of attractive and repellent forces
between electric conductors, will also lead to a host of other results which will establish the links
between physics, on the one hand, and chemistry and even physiology, on the other, for which
there has been a long-felt need, though we cannot flatter ourselves for having taken so long to
realize it.

It still remains to consider the actions exerted by a closed circuit of arbitrary shape, magnitude
and position on a solenoid, or on some other circuit of arbitrary shape, magnitude and position;264

the principal result from such inquiries is the similarity which exists between the forces produced
by this circuit, whether acting on another closed circuit or on [pages 132 and 304] a solenoid,
and the forces which would have been exerted by points whose action were precisely that which
is attributed to molecules of what is called austral and boreal fluid, when one assumes that these
points are distributed in the manner which I will explain over surfaces terminated by the circuits,
and the extremities of the solenoid are replaced by two magnetic molecules of opposite types. This
analogy seems at first to be so complete that all electrodynamic phenomena appear to be reduced
to the theory associated with these fluids. It is soon seen, however, that this only applies to
conductors which form rigid and closed circuits, that it is only phenomena which are produced by
conductors forming such circuits that may be explained in this way, and that in the end it is only
the forces which my formula represents that fit all the facts. Moreover, it will be from this same
analogy that I will deduce a demonstration of an important theorem which can be expressed as:
the mutual action between two rigid and closed circuits, or that of a rigid and closed circuit265 and
a magnet, can never produce a continuous movement with a velocity which accelerates indefinitely
up to a point in which the resistances and the frictions in the apparatus will render this velocity
constant.

Finally in order to leave nothing out on this subject, I will start by giving the formulas relative
to the mutual action of two conducting wires a more general and symmetric form. For this take
s and s′ any two curves that are assumed traversed by electric currents of which we continue to
designate the intensities by i and i′.

Let ds = Mm (figure 38) be an element of the first curve, ds′ = M′m′ an element of the second;
x, y, z and x′, y′, z′ the [pages 133 and 305] coordinates of their midpoints o and o′, and r the
line oo′ which joins them, which should be considered as a function of two independent variables s
and s′ which represent the arcs of the two curves evaluated from two fixed points taken on them.
The mutual action of the two elements ds and ds′ is, as we have seen above,266 a force directed
following the straight line r, and having the value

−ii′dsds′rk d(r
k dr
ds )

ds′
.

One can write this [equation] more simply as:267

tivity.
263[N. T.] Jean-Louis Prevost (1790-1850) and Jean-Baptiste-André Dumas (1800-1884). For information of their
lives and works, see [Pil81] and [Kap81].
264[N. T.] The following results were presented to the Academy of Sciences of Paris in the meeting of 28 November,
1825, [Amp26b]. The text read to the Academy was published in [Amp87c]. The summary published in 1825 can
be found in [Amp87f].
265[N. T.] We translated Ampère’s expression circuit solid by rigid circuit. He defined this concept as follows,
[Amp22u, p. 356] and [Amp85l, p. 377]:

One understands, by this expression, that all the parts of the portion of the conductor which forms
a circuit closed or almost closed are invariably connected to one another, and cannot change their
relative position.

266[N. T.] See the first equation of Section 29.4 of the Théorie combined with the equation 1 − n− 2k = 0 which
was also obtained in that Section.
267[N. T.] Comparing these two equations we conclude that Ampère defined the magnitude d by ds d

ds
, while the

magnitude d was defined by ds′ d
ds′

. In modern notation and utilizing the symbol ≡ as representing a definition,

Ampère’s magnitudes d and d′ would be written nowadays as ∂ ≡ ds ∂
∂s

and ∂′ ≡ ds′ ∂
∂s′

, respectively. It seems that
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Figure 38.

−ii′rkd′(rkdr) ,
distinguishing by the characteristics d and d′ the differentials relative only to the variation of the
coordinates x, y and z of the element ds, from those obtained by varying only the coordinates
x′, y′ and z′ of the element ds′; a distinction which we will use in all cases where we consider
differentials taken the ones from one of these two forms, and the others from the other.

This force being attractive, it must, in order to have that of its components which is parallel to
the x axis, to multiply the value by (x − x′)/r or by −(x− x′)/r, when it is considered as acting
on the element ds′ or on the element ds; in this last case, the component is then equal to

ii′rk−1(x− x′)d′(rkdr) .

One can put this expression in another form by making use of the value that one obtains for
udv, with u and v [pages 134 and 306] representing any quantity, when one adds, member by
member, the two identical equations

udv + vdu = d(uv) ,

udv − vdu = u2d
(v
u

)
,

this value is

udv =
1

2
d(uv) +

1

2
u2d

v

u
,

and by making

u = rk−1(x− x′), v = rkdr ,

one concludes

rk−1(x − x′)d′(rkdr) =
1

2
d′[r2k−1(x− x′)dr] +

r2k−2(x− x′)2d′
rdr

x− x′
=

1

2
d′
(x− x′)dr

rn
+

1

2

(x− x′)2

rn+1
d′

rdr

x− x′
,

Ampère first utilized this notation in his article of 10 June, 1822, when he performed the calculations related to the
case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous rotation, [Amp22p].
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since 2k + n = 1, which gives

2k − 1 = −n, 2k − 2 = −n− 1 .

But

r2 = (x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + (z − z′)2 ,

and as a consequence

rdr

x− x′
= dx+

y − y′

x− x′
dy +

z − z′

x− x′
dz ,

where268

d′
rdr

x− x′
=

(z − z′)dx′ − (x− x′)dz′

(x− x′)2
dz − (x− x′)dy′ − (y − y′)dx′

(x − x′)2
dy .

[pages 135 and 307]

The component parallel to the x axis has therefore the value

1

2
ii′d′

(x− x′)dr

rn
+

1

2
ii′
[
(z − z′)dx′ − (x− x′)dz′

rn+1
dz

− (x− x′)dy′ − (y − y′)dx′

rn+1
dy

]
.

The two terms of this expression can be considered separately as two forces whose sum is
equivalent to the force being looked for. Now, it is easy to see that when the curve s′ forms a

closed circuit, all the forces such that they have for expression the part 1
2 ii

′d′ (x−x′)dr
rn , originating

from the action of all the elements ds′ of the circuit s′ on the same element ds, mutually cancel
each other. In effect, all the forces are applied at the same point o, midpoint of the element ds,
along the same straight line parallel to the x axis; it is necessary then, to have the force produced

following this line due to the action of any portion of the conductor s′, to integrate 1
2 ii

′d′ (x−x′)dr
rn

from one of the extremities of this portion to the other [extremity], and one finds269

1

2
ii′
[
(x− x′2)dr2

rn2
− (x− x′1)dr1

rn1

]
;

naming x′1, r1 and dr1, the quantities corresponding to one extremity, and x′2, r2 and dr2 those
that are relative to the other, this value becomes evidently null when, the circuit being closed, its
two extremities are at the same point.

Thus, when the conductor s′ forms a closed circuit, it is therefore necessary, in order to obtain
more simply the action that it produces on the element ds parallel to the axis of the x, to remove,

[pages 136 and 308] in the expression of the component parallel to this axis, the part 1
2 ii

′ d
′(x−x′)dx

rn ,
and only consider the other part

1

2
ii′
[
(z − z′)dx′ − (x− x′)dz′

rn+1
dz − (x − x′)dy′ − (y − y′)dx′

rn+1
dy

]
,

268[N. T.] In the Théorie published in 1990, [Amp90, p. 306], this equation appeared with a misprint in the first
term, namely:

rdr

x− x′
=

(z − z′)dx′ − (x− x′)dz′

(x− x′)2
dz − (x− x′)dy′ − (y − y′)dx′

(x− x′)2
dy .

This mistake did not appear in the 1826 and 1827 original versions of the Théorie, [Amp26f, p. 134] and [Amp23c,
p. 306].
269[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the last fraction of the original work appeared as

x−x′

1dr1
rn
1

.
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which we will represent by X .

By applying the same considerations to the other two components of the same force which are
parallel to the axes of y and z, we will substitute them by the forces Y and Z, having values given
by

Y =
1

2
ii′
[
(x− x′)dy′ − (y − y′)dx′

rn+1
dx− (y − y′)dz′ − (z − z′)dy′

rn+1
dz

]
,

Z =
1

2
ii′
[
(y − y′)dz′ − (z − z′)dy′

rn+1
dy − (z − z′)dx′ − (x− x′)dz′

rn+1
dx

]
.

Thus, when a closed circuit is considered, the resultant R of the three forces X , Y and Z, to
which the components of the force −ii′rkd′(rkdr) are reduced, replace this force; and the ensemble
of all the forces R is equivalent to that of all the forces exerted by each of the elements ds′ of the
closed circuit s′, and represents the total action of this circuit on the element ds. Let us see now
what is the value and the direction of this force R.

Let u, v and w be the projections of the line r on the plane of the yz, the xz and the xy,
making respectively the angles ϕ, χ and ψ, with the axes of the y, the z and the x. Consider the
sector M′om′ (figure 38), which has as base the element ds′, and for vertex the point o, midpoint
of ds, the coordinates of which are x, y and z. Call λ, µ and ν the angles which the normal to
the plane of this sector makes with the axes, and θ′ the angle made between [pages 137 and 309]
the directions of ds′ and of r. Twice the area of this sector is rds′ sin θ′, and its projections on the
planes of the coordinates are

u2d′ϕ = rds′ sin θ′ cosλ = (y′ − y)dz′ − (z′ − z)dy′ ,

v2d′χ = rds′ sin θ′ cosµ = (z′ − z)dx′ − (x′ − x)dz′ ,

w2d′ψ = rds′ sin θ′ cos ν = (x′ − x)dy′ − (y′ − y)dx′ .

We can then give this new form to the values of the forces X, Y and Z:270

X =
1

2
ii′
(
v2d′χ

rn+1
dz − w2d′ψ

rn+1
dy

)
=

1

2

ii′dsds′ sin θ′

rn

(
dz

ds
cosµ− dy

ds
cos ν

)
,

Y =
1

2
ii′
(
w2d′ψ

rn+1
dx− u2d′ϕ

rn+1
dz

)
=

1

2

ii′dsds′ sin θ′

rn

(
dx

ds
cos ν − dz

ds
cosλ

)
,

Z =
1

2
ii′
(
u2d′ϕ

rn+1
dy − v2d′χ

rn+1
dx

)
=

1

2

ii′dsds′ sin θ′

rn

(
dy

ds
cosλ− dx

ds
cosµ

)
.

Now these values give

X
dx

ds
+ Y

dy

ds
+ Z

dz

ds
= 0 ,

X cosλ+ Y cosµ+ Z cos ν = 0 ;

that is to say that the direction of the force R makes with that [direction] of the element mM = ds,
and with the normal op to the plane of the sector M′om′, the angles for which the cosines are zero,

270[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the original version of the Théorie contained the following expression: X = 1
2
ii(...)

instead of X = 1
2
ii′(...).
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so that this force is both in the plane of the sector and perpendicular to the element ds.271 As to
its intensity, one has by known formulas272

R =
√
X2 + Y 2 + Z2 =

1

2

ii′dsds′ sin θ′ sin pom

rn

=
1

2

ii′dsds′ sin θ′ cosmok

rn
;

[pages 138 and 310]

ok being the projection of om on the plane of the sector M′om′. One can decompose this force in
the plane of the same sector into two others, one [force] S directed following the line oo′ = r, the
other T perpendicular to this line. This last one is

T = R cosToR = R coshok =
1

2

ii′dsds′ sin θ′ cosmok coshok

rn
;

and since the trihedral angle formed by the directions of om, ok and oh gives

cosmok coshok = cosmoh = cos θ ,

one has

T =
1

2

ii′dsds′ sin θ′ cos θ

rn
.

The force S along oh is

S = R sinhok = T tanhok .

But by designating by ω the inclination of the plane moh on the plane hok, which is the plane of
the sector M′om′, one has

tanhok = tan θ cosω ;

thus

S =
1

2

ii′dsds′ sin θ sin θ′ cosω

rn
.

If one integrates the expressions for X , Y and Z for the full range of the closed circuit s′,
one obtains the three components of the action exercised by all this circuit on the element ds; by
replacing n by its value 2, the three components become

271[N. T.] Moreover, the point of application of the net force R exerted by the closed circuit s′ on the element
ds = Mom is the midpoint o of the element Mom, see figure 38 of the Théorie.
272[N. T.] It is worth while reproducing here the following Note by Joubert, [Amp87d, p. 123], referring to a work
by Reynard, [Rey70], related to the next equation obtained by Ampère:

This formula was reproduced by M. Reynard (Annales de Chimie et de Physique [4], volume XIX, p.
272; 1870), and, frequently, is designated as Reynard’s formula. From the analytical point of view,
it is the simplest [expression] with which one can represent the reciprocal action between two current
elements. By adding to each one of its components an exact differential of the coordinates x′, y′ and z′,
one will obtain a formula which will also satisfy the experiments, as the integrals performed along the
closed circuit will yield zero values for these terms. When one imposes to the new force so obtained the
condition that it should be directed along the straight line connecting the two elements, one obtains
that this term is that [term] which had been neglected previously, and we return to Ampère’s formula.
Therefore, it is the only one satisfying the imposed condition. [That is, Ampère’s force is the only
formula compatible with the experiments and satisfying the requirement of action and reaction along
the straight line connecting the two current elements.]
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[pages 139 and 311]

1

2
ii′
(
dz

∫
v2d′χ

r3
− dy

∫
w2d′ψ

r3

)
,

1

2
ii′
(
dx

∫
w2d′ψ

r3
− dz

∫
u2d′ϕ

r3

)
,

1

2
ii′
(
dy

∫
u2d′ϕ

r3
− dx

∫
v2d′χ

r3

)
.

The similar forces applied to all the elements ds of the curve s will provide the total action
exerted by the circuit s′ on the circuit s. They will be obtained by integrating again the preceding
expressions over all the extent of this last circuit.

Imagine now two surfaces chosen at random σ and σ′, terminated by two contours s and s′, such
that all the points are invariably connected with one another and with all those of the corresponding
surface, and [imagine] on these surfaces infinitely thin layers of the same magnetic fluid which is
held there by a sufficiently coercive force so that it cannot be displaced. Considering on these
two surfaces two portions infinitely small of the second order that we will represent by d2σ and
d2σ′,273 whose positions are determined by the coordinates x, y, z for the first, x′, y′, z′ for the
second, and whose distance [from one another] is r, their mutual action will be a repulsive force
directed following the line r and represented by274 −µεε′d2σd2σ′/r2, that we consider as acting
on the element d2σ; ε and ε′ designating here that which one calls the thickness of the magnetic
layer on each surface;275 µ is a constant, such that µεε′ represents the repulsive action that would
occur, if one connected in two points located at a distance equal to unity, on one side all the fluid
spread on an area equal equal to unity of the surface, where the thickness would [pages 140 and
312] be constant and equal to ε, on the other [side] all the fluid spread on another area equal to
unity of the surface, where the thickness would also be constant and equal to ε′.

In decomposing this force parallel to the three axes, one obtains the three components

µεε′d2σd2σ′(x− x′)

r3
,
µεε′d2σd2σ′(y − y′)

r3
,
µεε′d2σd2σ′(z − z′)

r3
.

Imagine now a new surface terminated by the same contour s which limits the surface σ, and
such that all portions of the normals to the surface σ comprised between it and the new surface are
very small. Suppose that on this last surface a magnetic fluid is distributed of contrary type to that
from the surface σ,276 in such a way that there is on the portion of the new surface circumscribed

273[N. T.] That is, considering two infinitesimal areas d2σ and d2σ′.
274[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, we had here only the formula µεε′d2σd2σ′

r2
. The errata at

the end of this work mentioned that the − sign should be included before it, together with an explanation which
should be included after this formula:

−

µεε′d2σd2σ′

r2
, que nous considérons comme agissant sur l’élément ds.

Certainly there was another misprint in the errata, which should have d2σ instead of ds. In the text at the end
of our translation we replaced “that we consider as acting on the element ds” by “that we consider as acting on the
element d2σ”. This mistake in the errata was pointed out by Joubert, [Amp87d, p. 125, note 1].
275[N. T.] Original French text: “ε, ε′ désignent ici ce qu’on appelle l’épaisseur de la couche magnétique sur chaque
surface.” There are two ways of interpreting the magnitude ε. (a) We can consider that in each point of the surface
there is a volume density of magnetic fluid, ρ, which is the amount of magnetic fluid per unit volume. Suppose that
the infinitesimal height of the surface in each point is represented by dh. Then εd2σ = ρdhd2σ would represent
the amount of magnetic fluid in the infinitesimal volume dV = dhd2σ. (b) We can consider that the surface is
two-dimensional, with zero height. The magnitude ε would then be called the surface density of the magnetic fluid,
which is the amount of magnetic fluid per unit area. In this case εd2σ would represent the amount of magnetic fluid
in the infinitesimal area d2σ.
276[N. T.] This distribution of two magnetic fluids, North and South, of the same intensity, on the two sides of a
surface, separated by a small distance, is sometimes called a magnetic shell, a magnetic surface or a magnetic dipole
layer, as discussed in Sections 10.3 and 10.7. If the surface were closed, we would have, for instance, the North fluid
distributed along the internal surface, while the South fluid would be distributed along the external surface.
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by the normals drawn by all points of the boundary of the element of surface d2σ a quantity equal
to that of the fluid distributed on d2σ. Taking h as the length of the small portion of the normal
to the surface σ, drawn by the point which has coordinates x, y, z, and included between the two
surfaces, which measures over the full extent of the area infinitely small d2σ the distance of its
points to the corresponding points of the other surface, and designating by ξ, η, ζ the angles which
this normal makes with the three axes, the three components of the mutual action between the
element d2σ′ and the small portion of the new surface circumscribed as we just said, which is always
equal to d2σ when h is very small and one neglects in the calculation, as we do here, the powers of
h greater than the first, one will obtain [an expression similar to the previous one,] by replacing in
the expression which we just found, [pages 141 and 313] x, y and z by x+ h cos ξ, y + h cos η and
z + h cos ζ. And since the two fluids spread on the two areas equal to d2σ are of opposite type, it
will be required to subtract the new values of these components from the values found previously;
it will reduce, as we are neglecting the powers of h greater than the first, to differentiate these
values, replacing in the result the differentials of x, y and z by h cos ξ, h cosη and h cos ζ, and by
changing the sign. These differentials having been taken by passing from the first surface σ to the
other one, we designate them by δ, following the notation of the calculus of variations; we have
thus for the component [of the force] parallel to x what becomes −µεε′d2σd2σ′δ x−x′

r3 , when one
there replaces δx by h cos ξ, that is to say

−µεε′d2σd2σ′h cos ξ

(
3(x− x′) δrδx

r4
− 1

r3

)
.

We will now determine the form and the position of the element d2σ.

Figure 42.

Designate as before by u, v and w the projections of the line r on the planes of the yz, the zx
and the xy, and by ϕ, χ and ψ, the angles which these projections make with the axes of y, of
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z and of x, respectively. Decompose the first surface σ into an infinity of zones infinitely narrow,
such as abcd (figure 42), by a sequence of planes perpendicular to the plane of yz connected by
the coordinate m′p′ = x of the point m′.277 Each zone ending at the two edges of the contour
s of the surface σ, will have as projection on the plane of yz an area decomposable itself into
infinitely small quadrangular elements, which will correspond the same amount [pages 142 and
314] of surface elements σ on the zone being considered here. These are the elements which one
should consider as the values of d2σ. That one whose position, with respect to the element d2σ′,
is determined by the polar coordinates r, u and ϕ, is equal to its projection ududϕ on the plane
of yz divided by the cosine of the angle ξ made between this plane and the plane tangent to the
surface σ with which the element d2σ concides. It is thus necessary to replace d2σ by ududϕ

cos ξ in the
preceding formula, and it will be

µhεε′d2σ′ududϕ

(
3(x− x′) δrδx

r4
− 1

r3

)
.

In order to calculate the value of (x−x′) δrδx , take mx as the prolongation of the coordinate mp = x
of the point m where is situated the element d2σ,278 [take] mu a parallel to the plane of yz drawn
on the plane pmm′p′, and mt perpendicular to the last plane at the point m. It is easy to see that
the line mn, following which pmm′p′ cuts the plane tangent in m, on the surface σ, makes with
the three lines mx, mu and mt, which are mutually perpendicular, the angles the cosine of which
are respectively

dx√
dx2 + du2

,
du√

dx2 + du2
and 0 ,

and that the normal mh makes with the same directions angles whose cosines are279

δx√
δx2 + δu2 + δt2

,
δu√

δx2 + δu2 + δt2
,

δt√
δx2 + δu2 + δt2

,

δt serving as the projection of mh on mt. One obtains therefore280

[pages 143 and 315]

dxδx + duδu√
dx2 + du2

√
δx2 + δu2 + δt2

,

for the cosine of the angle between the line mn and the normal mh, and as this is a right angle,
dxδx+ duδu = 0, from where dx/du = −δu/δx. But the equation

r2 = (x− x′)2 + u2 ,

gives

rδr = (x− x′)δx+ uδu ,

and

rdr = udu+ (x− x′)dx ,

from which one deduces

277[N. T.] The element d2σ′ is located at the point m′.
278[N. T.] It should be observed that the point p is the projection of the point m on the plane of yz. Although
this projection was drawn in figure 42, the letter p was not represented in this figure. We included this letter p in
our figure A.42 on page 533 drawn with a graphic software.
279[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the term δu2 in the first formula appeared as δ2.
280[N. T.] Due to a misprint, in the numerator of the original equation we had dxδx+ δuδu.
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δr

δx
=
x− x′

r
+
u

r

δu

δx
,

and

dr

du
=
u

r
+
x− x′

r

dx

du
=
u

r
− x− x′

r

δu

δx
;

by eliminating δu/δx between these two equations, it becomes

(x− x′)
δr

δx
+ u

dr

du
=

(x− x′)2

r
+
u2

r
= r .

If we now extract from this equation the value of (x − x′) δrδx to substitute it in that of the force
parallel to the axis of x, we obtain

µhεε′ududϕ

(
3r − 3u dr

du

r4
− 1

r3

)
=

µhεε′dϕ

(
2udu

r3
− 3u2dr

r4

)
= µhεε′dϕd

u2

r3
.

[pages 144 and 316]

The height h and the thickness ε of the infinitely thin fluid layer over the surface σ, can vary
from one point of the surface to another; and to obtain the goal that we propose to represent with
the aid of magnetic fluids, the actions of voltaic conductors, it is necessary to assume that these two
quantities ε and h, vary in inverse relation one to the other, in a manner such that their product281

hε maintains the same value over the entire extent of the surface σ. Calling g the constant value
of this product, the previous expression becomes

µgε′d2σ′dϕd
u2

r3
,

and it can be immediately integrated. Its integral µgε′d2σ′dϕ
(

u2

r3 − C
)
expresses the sum of the

forces parallel to the axis of the x which act on the elements d2σ of the zone of the surface σ enclosed
by the two planes drawn through m′p′ which include the angle dϕ. The surface σ being terminated
by the closed contour s, it is necessary to take this integral between the limits determined by the
two elements ab and cd of this contour which are included in the angle dϕ of the two planes of
which we have just spoken, such that by taking u1, r1 and u2, r2 to be the values of u and of r
relative to these two elements, one obtains

µgε′d2σ′dϕ

(
u22
r32

− u21
r31

)
,

as the sum of all the forces exerted by the element d2σ′, on the zone parallel to the x axis.
If the surface σ, instead of being terminated by a contour, encloses from all sides a space of any

shape,282 the zone of this surface contained in the dihedral angle ϕ would be [pages 145 and 317]
closed, and one would have u2 = u1 and r2 = r1; ensuring that the action exerted on this zone
parallel to the axis of the x would be null, and as a consequence also [would be null] that [action]
which the element d2σ′ would exert on the entire surface σ made up then of similar zones. And
since the same thing would take place relative to the forces parallel to the axes of the y and the
z, one sees that the assemblage of two surfaces very close to each other, enclosing from all sides
a space of any shape, and covered, in the manner that we just described, one of austral fluid, the

281[N. T.] Sometimes this product is called magnetic power of the magnetic layer, [Amp87d, note on p. 129].
282[N. T.] That is, if this surface were closed, covering a volume of arbitrary shape.
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other of boreal fluid, is without action on a magnetic molecule, in whatever position it may be
placed, and as a consequence [it does not act] on a body magnetized in whatever manner. Recall
the preceding expression

µgε′d2σ′

(
u22dϕ

r32
− u21dϕ

r31

)
,

and it will be easy for us to see that, in order to have the total sum of the forces parallel to the axis
of the x that the element d2σ′ exercises on the entire surface σ, one must integrate, with respect
to ϕ, the two parts that make up this expression, respectively in the two portions283 AabB and
BcdA of the contour s determined by the two tangent planes p′m′A and p′m′B, drawn by the line

m′p′. But it amounts to the same to integrate µgε′d2σ′ u2dϕ
r3 over the entire range of the circuit s;

since if one puts for u and ϕ their values as functions of r deduced from the equations of the curve
s, one sees that in passing from the part AabB to the part BcdA, dϕ changes sign, and that as a
consequence the elements of one of these parts are of the contrary sign from the others.

Following this, if we designate byX the sum of the forces [pages 146 and 318] parallel to x which
the element d2σ′ exerts on the assemblage of the two surfaces terminated by the same contour s,
we have

X = µgε′d2σ′
∫
u2dϕ

r3
,

or, which is the same thing,

X = µgε′d2σ′
∫

(y − y′)dz − (z − z′)dy

r3
,

the x, y and z are only relative to the contour s.

One will have, just the same, designating by Y and Z the sums of the forces parallel to the y
and to z which act on the same assembly of surfaces,284

Y = µgε′d2σ′
∫
v2dχ

r3
= gµε′d2σ′

∫
(z − z′)dx− (x− x′)dz

r3
,

Z = µgε′d2σ′
∫
w2dψ

r3
= gµε′d2σ′

∫
(x− x′)dy − (y − y′)dx

r3
.

Since all the elementary forces which the element d2σ′ exerts on these surfaces pass through the
point m′ where it is situated, one sees that all these forces have a unique resultant the direction
of which passes through the same point m′, and whose components parallel to the axes are X , Y
and Z. Therefore, the torques of this resultant with respect to the same axes are given by

Y z′ − Zy′ , Zx′ −Xz′ and Xy′ − Y x′ .

Suppose now that instead of these forces one applies [pages 147 and 319] at the middle of each
of these elements ds of the contour s a force equal to µgε′d2σ′ ds sin θ

r2 , and perpendicular to the
plane of the sector which has ds as its base, the point m′ as its vertex, and such that the area is
1
2rds sin θ. Being the three components of this force respectively equal to

µgε′d2σ′ u
2dϕ

r3
, µgε′d2σ′ v

2dχ

r3
and µgε′d2σ′w

2dψ

r3
,

283[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, we had here AabB and BabA. The final errata corrected
these expressions to AabB and BcdA. These letters are related to figure 42 in our page 447.
284[N. A.] It is unnecessary to remark that these X, Y and Z express forces entirely different from those that we
have already designated by the same symbols, when we were referring to the mutual action between two elements
of voltaic circuits.
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parallel to those [components] which pass through the element285 d2σ′ and directed in the same
sense, we will have the same values for the three forces X , Y and Z which tend to move the circuit
s; but the sums of the torques resulting from this [force], instead of being represented by286

µgε′d2σ′

(
z′
∫
v2dχ

r3
− y′

∫
w2dψ

r3

)
,

µgε′d2σ′

(
x′
∫
w2dψ

r3
− z′

∫
u2dϕ

r3

)

and

µgε′d2σ′

(
y′
∫
u2dϕ

r3
− x′

∫
v2dχ

r3

)
,

will be [represented] by287

µgε′d2σ′

(∫
zv2dχ

r3
−
∫
yw2dψ

r3

)
,

µgε′d2σ′

(∫
xw2dψ

r3
−
∫
zu2dϕ

r3

)

and

µgε′d2σ′

(∫
yu2dϕ

r3
−
∫
xv2dχ

r3

)
.

It appears at first that this change should give a [torque] to the action exerted on the contour
s, but it is not so provided that this contour forms a closed circuit, since if one subtracts the first
sum of the torques, relative to the axis of the x for example, from the fourth which refers to the
same axis, while paying attention that x′, y′ and z′ should be considered as constants in these
integrations, one will obtain

µgε′d2σ′
∫

(z − z′)v2dχ− (y − y′)w2dψ

r3
=

[pages 148 and 320]

µgε′d2σ′
∫

(z − z′)2dx− (z − z′)(x− x′)dz − (y − y′)(x − x′)dy + (y − y′)2dx

r3
=

µgε′d2σ′
∫ [

(z − z′)2 + (y − y′)2
]
dx− (x − x′) [(z − z′)dz + (y − y′)dy]

r3
=

µgε′d2σ′
∫ [

r2 − (x− x′)2
]
dx− (x− x′) [rdr − (x− x′)dx]

r3
=

µgε′d2σ′
∫ [

rdx− (x − x′)dr

r2

]
= µgε′d2σ′

(
x2 − x′

r2
− x1 − x′

r1

)
,

by naming x1, x2, and r1, r2 the values of x and of r at the two extremities of the arc s for which
one calculates the value of the difference of the two torques. If this arc forms a closed circuit, it

285[N. T.] Due to a misprint, in the original text of the Théorie we had: d2σ.
286[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the 1990 edition of the Théorie, the closing parenthesis of the second equation was
missing, [Amp90, p. 319]. This mistake did not take place in the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie.
287[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the 1990 edition of the Théorie, the closing parenthesis of the second equation was
missing, [Amp90, p. 319]. This mistake did not take place in the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie.
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is evident that x2 = x1 and r2 = r1, which results in the integral so obtained to be null; therefore
one obtains288

µgε′d2σ′
∫
zv2dχ− yw2dψ

r3
= µgε′d2σ′

(
z′
∫
v2dχ

r3
− y′

∫
w2dψ

r3

)
.

We find by a similar calculation that the torques relative to the other two axes are the same,
for a closed circuit, if one supposes that the directions of the forces

µgε′d2σ′ u
2dϕ

r3
, µgε′d2σ′ v

2dχ

r3
and µgε′d2σ′w

2dψ

r3
,

pass through the element d2σ′ or through the middle of ds; hence it follows that in these two cases
the action on the contour s is exactly the same, this contour being invariably connected to the two
very close surfaces which it terminates: the action exerted on these two surfaces by the element
d2σ′ thus reduces, provided that the contour s is a closed curve, to forces applied as we just said
to each of the elements of this contour, that which acts on the element ds having the value

µgε′d2σ′ ds sin θ

r2
.

[pages 149 and 321]

The force applied on the center o of the element ab = ds [of figure 42], which is proportional to
ds sin θ divided by the square of the distance r of this element to the point m′,289 whose direction
is perpendicular to the plane which passes through the element ab and through the point m′,
is precisely that [force] which, as we have seen, the extremity of an indefinite electrodynamic
solenoid exerts on the element ds, if one places this extremity at the point m′; this is also that
[force] produced, based on the last experiments by M. Biot, by the mutual action between the
element ab and a magnetic molecule located in m′.

But in giving to this force the same value and the same direction perpendicular to the plane
m′ab, which one should give it when it is determined, as I have done, by replacing the magnetic
molecule by the extremity of an indefinite solenoid, M. Biot assumes that it is inm′ that its point of
application is located, or rather that [point of application] of the force equal and opposite that the
element ds exerts on the point m′, since it is at this last [configuration] with which the experiments
which he made are related;290 whereas the direction of the force exerted by this element on the
extremity situated in m′ of an indefinite solenoid should pass through the point o,291 like that
[force] which the solenoid exerts on the element, when one determines this force from my formula.
Thus, keeping the notation which we have used, and by representing, to abbreviate, the constant
coefficient gµε′d2σ′ by ρ, the sums of the torques, following the manner in which M. Biot places
the points of application of the forces, would be for the three axes, and by changing the signs, since
it refers to the forces acting on the point m′,

−ρ
∫
z′v2dχ− y′w2dψ

r3
,

288[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, we have in the original text d2s′ instead
of d2σ′ at the right hand side of this equation. This mistake also happens in [Amp87d, p. 132] and [Amp58, p.
113].
289[N. T.] The element dσ′ is located at the point m′.
290[N. T.] That is, according to Biot’s conception, the action and reaction between a current element and a magnetic
pole act along parallel straight lines, one of them passing through the center of the current element, while the other
line passes through the magnetic pole. These opposite forces acting along parallel straight lines would generate a
primitive couple. Ampère was always against these primitive couples, as discussed in Section 20.2.
291[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie we have here the expression “doit passer par le point m.”
It seems to us that this was a misprint. We believe the correct expression should be “doit passer par le point o” as
we wrote in our translation. The point o is the midpoint of the current element ds = aob of figure 42 of the Théorie.
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[pages 150 and 322]

−ρ
∫
x′w2dψ − z′u2dϕ

r3
,

−ρ
∫
y′u2dϕ− x′v2dχ

r3
;

whereas in taking the points of application as I have found them, one obtains for the sums of the
torques

−ρ
∫
zv2dχ− yw2dψ

r3
,

−ρ
∫
xw2dψ − zu2dϕ

r3
,

−ρ
∫
yu2dϕ− xv2dχ

r3
.

But we have just seen that these last values are respectively equal to the three preceding ones,
when the portion of the conductor forms a closed circuit; hence it follows that in this case, the
experiment cannot decide if the point of application of the forces is really at the point m′ or in
the center o of the element ds.292 And as, in those [experiments] made by the skillful physicist293

to whom we owe the experiments which are here in question, there was in effect a completely
closed circuit, composed of two rectilinear portions forming an angle to which he gave successively
different values, [composed also of] the remainder of the conducting wire and of the battery, that
he caused to act on a small magnet, in order to deduce the ratio of the corresponding forces for
various values of this angle [from] the number of oscillations of the small magnet, during a given
time, which corresponded to these various values; therefore, the results of these experiments made
in this manner should be identically the same, whether one assumes the point of application of
the [pages 151 and 323] forces in o or in m′, [they] cannot serve to decide which of these two
hypotheses should be preferred, this question about the location of the point of application can
only be resolved by other considerations; this is why I think that it is necessary, before going
further, to examine it in some detail.

It is in the memoir that I read at the meeting of 4 December 1820, that I communicated to
the Académie the fundamental formula of all the theory explained in this memoir, a formula which
gives the value of the mutual action of two conducting wires expressed as:294, 295

ii′dsds′ (sin θ sin θ′ cosω + k cos θ cos θ′)

r2
,

k being a constant, for which I have since determined the value,296 by proving, by other experi-
ments, that it is equal to −1/2.

292[N. T.] In the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie we have here the expression “ou au milieu m de l’élément
ds.” It seems to us that this was a misprint. We believe the correct expression should be “ou au milieu o de l’élément
ds” as we wrote in our translation. The point o is the midpoint of the current element ds = aob of figure 42 of the
Théorie.
293[N. T.] Namely, J. B. Biot.
294[N. A.] Journal de Physique, volume XCI, pp. 226-230.
295[N. T.] This memoir, read on 4 December 1820, was published in [Amp20f]. The manuscript containing the
material of this work was published by Joubert, [Amp85j]. A related paper of the same date was published in
[Amp20e].
296[N. T.] The value k = −1/2 was determined by Ampère in 1822, being published in [Amp22p]. We discussed
this determination of the value of the constant k in Chapter 7.
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29.20 Examination of the Three Hypotheses that are Pro-

posed Concerning the Nature of the Interaction of an
Element of a Conducting Wire and what is Called a

Magnetic Molecule

Sometime later, in the meeting of the 18th of the same month,297 M. Biot read a paper in which
he described the experiments which he conducted on the oscillations of a small magnet under the
action of an angular conductor, and where he concluded from these experiments, due to the error
in calculation shown above,298 that the action of each element of the conductor on that which is
called a magnetic molecule,299 is represented by a force perpendicular to the plane drawn by the
molecule and by the element, by reason of the inverse square of their distance, and proportional
to the sine of the angle determined by the line which measures [pages 152 and 324] this distance
and the direction of the element. One sees from the preceding calculations, that this force is
exactly that which my formula gives for the mutual action of an element of conducting wire and
the extremity of an electrodynamic solenoid [simply indefinite], and which is also that which results
from Coulomb’s law, in the hypothesis of two magnetic fluids, when one looks for the action which
takes place between a magnetic molecule and the contour elements which terminate two infinitely
close surfaces, one covered with austral fluid, the other with boreal fluid, by supposing that the
molecules of these fluids are distributed on the two surfaces as I have just explained.

In these two [last] ways of conceiving these things,300 one finds the same values for the three
components, parallel to the three axes chosen at will, of the resultant of all the forces exerted by the
contour elements, and, for each of these forces, the action is opposed to the reaction following the
straight lines which join, pair by pair, the points between which they are exerted; it is the same for
the resultant itself and for its reaction. But in the first case,301 the point O (figure 36) represents
the extremity of the solenoid to which the points P and N belong, and o being that [point] where
the element is situated, the two equal and opposite forces og and oγ pass through this element; in
the second case,302 on the contrary, it is in O that one must conceive to place the contour element
of the surfaces covered by magnetic molecules P and N, and in o [should be conceived] the molecule
on which these surfaces act, so that the two equal and opposite forces pass by the molecule. As long
as one admits that there could be no action of one material point on another, without that it reacts
on the first with a force [pages 153 and 325] equal and directed in the contrary sense following
the same line, which leads to the same condition relative to the action and to the reaction of two
systems of points invariably connected, one has to choose between these two hypotheses. And since
the experiment by M. Faraday, on the rotation of a piece of conducting wire about a magnet, is,
as I will shortly explain, in manifest contradiction with the first [hypothesis],303 there should be
no further difficulty in viewing, with me, as the only one admissible the [hypothesis] that passes
through the center of the element the line along which the two forces are directed. But many
physicists304 imagined that, in the mutual action of one element AB (figure 39)305 of a conducting

297[N. T.] That is, in the meeting of 18 December 1820.
298[N. T.] See [Amp26f, p. 110], [Amp23c, Amp90, p. 282] and [Amp87d, p. 99].
299[N. T.] That is, a particle containing a magnetic pole. Nowadays it would be called a magnetic monopole.
300[N. T.] That is, by Ampère’s hypothesis utilizing the force between a closed current and one extremity of an
electrodynamic solenoid, and by the hypothesis of a magnetic dipole layer interacting with a magnetic pole according
to Coulomb’s law.
301[N. T.] That is, with Ampère’s hypothesis.
302[N. T.] That is, with the hypothesis of a magnetic dipole layer interacting with a magnetic pole according to
Coulomb’s law.
303[N. T.] According to Ampère, Faraday’s experiments of continuous rotation could not be explained utilizing
central forces depending only on the distance between the magnetic poles, as was the case with Coulomb’s force.
304[N. T.] Ampère will discuss now the third hypothesis, due to Biot and Savart. In this case there is an interaction
between a current element and a magnetic pole. According to Biot and Savart, there is also action and reaction
in this case, although these two opposite forces would not act along the straight line connecting the center of the
element to the magnetic pole. Therefore, the action and reaction would be directed along parallel straight lines, one
of them passing through the element, while the other would pass through the magnetic pole.
305[N. T.] In figure 39 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, the midpoint of the element AB was represented
by the letter o. However, it should had been represented by the letter O due to the fact that in the present paragraph
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wire and of a magnetic molecule M, the action and reaction, though equal and directed in opposite
directions, were not directed along the same line, but followed two parallel lines, such that, the
molecule M, acting on the element AB, would tend to move it following the line OR drawn through
the midpoint306 O of the element AB perpendicularly to the plane MAB, and that the action which
this element would exert on the molecule M would tend to carry it, with an equal force, in the
direction MS, parallel to OR.

Figure 39.

It would result from this singular hypothesis, if it were true, that it would be mathematically
impossible to reduce the phenomena produced by the mutual action of a conducting wire and a
magnet, to forces acting, like all those that one has known up to the present to exist in nature, in
such a manner that the action and the reaction are equal and opposite in the direction of the lines
which join in pairs the points between which they act; because, [pages 154 and 326] in all cases
where this condition is satisfied for any elementary forces, it is also evidently satisfied, following
the principle of the composition of forces, for their resultants. Therefore, the physicists who
have adopted this opinion are forced to admit a really elementary action, made up of two equal
forces directed in opposite directions following two parallel lines, and thus forming a primitive
couple,307 which cannot be reduced to forces for which the action and the reaction would be
opposed following the same line. I have always considered this hypothesis of primitive couples as
absolutely contrary to the first laws of mechanics, among which one should count, with Newton, the
equality of action and reaction in opposite directions following the same line; and I have reduced
the phenomena which one observes when a conducting wire and a magnet react one on the other,
as all the other electrodynamic phenomena, to an action between two current elements, from which
two equal and opposite forces result, both directed along the line which joins the two elements.
This first characteristic of other forces observed in nature is thereby justified; and as regards that
[characteristic] which consists in that the forces that one considers as really elementary are further
simply functions of the distances of the points between which they are exerted, nothing opposes, as I
have already remarked, that the force, of which I have determined the value by precise experiments,
can not be reduced one day to elementary forces which also satisfy this second condition, provided
one includes into the calculation the continuous motion, in the conducting wires, of the electric
molecules for which these last forces would be inherent. [pages 155 and 327] The consideration
of these motions would necessarily introduce in the value of the force which would result between
two [current] elements, in addition to their distance, the angles which determine the directions
following which the electric molecules move, and which depend on the directions themselves of
these elements; these are exactly the only angles, or, what leads to the same, the differentials of
the distance of the two elements considered as a function of the arcs formed by the conducting
wires, which enter with the distance in my formula. It should not be forgotten that, in the only

and in the next ones Ampère always referred to this point by the letter O. In our image made with a graphic software,
figure A.39, the midpoint of the element AB was represented by the letter O.
306[N. T.] See the footnote 305 of our page 454.
307[N. T.] See footnote 244 on our page 436.
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manner of conceiving the things which seems to me admissible, two equal and opposite forces308

OR and OT are the resultants of an infinity of forces equal and opposite pair by pair; [that is,]
OR is that [resultant] of the forces On′, Op′, etc., which all pass through the point O, such that
their resultant OR also passes there, while OT is the resultant of the forces Nn, Pp, etc., exerted
by the element AB on points such as N, P, etc., invariably connected to the extremity M of the
electrodynamic solenoid by which I suppose that was replaced what one calls a magnetic molecule.
These points are very close to M when this solenoid is very small, but they are always distinct,
and for this reason their resultant OT does not pass through the point M, but through the point
O toward which all the forces Nn, Pp, etc., are directed.309

One sees, by all that we have said, that maintaining in the two equal forces that result from the
mutual action of a conducting wire and of a magnet, and which act, one on the wire on which the
element AB forms a part, and the other on the magnet of which the point M is a part, the same
value, and the same direction perpendicular to the plane MAB, one can form [pages 156 and 328]
three hypotheses on the point of application of these forces: in the first,310 one supposes that the
two forces pass through the point M; in the second, which is the one which results from my formula,
the two forces pass through the center O of the element; in the third,311 where the forces are OR
and MS, that [force] which acts on the element is applied at the point O, and the other [force which
acts on the magnet is applied] at the point M. These three hypotheses are entirely in agreement,
(1) with regard to the value of these forces which are equally, in all three [hypotheses], in inverse
ratio of the square of the distance MO, and in direct ratio of the sine of the angle MOB which the
line OM which measures this distance makes with the element AB; (2) with regard to the direction
of these same forces, always perpendicular to the plane MAB which passes through the molecule
and through the direction of the element: but with regard to their points of application, they are
placed differently for the two forces, in the first two hypotheses; and there is identity between the
first and the third only for the forces which act on the magnet, and between the second and the
third only for the forces which act on the conductor.

By virtue of the identity of the values and the directions of the forces which exist in the three
hypotheses, the components of their resultants, taken parallel to three arbitrary axes, will be the
same; but the torques, which depend in addition on the points of application of these forces, will
only be the same, in general, with regard to the forces which tend to move the magnet, for the first
and the third [hypotheses], and, as regards the forces acting on the conducting wire, [the torques
will be equal] only for the second and the third [hypotheses].

We have seen that in the case where it is a question of the action of a portion of a conducting
wire, forming a [pages 157 and 329] closed circuit, the values of the torques are the same, whether
one takes, for each element, the point of application of the forces in O or in M; in this case, therefore,
there will be, furthermore, identity between the values of the torques in the three hypotheses.

29.21 Impossibility of Producing an Indefinitely Acceler-

ating Movement Due to the Interaction of a Closed
Rigid Circuit and a Magnet, or of such a Circuit and
an Electrodynamic Solenoid

The motion of a body, such that all the parts are invariably linked together, can depend only on the
three components [of the force] parallel to three axes taken arbitrarily, and the three torques about

308[N. T.] See the representation of these forces in figure 39 and also the footnote 305 in our page 454.
309[N. T.] That is, the resultant of the forces exerted by the current element AOB acting on all points of the
electrodynamic solenoid should be considered as passing through the center O of the element AOB. In this case one
should consider this point O of the application of the net force acting on the solenoid as being rigidly connected to
the solenoid, so that this force may be transmitted to the solenoid. According to Ampère’s calculations, one could
not consider this resultant force as passing through the extremity M of the electrodynamics solenoid.
310[N. T.] In the first hypothesis the closed conductor carrying a steady current is replaced by a magnetic dipole
layer enclosing the circuit and interacting with a magnetic pole located at point M.
311[N. T.] This third hypothesis is due to Biot.
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the same axes; from where it follows that there is complete identity in the three hypotheses for the
movement produced, whether in the magnet, whether in the conductor, as long as this [conductor]
forms a rigid and closed circuit. That is why the impossibility of an indefinitely accelerated motion,
being in general a necessary consequence of the first hypothesis, since the elementary forces are
here simply functions of the distances of the points within which they interact, it follows evidently
that this movement is equally impossible, in the two other hypotheses, only when the conductor
forms a rigid and closed circuit.

It is easy to see, for the rest, that the demonstration thus obtained of the impossibility to
produce an indefinitely accelerating movement by the mutual action of a rigid and closed electric
circuit, and of a magnet, is not only a necessary result of my theory, but it results also, in the
hypothesis of primitive couples, from the single value given by M. Biot for the force perpendicular
to the plane MAB, as I have directly demonstrated, with all the details that could be desired,
in a letter that I wrote on this subject to M. doctor Gherardi.312 If therefore one could produce
an accelerating movement by making a conductor which forms a rigid and closed circuit act on
a magnet, [pages 158 and 330] it would be not only my formula which would be defective, but
also that [formula] given by M. Biot, which was completely demonstrated by all observations made
since then,313 whose exactness was never contested by the physicists who admit the hypotheses of
the primitive couples.

29.22 Examination of the Different Cases where an Indef-
initely Accelerating Movement Can Result from the

Action that a Voltaic Circuit, of Which a Part is Mov-
able with Respect to the Rest of the Circuit, Exerts

on a Magnet or on an Electrodynamic Solenoid

When314 one makes a portion of the voltaic circuit mobile one should distinguish three cases: that
where it forms a nearly closed circuit;315 that where, when it can only turn about one axis, it has
its two extremities in this axis; that where the mobile portion does not form a closed circuit, and
where one of its extremities travels at least within a sufficient space while it moves: this last case
includes that where this portion is formed by a conducting liquid.

We have just seen that, in the first of the three cases, the movement that the mobile portion
acquires by the action of a magnet, is identically the same in the three hypotheses, and can never
indefinitely accelerate, but tends only to bring the mobile portion to a determinate position where
it stops in equilibrium after having for some time oscillated about this position by virtue of the
acquired speed.

It is the same for the second [case], which only differs from the first in appearance: since if
one added in the axis, a current, [pages 159 and 331] which connected the two extremities of the
mobile portion, one would have a closed circuit without having changed anything in the torque
about this axis, because the torques of the forces acting on the added current would be obviously
null; from which it follows that the movement of the mobile portion would be identically the same
as that for the closed circuit so obtained.316

312[N. T.] Silvestro Gherardi (1802-1879). He graduated in mathematics and natural sciences in Bologna in 1822.
He held the physics chair and was director of the scientific cabinet of the Torino University. The letter mentioned
by Ampère was sent in the beginning of 1826 and published in [Amp27c] and [Amp87a].
313[N. T.] That is, Ampère’s formula between current elements was completely demonstrated by all observations.
314[N. T.] In this Section Ampère will discuss two kinds of action, namely, that exerted by a magnet or by an
electrodynamic solenoid acting on the mobile portion of a voltaic circuit, and that exerted by a voltaic circuit on a
mobile magnet.
315[N. A.] The circuit formed by a mobile portion of conducting wire is never rigorously closed, because it is
necessary that its two extremities communicate separately with those of the battery; but it is easy to make the
interval which separates them sufficiently small so that one can consider it as if it were exactly closed.
316[N. T.] As an example we can quote the case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous rotation discussed
in Section 7.3.
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But when the mobile portion does not form a closed circuit, and if its two extremities are not
in the axis about which it is subject to turning, the torques produced by the action, whether of
a magnetic molecule, whether of the extremity of an indefinite solenoid, are the same only in the
second and third hypotheses, and have a different value in the first. Taking the x axis as the
line about which one assumes that the mobile portion is connected in a manner such that it can
only rotate about this line, and in preserving the designations that we have used in the preceding
calculations, we would conclude that the value of the torque produced by the forces which act on
the mobile portion would be

ρ

∫
z′v2dχ− y′w2dψ

r3
,

in the first hypothesis, and

ρ

∫
z′v2dχ− y′w2dψ

r3
+ ρ

(
x2 − x′

r2
− x1 − x′

r1

)
,

in the two others.

It is due to this difference in the values of the torques that we have the possibility to prove by
experiment that the first hypothesis is in contradiction with the [pages 160 and 332] facts. Because
if one considers a magnet to be reduced to two magnetic molecules of an infinite force placed at
its two poles, and that after having placed a vertical line joining them, one subjected a portion of
a conducting wire to be turned around this line taken as the axis of the x, the two torques relative
to the two poles will be given by the preceding formula replacing in it x′, y′ and z′, by x′1, y

′
1 and

z′1, for one of the poles, and x′2, y
′
2 and z′2, for the other, taking care to change the sign in one

of the torques, the first, for example, since the two poles are necessarily of opposite nature, one
austral and the other boreal.

When the two poles are, as we assume here, situated on the axis of x, one has y′1 = 0, y′2 = 0,
z′1 = 0, z′2 = 0, and the two torques about the axis of the x become null in the first hypothesis:
which was easy to foresee, since under this hypothesis the directions of all the forces applied to
the mobile conductor pass through one of the poles, meeting there the fixed axis, which renders
necessarily null the torques of these forces.

In the two other hypotheses, on the contrary, where the directions of the forces pass through
the midpoints of the elements, the parts of the torques equal to those of the first hypothesis are
the only ones which disappear; and when after they are deleted, one combines that which remains
of each torque, one obtains317

ρ

(
x2 − x′2
r2,2

− x1 − x′2
r1,2

− x2 − x′1
r2,1

+
x1 − x′1
r1,1

)
,

designating by r2,2; r1,2; r2,1 and r1,1 the distances of the points such that their abscissas are
respectively x2, x

′
2; x1, x

′
2; x2, x

′
1 and x1, x

′
1.

[pages 161 and 333]

It is easy to see that the four terms of the quantity which is contained between the parentheses in
this expression, are precisely the cosines of the angles which form with the axis of the x the lines
which measure the distances r2,2; r1,2; r2,1 and r1,1: making the value we just found for the torque
produced by the action of the two poles on the mobile conductor, identical to that [torque] which
we have already obtained resulting from the action on the same conductor due to a solenoid whose
extremities would be located at these poles,318 and whose electric currents would have an intensity
i and respective distances such that one had

317[N. T.] Due to a misprint, in the original text the sign between the first two fractions did not appear.
318[N. T.] See Ampère’s result obtained in our page 423, corresponding to pages 102 and 274 of the Théorie
published in 1826 and 1827, respectively.
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λii′

2g
= ρ ,

i′ being the intensity of the current in the [mobile] conductor.
The torque being always null under the first hypothesis, the mobile portion of the voltaic

circuit will never turn by the action of a magnet, situated as we have said,319 around the axis of
this magnet; under the other two hypotheses, it should on the contrary turn due to the torque
whose value we have just calculated, always the same, under these two hypotheses. M. Faraday,
who first produced this movement, a necessary consequence of the laws which I have established
on the mutual action of voltaic conductors, and of the manner in which I considered magnets as
assemblages of electric currents, demonstrated [by this motion] that the direction of the action
exerted by the pole of a magnet on the element of a conducting wire passes in effect through the
middle of the element, conforming to the explanation that I have given of this action, and not
through the pole of the magnet. Therefore the ensemble of [pages 162 and 334] electrodynamic
phenomena can no longer be explained by the substitution of the action of austral and boreal
magnetic molecules, distributed in the manner that I just explained on two very close surfaces
terminated by the conducting wires of the voltaic circuit, in the place of the action, expressed
by my formula, which exert the currents of these wires. This substitution can only take place in
the case of the action of rigid and closed circuits, and its principal utility is to demonstrate the
impossibility of an indefinitely accelerating motion, whether by the mutual action of two rigid and
closed conductors, or whether by that of such a conductor and a magnet.

When the magnet is mobile, it is also necessary to distinguish three cases: one where all the
parts of the voltaic circuit which can act on this magnet are fixed; one where some parts of the
circuit are mobile, but without connection with the magnet, these portions could also be formed by
a metallic wire, or by a liquid conductor; finally one where one part of the circuit passes through
the magnet, or through a portion of a conductor connected to the magnet.

In the first case, the total circuit composed of the conductors and the battery, is necessarily
closed; and as all its parts are immovable, the three sums of the torques of the forces acting on the
points of the magnet which is considered, whether as molecules of austral or boreal fluid, whether
as extremities of electrodynamic solenoids, are identical in the three hypotheses, and so are the
resultants of the forces; so that the movements caused to the magnet, and all the circumstances of
these movements, are precisely the same, whichever [pages 163 and 335] of these hypotheses one
adopts. It is this [configuration] which applies, for example, to the duration of oscillations of a
magnet, under the influence of this closed and immobile circuit; and it is for this reason that the
last experiments of M. Biot, from which it results that the force which produces these oscillations is
proportional to the tangent of the quarter of the angle formed by the two branches of the conductor
that he uses, are as consistent with this consequence of my theory that the directions of the forces
which act on the magnet pass through the middle of the elements of the conducting wire, as with
the hypothesis which he adopted and in which he admits that the directions [of the forces] pass
through the points of the magnet where he placed the magnetic molecules.

The identity which exists in this case between the three hypotheses shows at the same time the
impossibility that the movement of the magnet could accelerate indefinitely, and proves that the
action of the voltaic circuit can only tend to direct it to a determined position of equilibrium.

It seems, at first glance, that the same impossibility should be present in the second case,
which is contrary to the experience, at least when one part of the circuit is formed by a liquid.
It is evident, in effect, that the mobility of a portion of a conductor does not prevent that this
portion acts at each instant as if it were fixed at the position it occupies at that instant; and we
do not see at first how this mobility can change the conditions of movement of the magnet, so that
it becomes susceptible to indefinite acceleration whose impossibility is demonstrated when all the
parts of the voltaic circuit are fixed.

But, after one examines with some attention what [pages 164 and 336] should happen, following
the laws of mutual action of a conducting body and a magnet, when the conductor is liquid, when
a vertical magnetic cylinder floats in this liquid, and when the surface of the cylinder is covered

319[N. T.] That is, with its two poles located on the x axis, which is the axis of rotation.
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with an insulating varnish so that the current cannot pass through it, which would give rise to the
third case, one recognizes quickly how there results from the mobility of the liquid portion of the
voltaic circuit, that the floating magnet acquires a movement which indefinitely accelerates: it is
only necessary for this [conclusion] to apply to this case the explanation that I have given, in the
Annales de Chimie et de Physique (volume XX, pp. 68-70),320 of the same movement, when one
assumes that the magnet not being varnished, the currents in the liquid where it floats traverse it
freely.

In effect, this explanation being based on that the portions of the currents which are within
the magnet cannot have any action on it, and that those [portions of the currents] that are within
the liquid outside the magnet act entirely to accelerate its movement always in the same direction,
if follows necessarily that all that happens in this case should also occur when the insulating
substance, which covers the magnet, removes only exactly the portions of the current which produce
no action, and when it allows to subsist and to act, always in the same manner, those [portions
of the currents] that, being outside the magnet, all tend to accelerate its movement constantly
in the same direction. In order that one can better judge that, in effect, there is nothing that
needs changing in the explanation that I just discussed, I should repeat it here, as applied to
the case where the magnet is covered with an insulating substance. I will assume, for simplicity
in the explanation, that one substitutes [pages 165 and 337] for the magnet an electrodynamic
solenoid, whose extremities are at the poles of the magnet, although, according to my theory, it
should be considered as a bundle of solenoids. This assumption does not change the effects that are
produced, because the currents of mercury act in the same manner and in the same direction on
all the solenoids in the bundle, they impose a movement similar to that which they would give to a
single one of the solenoids, and one can always assume that the electric currents of this [solenoid]
have sufficient intensity so that its motion will be substantially the same as that of the bundle.

Let then ETFT′ (figure 40)321 be the horizontal section of a glass jar filled with mercury in
contact with a ring of copper which provides the interior border [of the jar] and which communicates
with one of the rheophores, the negative rheophore for example, while one inserts the positive
rheophore at P; then there form currents in the mercury which flow from the center P of the ring
ETFT′ to its circumference.

Represent the horizontal section of the solenoid by the small circle etft′, whose center is at A
and whose circumference etft′ is one of the electric currents of which it is composed: by assuming
that this current moves in the direction etft′, it will be attracted by the [electric] currents of
mercury such as PUT, which is located, in the figure, to the right of etft′, because the semi-
circumference etf , in which the current goes in the same direction, is closer of it than ft′e, in
which it goes in the contrary direction. Let AS be this attraction equal to the difference of the
forces exerted by the currents PUT on the two semi-circumferences, and which necessarily passes
by their center A, as it results from the forces which these currents exert on all [pages 166 and 338]
the elements of the circumference etft′ perpendicular to them, and are, by consequence, directed
following the rays of this circumference. The same current etft′ of the solenoid is, on the contrary,
repelled by the currents which, like PU′T′, are, in the figure, to the left of this current etft′,
because they are in opposite direction in the semi-circumference ft′e the closest to PU′T′. Let AS′

be the repulsion which results from the difference of the actions exerted by the currents PU′T′ on
the two semi-circumferences ft′e and etf , it will be equal to AS, and will form, with the ray PAF,
the angle FAS′ = PAS, since everything is equal on both sides of this radius: the resultant AR
of these two forces will be then perpendicular to it; and since it will pass through the center A,
together with its two components AS and AS′, the solenoid will have no tendency to turn on its
axis, as one observes in effect with respect to the floating magnet which represents this solenoid;
but it will tend, at each instant, to move following the perpendicular AR of the ray PAF, and
since, when one conducts this experiment with a floating magnet, the resistance of the mercury

320[N. T.] See [Amp22e, pp. 68-70], [Amp22f, pp. 245-247] and [Amp85d, pp. 199-201].
321[N. T.] In the 1827 version of the Théorie, the letters T and T′ appeared with their positions inverted when
compared with this figure 40 of the 1826 version of the Théorie. The correct representation should be the 1827
figure, due to the fact that Ampère will soon discuss the electric currents flowing in mercury, such as PUT, as being
at the right of the circumference etft′. We corrected the position of these letters in our image made with a graphic
software, figure A.40 on page 532.
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Figure 40.

cancels at each instant the acquired speed, one sees this magnet describe the curve perpendicular
to all the lines which pass as PAF by the point P, that is to say, [this magnet will describe] the
circumference ABC of which this point is the center.

This outstanding experiment, by M. Faraday, has been explained by the physicists who do not
admit my theory,322 by attributing the movement of the magnet to the rheophore immersed in the
mercury at P, to which one ordinarily gives a direction perpendicular to the surface of the mercury.
It is true that, in this case, the current in this rheophore tends to carry the magnet in the direction
that it actually moves; but it is easy to establish, [pages 167 and 339] by comparative experiments,
that it acts with a force very much too weak to overcome the resistance of the mercury, and to
produce, despite this resistance, the movement that one observes. I was at first surprised to see
that these physicists did not take account of the action that the currents in the mercury should
exert in their own theory, my surprise was augmented when I found the cause in a manifest error
which is found stated in these terms in the publication already cited:323, 324

“The transverse action of this imaginary wire (the electric current which is in the mercury)
upon the austral magnetism of A (figure 43), will therefore tend constantly to impel A from
the right to the left of an observer having his head at C′, and his feet at Z. But a contrary
action will be exerted upon the pole B, of equal intensity, if the horizontal line C′FF′Z is
situated at the precise height of the center of the [magnetized] bar; so that the sum of these

322[N. T.] Biot, in particular, as Ampère will mention in the following discussion.
323[N. A.] Précis élémentaire de physique expérimentale, third edition, volume II, page 753.
324[N. T.] Ampère was quoting here Biot’s book, see [Bio24, p. 753] and [Far26, p. 346].
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actions will produce no motion of translation. It will, therefore, be the single force exerted by
CF, which will produce the rotation of the bar AB.”

How the author did not see that the actions that the imaginary wire, placed as he said, exerts
on the two poles of the bar AB, tend to carry it in the same direction, and that they add instead
of subtract, because being of contrary types, these poles are found at the two opposite sides of the
wire?325

Figure 43.

It is important to remark on this subject, that if the portions of the currents, forming a part
of those [currents] of the mercury, could be found in the interior of the small circle etft′ and
act [pages 168 and 340] on it,326 they would tend to cause its rotation about the point P in the

325[N. T.] Ampère pointed out correctly Biot’s mistake. In the image of this footnote we have the current in the
mercury flowing from Z to F . In the upper portion of the magnetized bar, represented by the letter A by Biot, we
have a North pole N . In the lower portion of the magnetized bar, represented by the letter B by Biot, we have a
South pole S. According to Biot and Savart’s law, equations (6.2) up to (6.4), the force F exerted by this imaginary
wire, both in the North pole and in the South pole of the magnet, will be penetrating the paper. That is, these two
forces will point from the right to the left of an observer whose head was at C′, his feet at Z, in such a way that he
was looking towards the North pole N located at point A.

F
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B
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S
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We can reach the same conclusion utilizing the concept of a magnetic field B. According to equation (15.2), the
magnetic field generated by the current flowing through ZF will penetrate the paper at the location of the North
pole of the magnet. At the location of the South pole of the magnet, on the other hand, the magnetic field will be
leaving the paper, as represented in the figure of this footnote. According to equation (15.5), the forces F exerted
by this magnetic field on the two poles of this magnetized bar will be penetrating the paper, as represented in this
figure. Therefore these two forces should combine with one another, as pointed out correctly by Ampère. Biot, on
the other hand, concluded wrongly that these two forces should cancel one another.
326[N. T.] That is, if these currents could act on the mercury.
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contrary direction, and with a force which, instead of being the difference of the actions exerted
on the two semi-circumferences etf and ft′e, would be their sum, because if uv represents one
of these portions, it is evident that it will attract the arc utv and will repel the arc vt′u, from
which result two forces which together will move etft′ in the direction AZ opposite to AR.327 This
circumstance obviously cannot take place with the floating magnet which occupies all the interior
of the small circle etft′, because it excludes the currents when it is covered by insulating material,
and because, in the contrary case, the portions of the currents contained in this circle, occurring
in the particles of the magnet invariably connected to those on which they act, the action that
they produced is canceled by an equal and opposite reaction; so that there only remains, in the
two cases, the forces exerted by the currents of the mercury, which all tend to move the magnet
following AR.

Figure 41.

It is uniquely for this reason that it turns about the point P in this direction, as one is assured by
replacing the magnet by a mobile conductor xzetft′sy (figure 41),328 formed of a quite thin copper
wire, covered by silk, whose intermediate part etft′ is wound in a circle, and whose two extreme
portions, tied together from e to z, will, the one ezx go to x in a cup of mercury communicating
with one of the rheophores, and the other t′sy immerse in P (figure 40)329 in the mercury which
communicates, as we have said, with the other rheophore: we suspend this mobile conductor in a
manner such that the circle etft′ (figure 41) is very close to the mercury surface, and one sees that
it rests immobile, by virtue of the equilibrium which is established between the forces exerted by
[pages 169 and 341] the portions of the currents contained in the circle etft′, and those [forces] that
are [exerted] by the currents and current portions outside this circle. But as soon as you remove
the portions of the currents included in the space etft′ (figure 40), by inserting in the mercury
below the circle etft′ (figure 41) a cylinder of insulating material whose base is such as to imitate

327[N. T.] The letter Z did not appear in figure 40 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie. We included it
in the figure drawn with a graphic software, figure A.40 on page 532.
328[N. T.] In figure 41 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, the letters appearing on the central column,
from top to bottom, were x, χ (this letter is not easily visible in the 1826 version of the Théorie, as one can observe
in this image), s and y. A little to the right of this central column we have, from top to bottom, the letters e and e′.
However, this figure can only be compatible with the following text utilizing the letter z instead of χ, and t′ instead
of e′. We utilized this correction in our image made with a graphic software, see figure A.41 in our page 533.
329[N. T.] See our page 461.
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that [base] which happens to the floating magnet, one sees it moving,330 like this magnet, in the
direction AR. When one leaves the cylinder of insulating material where first was the circle etft′,
it does not turn indefinitely like the magnet, but stops after a few oscillations, in a position of
equilibrium; the difference comes from the fact that the floating magnet allows, behind it, to be
filled with mercury the space which it occupied at first, and drives the mercury successively from
the various places to which it is transported. It is this change in the situation of a part of the
mercury which causes a [change] in the electric currents, and causes, even when the total voltaic
current is closed, the continuous motion of the magnet, [a motion] which is impossible by the action
of a rigid and closed circuit, [although this continuous motion] still takes place in this case where
the closed circuit changes shape by the movement of the magnet itself. To produce this movement
by using, instead of the magnet, the mobile conductor as described above, it is necessary, since
one has established that it will only move if one removes, by the cylinder of insulating material,
the portions of the current interior to the small circle etft′, and when one leaves the cylinder in
the same place, it stops at a specific position of equilibrium after having oscillated about it, to
imitate that [continuous motion] which takes place when one is dealing with a floating magnet,
by sliding the cylinder of insulating material at the bottom of the [pages 170 and 342] vase, in a
manner such that it is always under the circle etft′ (figure 41), and such that its center always
corresponds vertically to that [center] of the circle, the mobile conductor therefore starts to turn
indefinitely about the point P (figure 40) like the magnet.

It is, in general, when substituting for magnets mobile conductors wound in a circle, that one
can form a correct idea of the causes of the various movements of the magnets, when one wishes to
analyze these movements by experiment without recourse to calculation, because this substitution
provides the means to vary the condition in various manners, which are very often impossible to
obtain with magnets, and only [this substitution] can clarify the difficulties which are presented
by often so complicated phenomena. It is thus, for example, that in what we have just said, it
is impossible, with a magnet, to verify this result of the theory, [namely,] that if the portions of
currents of mercury could traverse the magnet and, despite this, could act on it conserving the
intensity and direction they have in the mercury when one removes the magnet, it would not turn
about the point P, and that the verification becomes easy when one substitutes for it, as we have
said, the mobile conductor shown here (figure 41).

The identity of the action that one constantly observes between the movements of a mobile
conductor and that of a magnet, in all cases that they are found in the same circumstances, does
not permit any doubt, when one has done the preceding experiment, that the magnet will also
remain immobile, when it is traversed by the portions of currents interior to the circle etft′, if
these portions could act on it; and as one sees, on the contrary, that when it is not covered [pages
171 and 343] by an insulating material, and when the currents freely traverse it, it moves exactly
as when it is [covered by an insulating material] and that no portions of currents can penetrate
into the interior of this magnet, one has a direct proof of the principle which rests a part of the
explanations that I have given, namely: that the portions of currents which traverse the magnet
do not act in any manner on it, because the forces which would result from their action on the
currents proper to the magnet, or on those that one calls the magnetic molecules, by occurring
between the particles of the same rigid body, are necessarily destroyed by an equal and opposite
reaction.

I confess that this experimental proof of a principle which is nothing else but a necessary
consequence of the first laws of mechanics, appears to me completely useless, as it should have
been clear to all the physicists who considered this principle one of the foundations of science. I
would not have made this observation, if it had not been assumed [by others] that the mutual
action of one element of a conducting wire and of a magnetic molecule, consisted in a primitive
couple composed of two forces equal and parallel without being directly opposed, by virtue of
which a portion of current which is located inside a magnet might move it;331 [this] supposition is
contrary to the principle which is being discussed here, and is denied by the previous experiment

330[N. T.] That is, one sees the conductor moving.
331[N. T.] Ampère was referring here, in particular, to the suppositions of Biot, Savart and Faraday. We discussed
this topic in Section 21.3. We clarified the meaning of the primitive couple in footnote 244 in our page 436.
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from which there is no action exerted on the magnet by the portions of currents which traverse
it when it is not covered by an insulating envelop, since the movement which takes place in this
case stays the same if one prevents the currents from traversing the magnet, by enclosing it in this
[insulating] envelop.

[pages 172 and 344]

It is from this principle that one must start in order to see what phenomena should yield a
mobile magnet under the influence of a voltaic current, in the third case which we still remain
to consider, where a portion of the current passes through the magnet, or through a portion of a
conducting wire which is rigidly bound to it. We have just seen that when there is a motion of
revolution of a magnet about a conducting wire, the movement should be the same, as is in effect,
whether the current traverses or does not traverse the magnet. But this is not the case when it is
a question of continuous rotational movement of a magnet about the line that joins its two poles.

I have demonstrated by theory and by various experiments of diverse kinds whose results always
confirmed those of the theory, that the possibility or impossibility of this movement is solely due
to [the fact] that a portion of the total voltaic circuit is in all its points separated from the magnet,
or that it passes, whether inside the magnet, or in a portion of conductor bound invariably with
it. In effect, in the first case, the assembly of the battery and the conducting wires forms a circuit
always closed, and in which all the parts act equally on the magnet, whether they are fixed or
mobile; in this last case, they exert, at each instant, precisely the same forces as if they were fixed
in the position where they are at that instant. Now, we have demonstrated, first synthetically
with the aid of considerations which figures 30 and 31 provided us,332 then calculating directly the
torques, [showing] that a closed circuit cannot imprint on a magnet a continuous motion about the
line which joins its two [pages 173 and 345] poles, whether one considers them, conforming to my
theory, as the two extremities of a solenoid equivalent to the magnet, or as two magnetic molecules
whose intensity is sufficiently large so that the actions exerted stay the same when one substitutes
them for all those [molecules] of which one regards the magnet as composed under the hypothesis
of the two fluids. The impossibility of rotational movement of the magnet about its axis, while the
totally closed circuit is everywhere separated from it, is thus found completely demonstrated, not
only with the application of my formula to the currents of a solenoid substituted for the magnet,
but also by taking into consideration a force which would exist between an element of conducting
wire and a magnetic molecule perpendicular to the plane which passes through this molecule and
by the direction of the element, in inverse ratio of the square of the distance, and which would be
proportional to the sine of the angle composed between the line that measures this distance and
the direction of the element. But if one assumes, in this last case, that the force passes through the
center of the element, whether it acts on it or reacts on the magnetic molecule, as it would happen,
following my theory, with respect to the solenoid, the same movement becomes possible provided
a portion of the current passes through the magnet, or by a portion of conductor invariably bound
with it; because all the actions exerted by this portion on the particles [of the magnet] being
destroyed by the equal and opposite reactions that these same particles exert on it,333 there only
remains the actions exerted by the rest of the total circuit which is no longer closed, and can as a
consequence rotate the magnet.

In order to fully understand all that relates to this sort [pages 174 and 346] of movement,
conceive that the rod TVUS (figure 13),334 which supports the small cup S in which is inserted the
tip o of the mobile conductor oab, is folded in V and U as one sees in the figure, in such a manner
as to leave free the portion VU of the straight line TS taken as the axis of rotation, so that one
may suspend the cylindrical magnet GH, by a very thin wire ZK, from the hook K attached to U

332[N. T.] These figures appear in our pages 421 and 423, respectively.
333[N. T.] Original French text: “par les réactions égales et opposées qu’exercent sur elles ces mêmes particules.”
It seems to us that the correct expression should be “par les réactions égales et opposées qu’exercent sur elle ces
mêmes particules.” The word elle here should refer to the portion of electric current which was interacting with the
particles of the magnet.
334[N. T.] See our page 381.
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on this rod, and so that the mobile conductor oab, maintained in the position where one sees it in
the figure by the counter weight c, is terminated at b by a copper plate bef , which is inserted into
the acidulated water with which one has filled the vase MN, so that the conductor communicates
with the rheophore pP inserted into mercury in the cup P, while the other rheophore rR is in
communication with the rod TVUS through the mercury which one puts in the cup R, and that
the battery pr closes the total circuit.

At the instant when one establishes the current in the apparatus, one sees the mobile conductor
turn about the line TS; but the magnet is only led to a determined position about which it oscillates
for some time, and where it then comes to rest. By the principle of the equality of action and
reaction, which applies with regard to the torques about a common axis as with regard to the
forces, if one represents by M the torque produced, by the action of the magnet, on the mobile
conductor oab, the reaction of this [torque] will tend necessarily to cause the magnet to rotate
about its own axis with the torque −M, equal to M, but acting in the contrary direction.

The immobility of the magnet obviously comes from the fact that if the mobile conductor oab
acts on it, the rest bMPprRTS of the total circuit can not fail to act equally; the [pages 175 and
347] torque of the action that it exerts on the magnet,335 combined with that of oab, yields the
torque of the closed circuit oabMPprRTS which is null; from which it follows that the torque of
bMPprRTS is M, equal and opposite to −M.

But if one connects the magnet GH to the mobile conductor oab, there results a system of
invariable form, in which the action and reaction that they exert one on the other mutually cancel;
and the system would obviously remain immobile, if the part bMPprRTS did not act as before on
the magnet in order to cause it to turn by imparting to it the torque M. It is due to this torque
that the magnet and the mobile conductor, combined in a system of invariable form, turn about
the line TS; and since this torque is, as we just saw, of the same value and the same sign as that
which the magnet exerted on the conductor oab when this conductor was separated from it [i.e.,
from the magnet] and turned alone, one sees that these two movements necessarily take place in
the same direction, but with speeds which are reciprocally proportional to the moment of inertia
of the conductor and to the sum of this moment of inertia and that of the magnet.

I disregarded, in the preceding considerations, the action exerted by the portion bMPprRTS
of the total circuit on the mobile conductor oab, whether in the case where the conductor is
separated from the magnet, or in the case where it is connected to it, not only because it is very
small relative to that [action] which the magnet exerts, but because it tends uniquely to carry the
mobile conductor into the position determined by the mutual repulsion of the elements of these
two portions of the total circuit, and only contributes, as a consequence, [pages 176 and 348] in
the two cases, as regards the motions of rotation of oab, to change a little its speed; which without
this [action] would be constant.

In order to easily unify and separate alternately the magnet and the mobile conductor, without
interrupting the experiments, it is convenient to fix to the hook Z by which the magnet is suspended
by the wire ZK, a piece of copper wire ZX terminated at X by a fork whose two branches Xx and
Xy tighten the mobile conductor oab, which is trapped between them, when one properly folds the
rod ZX; by bending it in the contrary direction, one places it where it is shown in the figure,336

and conductor again becomes free.

I have explained in detail this experiment, because it seems, more than any other, to support the
hypothesis of the primitive couple, when one does not analyze it as I have just done. In effect, one
accepts as I do, in this hypothesis, that the forces exerted by the magnet GH,337 on the elements
of the mobile conductor oab, pass through these elements, and assuming they are all in the vertical
plane TSab, drawn by the straight line TS, the forces are normal to this plane, therefore they will
tend to rotate oab always in the same direction about TS: these forces are, after the law proposed
by M. Biot, precisely the same, in size, in direction and relatively at their application points, as
the forces given by my formula; they produce therefore the same torque M by virtue of which the

335[N. T.] That is, the torque exerted by the remainder of the closed circuit acting on the magnet.
336[N. T.] Ampère was still referring to figure 13 of the Théorie, see our page 381.
337[N. T.] Of figure 13, see our page 381.
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conductor oab moves if it is free. But, following the physicists338 who accept the hypothesis here
in question, the forces due to the reaction of the elements of the conductor [pages 177 and 349] on
the magnet will only be the same in size and in the fact that they are perpendicular to the plane
TSab; they339 think that these forces are applied to the magnetic molecules, or, that which comes
to the same, to the two poles of the magnet GH which are on the line TS; thus their torques are
null relative to this line. They attribute the immobility of the magnet to this cause when it is not
attached to any portion of the voltaic circuit; but to explain the rotational motion of the magnet
in the case in which it is connected to the mobile conductor oab, with the aid of the rod ZX, they
assume that the connection of these two bodies into a system of invariable form, does not prevent
the magnet to always act to impose on the mobile conductor the same torque M, without that the
conductor reacts on the magnet in a manner to prevent movement of the system, which should
turn as a consequence in the same direction as the mobile conductor did turn before having been
rigidly attached to the magnet, but with a smaller speed in the reciprocal ratio of the moments of
inertia of the conductor alone and of the conductor combined to the magnet.

It is thus that one finds in this hypothesis the same results as when one assumes that the action
opposed to the reaction follows the same line, and one takes account of the action exerted on the
magnet by the rest bMPprRTS of the voltaic circuit. It results from all that has been demonstrated
in this Treatise, that this identity of the produced effects and of the values of the forces that we
have found, in the case that we have examined, between the manner that I have explained the
phenomena and the hypothesis of the primitive couple, is a necessary consequence of the fact that
the voltaic circuit that one has made to act on [pages 178 and 350] the magnet is always closed,
and that, provided we are dealing with a closed circuit, not only the three forces parallel to three
axes which result from the action that such a circuit exerts on a magnet, but also the three torques
about these three axes, are the same in the two ways of conceiving these things, just as the motion
of the magnet, which can only depend on these six quantities.

The same identity is found, as a consequence, in all the experiments of the same type, and it
is not, neither from these experiments, neither from the measurement of the forces that develop
between the conducting wires and the magnets, that such a question can be decided; it should be
[decided]:

1. By the necessity of the principle, that the mutual action of the diverse parts of a system of
invariable form cannot, in any case, impose on this system an arbitrary movement; a principle
which is only a consequence of the very concept that we have of forces and of the inertia of
matter.

2. From this circumstance, [namely,] that the hypothesis of the primitive couple was only imag-
ined, by those who proposed it, because they believed that the phenomena from which they
departed could not be explained otherwise, failing to take into account the action exerted on
the magnet by the totality of the voltaic circuit; because they have not paid attention to the
fact that the circuit is always closed, and that they did not deduce, as I did, from the law
proposed by M. Biot, this rigorous consequence that, for a closed circuit, the forces and the
torques are identically the same, whether one assumes that the directions of the forces acting
on the magnet pass through the magnetic molecules or through the centers of the elements
of the conducting wires.

3. On this [argument], when one accepts that the phenomena with which we are [pages 179
and 351] concerned can be produced, in the final analysis, by forces expressed as functions of
the distances exerted by molecules of the two electric fluids,340 and that one attributes also
[these forces] to the two magnetic fluids when one views them as the cause of the phenomena,
purely electric as I think, posed by the magnets, [therefore] one can well conceive that if
these molecules are in movement in the conducting wires, there then results between their

338[N. T.] Physicists like Biot, Savart and Faraday, who accepted the concept of a primitive or internal couple.
339[N. T.] That is, physicists like Biot, Savart and Faraday.
340[N. T.] That is, by forces depending on the distance and being exerted between positively and negatively charged
particles, as we would say nowadays.
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elements forces that do not only depend on the distances of these elements, but also on the
directions according to which takes place the movement of the electric molecules traversing
them, precisely such as the forces given by my formula, provided that these forces satisfy the
condition that the action and the reaction are directed following the same line, whereas it
is contradictory to assume that the forces, whatever were otherwise their values as functions
of distances, directed along the straight lines connecting the molecules between which they
are exerted, may produce, by any combination whatsoever, even when these molecules are in
movement, forces for which the action and reaction are not directed following the same line,
but following two parallel lines, as in the hypothesis of the primitive couple.

One knows, in effect, that even when electric or magnetic molecules are in movement, they act
at each instant as if they were at rest at the point where they are at that instant. If therefore
one considers two systems of molecules, such that each molecule of one [system] exerts on each
molecule of the other a force equal and opposite, following the line that joins them, to the force
exerted by the second molecule on the first, and stopping [pages 180 and 352] all these molecules
in their current location at that instant, one assumes that they are all rigidly connected at this
location, there will necessarily be equilibrium in the rigid system, composed of two others, which
results from this assumption, since there will be equilibrium between the elementary forces taken
pairwise. The resultant of all the forces exerted by the first system on the second will therefore
be equal and opposite, following the same line, to that [resultant] of all the forces exerted by the
second on the first; and these two resultants can never produce a couple341 capable of turning the
total system, when all of its parts are rigidly bound together, as [however] is assumed by those who,
while adopting the hypothesis of a couple in the mutual action of one magnetic molecule and of one
element of conducting wire, pretend that this action results from [the assumption] that the element
only acts on the molecule because it is itself an assemblage of magnetic molecules,342 whose actions
on that [magnetic molecule] which one considers are such that as Coulomb established them, that
is to say, directed following the lines which join them to this last [molecule], and in inverse ratio
of the square of the distances.

It suffices to read with some care that which M. Biot has written on the phenomena that
occupy us, in the ninth book of the third edition of his Traité élémentaire de physique expérimen-
tale,343 to see that after having considered carefully the forces that the elements of conducting
wires exert on magnets, as applied to magnetic molecules perpendicularly to the planes passing
through each element and each molecule, he then assumes, when he speaks of the movement of
conducting wires about [pages 181 and 353] magnets, that the forces exerted by the magnetic
molecules on the elements of the wires, pass through these elements in directions parallel to those
of the forces exerted on the magnet, and forming, as a consequence, couples with the first, instead
of being opposed along the same straight line; he explains in particular on page 754, volume II of
this work,344 the rotational movement of a magnet about its axis, when a portion of the current
traverses it, by assuming that the magnet turns due to the action that this portion itself exerts on
the rest of the magnet, which forms with it, however, a system of fixed form345 such that all the
parts are invariably connected to one another:346 [pages 182 and 354] which obviously implies that

341[N. T.] See footnote 244 in our page 436.
342[N. T.] That is, these authors like Biot etc. assume that the current element is composed of an assemblage
of magnetic poles. Two magnetic poles exert an equal and opposite force on one another along the straight line
connecting them. Despite this fact, authors like Biot assumed that an assemblage of magnetic poles might act on
an external magnetic pole with equal and opposite forces along parallel lines. These opposite forces acting along
parallel straight lines would produce a primitive or internal couple. Ampère is here fighting against this conclusion.
According to Ampère, even accepting this assumption about the constitution of a current element, the net action
and reaction between an assemblage of magnetic poles and an external magnetic pole would point along the same
straight line.
343[N. T.] The correct title of Biot’s book is: Précis élémentaire de physique expérimentale, [Bio24].
344[N. T.] See [Bio24, p. 754].
345[N. T.] That is, the magnet and the portion of the current traversing it form a system of rigid form.
346[N. A.] I do not know if it is necessary to recall on this subject that which I have already remarked elsewhere,
namely, that the electric fluids, after all the facts, above all after the nullity of the action on the lightest bodies
of electricity which move in a vacuum, should be considered as incapable of action due to their mass which one
can consider as infinitely small with respect to those of ponderable bodies, and so that therefore all attraction or
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the action and the reaction of this portion of current and the rest of the magnet form a couple.
How from that position can it be imagined that the physicist who admits such a supposition, can
express in these terms on page 769 of the same book:347

“If we calculate the action which a magnetic needle of an infinitely small length, and nearly
molecular, would exert at a distance, it will be readily seen that we may form assemblages
of such needles which shall exert transverse forces. The only difficulty, but no doubt a very
great one, is to combine such systems so as to produce for the laminae of a uniting wire of
sensible dimensions, the precise laws of transverse action with which experiment has made us
acquainted, and which have been explained above.”

Without doubt from the action of two systems of small magnets, whose austral and boreal
molecules attract or repel in inverse ratio of the square of their distances, following the lines which
join them in pairs, it could result transversal actions, but not actions which are not equal and
opposite to the reactions directed following the same lines, as those [actions] supposed by M. Biot.

In one word, the value of the action of two elements of [pages 183 and 355] conducting wires,
which I have deduced uniquely from experiments, depends on the angles which determine the
respective directions of the two elements: following the law proposed by M. Biot, the force which
develops between an element of conducting wire and a magnetic molecule, depends also on the angle
which determines the direction of the element. If I called elementary the force which I determined
the value, it was because it is exercised between two elements of conducting wires and because it
has not yet been reduced to simpler forces: he has also called elementary the force that he assumes
between a magnetic molecule and an element of conducting wire. Up to here all is similar with
respect to these two sorts of forces; but for those [forces] that I have admitted, the action and the
reaction are opposed following the same line and nothing prevents conceiving that they result from
attractions and repulsions inherent in the molecules of the two electric fluids, provided that one
assumes these molecules in motion in the conducting wires, to explain [in this way] the influence of
the direction of the elements of these wires on the value of the force; whereas M. Biot, by admitting
a force for which the action and the reaction are not directed in contrary directions on the same
line, but on lines parallel and forming a couple, places himself in the absolute impossibility to
reduce this force to attractions and repulsions directed following the lines which join pairwise the
magnetic molecules, such as those admitted by all the physicists who use this [assumption] to
explain the mutual action of two magnets. It is not evident that it is from this hypothesis of
M. Biot, on the rotational forces for which the action and the reaction are not opposed following
a single line, that one should say what he said (page 771)348 on the subject of the [pages 184
and 356] mutual action of two elements of conducting wires, such as I have determined by my
experiments and the calculations that I derived, namely: that a similar supposition is in the first
place, completely opposed in itself to all the analogy observed in the other laws of attraction?349

Does there exist a hypothesis more contrary to these similarities, than to imagine forces such that
the mutual action of the diverse parts of a system of invariable form can set this system in motion?

repulsion exerted between these bodies and the electric fluids can well put these in motion, but not the ponderable
bodies. For these last to move, it is necessary, when it comes to ordinary electric attractions and repulsions, that
the electricity is retained on their surface, so that the force that overcomes the inertia of one, applies, if one can so
express it, on the inertia of the other. It is necessary all the same, for the mutual action of two conducting wires
to put these wires in motion, that the decompositions and recombinations of the neutral fluid which is present at
each instant in all the elements along the length of the two wires, determine between their ponderable particles the
forces capable of overcoming the inertia of their particles in imparting to the two wires the speeds proportionally
reciprocal to their masses. When one speaks of the mutual action of two electric currents, one never understood,
and it is evident that one cannot understand, other than those of the conductors that they traverse: the physicists
who accept magnetic molecules acting on the elements of a conducting wire, conforming to the law proposed by
M. Biot, accept without doubt also that this action only moves the wire because the magnetic molecule is retained
by the ponderable particles of the magnet which constitutes the magnetic element of which it is a part; and it is
therefore evident that in assuming that the magnet is moved by the action of the portion of the electric current
which traverses it, one necessarily assumes that its movement results from the mutual action which exists between
each of those of its particles which traverse the current and all the other particles of the same body.
347[N. T.] See [Bio24, p. 769], [Far26, p. 360] and [BS85, p. 122].
348[N. T.] See [Bio24, p. 771], [Far26, p. 362] and [BS85, pp. 124-125].
349[N. T.] The portion in italics is a sentence by Biot when criticizing Ampère’s theory, see [Bio24, p. 771], [Far26,
p. 362], [BS85, pp. 124-125] and our Section 12.2.
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It was not walking away in this way from one of the laws that Newton considered as a foundation
of the physical theory of the universe, that after having discovered a great number of facts that
no one had observed before me, I determined, solely by experiment and following the path traced
by this great person, first the laws of electrodynamic action, then the analytic expression of the
force that develops between two elements of conducting wires, and finally I deduced from this
expression all the consequences expressed in this Treatise. M. Biot, by citing the names of a group
of physicists who had observed new facts or invented instruments which were useful in science,
mentioned neither the means by which I came to render mobile the portions of conducting wires,
by suspending them on steel tips in cups filled with mercury, a method without which one can learn
nothing of the actions exerted on these wires, whether by other conductors, or whether by the Earth
or by magnets; nor the apparatus which I constructed to make evident all the circumstances which
display these actions, and to precisely determine the cases of equilibrium from which I deduced
the laws to which they are subject; nor these laws themselves as determined by my experiments;
[pages 185 and 357] nor the formula that I obtained from them; nor the applications that I made
of this formula. And as regards the facts that I was the first to observe, he cites just one, that
of the mutual attraction of two conducting wires; and as he cites it, it is to give an explanation
which had been first proposed by several foreign physicists,350 at a time when one had not done the
experiments which have demonstrated since long ago that it351 was completely inadmissible. This
explanation consists, as one knows, of assuming that two conducting wires act one on the other,
as they would [act] by virtue of the mutual action of infinitely small magnetic needles, tangent
to circular sections that one can make in all the length of the wires assumed to be cylindrical;
the ensemble of small needles of the same section forming thus a magnetic ring, similar to that
which MM. Gay-Lussac352 and Velter353 made use of to carry out, in 1820, a decisive experiment
on the subject of the explanation which is here in question.354 This experiment proved, as one
knows, that such a ring exercises absolutely no action,355 while it forms a complete circumference,
even though it is so strongly magnetized that, being formed from an appropriate steel in order to
preserve, when one breaks it, all of its magnetism, one finds, in breaking it, that all of the pieces
are strongly magnetized.

Sir H. Davy356 and M. Erman357 obtained the same result as regards a steel ring of any shape.
It is, for the remainder, a necessary consequence of the theory of two magnetic fluids as of mine,
as it is easy to be convinced by a calculation entirely similar to that by which I demonstrated, in
this Treatise, the nullity of action of a solenoid forming a closed curve, conforming to what [pages
186 and 358] M. Savary first found, by a calculation which does not differ essentially from mine,
and that one can see, whether in the addition which is found at the end of the memoir on the
application of calculations to electrodynamic phenomena, that he published in 1823, or whether
in the Journal de Physique, volume XCVI, pages 295 and following.358 In giving once again this
explanation, M. Biot shows that he does not know either the MM. Gay-Lussac and Velter [Welter]
experiment, nor the calculation of M. Savary.

In addition, the small needles tangent to the circumferences of the sections of conducting
wires, are considered by M. Biot as the particles themselves of the surface of the conducting wire,
magnetized by the electric current which separates in these particles the austral and boreal fluid,
by carrying them in contrary directions, without that the molecules of these fluids can leave the
wire particles where they were originally found combined in the neutral fluid. Therefore, when the
current is established after some time in the fluid and continues indefinitely, the distribution of the
magnetic molecules in the conducting wires can no longer change; it is thus as if there existed in
these wires a multitude of determined points that would not change position as long as the current

350[N. T.] Biot’s explanation was discussed in our Subsection 21.1.3.
351[N. T.] That is, this explanation proposed by foreign scientists.
352[N. T.] Joseph-Louis Gay-Lussac (1778-1850).
353[N. T.] Ampère was referring to Jean Joseph Welter (1763-1852), a chemist who collaborated with Gay-Lussac.
354[N. T.] We discussed this experiment in Section 9.1.
355[N. T.] This ring exerts no action on another magnet which does not belong to the ring.
356[N. T.] Humphrey Davy (1778-1829), English chemist.
357[N. T.] Paul Erman (1764-1851), German physicist.
358[N. T.] See [Sav23b], [Sav23c], [Sav85b] and [Sav85a].
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continued with the same intensity, and which would emanate attractive and repulsive forces due
to the magnetic molecules, and as a consequence reciprocally proportional to the squares of the
distances.

Thus two conducting wires would not act one on the other except by virtue of forces expressed
as a function of the distances between the points fixed in one of the wires and the other points
equally fixed in the other wire; but then one of the wires, assumed stationary, could only bring the
other [pages 187 and 359] into a situation of equilibrium where the integral of the living forces,
which is always obtained as a function of the coordinates of the points of the mobile wire when
the forces are functions of the distances, would attain its maximum value. Never could such forces
produce a rotational movement whose speed would always go on increasing in the same direction,
up to a point in which this speed would become constant, because of frictions, or of resistance
of the liquid in which it is necessary to insert the mobile conductors to maintain the [electric]
communications. Now, I have obtained this [continuous] rotational movement by making to act a
spiral conductor, forming nearly a circle, on a rectilinear conducting wire, turning about one of its
extremities situated at the center of the circle, while its other extremity was located quite close to
the spiral conductor.359

This experiment, where the movement is very rapid and can last several hours, when one
uses a battery of sufficient strength, is in manifest contradiction to the point of view of M. Biot;
and if it is not [in contradiction] with the point of view that the action of two conducting wires
results from attractive and repulsive forces inherent in the molecules of the two electric fluids, it
is because these molecules do not remain circumscribed, like those that one assumes compose the
two magnetic fluids, in the very small space where their distribution is determined by a permanent
cause, but on the contrary they travel all the length of each wire by a sequence of compositions
and decompositions, which succeed each other in very short intervals: from which it can result,
as I have observed, movements always continuing in the same direction, [movements which are]
incompatible with the supposition that the points [pages 188 and 360] from which the attractive
and repulsive forces emanate do not change position in the wires.

Finally, M. Biot repeats in the third edition of his Traité élémentaire de physique (volume II,
page 773),360 what he already said in the note which he published, in the Annales de Chimie et
de Physique,361 on the first experiments relative to the subject which we are addressing, which he
made with M. Savart, namely: that when an element of a very thin and indefinite connective wire
acts on a magnetic molecule, “the nature of its action is the same as that of a magnetized needle
which is placed on the contour of a wire in a certain constant direction in relation to the direction
of the current.” However the action of this needle on a magnetic molecule is directed following the
same line as the reaction of the molecule on the needle, and it is anyhow easy to see that the force
which results is in inverse ratio of the cube, and not [in inverse ratio] of the square of the distance,
as M. Biot found himself is that [force] of the element of the wire.

359[N. T.] Section 7.2.4 discussed one of these experiments of continuous rotation which did not employ magnets
or terrestrial magnetism, but only current carrying conductors.
360[N. T.] Correct title of Biot’s work: Précis élémentaire de physique expérimentale, see [BS24, p. 773] and [BS85,
note on pp. 125-126].
361[N. T.] See [BS20, p. 223], [BS85, p. 126], [BS65b, p. 119] and [AC06, p. 308].
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29.23 Identity of the Mutual Interaction between Two Clo-

sed Voltaic Circuits with the Mutual Interaction be-
tween Two Assemblies, Each Composed of Two Very

Closely Spaced Surfaces Terminated by the Circuit
Corresponding to Each Assemblage, and on Which
are Distributed and Fixed the Two Magnetic Fluids,

Austral and Boreal, in such a manner that the Mag-
netic Intensity is Everywhere the Same

It remains for me to extend to the mutual action of two closed circuits, of arbitrary size and shape,
the considerations relative to surfaces terminated by these circuits and whose points act as the
so-called molecules of austral and of boreal fluid, which I have previously applied to the mutual
action of an arbitrary closed circuit and of an element of conducting wire. I have found362 that
the action of the element d2σ′ on the two surfaces terminated by the contour s, was expressed by
the three forces

µgε′d2σ′ u
2dϕ

r3
, µgε′d2σ′ v

2dχ

r3
and µgε′d2σ′w

2dψ

r3
,

applied to each of the element ds of this contour, I will [pages 189 and 361] now apply to the circuit
s′, what I have done before with regard to the circuit s. For this consider a new surface terminated
on all sides, like the surface σ′, by the closed curve s′, and which is such that the portions of the
normals of the surface σ′ comprised between it and this new surface, are everywhere very small.
Assume, on the new surface, fluid of type contrary to that of the surface σ′, in such a manner
that the quantities of the two fluids in the corresponding parts of the two surfaces are the same.
Designating by ξ′, η′ and ζ′ the angles that the normal at the point m′, whose coordinates are x′,
y′ and z′, forms with the three axes, and by h′ the small portion of this normal which is located
between the two surfaces, we can, as we have done for the element d2σ′, reduce the action of the
element of the new surface which is represented by d2σ′, on the ensemble of the two surfaces which
are terminated by the contour s, to the forces applied, as one has seen, on page 147,363 on the
various elements of the contour; that [force] which is relative to the element ds and parallel to the
x [axis] is obtained by substituting in the expression which we found for this force

µgε′d2σ′u
2dϕ

r3
,

or

−µgε′d2σ′ (y
′ − y)dz − (z′ − z)dy

r3
,

the new coordinates x′ + h′ cos ξ′, y′ + h′ cos η′ and z′ + h′ cos ζ′ in place of x′, y′ and z′. Since the
forces thus obtained act in the sense contrary to the first, it is necessary to subtract them, which
results in, if one neglects in the calculation the powers of h greater than the first, differentiating

−µgε′d2σ′ (y
′ − y)dz − (z′ − z)dy

r3
,

[pages 190 and 362]

362[N. T.] See pages 144 and 316 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively, corresponding to our
page 449.
363[N. T.] Page 147 of the Théorie published in 1826, corresponding to page 319 of the 1827 version of the Théorie
and to our page 450.
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by varying x′, y′ and z′, replacing δx′, δy′ and δz′ by h′ cos ξ′, h′ cos η′ and h′ cos ζ′, [respectively,]
and changing the sign of the result, while x, y, z, and dx, dy, dz, should be considered as constants
since they belong to the element ds.

The formula into which one should substitute h′ cos ξ′, h′ cos η′ and h′ cos ζ′ in the place of δx′,
δy′ and δz′, is therefore

µgε′
(
dzd2σ′δ′

y′ − y

r3
− dyd2σ′δ′

z′ − z

r3

)
,

which must be integrated after this substitution over all the extent of the surface σ′ to have the
total action of this surface and of that with which it is united over the assemblage of the two
surfaces terminated by the contour s. One can carry out this double integration separately on each
of the two terms in which this expression is composed. We carry out first that [integration] which
is relative to the first term

µgε′dzd2σ′δ′
y′ − y

r3
.

For this, decompose the surface σ′ into an infinity of infinitely narrow zones by a series of planes
perpendicular to the plane of the xz drawn by the coordinate y of the center o of the element ds.
We take, on one of these zones, for d2σ′ the element of the surface σ′ which is expressed as

vd′vd′χ

cos η′
,

and we have thus to integrate the quantity

µgε′dz
vd′vd′χ

cos η′
δ′
y′ − y

r3
,

which changes, by a transformation exactly similar to that [pages 191 and 363] which we used
above relative to

d2σ =
ududϕ

cos ξ
,

in this

−µgdzh′ε′d′χd′ v
2

r3
.

Assuming, as we did for the surface σ, that the quantities h′ and ε′ vary together in a manner
such that their product maintains a constant value g′, one integrates this last expression, assuming
the angle χ to be constant, within all the length of the zone enclosed on the surface σ′ between the
two planes which include the angle d′χ from one of the borders of the contour s′ up to the other.
This first integration can be done immediately and gives

−µgg′dzd′χ
(
v22
r32

− v21
r31

)
,

where r1, v1 and r2, v2 represent the values of r and of v for the two borders of the contour s′.
The two parts of this expression must now be integrated with respect to χ respectively in the two
portions of the contour s′ determined by the two planes tangent to this contour drawn by the
ordinate y of the element ds; and after our remark on page 145,364 with respect to the value of the
force parallel to x in the calculation relative to the two surfaces terminated by the contour s, it is
easy to see that we will have here

−µgg′dz
∫
v2d′χ

r3
,

364[N. T.] Pages 145 and 317 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively, corresponding to our
page 450.
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in taking this integral over the total extent of the closed contour s′; the variables r, v and χ are
only relative to this contour.

[pages 192 and 364]

One will execute in the same manner the double integration of the other term which is equal
to

−µgε′dyd2σ′δ′
z′ − z

r3
,

over the entire extent of the surface σ′. It is necessary, for this, to divide this surface into an infinity
of zones, by planes drawn by the coordinate z of the center of the element ds, and take, on one
of these zones, for d2σ′ an infinitely small area which has as its expression wd′wd′ψ/ cos ζ′. The
formula, after having been transformed as previously, will be integrated first over all the length
of the zone; the integral will only contain quantities relative to the contour s′. Then the second
integration with respect to ψ over the extent of the closed contour s′, will give

µgg′dy

∫
w2d′ψ

r3
.

Finally, bringing together the two results obtained by these double integrations, one will obtain

µgg′
(
dy

∫
w2d′ψ

r3
− dz

∫
v2d′χ

r3

)
,

for the value of the force parallel to [the axis of the] x, whose direction passes through the middle
of the element ds, and which comes from the action of the two surfaces terminated by the contour
s′ on the two surfaces terminated by the contour s.

One obtains similarly, parallel to the two other axes, the forces

µgg′
(
dz

∫
u2d′ϕ

r3
− dx

∫
w2d′ψ

r3

)
,

[pages 193 and 365]

[and]

µgg′
(
dx

∫
v2d′χ

r3
− dy

∫
u2d′ϕ

r3

)
.

Thus, by assuming the application to each element ds of the contour s of the forces which we just
determined, one obtains the action which results from the attractions and repulsions of the two
magnetic fluids, distributed and fixed on the two assemblies of surfaces terminated by the two
contours s and s′.
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29.24 Impossibility of Producing an Indefinitely Accelerat-

ing Movement by the Interaction of Two Rigid and
Closed Voltaic Circuits and, Consequently, by the In-

teraction of Any Two Assemblages of Circuits of This
Kind

But these forces applied to elements ds only differ in sign from those that we have obtained on page
139,365 for the action of two circuits s and s′, by assuming they are traversed by electric currents,
provided we have µgg′ = ii′/2. This [sign] difference arises because, in the calculation that we
gave, the differentials d′ϕ, d′χ and d′ψ were assumed to have the same sign as the differentials
dϕ, dχ and dψ, whereas they should be taken with opposite signs when the two currents move in
the same direction; in that case the forces produced by the mutual action of these currents are
exactly the same as those which result from the action of the two surfaces σ′ on the two surfaces
σ, and it is thus completely demonstrated that the mutual action of two rigid and closed circuits,
carrying electric currents, can be replaced by those of two assemblages each composed of surfaces
having as contours these two circuits, and on which are fixed molecules of austral and boreal fluids
attracting and repelling following the straight lines which joins them, in inverse ratio of the squares
of the distances. Combining this result with this rigorous consequence of the general principle of
the conservation of living forces, already referred to several times in this Treatise, [namely,] that
[pages 194 and 366] all action which is reducible to forces, functions of distances, acting between
the material points which form two rigid systems, one fixed, the other mobile, can never give rise
to a movement which continues indefinitely, despite the resistances and the frictions which affect
the mobile system, we thus conclude, as we did when one was dealing with a magnet and a closed
and rigid voltaic circuit, that this sort of movement can never result from the mutual action of two
rigid and closed circuits.

Instead of substituting for each circuit two surfaces very close to each other, one covered by
austral fluid and the other by boreal fluid, these fluids being distributed as stated above, one could
replace each circuit by a single surface on which are uniformly distributed magnetic elements366

such as were defined by M. Poisson, in the memoir read to the Académie des Sciences on 2 February
1824.367

The author of this memoir, in calculating the formulas by which he included into the field of
analysis all issues related to the magnetization of bodies, whatever the cause that one assigns to
them, has given368, 369 the values of the three forces exercised by a magnetic element on a molecule
of austral or boreal fluid;370 these values are identical to those that I deduced from my formula,
for the three quantities A, B and C, in the case of a very small closed and planar circuit, when one
assumes that the constant coefficients are the same,371 and it is easy to conclude from this [result]
a theorem according to which one sees immediately:

1. That the action of an electrodynamic solenoid, [pages 195 and 367] calculated from my
formula, is, in all cases, the same as that [action] of a series of magnetic elements of the same
strength, distributed uniformly along a straight or curved line which encloses all the small
circuits of the solenoid, by giving, to each of its points, to the axes of the elements, the same

365[N. T.] Pages 139 and 311 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively, corresponding to our
page 446.
366[N. T.] Each “magnetic element” is composed of an austral pole and a boreal pole, of the same intensity,
separated by a small fixed distance. That is, each magnetic element is a magnetic dipole.
367[N. T.] See [Poi22a]. We discussed Poisson’s work in Section 10.3.
368[N. A.] Mémoire sur la théorie du magnétisme, by M. Poisson, page 22.
369[N. T.] See [Poi22a, p. 268].
370[N. T.] The three components of the force exerted by a magnetic dipole acting on another magnetic pole
calculated by Poisson are given by equations (10.48) up to (10.50).
371[N. T.] See the equations for the magnitudes A, B and C in our pages 387 and 417, which are equivalent to
pages 55 and 94 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, and to pages 227 and 266 of the 1827 version of the Théorie,
respectively.
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direction of this line.372

2. That the action of a rigid and closed voltaic circuit, also calculated following my formula, is
precisely that [action] which would be exerted by magnetic elements of the same strength,
distributed uniformly on an arbitrary surface terminated by the circuit, when the axes of the
magnetic elements are everywhere normal to this surface.

The same theorem leads also to this consequence, that if one imagines a surface enclosing on
all sides a very small space; assuming, on one part, molecules of austral fluid and of boreal fluid
in equal quantities distributed on this small surface, as they should be [distributed] so that they
constitute the magnetic element such as that considered by M. Poisson, and, on the other part, the
same surface covered by electric currents, forming on this surface small closed circuits in planes
parallel and equidistant, and when one calculates the action of these currents from my formula, the
forces exercised, in the two cases, whether on an element of conducting wire, whether on a magnetic
molecule, are precisely the same, independent of the form of the small surface, and proportional
to the volume that they enclose, the axes of the magnetic elements being represented by the line
perpendicular to the planes of the circuits.

The identity of these forces once demonstrated, one could consider as being only simple corol-
laries, all the [pages 196 and 368] results that I have given in this Treatise, on the possibility
of substituting for magnets, without changing the produced effects, assemblies of closed electric
currents around its particles. I think that it would be easy for the reader to deduce this conse-
quence, and the theorem on which it is based, from the preceding calculations; I have developed
it elsewhere in another essay373 where I discussed at the same time, under this new point of view,
all that is relative to the mutual action of a magnet and a voltaic conductor.

29.25 Experiment which Has Just Confirmed the Theory
which Attributes the Properties of Magnets to Elec-

tric Currents, Proving that a Spiral or Helical Con-
ducting Wire Carrying a Current, Suffers, from a

Moving Metallic Disc, an Action Totally Similar to
that Discovered by M. Arago between This Disc and

a Magnet

While I was writing this [Treatise], M. Arago discovered a new type of action on magnets.374

This discovery, equally as important as unexpected, consists of the mutual action which develops
between a magnet and a disk or ring of any substance, when the relative positions continually
change. M. Arago had the idea that one should be able, in this experiment, to substitute a
conductor wound in a helix for the bar magnet and he engaged me to verify this conjecture by
an experiment the success of which could not be doubted. Defects in the equipment that I used,
with M. Arago, to verify the existence of this action prevented us from obtaining a decisive result;
but, M. Colladon375 having agreed to improve the equipment that we used, I verified with him in
a complete manner, today 30 August 1826, M. Arago’s idea, by use of a very short double helix
which has turns of about two inches in diameter.

This experiment completes the identity of the effects produced, whether by magnets, or by

372[N. T.] We can imagine this line as passing through the centers of all the small circuits composing the solenoid.
373[N. T.] See [Amp27a], [Amp28] and [Amp87e]. This work is followed by Ampère’s letter to Gherardi, [Amp27c]
and [Amp87a].
374[N. T.] François Arago (1786-1853) presented his discovery at the Academy of Sciences of Paris in the meetings
of 22 November 1824, 7 March 1825 and 3 July 1826, [Ara24], [Ara25] and [Ara26]. These papers were also included
in his complete works, [Ara54b].
375[N. T.] Jean-Daniel Colladon (1802-1893), Swiss physicist.
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assemblies of [pages 197 and 369] rigid and closed voltaic circuits;376, 377 it demonstrates that
the series of decompositions and recompositions of the [pages 198 and 370] neutral fluid, which
constitutes the electric current, suffices to produce, in this case as in all the others, the effects that
one ordinarily explains by the action of two fluids different from electricity, and that one designates
by the names austral fluid and boreal fluid.

29.26 General Consequences of these Experiments and Cal-

culations Relative to Electrodynamic Phenomena

After long reflection about these phenomena and after the ingenious explanation that M. Poisson
has recently given378 for the new kind of action discovered by M. Arago, I think that what we can
accept as most likely in the present state of science, consists of the following propositions.

1. Without our being allowed to reject explanations based on the reaction of the ether set in
motion by electric currents, there is no need, up to now, to resort to them.

2. The molecules of the two electric fluids, distributed [pages 199 and 371] on the surfaces of
conductors, on the surface or in the interior of non conducting bodies, and at rest at points
of these bodies where they are located, whether in equilibrium in the first case, or whether
due to the fact that they are held fixed in the second case by the coercive force of the non
conducting bodies, produce, by their attractions and repulsions reciprocally proportional to
the square of the distances, all the phenomena of ordinary electricity.379

3. When the same molecules move in conducting wires, meeting there in neutral fluid and sepa-
rating there at every moment, there results from their mutual action forces that depend first

376[N. A.] It seems at first that this identity ought only to take place with respect to closed circuits of very small
diameter; but it may readily be seen that it is also true of circuits of arbitrary magnitude since, as we have seen, they
may be replaced by magnetic elements [that is, they may be replaced by magnetic dipoles] distributed uniformly
over surfaces terminated by these circuits, whilst the number of surfaces that a particular circuit circumscribes can
be multiplied as you please. The set of surfaces may be regarded as a system of magnets which are equivalent to
the circuit. The same consideration proves that without in any way affecting the resulting forces, the infinitesimal
currents which encircle the particles of a bar magnet can always be replaced by currents of finite dimension, these
currents forming closed circuits about the axis of the bar when those of the particles are distributed symmetrically
about this axis. For this it is sufficient to imagine surfaces within the bar terminating at the surface of the magnet
and cutting the lines of magnetization everywhere at right angles and passing through the magnetic elements which
can always be assumed to be placed at the points where these lines are met by the surfaces. Then, if all the elements
of a particular surface are of equal intensity on equal areas, they can be replaced by a single current flowing through
the curve formed by the intersection of this surface and that of the magnet. If they should vary, increasing in
intensity from the surface to the axis of the magnet, they would first be replaced by a current at this intersection
such as ought to be according to the minimum intensity of the particulate currents of the surface normal to the lines
of magnetization under consideration, and then, for each line circumscribing the portions of this surface where the
little currents become more intense, a new current should be imagined which is concentric to the previous one as
required by the difference in intensity of the adjacent currents, some outward and the others inward of this line. If
the intensity of the particulate currents decreases from the surface to the axis of the bar, a corresponding concentric
current should be imagined on the separation line in the opposite sense. Finally, an increase of intensity which
might follow the decrease would require a new concentric current directed as in the first case.

These comments are only given here so as not to omit a remarkable conclusion which may be drawn from the
results of this Treatise; they are in no way intended to corroborate the supposition that the electric currents of
magnets form closed circuits about their axes. Having at first hesitated between this supposition and the other way
of regarding currents as encircling the particles of magnets, I have recognized for a long time that this latter concept
best fitted all the facts and in this respect my opinion has not changed at all.

Moreover, this conclusion is useful in that it identifies the actions produced by an electrodynamic helix, on the
one hand, or by a magnet, on the other, just as completely from the point of view of theory as when verified by
experiments, and in the aspect that it justifies the explanations in which one substitutes, as I did in that explanation
given above on the motion of revolution of a floating magnet, the magnet being considered by a single closed circuit.
377[N. T.] In this note Ampère utilized the expression courants particulaires to designate the molecular currents
around the particles of the magnet. This expression has been translated here as particulate current due to the
reasons discussed in our Sections 5.2 up to 5.4. Blunn, on the other hand, utilized the following translation:
particular currents, [Amp65b, note on pp. 199-200].
378[N. T.] See [Poi26] and [Poi23].
379[N. T.] That is, they produce all common electrostatic phenomena.
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on the duration of extremely short periods between two consecutive meetings or separations,
next on the directions following which these compositions and decompositions of the neutral
fluid take place. The forces so produced are constant as soon as this dynamic state of the
electric fluids in the conducting wires becomes permanent; it is these [forces] that produce all
the phenomena of attraction and repulsion that I have discovered between two such wires.

4. The action, whose existence I found, between the Earth and voltaic conductors, makes it
difficult to doubt that there are currents, similar to those of conducting wires, in the interior
of our Earth. One can presume that these currents are the cause of its internal heat; that
they occur mainly there where the oxidized layer surrounding it on all sides rests on a metallic
core, in accordance with the explanation that Sir H. Davy gave of volcanoes, and it is they
that magnetize magnetic minerals and bodies exposed under the right circumstances for the
[pages 200 and 372] electrodynamic action of the Earth. However, it does not exist, and can
not exist, according to the identity of effects explained in the previous note, any unanswerable
proof that terrestrial currents are not solely established around the particles of the globe.

5. The same permanent electrodynamic state consisting of a series of decompositions and re-
compositions of the neutral fluid which take place in conducting wires, exists around the
particles of magnetized bodies, and produces there actions similar to those exerted by these
wires.

6. In calculating these actions according to the formula that represents the [force between] two
elements of voltaic currents, we find specifically, for the forces that result either when a
magnet acts on a wire, or when two magnets interact with each other, the values that were
produced from the latest of M. Biot’s experiments in the first case,380 and those of Coulomb
in the second.

7. This identity, purely mathematical, confirms the most comprehensive view, based also on
the body of all the facts, that the properties of magnets are actually due to the continual
movement of the two electric fluids around their particles.

8. When the action of a magnet, or of a conducting wire, creates this movement around the
particles of a body, the molecules of positive electricity and of negative electricity, which
must be in the permanent electrodynamic state from which result the actions which it then
exerts, whether on a wire or on a magnetized body, can only reach this state after a time
always very short, but which is never zero, and whose duration depends in general on the
[pages 201 and 373] resistance that the body opposes to the movement of the electric fluids
which it contains. During this movement, before reaching a state of constant motion, or
when this state stops, they must exert forces that most probably produce the singular effects
that M. Arago has discovered.381 This explanation is, moreover, that of M. Poisson, applied
to my theory, because an electric current forming a very small closed circuit acting precisely
as two molecules, one of austral fluid, another of boreal fluid, located on its axis, on either
side of the plane of the small current, at distances of these planes which are equal to each
other, and as much larger when the electric current has more intensity, we must necessarily
find the same values for the forces that develop, whether when it is assumed that the current
gradually arises or ceases to exist, whether when one imagines that the magnetic molecules,
initially grouped in neutral fluid, separate from one another, successively moving away to
greater distances, then approaching to meet again.

In finishing this Treatise I think that I should observe that I have not had time to build the
instruments shown in figure 4 of the first plate and figure 20 of the second plate.382 Therefore, the

380[N. T.] In Biot’s experiments a current carrying wire acted on a magnet. He did not study the action of a
magnet on a current carrying wire.
381[N. T.] This was a very important insight by Ampère, namely, that the phenomena associated with Arago’s disc
should be associated with the acceleration of charges.
382[N. T.] These figures appear in our pages 364 and 393, respectively.
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experiments for which they are intended have not yet been done,383 but since these experiments are
only designed to verify results obtained by other means and that, on the other hand, it would be
useful to perform them as a counterproof of those that provided these results, I have not thought
it necessary to remove the description.

383[N. T.] See our discussion of this topic in Section 10.5.
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Chapter 30

Notes [of the Théorie Published in
1826] on Different Subjects
Considered in This Treatise

[Page 202]1

30.1 On the Method of Demonstrating Using the Four Cases
of Equilibrium Explained at the Beginning of This Trea-
tise, that the Value of the Mutual Action of Two Ele-

ments of Conducting Wires is −2ii′√
r
d2
√
r

dsds′dsds
′

Following2 in order the transformations that I successively applied to this expression, one finds
first, due to the first two cases of equilibrium,3 that the expression is

ii′(sin θ sin θ′ cosω + k cos θ cos θ′)dsds′

rn
;

one deduces from the third [case of equilibrium],4 between n and k, the relation n + 2k = 1, and
from the fourth5 [one deduces that] n = 2, from which k = −1/2; this fourth case of equilibrium is
therefore the one employed in the last place for the determination of the value of the force which
develops between two elements of conducting wires: but one can follow a different path using a
consideration provided by M. de Laplace, as he concluded from M. Biot’s first experiments, on
the mutual action between a magnet and an indefinite rectilinear conductor, which showed that
the force exercised by an element of this wire on one of the poles of the magnet varies inversely
with the square of the distance, if the distance only changes in value and the angle between the
measured straight line and the direction of the element stays the same. [page 203] In applying
this consideration to the mutual action of two elements of conducting wires, it is easy to see,

1[N. T.] As discussed in Section 27.2, we believe that these Notes represent Ampère’s final points of view, although
published in 1826. The earlier version of these Notes appeared in the Théorie published in 1827. They can be found
in Chapter 31.

2[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the formula in the title of this Section appeared as − 2ii′√
r

dsds′

d2r
dsds′. We included the

correct expression of this formula in the title of this Section, namely, − 2ii′√
r

d2
√

r

dsds′
dsds′.

3[N. T.] Namely, the case of equilibrium of the anti-parallel currents and the case of equilibrium of the sinuous
wire.

4[N. T.] Namely, the case of equilibrium of the non existence of tangential force.
5[N. T.] Namely, the case of equilibrium of the law of similarity.
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independently of any preliminary research on the value of the resulting force, that this force is
also inversely proportional to the square of the distance when only it is varied, and the angles
that determine the relationship between the elements are unchanged. In effect, based on the
consideration developed at the beginning of this Treatise, the force in question here is necessarily
directed along the line r, and has the value

ii′f(r, θ, θ′, ω)dsds′ ;

from which it follows, defining α, β and γ to be the angles that this straight line forms with the
three [orthogonal cartesian] axes, its three components are expressed by

ii′f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cosαdsds′ ,

ii′f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cosβdsds′ ,

ii′f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cos γdsds′ ,

and the three forces parallel to the three axes which result [from these components] between two
circuits [will be obtained] by the double integrals of these expressions, i and i′ being constants.

Now it follows from the fourth case of equilibrium, by replacing the three circles by any similar
curves such that their homologous dimensions are in continuous geometric proportion, that these
three forces have equal values in two similar systems; it is thus necessary that the integrals which
express them have null dimension relative to all the lines which there enter, following the remark
by M. de Laplace which I just mentioned and that, by consequence, the same should also happen
for the differentials of which they are composed, considering ds and ds′ among the lines which are
included [in these expressions], because the number of these differentials, though [page 204] infinite
of second order,6 should be considered as the same in the two systems.

Now the product dsds′ is two dimensional: it is then necessary that7 f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cosα, f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cosβ
and f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cos γ, are of dimension −2; and since the angles θ, θ′, ω, α, β and γ are expressed
by numbers which contribute nothing in the dimensions of the values of the differentials, and since
f(r, θ, θ′, ω) only contains the single line r, it is necessary that this function is proportional to
1/r2, so that the force applied from one to the other of the two elements of the conducting wires
is given by

ii′ϕ(θ, θ′, ω)

r2
dsds′ .

The first two cases of equilibrium then determine the function ϕ, where only k remains unknown,
and one has

ii′ (sin θ sin θ′ cosω + k cos θ cos θ′)

r2
dsds′ ,

for the value of the sought force: it is, as is known, in this form that I presented it in the memoir
that I read before the Académie on 4 December 1820.8 By replacing then sin θ sin θ′ cosω and
cos θ cos θ′ by their values9

6[N. T.] The line integral along the closed circuit s can be considered as a sum of an infinite number of terms,
each one proportional to the infinitesimal length ds. The same reasoning can be applied to the line integral along
the circuit s′ as regards the infinitesimal length ds′. The force of a closed circuit s acting on another closed circuit
s′ will be then given by a product between an infinite sum of terms proportional to ds and another infinite sum of
terms proportional to ds′. This will yield the “infinite of second order” mentioned by Ampère.

7[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the 1826 version of the Théorie, the last cosine appeared as cosα.
8[N. T.] This work, read on 4 December 1820, was published in [Amp20f]. The manuscript containing the material

that Ampère presented in this date was published by Joubert, [Amp85j]. Ampère presented another version of this
work in [Amp20e].

9[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the original version of the Théorie stated that the expression sin θ sin θ′ cosω was

equivalent to − rd2r
dsds′

dsds′.
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− rd2r

dsds′
and − dr

ds

dr

ds′
,

one obtains10

− ii
′

r2

(
rd2r

dsds′
+ k

dr

ds

dr

ds′

)
dsds′

= − ii
′(rdd′r + kdrd′r)

r2
= − ii

′rkdd′r + krk−1drd′r

rk+1

= − ii
′d(rkd′r)

rk+1
= − ii

′dd′(rk+1)

(k + 1)rk+1
,

[page 205]

and shortening by substituting k + 1 = m, one has this very simple expression for the looked for
force

− ii
′dd′(rm)

mrm
,

and there only remains to prove that rm =
√
r, that is, that the constant number m is equal to

1/2.
The experiment11 described on pages12 22–25, which I utilized in this Treatise to determine

the value of k and, consequently, the value of m = k + 1, is not much susceptible of precision due
to the friction of the arc AA′ (figure 3)13 with the mercury contained in the two troughs M and
M′, and [due] to the difficulty that one faces in preventing that the repulsion taking place between
the arc and the mercury, when the electric current traverses them, do not separate them enough
one from the other to interrupt the [electric] communication.14 Initially I deduced the value of k
from another experiment15 which did not present the same inconveniences, due to the fact that the
mobile portion of the voltaic circuit had its two extremities along the vertical axis around which
it was subject to rotate, the friction of the mercury took place only against the surface of two tips
rotating around themselves, which rendered it essentially null and, moreover, the tips could not
separate themselves from the mercury in which they were immersed; this experiment has also the
advantage that it does not require a particular device, but only that [instrument] used to make all
the other electrodynamic experiments, and which is described and represented in the work which
I published in 1825, by the publisher Bachelier, [at the address] quais des Augustins number 55,
with the title Description d’un appareil électro-dynamique, 2nd edition.16 One can see in this
description, pages 19 and 20, how one performs the experiment which is in question here; its goal
is to verify that a mobile portion of conducting wire whose two extremities are located along the
vertical axis around which it turns freely, [page 206] can not move continuously around this axis

10[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the first line of the following equation appeared in the original text as follows:

− ii′

r2

(

d2r

dsds′
+ k

dr

ds

dr

ds′

)

dsds′ =

11[N. T.] This final paragraph did not appear in Note 1 of the 1827 version of the Théorie. What appeared in the
earlier version of 1827 goes from our page 501 up to our page 502.

12[N. T.] Pages 22–25 of the Théorie published in 1826, corresponding to pages 194–197 of the 1827 version of
the Théorie, and to our pages 360–363.

13[N. T.] This figure appeared in our page 361, being reproduced here in our page 484.
14[N. T.] The experimental conditions of this device were greatly improved by Ettingshausen (1796-1878) when

he replaced the bar or support QO of figure 3, connected to the arc AA′, by a bifilar suspension, [Amp87d, Note 2
by Joubert on pp. 17-18], [Blo82, Note 27, p. 148], [Ett78a], [Ett78b] and [Ett79].

15[N. T.] Namely, the case of equilibrium of the non existence of continuous rotation, see [Amp22p], [Amp22y],
[Amp85p] and our Section 7.5.

16[N. T.] See [Amp24a], [Amp24b] and [Amp26a].
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due to the action of a horizontal circular conductor whose center is located in the same axis. Later
on I abandoned this way of determining the value of k, because the calculation which I utilized
to deduce its value supposed valid for each one of the elements of the circular conductor what the
experiment only demonstrated as regards the totality of this conductor. Later on I recognized that
beginning with the nullity of action of the circular conductor [acting] on a rectangular conductor
whose two sides are vertical, which is the most convenient form for the experiment, one can, by
means of a transformation, which will be the subject of the next Note, determine directly the value
of m and, consequently, that of k = m− 1; what dispenses the use of the instrument presented in
figure 3 of plate I, and [dispenses also the use of] the experiment not much susceptible of precision
to which it was intended.

Figure 3.

30.2 On a Proper Transformation which Simplifies the Cal-
culation of the Mutual Action between Two Rectilin-

ear Conductors

When the two conductors are rectilinear, the angle formed by the directions of the two elements is
constant and equal to that [angle] between the same directions of the two conductors; it is therefore
supposed to be known, and one has, designating it by ε, [from] page 35,17

r
d2r

dsds′
+
dr

ds

dr

ds′
= −dx

ds

dx′

ds′
− dy

ds

dy′

ds′
− dz

ds

dz′

ds′
= − cos ε ,

17[N. T.] Page 35 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 207 of the 1827 version, and to our
page 369.
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from which it follows that18

dd′(rm)

mrm
=

(m− 1)drd′r + rdd′r

r2
=

(m− 2)drd′r − cos εdsds′

r2
.

By designating by p some other arbitrary exponent, one has equivalently

[page 207]

dd′(rp)

prp
=

(p− 2)drd′r − cos εdsds′

r2
,

and, by eliminating19 drd′r
r2

(p− 2)dd′(rm)

mrm
− (m− 2)dd′(rp)

prp
=

(m− p) cos εdsds′

r2
,

from which

dd′(rm)

mrm
=
m− 2

p− 2

dd′(rp)

prp
+
m− p

p− 2

cos εdsds′

r2
.

By multiplying20 the two members of this equation by −ii′, one obtains an expression for the
mutual action between two elements of voltaic conductors in which one can assign the value that
one wants to the indeterminate constant p; this expression is

−ii′dd
′(rm)

mrm
= −ii′

[
m− 2

p− 2

dd′(rp)

prp
+
m− p

p− 2

cos εdsds′

r2

]
.

30.3 Application of This Transformation to the Determina-
tion of the Constant m which Appears in the Formula
by which One Expresses the Force which Two Elements

of Conducting Wires Exert on Each Other, and to the
Determination of the Value of This Force which should

be Utilized when One Wishes to Calculate the Effects
Produced by the Mutual Action between Two Recti-

linear Conductors

Initially21 one should apply the formula just obtained to the determination of the value of [the
constant] m, starting from the experiment which proves that a rectangular mobile conductor whose
two sides are vertical does not acquire any motion when it is under the action of a horizontal circular
conductor and when it can only turn around the axis of the circle [page 208] whose circumference is
formed by this last conductor. To this end, by performing one of the two differentiations indicated

18[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the original version, the second and third terms of this equation appeared as
(m−1)drdr′+rdd′r

r2
=

(m−2)drdr′−cos εdsds′

r2
.

19[N. T.] Due to a misprint, this term appeared in the original version of the Théorie as drdr′

r2
.

20[N. T.] The final portion of this second Note of the Théorie published in 1826 is different from the final portion
of the second Note of the Théorie published in 1827, see our page 502.

21[N. T.] This third Note of the Théorie published in 1826 was not included in the Notes of the Théorie published
in 1827.
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in the value just found for the force exerted by the element ds of the mobile conductor on the
element ds′ of the circular conductor, one puts it22 in this form23

−ii′
[
m− 2

p− 2

d(rp−1d′r)

rp
+
m− p

p− 2

cos εdsds′

r2

]
;

then one takes its component along the tangent of the circular conductor by multiplying it by cos θ′,
and one replaces24 d′r by its value −ds′ cos θ′, yielding, for the expression of this component, [the
following value:]

ii′ds′
[
m− 2

p− 2
r−p cos θ′d(rp−1 cos θ′)− m− p

p− 2

cos θ′ cos εds

r2

]
,

where p can have the value one wishes.
Multiplying the expression of the component by the radius of the circumference, which I will

call a, according to which the fixed conductor is bent, one will have that [expression] of the torque
of the action which the element ds would exert on ds′ to make it turn around the axis, if this last
element were mobile, from which it follows that by changing the sign of the product one will obtain
the value of the torque resulting from the action of ds′ to make ds turn around the same axis. As
[the value of] p can be taken at will, one will make it simpler by assuming −p = p− 1, or p = 1/2,
one then has

r−p cos θ′d(rp−1 cos θ′) =
cos θ′√

r
d
cos θ′√

r
=

1

2
d
cos2 θ′

r
,

and the expression of the torque takes the form

aii′ds′
(
m− 2

3
d
cos2 θ′

r
− 2m− 1

3

cos θ′ cos εds

r2

)
.

By integrating it in relation to the differentials assigned by the [page 209] symbol d, which are
relative to the mobile portion of the conducting wire, and denominating by r1, r2, cos θ

′
1 and cos θ′2,

the values of r and of cos θ′ at the two extremities of this portion, one will obtain, for that [value]
of the torque by means of which it [that is, the mobile portion] tends to turn around the axis due
to the action of the element ds′, [the following expression:]25

aii′ds′
[
m− 2

3

(
cos2 θ′2
r2

− cos2 θ′1
r1

)
− 2m− 1

3

∫
cos θ′ cos εds

r2

]
.

As the straight lines drawn from all the points of the axis to the center of the element ds′ of the
circular conductor are orthogonal to the direction of this element, it is evident that one will have,
when the two extremities of the mobile conductor are on the axis, cos θ′1 = 0 and cos θ′2 = 0, and
thus the preceding value reduces to26

− (2m− 1)aii′ds′

3

∫
cos θ′ cos εds

r2
=

(2m− 1)aii′ds′

3

∫
dr

ds′
cos εds

r2
.

The integral appearing in this expression should be taken for the whole contour of the rectangle
formed by the mobile conductor, that is to say, for the four portions of this conductor which are

22[N. T.] That is, one puts the value of the force just found in this form.
23[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the 1826 version of the Théorie, the first fraction of this term appeared in the form

m−2
p−2

d(rp−1dr′)
rp

.
24[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the original text, we had here dr′ instead of d′r.
25[N. T.] Due to a misprint, we had r in the denominator of the second fraction instead of r2.
26[N. A.] The same reduction takes place when the mobile conductor forms a closed circuit, because then r2 = r1

and θ′2 = θ′1, yielding

cos2 θ2

r2
− cos2 θ1

r1
= 0 .
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the four sides of the rectangle; but initially, for the two vertical portions, the angle ε comprised
between the directions of the horizontal element ds′ and of the elements of which they [that is, the
vertical portions] are composed is evidently a right angle, therefore the factor cos ε goes to zero,
this also nullifies the integral itself in these two portions, and there only remains, consequently, to
calculate the parts of the integral relative to the two horizontal portions.

Suppose that the circumference L′M′L′′M′′ (figure 23)27 represents

Figure 23.

[page 210]

the horizontal conductor, that the axis is drawn from the center O of this circle perpendicularly to
the plane of the figure, that the two horizontal portions of the mobile conductor are projected from
b to c on the radius OL, and that P is the projection of the centers, located in the same vertical,
of two equal elements of each of these portions, both represented by ds and situated at a distance
OP = s from the center O, considering in the two portions the origin of the s [as being] the points
where their directions are met by that [origin] of the axis. Instead of calculating the integral

2m− 1

3
aii′ds′

∫
dr

ds′
cos εds

r2

separately for each one of these two portions and combining the two results, it is better to make
only once, from s = 0 and b = s1 to s = 0 and c = s2, the integral of the sum of the two torques of
the forces exerted by the element ds′ on the two elements represented by ds. Naming γ the angle
L′OM′, one has s = aγ+C and ds′ = adγ; and since the radius OM is perpendicular to the element
ds′, and the two horizontal portions of the mobile conductor are traversed in opposite senses by
the electric current, it is evident that for that [portion] where it [the current] is directed towards

27[N. T.] This figure appears in our page 401, being reproduced here in our page 487.
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the axis one should make ε = π
2 − γ, and for the other [portion where the current is directed away

from the axis one should make] ε = π
2 + γ.

Denoting by r and r′ the distances of the element ds′ to the two elements of these portions
represented by ds, one will obtain [the following value], for the torque resulting from the action of
ds′ on that [element] of the first portion when cos ε = sin γ,

(2m− 1)a2ii′dγ

3

dr

ds′
sin γds

r2
,

and for the torque impressed, by the same action, to the element of the second [portion] when
cos ε = − sin γ [one will obtain the following value:]

− (2m− 1)a2ii′dγ

3

dr′

ds′
sin γds

r′2
.

[page 211]

Let h and h′ be the distances to the plane of the circular conductor of the two horizontal
portions of the mobile conductor, one will have

r2 = h2 + a2 + s2 − 2as cosγ , and r′2 = h′2 + a2 + s2 − 2as cosγ ;

thus

r
dr

ds′
ds′ = r′

dr′

ds′
ds′ = as sin γdγ ;

and since ds′ = adγ, one has

dr

ds′
=
s sin γ

r
, and

dr′

ds′
=
s sin γ

r′
.

Substituting these values into those that we just obtained for the two torques, one finds that their
sum is equal to

(2m− 1)a2ii′

3

(
sin2 γ

r3
− sin2 γ

r′3

)
sdsdγ .

The total torque resulting from the action of the mobile conductor on the circular conductor is
equal to the double integral of this expression taken from γ = 0 to γ = 2π, and then from s = s1 to
s = s2, being arbitrary the order in which these two integrations are performed, this [total] torque
is then expressed by

(2m− 1)a2ii′

3

∫ s2

s1

sds

∫ 2π

0

(
sin2 γ

r3
− sin2 γ

r′3

)
dγ ;

and since the experience proves that it is null, it is necessary that the double integral

∫ s2

s1

sds

∫ 2π

0

(
sin2 γ

r3
− sin2 γ

r′3

)
dγ = 0 ,

or that 2m− 1 = 0, this [last expression] yields for m the value 1/2 which we proposed to demon-
strate to be in fact that [value] of the constant m.

[page 212]

Therefore, there only remains to show that this double integral can never be zero, what is easy

to make, since initially the two terms sin2 γ
r3 and sin2 γ

r′3 can not change their signs no matter the value
of γ, because the two distances r and r′ should always be considered as positive; then, as these
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two distances are those of the same element ds′ of the circular conductor to two elements equal to
ds located in the same vertical at each one of the horizontal portions of the mobile conductor, it is
evident that if one supposes, to fix the ideas, that r refers to element ds of that [portion] of these
two portions which is [located] at a smaller distance of the plane of the circular conductor, and r′

[refers] to the other [element], one will always have r < r′ and, consequently,

(
sin2 γ

r3
− sin2 γ

r′3

)
dγ

[will be] positive.
Being positives all the elements of the first integral, this integral taken from γ = 0 to γ = 2π

will also be [positive], its product by sds will have the same sign as ds as long as s is positive,
that is to say, as long as the rectangle formed by the mobile conductor is entirely on the same side
of the axis, as we suppose it here. As regards the sign of ds, it is determined by the sense of the
current in the two horizontal portions of this conductor, and as we assigned different signs to cos ε
in each portion, ds has necessarily the same sign in one [portion] and in the other, therefore all the
elements on which the second integral is composed from s = s1 to s = s2 have also the same sign,
and consequently this integral can never be zero; it is necessary therefore, after we have just seen,
that one has m = 1/2, [and] that the mutual action between two elements of electric currents has
the value

−2ii′√
r

d2
√
r

dsds′
dsds′ ,

[page 213]

and that the torque due to the action of a circular conductor on a conductor mobile around the
axis of the circle formed by the first [circular conductor], be always zero when the mobile conductor
has its two extremities along this axis or when it forms a closed circuit, which is, as one knows,
confirmed by the experiment, regardless of the form of the contour following which it is folded.

Now that the value of m has been determined, one can substitute this value 1/2 in place of m
in the transformation found, on page 207,28 and suppose there once again p arbitrary; one thus
obtains, for the mutual action of two elements ds and ds′, the expression29

−2ii′dd′
√
r√

r
=

3
2 ii

′

p− 2

dd′(rp)

prp
−
(
1
2 − p

)
ii′

p− 2

cos εdsds′

r2
,

and one can, in this expression, assign to p the value we want. That [value] which yields a more
convenient result for the calculation is p = −1; adopting it, one has

−2ii′dd′
√
r√

r
=

1

2
ii′rdd′

1

r
+

1

2

ii′ cos εdsds′

r2
=

1

2
ii′dsds′

(
cos ε

r2
+ r

d2 1
r

dsds′

)
.

I have already obtained in another way, on page 81,30 this expression for the force exerted between
two elements of conducting wires; one can only utilize it, to simplify the calculations, when the
conductors are rectilinear, since it is only in this configuration that the angle ε is constant and
known; but in this case, it is by it [that is, by this expression] that one determines in the easiest
way: the forces and the torques resulting from the mutual action of two conductors of this type.
If I utilized in this Treatise other means to calculate their values, it was because at the time when
I wrote it I still did not know the transformation of my formula which I just explained.

[page 214]

28[N. T.] Page 207 of the Théorie published in 1826, corresponding to our page 485.
29[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the term at the left hand side of this equation appeared in the form − 2iidd′

√
r√

r
.

30[N. T.] Page 81 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 253 of the 1827 version, and to our
page 408.
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30.4 On the Direction of the Straight Line which I Desig-

nated under the Name of Directrix of the Electrodynamic

Action at a Given Point, when This Action is That of a

Closed and Planar Circuit in which All of the Dimen-
sions are Very Small

The straight line31 which I have named directrix of the electrodynamic action at a given point32 is
that [line] which forms with the three axes the angles whose cosines are proportional respectively
to the three quantities A, B and C; the values of these three quantities, found on page 55,33 become

A = λ

(
cos ξ

r3
− 3qx

r5

)
,

B = λ

(
cos η

r3
− 3qy

r5

)
,

C = λ

(
cos ζ

r3
− 3qz

r5

)
,

when one substitutes the number 2 for n; therefore, when one assumes the small circuit of arbitrary
form located as in figure 14,34 that is to say, after having placed the origin A of the coordinates at
the given point, one takes as the z axis the perpendicular AZ drawn from the point A on the plane
of the small circuit, and for the plane of the xz that [plane] which passes by this perpendicular
and by the center of inertia O of the area LMS to which is related the x, y and z which enter into
the values of A, B and C,35 it is evident that one has y = 0, q = z, ξ = η = π/2, ζ = 0, and that
these values reduce as a consequence to

A = −3λxz

r5
, B = 0 and C = λ

(
1

r3
− 3z2

r5

)
=
λ(x2 − 2z2)

r5
,

because r2 = x2 + z2. Since B is null, the directrix AE is necessarily in the plane of the xz
determined as we have just said; it forms with the axis of the x an angle EAX whose tangent

[page 215]

is equal to C/A, that is, is equal to (2z2 − x2)/3xz; and as that [tangent] of the angle OAX is
[equal] to z/x, one finds, for the value of the tangent of OAE

tanOAE =
z
x − 2z2−x2

3xz

1 + 2z2−x2

3x2

=
(z2 + x2)x

(2x2 + 2z2)z
=

1

2

x

z
=

1

2
tanCOA .

From which it follows that, if one takes OB = OA/3, and one draws on OA at the point B a plane
perpendicular to AO which intercepts in D the normal OC on the plane of the small circuit, the
straight line ADE determined by the points A and D, will be the directrix of the action exerted at
the point A by the electric current flowing in it,36 since one will have

31[N. T.] The goal of this Note was to obtain the mapping of terrestrial magnetism, as we discussed in Section
10.6.

32[N. T] See Section 10.1 and the footnote 95 in our page 376.
33[N. T.] Page 55 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 227 of the 1827 version, and to our

page 387.
34[N. T.] See our pages 383 and 491.
35[N. T.] That is, the coordinates of the center of inertia O of the area LMS are given by (x, y, z).
36[N. T.] That is, flowing through the small closed circuit.
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Figure 14.

AB = 2OB , tanBDA = 2 tanBDO ,

and

tanOAE = cotBDA =
1

2
cotBDO =

1

2
tanCOA .

This construction gives in the simplest manner the direction of the straight line AE along which
we saw, on page 104,37 that the pole of a magnet placed in A would be moved by the action of this
current. It is to be remarked that it38 is orientated as regards the plane LMS of the small circuit
that it39 describes, just as the direction of the dip needle is generally [orientated] with respect to
the magnetic equator; because the point O being considered as the center of the Earth, the planes
LMS and OAC like those of the magnetic equator and meridian, [respectively,] and the straight
line AE like the direction of the dip needle, it is evident that the angle OAE comprised between
the terrestrial ray OA and the direction AE of the magnetized needle is the complement of the
inclination,40 and that the angle COA is the complement of the magnetic latitude LOA; therefore
the preceding equation becomes:41

cot incl. =
1

2
cot lat. ,

or42

37[N. T.] Page 104 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 276 of the 1827 version, and to our
page 425.

38[N. T.] That is, the straight line AE.
39[N. T.] That is, the current.
40[N. T.] The complement of an angle ϕ1 is the angle ϕ2 such that ϕ1 + ϕ2 = π/2.
41[N. T.] Savary was the first scientist to obtain these relations utilizing Ampère’s electrodynamic theory, see

[Sav23b, p. 25], [Sav23c, p. 26] and [Sav85b, p. 369].
42[N. T.] This mathematical relation obtained by Ampère is analogous to our equation (10.56) connecting the
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tan incl. = 2 tan lat.

[page 216]

30.5 On the Value of the Force that an Indefinite Angu-
lar Conductor Exerts on the Pole of a Small Magnet,

and on the Value of the Force that a Parallelogrammic
Conductor Situated in the Same Plane Exerts on This

Pole

Figure 34.

Whether one considers the pole B (figure 34)43 of the small magnet AB as the extremity of an
electrodynamic solenoid or as a magnetic molecule, there is agreement, in both views, with respect

inclination angle ζ of a dip needle relative to the horizon with the latitude angle L where the needle is located.
According to this expression, which agrees with observational data, the dip needles at the surface of the Earth
become orientated as indicated in figure 10.23.

43[N. T.] See our page 430.
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to the expression of the force exercised on this pole by each element of the angular conductor CMZ:
one finds in general that in drawing the perpendicular BO = b of the point B on one of its branches
CµM extended toward O, setting Oµ = s, BM = a, Bµ = r, the angle BµM = θ, the angle CMH
= BMO = ε, and designating by ρ a constant coefficient, the force which is exercised on the pole
B by the element ds situated at µ is equal to

ρ sin θds

r2
,

which must be integrated from s = OM = a cos ε to s = ∞, or, what amounts to the same thing,
from θ = ε to θ = 0: but, in the triangle BOµ, whose side OB = b = a sin ε, one has

r =
a sin ε

sin θ
, s = a sin ε cot θ , ds = −a sin εdθ

sin2 θ
and

ds

r2
= − dθ

a sin ε
,

thus

ρ sin θds

r2
= −ρ sin θdθ

a sin ε
,

whose integral is

ρ

a sin ε
(cos θ +C) ,

or, considering it between the limits determined above,

ρ (1− cos ε)

a sin ε
=
ρ

a
tan

1

2
ε ,

[page 217]

value which is necessary to double in order to obtain the force exercised on the pole B by the
indefinite angular conductor CMZ; this force, in inverse ratio of BM = a, is therefore, for the same
value of a, proportional to the tangent of half the angle CMH, and not to this angle itself, although
it may have been claimed that the value

ρ sin θds

r2

of the force exercised by the element ds on the pole B, was found analyzing by calculation44 the
supposition that the force produced by the conducting wire CMZ was proportional to the angle
CMH. It is not possible to doubt that there was some error in this calculation; but it would be
equally curious to know it,45 a calculation intended to determine the value of a differential beginning
with the value of the definite integral obtained between given limits, but it does not seem to me
that, up to now, any mathematician had considered [this calculation] something possible to be
done.

Since one cannot, in practice, make the branches MC and MZ of the angular conductor really
infinite, nor extend the prolongations of the wire composing it and which connect these branches
with the two extremities of the battery, at a sufficiently great distance from the small magnet AB
so that they46 will effect absolutely no action on it,47 one should, rigorously, consider the value
that we just obtained only as an approximation. In order to have an exact value which can be
verified by experiment, it is necessary to calculate the force exercised on the pole B of the small

44[N. T.] See Section 17.2 in which we discussed Biot’s work and this criticism made by Ampère.
45[N. T.] That is, to know this wrong calculation.
46[N. T.] Ampère utilized here the word “ils.” He was referring to the prolongations of the wire (prolongement is

a masculine word in French). On page 383 of the Notes of the 1827 version of the Théorie, equivalent to our page
507, Ampère utilized in the same place the word “elles” instead of “ils.” The reason for this replacement was that
in 1827 he was referring to the branches of the wire (branche is a feminine word in French).

47[N. T.] That is, so that the prolongations effect no action on the magnet.
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magnet by a conducting wire PSRMTSN, whose portions SP and SN, which communicate with
the two extremities of the battery, are covered in silk and twisted together, as one sees in SL, up to
close to the battery, so that the actions that they produce cancel each other, and whose remainder
[of the circuit] form a lozenge SRMT situated in such a way that the direction of the diagonal
SM of this lozenge passes by the point B. To this end, by preserving the preceding names [page
218] and making moreover the angle BRM = θ1, the angle BRO′ = θ′1, the distance BS = a′ and
the perpendicular BO′ = b′ = −a′ sin ε because the angle BSO′ = −ε, one will easily see that the
action of the portion RS of the conducting wire on the pole B is equal to

−ρ (cos ε− cos θ′1)

b′
,

as well as, on account of b = a sin ε, one would have found

ρ (cos θ1 − cos ε)

b
,

for that [action] that the portion MR exerts on the same pole B, by taking the preceding integral
from θ = ε to θ = θ1; and then, it is sufficient to combine these two expressions, and double the
sum, to get the total action of the lozenge contour MRST, yielding

2ρ

(
cos θ1
b

− cos ε

b
+

cos θ′1
b′

− cos ε

b′

)
.

This value is susceptible to another form which one obtains by relating the positions of the four
angles of the lozenge to two axes BX and BY drawn by the point B parallel to these sides and
which join them at the points D, E, F and G; if one sets BD = BF = g and BE = BG = h, one
has

b = BO = g sin 2ε , b′ = BO′ = h sin 2ε ,

cos θ1 =
OR

BR
=

h+ g cos 2ε√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε

,

cos θ′1 =
O′R

BR
=

g + h cos 2ε√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε

,

and using these expressions one finds, for that [expression] of the force exercised on the pole B,

2ρ

(
h+ g cos 2ε

g sin 2ε
√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε

+
g + h cos 2ε

h sin 2ε
√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε

− cos ε

g sin 2ε
− cos ε

h sin 2ε

)

= ρ

(
2
√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε

gh sin 2ε
− 1

g sin ε
− 1

h sin ε

)
,

[page 219]

by reducing the first two terms to the same denominator, and by replacing in the two other [terms]
sin 2ε by its value 2 sin ε cos ε.

Now draw from the point D the perpendiculars DI and DK on the straight lines BM and BR:
the first [perpendicular] is obviously equal to g sin ε, and the second is obtained by noticing that in

multiplying it by BR =
√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε, one has a product equal to twice the surface of the

triangle BDR, that is, gh sin 2ε, so that by naming p1,1 and p1,2 these perpendiculars, it becomes
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1

p1,1
=

1

g sin ε
and

1

p1,2
=

√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε

gh sin 2ε
;

by drawing from the point E the two perpendiculars EU and EV on the straight lines BT and BS,
and representing them by p2,1 and p2,2, the first [perpendicular] will be equal to DK due to the
equality of the triangles BDR and BET, and the second will have the value h sin ε, in such a way
that the expression for the force exerted by the contour of the lozenge MRST on the pole B can
be written as:

ρ

(
1

p1,2
+

1

p2,1
− 1

p1,1
− 1

p2,2

)
.

Figure 44.

In this form it applies not only to a lozenge in which one diagonal is directed so as to pass by
the point B, but [also] to an arbitrary parallelogram NRST (figure 44) whose perimeter carries an
electric current which acts on the pole of a magnet located in the plane of this parallelogram. It
results,48 in effect, as was already said, on page 57,49 that by calculating the magnitudes designated
by A, B, C and D =

√
A2 +B2 + C2, in relation to a planar and closed voltaic circuit, such as

that forming the perimeter of the parallelogram NRST, and [in relation] to a point B situated in
the same plane, one has

A = 0 , B = 0 and C = D =

∫ ∫
d2λ

r3
,

[page 220]

when one represents by d2λ an element of the area of this circuit and when one replaces the
exponent n by its value 2. Being A and B null, the directrix of the electrodynamic action exerted
on the point B by the current which we are considering is the perpendicular elevated at this point
on the plane of the parallelogram, from which it follows:

48[N. T.] The text beginning in this paragraph and going up to our page 497 in this Note 5 of the 1826 version of
the Théorie, is different from the text beginning in our page 508 and going up to our page 510 relative to the Note
4 of the 1827 version of the Théorie.

49[N. T.] Page 57 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 229 of the 1827 version, and to our
page 387.
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(1) That the force it50 exerts on an element ds′ of electric current, whose center was located at
B, is, in this plane, perpendicular to the direction of the element, and has the value, page 43,51

1

2
Dii′ds′ sin ε =

1

2
ii′ds′ cosω

∫ ∫
d2λ

r3
,

by naming ω the inclination of the element ds′ on the plane BRST, inclination which is the
complement of the angle ε formed by the direction of this element and that of the directrix;

(2) That, after what was said, on page 103,52 if one had placed at point B the extremity of
an indefinite solenoid, the force exerted on this extremity, by the same electric current, would be
perpendicular to the plane BRST and would have the value

λ′ii′D

2g
=
λ′ii′

2g

∫ ∫
d2λ

r3
,

by naming λ′ the area of the small circuits composing the solenoid, and g the distance between
the planes of two consecutive circuits [of the solenoid];

(3) That the pole of a magnet located at B would experience from the circuit NRST an action
directed along the same perpendicular and expressed by

ρ

∫ ∫
d2λ

r3
,

ρ being a constant coefficient.

In order to obtain the value of
∫ ∫

d2λ
r3 , relative to the voltaic circuit represented by the perimeter

of the parallelogram NRST, [page 221] one relates all the points, such as M, of its area to two axes
BX and BY drawn by the point B parallel to its sides, and by naming x and y the coordinates BP
and PM, one will have

d2λ = dxdy sin 2ε and r =
√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε ;

the total force, impinging on pole B of the small magnet AB, will then be

ρ sin 2ε

∫ ∫
dxdy

(x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε)
3
2

.

Now we have seen, on page 94,53 that the indefinite integral of

dsds′

(a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε)
3
2

is

1

a sin ε
arctan

ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε

a sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

,

or54

− 1

a sin ε
arctan

a sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε
,

50[N. T.] That is, the current carrying circuit.
51[N. T.] Page 43 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 215 of the 1827 version, and to our

page 377.
52[N. T.] Page 103 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 275 of the 1827 version, and to our

page 424.
53[N. T.] Page 94 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 266 of the 1827 version, and to our

page 416, respectively.
54[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the next equation appeared as follows:

− 1

a sin ε
arctan

a sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss cos ε

ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε
,
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by removing the constant π/2. When a = 0, this quantity takes the form 0/0; but since the arc
should be replaced by its tangent, the factor null a sin ε vanishes, and one has55

∫ ∫
dsds′

(s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε)
3
2

= −
√
s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

ss′ sin2 ε
,

which is easy to verify by differentiation. One concludes immediately that the expression of the
force that we have calculated, considered as an indefinite integral, is

−ρ
√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε

xy sin 2ε
= −ρ

p
,

[page 222]

defining p to be the perpendicular PQ drawn from point P on BM, because the double of the area
of the triangle BPM is both equal to p

√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε and to xy sin 2ε, which gives

1

p
=

√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε

xy sin 2ε
.

There only remains now to calculate the values taken by this indefinite integral at the four vertices
N, R, T and S of the parallelogram, and to sum them with convenient signs; continuing to designate
respectively by p1,1, p1,2, p2,1 and p2,2 the perpendiculars DI, DK, EU and EV, it is evident that
one thus obtains for the value of the force looked for

ρ

(
1

p1,2
+

1

p2,1
− 1

p1,1
− 1

p2,2

)
.

If one replaces, in this expression, the constant ρ by 1
2 ii

′ds′ cosω, one will have the value of
the force resulting from the action that the electric current NRST exerts on the element ds′, and
whose direction, comprised in the plane BRST, is perpendicular to that [direction] of the element;
this value is

1

2
ii′ds′

(
1

p1,2
+

1

p2,1
− 1

p1,1
− 1

p2,2

)
cosω .

When the element situated at B is in the plane of the parallelogram, one has ω = 0 and
cosω = 1, and the value of the force that we just calculated reduces to

1

2
ii′ds′

(
1

p1,2
+

1

p2,1
− 1

p1,1
− 1

p2,2

)
.

[End of the Treatise
Theory of Electrodynamic Phenomena Uniquely Deduced from Experiments.]

55[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the denominator of the integral appeared as:
(

s+ s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε
)

3
2
.
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Chapter 31

Notes [of the Théorie Published in
1827] Containing Some New
Developments on the Subjects
Considered in the Preceding
Treatise

[Page 374]1

31.1 On the Method of Demonstrating Using the Four Cases
of Equilibrium Explained at the Beginning of This Trea-

tise, that the Value of the Mutual Action of Two Ele-
ments of Conducting Wires is −2ii′√

r
d2
√
r

dsds′dsds
′

Following2 in order the transformations that I successively applied to this expression, one finds
first, due to the first two cases of equilibrium,3 that the expression is

ii′ (sin θ sin θ′ cosω + k cos θ cos θ′) dsds′

rn
;

one deduces from the third [case of equilibrium],4 between n and k, the relation n + 2k = 1, and
from the fourth5 [one deduces that] n = 2, from which k = −1/2; this fourth case of equilibrium is
therefore the one employed in the last place for the determination of the value of the force which
develops between two elements of conducting wires: but one can follow a different path using a
consideration provided by M. de Laplace, as he concluded from M. Biot’s first experiments, on
the mutual action between a magnet and an indefinite rectilinear conductor, which showed that

1[N. T.] As discussed in Section 27.2, we believe that these Notes represent only Ampère’s initial points of view,
although published in 1827. The improved version of these Notes was presented in the 1826 version of the Théorie.
They can be found in Chapter 30.

2[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the formula in the title of this Section appeared as − 2ii′√
r

dsds′

d2r
dsds′. We included the

correct expression of this formula in the title of the Section, namely, − 2ii′√
r

d2
√

r

dsds′
dsds′.

3[N. T.] Namely, the case of equilibrium of the anti-parallel currents and the case of equilibrium of the sinuous
wire.

4[N. T.] Namely, the case of equilibrium of the non existence of tangential force.
5[N. T.] Namely, the case of equilibrium of the law of similarity.
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the force exercised by an element of this wire on one of the poles of the magnet varies inversely
with the square of the distance, if the distance only changes in value and the angle between the
measured straight line and the direction of the element stays the same. [page 375] In applying
this consideration to the mutual action of two elements of conducting wires, it is easy to see,
independently of any preliminary research on the value of the resulting force, that this force is
also inversely proportional to the square of the distance when only it is varied, and the angles
that determine the relationship between the elements are unchanged. In effect, based on the
consideration developed at the beginning of this Treatise, the force in question here is necessarily
directed along the line r, and has the value

ii′f(r, θ, θ′, ω)dsds′ ;

from which it follows, defining α, β and γ to be the angles that this straight line forms with the
three [orthogonal cartesian] axes, its three components are expressed by

ii′f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cosαdsds′ ,

ii′f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cosβdsds′ ,

ii′f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cos γdsds′ ,

and the three forces parallel to the three axes which result [from these components] between two
circuits [will be obtained] by the double integrals of these expressions, i and i′ being constants.

Now it follows from the fourth case of equilibrium, by replacing the three circles by any similar
curves such that their homologous dimensions are in continuous geometric proportion, that these
three forces have equal values in two similar systems; it is thus necessary that the integrals which
express them have null dimension relative to all the lines which there enter, following the remark
by M. de Laplace which I just mentioned and that, by consequence, the same should also happen
for the differentials of which they are composed, considering ds and ds′ among the lines which are
included [in these expressions], because the number of these differentials, though [page 376] infinite
of second order,6 should be considered as the same in the two systems.

Now the product dsds′ is two dimensional: it is then necessary that7 f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cosα, f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cosβ
and f(r, θ, θ′, ω) cos γ, are of dimension −2; and since the angles θ, θ′, ω, α, β and γ are expressed
by numbers which contribute nothing in the dimensions of the values of the differentials, and since
f(r, θ, θ′, ω) only contains the single line r, it is necessary that this function is proportional to
1/r2, so that the force applied from one to the other of the two elements of the conducting wires
is given by

ii′ϕ(θ, θ′, ω)

r2
dsds′ .

The first two cases of equilibrium then determine the function ϕ, where only k remains unknown,
and one has

ii′ (sin θ sin θ′ cosω + k cos θ cos θ′)

r2
dsds′ ,

for the value of the sought force: it is, as is known, in this form that I presented it in the memoir
that I read before the Académie on 4 December 1820.8 By replacing then sin θ sin θ′ cosω and

6[N. T.] The line integral along the closed circuit s can be considered as a sum of an infinite number of terms,
each one proportional to the infinitesimal length ds. The same reasoning can be applied to the line integral along
the circuit s′ as regards the infinitesimal length ds′. The force of a closed circuit s acting on another closed circuit
s′ will be then given by a product between an infinite sum of terms proportional to ds and another infinite sum of
terms proportional do ds′. This will yield the “infinite of second order” mentioned by Ampère.

7[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the 1827 version of the Théorie, the last cosine appeared as cosα.
8[N. T.] This work, read on 4 December 1820, was published in [Amp20f]. The manuscript containing the material

that Ampère presented in this date was published by Joubert, [Amp85j]. Ampère presented another version of this
work in [Amp20e].
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cos θ cos θ′ by their values9

− rd2r

dsds′
and − dr

ds

dr

ds′
,

one obtains10

− ii
′

r2

(
rd2r

dsds′
+ k

dr

ds

dr

ds′

)
dsds′ =

− ii
′(rdd′r + kdrd′r)

r2
= − ii

′rkdd′r + krk−1drd′r

rk+1
=

− ii
′d(rkd′r)

rk+1
= − ii

′dd′(rk+1)

(k + 1)rk+1
,

[page 377]

and shortening by substituting k + 1 = m, one has this very simple expression for the looked for
force

− ii
′dd′(rm)

mrm
.

Therefore,11 there only remains to determine m from the case of equilibrium which shows that
the sum of the components of the forces that a conducting wire exerts on an element of a conducting
wire, taken in the direction of the element, is always null when the conducting wire forms a closed
circuit. This case of equilibrium, which I considered in this Treatise as the third, should be like
the fourth, since it is the last which one uses in the full determination of the sought after force. In
replacing d′r by − cos θ′ds′ in the value

− ii
′d(rm−1d′r)

rm

of the force that the two elements exert one on the other, one has, for its component, in the
direction of the element ds′,

ii′ds′ cos θ′d(rm−1 cos θ′)

rm
=

1

2

ii′ds′d(r2m−2 cos2 θ′)

r2m−1
,

in which it is necessary that the integral relative to the differentials which depend on ds be null at
all times that the curve s is closed; but it is easy to see, by integration by parts, that it is equal to

1

2
ii′ds′

[
cos2 θ′2
r2

− cos2 θ′1
r1

+ (2m− 1)

∫
cos2 θ′dr

r2

]
.

The first part of this expression vanishes when the curve s is closed, because r2 = r1 and cos θ′2 =
cos θ′1; with regard to the second [part] one shows easily, as we have done, on page12 209, that∫

cos2 θ′dr
r2 cannot vanish, whatever the form of the [page 378] closed curve s; it is therefore necessary

9[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the original version of the Théorie stated that the expression sin θ sin θ′ cosω was

equivalent to − rd2r
dsds′

dsds′.
10[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the first line of the following equation appeared in the original text as follows:

− ii′

r2

(

d2r

dsds′
+ k

dr

ds

dr

ds′

)

dsds′ =

11[N. T.] This final portion of the Note 1 published in 1827 is different from the final paragraph of the Note 1
published in the 1826 version of the Théorie, see our page 483 up to page 484.

12[N. T.] Page 209 of the 1827 version of the Théorie, corresponding to our page 371.
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that one has 2m − 1 = 0, [that is,] m = 1/2, and that the value of the force due to the mutual
action of the two elements ds and ds′ is13

− ii
′dd′(rm)

mrm
= −2ii′dd′

√
r√

r
.

31.2 On a Proper Transformation which Simplifies the Cal-
culation of the Mutual Action between Two Rectilin-
ear Conductors

When the two conductors are rectilinear, the angle formed by the directions of the two elements is
constant and equal to that [angle] between the same directions of the two conductors; it is therefore
supposed to be known, and one has, designating it by ε, [from] page14 207,

r
d2r

dsds′
+
dr

ds

dr

ds′
= −dx

ds

dx′

ds′
− dy

ds

dy′

ds′
− dz

ds

dz′

ds′
= − cos ε ,

from which it follows that15

dd′(rm)

mrm
=

(m− 1)drd′r + rdd′r

r2
=

(m− 2)drd′r − cos εdsds′

r2
.

By designating by p some other exponent, one has equivalently

dd′(rp)

prp
=

(p− 2)drd′r − cos εdsds′

r2
,

and, by eliminating16 drd′r
r2 between the two equations, one obtains

(p− 2)dd′(rm)

mrm
− (m− 2)dd′(rp)

prp
=

(m− p) cos εdsds′

r2
,

from which

dd′(rm)

mrm
=
m− 2

p− 2

dd′(rp)

prp
+
m− p

p− 2

cos εdsds′

r2
.

[page 379]

By substituting17 1/2 for m in this equation, and multiplying the two members of what results
from this substitution by −ii′, one has the value of the action of two elements of conducting wires
transformed as18

−2ii′dd′
√
r√

r
=

3
2 ii

′

p− 2

dd′(rp)

prp
−
(
1
2 − p

)
ii′

p− 2

cos εdsds′

r2
,

13[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the original version of the Théorie, we had in the left side of this equation the

following expression: − ii′dd′(rm)
mεm

.
14[N. T.] From page 207 of the 1827 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 35 of the 1826 version of the

Théorie and to our page 369.
15[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the original version, the second and third terms of this equation appeared as

(m−1)drdr′+rdd′r

r2
= (m−2)drdr′−cos εdsds′

r2
.

16[N. T.] Due to a misprint, this term appeared in the original version of the Théorie as drdr′

r2
.

17[N. T.] The final portion of this second Note of the Théorie published in 1827 is different from the final portion
of the second Note of the Théorie published in 1826, see our page 485.

18[N. T.] Due to a misprint in the original work, the term at the left hand side of this equation appeared in the

following form: − 2iidd′
√

r√
r

.
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and one can in this expression assign any value to p. The one that provides the most convenience
for calculation is p = −1, by adopting it one has

−2ii′dd′
√
r√

r
=

1

2
ii′rdd′

1

r
+

1

2

ii′ cos εdsds′

r2
=

1

2
ii′dsds′

(
cos ε

r2
+ r

d2 1
r

dsds′

)
.

I have already found by another means, page 253,19 this expression of the force that two elements
of conducting wires exert on one another; one can only use it, for simplification of calculations,
when the conductors are rectilinear, because it is only then that the angle ε is constant and known;
but in this case, it is this [expression] that gives in the simplest manner the values of the forces
and the torques which result from the mutual action of two conductors of this type. If I have in
this Treatise used other means to calculate these values, it is because at the time that I wrote it I
did not yet know this transformation of my formula.

31.3 On the Direction of the Straight Line Designated in
this Treatise under the Name of Directrix of the Elec-

trodynamic Action at a Given Point, when This Action is
That of a Closed and Planar Circuit in which All of
the Dimensions are Very Small

The straight line20 which I have named directrix of the electrodynamic action at a given point21

[page 380] is that [line] which forms with the three axes the angles whose cosines are proportional
respectively to the three quantities A, B and C; the values of these three quantities, found on page
227,22 become

A = λ

(
cos ξ

r3
− 3qx

r5

)
,

B = λ

(
cos η

r3
− 3qy

r5

)
,

C = λ

(
cos ζ

r3
− 3qz

r5

)
,

when one substitutes the number 2 for n; therefore, when one assumes the small circuit of arbitrary
form located as in figure 14,23 that is to say, after having placed the origin A of the coordinates at
the given point, one takes as the z axis the perpendicular AZ drawn from the point A on the plane
of the small circuit, and for the plane of the xz that [plane] which passes by this perpendicular
and by the center of inertia O of the area LMS to which is related the x, y and z which enter into
the values of A, B and C,24 it is evident that one has y = 0, q = z, ξ = η = π/2, ζ = 0, and that
these values reduce as a consequence to

A = −3λxz

r5
, B = 0 and C = λ

(
1

r3
− 3z2

r5

)
=
λ(x2 − 2z2)

r5
,

19[N. T.] Page 253 of the 1827 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 81 of the 1826 version, and to our
page 408.

20[N. T.] The goal of this Note was to obtain the mapping of terrestrial magnetism, as we discussed in Section
10.6.

21[N. T.] See Section 10.1 and the footnote 95 in our page 376.
22[N. T.] Page 227 of the 1827 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 55 of the 1826 version, and to our

page 387.
23[N. T.] See our pages 383 and 504.
24[N. T.] That is, the coordinates of the center of inertia O of the area LMS are given by (x, y, z).
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because r2 = x2 + z2. Since B is null, the directrix AE is necessarily in the plane of the xz
determined as we have just said; it forms with the axis of the x an angle EAX whose tangent is
evidently equal to C/A, that is, is equal to (2z2−x2)/3xz; and as that [tangent] of the angle OAX
is [equal] to z/x, one finds, for the value of the tangent of OAE

tanOAE =
z
x − 2z2−x2

3xz

1 + 2z2−x2

3x2

=
(z2 + x2)x

(2x2 + 2z2)z
=

1

2

x

z
=

1

2
tanCOA .

Figure 14.

[page 381]

From which it follows that, if one takes OB = OA/3, and one draws on OA at the point B a plane
perpendicular to AO which intercepts in D the normal OC on the plane of the small circuit, the
straight line ADE determined by the points A and D, will be the directrix of the action exerted at
the point A by the electric current flowing in it,25 since one will have

AB = 2OB , tanBDA = 2 tanBDO ,

and

tanOAE = cotBDA =
1

2
cotBDO =

1

2
tanCOA .

This construction gives in the simplest manner the direction of the straight line AE along which
we saw26 that the pole of a magnet placed in A would be moved by the action of this current.

25[N. T.] That is, flowing through the small closed circuit.
26[N. T.] See pages 104 and 276 of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie, respectively, corresponding to our

page 425.
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It is to be remarked that it27 is orientated as regards the plane LMS of the small circuit that
it28 describes, just as the direction of the dip needle is generally [orientated] with respect to the
magnetic equator; because the point O being considered as the center of the Earth, the plane OAC
like that [plane] of the magnetic meridian, and the straight line AE like the direction of the dip
needle, it is evident that the angle OAE comprised between the terrestrial ray OA and the direction
AE of the magnetized needle is the complement of the inclination,29 and that the angle COA is
the complement of the magnetic latitude LOA; therefore the preceding equation becomes:30

cot incl. =
1

2
cot lat. ,

or31

tan incl. = 2 tan lat.

31.4 On the Value of the Force that an Indefinite Angular

Conductor Exerts on the Pole of a Small Magnet

Whether one considers the pole B (figure 34)32 of the small magnet AB as the extremity of an
electrodynamic solenoid or as a magnetic molecule, there is agreement, in both views, with respect
to the expression of the force exercised [page 382] on this pole by each element of the angular
conductor CMZ: one finds in general that in drawing the perpendicular BO = b of the point B on
one of its branches CµM extended toward O, setting Oµ = s, BM = a, Bµ = r, the angle BµM
= θ, the angle CMH = BMO = ε, and designating by ρ a constant coefficient, the force which is
exercised on the pole B by the element ds situated at µ is equal to

ρ sin θds

r2
,

which must be integrated from s = OM = a cos ε to s = ∞, or, what amounts to the same thing,
from θ = ε to θ = 0: but, in the triangle BOµ, whose side OB = b = a sin ε, one has

r =
a sin ε

sin θ
, s = a sin ε cot θ , ds = −a sin εdθ

sin2 θ
and

ds

r2
= − dθ

a sin ε
,

thus

ρ sin θds

r2
= −ρ sin θdθ

a sin ε
,

whose integral is

ρ

a sin ε
(cos θ +C) ,

or, considering it between the limits determined above,

ρ (1− cos ε)

a sin ε
=
ρ

a
tan

1

2
ε ,

27[N. T.] That is, the straight line AE.
28[N. T.] That is, the current.
29[N. T.] The complement of an angle ϕ1 is the angle ϕ2 such that ϕ1 + ϕ2 = π/2.
30[N. T.] Savary was the first scientist to obtain these relations utilizing Ampère’s electrodynamic theory, see

[Sav23b, p. 25], [Sav23c, p. 26] and [Sav85b, p. 369].
31[N. T.] This mathematical relation obtained by Ampère is analogous to our equation (10.56) connecting the

inclination angle ζ of a dip needle relative to the horizon with the latitude angle L where the needle is located.
According to this expression, which agrees with observational data, the dip needles at the surface of the Earth
become orientated as indicated in figure 10.23.

32[N. T.] See our page 430.
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Figure 34.

value which is necessary to double in order to obtain the force exercised on the pole B by the
indefinite angular conductor CMZ; this force, in inverse ratio of BM = a, is therefore, for the same
value of a, proportional to the tangent of half the angle CMH, and not to this angle itself, although
it may have been claimed that the value

ρ sin θds

r2

of the force exercised by the element ds on the pole B, was found analyzing by calculation33 the
supposition that the force produced [page 383] by the conducting wire CMZ was proportional to
the angle CMH. It is not possible to doubt that there was some error in this calculation; but it
would be equally curious to know it,34 a calculation intended to determine the value of a differential
beginning with the value of the definite integral obtained between given limits, but it does not seem
to me that, up to now, any mathematician had considered [this calculation] something possible to
be done.

Since one cannot, in practice, make the branches MC and MZ of the angular conductor really
infinite, nor extend the prolongations of the wire composing it and which connect these branches
with the two extremities of the battery, at a sufficiently great distance from the small magnet AB

33[N. T.] See Section 17.2 in which we discussed Biot’s work and this criticism made by Ampère.
34[N. T.] That is, to know this wrong calculation.
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so that they35 will effect absolutely no action on it,36 one should, rigorously, consider the value
that we just obtained only as an approximation. In order to have an exact value which can be
verified by experiment, it is necessary to calculate the force exercised on the pole B of the small
magnet by a conducting wire PSRMTSN, whose portions SP and SN, which communicate with
the two extremities of the battery, are covered in silk and twisted together, as one sees in SL, up to
close to the battery, so that the actions that they produce cancel each other, and whose remainder
[of the circuit] form a lozenge SRMT situated in such a way that the direction of the diagonal SM
of this lozenge passes by the point B. To this end, by preserving the preceding names and making
moreover the angle BRM = θ1, the angle BRO′ = θ′1, the distance BS = a′ and the perpendicular
BO′ = b′ = −a′ sin ε because the angle BSO′ = −ε, one will easily see that the action of the portion
RS of the conducting wire on the pole B is equal to

−ρ (cos ε− cos θ′1)

b′
,

as well as, on account of b = a sin ε, one would have found

ρ (cos θ1 − cos ε)

b
,

[page 384]

for that [action] that the portion MR exerts on the same pole B, by taking the preceding integral
from θ = ε to θ = θ1.

By combining these two expressions, and doubling the sum, one gets the total action of the
lozenge contour MRST,

2ρ

(
cos θ1
b

− cos ε

b
+

cos θ′1
b′

− cos ε

b′

)
.

This value is susceptible to another form which one obtains by relating the positions of the four
angles of the lozenge to two axes BX and BY drawn by the point B parallel to these sides and
which join them at the points D, E, F and G; if one sets BD = BF = g and BE = BG = h, one
has

b = BO = g sin 2ε , b′ = BO′ = h sin 2ε ,

cos θ1 =
OR

BR
=

h+ g cos 2ε√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos2ε

,

cos θ′1 =
O′R

BR
=

g + h cos 2ε√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε

,

and using these values, that [value] of the force exercised on the pole B becomes

2ρ

(
h+ g cos 2ε

g sin 2ε
√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos2ε

+
g + h cos 2ε

h sin 2ε
√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos2ε

− cos ε

g sin 2ε
− cos ε

h sin 2ε

)

35[N. T.] Ampère utilized here the word “elles.” He was referring to the branches of the wire (branche is a feminine
word in French). On page 217 of the Notes of the 1826 version of the Théorie, equivalent to our page 493, Ampère
utilized in the same place the word “ils” instead of “elles.” The reason for this replacement was that in 1826 he was
referring to the prolongations of the wire (prolongement is a masculine word in French).

36[N. T.] That is, so that the branches effect no action on the magnet.
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= ρ

(
2
√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε

gh sin 2ε
− 1

g sin ε
− 1

h sin ε

)
,

by replacing in the two last terms sin 2ε by its value 2 sin ε cos ε.
Now draw from the point D the perpendiculars DI and DK on the straight lines BM and BR:

the first [perpendicular] will be obviously equal to g sin ε, and the second will be obtained by

noticing that in multiplying it by BR =
√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε, one has a product equal to twice

the surface of the triangle BDR, that is, gh sin 2ε, [page 385] so that by naming p1,1 and p1,2 these
perpendiculars, it becomes

1

p1,1
=

1

g sin ε
and

1

p1,2
=

√
g2 + h2 + 2gh cos 2ε

gh sin 2ε
;

by drawing from the point E the two perpendiculars EU and EV on the straight lines BT and BS,
and representing them by p2,1 and p2,2, the first [perpendicular] will be equal to DK due to the
equality of the triangles BDR and BET, and the second will have the value h sin ε, in such a way
that the expression of the force exerted by the contour of the lozenge MRST on the pole B can be
written as:

ρ

(
1

p1,2
+

1

p2,1
− 1

p1,1
− 1

p2,2

)
.

Figure 44.

In this form it applies not only to a lozenge in which one diagonal is directed so as to pass by
the point B, but [also] to an arbitrary parallelogram NRST (figure 44) whose perimeter carries an
electric current which acts on the pole of a magnet located in the plane of this parallelogram. It
results,37 in effect, as was already said, pages 229 and 276,38 that the effect of NRST on the pole
B is the same as if all the elements d2λ which compose its surface were acting on this pole with
a force equal to ρd2λ/r3; from which it follows, labeling by x and y the coordinates referring to
the axes BX and BY, and to the origin B of an arbitrary point M of the area of the parallelogram
which gives

37[N. T.] In Note 5 of the 1826 version of the Théorie, there is a more detailed description of the contents included
in the previous and in the next paragraphs, see our pages 495 up to 497.

38[N. T.] Pages 229 and 276 of the 1827 version of the Théorie, corresponding to pages 57 and 104 of the 1826
version, and to our pages 387 and 425, respectively.
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d2λ = dxdy sin 2ε and r =
√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε ,

the total force, impinging on pole B, will then be

ρ sin 2ε

∫ ∫
dxdy

(x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε)
3
2

.

Now we have seen, page 266,39 that the indefinite integral of

[page 386]

dsds′

(a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε)
3
2

is

1

a sin ε
arctan

ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε

a sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

,

or40

− 1

a sin ε
arctan

a sin ε
√
a2 + s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

ss′ sin2 ε+ a2 cos ε
,

by removing the constant π/2. When a = 0, this quantity takes the form 0/0; but since the arc
should be replaced by its tangent, the factor null a sin ε vanishes, and one has41

∫ ∫
dsds′

(s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε)
3
2

= −
√
s2 + s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε

ss′ sin2 ε
,

which is easy to verify by differentiation. One concludes immediately that the expression of the
force that we have calculated, considered as an indefinite integral, is

−ρ
√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε

xy sin 2ε
= −ρ

p
,

defining p to be the perpendicular PQ drawn from point P on BM, because the double of the area
of the triangle BPM is both equal to p

√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε and to xy sin 2ε, which gives

1

p
=

√
x2 + y2 + 2xy cos 2ε

xy sin 2ε
.

There only remains now to calculate the values taken by this indefinite integral at the four vertices
N, R, T and S of the parallelogram, and to sum them with convenient signs; continuing to designate
respectively by p1,1, p1,2, p2,1 and p2,2 the [page 387] perpendiculars DI, DK, EU and EV, it is
evident that one thus obtains for the value of the force looked for

ρ

(
1

p1,2
+

1

p2,1
− 1

p1,1
− 1

p2,2

)
.

The direction perpendicular to the plane of the parallelogram NRST along which the pole of
magnet located in B is carried by the action of the electric current which follows the contour of
this parallelogram, is the directrix of the electrodynamic action which it exerts at the point B:
from which it follows that if there were at this point an element of electric current situated in the

39[N. T.] Page 266 of the 1827 version of the Théorie, corresponding to page 94 of the 1826 version, and to our
page 416, respectively.

40[N. T.] Due to a misprint, we had inside the square root sign the following expression: 2ss cos ε.
41[N. T.] Due to a misprint, the denominator of the integral appeared as:

(

s+ s′2 − 2ss′ cos ε
)

3
2
.
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plane of the parallelogram, it would form a right angle with the directrix, and thus the action of
this current on the element would be a force located in this plane, perpendicular to the direction
of the element, and equal to that [action] which the same current would exercise on the pole of a
magnet placed at the point B multiplied by a constant ratio, which is here that of ρ to ii′ds/2,
naming this element ds; so that the force thus directed which would act on the element would have
the value42

1

2
ii′ds

(
1

p1,2
+

1

p2,1
− 1

p1,1
− 1

p2,2

)
.

When the element located at B is not in the plane of the parallelogram, but forms with this
plane an angle equal to ω, one can replace it by two elements of the same intensity, one in this
plane, the other which is perpendicular to it: the action of the current of the parallelogram on this
last [element] being null, one should only take into account that [action] which it exerts on the
first [element]; it is evidently in the plane of the parallelogram, [is] perpendicular to the element
and equal to

1

2
ii′ds cosω

(
1

p1,2
+

1

p2,1
− 1

p1,1
− 1

p2,2

)
.

[End of the Treatise
Theory of Electrodynamic Phenomena Uniquely Deduced from Experiments.]

42[N. T.] Due to a misprint, we had in the beginning of this equation the following expression: 1
2
iids.
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The Théorie was Ampère’s masterpiece. We conclude this book presenting once more some
evaluations of his experimental and theoretical work. We subscribe to them.

Maxwell:43

The experimental investigation by which Ampère established the laws of the mechanical action
between electric currents is one of the most brilliant achievements in science. The whole, theory
and experiment, seems as if it had leaped, full grown and full armed, from the brain of the
‘Newton of electricity.’ It is perfect in form, and unassailable in accuracy, and it is summed up
in a formula from which all the phenomena may be deduced, and which must always remain
the cardinal formula of electro-dynamics.

Whittaker:44

[Ampère] published his collected results in one of the most celebrated memoirs in the history
of natural philosophy.

Williams45 comparing Ampère’s main work46 with Newton’s masterpiece of 1687, Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy:47

Having established a noumenal foundation for electrodynamic phenomena, Ampère’s next
steps were to discover the relationship between the phenomena and to devise a theory from
which these relationships could be mathematically deduced. This double task was undertaken
in the years 1821-1825, and his success was reported in his greatest work, the Mémoire sur la
théorie mathématique des phénomènes électrodynamique, uniquement déduite de l’expérience
(1827). In this work, the Principia of electrodynamics, Ampère first described the laws of
action of electric currents, which he had discovered from four extremely ingenious experiments.

Tricker:48

At the beginning of the year 1820 nothing was known of the magnetic action of an electric
current. By 1826 the theory for steady currents had been completely worked out. Since then,
though newer methods may have made the handling of the mathematical apparatus simpler
and more concise, nothing fundamental has been changed.

[...]

In the theory of gravitation, Newton was already provided with a knowledge of a range of the
phenomena, mainly through the medium of Kepler’s laws. Ampère had to discover the laws
as well as provide the theory, and thus do the work of Tycho Brahe, Kepler and Newton rolled
into one.

43[Max54, Volume 2, Article 528, p. 175].
44[Whi73, p. 83].
45[Wil81, p. 145]
46[Amp26f] and [Amp23c].
47[New34], [New90], [New99], [New08a] and [New10].
48[Tri65, pp. vii and 36].
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Appendix A

Figures of the Théorie Drawn with
a Graphic Software

We present in this Appendix all figures of the Théorie drawn with a graphic software. Our goal is
to show images with more defined lines and with more readable letters. These figures may help in
the comprehension of Ampère’s masterpiece.

Figure A.1: Figure 1.
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Figure A.2: Figure 2.
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Figure A.3: Figure 3. Letter E′ at the bottom of the left column appeared as letter E in figure 3
of the 1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie.
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Figure A.4: Figure 4. Letter a representing the counterweight did not appear in figure 4 of the
1826 and 1827 versions of the Théorie. Letters O′′, O′ and O representing the centers of the circles
did not appear in the 1826 version of the Théorie, although they appeared in the 1827 version. As
they are mentioned in Ampère’s text, we included them here.
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Figure A.5: Figure 5.

Figure A.6: Figure 6. Letter A′ at the center of M′m′ appeared in the 1827 version of the Théorie,
but not in the 1826 version.

Figure A.7: Figure 7.
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Figure A.8: Figure 8.

Figure A.9: Figure 9.

Figure A.10: Figure 10.
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Figure A.11: Figure 11.

Figure A.12: Figure 12.

Figure A.13: Figure 13.
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Figure A.14: Figure 14.

Figure A.15: Figure 15.
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Figure A.16: Figure 16.

Figure A.17: Figure 17.
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Figure A.18: Figure 18.

Figure A.19: Figure 19.
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Figure A.21: Figure 21.

Figure A.22: Figure 22.

Figure A.23: Figure 23.
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Figure A.24: Figure 24.

Figure A.25: Figure 25.

Figure A.26: Figure 26.
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Figure A.27: Figure 27.

Figure A.28: Figure 28.
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Figure A.29: Figure 29.

Figure A.30: Figure 30.
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Figure A.31: Figure 31.

Figure A.32: Figure 32.
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Figure A.33: Figure 33.

Figure A.34: Figure 34.
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Figure A.35: Figure 35.

Figure A.36: Figure 36.

Figure A.37: Figure 37.
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Figure A.38: Figure 38.

Figure A.39: Figure 39.
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Figure A.40: Figure 40.
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Figure A.41: Figure 41.
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Figure A.42: Figure 42.
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Figure A.43: Figure 43.

Figure A.44: Figure 44.
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